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ABSTRACT
The Chinese have migrated from Southern China to Southeast Asia long before Sir
Stamford Raffles discovered the island of Temasek and named it Singapore. They went to
the region for trade, exploration and more recently, as refugees who fled from the Sino-
Japanese war. They brought with them their culture and Chinese folk religion, a mixture
ofConfucianism, Daoism and Buddhism, to a place that was colonized by the British
from 1819.
Today, the Chinese forms the majority people group in modern Singapore,
consisting of about seventy-four percent of Singapore's population. Since the nation's
independence in 1965, many Chinese who were of the baby boomer generation were
English-educated and they came into contact with Christianity and became Christians. As
a people of a hybrid identity, these Chinese Christians have to grapple with the duo
identity of being Christian and Chinese, and the need to harmonize their faith with their
culture. An enduring issue is that of the practice of ancestor rites, some of these rites are
cultural while others are clearly religious in nature.
This dissertation is a study of how Singaporean Christians from different
Protestant denominational groups approach the issue of participation in ancestor rites in
the background of the Rites Controversy that happened over a century, from 1643 to
1742. While the Catholics have "resolved" the problem when Pope Pius XII signed a
decree of approval on December 1939 for participation in the rites, the Protestant
denominations were not in agreement with the Catholic decree and with one another in
coming up with a common stand towards the issue.
This study is based on the identity theory that missiologist Jonathan Ingleby
proposed in his article, "Globalisation, glocalization and mission," that as Christians,
there is a hybrid identity that consists of one's identity in the formational years and that
changes and morphed into a "hybrid" identity as a result of their faith encounter and
becoming believers in Jesus Christ.
With the help of Bevans' Models of Contextual Theology as a heuristic tool, this
study seeks to describe and categorize the various positions (or models) that the various
denominational groups and leaders hold with respect to participation in ancestor rites, and
to discover common grounds of agreement and the principles that guide their faith and
practice.
It is hoped that with the study, many of the seemingly conflicting practices in
Chinese ancestor rites might be explicated and misunderstandings resolved, and that
Protestant Christians, both leaders and members, could arrive at a more common stand
toward their participation, even as they reject those rites that are clearly religious.
The desired outcome of the study is that Singapore Chinese Christians would
have a better understanding of the meaning of Chinese ancestor rites in the background of
their cultural and religious upbringing, thus respond to them appropriately, and present a
positive testimony to their unbelieving relatives and friends, and not be a stumbling block
to fellow believers. Finally, let the prayer of our Lord Jesus Christ for unity among His
disciples (John 17) become the experience of the Christian community in Singapore and
may their expression ofunity become a worship to the glory and name of the Almighty
God.
Jeremiah Goh Wah Seng
May 2012
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
A Personal Encounter with Ancestor Rites
In September 2006, while I was studying in Asbury Theological Seminary, my
wife and I received word from home that her mother was critically sick. Evelyn flew back
to Singapore to spend time with her mother in her last days. During that time, she was
able to share the gospel with her in the hospital and led her to faith in Jesus Christ. A
month later, her mother died without receiving baptism and because of this Evelyn's
family did not recognize her as a believer in Christ.
I brought my children back to Singapore to attend my mother-in-law's funeral
service. We w ere confronted firsthand with the issue of ancestor rites since the fimeral
was to be held as a Daoist (Taoist) religious ceremony. The funeral wake was for five
days and the family engaged a Daoist priest to perform the Chinese funeral rituals. While
the priest led Evelyn's brothers through the funeral rites, parading in a circular maimer
aroimd the coffin and the deceased's picture, each holding a bunch of incense sticks,
Evelyn, our three children and I sat by a nearby table. We had earlier discussed as to how
we could be involved actively in the funeral and still not participate in the religious
rituals. The relatives knew we were Christians and did not demand that we participate in
the rituals. However, as a part of the mourning family we wore mourning clothes. While
Evelyn's brothers took turns to bum incense papers in a basin at the foot of the coffin, we
were not expected to do so.
On the last day of the funeral wake, after the priest performed the final rituals and
led Evelyn's brothers in the procession, as a son-in-law, I was expected to present my
family before my mother-in-law as a sign of respect. Having prepared a banner as a token
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of respect, I led my family to come before my mother-in-law's picture and coffin. We did
not hold any incense sticks. We stood before the coffin and I led in prayer for the family,
praying softly and discreetly, loud enough for the family to hear what I said, but not loud
enough for the others who were present at the funeral. After that, we retreated to our
table.
When the funeral was over, one ofmy wife's aunts, a non-Christian, commented
that we had done well and honored our parents even though we did not take part in the
fimeral rites and ceremonies. However, I continued to struggle with many thoughts in my
mind. Questions like, have we as a family really did everything appropriately? Were
there some things that we should and could have done that would make my father-in-law
and the other ofEvelyn's relatives feel better, and that we could have been a better
testimony? Then, there were certain aspects of the funeral and rituals that I was not
totally sure, even as a pastor, whether they were really religious, or just Chinese culture.
All these were seeds that were sown in my heart and begged an answer, and provided the
first impetus in this work.
Looking at the issue ofparticipation in ancestor rites, on the one hand, as
Christians, there were things that were religious in nature and we could not agree and
participate with them. Yet, on the other hand, to be totally uninvolved was inappropriate
for any family member even though he or she was a Christian. It would strain
relationships and lead to misperception that Christians are unfilial and insensitive.
Undergirding such views would be the skewed belief that Christianity is anti-family, anti-
community, anti-culture and anti-social.
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Chinese ancestor rites have been practiced and handed down through many
centuries of Chinese civihzation and societal development. They are based on a set of
beliefs and procedures. The location where Christianity and culture crosses presents a
dilemma and degree of liminality to our Christian faith and practice. As I reflected on
Scripture and sought biblical principles that could assuage my conscience and faith to
glorify God while honoring my loved ones, I found some answers from the Decalogue.
The first two of the Ten Commandments were instructive for me,
I am the LORD your God, who brought you out of Egypt, out of the land
of slavery. You shall have no other gods before me. You shall not make
for yourself an idol in the form of anything in heaven above or on the
earth beneath or in the waters below. You shall not bow down to them or
worship them. (Exodus 20:3-5, NIV)
In the same passage, God also commanded us to "honor your father and your
mother, so that you may live long in the land the LORD your God is giving you."
(Exodus 20: 12, NIV) On the other hand, Ephesians 6: 1 says that we should obey our
parents in the Lord. I interpret this to mean that as long as our parents do not ask us to do
anything that is contrary to God's will or his revealed word, I am under obligation to
obey them. As much as I need to honor my parents and ancestors as my progenitor, I felt
that I must only worship God, and God alone. This was one of the fundamental Christian
principles my church leaders taught me when I was a younger believer.
In practice however, not all Singaporean Christians hold a similar view and
position toward the issue of ancestor rites, and this will be the focus ofmy research - to
study and discover the positions of Singaporean Chinese Christians from different
denominations or groups toward the practice of ancestor rites.
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Objectives of the Study
In my proposal, I mentioned two objectives for embarking on this work First, it is
to be conducted as a phenomenological study with the purpose of an academic inquiry
into the knowledge, experiences, feelings, reasons and views of the pastors and leaders in
Singaporean churches and their congregants concerning their practice of ancestor rites.
The second is out of a ministry need. As a pastor for more than twelve years, church
members often faced and struggled with the issue again and again, and I hope this study
on the issue ofChinese ancestor rites in greater depth would help pastors like myself
clarify matters related to the issue.
A third objective is, in my personal experience and the experiences ofmy family
members, the issue of ancestor rites has been an ongoing controversy and a constant issue
of contention in my family and other Chinese families where there are Christians. As
someone who is intimately aware and in contact with the Singaporean Christian scene
and its commimity, I believe my study would be useftil in informing Singaporean Chinese
Christians today and I hope the study will also serve as an instructional material for
fiiture generations of Singaporean Chinese Christians.
In this dissertation, I intend to study the positions held by my church leaders as
well as leaders and pastors of other churches, toward this issue, the reasons for their
positions, and which of the models they represent in Bevans' Models ofContextual
Theology.
^ In my study ofBevans' models, I discovered that there is a continuum of the
models that range from the "experience of the past" to the "experience of the present,"
with the emphasis based heavily on "Scripture and Tradition" on one end to "human
Stephen B. Bevans, Models ofContextual Theology, ?>' ed. (New York: Orbis Books, 2002), 32.
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experience and culture, and social location and change" on the other end of the
continuum. The models could be utilized to describe the various positions taken by the
different groups or denominations in the subjects that I study.
In seeking to understand how Singaporean Chinese Christians practiced ancestor
rites, I would need to look into the historical context of how Chinese ancestor rites came
to Singapore and were practice there.
The Historical Context of Chinese Ancestor Rites in Singapore
Singapore is located in Southeast Asia at the southern-most tip of the Malayan
Archipelago. Its original population was made up of the Malays who were the dominant
people group ofMalaysia, Indonesia, Borneo and south Thailand. Due to geographical,
historical, political and commercial factors, the island was transformed from a small
Malay fishing village into a modem Chinese-dominated commercial nation. The Chinese
form about seventy- five percent of the population, and the rest of the twenty-five percent
are shared between the Malays, Indians, Eurasians and other expatriates. In this sense,
Singapore has become known as one of the "little Chinas" together with Taiwan and
Hong Kong.
The fu-st Chinese immigrants came from the provinces ofFujian and Kwangtung
in China. Thus most Singaporean Chinese observe the cultural traditions and festivals,
and practice ancestor rites of those who came from southem China. When a Chinese
becomes a Christian in Singapore, they took on the "Christian identity" with all its
colonial and westem trappings. They would also need to come to terms with the customs
and traditions of their Chinese culture and especially address the important issue of filial
piety and the practice of ancestor rites.
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The issue of ancestor rites is perhaps tiie most debated issue in the history of
Chinese Christianity. Christianity was officially introduced to China by the Nestorian
Christians in seventh century and then again in the thirteenth century.
^ The Nestorian
missionaries favored the practice of ancestor rites. However, Christianity twice died out
completely with no known reasons.^ During the sixteenth century, a new wave of
Christianity was brought forth by the Jesuits who planted Christianity firmly in China's
soil in the Portuguese port ofMacao (present day Macau). This time, missionaries were
embroiled in the famous Rites Controversy. This became the greatest hindrance for the
conversion of rehgious Chinese people to Christianity.
The Rites Controversy happened at the begirming of the seventeenth century. The
Jesuits, under the influence ofMatteo Ricci, insisted that nothing in the rites in honor of
ancestors and ofConfucius were idolatrous and were not a violation of the second
commandment. To forbid them would convince the Chinese, who were already
suspicious of foreigners, that Christianity was subversive to Chinese morals and culture.
On the other hand, opponents of the Jesuits from other Roman Catholic orders (e.g.
Michele Ruggieri of Society in Rome) insisted that the ancestor rites were idolatrous.
These opponents raised an appeal to the Pope. The struggle lasted for almost a century,
from the first appeal to Rome in 1643 to the final Papal Bull, in 1742.
^
The progress ofChristianity in China took a downward turn after Pope Clement
XI issued the Papal Bull, Ex ilia die on March 19, 1715 which officially condemned the
^
Stephen Neill, A History ofChristian Missions (England: Penguin Books, 1990), 81.
^
Kenneth S. Latourette, A History ofChristianity, Volume II: A.D. 1500 to 1975 (New York: Harper and
Row, 1975), 939.
^
Stochastikon, http://l 32.1 87.98. 10:8080/encyclopedia/en/ruggieriMichele.pdf (accessed November 5,
2011)
^
Kenneth S. Latourette, A History ofChristianity, Volume II: A.D. 1500 to 1975 (New York: Harper and
Row, 1975), 940-1.
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Chinese ancestor rites. This condemnation was confirmed on July 11, 1742, when Pope
Benedict XIV reiterated Clement's position and issued the Bull Ex Quo Singulari as a
decree against the observance of the Chinese ancestor rites. He also demanded that
missionaries in China take an oath forbidding them to discuss the issue again.
^
As a
result the Roman Catholic Church struggled with the issue for the next two hundred
years.
On December 8, 1939, Pope Pius XII issued the Summi Pontificatus officially to
remove the restriction ofEx Quo Singulari on the observance of the Chinese ancestor
rites. ^ This settled the issue for the Roman Catholic Church in China. Roman Catholics
today are allowed to take their mass, perform religious duties and at the same time
participate in ancestor rites.
For Protestants, there were two groups ofmissionaries who held opposing views
on ancestor rites. The first group consisted ofRobert Morrison who was the first known
Protestant missionary to China in 1807.
^ He concentrated on evangelism and the winning
of souls to Christ. The missionaries of the China Inland Mission started by Hudson
Taylor in 1 865
'
were also busy with evangelism and wiiming converts and the issue of
Chinese ancestor rites did not feature prominently in their mission work. However, they
did not view the practice of ancestor rites favorably. The other group ofProtestant
missionaries who supported ancestor rites consisted ofWilliam Martin (American
^
Catholic Encyclopedia Online, "The Question ofRites" (accessed September, 10 2009).
^
Daniel Chen, Chinese Ancestor Practices in Taiwan: An Exercise in Contextualization, (Kentucky:
Asbury Theological Seminary, 1998), 44-48.
^
Kenneth S. Latourette, A History ofChristianity, Volume II, A.D. 1500 to 1975 (New York: Harper and
Row, 1975), 1034.
^
Ibid., 1325.
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Presbyterian), Timothy Richard (British Baptist), Allen Young (American Methodist
Episcopal) and Gilbert Reid (American Presbyterian). '�
The issue of the observance of ancestor rites continues to be an area of
controversy for Protestant Chinese Christians of different persuasions, ranging from total
rejection by some to total accommodation by other branches ofProtestant Christianity.
Asian theologian, Bong Rin Ro says.
While the Roman Catholic Church ended two hundred years of struggle by
accommodating ancestor practices in 1939 with a decree by Pope Pius XII,
the question has lingered in the Protestant Church up to the present time.
' '
With this as the historical context, and in consideration of the many Christians in
Singapore who come from Chinese ancestry and have strong cultural roots and ties to the
people of southem China, I wish to ask the following questions: (1) What are the
different positions Chinese Christians in Singapore hold with regard to ancestor rites? (2)
What are the reasons Chinese Christians in Singapore hold different positions with regard
to ancestor rites?
In order to address these questions, I will discuss the history of Singapore and
how the Chinese came to Singapore and became the majority population, the background
in which Christianity came to the diaspora Chinese community in Singapore. I will also
discuss the cultural changes that took place among the Singaporean Chinese in the light
ofmodemization and technological advancement and how these changes affect their
belief and practice of ancestor rites.
A. J. Broomhall, The Shaping ofModern China, Vol. 1. (California: William Carey Library, 2005), 39.
Bong Rin Ro, Christian Alternatives to Ancestor Practice (Taiwan: ATA, 1985), 3.
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The Founding of Singapore and the Coming of the First Christians
Singapore became a part of the British Empire in 1819 when Sir Stamford Raffles
made a chance discovery of the island. The British Governor of Java named the island
Singapore {Singapura) Before Raffles' discovery, Singapore was a virtually unknown
place. It was a tiny little fishing village name Temasek. The British recognized
Singapore's strategic location as a seaport that could support the major shipping routes
and quickly laid claim to it. The first Christians came to Singapore from Malacca and
they were Roman Catholic converts of the Portuguese Mission. Early Christianity in
Singapore also had a strong Anglo-colonial influence from missionaries of the London
Missionary Society.
'"^
Between 1881 and 1900, the population of Singapore continued to grow and
much of its growth was a direct result of the immigration and settlement of the Chinese
fi"om southem China and the Indians from India and Ceylon (Sri Lanka). They came in
search of a better life and new opportunities for trade, jobs, food and spices. By 1901, the
Chinese made up about 73 percent of the population. Some of these were already
Christians from China and India due to the contact and influence of foreign missionaries
from the missionary societies.
Concerning the Chinese as a migrant people throughout the world, and especially
in Southeast Asia, Thomas Sowell said.
The overseas Chinese are the largest of the world's middleman
minorities. At the begiiming of the twentieth century, there were an
estimated 7 million Chinese living outside ofChina. By mid-century, this
Bobby Sng, In His Good Time, 2nd ed. (Singapore: Graduates Christian Fellowship, 1993), 17-25.
Ibid., 25.
Ibid., 26.
Ibid., 96.
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has doubled to 14 million and by 1993 there were an estimated 36 million
overseas Chinese. While Chinese communities arose in such far-flung
locations as Britain, Peru, New Zealand, and the Caribbean, the chief
concentrations of the overseas Chinese have been in the nations of
Southeast Asia.
During World War II, the Japanese invaded China in 1937 and many Chinese fled
to Southeast Asia as refugees. They became the diaspora Chinese population in Vietnam,
Laos, Burma (Myaimiar), Cambodia, Thailand, the Philippines, Indonesia, Brunei,
Malaysia and Singapore. This influx of the Chinese refiigees further increased the
Chinese population in Singapore and today, they form about 74 percent of the population.
Many Chinese, including my parents, were wartime refugees fleeing from
Mainland China to Southeast Asia when the Japanese crossed over to conquer China and
began the era of "Manchukuo." The Manchurians who ruled China became subjects and
puppets to the Japanese Emperor. The Japanese pursued south and reached my parents'
hometown in Fujian forcing them to flee south. They fled all the way south, crossing over
to Vietnam, Thailand and Malaysia, and finally they ended up in Singapore where they
relied on the British to resist the Japanese army. But the British lost to the Japanese in
1942 and for a period of about three year, the Japanese ruled Singapore and renamed it
"Shonan" meaning the "hght of the South."
In 1945, the British fought back, drove out the Japanese and recaptured
Singapore. When the British left, Singapore joined Malaysia to form the Federation of
Malayan States in 1963. However, two years later in 1965, Singapore broke away from
Malaysia and became a fully independent nation. The strong British presence influenced
all aspects of Singapore society, including the governmental, judicial, educational and
Thomas Sowell, Migrations and Cultures: A World View (New York: Basic Books, 1996), 175.
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http://workmall.com/wfb2001/singapore/singapore_history_shonan_light_of_the_south.html (accessed
September, 10 2009).
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religious systems. The Anglican denomination was one of the strongest and earliest
denominations and still has many churches in the country today.
Modem Singapore is a result of several political and social factors: (1) It is
influenced by the long history ofBritish govemance and its present political,
administrative, judicial and educational systems are modeled after the British; (2) Its
government is presided by a majority of Chinese leaders that reflects it population; and
(3) It is very much influenced by the West, especially America's modemization, and
democratic spirit and values. Major Christian denominations in the Europe and the
United States such as the Anglican, Baptist, Lutheran, Methodist, Pentecostal and
Presbyterian denominations are present in Singapore. Singapore has "imported" westem
Christianity, with its cultural heritage and emphases. There are important theological
issues that are irrelevant and not discussed by British and American churches but are of
great significance to the predominantly Chinese Christians and churches in Singapore.
These issues have not being addressed in the process of the transfer ofwestem
Christianity to Singapore.
When the Chinese first came to Singapore, they brought with them their culture,
customs and traditions and set up clan associations. These associations encouraged
distinctive dialect group cultural practices, customs and festivals that are steeped in the
religious practices of Chinese religions, especially Daoism (Taoism), Buddhism and
ancestor worship.
The Chinese people in Singapore celebrated many festivals including: Chinese
New Year, All Souls' Day, Dragon Boat Festival, the Festival of the Hungry Ghost, Mid-
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Autumn Festival, Double Ninth Festival, and the Winter Solstice Festival. Many of
these festivals are based on stories and legends and have their roots in the agrarian or
fishing cultures of the Chinese people, some are cultural while others are deeply religious
in nature.
Approach in the Study of the Practice of Ancestor Rites by Chinese Christian
In the light of the interwoven cultural and religious elements in Chinese culture, I
will approach the issue of ancestor rites and practices among Singaporean Chinese
Christians from three angles: theology, anthropology and missiology.
Theologically, in academia and among the pastors, missionaries and
denominational leaders, the assumption is there is no consensus as to what constitutes a
"correcf response when it comes to the belief and practice of ancestor rites. Similar to
what happened in the history ofChristianity in China, conflicting views have arisen.
Some theological educators and pastors have taken the stand that Christians should not
participate at all in the practice of ancestor rites while leaders of other denominations
have taught that it was all right, and they even took steps to show how Christians should
perform ancestor rites.
Anthropologically, the majority of the Christians in Singapore are diaspora,
English-educated, either first or second generation Chinese who are part of the middle-
class strata. Even though many of them are influenced by westem thought and culture.
These Chinese festivals will be discussed m greater detail m Chapter Two.
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In Singapore 's Census ofPopulation 2000 Statistical Release 2: Education, Language andReligion, p.
15, para 13, Leow Bee Geok observed, "The increase in the proportion of Christians was gradual - from 13
percent in 1990 to 15 percent in 2000. This shift was mainly associated with the increase in the better-
educated Chinese who were more inclined towards Christianity." Patrick Johnstone, in his book. Operation
World (Georgia: WEC International, 2001), 567, said, "Rapid social change, economic development and
widespread use ofEnglish have been contributing factors. The population is nearly 15% Christian, but
among university students it is 33.5% and it is even higher among medical students. "
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they still retain a substantial amount ofChinese culture, are sincere in their faith and
desire to practice BibUcal teachings. However, their faith through a westem form of
Christianity has not answered some of the theological and cultural issues they face, issues
such as how to deal with ancestor rites and food offered to idols.
Missiologically, in my almost fifteen years of pastoral ministry, I have
encoimtered many instances of church members stmggling between their desire to honor
God and at the same time showing filial piety to their parents and ancestors, and bearing
a good Christian testimony or fuming the non-Christians away from Christianity
altogether. Those who have not participated in the practice of ancestor rites have taken up
the cross ofbeing misunderstood, mocked, persecuted and sometimes accused by their
relatives ofbecoming a betrayer and bringing shame to the family.
Taking a totally uncompromising stand might not be the best option as this has
often alienated Christians from their families. At the same time, total abstention could
become a stumbling block and a hindrance in evangelism to those who are sincerely
seeking to know more about God. Others have softened their stand and bowed to the
pressure of the time by going through with the practices of ancestor rites in order not to
embarrass their parents and infuriate their relatives. They are sometimes misunderstood,
mocked, and persecuted by other Christians in the churches that might accuse them of
being guilty ofpracticing a form of split-level Christians. The abovementioned dilemma
and scenarios have sparked my curiosity and interest to pursue this study.
Research Questions on Ancestor Rites
This study examines the different positions taken by Chinese Christians in
Singapore on the issue of ancestor rites and the bases for the different positions. I will
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evaluate the different positions on the issue in the light of identity and contextual theories
with the hope to discover the reasons and bases for the different positions. I will also
study the difficulties that Singaporean Chinese have gone through in their conversion
experiences, Christian life and discipleship in relation to the issue. In this work, I will
also explore the options and provide contextually and missiologically appropriate
recommendations and alternatives for such an important issue that diaspora Chinese
people in Singapore and overseas struggle with. This study seeks to address the following
categories of questions:
Question #1 : What is the historical and cultural context of ancestor rites among the
diaspora Chinese Christians in Singapore? This will include questions such as, who are
the diaspora Singaporean Chinese Christians and what is the ethnic and cultural
relationship between them and the Chinese in Mainland China? What does the practice
of ancestor rites mean to the Chinese people and culture?
Question #2: What does the Bible have to say about ancestor rites? Who among the
Chinese-Christian theologians have written on the issue? How has the Singaporean
Church responded theologically to the issue of ancestor rites? What positions do the
different denominations or groups of Singaporean Chinese Christians hold toward the
issue of ancestor rites?
Question #3: What are the current problems faced by the diaspora Chinese Christians in
Singapore on the issue of ancestor rites? How do Singaporean Chinese Christians respond
to the pressure of the family (and society) to participate in ancestor rites during festivals
and family events? In what ways does the practice of ancestor rites constitute as a
hindrance to the proclamation and acceptance of the gospel?
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Question #4: What does the future hold for the diaspora Chinese Christians in
Singapore on the issue of ancestor rites? What model(s) of contextual theology would be
appropriate to describe the theology of the diaspora Singaporean Chinese Christians in
relation to the practice of ancestor rites? How does this research project benefit the
Chinese Christians in Singapore, in Mainland China and Chinese Christians in other parts
of the world? How does this study help in addressing the areas of offense, create a better
understanding of the practice of ancestor rites, and promote a greater appreciation of the
Christian faith and acceptance of the good news of salvation?
Although a number ofpeople have written on the issue of ancestor rites in Asian
contexts, many have either written about it from a missionary perspective or by Chinese
in the China bloc ofChina, Korea, Japan, Taiwan and Hong Kong. This work is unique in
that it will intersect the study of diaspora identity of an overseas Chinese group
(Singaporean Chinese) and the practice of ancestor rites. It is pursued by a first
generation overseas Chinese Christian who is seeking to make sense of his identity, both
in terms of his Chineseness and overseas status, and his Christian faith.
Definition ofKey Terms
There are several key terms that are pertinent to this dissertation. This section
defines the terms as they are used in their context anthropologically, culturally,
theologically and religiously.
Ancestor
The Longman Dictionary ofContemporary English defines an ancestor as "a
member of your family who lived a long time ago."
^� The English dictionary defines an
Longman, Longman Dictionary ofContemporary English, 3rd ed. (England: Longman, 1996), 44.
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"ancestor" as the progenitor of a group of people; one who is presently dead. This
definition is only partially correct because in many primal cultures, they treat dead
ancestors as still living somewhere in the nether world and communication with them is
still possible. In the Chinese culture, it refers to the person from whom all descendants
take their surname or last name.
Ancestor veneration
Ancestor veneration in the Chinese context is a practice that is cormected to the
Chinese virtue of filial piety taught by Confucius. It also comes from the belief that the
deceased family members have a continued existence, have an interest in the affairs of
the world, and possess the ability to influence the fortune of the living.
Ancestors in the male line are held to be conscious and active on the family's
behalf; they must be treated with dignity and respect, given offerings on
appropriate occasions, consulted in matters of importance to the family, and
provided with heirs to continue these duties. Accordingly, every Chinese home
until recent times was equipped with an ancestral shrine containing the spirit
tablets (shen-chu) of ancestors, where offerings were made and rituals conducted
from time to time.
Ancestor veneration in Chinese culture is the practice of living family members as
they try to provide a deceased family member with continuous happiness and well-being
in the afterlife. It is a way of continuing to show respect towards them even after they
have died. They also pray and offer sacrifices to appease the deceased's spirits and seek
special favors or assistance from their ancestors.
Ancestor rites
The practice of ancestor rites include praying, bowing to the ground (ketou),
kneeling, offering incense and food, burning joss sticks and incense to one's forebears or
Harper Collins, The Harper Collins Dictionary ofReligion (San Francisco: Harper Collins, 1995), 213.
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ancestors. In doing so, family members ascribe to the ancestor or the deceased family
member a position that is equivalent to the gods. Chinese folk religions allow for and
encourage the worship ofmany gods, including gods of nature, domestic gods, imperial
and heroic gods, and ancestors.
"After funeral rites have been performed, a tablet was set up for the ancestor in
his old home, and later old tablets were grouped together in ancestral halls, where regular
ceremonies were held. Incense or joss sticks were lit every morning and prayers made for
the departed soul. Much of this survives in modem China."
Therefore, there is a thin line between ancestor veneration and ancestor worship,
many think that there is no difference between the two terms, and that they could be used
interchangeably. If there is any difference, the point is minor: ancestor veneration arose
from the reverence and respect for one's ancestors, which may or may not include
worship. On the other hand, ancestor worship is overtly religious in nature that is an
extension of the veneration of one's ancestor. Ifwe think of it as a continuum, then there
is a point in which ancestor veneration crosses into ancestor worship, but the point is
blurred in Chinese culture.
Contextual theology
Contextual theology is doing theology with a deep consideration for the context
and culture of a people. According to Hwa Yung, there are three major types of
contextual theology. The first type is called the "ethnographic approach" of
"inculturation" to doing contextual theology. This type seeks to do theology from the
ground up, taking from the culture and then working biblical teachings over it. Its
22
Geoffrey Parrinder, A Dictionary ofNon-Christian Religions (London: Hulton Publications, 1971), 21.
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Hwa Yung, Mangoes or Bananas? (Oxford: Regnum Books, 1997), 14.
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concern is for the need to preserve one's cultural identity. The second type is called the
"liberation approach" which emphasizes the need for sociopolitical change. The final
type is called "contextualization" and it seeks to address the spiritual needs of Asia (and
the two-thirds world) and the pastoral needs of the church in these places. Hwa Yung's
differentiation of the three types of contextual theology might not be very convincing.
However, it is an Asian attempt at trying to make sense of the theologies proposed by a
"third world" theologian. It helps me understand that the formulation of a theology is an
ongoing process; a process similar to what one Chinese theologian titled his book,
Chinese Theology in Construction?"^
Diaspora
The term diaspora (Greek) originates from the Hebrew term galut and it "could
refer to both exile and diaspora. Diaspora signifies dispersion, while exile signifies
ejection from one's homeland. The two terms are used interchangeably because in Jewish
history, exile was always accompanied by dispersion."
In New Testament studies, it is used to refer to the scattering of the Christians due
to Roman persecution, before and after 70 A.D. James wrote to "the twelve tribes in
dispersion (diaspora, 5iao7topa)" (James 1:1). Bauer's Greek-English Lexicon of the New
Testament defines 5iaa7topa as "dispersion," in two ways. First, referring to the Jews in
particular, it says that they are "those who are dispersed among the Gentiles." Second, it
refers to "Christians who live in dispersion in the world, far from their heavenly home."
The Greek Online Lexicon suggests that 6taa7topg is a scattering, dispersion, 1) of
24
Lam Wing-Hung, Chinese Theology in Construction (CaHfomia: William Carey Library, 1983)
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Harper Collins, The Harper Collins Dictionary ofReligion (San Francisco: Harper Collins, 1995), 373.
Walter Bauer, A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament and Other Early Literature, 2nd ed.
(Chicago: University ofChicago Press, 1979), 188.
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Israelites dispersed among foreign nations, 2) of the Christians scattered abroad among the
Gentiles.^''
Thus, technically, the word "diaspora" is used to mean a group of exiles or
scattered people, including those being forced into migration and wartime refugees. In
this proposal, I am applying it to a wider meaning to include both forced and voluntary
migration of people, in this case, the migration of the Chinese people from Mainland
China to Southeast Asia, and other countries. According to Anthony Reid, there were
about 16 million overseas Chinese in 1963. Today, it is estimated that there are about
40 million overseas Chinese and about 4 million are found in the country of Singapore.
Filialpiety
Filial Piety {xiao or refers to the Chinese Confucian traditional value of
honoring the elders (older people who may or may not be related to you) and extends to
paying respects to the dead, especially one's ancestors (see Ancestor Veneration). There
is a traditional Chinese saying that goes something like this, "The older people have eaten
a greater amount of salt than the younger people have eaten rice." It means that older
people have much more experience and seen many more things that the younger ones.
Therefore we need to honor and respect them.
Greek Online Lexicon, http://www.greekbible.eom/l.php7diaspora/_n dsf-p, (accessed September, 20
2009).
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The number of overseas Chinese living outside China and Taiwan in what is called the Chinese Diaspora
is disputed. Anthony Reid's book, The Chinese Diaspora in the Pacific (Vermont: Ashgate Publishing,
2008), 33, estimates the number of overseas Chinese in 1963 asl6 million.
This is a common Chinese proverb, source unknown. Also, http://wenwen.soso.eom/z/q51608719.htm
(accessed November 5, 201 1)
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Filial piety "comprises the main aspects of care and obedience and a third
component . . . moral vigilance." It is a virtue taught by Confucius and is the core in the
practice of ancestor rites. "Filial piety has required the living to provide for the needs of
the ancestors according to principles of reciprocity and ritually to commune with them.
. . . While one's own ancestral sprits have been viewed as primarily beneficent. If
neglected or offended they may act punitively."
^'
Delimitations of the Study
A study on ancestor rites could be done for many related areas and emphases,
such as doing a historical study on ancestor rites, or a comparison of ancestor rites
between different cultures, for example, comparing the ancestor-centered religion of the
Bantu-speaking peoples of Southem Africa and the Confucian pietist culture of the
Chinese people. It might also appear to duplicate other works such as that ofBong Rin
Ro edition on ancestor practices in the Korean, Japanese and Taiwanese contexts,^^ or
Daniel Chen's work on the same topic in the Taiwanese context. I acknowledge the
contribution of these works to my understanding of the issue, an issue that missionaries
and pastors have struggled with for a long time. Works by authors like Bong and Chen
serve as reference literature as I seek to study the issue and what it means to the diaspora
Chinese Christians in Singapore.
I am limiting my research to the collection of data and information among the
Christians of different Protestant denominations in Singapore and have chosen to leave
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Heiner Roetz, Confucian Ethics of the Axial Age (Albany: State University ofNew York Press, 1993)
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out Chinese Christians who are professing Roman Catholics. There are two reasons for
this. First, I grew up in a Protestant church and have limited contact with the Roman
CathoHc Church in Singapore. Second, the Roman Catholic Church had resolved the
issue when Pope Pius XII passed the papal bull to allow the observance of ancestor rites
in 1939. Since then, the Church seemed to be unanimous on the issue and there has not
been any change in their position. There is therefore little controversy among the
CathoHcs with regard to participating in non-Christian Chinese rituals. A copy of the
Archdiocese of Singapore upholding Pope Pius XII's decision is attached in Appendix A.
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CHAPTER 2: CULTURE, CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS OF DIASPORA
CHINESE IN SINGAPORE
In this chapter, I will give a brief discussion ofChinese migration to Singapore
and an overview of the cultural and religious festivals, customs and rites ofpassages, and
rehgions that are practiced by the diaspora Chinese people in Singapore. I will also
examine how various Chinese religions influence the practice of ancestor rites in
Singapore and its implications for the Chinese people in their response to the gospel, and
for the discipleship of Chinese Christians.
Chinese Migration to Singapore
The Chinese migrated to Singapore from Mainland China, with the largest
numbers coming during the years before and after World War II, driven by the forces of
trade, British ColoniaUzation and exile. The influx of the Chinese refugees displaced the
original Malay population in Singapore and the Chinese became the majority group in the
country forming about seventy-three percent of the population. Bobby Sng, a
Singaporean Christian historian says,
Between 1881 and 1900, the population of Singapore continued to grow
and much of its growth was a direct result of the immigration and
settlement of the Chinese from southem China and the Indians from India
and Celyon (Sri Lanka). They came in search of a better life and new
opportunities for trade, jobs, food and spices. By 1901, the Chinese made
up of about 73 percent of the population.^"*
When the Chinese came to Singapore through trade, they came to seek a better
life in Southeast Asia. They brought along their belongings, their trade and wares. Many
came and worked as dock-hands (coolies) at the wharves, transporting goods from the
ships to the shore, and loading local produces and spices onto the ships to be carried to
34
Bobby Sng, In His Good Time, 2nd ed. (Singapore: Graduates' Christian Fellowship, 1993), 96.
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faraway places such as India and Great Britain. Wealthy Chinese immigrants who open
shops and engage in business and trade also employed the coolies. The coolies formed an
integral and substantial workforce in Singapore during the colonial days. In his book,
Warren chronicles their stories and depended on many sources such as coroner's reports
and other official documents, and contemporary social descriptions and statistical
analyses, et cetera. Many of the records kept by the British were also destroyed when the
Japanese invaded and occupied Singapore for three years from 1942-45.
Other Chinese who came, including many women who became samsui (red hat)
women were hard laborers working on construction projects. "It was estimated that from
1934 to 193 8, some 190,000 women came to Malaya. The samsui women were part of
this wave ofwomen from China." During World War II, the Japanese invaded China in
1937 and many Chinese fled to Southeast Asia as refugees. They became the diaspora
Chinese population in Vietnam, Laos, Burma, Cambodia, Thailand, the Philippines,
Indonesia, Brunei, Malaysia and Singapore. The influx of the Chinese refugees from
WorldWar II further boosted the Chinese population in Singapore. ^^Today, the Chinese
population of Singapore is about seventy-four percent of the total population of 5 million.
The table below shows Singapore's population census from 1970 to 2010.
James Francis Warren, Rickshaw Collie: A People History ofSingapore 1880-1940 (Singapore: NUS
Press, 2003), 4.
Si Jing, Down Memory Lane in Clogs: Growing up in Chinatown (Singapore: Asiapac Books, 2002),
230.
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In an article by the Singapore Census Board, it mentioned that Singapore's first census was taken in
April 1871, and then after the war in 1947 and 1957. And after the independence in 1970 and 1980, up to
today, based on UN recommendations to designate years ending in "0" as census years. (Appendix B).
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Table 2.1. Singapore Census on Resident Population of Different Ethnic Groups
Year 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010
Ethnic
Composition (%)
100 100 100 100 100
Chinese 77.0 78.3 77.8 76.8 74.1
Malays 14.8 14.4 14.0 13.9 13.4
Indians 7.0 6.3 7.1 7.9 9.2
Others 1.2 1.0 1.1 1.4 3.3
Data refer to the Singapore resident population. The Singapore resident population comprises Singapore
citizens and permanent residents, http://www.singstat.gov.sg/pubn/popn/c20 1 Oacr.pdf, (accessed June 25,
2011).
When the Chinese migrated to Singapore, they brought with them their language,
culture and religions. Mandarin, the Chinese spoken language was the unifying language
of the Chinese. However, dialects were used to communicate between close relatives and
those belonging to the same clan or area of origin. The majority of the Chinese
immigrants came from the two coastal provinces ofFujian and Kwangtung. Thus, the
major dialect groups of the Singaporean Chinese are Fujian (Hokkien) and Kwangtung
(Cantonese) and they became the dialects used by many of the lesser-educated Chinese.
However, they used Mandarin as the common spoken language when they communicate
with Chinese of other dialect groups.
Chinese Cultural and Religious Festivals in Singapore
Besides language, the Chinese also brought their cultural practices to Singapore.
There are seven major festivals that many Singaporean Chinese follow and observe
throughout the lunar calendar year. Table 2.2 shows a list of Chinese festivals and
birthdays of deities celebrated throughout the year. On top of these festivals, religious
Chinese people also observe the birthdays of the various Chinese deities. The lunar
calendar follows the twelve animals of the Chinese zodiac and the festivals are marked by
specific dates on the calendar. Some of these festivals are based upon myths and legends
while others are religious and superstitious in nature. Some festivals have inherent values
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that are in agreement with the teachings of the Bible while others are not. It is therefore
imperative for Chinese Christians to learn how to differentiate and decide which festivals
to participate in or abstain from.
Table 2.2. List of Chinese Festivals and Birthdays of Deities
Chinese Festivals Lunar date 2011 Gregorian date
Chinese New Year ;?Sl^if^ (#Tr) 1 St day of 1
^' lunar month 3 Feb 2011
Birthday of the God of Wealth 5th day of the I'*' lunar month 7 Feb 2011
Birthday of the Jade Emperor 5.i:;'v:'S'i|E
Lantern Festival TcWi?
15th day of 1^' lunar month 17 Feb 2011
Birthday ofGuan Yin JUl^'M 19th day of 2"'' lunar month 23 Mar 2011
Qing Ming Festival
is"" day from the Spring Equinox
(3"* lunar month) 05 Apr
2011
Birthday ofMazu MUU 23"^ day of 3^*^ lunar month 25 Apr 2011
Vesak Day 15* Day of 4* lunar Month 17 May 2011
Dragon Boat Festival 5*day of 5*lunar month 16 Jun2011
Birthday ofGuan Gong ^12^'SSiS 24* day of 6* lunar month 24 Jul 2011
Hungry Ghost Festival 4'7C^ 7th lunar month 31 Jul -28 Aug 2011
Mid-Autumn Festival 4^ 1 5th day of 8th lunar month 12 Sep 2011
Birthday of the Monkey God if^iz^^^ 16th day of 8th lunar month 13 Sep 2011
Birthday ofConfucius ?LTijl 27th day of 8th lunar month 24 Sept 2011
Double Ninth Festival MPHIJ 1st to 9th day of 9th lunar month 27 Sept - 5 Oct 2011
Winter Solstice 7th day of the 1 1th lunar month 01 Dec 2011
Adaptedfrom: http://www.chinatownology.com/chinese_festivals.html, (accessed Apr. 10, 2010).
The following section discusses the festivals celebrated by the Chinese people in
Singapore.
Chinese New Year {Chun Jie)
The most important ofChinese festivals is the Lunar New Year. It is called
"lunar" because, unlike the Gregorian calendar, it is based on the cycle phases that the
moon makes around the earth rather than that of the path the earth makes around the sun.
Chinese New Year is celebrated on the first day of the first month in the lunar calendar
and it typically falls at the end of January or the beginning of February. It is also called
''Chun Jie
"
or Spring Festival as it "symbolizes the begirming of the year and another
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fresh start to one's hfe." This is particularly important in the ancient agrarian Chinese
culture. "In ancient days, when there was no electricity and winters were cold and dark,
the arrival of spring was a major occasion for celebration." It was in this context that
the Chinese New Year was also celebrated as the Spring Festival. On New Year's Eve,
the extended Chinese family would gather for a special diimer that would traditionally be
the best meal of the year. This dinner is called the Reunion Ditmer because it is often the
only diimer of the year when the extended family can gather at the same table to enjoy a
meal together. Perhaps the closest approximation to such a meal in the American culture
would be the Thanksgiving Feast. Even in the poorest of families, a sum ofmoney would
be set aside to prepare the best meal of the year because it was a very significant meal for
the whole extended family to gather and enjoy a meal together. Often the food consumed
would be offered to the idols and ancestors to pray for blessings for the year ahead. It is
customary that the elderly and the males would eat first, especially if only one table were
available.
The Chinese New Year has traditionally been a time to celebrate a fruitful harvest.
The celebration of this festival began during the time of the Westem Zhou dynasty (1121
-771 B.C./� It was originally celebrated on the 1 1* month of the lunar calendar. Later,
one of the Chinese emperors, Han Wu Di (140-187 B.C.) commission the use of the first
day of the first lunar month as New Year's Day.
Wee Cho Yaw, Chinese Customs andFestivals in Singapore (Singapore: Singapore Federation of
Chinese Clan Associations, 1989), 29.
Daniel Tong, A BiblicalApproach to Chinese Traditions and Beliefs (Singapore: Armour Publishing,
2003), 27.
Bobby Sng and Choon Chee Pang, ed. Church and Culture: Singapore Context (Singapore: Graduates'
Christian Fellowship, 1991), 30.
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Before Chinese New Year, on the 24' day of the 12 month of the previous year,
Daoist (Taoists) believe that the kitchen god would return to heaven to submit an annual
report on the household. Therefore a Daoist family would specially prepare sweet
offerings for him on this day in hope of getting a good report."*^ Also, before the Chinese
New Year, it is customary for the Chinese to do a general spring-cleaning for their homes
and the use of brooms to sweep dirt out the front door would symbolically purge any bad
luck accumulated over the past year. ''Chun Lian" or poetic couplets are put up on two
sides of the doorposts, heralding the start of spring. These usually have auspicious words
like "sending the old and welcoming the new" or "may prosperity and good luck fill the
house." Singaporeans in particular, have a fondness in putting up the words "chun"
(spring) or "/w" (luck) on the door of their homes. These words are written with gold or
black ink on red paper.
Chinese New Year is also a time for children to visit the parents and grandparents,
and other relatives. It is a form of showing respect and honor and is tied to the important
act of filial piety. They would also present two Mandarin oranges (tangerines) to them. In
the Cantonese dialect, the word "orange" sounds like "gold," a sign ofprosperity. As a
measure to reciprocate the respect accorded to them, the elderly would give "hongbaos"
or red packets to the children to bless them. These red packets contain some amotmt of
money and it is little wonder that young and older children look forward to receiving
these treats. The traditional Chinese people pay their respects to their ancestors by
offering food and flowers on the family altar. They also pray to the god ofwealth at the
begirming of the New Year hoping that it will bring them prosperity. Chun Jie is
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celebrated over a period of 15 days and culminates on the last day called yuan xiao or the
lantern festival. Colorful lanterns are displayed and carried in procession. In Singapore,
community centers may organize lantern-making competitions.
For Christians, Chinese New Year is a positive cultural festival that they could
observe and teach their children about their Chinese roots. However, they need to be
careful when they are asked to be involved in any temple visits or ancestor worship, or
become tempted to participate in the vices of gambling and drinking that are common
celebratory indulgences. Whatever they do would either bear a positive testimony or pose
as a stumbling block to the unbelieving Chinese relatives, friends and neighbors.
All Souls' Day (Qing Ming Jie)
The Chinese "Qing Ming Jie" or All Souls' Day is a time to remember our dead
loved ones. It is also a time to pay our respect to our ancestors and family members. The
Chinese words mean "clear" and "bright."
'^'^ The festival is associated with a well-known
scholar, Jie Zi Dui (600 B.C.) He was recruited by the emperor to serve in the imperial
court but declined because he did not wish to be tainted by the corruption of the court. He
withdrew into the mountain retreat to study and meditate. The emperor was furious and
ordered the soldiers to set fire to the mountain. When Jie died in the fire, the emperor
regretted his actions and declared that no fire is to be lit during the death aimiversary of
Jie. Thus this festival is also called the Cold Food Festival. Over time, people used this
festival to also remember their loved ones who passed away.
Ibid., 43.
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Qing Ming is a time when the whole family would visit the graves (or niches
where ashes are stored) of the ancestors. The various activities for the family during Qing
Ming are: (1) visitation to the grave to cut the long grass and clean up the burial stones, et
cetera. It is for this reason that Qing Ming has also been called the "Grave Sweeping"
festival; (2) if the deceased is cremated, then the niche in the columbarium is cleaned and
new flowers put in the flower holder. Traditional Chinese would offer food that the
deceased liked to eat, and cakes, a bowl of rice and flowers. They would also bum joss
sticks and joss papers; (3) Some Singaporeans go to the temple where the ancestral
tablets of their ancestors are placed and pay respect there; (4) traditional Chinese people
also set up the ancestral tablet of their ancestors in their homes and make offerings and
bum joss sticks to them during Qing Ming?^
This is the time when Christians could make an effort to follow their parents to
the grave or columbarium, to be a part of the family. However, they might wish to
discuss with the family on the things that are religious that they might not be able to
participate, such as helping to present offerings or bum joss sticks or papers. They could
be involved in other things such as cleaning the tomb or niche and as an altemative,
present flowers to the dearly departed. Christians could also maintain a minute of silence
as a mark of respect and remembrance for the ancestor.
Dragon Boat Festival (Duan Wu Jie)
The Dragon Boat Festival, also called the Rice Dumpling Festival, is celebrated
on the fifth day of the fifth month. It is a day to commemorate the sacrifice and
contributions of the Chinese patriot, Qu Yuan. He was a poet who lived during the time of
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the tumultuous Warring States period, 340 to 278 B.C. '^^ He was saddened by the
wickedness and misery around him and it led to him to commit suicide in the Mi Luo
River. Fishermen heard of his suicide and immediately set off in boats to look for him.
When they could not find his body, people started to throw rice dumplings into the river
to divert the fish from his body. Because of this, the people observed the tradition of
commemorating Qu Yuan by making rice dumplings and eating them. This incident also
started the tradition of the dragon boat race.
Many Chinese today still boil rice dumplings and offer them to their ancestors.
Some people use this occasion to remember the national heroes and compatriots who
sacrifice their lives and made important contributions to the commtmity. The westem
equivalent of this festival would be Veterans Day or Memorial Day. In Singapore, this
festival is used to commemorate their national heroes and those who contribute to the
society. Poetry competitions are also organized based on the theme ofpatriotism.
Although Dragon Boat races have a mythological background, the races are
primarily non-religious in nature. It is an area of freedom and Singaporean Christians
might wish to participate in the festival actively and selectively. However, if prayers were
said or offered to Qu Yuan before the dragon boat races. Christians might need to
consider seriously whether to participate or not. The eating of rice dumplings, if it does
not involve offering to ancestors is totally acceptable. These dumplings have become a
Chinese delicacy in Singapore and they are very popular. Commenting on the positive
influence of this festival, Tong said, "At the root of this festival is the commemoration of
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the loyalty and sacrifice of a patriot, there need be no Christian objection to this
celebration. In addition, it has never been claimed that Qu Yuan is now a shen (deity)."
^�
Festival of the Hungry Ghost (Zhong Yuan Jie)
The Chinese celebrate the Festival of the Hungry Ghost on the 15* day of the
lunar seventh month but in Singapore it is observed throughout the month. It happens
around early August to early September. The Buddhist version of this festival is the story
ofMu Lian's fihal piety to his mother. After many trials and tribulations, Mu Lian was
able to locate his dead mother and tried to feed her with food. However, hungry ghosts in
the nether world invariably grabbed the food before she was able to get to it. This came to
the attention of Buddha who was touched by Mu Lian's love for his mother. Buddha
showed mercy and helped Mu Lian succeed in feeding his mother. To commemorate his
filial piety, on this day Buddhists use this occasion to offer prayers to the dead.
Daoists believe that during the seventh month, the gates ofHell would be thrown
open and the souls of the dead would be released to the earth. These souls would return to
the homes of their relatives on earth to be fed by them. Those without relatives or are
not well cared for by their relatives would wander the earth to look for food. In order to
appease these hungry ghosts and not be disturbed by them, people bum incense papers
and joss sticks, and offer food by placing bowls of rice and cakes on pavements and open
spaces to feed these spirit wanderers. The buming of incense paper is a very widespread
practice in Singapore and has become a fire hazard. Thus, the government has provided
special buming bins to facilitate the safe buming of incense papers.
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Another practice is for the neighborhood to appoint a leader (lu zhu), someone
who is in charge of the censer, to organize the annual gathering and celebration. During
the feast, in honor of the hungry ghost, those who paid monthly subscriptions would be
given a pail full of foodstuff, caimed food and dried condiments. They would also attend
a feast where many items would be auctioned off to raise funds for the expenses of the
celebration for the following year.
Zhong Yuan Jie is definitely a religious festival, fiill of spiritual intonations and
superstitions. Therefore, for Christians, there are many things that they might not be able
to participate as it might put them in a place of compromise or cause others to stumble.
However, the underlying theme of filial piety is important to Chinese with or without any
religious faith. Besides remembering one's ancestors and friends who have passed on,
Christians could use this time to remember the welfare of the living, especially the poor,
destitute and the elderly.
Mid-Autumn Festival (Zhong Qiu Jie)
The Mid-Autumn festival is celebrated on the 15* day of the Eighth month in the
lunar calendar. It follows quickly after the Festival of the Hungry Ghost. It is also known
as the Moon Cake or Lantern Festival. There are many activities associated with this
festival such as "moon viewing and appreciation" parties, eating ofmoon cakes, and for
children, carrying all kinds of lanterns in the evening.
Originally, the Mid-Autumn festival was a harvest festival of the Chinese agrarian
community, a time to celebrate the end of harvest time before winter sets in. The myth
tells of 10 suns, which circled the earth and threatened to bum it up. There was a strong
Ibid., 69.
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archer named Hou Yi who succeeded in shooting down 9 suns, leaving the last one to
provide just enough heat for the earth. Hou Yi was presented with an elixir which when
drank would transport a person immediately to heaven. Hou Yi gave the elixir to his wife
Chang Er for safekeeping. But one day, she took the elixir and drank it and her body
floated up to the moon. Hou Yi tried all means of getting to the moon to find his wife
but in vain. Thus, in remembering Chang Er, he set up a table in his back garden and put
sweet cakes, fresh fruit and tea for her. During the festival, some people would claim to
have seen the lady Chang Er in the moon when the moon is especially bright during this
day. The story ofHou Yi and Chang Er is a legend. But the festival could be celebrated
without any religious connotation.
The festival is also based on another story. In the 14* century, Zhu Yang Zhang
plotted a rebellion to overthrow the Yuan Dynasty started by the Mongolians. The rebels
hid the messages in the moon cakes used to celebrate on the Mid-Autumn Festival for the
day and time of the attack. Zhu succeeded in ousting the Mongolians and led the Han
people to take control of China again. He became the first emperor of the Ming Dynasty.
He was remembered as a hero and commemorated on this day.
Traditional Chinese use the festival as another occasion to remember their
ancestors and offer moon cakes to them. Some even worship and pray to the moon and
the lady in the moon. While Christian need not patronize the mythological and religious
aspects of the festival, they could use this social occasion as a good opportunity to
celebrate God's creation of the moon, and the sun. Chinese people socialize around food
and fiin. In recent years, some Singapore churches use this as an opportunity to celebrate
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culture and organize evangelistic dinners, and moon cake parties for church members'
relatives and friends, as the festival has a strong appeal to people of all ages.
Double Ninth Festival (Chong Yang Jie)
As hinted in the title of the festival, it is celebrated on the 9* day of the 9* month
of the lunar calendar. It was originally celebrated in China during autumn when the skies
are blue and the weather is invigorating, a good time for the Chinese to appreciate nature.
It was also a time the Chinese would sit in the garden porch to sip Chrysanthemum tea, a
leaf that is in abundance in autumn, while composing and reciting poems. It is also a
time of family get-together, and as usual, the Chinese would use this occasion to
remember their ancestors and visit the cemeteries.
There is a story of a farmer who dreamed of a great calamity that would strike his
farm and everything in it. He acted on his premonition and moved his whole family and
livestock up the mountains. True enough, the calamity came and he was spared. For
this reason it is also called "Height Ascending Festival" and it is a tradition for people to
climb mountains during this festival.
Daoists believe in the worship of a constellation of nine stars they acknowledged
as deities, called the Nine Emperor Gods (Jiu HuangDa Di or Jiu Huang Yeh).
Worshippers would go to the seaside on the first day of the ninth month with nine yellow
sedan chairs (chairs that are carried by attendants on which the emperors sat on) to
welcome these deities. The color yellow symbolizes mourning for Chong Zhen, the last
emperor of the Ming dynasty who was overthrown by the Manchurians in A.D. 1644.
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After hosting the nine emperors to feast for a week, the people would send them off and
bade farewell to them at the seaside on the ninth day.^^ This festival is also called the
Vegetarian Festival because before the festival begins, those who celebrate it only eat
vegetarian meals for a week, after they have fasted for a month.
Climbing the mountains and going out into the woods during the beautiful autumn
time is a good and healthy activity. Singaporeans do not experience winter and their trees,
plants and flowers are evergreen, so this festival is contextually not very relevant for
them. Furthermore, Singaporeans do not have high mountains to climb. There is virtually
no basis for Singaporeans to observe this festival based on the tale of a farmer, or the
rehgious belief of the constellation of stars, or the need to prepare food and clothing for
the departed during winter.
Winter Solstice Festival (Dons Zhi Jie)
Dong Zhi is the thanksgiving festival, similar to the Thanksgiving Day in westem
calendar. It means "the arrival ofwinter" and coincides with the winter solstice, the
shortest day in the lunar calendar year. In ancient China, the govemor would treat his
subjects to a grand feast. In time, this evolved into a time of eating sweet rice balls in a
bowl of soup, called tang yuan. It is a time of family reunion and eating tang yuan
together during the cold winter season symbolizes family unity, safety and prosperity.
Traditional Chinese would take three bowls of sweet rice balls and place them at
the ancestral altar to worship their ancestors, hoping that in feeding them with sweet
things they would bring prosperity in the New Year. There is nothing wrong to eat the
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sweet dumplings and some even have delicious peanut fillings. However, Christians need
be careful about being involved in any religious or ancestor worship. The meaning of
family reunion and thanksgiving to God for a good harvest before winter sets in is a
worthy consideration for Christians to see how they could contextualize and assimilate it
into their Christian practices.
Chinese Customs and Rites of Passage in Singapore
The Chinese people use four stages to define, determine and differentiate the life
of a person. These stages are marked by the four words, ''sheng, lao, bing and si" (J^,
^ � ^) or "birth, aging, sickness and death." In this section, I will discuss the
three most important rites of passage for a Chinese, (1) Birth and Christening; (2)
Engagement and Marriage; (3) Death and Funeral.
Birth and Christening
The birth of a baby is always a joyous event. For the Chinese family, the
additional member not only increases the size of the family, it also brings added influence
in the community and society. It is even more significant if the baby were a boy since he
would continue the family name and lineage. In Confiician teaching, it is the greatest
display of filial piety as suggested in the saying, "Bu xiao you san, wu hou wei da."
(There are three unfilial acts, and the greatest is not to have a son). The Bible teaches the
blessing and importance of children in Psalm 127.
Behold, children are a gift of the Lord, The fruit of the womb is a reward.
Like arrows in the hand of a warrior, so are the children (This is often
translated as sons since the Hebrew is in a masculine plural form given the
strong patriarchal context) of one's youth. How blessed is the man whose
quiver is full of them; they will not be ashamed. When they speak with
their enemies in the gate. (Psalm 127:3-5, NASB)
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Children (male and female) are a gift from God. They are God's reward to the
woman and her husband. They are supple and able to be trained and transformed into
usefiil and powerful things, like the arrows. They can help the head of the house in many
ways, for example, to defend the home from enemies and intruders, and help with the
household chores.
The naming of a child is also a very important act because the Chinese believe
that the name could influence the future of the child. Thus, for a boy, they would give
names like "'long" (dragon), "qiang" (strong), "xiong,
"
(maleness) and "wei da
"
(magnanimous). Sometimes they also give patriotic names like "hua" (Chinese) or "guo
rong" (national glory). The more traditional families would name their children according
to a system set by their first ancestor. Usually this system is based on a saying or poem.
This enables the extended family to know exactly the relationship of each person with
respect to the other, according to their "beifen
"
(position) in the lineage. In my research,
I came across an interviewee who showed me a genealogy book that is filled with names
and the line of lineage. The book keeps record of the first ancestor and all the
descendants, all forty-four generations. A picture of the book is in the Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1. An example of a lineage in the genealogy book
(Used by permission, from interviewee on January 18, 2010 to take a picture and use it in my dissertation).
Some superstitious Chinese might consuh the horoscope or medium for a name
for the imbom child in hope of receiving an appropriate name, and that the child would
bring blessing, prosperity and honor to the family.
Even for Christian parents, they often choose meaningful names for their children
in the hope that they would turn out to be valued members of the family, loyal citizens to
the nation and honoring to God. The Bible has many examples of the importance attached
to the naming of children. An example is the angel telling Joseph to name the Child
"Jesus" (Yeshua, Savior) for he would save his people from their sins, and it became a
fulfillment of his name.
But when he had considered this, behold, an angel of the Lord appeared to
him in a dream, saying, "Joseph, son ofDavid, do not be afraid to take
Mary as your wife; for the Child who has been conceived in her is of the
Holy Spirit." She will bear a Son; and you shall call His name Jesus, for
He will save His people from their sins. (Matthew 1:20-21, NASB)
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For the Chinese, the most important day of celebration for a new baby's life is
the, "man yue
"
(fUll month). The child is deemed to be a year old at the first full month
since he or she has been carried in the mother's womb for about 10 months. The family
would prepare hardboiled red eggs and cakes to distribute to relatives and friends.
Sometimes grandparents, relatives and friends would return the gesture with well wishes
and gifts such as hongbaos and gold pieces. The use of eggs (and cakes) for the full
month celebration is spiritually neutral. First, the egg symbolizes new life. Second, eggs
are round, and associated with harmony and unity. Third, in the Chinese agrarian society,
eggs are eaten during festive occasions.
Marriage and Engagement
The family unit is the cornerstone of Chinese society. Therefore marriage is a
very important event in the life of a Chinese. In Chinese thinking, for the male, it
signifies that he has "grown up" and is able to set up home and stabilize his career,
idiomatically termed, "chen jia liyeh." So, a man's life, however successful he may be, is
only complete with a family. For the female, it is a joy when the family is able to find a
good suitor for their daughter, and on the contrary, not being able to get married could be
a cause for worry and embarrassment. Marriage, for the two families, is a time to
establish an expanded family system, as they have become relatives or "qingjia" through
the marriage relationship. However, today in the modem Singapore, many single
Christian girls are happily single as they are more career-minded and independent. They
may not wish to be tied down with responsibilities of the family and children.
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In ancient Chinese families, it is important to choose whom to be married with
and often families ended up with other families that are of compatible social standing and
status. This is termed, "men dang hu dui," (matching windows and doors). This is
because a marriage, whether it is of the same or different social status, would have an
impact on the present family and the future family of the couple. An important reason is
that the Chinese value "face" (or the appearance of good standing) in the society.
Traditional Chinese may even try to match the birth dates and Chinese zodiac symbols of
the couple to an Almanac to predict the success of the marriage. Such practices are not so
prevalent today because in Singapore the dominant immigrant population has lost some
of their "Chinese" roots and practices. Thus this custom of choosing "the right family to
marry into" does not have a strong impact on the new generation of Chinese. However, in
a society that has been stratified by a growing income gap, differences in background, it
is social standing, rather than a compatibility of birthdates and zodiac signs, that has
come to the fore in terms of parental approval ofmarriages.
For Christians, perhaps our greatest consideration in choosing a life partner is that
the spouse is a true believer in Jesus Christ and one who is growing in Christian
discipleship. Christians are free to choose their life partners as long as they are "in the
Lord" or believers. There are also considerations when people from different Christian
denominations and traditions, such as Catholics and Orthodox Christians decide to get
married.
After a period of dating and courtship, when the couple is ready for marriage, they
usually arrange for the parents to meet. Increasingly this is akin to the westem practice of
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the engagement party where in-laws meet for the first time, often outside the home. The
parents of both parties would set a date to discuss about engagement and marriage.
Several things are raised during the discussion including the bridal price, "pinjin" and
trousseau, "jia zhuang." Today, these two items may not surface at the discussion table.
Instead, they often take the form of "number of tables" paid for at the wedding diimer as
couples nowadays are opting to pay for their own weddings. The engagement and
wedding dates and an auspicious date to exchange gifts, "na cai" were also discussed.
^�
Today in Singapore, many couples prefer to do a very simple and informal meeting,
doing away with the above ceremonies. The engagement dinner may be an informal
diimer of the two immediate families and an exchange of rings. Traditional families will
make it a point to make offerings to the ancestors to inform them of the happy event.
The engagement is an opportunity for Singaporean Chinese Christians to show
their appreciation for the way God has brought the couple together. It is a time for the
two families to get together and know one another better, and serve as a pledge of
faithfulness to each other and the maintenance ofpurity by the couple until the wedding
day.
The eighth month of the lunar calendar is the most popular for the Chinese to
have weddings. The number eight, "pat" in Cantonese sounds like growth and signifies
ushering in good luck. This is also the month ofmid-autumn festival where "the moon is
at its fullest and the flowers at their best." On the other hand, the Chinese typically avoid
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having their weddings on the seventh month because it is the month of the Hungry Ghost
Festival.
On the day ofwedding, the groom, accompanied by his best man, goes early to
the bride's house to fetch her. In ancient China, the bridegroom would wear a red gown
with a sash across his shoulder and the wedding party goes to the bride's house on a
sedan chair in a large procession with musicians so as to signal that there is a happy event
in the village. In the modem day context, upon the groom's arrival, the younger brother
or cousin of the bride ceremoniously welcomes the bridegroom by opening the bridal car
door. For this, the bridegroom rewards him with a hongbao. The bridegroom is prevented
from entering the house by the bride's girlfriends until he is willing to give them a
hongbao with the agreed price.
The bridegroom brings the bride to his home to perform the "tea ceremony"
which is a ritual that indicates acceptance into the groom's family. The bridal couple
serves little cups of tea to senior members of the family, begirming with the grandparents,
then parents and the uncles and aunts, and the groom's older siblings and their spouses.
The couple then takes their tum at the seat to receive tea from their younger relatives.
This is the first time that individual titles of each relative (such as first uncle, first aunt
and others), including the ones for the bride and groom, is acknowledged, and hence a
symbolic gesture of familial acceptance.
After the tea ceremony at the groom's home, the couple would retum to the
bride's home to perform the tea ceremony. Traditionally, this is three days after the bride
Ibid., 105.
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had stayed in the groom's home. But today, it is done on the same day. The tea
ceremony can become especially tricky when Christians are married to non-Christian
families. The parents may expect the couple to serve tea to them in front of the family
altar and the ancestors. Some traditional families even expect the couple to kneel before
the parents and ancestors.
In order to avoid misunderstanding and unhappiness on this important day, the
Christian couple might need to discuss with the parents beforehand on what could be
done and what they are uncomfortable with, and how the tea ceremony should be
performed. Some couples have chosen to conduct their weddings in church and
incorporate the tea ceremony into the church wedding program. There are pros and cons
to this plan. The advantage is that they could avoid compromise in the aspect of serving
tea to their ancestors. The disadvantage is that it makes the church wedding ceremony
even longer. So, some couples keep the tea ceremony separate as a family affair, but not
to do it in front of the family altar. Nowadays, parents are more exposed to Christian dos
and don'ts and usually willing to accommodate the requests of their children. Tea
ceremonies could be held after the wedding ceremony in a private gathering in a room
while friends attend the church reception in the social hall.
After the tea ceremony, which is usually performed earlier in the day, the
wedding concludes with a diimer banquet for the groom's family and friends, with some
tables designated for the bride's family and friends. In Singapore, in order to show
hospitality to their guests. Christian couples might make available a number of beverages.
Ibid., 111.
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including tea, beer and wine. This is to cater to a mixed crowd of non-Christian and
Christian guests.
The wedding is a very important familial and social event in the life of a person. It
is also a time for the Christian couple to testify of God's goodness and blessing in their
lives. The couple shows that they are a part of the larger community and will fulfill their
responsibility to their families and society. Through the wedding diimer, they also show
hospitality and renewed friendships and family relationships.
Funeral and Death
The Chinese worldview sees death as a passage of life. Death does not signify the
end of life, or the end of a person's participation in the lives and affairs of the family.
Rather, it is a process of transition into another world; the world of spiritual existence,
and it is still linked to this present world. There is a continual, co-dependent relationship
between the living and the dead. Ancestors are said to be able to impact those who are
living, whether for good or evil, to bring peace and protection or calamities and disaster.
At the same time, those who are alive are expected to honor their ancestors and provide
for their needs by praying and making offerings to them. "This mutual interdependence
reinforces the importance of the family as a social unit."
The performance of funeral rites is greatly influenced by Confucianism,
Buddhism and Daoism (Taoism), and the virtue ofxiao or filial piety is often used as the
reason given by the Chinese to perform this rites. There is a wide variation of funeral
rituals because the Chinese come from different parts ofChina, and because Chinese
tradition is an oral tradition, passed down through word ofmouth, without a fixed set of
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dogma, doctrine and unified priesthood. Nevertheless, there are common practices as
follows.
First, the family will gather to see their loved one just before he or she passes on.
^
It is considered unfilial not to be present at the deathbed. Thus, in ancient times people
travel long distances to see their dying loved ones. At the point of death, everyone in the
family would engage in loud wailing. In some families, the opposite tradition is practiced
and children are forbidden to cry. A white barmer is hung over the door of the home to
signify that someone has died. Relatives and friends are notified through word ofmouth
and an obituary is placed in the local newspapers to inform friends, business clients and
acquaintances.
Second, family members wear white and black mourning clothes to signify their
relationship to the deceased.
''^ The more traditional Chinese might wear sackcloth and
head gear. There are different grades and colors of small cloth patches piimed on the
sleeve to signify the mourner's relationship with the deceased. In the past, family
members would wear the cloth for 49 days (7 weeks) or 100 days or a lunar year
depending on the practice of their clan or dialect group. These cloth patches are placed on
the coffin and burned together with the deceased at cremation.
In the Mahayana tradition ofBuddhism, to which most Chinese Buddhists belong,
it is believed that there is an intermediate period between death and rebirth called
"Antarabhava." It is an important period that influences the form that rebirth will take. If
the family ensures that proper assistance in the form of prayers and remembrance
ceremonies are duly performed, the departed will be more equipped for a favorable
"^"^
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rebirth, into a higher level of existence. Buddhists believe in karma and the need to
gain merits for favorable rebirths.
Third, there are some rituals that family members performed to help the deceased
navigate and gain safe passage through the nether world.
^� These include the washing of
the deceased body with river (or tap) water and dressing the corpse in the favorite clothes
of the deceased and including some personal items in the coffin. Today, professional
embalmers performed these procedures. Family members could ask the embalmer to
include personal items into the coffin. Traditionally, a pearl is placed in the mouth of the
deceased to prevent the "ghost" fi-om coming back to earth.
Fourth, the family organizes funeral wakes (nightly vigils) as an act of filial piety
to mourn the deceased and for relatives and friends to visit and pay their last respects to
the deceased. ^' These wakes are usually held from 3, 5 or 7 days. The odd numbers
represent a sad occasion called "bai shi." In Singapore, the wakes are held either in
designated funeral parlors or at the common area at the foot of the deceased's apartment
block. Traditional Chinese will have a picture of the deceased placed on a table in front
of the coffin with food offerings offered on the table and a central urn where guests may
offer joss sticks as a sign of respect. Individual friends, groups or associations might send
wreaths as a sign of condolence to the bereaved or respect for the deceased. Guests make
cash contributions in white envelopes to help defray the funeral expenses. These are
called "baijin" (or white gold). To thank the guests, the family might prepare
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"bai shi" literally means "white knight,
" and it signifies a negative event of the persons, as compared to
''hong shi" which means "red knight," meaning these persons have a joyous event, such as a wedding.
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refreshments or even dirmer, especially on the final day of the wake. There are also red
threads and small red packets with a coin on the table so as to ward off any bad luck
associated with having visited a corpse.
On the final night of the wake, religious specialists such as Buddhist monks and
nuns, or Daoist priests are engaged to lead the family in performing elaborate rituals for
the deceased. These priests would chant or tell traditional stories in the form of songs.
Sometimes professional mourners are engaged to wail and cry aloud. A band is at hand to
play funeral music. The purpose of all these rituals is to help the deceased in the journey
to the nether world, symbolically walking around in a journey, crossing the bridge and
finally with the hope of reaching the westem heaven or "xi tian" (westem heaven). "This
serves "to assist the deceased in his transformation from a ghost into an ancestor."
Fifth, on the moming of the burial/cremation day, the priest or monk would
conduct the final rites for the family and then seal the coffin. Before the hearse travels
to the burial/cremation ground, the immediate family would follow behind the hearse to
send the deceased on the final journey. Other relatives and friends would follow behind
the family. This procession is usually accompanied by a band ofmusicians. For burial,
family members and friends show their participation in burying their dead loved one by
throwing soil into the pit. It also represents bidding their last farewell. For cremation, on
the day after cremation the family would gather at the cremation ground to pick the bones
of the deceased and place them in an um to be laid to rest in a niche in the columbarium.
Wee Cho Yaw, Chinese Customs and Festivals in Singapore (Singapore: Singapore Federation of
Chinese Clan Associations, 1989), 129.
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The completion of the funeral rites marks the transformation of the deceased into
an ancestor of the family. After the burial/cremation, the eldest son would carry the
um, and the second son carries the photo of the deceased. These would be placed at the
family ancestral altar at home. When the ancestral tablet is made, the priest or monk
would visit the family on the seventh day and install it with prayers. It is believed that the
spirit of the deceased retums on the seventh day and dwells in the tablet. Regular rituals
that include joss sticks and food offerings are made to the ancestral tablet. These rituals
enable the family to remember the deceased and show filial piety and respect to the
ancestor.
As Chinese Christians in a culture that is steeped in religious and superstitious
practices, the area of death and fiinerals, if not properly handled, could become a highly
divisive issue among family members who profess different beliefs. How should a
faith&l Chinese Christian answer the following questions: If a non-Christian parent had
passed on, should we participate in some of the rituals to show our solidarity and filial
piety or should we abstain? Would we be misunderstood and seen as been unfilial when
we do not participate? Ifwe chose to participate in some of the rituals, which of them are
culturally appropriate for our participation, and which have religious coimotations that
would be in conflict with our faith? Would we cause our fellow Christians to stumble if
they were to see us participate in some of those rituals? These are difficult questions and
this study seeks to discover the responses of Chinese Christians in Singapore as to how
they approach the issue of ancestor rites in various life situations.
Ibid., 135.
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CHAPTER 3: CHINESE RELIGIONS AND THE ANCESTOR RITES DEBATE
IN SINGAPORE
Statistics of Chinese Singaporeans' Religious Affiliation
The Chinese who migrated from Southem China to Singapore embraced several
religions. Confucianism was the religion of the literati or the government/official class of
people and was not very popular among the trades people, migrant workers and refugees
who migrated from China to Singapore. The Singapore government collected the latest
census of the population in 2010. It includes a section on the religious affiliation of the
Chinese Singaporean. Table 3.1 presents this information.
Table 3.1. Singapore Census of Resident Population on Religions among the Chinese
Religion (%) (Aged 15 years & over) Year: 2000 Year: 2010
Buddhism/Taoism (Daoism) 64.4% 57.4%
Buddhism 53.6% 43.0%
Taoism (Daoism) 10.8% 14.4%
Christianity 16.5% 20.1%
Islam 0.3% 0.4%
Other religions 0.3% 0.3%
No religion 18.6% 21.8%
Total 100% 100%
Singapore Census: http://www.singstat.gov.sg/pubn/popn/c2010srl/indicators.pdf (accessed June 25, 201 1)
The census does not collect and reflect practitioners of Confucianism because it is
not viewed and classified by the Singapore government as a religion, but a philosophy
and a way of living. Confucian thoughts such as filial piety, and loyalty to the family and
the nation are held as important teachings among the Chinese and have heavily
influenced how the government has crafted its policies.
Many Chinese Singaporeans adhere to the larger wheel ofBuddhism, called
Mahayana Buddhism. There seems to be a slight drop in percentage ofBuddhist
Joseph B. Tamney, The Struggle over Singapore's Soul: Western Modernization andAsian Culture
(New York: Walter de Gruyter, 1995), 103-5; Daniel Tong, A BiblicalApproach to Feng Shui and
Divination (Singapore: Armour Publishing, 2005), 13.
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adherents from 2000 to 2010, the attrition rate is perhaps due to the graying population of
these Buddhist adherents. According to the latest Singapore census ofpopulation in 2010,
of the Chinese who participated in the census, 43% or nearly half of the Chinese
population in Singapore are adherents of the Buddhist religion. Although this represents a
drop from 53.6% in 2000, the figure is still very significant. (Table 3.1)
Between the 1990s and 2000, there have been a revival of Buddhism in Singapore
and it was able to attract even the younger educated Chinese. Some younger people have
also devoted themselves to become monks and nuns and become vegetarians. They spend
time studying Buddhist scripture, meditating and chanting in temples. Some of the songs
they chant even resemble Christian tunes. During the most important Buddhist festival,
Vesak Day, which commemorates the birth, death and enlightenment of the Buddha,
many Singaporeans would wake up early in the moming and prepare themselves to go to
Buddhist temples to pray to Buddha. There is a small number of Chinese who believe in
the smaller wheel ofHinayana Buddhism. The history of Buddhism in China is not the
primary subject of this study, but suffice it to say that Buddhism is an imported religion
from India.
The more indigenous religion of the Chinese people is Daoism. Daoism is a
naturalist religion that comes from the word "Dao" or the "Way." Dao is the overarching
principle from which all other theories and forms derive their existences, including the
yin (female, negative) and yang (male, positive) forces of the cosmos, and the Qi or
energy that flows through the natural world. Lao Zi, an early proponent ofDaoism was
Bobby Sng and Choong Chee Pang, Church and Culture: Singapore Context (Singapore: Graduates'
Christian Fellowship, 1991), 17.
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said to have written concerning the harmony between the Dao, and the yin and yang in
this way,
Dao produced oneness, which in tum produced duality {Yin and Yang).
Then 'trinity' (The yin, yang and harmony) resulted from the duality of
the Yin and Yang. After that all things were evolved from trinity. The
harmony of all things depends on the interaction and blending of the
duality.
Daoists believe in the need for balance and harmony in the universe, nation,
family and the individual. If there is an off-balance in harmony, then the entity, be it a
nation or an individual, will suffer negative or ill effects. This belief leads to the practice
offeng shui, a kind of geomancy. The term "feng shui" comes from two Chinese word,
feng means wind and shui means water. Taken together, it is used to refer to the
traditional Chinese practice of observing the forces of nature and one's environment so as
to live or position oneself in harmony with them. In this way, it is believed that a person
could gain the greatest benefit of the good energy or Qi and not be in harm's way. Daniel
Tong, a Singapore Anglican priest did some research onfeng shui. He provides a simple
definition here.
It stands for the power of the natural enviromnent - the wind and the air of
the mountains and hills; the streams and the rain; and the composite
influences of the natural processes. The traditional worldview of the
Chinese is that all of nature and life is affected in one way or another by
the forces of nature.
In Singapore, the 2010 census shows an increase in the proportion of Chinese
adherents ofDaoism, from 10.8% in 2000 to 14.4% in 2010. Many of the practices of
Buddhism and Daoism are very similar and interchangeable and many Singaporean
Chinese will say that they practice a mixture ofChinese religions that include Buddhism
Daniel Tong, A BiblicalApproach to Feng Shui andDivination (Singapore: Armour Publishing, 2005),
20.
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and Daoism. This is perhaps the reason why the government lumped the two together
when reflecting the religious affiliation of the Chinese people as shown in Table 3.1.
Syncretism of the Three Chinese Religions
The process of syncretism of the three religions in the course ofChinese
history is complicated and it is difficult to pint point exactly when it began. Scholars have
varying views as to when it began. One author, Julian Pas, commented on the syncretism
of the three religions and said that Confucianism, Buddhism and Daoism were lumped
together some time during the Tang Dynasty.
A further extension of the term chiao arose during early medieval times,
perhaps during the T'ang (618-906 BCE), when Confucianism was linked
with Taoism and Buddhism. Together, they were called san-chiao/sanjiao
or the "Three Teachings," at a time when proponents of a new movement,
often called syncretism, started to emphasize the underlying oneness of the
three. It is not clear whether these intellectuals understood chiao in san-
chiao in the sense of "teaching" or of "religion." The term certainly gave
occasion to misinterpretation. The Buddhist and Taoist "teachings" were
indeed held and propagated by religious bodies. In the late 19* century,
the new expression, tsung-chiao/songjiao was created to become the
Chinese equivalent of the westem term "religion." It further encouraged
misunderstanding of san-chiao. It was taken for granted that san-chiao
meant the three religions of China: Confucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism.
This totally wrong translation also caused the most important aspect of
Chinese religiosity, the Popular religion, to be ignored and neglected by
Chinese and westem scholars.
According to Kuangwei Zhao from the Center for Religious Research in China,
religious Daoism appeared in the second century C.E. in the context of a revolt by the
peasantry against the mling goverrmient, in a bid to seek a more ideal and just society.
From the 7* to 14* century C.E., it grew in popularity and became one of the three
ideological pillars ofmedieval China. Then, at the tum of the 15* century the mutual
Julian F. Pas, HistoricalDictionary ofTaoism (Maryland: Scarecrow Press, 1998), 2.
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influence of the three ideologies increased and the distinctions among them became
blurred.
These are only two examples that scholars might not agree on when the
syncretism of the three major religions in China took place. Most of the time, adherents
of one religion would hold to one rehgion primarily and be influenced by or practice
elements of the other two religions, but there are people who practice a mix of all three
religions in the observance of the rituals and festivals. For the purpose of this present
study, the important thing is not when syncretism took place but that it actually did.
The Influence of Chinese Religions on Ancestor Rite Practices in Singapore
The influence of Confucianism on ancestor rites
Confucius (Kung Fu Tzu) lived before the time of the warring states in Chinese
history, from 551-479 B.C.E.
" He was perhaps the best-known Chinese sage whose
teaching forms the basis for the moral and civil fabric of the Chinese in history and
continues to influence the majority of Chinese patrilineal family and society. Jeaneane
and Merve Fowler commented, "As a whole, Confucius' teachings later influenced
Chinese society in dramatic levels. He must have been an outstanding teacher, if
unorthodox."
One of the pillars of Confiician teachings is the concept of filial piety (xiao).
According to Chapter One ofHsiao Ching or The Classic ofFilial Piety, Confucius said
that the virtue of filial piety was the reason why people live in peace and harmony with
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one another and there was no ill between superiors and their subjects. The Master
(Confucius) said,
Now filial piety is the root of virtue, and out ofwhich grows (moral)
teaching. Sit down again, and I will explain the subject to you. Our bodies
- to every hair and bit of skin - are received by us from our parents, and we
must not presume to injure or wound them. This is the beginning of filial
piety. When we have established our character by the practice of the
(filial) course, so as to make our name famous in future ages and thereby
glorify our parents, this is the end of filial piety. It commences with the
service of parents, it proceeds to the service of the ruler and it is
completed by the establishment of character.
One scholar ofChinese culture wrote concerning filial piety in the Evangelical
Missions Quarterly,
In Chinese thinking, the father-son (and daughter) relationship approaches
idolatry. The father is obligated to support his son and make any necessary
sacrifice to help his son become educated and successful in life. Likewise,
the son must faithfully honor and serve his father, even after the father has
died (ancestor worship). The word xiao jing, which means to show filial
piety, describes the concept. Chinese children, and sons in particular, are
obligated to visit their parents, seek their advice with important decisions,
obey them, accept their decisions concerning one's spouse, or job, provide
them a grandson, and support them when they are old. Anything short of
this would bring tremendous shame on one's parents, and fall short ofxiao
jong. To a Chinese person, failing to honor our father in this way is 'sin.'
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The Confucian-Chinese thought puts the nation above family and the family
above self because it was established as a means to invoke orderliness in society from the
smallest family unit. Family interest and family name come before personal and self-
interest. The individual meaning of existence is always tied to the larger family, clan and
society at large. In performing ancestor rites, the individual acknowledges the
precedence, pays respect and honors the progenitor. In carrying out the orders to sacrifice
http://www.chinapage.coni/confucius/xiaoiing-be.html, June 2 1 , 20 1 1 , Confucius, The Classic ofFilial
Piety, Chapter 1. (Accessed June 25, 201 1).
Mans Ramstad, "Explaining Sin in an Chinese Context," Evangelical Missions Quarterly 36, no. 2
(April 2000): 173.
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oneself for the nation, to go to war or serve the ruler, it is right and fulfills the laws of
humanity. This emphasis on filial piety invokes a sense of indebtedness on the part of
the children towards their parents, and the ruler projects the concept of filiality onto the
citizens. In this way, when the parents passed on, the children are expected to do their
duty ofhonoring their parents through performing ancestor rites. These rites were often
observed on a national scale when a ruler or person of high honor passed on.
Former China missionary and long-time editor of The Chinese Theological
Review, Janice Wickeri wrote concerning filial piety.
The concept of filial piety {xiao) in traditional culture does not arise from
a sense of equality (in terms of human dignity) either, but from a situation
in which family affections have become institutionalized, regimented and
one-sided. This state of affairs demands that a person totally abandon his
or her own personality and submit to the father or the ruler. 'If the ruler
requires that the subject to die, not to do so would be disloyal on the part
of the subject; if the father requires that the son to die, not to do so would
be unfilial on the part of the son.' There is no human emotion in this, just
cruel domination where the will of the father or ruler must be obeyed. In
such an ethical network as this, the individual is the object of regulation,
classification and delineation, and can never gain initiative. Benevolence
and putting oneself second can only be determined within the ethical
network. A person is a perpetual infant without an independent
personality, who needs the guidance, protection and supervision of the
father-official.
Contrasting the Chinese ethical network with the individualistic Christian ethics,
Janice fiirther commented.
But the concept of the individual in Christian ethics is exactly opposite,
and it is precisely in its conception of the individual that Christian ethics
differs from traditional Chinese ethics. It is the Christian belief that God
created humankind and that each individual is made in the image of God.
Humanity is the pinnacle of the universe; God and humanity have a kind
http://www.chinapage.com/confucius/xiaoiing-be.htmh June 21,2011, Confucius, The Classic ofFilial
Piety. Chapter 1. (Accessed June 25, 201 1).
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of life continuity. As children ofGod, humans are equal before God.
Every person has his or her dignity and worth which comes from God.
However, Christians need to consider that Christian ethics was
traditionally communal as alluded to by the use of the term "humanity" by
Wickeri. This is because the Eastern Hebraic society was also communal.
Individualistic Christianity was frowned upon by Paul in his letters and only came
into prominence through the "personal decision" of camp meetings and the
proliferation ofwestem materialism that has influenced Christianity. Therefore, it
is erroneous to say historical Christianity is inherently "individualistic" when it is
the modem societal pressures that have imposed their mold on what being a
Christian entails. In this sense, there is much agreement between Christian ethics
and Confucian ethics.
The influence ofBuddhism on ancestor rites
Buddhism entered China from India in the second century C.E. during the Eastem
Han Dynasty period. And from 222-253 C.E., during the period of the Three Kingdoms, a
Chinese scholar by the name of Chih Chien translated Buddhist scriptures such as the
Pure Land Scripture and Pen-Yeh Ching}^^ This ease of access to Buddhist scriptures
greatly influenced the acceptance of the Buddhist religion by the mlers and subjects of
the Three Kingdoms.
There were problems in promoting Buddhism in China. Monkhood and celibacy
meant that the male would not be able to marry and have children through their wives.
This did not go well with the teachings Confiician and Daoist filial piety where children
Baij Nath Puri, Buddhism in Central Asia (India: Motilal Banarsidass, 1987), 101.
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were deemed to be a blessing and a necessity for the continuation of the family line and
the worship of ancestors. However, Buddhism managed to gain an inroad into China for
a number of reasons.
First, during the fall of the Han Dynasty, the people were disillusioned by the
Confucian moral system. Turkic rulers conquered Northern China and many other parts
of China were in a state of confusion and uncertainty. Therefore, Buddhism as an
imported faith provided a new source ofmoral energy and guidance to the people.
'�'
Second, Buddhist teachings emphasized austerity and a removal of self from the cares of
the world. How then did Buddhism, in promoting monkhood and celibacy, get around
with the seemingly contrary Confucian and Daoist teachings of filial piety, being fruitful
and observing ancestor rites?
Buddhism monks consciously sought to contextualize Buddhist teachings to the
Chinese populace by including the concept of filial piety from Confucianism and telling
positive stories of the need to repay the deep kindness of the parents. In one sutra, "The
Sutra about the Deep Kindness ofParents andDifficulty ofRepaying It" it describes the
pain and suffering the mother went through during conception and the delivery of the
child, and the difficulty of the child's upbringing, and so on. A commentator expounded
on this sutra mentioned ten kindnesses that the mother bestowed on the child.
The first is the kindness ofproviding protection and care while the child is
in the womb. The second is the kindness ofbearing suffering during the
birth. The third is the kindness of forgetting all the pain once the child has
been bom. The fourth is the kindness of eating the bitter herself and saving
the sweet for the child. The fifth is the kindness ofmoving the child to a
dry place and lying in the wet herself The sixth is the kindness of suckling
the child at her breast, nourishing and bringing up the child. The seventh is
the kindness ofwashing away the unclean. The eight is the kindness of
Robert L. Montgomery, The Spread ofReligions (New Jersey: Long Dash, 2007), 56.
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always thinking of the child when it has travelled far. The ninth is the
kindness of deep care and devotion. The tenth is the kindness of ultimate
pity and sympathy.
Just as Confucianism sought to invoke indebtedness of the child towards the
parents, Buddhism also attempted to do so. When parents passed on, the children were
obligated to perform unquestioned Buddhist rituals of chanting. During a funeral service,
Buddhist monks in saffron robes of golden color and nuns in black robes would stand in
front of the coffin and line up the devotees in neat rows. And all of them would open the
appropriate sutras for chanting about the virtues of the parents. Committed devotees
would wear black robes and the common people wear their normal clothing, but it would
be of dull and solemn colors. It is their hope that all the chanting might help the parents
gain merits and hopefiilly gain a better standing or position during the reincarnation. This
gelled well with Confucius thought.
The influence ofDaoism on ancestor rites
Legend has it that Lao Zi, a Chinese sage was bom an adult (old man or old boy).
He was considered the founder of Daoism (Taoism) and taught about the impersonal
Dao. ^^"^ Daoism appeared in China during the time of the warring states (480-222
B.C.E.) largely through the influence of the Chinese sage, Chuang Tzu who lived
between 350 to 300 B.C.E. He wrote the Dao-De Jing and it set the foundation for the
Daoist philosophy of the balance of opposites such as the ying andyang, and hot and
cold.
http://www.confucian.me/profiles/blogs/fihal-piety-i-the-deep, (accessed June 25, 201 1)
This is a personal observation of a Buddhist funeral service one ofmy church member's sister who was
a devout Buddhist and who died of an illness.
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Fowler elaborated, "Outward strength is balanced with the goal of a soft yielding
nature; external force with inner power; the masculine with the feminine; verbosity with
silence; fullness with emptiness; the contrived with the natural; Being with Non-Being;
plurality with oneness; knowledge with ignorance."
Daoism progressed from a philosophy (Dao-jia) to a new religion (Dao-chiao) or
the Daoist Religion. It happened probably during "the Han period, and used to identify a
new religious movement arising in the 2"*^ century C.E. with Zhang Daoling as founder."
Dao-Chiao (M^) which literally mean "Daoist teaching" or "Daoist doctrine," was
used to coimote the Daoist religion, probably in imitation of the Buddhist Fo Chiao (i^
i^), the name given to Buddhism in the 2"^* century when it entered China.
While Confucianism emphasized the need to perform one's role and duty in the
family and society and Buddhism sought to play on the kindness of the parents and
invoke children's compassion and love toward them, the influence of Daoism on ancestor
rites is very much in the area of the superstitious and the spiritual.
At a funeral service, ancestor rites are led and carried out by Daoist priest. They
would wear flowing robes, use a bell and chant many inaudible words and phrases that
are directed to the spirits. They would also lead the family members who are expected to
follow the instructions of the priest in the worship rituals and walk in procession around
the coffin of the deceased. They would use paraphernalia like joss sticks and joss papers,
while lighted create an aural of smoke and amber flame. The oldest living male son of the
deceased person would carry a lantern on a bamboo stick and follow the priest while he
Jeaneane and Merv Fowler, Chinese Religions: Beliefs andPractices (Oregon: Academic Press, 2008),
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leads the procession. Also, a basin is placed at the side of the coffin and the children
would take their tum to bum incense papers to the deceased continually. Guests and
visitors are expected to hold joss sticks and make three bows of respect in front of the
deceased picture placed at the head of the coffin.
There are several purposes of these rituals, the primary concem is chao-du, a
ritual to lead the deceased person safely through the joumey across the nether world into
the westem heaven so that they would become a god (an ancestor), and their spirit would
not be left in this world to become a wandering spirit to haunt the living. For the living,
the primary purpose of the ancestor rites is a public display of filial piety and of showing
respect to the deceased parent or relative. It is hoped that when they perform all the
ancestor rites stipulated by the priest, they would help "ward off evil spirits so that the
deceased will not be judged," but safely reach their destination.
A Repeat of the Rites Controversy?
In dealing with ancestor rites, Protestant history has not been very positive and
bright. In Chapter One, I have already highlighted the division among missionaries from
different denominations taking sides, ranging from outright acceptance, to compromising
accommodation to outright rejection. The practice of ancestor rites among the Chinese
Christians was really a point of contention. And we shall see, to some measure, the same
controversy was also taking place in Singapore.
Since the migration of the Chinese people to Singapore, the setting up of the
Chinese clan associations and the effort to maintain the Chinese culture and religious
practices, Chinese people have been associated with Daoism, Buddhism, Confucianism
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or ancestor worship. They also actively observe various forms ofChinese superstitious
practices. The expectation of religious worship including ancestor worship, and the
notion that Christianity is westem are hindrances preventing many Singaporean Chinese
people from becoming Christians.
In his article, Enoch Wan mentioned five aspects ofwestemized Christianity and
how they affected the perception by Chinese people that it is a westem rehgion, even
though it originated from the Middle East. The five aspects, are: (1) Christianity was
imported into China by gun-boat and expanded under unequal treaties, (2) It was garbed
and groomed in westem maimer, (3) It was served on a westem plate via the introduction
ofwestem science, medicine and technology into China, (4) It was seasoned with westem
favors, that is, westem theological thought pattems and ecclesiastical stmctures, and (5)
It was transplanted in westem pot, rather than transported and planted in Chinese soil. Of
the perception by the Chinese in mainland China that it is westem. Wan said,
"Subsequently, Chinese people perceived Christianity to be a Westem religion, in contra
distinction to the indigenous Confucianism, Taoism, 'sinocized Buddhism', folk religion,
etc." Furthermore, this perception of an imposition from the outside causes
"resentment and resistance by traditional Chinese. . . Having such an orientation and
harboring a sense of resentment, traditional Chinese people are very resistant against
Christianity, especially that ofWestem orientation and style, form and format."
Enoch Wan, "Christianity in the Eye of Traditional Chinese," in Chinese Around the World, 1999:3-4;
http://www .missiology .org/new/wp-content/uploads/ZO 11/01/
Christianity_inthe_eye_of_traditional_chinese_July_19991 .pdf, (accessed October 25, 201 1).
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The perception that Christianity was from the West held true for many
Singaporean Chinese from the traditional Chinese background. However, change was
taking place in all fronts in the Singaporean scene since the 1 960s, after Singapore briefly
became a part ofMalaysia in 1958 and then went on to achieve independence in 1965.
On the political front, the People's Action Party led by Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew
obtained a landslide victory to form its first government after the British troops left
Malaysia and Singapore. The ruling party maintained most of the British system,
including the goverrmient, judicial, legal and education system. This gave many
Singaporean Chinese the opportunity to send their children to English medium schools
besides Chinese medium schools.'
Many westem missionaries came to Singapore to set up mission posts and
provided healthcare and education. They also set up mission hospitals and schools. Many
Chinese children were educated in these schools and exposed to the English culture, and
they were also exposed to the teachings ofChristianity. British ColoniaUzation of
Singapore as experienced by Singaporeans was largely a positively experience and it laid
a good foundation for the growth ofChristianity in the country. Thus, in the post-colonial
period, after its independence, and over the last forty years from 1970 to 2010, the
Christian population in Singapore, which comprises a large percentage of the Chinese
people, has seen a steady rate of growth. In the latest census of 2010, those who profess
Christianity achieved a total of 20.1% (Table 3.1).
In 1939, the Roman Catholics avoided a repeat of the "Rites Controversy" by
dealing with it through the theology of accommodation, allowing Catholic Christians full
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permission in participation in ancestor rites. The Cathohc Liturgy Commission in
Singapore reiterated this position in July 2003 with a circular to Catholics in Singapore
(Appendix A). The Protestants largely ignored the issue of ancestor rites but concentrated
on evangelism, church growth and increasing church membership. But in the last thirty to
forty years when Christianity had seen a significant growth among the Chinese people in
Singapore, missionaries and Singaporean Chinese Christian leaders have begun to feel
the need to address the issue of the traditional Chinese practice of ancestor rites among
Christians.
Aspects surrounding the practice that needed to be addressed include the
following: (1) The precept of filial piety as a pillar of Chinese family tradition, (2) The
Chinese' penchant for appeasing their ancestors either for hope ofblessing and/or for fear
of harm or punishment, and (3) The perception that Christianity is a westem religion, and
(4) The stmggle and feeling among those who were converted to Christianity, ofwhether
they have betrayed and brought shame to their Chinese roots, ancestors, parents and
family.
In oriental cultures (Chinese, Japanese and Korean), and in particular among the
pragmatic Chinese people, there is the tendency to lump the practice of the worship gods
(idols) and the veneration of ancestors together. For the Chinese, any distinction is
redundant since once an elder is deceased, they would be elevated to the higher level of a
demi-god. The rites controversy comes into play in this way: For Chinese Christians who
have been converted fi-om such a background and culture, they are taught in the Bible to
only pay homage and worship to God and God alone, but in their culture, they are taught
to venerate their ancestors, and that includes the performance of some elements of
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worship. The debate on the rites controversy continues for Protestant Chinese Christians
in Singapore and the conclusion to this chapter is an attempt of a historical study of
when, where and how missionaries, pastors and leaders of churches in Chinese
Christianity, and particularly in Malaysia and Singapore addressed the issue.
A BriefHistory of the Protestant Christian Debate on Chinese Ancestor Rites
Although Christianity entered China through the Nestorian Christians in the
seventh century, the confrontation between Christianity and the Chinese culture occurred
only in the last four hundred years. The Roman Catholic Church was embedded in the
Rites Controversy for almost three hundred years, from the first appeal in 1643 to the
removal of all restrictions to its observance inl939.
The Protestant church was more interested in preaching the gospel, saving souls,
building churches and nurturing the believers. They were not overly concerned with the
issues confronting culture and Christianity until almost the tum of the twentieth century.
There were two groups ofmissionaries who held opposing views on ancestor rites. The
first group consisted people including Robert Morrison, the first known Protestant
missionary to China in 1807.^'^ They concentrated on evangelism and winning of souls to
Jesus Christ. Years later, missionaries of the China Inland Mission started by Hudson
Taylor in 1865 began to poured into China. They were busy with evangelism and
winning converts and the issue ofChinese ancestor rites did not feature prominently in
their mission work. The first group did not view the practice of ancestor rites favorably.
The other group ofProtestant missionaries supported ancestor rites. They were William
^'^
Kenneth S. Latourette, A History ofChristianity, Volume II, A.D. 1500 to 1975 (New York: Harper and
Row, 1975), 1034.
Ibid., 1325.
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Martin (American Presbyterian), Timothy Richard (British Baptist), Allen Young
(American Methodist Episcopal) and Gilbert Reid (American Presbyterian)."'*
The first time the issue of ancestor worship was discussed by Protestant
missionaries was in 1890, during the General Conference of the Protestant Missionaries
of China held at Shanghai when William Martin wrote an article for the conference
entitled, "The Worship of Ancestors - A Plea for Toleration." '^^ Martin also wrote
similar articles over the next few years in two issues of The Chinese Recorder, "How
shall we deal with the Worship of Ancestors?" and "The Worship ofAncestors: How
shall we Deal with it?"
Martin might have been viewed as being courageous in his attempt to do one of
the first Protestant "contextualization" of ancestor worship in the context of the Chinese
people. However, he took a tolerant position, similar to that of the Nestorian Christians in
the seventh century and the present position of the Roman Catholic Church, allowing the
observance ofChinese ancestor rites. He described the practice of ancestor worship in a
favorable maimer and said, "I do not object to ancestral worship as a system, but solely to
those parts of it which ascribe divine attributes to the souls of the dead."
The Reverend H. Blodget was the respondent to Martin's presentation. His
conclusion was in direct opposition to Martin's position. He said that there must be "in
1 14
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Christians a complete separation from ancestral worship in all its forms. Nothing savors
of idolatry and superstition can be allowed to remain in the Christian church." '
After some discussion among the missionaries present, at the end of the
conference, the Reverend J. Hudson Taylor called for a vote by raising hands to protest
against the conclusion ofDr. Martin's paper. The conference recorded that "Almost the
whole audience did so."
Then in 1902, C.A. Stanley wrote an article, "Ancestor Worship," also published
in The Chinese Recorder. His focal point was, "God alone is the proper object for
human worship" and if ancestor worship required family members to worship their
ancestors as if they were worshiping God, that is, when it involved some form of offering
of sacrifices, then it was unacceptable to the Christian faith. The act of offering sacrifices
was an act more than simply respect or reverence. Furthermore, idolatry involved having
an object ofworship, whether it were in the form of an image, a tablet, or writings on a
scroll. To set it up and bow down to it in place of God was deemed as idolatry, a
violation of the first and second commandments.
Martin and Stanley's articles could be considered some of the earliest primary
Protestant sources of literature that dealt with the issue of Chinese ancestor rites. I was
able to view and obtain copies of these from the Southem Baptist Theological Seminary,
Louisville, Kentucky. These articles serve as a useful historical background to the
Protestant debate on the issue of ancestor rites.
1 19
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Francis Hsu, ofMainland China, wrote Under the Ancestors ' Shadow in 1967. It
is one of the earliest books in contemporary history on the issue of the importance and
influence of ancestor rites in the Chinese culture. His ethnography was made with the
consideration of the relationship between kinship, individual personality and social
mobility in rural or village China. Being an anthropologist, Hsu chose, as his study, a
focus on the changes that were taking place in "West Town," a community that is deep in
the mountains of remote southwestern China. He discussed some of the changes that had
affected the town as a result of influence from westem knowledge and modem
technology, and how the people continued to remain "under the ancestor's shadow," and
held on to their Chinese ancestral beliefs and practices. Besides Hsu, there are other
authors from China who wrote about ancestor ritual practices, including seven theses and
dissertations. Table 3.2 shows a list of the theses and dissertations.
There were a number of Taiwanese scholars who wrote from the Taiwanese
perspective on the issue of ancestor rites. The Intemet site, Worldcat lists a total of eight
Taiwanese theses or dissertations on the topic (Table 3.2). A fellow Asbury seminarian,
Daniel Chen wrote his Ph.D. dissertation in 1998 entitled, Chinese Ancestor Practices in
Taiwan: An Exercise in Contextualization. Chen addressed the issue from a historical and
pragmatic approach. Since the background and issues faced by the Taiwanese Christians
are very similar to that of the Chinese Christians in Singapore, it serves as a good
reference material for Singaporean Christians to know that their fellow Taiwanese
Christians are facing similar issues.
From the Hong Kong perspective, Janet Lee Scott, a missionary who has lived in
Hong Kong for many years and taught anthropology at the Chinese University ofHong
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Kong and sociology at Hong Kong Baptist University, wrote a book in 2007 entitled. For
Gods, Ghosts andAncestors: The Chinese Tradition ofPaper Offerings. Lee was
interested in symbolism and investigated the use of a wide range of paper offerings from
every conceivable angle; from the way they were manufactured, sold and used by the
Chinese for ancestor rituals. The practice of paper offerings is motivated by the belief
that it is possible to fransfer food, money, and goods from the living to the dead. Dead
relatives and loved ones are able to receive the equivalent ofmaterial things burnt for
them in their forms by the living. Thus the book could also be titled. The Anthropology of
Chinese Paper Offerings. Besides Lee, another westem author, Henry Newton Smith
wrote a Ph.D. dissertation in 1987 entitled, Chinese ancestorpractices and Christianity:
toward a viable contextualization ofChristian ethics in a Hong Kong setting.
Table 3.2. Context of Theses/Dissertations on the topic of Chinese Ancestor
RitesAVorship
No. Ancestor rites theses written for
country of:
Degree Level Remarks
Doctoral Bachelor or Master
1. Not specified (14) D. Miss. (1) PhD.
(2) Th.D. (1)
B.A. (l)M.A. (7)
M.Th. (2)
2. China (8) PhD. (6) M. Phil. (1) (1) Repeat (# 24 &
25)
3. Taiwan (8) PhD. (2) ETD(l) M.A. (5)
4. Chinese American (3) D. Min (2) PhD.
(1)
5. Unsure (2) - French Doctorate (1) ? (1) French
6. Hong Kong (1) PhD. (1)
7. Singapore (1) - M.A. (1)
Total (37) (18) (17) (2)
(http://www.worldcat.org/search?qt=worldcat_org_all&q=Chinese+ancestor+worship, accessed October 24,
2011)
From Table 3.2, a summary of the countries that the topic of ancestor rites was
written for is presented as follows:
1 . 14 were written on/for not specified countries or context.
2. 8 were written in the Mainland China context.
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3. 8 were written in the Taiwanese context.
4. 3 were written in the Chinese American context.
5. 2 were written in contexts that are unsure (French theses).
6. 1 was written in the Hong Kong context.
7. 1 was written in the Singapore context.
Of the total of 37 theses and dissertations found in the Worldcat website, two
writers have repeat entries: Mak Siu Fai (# 24 and #25), and Sarah Schleicher (#18 and
#36) (Appendix C). As a summary, from the 35 actual theses and dissertations written on
the topic of ancestor rites, only one is written for the Singapore context.
A History of Ancestor Rites Discussion among Christians in Malaysian and
Singapore
In an attempt to trace the historical development of ancestor rites among Chinese
Christians in Singapore, there are certain limitations. First, in the last fifty years of
Singapore's modem history, the focus of the government was to build a successfiil nation
based on industrialization, and the focus of the church was evangelism and mission,
witming people to Christ and nurturing them in the church. When the issue of ancestor
rites arose, it was addresses there and then by the church and pastor involved. There were
only several occasional public fomms or places where the issue was discussed.
Second, books on the history of the church in Singapore such as Bobby Sng's In
His Good Time (1992 and 2002) and historical records and magazines of church
denominations yielded very little results on the discussion of the issue of ancestor rites.
There is an exception, Tan Eng Boo wrote a 10-page article in July 2003 in the Bible-
Presbyterian Church newsletter. The Burning Bush. His article was titled, "Filial Piety
and Burial Customs" (Appendix U).
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The first forum where the issue of ancestor rites was discussed in the Malaysia
and Singapore context was during the "Congress on Evangelism for Malaysia and
Singapore" held from April 10 to 15, 1978. During the congress, several papers were
presented including Lucy Tan's paper, "The Christian Answer to Ancestor Worship."
Lucy Tan was originally a teacher from Malacca, Malaysia before she went to Singapore
for training at the Discipleship Training Center. She became a missionary in the prayer
ministry with Fairfield Methodist Church, Singapore. After the presentation at the
congress, her paper was published in the same year as a 27-page booklet, entitled. The
Christian Answer to Ancestor Worship.
Five years later, in 1983, a consultation was organized on a larger scale and for
the whole East Asian region. A collaboration of churches led by the Asia Theological
Association (ATA) and Taiwan Church Renewal Center co-hosted "The Consultation on
the Christian Response to Ancestor Practices." This took place in Taipei, Taiwan ROC,
especially for the Chinese, Japanese and Korean churches. There were a total of twenty-
three papers and bible-study discussion materials presented in this consultation.
The consultation dealt with three specific issues: (1) the problems centered around
psychological, social and cultural problems individual Christians faced in relation to their
non-Christian families, (2) the practice of ancestor rites is a real barrier between the local
congregation and the wider community and makes evangelism more difficult, and (3) the
history ofpersecution where Christians have been forced to decide whether they would
obey God or they would be perceived as disobeying parental authority. The result of the
consultation was the publication of a book in 1985, Christian Alternatives to Ancestor
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Practices, edited by Bong Rin Ro. A list of the table of contents of the book is presented
in Appendix D.
There were Malaysian and Singaporean participants at the consultation and one of
them was Lucy Tan ofMalaysia. She presented the paper, "Ancestor Worship Judged by
Scripture." Another Malaysian delegate. Tan Kim Sai, presented the paper, "Christian
Alternatives to Ancestor Worship in Malaysia." Singaporean leaders who were present
did not subsequently make any public statements or share any reviews to the churches in
Singapore.
And about five years later, in October 1988, sensing the rapid changes that are
taking place in Singapore, such as the growing number ofEnglish-educated Chinese
people, the resurgence of emphasis on Asian values and customs, and the concem of the
govemment for religious harmony. Trinity Theological College (TTC) felt the need to
hold a three-day conference on "The Gospel and Singapore-Malaysian Chinese Culture."
A report of the conference was pubhshed in July 1989. Thereafter, the college and
Graduates' Christian Fellowship jointly hosted two seminars on "Customs, Culture and
Christian Faith." The result of the seminars was the published in a book in 1991, Church
and Cuhure: Singapore Context, co-edited by Bobby Sing and Choong Chee Pang. At
last, there were some collaborative efforts by Singaporean Christian leaders on issues
pertaining to Christianity and Chinese Culture.
The Chinese Congress on World Evangelization (CCOWE) has held four
congresses over a twenty-year period from 1976 to 1996 and they have discussed various
issues, but not Christianity and Chinese culture, not until the Fifth CCOWE held from
July 10 to 17, 1996 in Hong Kong, when the Chinese leaders felt the need to discuss the
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topic and Professor Peter Lin spoke on "Christianity and Chinese Culture" during one of
the evening sessions. Not much was heard of him or his paper after the presentation.
Since the 1988 three-day Singapore conference that specifically addressed issues
ofChinese religions, filial piety and ancestor practices, and the 1996 Hong Kong
CCOWE, it has been about fifteen years when there has not been any conference or
consultation on the issue of ancestor practices or something regarding church and culture
that is organized at a collaborative level by any denomination or group of churches in any
scale. However, there were pastors and authors who were addressing the issue in their
writings and teaching on the issue in Christian education in church. There were also
attempts at contextualizing aspects of Chinese culture into Singaporean Christianity. The
following section is a brief discussion of these efforts.
Lucy Tan wrote the book. The Christian Answer to Ancestral Worship in
Octoberl978. It was the earliest book in recent history that was written on the issue of
ancestor rites in the Malaysian-Singapore context, and it has gone on to a fourth printing
in May 1981. The popularity of her booklet suggests that the issue is a current one. Tan
sought to present "the Christian answer" to Chinese and Indian ancestral worship, yet she
did not claim to have the perfect answer, only guidelines for individual Christians to
arrive at their own answer. She addressed Chinese ancestral rites under four headings:
funerals, memorial services, festivals and special occasions. She took a rather
conservative view, that is, she rejects most of the Chinese system of practices and rites,
and gave four reasons for doing so: (1) she believes Scripture is the basis of all Christian
life and practice, and anything contrary to it must be rejected, (2) the gospel of Jesus
Christ is the only answer to the fears, despair and false hope that underlies the cult of
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ancestral worship, (3) the advice to go along with the family wishes for those morally
neutral practices will help off-set the ill effects of one's stand against many negative
practices and show that Christians are not against culturally wholesome Chinese
traditions, and (4) A clear Christian stand without compromise against unacceptable
beliefs and practices is necessary because this is the only way for a visible Christian
testimony for the Lord.'^"*
Poh Boon Sing, a Malaysian, was educated in the United Kingdom and was pastor
of the Reformed Baptist Church in Selangor, Malaysia. He wrote his book. The Christian
in the Chinese Culture in 1986 and the second edition was published in 1989. In this 100-
page book, he sought to address pastoral issues related to the Chinese culture in the
context ofMalaysian Christianity. He topics include the syncretism of the three religions,
Confiicianism, Buddhism and Taoism, and some of the factors that bind the Chinese
people together, such as pietism, the traditions and festivals, materialism and food offered
to idols.
Fob's contribution to the study of ancestor rites is in Chapter Six that he entitled
"Worshipping the Dead." In it, he discussed what the Chinese do in a typical Chinese
funeral and the observance of"Qing Ming" or "All Souls Day." He gave three basic rules
for Christians to evaluate whether Chinese Christians should participate in any of the
rites. They are: (1) it does not break God's law, (2) it does not hinder one's spiritual
progress, and (3) it does not cause harm to others, especially fellow Christians.
''^^
David Hock Tey is also a Malaysian and for 18 years since 1968, he was the
founder and director ofMalaysia Campus Crusade for Christ. He wrote a 153-page book
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in 1988 entitled, Chinese Culture and the Bible. It was written from a personal
knowledge and experience ofChinese culture and Christian faith. His book is a
comparative study between the Chinese culture and the teachings of the Bible and it seeks
to resolve conflicting issues between the two. He clearly presented the unique features of
the Chinese culture and thought and how some of them conflict with biblical teachings.
Filial piety is one of the important aspects discussed in the book. He also dealt with the
cultic practices ofChinese culture including fortune telling, witchcraft, spirit medium and
divination.
As I have mentioned above, Bobby Sng and Choong Chee Pang, who are
Singaporeans, co-edited the book. Church and Culture: Singapore Context in 1991 as a
result of the three day conference co-hosted by the Graduates Christian Fellowship and
Trinity Theological College, Singapore in 1989. They are two of Singapore's foremost
Christian scholars. Sng was secretary of the Graduates' Christian Fellowship and Choong
was principal ofTrinity Theological College. The book covers topics such as: Gospel and
Culture; Church, Ethnicity and Culture; Understanding Chinese Religions; Chinese
Festivals, Customs and Rites; Ancestral Ties in the Old Testament and Fihal Piety. As a
collection of the thoughts from different authors, the book touches many aspects of
Chinese culture, religion and ancestor rites and practices.
The contribution of this book on ancestor rites comes from two chapters: First, the
chapter by John Chew on "Ancestral/Parental-Children Ties in the Old Testament and
Their Possible Bearing on Filial Piety" is especially helpful in reviewing the practice of
filial piety in Chinese culture in the light of the Old Testament teachings, and it has a
special emphasis on parent-children relationship. In his chapter. Chew sought to show
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that fihal piety "is a God appointed and highly-exahed way of life, promoting holiness
and obedience to the Mosaic laws,"'^^ and except for the worship and sacrificial aspects
of the filial piety requirements, the other teachings do not contradict the teachings of the
Bible and the Christian faith.
The second contribution is a chapter by Choong Chee Pang on "Filial Piety:
Biblical and Classical Chinese Perspectives."'^^ He compares the dominant father figure
in Chinese culture with the patriarchal figure of the father in the Bible as "priest-teacher"
of the household. He cites Jesus as a filial son to his father Joseph and mother Mary,
carrying out all the duties and requirements of a son in the Hebrew culture and compares
that with the teachings ofConfucius in the Xiao Jing, of what a filial and dutiful son in
Chinese culture looks like.
The book generally takes a balanced view of Scripture and culture. Some of the
proposals in the book are tentative but others are more authoritative. The authors
reckoned with the fact that "in matters of customs and culture, it is unavoidable that there
will be areas where sincere Christians hold different views,"'^^ but agreed that the gospel
ofGod's unchanging word needs to be 'enflesh' in a changing world.
Reverend Daniel Chua Meng Wah is a Malaysian and is currently the senior
pastor at Mt. Carmel Bible-Presbyterian Church, Singapore. He is a keen pastoral
theologian and teaches as adjunct lecturer in Pastoral Theology at the Singapore Bible
College. In 1988, he wrote a M. Div. thesis with the purpose to provide some guidelines
to Christians who seek a valid response to Chinese ancestral worship. Ten years later in
Bobby Sng and Choong Chee Pang, Church and Culture: Singapore Context (Singapore: Graduates'
Christian Fellowship, 1991), 52.
Ibid., 65-84.
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1998, he reworked his thesis and published it as a 100-page book in 2003 in Malaysia
under the title. Feeding on Ashes. Chua's book is a very useful resource and provides
pastoral guidelines for Christians who face the issue of ancestor rites. It was
unfortunately not widely circulated and used.
The book has six chapters. In Chapter One, he gives an introduction and reasons
for writing the book. In Chapter Two, he explains the meaning of "ancestral cuh" and the
motives, theories, the rites involved and the functions of these rites in the cult. In Chapter
Three, he evaluates the fundamental beliefs and practices of the Chinese ancestral cult
from a biblical perspective. In Chapters Four and Five, he suggests some contextualized
Christian responses and alternatives to the Chinese way of ancestral practices. He dwells
on the need for proper theologizing and providing functional substitutes and dynamic
equivalents to the Chinese practice of ancestral rites. In the Final Chapter, Chua
concludes that Chinese Christians need to be aware that besides having a religious
fiinction, the ancestral cult "also performs very important social functions for the
Chinese." Chinese Christians carmot ignore or undermine the important social
functions, otherwise, we may not be able to redeem the culture or reach the Chinese
people for Christ.
A Bible-Presbyterian Church leader. Reverend Tan Eng Boo, has also written a
10-page article, "Filial Piety and Burial Customs," published in 2003 in the Bible-
Presbyterian newsletter. The Burning Bush. The article was based on the author's
earlier work in 1996, Death and burial: the Chinese way and the Christian dilemma. It
was a thesis for his M.A. studies in Columbia Bibhcal Seminary.
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Tan's article takes a rather strict and extreme view concerning the issue of
participation in ancestor rites. After a short introduction on the significance of filial piety
for the Chinese people, he turned to address several Chinese funeral rituals that Christians
should not participate in. They are: (1) washing and clothing of the deceased, (2)
presentation of food and paper money, (3) involvement in the religious ceremony,
especially in following the procession of the Buddhist monks or Daoist priests, (4)
performing the bow before the altar or photo of the deceased during a fimeral wake, and
holding joss sticks, (5) engaging a band of funeral musicians, and (6) providing or taking
red threads or red packets offered at the hospitality tables at a funeral wake. He
concluded his article by giving advice to Christians on the practical ways in showing
filial piety to the parents and elders, and addressed the Chinese perchance for
necromancy (communicating with the dead) as a false sense of filial piety.
Daniel Tong is a Singaporean and a graduate ofTrinity Theological College,
Singapore. He has served as a priest in the Anglican Diocese of Singapore for more than
fifteen years. As the pastor of a church and chaplain of a school, he approaches the topic
of Chinese traditions and beliefs from a pastoral perspective. In his almost 200-page
book, A Biblical Approach to Chinese Traditions andBeliefs, written in 2003 during a
sabbatical, he dwells on different aspects of Chinese culture, including Chinese beliefs,
festivals, ancestral veneration, food offered to idols and Chinese medicine and Qigong.
The book is a result of a course he conducted for the churches in his diocese and an
update of his earlier unpublished work, "Ancestral Veneration: A Handbook for
Christians."
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His purpose ofwriting the book is to provide some guidehnes on the cultural
practices that believers may or may not take part in and he offered biblical reasons for
doing so. He discussed each of the Chinese practices and provided the biblical approach
in a systematic manner. This is a practical and pastoral book targeted at church members
and the general Christian public in Singapore.
Tong's contribution to theological writing in the area of ancestor rites consists of
three chapters. In Chapter Six, he writes on the "Theological Perceptions" and he
compares the influences ofConfucianism, Buddhism, Daoism and Shenism with the
teachings of the Bible towards ancestral veneration. In Chapter Seven on the "Practical
Considerations," he discusses the practical considerations for the observance of the
funeral rite and its related dead procedures, and provides pastoral suggestions and
Christian alternatives to participation in these practices. And in Chapter Eight, on "An
Evaluation of Ancestral Veneration," Daniel differentiates between veneration and
worship, communion with the saints and communication with the dead, and issues of
filial piety and the afterlife.
Besides the above books that were written in the Southeast Asian-Singaporean
context, an American missionary to Singapore, Chuck Lowe had done a significant work
on the topic in 2001 . He had lived in Singapore for fifteen years and was a theological
researcher with Overseas Missionary Fellowship and a lecturer in New Testament at the
Singapore Bible College. Lowe's book. Honoring God andFamily: A Christian
Response to Idol Food in Chinese Popular Religion, was written from a missionary's
perspective on Chinese folk religious beliefs and practices. The book deals with two
issues of (1) ancestor ritual practices; (2) food offered to idols. It discusses First
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Corinthians Chapter Eight to Chapter Ten and apphes the principles there for the two
issues. Since his wife is Malaysian Chinese, she has helped him understand some of the
local customs, habits and practices. The book could serve as a useful etic view that
provides missionaries with a good tool in understanding Chinese culture and religions
and has good theological arguments and guidelines for Chinese Christians to evaluate
their culture and practices.
There are also several pastors who have written in-house training materials on the
topic, and in the course ofmy research, I was able to meet and interview them, and obtain
some of the materials. Reverend John Chin started the Tung Ling Bible School more than
twenty years ago. He has also pastored several Pentecostal churches and is presently
serving with Center ofNew Life Assembly of God Church, Singapore. He is an expert in
Chinese culture, customs and traditions and has been invited to many churches to speak
on Christian relationship to Chinese culture. He has also recorded 2 DVDs on Chinese
Culture.
As an experienced bilingual speaker (Chinese and English-speaking) John Chin
has a keen sense of the Chinese culture and could understand the concerns of both the
English-speaking and Chinese-speaking Christians. He has produced two sets ofDVDs in
Chinese entitled, Chinese Culture, Religion & Christianity (^AlSCft,^t5[-^^^^)
and Chinese View ofLife after Death (^^AWiptS^JS). His speaking engagements on the
issues of Chinese culture and ancestor worship led him to churches across denomination
lines and these DVDs are recordings of the talks he gave. The summary of these two set
ofDVDs is as follows: (1) the invasive nature ofGreco-Roman culture, (2) the "golden
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mean" ofConfucius culture, and (3) practical wisdom and advice to steer away from the
"unworthy life" concept found in Indian Buddhist culture.
David Low is a pastor of an independent church for more than a decade. He
serves as small group pastor and personally oversees thirty-six small groups in a growing
church ofmore than 2000 members. Pastor Low has the assistance of other pastors, zone
supervisors and cell leaders. He conducts small group leaders training for new small
group leaders and one of the topics include "Funeral or Home Coming." This topic deals
with what to do during a funeral or death of the church members and their relatives. A
17-page manual gives instructions for the roles of the pastor, area supervisor, cell leaders
and church members in a Christian funeral service, and in a non-Christian funeral service.
It is interesting that among the 400 or more churches in Singapore, this is one of
the few in-house manuals or training booklets produced by a church on the topic of
ancestor rites, considering that the issue is a very common experience among
Singaporean Chinese Christians. This church is one of the few churches that seek to
honor God and respect the Chinese culture, to give it a rightful place of consideration in
church education.
Reverend Ho Kum Weng, a Chinese pastor with an Evangelical Free church in
Singapore, is in charge ofChristian Education in his church. One of the topics he has
taught his church members is, "The Christians and Ancestor Rites" He
decries the fact that most churches would say "No" to their members in the participation
of the rites, rather than to say "Yes" to some of the rites that are cultural. This would
incur the wrath and misunderstanding of the non-believers that Christians are unfilial and
do not care about their ancestors. His teaching deals with the historical Rites'
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controversy, and the difference between the Cathohcs and the Protestants in their
approach to ancestor rites, and the influence ofConfucianism, Buddhism and Daoism on
the observance of ancestor rites. He discusses the paradox that is present in the
observance of the rites, the reasons for their observance, and the hope of the living and
where they desire to go after they die, and the meaning of the ancestral tablet. Finally, he
presents bibhcal guidelines for Christians who are faced with the issue ofparticipation in
ancestor rites. The topics that Ho covered are rather broad even though his power point
slides are brief outlines.
Besides the above material, I have also attended a "contextualized" memorial
service led by Reverend Lau Hua Teck, pastor of Bethel Presbyterian Church. His church
is one of the affiliated organizations that operate a columbarium called the "All Saints
Memorial Chapel." It is a place where the um of deceased baptized members of any
church denomination in Singapore could be installed. On the second Saturday of every
month. Pastor Lau would conduct a memorial service for the children and relatives of the
deceased person whose um is housed in the columbarium. In this way, he hopes to create
a sense of "continuity" and remembrance between the living and their deceased loved
ones.
The above discussion on the historical development of the Ancestor Rites
controversy, the various conferences and the wealth of literature produced by different
authors serve as an appropriate background to my research on the knowledge,
experiences, feelings and views of present-day Singaporean Christians but before we tum
to the findings ofmy surveys and interviews that I have done, there are two very
important factors that have to be taken into consideration in the study of the interaction
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between Chinese culture and Christianity in Singapore. They are: (1) the influence of
westem Christianity in Singapore, and (2) the influence ofModemization and secularism
in Singapore. To these we shall tum attention to in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4: BRITISH COLONIZATION AND THE RISE OF THE ENGLISH-
SPEAKING CHINESE SINGAPOREANS
British ColoniaUzation laid the Foundation for the English-speaking Chinese
Singapore was founded in 1819 by British statesman Sir Thomas Stamford
Raffles who laid claim to it as a British colonial outpost because of its strategic location
within a heavily utilized shipping route. What was once a sleepy fishing village was
transformed by the British to become its trading base and seaport for military operations
in the Far East. Except for a briefperiod of Japanese occupation from 1943 to 1945,
Singapore enjoyed the benefits and privileges of the British Commonwealth. Together
with the Malaysian cities ofMalacca (formerly Melaka) and Penang, Singapore was a
part of the 'Straits Settlements," and became its capital in 1832.'^^
When the first generation ofChinese migrants came to Singapore, before and
after the Sino-Japanese war, their education in Mainland China was interrupted. Most
conversed in Chinese dialects with their peers but were largely illiterate. The main dialect
groups such as Hokkien, Teochew and Cantonese set up clan associations, and although
these dialects are very different in their spoken form, they are based on the common
Chinese Han script. The associations quickly morphed into the de facto international
branches that helped to receive new immigrants and assisted in settling them in their new
country. These associations also set up Chinese medium schools and the children bom in
the Straits settlement had the opportunity to be educated.
When the British freed Singapore from Japanese mle and cultural indoctrination
in 1945, they resumed the English medium govemment schools. Missionaries from
Harry Miller, A Short History ofMalaysia (New York: F.A. Praeger 1 965), 3 1 .
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Europe and America came to set up some of these schools. The Methodist schools such
as Anglo-Chinese School for boys and Methodist Girl's School for girls were set up in
the late 1880s.'^^ During that time, it was a common practice for the different ethnic
groups ofMalays, Indians and Chinese to congregate together and send their children to
schools that taught classes in their mother tongue, but the Chinese saw the benefit of
sending their children to English schools. They believed that doing so would give their
children a better chance of success, and perhaps a job in the govemment agencies since
the linguafranca of the British-controlled govemment was English.
Many families experienced the impact of this educational upheaval firsthand. My
eldest sister and second brother were sent to Chinese medium schools while I was the
first child in my family to be sent to an English medium school, and my four younger
siblings also went to English schools. This created an interesting phenomenon, within a
family, some children would be Chinese-educated and some would be English-educated.
I am thankful to God that due to our English education, my younger siblings and I were
exposed to Christianity.
In the 1970s, the post- independence Singapore govemment, led by its Cambridge
educated first Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew, eventually did away with diversity in
education in a bid to engage the westem world in trade.
'^"^
English was to become the
dominant language used to teach all subjects in all public schools. Mother tongue
languages (Chinese, Malay and Tamil) were standardized and offered as second
languages for the respective ethnic groups in order to appease the fear of opponents to the
'^�^
Bobby Sng, In His Good Time: The Story of the Church in Singapore 1819-2002, ed. (Singapore:
Bible Society of Singapore, 2003), 111-3.
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policy. They were afraid that the cultural identity of the next generation would be lost.
Programs conducted in dialects were swiftly replaced with the four official languages of
Chinese, Malay, Tamil and English on the myriad ofRediffusion (a wired broadcast radio
station), radio and television channels.
Today, a growing number of Singaporeans use English as the spoken language at
home. A testament to this fact is, there are three English language charmels of television
broadcast compared to one each for each of the mother tongues. The comparison of the
2000 and 2010 census shows almost a 10% jump in the Singaporean Chinese resident
population's use ofEnglish as the language uses at home. Table 4.1, a census of
Singapore done in 2010 shows this increase. This is an indication of the higher level of
education attained by the Chinese population over the last ten years and heralds the rise
of the English-speaking Chinese Singaporeans. Singaporeans are one of the most fluent
English-speaking people in Asia.
Table 4.1. Singapore Census of Chinese Resident Population aged 5 Years and Over
by Language Most Frequently Spoken at Home
Language spoken at home Year: 2000 Year: 2010
Enghsh 23.9% 32.6%
Mandarin (Spoken Chinese) 45.1% 47.7%
Chinese Dialects 30.7% 19.2%
Others 0.4% 0.4%
Total 100% 100%
Singapore Census: http://www.sinsstat.sov.ss/pubn/popn/c201Osrl/page 26 (accessed June 25, 2010)
Openness to Western Influence and Christianity
Unlike some countries that went through a period ofuncertainty, unpleasantness
and exploitation during colonization by foreign countries, Singapore's experience as a
British colony was largely positive. Although the British had an interest in expanding its
power and sovereignty over parts of the Far East for trade purposes, their efforts to
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improve on the infrastructure, education and general standard of living for the country as
well as their role in freeing Singapore from its Japanese oppressors meant that the
majority of the Chinese immigrants viewed them favorably. The British political,
administrative, judicial and educational systems would also form the model of
govemance for the independent Singapore govemment when the British finally ceded
control of the island to the people in 1959.
After the basic primary and secondary education in Singapore, many of the
wealthier Chinese sent their children to Britain for further study. Many of them, including
Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew and his wife Kwa Geok Choo were graduates of
prestigious British universities.'^^ Mr. Lee was even given an English name, Harry, by
his grandfather. Mrs. Lee studied at the Methodist Girls' School in Singapore during her
younger days before going to Britain to study law. They and other elite people, including
Goh Keng Swee and Toh Chin Chye retumed from their overseas studies to their
homeland to serve in high-level govemment and political positions and helped build the
country.
When Mr. Lee's pro-British People's Action Party won the elections in 1959, it
enabled him to form the first govemment in Singapore. He appointed ministerial and
governmental officials to make English as the main medium of education in Singapore,
slowly replacing the Chinese-medium and Malay-medium schools. This move not only
brought the people of different races and dialect groups together, it also opened them to
westem influence. Missionaries set up schools and hospitals in the country and often
would use Singapore as the launching pad for more missionary work in Southeast Asia.
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Schools such as the Methodist Girls' School, Anglo-Chinese School and St. Andrews'
School were fertile grounds for the spread ofChristianity among young Chinese
Singaporeans from the upper and middle classes. Of this trend, a former Singapore
Bible College lecturer said.
The early spread of Protestantism among the intelligentsia of Singapore
comes as no surprise. Up until the outbreak ofWorld War II, Britain was
economically, technologically and militarily, a world power. The elite
attended mission schools and worked for British corporations; they were
socialized into Christianity fi-om the first day of school until the first day
of retirement.
Indeed, during the colonial period. Westernization many times brought about
Christianization and to some extent, this described the social climate and religious change
that was taking place in Singapore in the last fifty years. Even after the end of British
colonial rule, Christianity continued to enjoy a favorable status among the political
leadership as they were made up ofmostly English-educated elite and generally tolerant
ofChristianity. There was also a perception that was acceptable for the English-educated
to be Christian and taking Christian name became fashionable.
Singapore's Modernization and the Rise of Secularism
Singapore's effort to move fi-om a rural fishing village to become a modernized
city-state since its independence in 1965 was regarded by many as a great success. Right
from the begiiming, the People's Action Party govemment took on an industrialization
path and attracted many small, medium and multinational companies and businesses
through the years. A World Bank article commented on the success of the
industrialization experiment,
Bobby Sng, In His Good Time: The Story of the Church in Singapore I8I9-2002, 3^'^ ed. (Singapore:
Bible Society of Singapore, 2003), 1 1 1-3, 74.
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Following the recommendation ofUnited Nations Industrial Survey Mission
(1960-61), the most feasible solution to Singapore's then unemployment and
economic development was to embark on a bold and comprehensive program
of industrialization... Singapore has made remarkable economic progress
since the early 1960s. To a large extent, the EDB has been effective in
promoting investment. It has created a whole new industrial economy. There
are more than 7,000 MNCs in Singapore; about halfof these have regional
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operations.
In the last 40 years, the govemment not only built the country into a highly
industrialized nation, it also embarked upon an very ambitious housing project of
providing about 85% of its population with affordable and high quality public
apartments. It has also built an intercoimected network of highways and train system. The
stable govemment and political climate have enabled Singapore to (1) achieve the ability
to build high quality public apartments; (2) achieve a very high standard of living,
educational level and prosperity; (3) concentrate on building infrastmcture to meet the
nation's transportation need, including an interconnected network of highways and train
system.
The modernization of the nation within a generation has its cost and it includes (1)
erosion of family values; (2) changes taking place among Chinese people and Chinese
culture; (3) openness to westem liberal ideas and finally; (4) a secularization of the
people. First, with modemization there is an erosion of family values. Wayne Johnson,
former Singapore Bible College professor bemoaned the high cost ofmodemization. He
said that since the goal for modemizing societies is economic development to achieve
prosperity, fulfillment and happiness, the negative result is that it leads to
competitiveness. This means that economic development would take precedence over all
http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTLED/Resources/339650-1194284482831/4356163-
121 13 18886634/SingaporeProfile.pdf (accessed Nov 7, 2011), 1
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other concerns, no matter how deeply these concerns were. These include cultural values
and distinctiveness.'^*^
Singapore is a country where both of the parents, husband and wife are career
people. This phenomenon exploded in the mid-90s with the increase in educational
opportunities available to women, the change in mindset about the role ofmothers, the
increased cost of living and government incentives to have women (especially graduate
mothers) in the workforce. The couple work to make ends meet and in order to achieve a
higher standard of living such as owning private homes and cars. I agree fully with Social
Anthropologist, Kristina Goransson who said: "The ultimate achievement of a successful
life in Singapore is to acquire "the five C's," namely, cash, credit card, car,
condominium, and country club membership."
Often, the upbringing of children is relegated to grandparents, daycare centers or
in the unique Singaporean context, to foreign maids from neighboring countries like the
Philippines Indonesia, Sri Lanka or Myarmiar. The parents, after having worked long
hours come home tired and needing rest. There is not much time or energy left for family
life or to teach and train their children in family values. Thus for many families, the
impartation ofmoral values to the next generation takes a backseat.
Second, modemization birthed changes to the Singaporean Chinese culture.
'""^
With rapid urbanization, there was a change in the social environment. Temples were
relocated, and the govemment acquired vacant land long thought to be haunted.
''**^
Wayne Johnson, "Christian Community: Deahng with the Impact ofModernity," in Ministry in Modern
Singapore (Singapore: Singapore Bible College, 1997), 208.
Kristian Goransson, The Binding Tie: Chinese IntergenerationalRelations in Modern Singapore
(Hawaii: University of Hawaii Press, 2009), 35.
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Cemeteries were exhumed to make way to build high-rise government-sponsored
Housing Department Board (HDB) public apartments. Furthermore, as the educational
level of the general population rose, especially in the fields ofmathematics and science,
there was a progressive elevation of rationalism and empiricism over superstitious
beliefs. There was a general move away from dependence on divination, spiritism and
geomancy.
When the expectations placed on the workforce increased, there was also less
leeway for the general populace to indulge in daily lengthy rituals ofworship whether in
temples or in the home. Complex rituals, even for the significant life events ofweddings
and funerals were simplified. Thus, while it was once common to hold funeral wakes for
a week, most wakes last only three days today.
In my survey of the 377 participants, of the many options, almost a quarter or 63
of the 261 of the respondents said there is an erosion and dilution of family beliefs, rituals
and practice; the practices have become simpler, more open and flexible. Another 33 or
about one-eighth said, "New generation of people are more liberal, westemized,
materialistic and pragmatic." This is shown on the first line in Table 4.2 ofmy survey
result. Together, the first two categories formed a third of the total respondents. The
result indicates an obvious shift away from the traditionally held observance of obscure
and unexplained rituals to a more simplified form of Chinese cultural and ritual practices.
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Table 4.2. Views: Societal Influences upon Christians in their Participation in
Ancestor Rites (Breakdown of the Responses)
Modernization and its effect on ancestor rites Number (%)
New generation of people are more liberal, westemized, materialistic and pragmatic 33 (12.64%)
There is an erosion and dilution offamily beliefs, rituals andpractice; simpler,
more open andflexible
63 (24.14%)
The onset ofsecularism, humanism, questioningfaith and religion, and religious
practices, more independent, individualistic and make their own choice
78 (29.89%)
Danger of accommodation, compromise and syncretism for the sake of religious
harmony
29(11.11%)
Ancestor rites do not change regardless of age or modemization 16(6.13%)
Family background and upbringing affect one's belief and practice 10(3.83%)
Yes and No, old gods are replace by new gods 13 (4.98%)
Modemization of rituals and religious elements 11 (4.21%)
No comments, do not know enough to comment 7 (2.68%)
Total 261 (100%)
This table gives a breakdown of the 261 responses from the 296 respondents who said, "Yes
"
to the
Question 36 in my survey; that economic, social and cultural changes caused by rapidmodernization and
technological advancement over the lastfew years had affected both Christians and non-Christians in their
beliefandpractice ofancestor rites.
The different responses in Table 4.2 show us several trends. According to the
opinions of the respondents (1) 33 or 12.64% said that the new generation of people is
more liberal, westemized, materialistic and pragmatic; (2) 63 or 24.14% confirmed our
assumption that indeed there is a correlation between both modemization and
secularization, and the erosion of family values and practices; (3) most alarming is that
almost one-third, 78 or 29.89% said that modemization causes "the onset of secularism,
humanism, the questioning of faith and religion, and a more independent and
individualistic lifestyle for the people; (4) to some extent, modemization also caused
people become more tolerant of other people and their faith, giving rise to pluralism of
values and beliefs, compromise and syncretism. All these are also factors that affect the
Chinese Christian community in Singapore as they seek to address and respond to the
currents of social change and influence.
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Third, with modemization there is an air of openness to westem Hberal ideas. In
dual-career families, parents find it convenient to use the television as an "electronic
babysitter." The television, often of the large-screen variety, would be the single most
important electronic gadget in the living room. The children are often given the liberty to
watch the programs for many hours including cartoons, soap operas and other television
series. They are exposed to and "educated" in the westem values and liberal ideas via the
television set. The content of the English programs is almost exclusively US-based while
those ofChinese programs are either homegrown or peppered with movies from Japan,
South Korea, Taiwan and Hong Kong. Thus, Singapore is a hotchpot of the East meets
West influence.
I agree with Jonathan James, international director ofAsia Evangelistic
Fellowship when he said.
In many of the poorest homes in Asia and Latin America, a television set
ranks as number two in priority after a kerosene stove. By the time as
average child reaches the age of 28, he or she would have spent more time
in front of the television than at school ... an example of the potent
influence of the media in our lives today.
'""^
It is through the media such as the television and the revolutionary Intemet that
our children have access that expose them to the different values of people in the world
today. It is not the aim ofmy dissertation to discuss in detail the effects ofmedia on
Chinese culture in Singapore. But media indeed is a charmel that has opened up the
Chinese in Singapore to the influence ofwestem liberal ideas and values.
Fourth and finally, there is a secularization of the population. More and more
people are declaring themselves as having no religious affiliation. Atheism and
143
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individualism are the fastest growing religions in the country. Chuck Lowe, author and
pastor, said, "The most notable effect of technological advance is secularization:
technology makes God redundant."''''' He went on to say that while pluralism recognizes
all religions and relativizes them, making God a lifestyle choice, secularization on the
other hand makes people give less and less of their life and time over to religion, and God
shrinks.'''^ (Words in itaUcs are mine) There are options for people to be free thinkers,
atheists or agnostics. The 2010 census reflects this trend. Between 2000 and 2010, when
Christianity rose about 4.4% from 16.5% to 20.1%, in the same period, those who claim
to have no religions rose about 3.2% from 18.6% to 21.8% (see Table 3.1 on Singapore
census in Chapter 3, page 49).
Secularization gives birth to the belief in secularism, a revival of humanism with a
new name and in a new form. Secularism is the concept that goverrmient or other entities
should exist separately firom religion and/or religious beliefs. It is a doctrine that rejects
religion and religious considerations.'''^ Those who believe in the separation of the state
and the church think that religion should not be involved in the organization of society,
education and other aspects of life.
The rise of secularism in Singapore has affected the fabric of the Chinese
traditional society. It sought to invalidate many of the superstitious and mysterious
beliefs in the Chinese cultural practices. A generational gap has appeared between the
English-educated Chinese children and their Chinese-educated or illiterate parents. To
make things worse, while Chinese is the second language for Chinese Singaporeans,
http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn?s=secularism (accessed Apr. 10, 2010)
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many grandparents speak only sprinklings ofMandarin. The gap exists not just between
English educated and Chinese educated but also exists with the use ofMandarin at home.
There is a visible disconnect between the younger and the older generation.
In the next two sections, I will discuss more on the effects ofmodemization on
the observance of ancestor rites in Singapore and how Singaporean Chinese practice their
traditions, customs and religion.
Modernization and the Observance of Ancestor Rites in Singapore
In the last five decades, since the 1960s, rapid industrialization, scientific
advancement, modemization of technology, especially information technology, ease of
communication and transportation, and rapid economic growth had change the face of
Singapore from an insignificant little nation to a very modem city-state.
Together with this transformation, the people of Singapore have also become
sophisticated, more secularized and less superstitious or religious. This is supported by
the result of the 344 respondents to survey question #33, "Do you think that the
economic, social and cultural changes caused by rapid modemization and technological
advancement over the last few years have affected both Christians and non-Christians in
their belief and practice of ancestor rites?" Table 4.3 presents the responses to this
question.
Table 4.3. Views: Changes in Society and its Influence upon Christians in their
Participation in Ancestor Rites
Modernization
and its effect on
ancestor rites
Anglican Baptist CNEC Independent Methodist Presbyterian Overall
Yes 46 (90.2%) 40
(81.6%)
46
(78.0%)
45 (81.8%) 57 (93.4%>) 43 (91.5%) 296
(86.0%)
No 5 (9.8%) 9
(18.4%)
13
(22.0%)
10(18.2%) 4 (6.6%) 4 (8.5%) 48
(14.0%)
Answered
Question
51 49 59 55 61 47 344
Skipped Question 6 8 2 6 4 6 33
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Of the 377 respondents, 344 answered the question and 33 skipped the question.
Of the 344 who answered the question, a very significant 296 or 86% said that there is a
definite correlation between rapid modemization and technological advancement and the
belief and practice of ancestor rites. Of the 344 who answered the question, only 48 or
14% said that there is no definite correlation between rapid modemization and
technological advancement and the belief and practice of ancestor rites. One respondent
said, "With the modemization, advancement and progress in life, many cultural value
systems are fading away. In fact, I do not think my fourteen nieces and nephews know
our ancestor rites. They definitely know more and are too preoccupied with the
advancement of the world of technology."
The Modern Singaporean Chinese Family and Ancestor Rites
Since the independence of Singapore from British mle and Malaysia in 1965,
rapid industrialization, modemization and secularization of the country have affected the
way Singaporean Chinese practice their traditions, customs and religion. First, being
better educated, Singaporean Chinese tend to use English and Mandarin as their spoken
languages over the use of dialects. According to the 2010 Singapore census, the use of
dialects dropped significantly over the ten-year period from 2000 to 2010, from 30.7% to
19.2% (see Table 4.1). The trend has caused an erosion of the strong bonds within clans
and dialect group associations and the practice of distinctives, including religious
distinctives, within the groups.
Second, with modemization and secularization also come abandonment of
superstitious beliefs and practices that are associated with fear and the appeasement of
the spirits and the supematural world. This is also indicated in my survey question on the
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motivations or reasons from which participants were involved in the practice of ancestor
rites. Many said that the reasons were more personal (love for the deceased loved one)
and familial (conformity to parental expectations) rather than based on superstitious
adherence to traditions, hope for blessings or fear ofpunishment or harm (see Table 5.21,
Chapter 5, page 128).
As society changes, so do the reasons why people observe rites and practices.
Some of the practices have even lost their original meanings, interpretations and
intentions. So, when it comes to the practice of ancestor rites today, many Singaporean
Chinese family see it as more of an immediate family event, for the sake of the
relationship and love of the deceased loved one, and for the sake ofharmony within the
immediate family, just to conform to the parental and family expectations, and less so as
a religious event.
Singaporean Chinese Christians and Ingleby's Four-Identity Model
We have discussed the effects ofmodemization and how changes in society
influenced the modem Chinese family and modem Christians in the observance and
participation in ancestor rites. I would like to highlight an article written by Jonathan
Ingleby, "Globahsation, Glocahsation and Identities."''*^ In his article, he taps on
sociologist Manuel Castells' earlier work on the three identities of a modem person:
namely, the legitimate identity, the project identity and the resistance identity.
''^^
Ingleby
took the theory a step further and added another identity by which he called the hybrid
identity. Thus he presents four different identities that persons living in a globalized
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world could possess. This is a theoretical framework that I will use to describe the
different identity stages that a modem Singaporean Chinese Christian goes through.
The first identity is the "legitimizing identity", the identity that we inherit from
our family. Everyone has a pair of parents who brought them forth into this world, and in
a family, they would grow up leaming the language, culture and religious practices from
their parents and other siblings. Their existence and dealings with the people around them
is an extension of this family unit, with all its peculiar language, culture and religion. In a
Singaporean Chinese family, the language would either be Chinese or one of the dialects
and their culture would be the customs, festivals and rites of passage in the Chinese
culture. Their religions would be one of the following: Daoism (Taoism), Buddhism,
Confucianism, or a mixture of these religions. Some of them would be atheists or have no
religions.
The second identity is the "project identity" that we derive from our employment,
business, or work. Our business, work, job, venture or an enterprise could become so
important to us that it provides us with an additional identity other than the identity that
we grew up with. This project identity could become our altemative identity so that our
first measure of self-introduction and hence selfworth is not our ethnicity or country of
origin but our employer and the rank or position we hold. This identity could become so
life-transforming that it replaces our "legitimizing identity". In fast pace modem
Singapore, whether a Chinese person is a Christian or not, the project or work identity is
a very important one. Many people are consumed with the pursuit ofhigher education
and better job prospects that they do not have time for spiritual things, thus the practice of
religious rituals, whether Christian or non-Christian, is often simplified or neglected due
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to lack of time. This phenomenon is in line with what the publisher said of Thomas
Friedman's book, The World is Flat, as quoted below,
"An account of the great changes taking place in our time, as lightning-
swift advances in technology and communications put people all over the
globe in touch as never before - creating an explosion ofwealth in India
and China, and challenging the rest of us to run faster just to stay in
place."
The third identity is called "resistance identity". This is the identity that is
developed as a reaction or resistance against something that threatens or disrupts our
"legitimizing identity". Ingleby gives the example of growing up and becoming an
independent adult to describe a possible development of a resistant identity, because the
process of leaving the familiar circumstances of the home in which we were brought up is
usually forced upon us by the need. In this case, developing an adult identity is positive,
but there are also unhealthy "resistance identities" that could be developed where some
people might feel unwanted, despised or left out from the mainstreams of society. This
kind ofpersonalities might become problematic in society and they might engage in
crime or destructive behaviors. In the Singaporean society, if a child does not do well in
school and fails to find good employment that pays well, they might develop a sense of
rejection by society and a resistance identity.
The fourth identity is the "hybrid identity". When the legitimizing identity is
challenged by and external element or forced in a peaceful and constructive manner, a
new identity is formed which will eventually become the new legitimizing identity. Like
a hybrid plant, this identity is the product of two cultures and they are surprisingly hardy
and fruitful. In the Singaporean society, I believe Ingleby's article helps to explain the
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changes to people's identities like those of the diaspora Singaporean Chinese as they are
confi-onted by the triple challenges of their Chinese culture, the impact of the globalized
world and their Christian faith.
This article highlights the processes, factors and environments by which different
identities are formed in the diaspora Chinese Christians in Singapore. First, they were
either immigrants or bom as Chinese in the multi-ethnic, multi-lingual and multi-cultural
society. Then, they grew up and were educated in the British colonial English-styled
educational system. Next, they obtained a job in a high-tech, sophisticated and globalized
world. And, when they were converted to Christianity, they underwent transformation
and took on a whole new set of ideas and values about life. I could also use the theory to
identify any resistance behavior and explore the causes to this behavior. And it could help
me identify the transformation in the believers' encounter with Jesus Christ and its effect
in forming a new or hybrid identity and how Christians operate with a hybrid identity and
negotiate through their cultural lenses in a globalized world.
In 2010, Ingleby wrote a book entitled. BeyondEmpire: Postcolonialism &
Mission in a Global Context. In Chapter Three of his book, he further expounded on the
role of the behever's hybrid identity as "The Third Space." He decried the tendency of
different groups of people seeking to "stake out their identities in ways that tend to
emphasize their differences." Instead he proposed that in "The Third Space," there is
a possibility of developing "ways of cultural interaction, of forming community, that both
destroy existing oppositions and create newness, resulting in ... hybridity." The people
who live in two cultures and seek to negotiate between them meaningfiilly, he called
Jonathan Ingleby, BeyondEmpire: Postcolonialism & Mission in a Global Context (UK: Author House,
2010), 100.
Ibid.
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them "Third Space people."
'^^ This study on Christian approaches to Chinese ancestor
rites is an example of Ingleby's "Third Space people," to find areas of cultural interaction
and agreement in practice and encourage believers to practice their cultural values where
they are not in conflict with the Scriptural teachings, thus creating community.
In the next two chapters, I will present the process ofmy data collection via the
survey and interviews I conducted over ten weeks from November 2009 to February
2010. 1 will also explore, from the survey resuhs, the knowledge, experiences, feelings,
and views of Chinese Christians regarding the practice of ancestor rites in the context of
the modem Singaporean society. In a sense, Chinese Christians are "Third Space people"
as they seek to negotiate between the Christian faith and Chinese culture. Thus, I will
relate my findings of the Chinese Christian approaches to ancestor rites to Ingleby's
expression of hybrid identity.
Jonathan Ingleby, Beyond Empire: Postcolonialism & Mission in a Global Context (UK: Author House,
2010), 104.
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CHAPTER 5: DATA COLLECTION METHODS (SURVEYS)
My data collection methods consist mainly of two aspects, surveys and interviews.
In Chapter Five, I will share my field research method in the form of surveys, gathering
and analyzing the survey data on the participation of Singaporean Chinese Christians in
ancestor rites. And in Chapter Six, I will share my field research method on the
interviews that I made with some church leaders in Singapore.
With the help of family and friends, I used an online survey tool. Survey Monkey
(www.surveymonkey.com) to input my data, collate and analyze results of the surveys
that I had collected. I then tabulated the data into tables and charts for presentation. In
this chapter, I will also present the results ofmy survey and share some highlights of the
survey.
Survey Results: The Use of Survey Monkey
Before returning to Singapore for my fieldwork, I wrote to various church leaders
to invite them to participate in the study. Many agreed to do the survey and to
disseminate the survey forms to their church members. The survey title was "Survey
Questions for Christians on Chinese Ancestor Rites in Singapore" (Appendix E). This
survey encompasses their personal encounter with, and opinion on, the issue. I have
obtained 20 responses from these opinion leaders of the Church in Singapore. A list of
the opinion leaders is presented in Appendix F.
During the ten weeks of research and data collection in Singapore, fi-om
November 2009 to February 2010, 1 collected a total of 377 survey retums. The surveys
included paper retums where I printed and gave church pastors hardcopies of the survey
form for ease of recmiting volunteers to participate. In this way, I obtained 131
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hardcopies of the survey. There are other pastors who requested that I sent them an
attached softcopy of the survey form and they would electronically distribute to their
church members who filled out the survey form and send it directly to an email account
that I had created for this survey: ancestorrites(a)gmail.com. Through this email address, I
was able to receive most ofmy survey retums.
I used a qualitative method of research that was assisted by an online survey tool.
Survey Monkey for my data collection. While the same survey form was both used for
lay and clergy respondents, the last four questions. Question #37 to #40 were specifically
drafted to draw out the responses of the latter group.
The majority of the 377 survey retums came from six major groups or
denominations of churches. In order to ensure that the survey done is as unbiased and
unskewed as possible the survey questioimaire was sent to the churches based upon the
groups or denominations represented by the diaspora Chinese Protestant Christians in
Singapore. The six groups or denominations that my survey was targeted and data
captured are: (a) Anglican (57), (b) Baptist (64), (c) Christian Nationals Evangelism
Commission (CNEC) churches (62), (d) Independent (or non-denominational) churches
(61), (e) Methodist (74), and (f) the Presbyterian (53) churches. The breakdown in terms
of the six groups or denominations is reflected in Table 5.1. The Bible-Presbyterian
denomination is included among the Presbyterian although they are more conservative
Presbyterians. The Lutherans form a small group among Singaporean Chinese Christians.
I was only able to contact one Lutheran pastor and his church's retumed surveys
constituted an insignificant number. I was also able to contact two pastors from the
Evangelical Free denomination. The survey retums were also small in number and I
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included them under the "Independent churches" category.
Table 5.1. Denominational Background of the Survey Participants
Denominational
Background
Anglican Baptist CNEC Independent Metliodist Presbyterian Overall
Number
{%)
57
(15.36%)
64
(17.25%)
62
(16.71%)
61
(16.44%)
74
(19.95%)
53
(14.29%)
371
(100%)
(Six of the 377participants skipped the question).
The results captured data from the different age groups and gender, and new and
older Christians. The following steps describe how I went about disfributing the survey
questiormaire and collecting data.
I was able to obtain the survey of 61 people in my own church (from the CNEC
group) targeting both leaders and members for the survey. This group forms the control
group and twenty percent of the total survey. I have expected the members within this
group to yield roughly similar results in their position or attitude towards ancestor rites in
the survey. The CNEC group represents a more conservative group in their position, view
and approach toward the practice of ancestor rites. I roughly equate it to the "Translation
model" in Bevans' Models in Contextual Theology.
The remaining eighty percent was distributed among the other five groups of
churches and they form the experimental group. These five groups were from the
different major Protestant denominations in the country. Among the Anglicans, I
obtained 57 survey retums; among the Baptists, I collected 64 retums; from the
Methodists, I collected 62 retums; among the Presbyterians, I obtained 74 retums; and I
collected 61 retums from a group of Independent churches. I expect this experimental
group to yield varying results.
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Demography of Survey Participants
For all the churches including my church (CNEC The People's Bible Church), to
ensure a good distribution of sampling, within constraints, I have tried to divide the
survey questions into five parts and distribute them to five different age groups of people
in the church that included the youth, the young adults, older adults with children and the
senior citizens. The breakdown of the survey results in terms of age group is found in
Table 5.2, in the responses of the participants to Question #3. The percentage distribution
of the age group is as follows: 4.3% are firom 12 to 20 years old, 20.5% are from 21 to 31
years old, and one-third or 33.0% from the 31 to 45 years old group. The majority or
36.2% of the respondents are from the 46 to 60 years old, and 6.1% are from those above
60 years old. The result seemed to reflect the demography in terms of age of Singaporean
Christians. Many of these were of the baby-boomer first-generation Christians; those
whose parents and grandparents were not Christians (Table 5.6, Appendix J shows that
72% of the respondents were first generation Christians).
I also divided the survey results between the two different genders. The breakdown
of the survey result in terms of gender is found in the answer to Question #4, as follows:
52.5% are male respondents and 47.5% are female respondents (see Table 5.2).
Since this is a survey targeted toward Singaporean Chinese Christians, I asked the
participants, "Where were you bom?" The resuh was expected: The majority, that is 321
or 89.9% were bom in Singapore, followed by 32 or 9.0% bom in Malaysia, and the
remaining 4 or 1.1% of the participants come from Indonesia and China. There was also a
small group of 16 belonging to other nationalities (see Table 5.2).
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Table 5.2. Demography of Survey Participants: General information
Anglican Baptist CNEC Independent Methodist Presbyterian Overall
Age Group
12-20 3 (5.3%) 16(0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 4 (6.6%) 2(3.1%) 1 (1.9%) 16(4.3%)
21-30 27 (47.4%) 11 (19.6%) 4 (6.6%) 12(19.7%) 7(10.8%) 16(30.2%) 77 (20.5%)
31-45 12(21.1%) 19(33.9%) 15 (24.6%) 24 (39.3%) 22 (33.8%) 23 (43.4%) 124 (33.0%)
46-60 12(21.1%) 13 (23.2%) 42 (68.9%) 18 (29.5%) 27(41.5%) 11 (20.8%) 136 (36.2%)
60+ 3 (5.3%) 1 (12.5%) 0 (0.0%) 3 (4.9%) 7(10.8%) 2 (3.8%) 23 (6.1%)
Answered Qn. 57 56 61 61 65 53 376
Skipped Qn. 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
Gender
Male 32 (57.1%) 28 (50.0%) 32 (54.2%) 35 (58.3%) 26 (41.3%) 26(51.0%) 192 (52.5%)
Female 24 (42.9%) 28 (50.0%) 27 (45.8%) 25 (41.7%) 37 (58.7%) 25 (49.0%) 174 (47.5%)
Answered Qn. 56 56 59 60 63 51 366
Skipped Qn. 1 1 2 1 2 2 11
Country of
Origin
Singapore 51 (94.4%) 44 (86.3%) 59 (96. 7%) 51 (89.5%) 54 (88.5%) 44 (88.0%) 321 (89.9%)
Malaysia 2 (3.7%) 6(11.8%) 2 (3.3%) 6(10.5%) 6 (9.8%) 6(12.0%) 32 (9.0%)
Indonesia 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%)
China 1(1.9%) 1 (2.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1(1.6%) 0 (0.0%) 3 (0.8%)
Other 2 6 0 3 2 3 16
Answered Qn. 54 51 61 57 61 50 357
Skipped Qn. 3 6 0 4 4 3 20
Educational
Level
Primary 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 2 (3.8%) 2 (0.5%)
Secondary 14 (25.0%) 17(30.4%) 3 (5.1%) 13 (21. 7%) 17(27.0%) 4 (7.5%) 70(18.9%)
Poly/Junior
College
19 (33.9%) 19(33.9%) 15 (25.4%) 14 (23.3%) 7(11.1%) 19 (35.8%) 96(25.9%)
University 19 (33.9%) 16 (28.6%) 29 (49.2%) 22 (36. 7%) 28(44.4%) 18 (34.0%) 145 (39.2%)
Graduate/
Postgraduate 4(7.1%) 4(7.1%)
12 (20.3%) 11 (18.3%) 11 (17.5%) 10 (18.9%) 57(15.4%)
Answered Qn. 56 56 59 60 63 53 370
Skipped Qn. 1 1 2 1 2 0 7
This table covers survey question numbers 3 to 7 and shows the general information of the survey participants in the
following aspects: (a) Age group, (b) Gender, (c) Country of origin, and (d) Educational level.
I further divided the survey questions to capture the educational level of the
respondents. As is the case with Singaporean Christians, the majority of the Christian
population is made up of those from the higher educational level than the national
average. So I have expected the result ofmy respondents to fall in that range. The survey
result in terms of educational levels is found in the answer to Question #5. The
percentage distribution in terms of educational levels is as follows: 0.5% of the
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respondents are those with Primary education, 18.9% has Secondary education, 25.9%
are those with Junior College or Polytechnic diplomas (equivalent to High School
diplomas), 39.2% are degrees holders and 15.4% have either graduate or postgraduate
degrees (see Table 5.2).
In the area of religious belief, I asked the survey question, "What was your
religious background?" The results ofmy finding are as follows: 12.8% said their parents
were Buddhist, 6.1% said their parents were Daoists, 9.1% said their parents were
ancestor worshipers, 17.3% said they came from a Christian background, and alarmingly,
almost a quarter or 23.4% said their parents had no religions. The majority or 35.4% of
the respondents said their parents practice Chinese folk religions; a mixture ofBuddhism,
Daoism and Ancestor worship (see Table 5.2). The results compared well with the
national census results of 2010 (see Table 3.1, page 49).
Another perimeter that I sought to find out was the number of years these
respondents have been Christians. The breakdown of the respondents in terms of the
length they have been Christians is as follows: from 0-5 years, 10.7%; 6-12 years, 13.5%;
13-20 years, 20.9%; 21-30 years, 28.7%; and more than 30 years, 26.2% (see Table 5.3 in
Appendix G). The results show that the respondents are not novice Christians but have
been Christians for a number of years. Since many of the respondents come from a
Chinese religious background they are either first generation Christians or should have
encountered friends or personally experienced the issue of the practice of ancestor rites.
In my survey of their conversion experience, that is, how they have come to know
and believe in Jesus Christ in their lives, 22%) said their parents were Christians, 14.7%
said they were brought up in church, 15.9%) said they became Christians through
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attending their church Sunday School. A rather high percentage, 29.8% said they became
Christians when their friends in school brought them to church, and more than one-third
or 35.9% attributed their conversion to their friends (see Table 5.4 in Appendix H).
Although this dissertation is not on the area of Evangelism Methods, the results show the
importance of personal and friendship evangelism in the conversion ofpeople from a
non-Christian background.
In order to know whether the participants were actively involved and participating
in their church in some active minisfries, I asked them to tick the relevant box or boxes
that were applicable to their ministry. The result is reflected in Table 5.5, Appendix I.
From the survey, we could derive that the majority of the 274 respondents out of 377
participants are active believers and they serve in one or more ministries in their church.
Most of them serve in either of the two minisfries, namely, giving (1 12 or 40.9%) and
small group leaders (111 or 40.5%). Other minisfries include Sunday school teaching (58
or 21.2%), worship leading (29 or 10.6%), ushering (36 or 13.1%), and counseling (1 1 or
4.0%). Participants in more prominent leadership positions include: Deacon (9 or 3.3%),
Elder (8 or 2.9%) and Pastor (20 or 7.3%).'^^ This resuh verifies Question #6, that is, that
the majority of the survey participants are older Christians; those who have been
Christians for ten years or more.
Tables 6 to 10 reflect the personal information of the 377 survey participants and
answers to survey Questions #1 to #1 1 of the survey questiormaire.
I also surveyed the participants' family background in the following aspects: (1)
Religious background, (2) Whether they are first-generation Christians, (3) Any of their
A note is in order here: The definitions for Deacon and Elder may differ between churches,
denominations and countries. Here they are leadership roles in chin-ches in Singapore.
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family members are Christians, (4) Whether their parents perceived Christianity as a
westem religion and believing it brought shame to the family and (5) Whether they
experienced objections to their faith in Christ. Table 5.6 in Appendix J covers the survey
Questions #12 to #15.
From the survey, the total number of respondents who came from religious
backgrounds ofBuddhism, Daoism, Confucianism and a mixture of Chinese folk
religions made up a very large number of 230 or 64.0%. This is significant because
Christians who come from these Chinese religious backgrounds are usually first
generation Christians, exposed to the practice of ancestor rites, have first-hand experience
in their conversion and are grappling with the issue of religious and ancestor rites. This
result confirms the findings ofQuestion #12 that almost three-quarters (266 or 72.1%) of
the 377 participants are first generation Christians.
The result shows that the people of southem China practice a syncretistic form of
Chinese religion; ofConfucianism, Daoism and Buddhism, and the Fujian and Cantonese
Chinese peoples there took it to Singapore when they migrated to Singapore.
In the following section covering survey Questions #16 to #36, 1 will explore the
more important findings from the survey results conceming the knowledge, experiences,
feelings, reasons and views of Chinese Christians regarding the practice of ancestor rites
in the context of a modem Singaporean society.
Singaporean Chinese Christians and Ancestor Rites
The knowledge of Singaporean Chinese Christians in the practice of ancestor rites
From the survey, most of the participants were able to give a comprehensive list
of their family traditions and their early awareness of these traditions. This gives a good
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indication of the way traditional Chinese families have raised their children in their
culture (see Tables 5.7 and 5.8). They want their children to grow up with the knowledge
of their traditions which include the use of the Chinese language, the practice of the
Chinese culture that encompasses the aspects of celebration of the festivals, observance
of rites of passage and belief in one of the "Chinese" religions either Buddhism, Daoism
or Confucianism, or a syncretistic form of the three. The practice of ancestor rites is an
inherent part of these religious practices. As Singaporean Christians, many grew up with
a working knowledge of the religious and non-religious practices in ancestor rites. On the
other hand, there are always gray areas and uncertainties in some of the practices.
In my survey on the family traditions of the participants, I asked two questions:
"What are some of your family traditions?" (Question #16) and "At what age were you
aware of your family traditions?" (Question #17) I have gathered the following resuhs on
the participants' knowledge of their family traditions and practices, including the
religious worship of their parents and the age at which participants were aware of these
traditions and practices. The results are shown in Table 5.7.
Table 5.7. Knowledge: Family Traditions of Survey Participants
The itemized customs, traditions and practices are grouped and presented in the following
table:
Itemized traditions and practices Number (%)
Going to temple/worship/temple worship
Prayers/Joss sticks/joss papers
Sacrifices/food offered to idols/praying to idols
Offerings to kitchen, heaven, earth gods
Buming incense
167(16.26%)
Funerals
Ancestor worship
Qing Ming Festival
Chinese/Ancestor rites/Buddhist/Taoist rites
Visit to the tomb/graveyard/columbarium
Death anniversary
296 (28.82%)
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Kneeling before the dead
Bowing to elders/respect to elders
Filial piety
Weddings/customary weddings/ tea ceremony
Birthdays/ birthday
Birth dates
174(16.94%)
CNY//zong6ao5/angpows/oranges/new clothes
Major/Usual/traditional/Religious Festivals
Reunion dinner/Eat dinner together
368 (35.83%)
Hungry Ghost Festival/7* Month/Seventh month
Moon cake/moon cake/Mid-Autumn Festival
Dumpling Festival
Dong Zhi Festival/Winter Solstice
Qi Qiao Festival
Vesak Day
Dragon-Boat Festival
Consult medium/zodiac/use amulets 3 (0.3%)
Geomancy/spirit reading
Christmas 17(1.66%)
Easter/Good Friday
Roman Catholic 2 (0.2%)
Abstain from meat
Total 1027 (100%)
Of all the 377 participants, 346 responded to the question on their knowledge of
family traditions while 3 1 skipped the question. The respondents listed a variety of family
traditions, practices and rites. I have grouped the results into the following categories: (a)
Those that involve temple and idol worship (167 response items), (b) Those that have to
do with funeral, death, ancestor worship, veneration and rites (296 response items), (c)
Those that have to do with weddings and birthdays, and honoring the parents (174
response items), (d) Those related to Chinese festivals (368 response items), (e) Those
that involve spiritism and the occult (3 response items), and (f) Those that are Christian in
nature (19 response items).
The results of the table suggest that participants were very aware of the first four
categories of family traditions that include religious worship in the family, funerals and
weddings and Chinese festivals. These practices are related to the traditional Chinese
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customs and practices. In the next table, Table 13, we see that the majority (83.7%) of the
participants were very aware of their family traditions at a rather young age, when they
were twelve years old and younger.
Table 5.8. Age at which Participant is aware of Family Traditions
Age
aware of
Traditions
1-4 5-6 7-8 9-10 11-12 13-
14
15-
16
17-
18
19-20 20+ Others Total
Number
Percent
22
6.5%
82
24.1%
85
24.9%
62
18.2%
34
10.0%
18
5.3%
10
3.0%
4
1.2%
1
0.03%
4
1.17%
19
5.6%
341
100%
Others: (1) Unsure, cannot remember, et cetera = 6
(2) Since young, preteen, after birth. Primary School, Secondary School =13
Total: 321 +20 = 341
Of the 377 participants, 341 responded to the question on their knowledge of
family traditions while 36 skipped the question. From the table, we could derive that the
majority of the participants were aware of their family traditions at ages 12 years and
yotmger. This group constitutes a total of 285 people or 83.7% of the 341 respondents.
The ntmiber of those who said they were aware of their family traditions at a later part in
their lives; 13 years and older is 37 or 10.7%. Another 19 or 5.6% belong to the "Others"
or unspecified category.
We could tentatively conclude that family traditions, including the teaching of
values and religion have been taught and inculcated at a very young age among the
respondents, many ofwhom were first generation Christians and they have to deal with
their change of identity as a result ofbecoming a Christian since most of them come from
traditional Buddhist, Daoist, Confucian or Chinese folk religions backgrounds; from the
legitimizing identity of their early childhood years to the hybrid identity that they found
in believing in Jesus Christ (See Ingleby's article on the four identities in Chapter 4, page
96-99).
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The experience of Singaporean Chinese Christians in the practice of ancestor rites
First generation Singaporean Chinese Christians have to make the difficuk choice
whether to participate in the Chinese ancestor rites of their elders, especially when the
deceased is an immediate relative. Often these rites involve the mixing in of religious
elements that are contrary to the teachings of Scripture. The experiences of these
Singaporean Christians vary from "no issue at all" to severe persecution from the family
as the different belief systems collide. In fact, sometimes Christians in the same family
even have different opinions and stands.
Our research data offers some insight into the experiences of first-generation
Christians who have had their Christian convictions tested. In my survey, I asked several
questions conceming respondents' participation in ancestor rites. These questions are:
1 . Have you participated in any ancestor rites after you became a Christian?
(Question #18)
2. If you have participated in ancestor rites after you have become a Christian,
roughly when (what year) was it? (Question #19)
3. For whom were you involved in the ancestor rites? (Question #20)
4. Under what circumstances did you participate in the ancestor rites?
(Question #21)
5. How many times have you participated in ancestor rites? (Question #22)
6. How do you feel about your participation in the ancestor rites? (Question #23)
The results of the responses for these six questions are given in Tables 5.9 to 5.18.
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Table 5.9. Experience: Participation in Ancestor Rites
Participation in
ancestor rites
Anglican Baptist CNEC Independent Methodist Presbyterian Overall
Yes 19(19.2%) 16(29.1%) 15 (24.6%) 20 (32.8%) 16(25.4%) 14(27.5%) 97 (26.5%)
No 42 (80.8%) 39 (70.9%) 46 (75.4%) 41 (67.2%,) 47 (74.6%) 37 (72.5%,) 269 (73.5%)
Answered Qn. 52 55 61 61 63 51 366
Skipped Qn. 5 2 0 0 2 2 11
In Table 5.9, of the 377 participants, 366 responded to the question, "Have you
participated in any ancestor rites after you became a Christian?" 1 1 chose to skip it. 269
or 73.5% of them said they had not participated in the rites after they had become
Christians. This may be a reflection of several reasons. They could either be conservative
in their views and thought that ancestor rites are religious in nature, or they might feel
uncomfortable in some ways about participation in the rites. Another reason might be
whether there is a clear position maintained and communicated to members by the church
pastors or leaders and whether there were any education and discipleship training on the
issue of ancestor rites. Two other possibilities may be considered: (1) Filial piety parallels
the Bible's teaching on honoring one's parents - therefore the earthly duty of the child
may sometimes be interpreted as performing the last rites in the way the parent wanted,
(2) Apathy - either deliberate or educated apathy. In the latter case, some Christians may
quote Paul's debate on the matter of eating clean versus unclean food as an example of
how God can be sovereign over everything, including participation in religious rites.
When we look at those who have participated in ancestor rites after becoming a Christian,
shghtly about 1 in 4, that is 97 or 26.5% said they participated in the rites.
The Anglicans had the highest percentage (80.8%) ofpeople who had not
participated in any ancestor rites and the lowest percentage (19.2%) of people who said
they had. Among Baptists, 70.9% had not participated in the rites while 29.1% said they
had. For the CNEC respondents, 75.4% said they had not participated in their rites while
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24.6% had. The Independents had the highest percentage (32.8%) of the six groups who
said they had participated in ancestor rites, and those who had not were 67.2%. The
Methodists had 74.6%) who had not participated in the rites and 25.4% who had
participated. And for Presbyterians, 72.5% had not participated in the rites while 27.5%
had participated.
3 1 1 participants skipped the question, "If you have participated in ancestor rites
after you have become a Christian, roughly when (what year) was it?" Of the 97 who said
they had participated in the ancestor rites after becoming a Christian, in response to
Question #19, there were 66 or 68%) of the respondents who stated when or which year
they participated. The breakdown of the results is presented in Table 5.10.
Table 5.10. Experience: Year in which Respondent Participated in Ancestor Rites
When
participated
Before
1980
1980-
1990
1991-
2000
2001-
2010
Others
(Unsure)
Total
Number 10
(15.1%)
9
(13.7%)
15
(22.7%)
25
37.9%)
6
(9.1%)
66
10 persons or 15.1% of the 66 respondents said they participated in the ancestor
rites before 1980 (while they were rather young, 20 years and younger) There were 9 or
13.7% who participated in the rites from 1980 and 1990, 15 or 22.7% participated from
1991 to 2000 and 25 or 37.9% participated between 2001 and 2010. Six others were
unsure or could not remember when they participated in the rites. This table indicates that
the issue ofparticipation in ancestor rites is still an ongoing and recent issue.
Table 5.11 shows the resuhs to Question 20, "For whom were you involved in
the ancestor rites?" 288 of the 377 participants skipped the question and 89 answered the
question. This is likely due to their abstention in participating in the rites. Of those who
answered, the majority, 61 or 68.5% said they did it for a grandparent, 24 or 27.0% did it
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for a parent, 16 or 18.0% did it for a close relative and 6 or 6.7% did it for a friend. Nine
respondents said they did it for others not specified in the survey. This resuh
demonstrates that participation in ancestor rites is a familial activity, mainly performed at
the death of an elder in the immediate family or a close relative. It is in line with the
Chinese teaching of filial piety and honoring one's parents and elders. I would assume
that for the six who performed for a friend, that friend was a very close friend to justify
participation. A note is in order here: the percentages of those who performed the rites do
not add up to 100% because some might performed the rites more than once and for more
that one person.
Table 5.11. Experience: For whom Respondents Participated in Ancestor Rites
For whom rites
were performed
Anglican Baptist CNEC Independent Methodist Presbyterian Overall
A grandparent 8 (80.0%) 11 (73.3%) 10(66.7%) 10 (62.5%) 7(50.0%) 12 (85. 7%) 6] (68.5%)
A parent 1 (10.0%) 4 (26.7%) 5 (33.3%) 6 (37.5%) 3 (21.4%) 3 (21.4%) 24 (27.0%)
A close relative 2 (20.0%) 4 (26.7%) 1 (6.7%) 4 (25.0%) 5 (35.7%) 0 (0.0%) 16(18.0%)
A friend 0 (0.0%) 3 (20.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (6.3%) 1 (7.1%) 0 (0.0%) 6 (6.7%)
Others 0 1 1 3 2 1 9
Answered Qn. 10 15 15 16 14 14 89
Skipped Qn. 47 42 46 45 51 39 288
For the Anglicans, 80% performed the rites for a grandparent, 10% for a parent
and 20% for a close relative. For the Baptists, 73.3% performed the rites for a
grandparent. 26.7%) performed the rites for a parent and an equal percentage (26.7%)
performed the rites for a close relative. Another 20% performed the rites for a friend. For
CNECs, 66.7% performed the rites for a grandparent, 33.3% performed the rites for a
parent and 6.6% for a close relative.
Among the Independents, 62.5% performed the rites for a grandparent, 37.5%
performed for a parent, 25% for a close relative and 6.3% for a friend. Among
Methodists, 50% performed the rites for a grandparent, 21.4% for a parent, 35.7%
performed for a close relative and 1.1%, for a friend. The Presbyterians have the highest
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percentage (85.7%) of those who performed the rites for a grandparent, and 21.4% for a
parent.
These resuhs are typical ofChinese families where the elderly are usually
ancestor worshipers or embrace Chinese folk religions. When the children or
grandchildren became Christians, the family or extended family could experience a
"clash" or conflict of religious beliefs and practices. When grandparents' generation
passes on, the Christian grandchildren would have to confront the issue of ancestor rites.
There were 93 respondents to Question 21, "Under what circumstances did you
participate in the ancestor rites?" In Table 5.12, it shows that 284 people skipped the
question. On the overall, 76 or 81.7% of the respondents said they were involved in
funeral rites. 35 or 37.6% participated in the rites at the gravesite, 25 or 26.9% did it
during a Chinese religious festival, and a minority of 7 or 7.5% participated in rites
during a social function or event.
Table 5.12. Experience: Circumstances in Which Respondents Participated in
Ancestor Rites
Circumstances
in which rites
were performed
Anglican Baptist CNEC Independent Methodist Presbyterian Overall
Funeral rites 8 (80.0%) 1 1 (68.8%) 14 (93.3%) 16(84.2%) 13 (92.9%) 9 (64.3%) 76(81.7%)
At the grave site 1 (10.0%) 6 (37.5%) 5 (33.3%) 7 (36.8%) 6 (42.9%) 8(57.1%) 35 (37.6%)
During a Chinese
religious festival
3 (20.0%) 7(43.8%) 0 (0.0%) 2 (10.5%) 6 (42.9%) 6 (42.9%) 25 (26.9%)
During a social
function or event
1 (10.0%) 2 (12.5%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (5.3%) 1 (7.1%) 2 (14.3%) 7 (7.5%)
Others (please
specify)
0 1
2 1
2 0 7
Answered Qn. 10 16 21 19 14 14 93
Skipped Qn. 47 41 40 42 51 39 284
Among the Anglicans, 80% performed the rites at a funeral service, 10% at the
gravesite, 20% during a Chinese festival and 10% during a social function or event. For
the Baptists, 68.8% performed the rites at a funeral service, 37.5% at the gravesite, 43.8%
during a Chinese festival and 12.5% during a social function or event. The CNECs have
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the highest percentage, 93.3% of the respondents performed the rites at a funeral service,
43.9% at the gravesite, and a surprising 0% performed the rites during a Chinese festival
and 0% during a social function or event.
Among the Independents, 84.2%) performed the rites at a funeral service, 36.8% at
the gravesite, 10.5% during a Chinese festival and 5.3% during a social function or event.
Among Methodists, a very high 92.9% performed the rites at a funeral service, 42.9% at
the gravesite and 42.9%) during a Chinese festival, and 7.1% during a social function or
event. For the Presbyterians, 64.3% performed the rites at a funeral service, 57.1% at the
gravesite, 42.9% during a Chinese festival and 14.3% during a social function or event.
The resuhs in Table 5.12 suggest that the majority of the participation in ancestor
rites occurred aroimd the death of a loved one, either at the funeral or gravesite. This is
indicative of the high stakes and emotional tension that are involved at the deceased of a
loved one, which may cause undue pressure for a usually devout and sensible Christian to
bow under the pressure of the situation, regardless of the position or stand the believer
holds. Also, due to the syncretistic nature of Chinese religious practice, ancestor rites are
performed during social fimctions and believers might unwittingly be caught in an
unprepared situation and participated in the rites.
Table 5.13 presents the results ofQuestion #22, "How many times have you
participated in ancestor rites?" 281 skipped the question and of the 96 respondents, 34 or
35.2% said they participated once in the rites, 31 or 32.3% participated two or three
times, 18 or 18.8% participated more than thrice and 13 or 13.5% said they participated
in the rites regularly. It is interesting to discover the reasons and circumstances under
which these respondents participated in the different number of times.
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Table 5.13. Experience: Number of Times Respondents Participated in Ancestor Rites
Number of times
participated in rites
Anglican Baptist CNEC Independent Methodist Presbyterian Overall
Once 3 (30.0%) 4 (25.0%) 7 (46.7%) 7 (36.8%) 5(31.3%) 4 (28.6%) 34 (35.4%)
Two or three times 4 (40.0%) 4 (25.0%) 6 (40.0%) 5 (26.3%) 6 (37.5%) 5 (35.7%) 31 (32.3%)
More than three times 2 (20.0%) 3 (18.8%) 2 (13.3%) 5 (26.3%) 4 (25.0%) 1 (7.1%) 18(18.8%)
Regularly 1 (10.0%) 5 (31.3%) 0 (0.0%) 2 (10.5%) 1 (6.3%) 4 (28.6%) 13 (13.5%)
Answered Qn. 10 16 15 19 16 14 96
Skipped Qn. 47 41 46 42 49 39 281
The resuhs in Table 5.13 suggest that the majority of the respondents participated
between one to three times, 65 out of 96 or 67.7%, and only 31 or 32.3% participated
more than thrice or regularly. Together with those who abstained or skipped the question,
meaning that they had not participated in any rites at all, the indication is that most
Christians do not or would not participate in ancestor rites.
For those who have not participated in any ancestor rites, their reasons are
captured in Question #26 and the results are as follows: There were 276 respondents who
said they had not participated in any ancestor rites. 101 skipped the question. Of the 276
respondents, 100 or 36.2% had not faced such a situation and therefore there was no
necessity to participate in the rites. The remaining 176 or 63.8% said they chose to
"abstain from participating in the rites for religious reasons." The results of the six groups
on the reasons for their abstention or non-participation are presented in Table 5.14.
Table 5.14. Reasons for Non-participation in any Ancestor Rites
Reasons for non-
participation
Anglican Baptist CNEC Independent Methodist Presbyterian Overall
Because I have not
faced such a situation
and there is no necessity
in participating in the
rites
17 (37%) 22
(58%)
8 (17%) 14 (34%) 17(37%) 16(39%) 100
(36.2%)
Because I abstained
from participating in the
rites for religious
reasons
29 (63%) 16
(42%)
39
(83%)
27 (66%) 29 (63%) 25 (61%) 176
(63.8%)
Answered Qn. 46 38 47 41 46 41 276
Skipped Qn. 11 19 14 20 19 12 101
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Among the Anghcans, 46 answered the question and 1 1 skipped it. 17 or 37%
said they had not faced the situation or had any necessity in participating in ancestor rites.
A comparatively higher number, 29 or 63% said they chose to abstain from participating
in the rites because of religious reasons. Among the Baptists, 38 answered the question
and 19 skipped it. 22 or 58% said they had not faced the situation or had any necessity in
participating in ancestor rites. Another 16 or 42 % said they chose to abstain from
participating in the rites because of religious reasons. Among the CNECs, 47 answered
the question and 14 skipped it. Among the 47 CNEC respondents, 8 or 17% said they had
not faced the situation or had any necessity in participating in ancestor rites. A high
number, 39 or 83% said they chose to abstain from participating in the rites because of
religious reasons.
For the Independents, 41 answered the question and 20 skipped it. 14 or 34% had
not faced the situation or had any necessity in participating in ancestor rites. 27 or 66%
said they chose to abstain fi-om participating in the rites because of religious reasons. For
the Methodists, 46 answered the question and 19 skipped it. Similar to the Anglicans, 17
or 37% said they had not faced the situation or had any necessity in participating in
ancestor rites and 29 or 63% said they chose to abstain from participating in the rites
because of religious reasons. Among the Presbyterians, 41 answered the question and 12
skipped it. 16 or 39% had not faced the situation or had any necessity in participating in
ancestor rites. 25 or 61% said they chose to abstain from participating in the rites because
of religious reasons.
The breakdown of elaborations of the 56 respondents' on "reasons for non-
participation in ancestor rites" is presented in Table 5.14b in Appendix K. Church
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teaching and personal Christian stand received 1 1 or 19.7%. Understanding parents, non-
religious parents and Christian family background received the most number of
responses, 35 or 62.5% of the 56 respondents. The remainder 10 or 17.8% belongs to
those who had not been tested or had no necessity to participate in the rites at all. These
56 elaborations on the reasons for abstention from ancestor rites do not tell the whole
story since they only constitute 31.8% of the 176 who abstained from participation in
ancestor rites. The results ofQuestion #27 presented in Table 20 might give a better
picture of the degree of opposition.
For those who abstained from participation in the ancestor rites (see Table 5.15),
1 16 or 63.7%) (roughly two-thirds) of the 182 respondents said they did not experience
any opposition. The remaining 66 or 36.3% (roughly one-third) said they experienced
some sort opposition. The 66 also constitute 17.5% of all the 377 participants and this is
still a sizable percentage.
Table 5.15. Experience: Any Opposition to Non-participation in Ancestor Rites
Any opposition to
abstention from
ancestor rites
Anglican Baptist CNEC Independent Methodist Presbyterian Overall
Yes 5 (16.7%) 7 (35%) 19
(47.5%)
12 (46.2%) 1 1 (37.9%) 7 (26.9%) 66
(36.3%)
No 25
(83.3%)
13 (65%) 21
(52.5%)
14 (53.8%) 18 (62.1%) 19(73.1%) 116
(63.7%)
Answered Qn. 30 20 40 26 29 26 182
Skipped Qn. 27 37 21 35 36 27 195
In Chinese society, the idea of filial piety is central to familiar and societal
practice. In Questions #34 and #35, 1 sought to find out the extent of the influence parents
have on their children's practice of ancestor rites. The results are shown in Table 5.16.
The overall results reveal that 330 answered the question on the extent of parental
influence in their participation in ancestor rites; 47 skipped the question. Of the 330
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respondents, the majority 147 or 44.55% said they would totally refrain from
participating in ancestor rites and further 128 or 38.79% said they would only selectively
follow the rites if they do not contradict the teachings of Scripture. 53 or 16.05% would
take a passive stance and non-participative manner towards observance of the rites. Only
2 or 0.61% said they would obey their parents without any question in participating in the
rites.
Table 5.16. Experience: Extent of Parental Influence in Ancestor Rites Participation
Extent of parental
influence in ancestor
rites participation
Anglican Baptist CNEC Independent Methodist Presbyterian Overall
I will obey my parents
in the participation of
the rites
1 0 0 0 1 0
2
(0.61%)
Depending on whether
I see the rites are
congruent or
contradictory to
Scriptures, I will
selectively obey
18 18 21 20 23 21
128
(38.79
%)
I take a more passive
and non-participative
stance towards this
matter of ancestor rites
7 7 6 14 7 10
53
(16.05
%)
I totally refrain from
participating in
ancestor rites
25 21 23 21 28 18 147
(44.55
%)
Answered Qn. 51 46 50 55 59 49 330
Skipped Qn. 6 11 11 6 6 4 47
Among the six groups, the results are similar as those reflected in their total in the
overall results. There are only very slight variations in the responses to each of the items
that respondents were asked. The majority of the respondents in all the six groups said
that they "totally refrain from participating in ancestor rites." As their second option, the
respondents of all the six groups chose "Depending on whether I see the rites are
congruent or contradictory to Scriptures, I will selectively obey." Only 1 each from the
Anglicans and Methodists said they would obey their parents unconditionally in the
participation of the rites.
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The resuhs of this table suggest that most of the respondents take a very clear
stand of not participating in ancestor rites or they are very selective as to what to
participate in, in view of their conscience to be true to their faith and Christian teaching.
It also indicates that parental influence contributed very little to their decision making in
this matter.
The results ofQuestion #34 are further confirmed by the responses in Question
#35. The resuhs are tabulated in Table 5.17. There were 27 who skipped the question
while 350 answered the question on whether their parents or relatives influenced their
decision to participate in ancestor rites, and whether they had freedom to decide.
Of the 350 respondents, the majority, 303 or 86.57% said that they had the
freedom to decide what to do or not to do as far as participation in ancestor rites is
concerned. This compares favorably with the age group of the participants and the
number of years they have been Christians. The participants were mainly older people;
both in their age (about 75% of the participants were 31 years or older), and Christian life
and experience (also about 75% have been Christians for 13 years or longer).
18 or 5.14% said that they had both the freedom and some influence from their
parents in the participation of ancestor rites. 15 or 4.29% said that their parents had no
influence at all whether they participate or not. A smaller number, 14 or 4.0% said they
had freedom most of the time, had no issue or had not been tested yet in the issue of
ancestor rites. The results suggest that parental influence does not play a significant role
in either the participants' involvement or non-involvement in ancestor rites.
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Table 5.17. Parental Influence or Freedom in Ancestor Rites Participation
Parental influence or
freedom in ancestor
rites participation
Anglican Baptist CNEC Independent Methodist Presbyterian Overall
Freedom to decide 40 39 49 50 56 37 303
(86.57%)
Some freedom and
some influence from
parents
3 2 2 4 0 3 18
(5.14%)
Parents do influence 3 4 1 3 2 2 15
(4.29%)
Most of the times,
freedom
1 0 4 3 0 0 3
(0.86%)
No issue 1 3 2 0 2 6 9
(2.57%)
Not tested yet 2 0 0 0 0 2 2
(0.57%)
Answered Qn. 52 48 58 60 60 50 350
Skipped Qn. 5 9 3 1 5 3 27
The feelings of Singaporean Chinese Christians in the practice of ancestor rites
Since the Chinese is still a very communal community, the cultural tension
between honor and shame plays an important role in affecting how decisions are made.
Approval is often demonstrated in the absence of disapproval. Hence, the desire for and
feeling of approval from an elder, parent or relative could make a difference in whether a
Christian finally decides to participate or not to participate in the ancestor rites. Often
there is much struggle within the heart of the Christian in their effort in seeking to honor
both God and family and there is a wide-range of feelings for the Christians who
participated or decided not to participate in the practice of ancestor rites.
In my survey Question #23, 1 asked, "How do you feel about your participation in
the ancestor rites?" Table 5.18 presents the results of the respondents' feelings after they
have participated in the ancestor rites.
Of the between 89 (see Table 5.11) to 97 (see Table 5.9) respondents in the
previous questions who said they had participated in ancestor rites after becoming a
Christian, only 69 answered and elaborated on how they felt about their participation. A
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total of 59 responses were recorded for those who ekher said, "I feel a little uneasy at first
but was pressurized to do k because of the presence of relatives and friends" or "I feel
awkward as a Christian in participating, and guilty that I have compromised my faith."
This means that even though they participated in the rites, given a choice they might not
wish to do so.
On the other hand, only a small number, that is 23 said, "I feel good about it
because I am fulfilling my filial piety, my role as a family member" or "I feel there is
nothing wrong in participating as it is a cultural practice." These people who participated
saw it as a strong sense of filial piety, a part of the family or a cultural practice. This
shows the differences in opinion and position of these respondents.
There is also a considerable number, 3 1 of them, who had other feelings about the
participation in the rites. The breakdown of their responses is as follows: (1)9 people
said they participated because they saw it as either a neutral activity, or for the sake of
family harmony or respect for their deceased love ones, (2) another 9 people said that
they were either too young or had no choice and 4 respondents said they were uneasy
even though they participated in the rites, (3)5 people said they only selectively
participated in the non-religious elements of the rites, and (4) 4 people participated either
out of ignorance, before conversion or when they had backslid in the faith.
Table 5.18. Feelings about Participation in Ancestor Rites
Feelings about
participation in the
rites
Anglican Baptist CNEC Independent Methodist Presbyterian Overall
I feel good about it
because I am fulfdling
my filial piety and my
role as a family member
2 (20.0%)
0
(0.0%)
0
(0.0%)
1 (7.7%) 1 (10.0%) 2(16.7%)
8
(11.6%)
1 feel there is nothing
wrong in participating
as it is a cultural
practice
2 (20.0%)
4
(40.0%)
1
(12.5%)
1 (7.7%) 2 (20.0%) 3 (25.0%)
15
(21.7%)
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I feel a little uneasy at
first but was pressurized
to do it because of the
presence of relatives
and friends
5 (50.0%)
3
(30.0%)
5
(62.5%)
9 (69.2%) 3 (30.0%) 5 (41.7%)
32
(46.4%)
1 feel awkward as a
Christian in
participating, and guilty
that 1 have
compromised my faith
4 (40.0%)
3
(30.0%)
3
(37.5%)
4 (30.8%) 6 (60.0%) 4 (33.3%)
27
(39.1%)
Others 0 6 7 8 7 2 32
Answered Qn. 10 10 7 13 10 12 69
Skipped Qn. 47 47 53 48 55 41 308
For those who had not participated in ancestor rites, many of them experienced
opposition from their parents or elders in their decision not to participate. Others were
more fortunate and either experienced no or mild opposition. The feelings of those who
experienced opposition are captured in Question #28 where 308 of the 377 skipped the
question but 69 of them experienced opposhion. The results are shown in Table 5.19. The
respondents shared how they felt about their parents, family members or relatives'
objection to their non-participation in the rites.
Table 5.19. Feelings about Opposition to Non-participation in the Rites
Feelings about opposition to non-participation in the rites Numbers (%)
Sad, frustrated, pressurized, conflicting emotions, struggle, tom between 19 (27.54%)
Depressed, worried, uncomfortable, awkward, guilty, rejected, afraid and
confused
8(11.59%)
Blamed, bad, hurt, insulted, persecuted, lonely and threatened to be
disowned
6 (8.70%)
Ostracized and being distanced and not part of the family 5 (7.25%)
Difficult but able to explain my way and take a stand 13 (18.84%)
Mild, indirect opposition, so okay 10 (14.49%)
Expected, so prepared for it, peacefiil 8(11.59%)
Total 69 (100%)
Of those 69 respondents who elaborated on their feelings when faced with
opposition to their non-participation in ancestor rites, the results show that the majority
had very strong feelings such as "sad, finstrated, pressurized, conflicting emotions,
struggle, tom between" or "depressed, worried, uncomfortable, awkward, guilty, rejected.
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afraid and confused" or "blamed, bad, hurt, insulted, persecuted, lonely and threatened to
be disowned" and even "ostracized and being distanced and not part of the family." This
group forms a total of 38 or 55.07%. 13 or 18.84% feh some difficuh but were able to
explain themselves, took then stand and be accepted. And 18 or 26.08% said the
opposition was mild and indirection and so it was bearable and "expected, so prepared for
it, and peacefiil."
This report suggests that the Christians who faced opposhion to their non-
participation in ancestor rites experienced a variety of emotions ranging from peaceful to
awkward, uncomfortable, hurt, persecuted and even ostracism and feeling separated from
their family. 38 or slightly more than 10% of all the 377 participants experienced
significantly upsetting emotions in situations involving ancestor rites.
In Question #29, 1 further explored the reasons why some of those who had not
participated in the rites did not experience any opposition. The results are given in Tables
5.20 and 5.20b.
Table 5.20. Reasons for not Experiencing Opposition to Non-participation in the
Rites
Reasons for not
Experiencing
Opposition to non-
participation in the
Rites
Anglican Baptist CNEC Independent Methodist Presbyterian Overall
Answered Qn. 22 13 19 15 19 20 115
Skipped Qn. 35 44 42 46 46 33 262
Table 5.20b. Elaboration: Reasons for not Experiencing Opposition
Reasons for not experiencing opposition Number (%)
1 . Parents know my stand and respected my faith 43(37.39%)
2. Parents are understanding and open 33 (28.7%)
3. Parents are non-confrontation 8 (6.99%)
4. 1 have been filial and/or it is not an issue 1 1 (9.56%)
5. 1 am an adult, I could make my own decision 14(12.17%)
6. My parents are Christians and/or supported my decision 6 (5.22%)
Total 115 (100%)
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262 of the 377 participants skipped the question and 115 answered it. Of the 115
who responded to this question, the majority, 43 or 37.39% said they had made clear their
stand on the issue of ancestor rites to their parents and they respected their stand. Thus,
they did not face problems during the event the rites were performed. Another 33 or
28.7% mentioned they had understanding parents who were open to their views and did
not compel or insist that they participate in the rites. Perhaps this is due to the increase in
exposure to westem influence and a growing open society that Singapore has become.
Then, there are 19 or 16.55%) whose parents are either non-confrontational, or they had
bore good testimonies at home so much so that non-participation in the rites is not an
issue. 14 or 12.17% said they were adults when the event happened and they were able
to make their own decision to abstain from participation. A small number, 6 or 5.22%
came from Christian families and their parents were either examples or supportive of
their non-participation.
The results suggest that if as Christians, when we give some time to explain our
position and be a positive testimony before our parents, elders and relatives, and
communicate our stand clear to them, more often, they would be understanding,
accepting and open to accommodate our stand and respect our faith and practice.
Christians need not wait until the day of the event to announce or insist on our
convictions and practice, and upset everyone by taking a non-participative stance.
Churches in the East, including Singapore, tend to teach that a very clean-break is
needed from all things not Christian and the necessity ofmaking a stand even against the
family when needed. In the West, yoga and the martial arts are seen more and more as
exercise rather than spiritual and religious.
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The views of Singaporean Chinese Christians in the practice of ancestor rites
As mentioned, there is no one fixed or singularly agreed stand among Protestant
Christians, churches and denominations in the practice of ancestor rites. There are
perhaps some guidelines that pastors and church leaders from individual churches
provide for their members to follow. However, there is no absolute stand for it. I have
given five options to participants to choose what they thought would be the most
prominent reason for Christians who would participate in the practice of ancestor rites.
Table 5.21 shows the result of their opinions in answer to Question #24.
Table 5.21. Views: Most Prominent Reason for Christians to Participate in Ancestor
Rites
Most prominent
reason for
participation
Anglican Baptist CNEC Independent Methodist Presbyterian Overall
Love and respect for
the deceased ancestor
10
(19.2%)
24
(45.3%)
13
(23.6%)
18 (30.5%) 24 (40.0%) 18 (35.3%)
115
(32.8%)
Conformity to
parental andfamily
expectation
38
(73.1%)
26
(49.1%)
39
(70.9%)
40 (67.8%) 33 (55.0%) 31 (60.8%)
218
(62.1%)
Adherent to Chinese
traditions
1 (1.9%)
1
(1.9%)
3
(5.5%)
0 (0.0%) 1 (1.7%) 1 (2.0%) 8 (2.3%)
Hope to receive
blessings
0 (0.0%)
0
(0.0%)
0
(0.0%)
0 (0.0%) 1 (1.7%) 1 (2.0%) 3 (0.9%)
Fear of punishment
or harm
3 (5.8%)
2
(3.8%)
0
(0.0%)
1 (1.7%) 1 (1.7%) 0 (0.0%) 7 (2.0%)
Others 4 2 5
2
3 4 24
(6.8%)
Answered Qn.
52 53 55 59 60 51 351
(100%)
Skipped Qn. 5 4 6 2 5 2 26
An overwhelming 351 out of 377 responded and only 26 skipped the question.
The majority, 218 or 62.1% said "conformity to parental and family expectation" would
be the main reason. "Love and respect for the deceased ancestor" was a close second,
receiving 1 15 or 32.8% responses. The rest of the three possible reasons of "adherence to
Chinese traditions," "hope to receive blessings" and "fear ofpunishment or harm" only
received a total of 18 or 5.2% of the responses. The result shows that most respondents
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thought that the first two reasons of "conformity to parental and family expectation" and
"love and respect for the deceased ancestor" were the two important reasons for
participation in the rites.
The result of the answers to Question #24 was confirmed by the ranking
performed by the respondents in Question #25 "Rank in order ofpriorities the above
reasons ifChristians were to participate in ancestor rites, from #1 to #6, #1 being the
most important and #6 being the least important." The results are tabulated and reflected
in Table 5.22. Once again, the first two reasons were perceived as the most important
possible reasons for Christians who would participate in any ancestor rites.
Table 5.22. Ranking of the Most Prominent Reason for Christians to Participate in
the Rites
Ranking ofmost
prominent reason
Anglican Baptist CNEC Independent Methodist Presbyterian Overall
Love and respect
(Ranked #1)
12 24 14 15 22 20 107
(32.92%)
Conformity
(Ranked itl)
31 24 36 40 33 25 189
(58.15%)
Adlierence
(Ranked #1)
3 1 4 0 1 1 10
(3.08%)
Hope
(Ranked #1)
0 0 0 0 0 1 1
(0.31%)
Fear
(Ranked #1)
1 1 0 2 0 1 5
(1.54%)
Otliers
(Ranked* 1)
3 1 3 2 1 3 13
(4.00%)
Answered Qn. 50 51 57 59 57 51 325
(100%)
Skipped Qn. 7 6 4 2 8 2 29
"Conformity to parental and family expectation" had the highest number of votes,
scoring 1 89 or 58. 1 5% out of 325 for ranking #1 . "Love and respect for the deceased
ancestor" has the next highest number of votes, scoring 107 or 32.92% out of 325 for
ranking #1. The remaining three possible reasons of "Adherence to family traditions,"
"Hope to receive blessings," "Fear ofpunishment or harm," and "Others" added together
only receive a comparatively small number of votes, 29 or 8.93% out of 325 for ranking
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#1. Once again, the first two reasons were perceived as the most important possible
reasons for Christians who would participate in any ancestor rites.
In my survey, I also asked respondents three related opinion questions:
1 . Should Christians participate in ancestor rites? (Question #30)
2. If "yes," what are your reasons (Question #3 1 )
3. If "no," what are your reasons (Question #32)
From the three questions, I obtained the following results: To the question of
whether Christians should participate with their family members in the ancestor rites, 34
of the 377 participants skipped the question, an overwhelming 343 responded. Of the
respondents, 96 or 28.0%, a minority said Christian could or should participate in the
rites while the majority 247 or 72.0% gave a definite "No" answer (see Table 5.23).
Table 5.23. Whether Christians should participate in Ancestor Rites
Should Christians
participate in
ancestor rites
Anglican Baptist CNEC Independent Methodist Presbyterian Overall
Answered question 54 53 46 59 57 53 343
Skipped question 3 4 15 2 8 0 34
Yes
7 (13.0%)
15
(28.3%)
13 (28.3%) 17(28.8%) 19 (33.3%) 18(34.0%)
96
(28.0%)
No
47 (87.0%)
38
(71.7%)
33 (71.7%) 42 (71.2%) 38 (66.7%) 35 (66.0%)
247
(72.0%)
For those who felt that Christians could participate, 102 answered the question
instead of the 96 given in answer to Question #30. Table 5.24 presents the breakdown of
the reasons respondents felt Christians could participate in ancestor rites in response to
Question #3 1 .
Table 5.24. Reasons Christians could participate in Ancestor Rites
Reasons Christians
could participate
in ancestor rites
Anglican Baptist CNEC Independent Methodist Presbyterian Overall
To show our
solidarity with our
family members and
for family harmony
1 3 1 3 4 4
16
(15.7%)
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even we are
Christians
Because it is a
cultural thing for us
to do, nothing
religious about it
3 3 0 0 2 2
10
(9.8%)
So as not to offend
our parents or
relatives, and bring
shame to them
0 1 0 0 0 0
1
(0.98%)
We may participate
in some things, but
not others that are
controversial, or
have religious
connotations
6 8 18 16 13 14
75
(73.5%)
Answered Qn. 10 15 19 19 19 20 102
(100%)
Skipped Qn. 47 1 42 42 42 46 33 275
The resuhs in the table suggest that even for those who said "Yes" to Christians
participating in ancestor rites, the majority, 75 or 73.5% said that it should only be a
selective participation, and it is only in those things that are not controversial or have no
religious coimotations. That leaves us with a remaining 27 and of these, 16 or about 16%
felt that showing solidarity with one's family members is an important reason for
participation in the rites. 10 respondents or about 10% felt that it is a cultural practice
with little or no religious significance. Only 1 person was concem about not offending
parents and relatives or bringing shame to them.
The general trend therefore is that the people are only comfortable to participate
in ancestor rites selectively and the criterion is, it should only be cultural and non-
religious in nature. However, if under pressure, 17%o feh that for the sake of family
solidarity and harmony, and in order not to offend their parents, they might participate in
the rites.
From the breakdown of results of the six groups, it is clearly indicative that even
for the about 100 who responded with a "Yes" to participating in ancestor rites, a total of
75 or about three-quarters said that it is on condition that as Christians, "we may
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participate in some things, but not others that are controversial, or have religious
connotations." The breakdown of responses in terms of the six different groups shows a
similar trend or poskion held uniformly by the majority of the respondents in all the
groups. This is a significant finding conceming the attitudes and views of the
Singaporean Chinese Christians with regards to the practice of ancestor rites.
Table 5.25 shows the results of respondents to Question #32, 125 of the 377
participants skipped this question. They roughly formed the group that said Christians
could participate in ancestor rites. For the 252 who answered Question #30 (the
respondents given in that question was 247 [see Table 5.23], therefore there is a slight
discrepancy of 5 responses), saying that Christians should not participate in ancestor rites,
the reasons are listed in Table 5.25.
Table 5.25. Reasons Christians should not participate in Ancestor Rites
Reasons Christians
should not participate
in ancestor rites
Anglican Baptist CNEC Independent Methodist Presbyterian * Overall
We do not need to siiow
solidarity just by
participating in the rites
with our family
members, there are
many others ways to do
it
21 15 20 16 10 15
104
(41.27%)
Because participating in
the rites compromises
our Christian faith and
practice
27 22 20 28 26 14
151
(59.92%)
To participate in the
rites or not is an
individual decision, one
should not be coerced to
do what he or she does
not wish to do
6 10 5 3 4 3
34
(13.49%)
It is difficult to
differentiate between
what is cultural and
what is religious.
Therefore it is safer for
us to totally abstain
from the rites in case
we dishonor God
9 6 6 6 9 8
48
(19.05%)
Others 1 3 6 2 4 4 20
(7.94%)
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Answered Qn. 47 37 40 39 36 33 252
Skipped On. 10 20 21 22 27 20 125
*The total percentage shown in the "Overall" column exceeds 1 00% because some respondents tick more
than one answer.
Clearly, from the responses as to why Christians should not participate in ancestor
rites, the majority, 151 or 59.92% felt that participation is a compromise to one's faith.
This is hirther echoed in Table 30 where 14 out of 20 in the "Others" section felt that
most rites are religious in nature or participation either compromises one's faith or might
stumble others. Another sizeable group, 104 or 41.27%) felt that there is no necessity to
show solidarity with family by participating in the rites. 48 or 19.05%) felt it difficult to
differentiate whether the rites are religious in nature or not, and therefore one should
abstain ifwe are unsure, so as not to dishonor God. Finally, 34 or 13.49% felt that
participation in the rites is an individual decision and should not be subject to coercion or
other people's judgment. The elaboration of the 20 who answered "No," in the "Others"
category, to participation in ancestor rites and their reasons are given in the
supplementary table. Table 5.25b in Appendix L.
In my survey, I have also adapted and expanded upon Daniel Chen's list of
itemized rites ^^"^ and asked participants to answer "Yes" or "No" to each of the itemized
rites in Question #33. The results are presented in Table 5.26.
Daniel Chen, A Christian Response to Chinese Ancestor Practices in Taiwan: An Exercise in
Contextualization, PhD Dissertation, Asbury Theological Seminary: KY, 1998:397 to 400
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Table 5.26. Views: Whether Christians should or should not participate in these Itemized
Rites
S/No. Do you think Christians should participate in the following
ancestor rites? Yes No
Response
Count
1
Wearing mourning clothes to mourn the deceased at the funeral
300
(82.9%)
62
(17.1%)
362
2
Standing and bowing before the coffin at the funeral
231
(63.6%)
132
(36.4%)
363
3 Meditating and praying on behalf of the deceased and love ones
before the coffin
137
(37.7%)
227
(62.5%)
363
4
Offering incense sficks, paper money and food to the deceased
5
(1.4%)
358
(98.6%)
363
5 Be involved in the preparation of ritual items and helping to set
up the altar before the funeral
33
(9.1%)
331
(90.9%)
364
6 Participate in the chanting ceremony with relatives in holding
incense sticks and going around the coffin
10
(2.8%)
353
(97.2%)
363
7 Participate in viewing the deceased face for the last time before
closing the coffin
352
(95.9%)
15
(4.1%)
367
8 Be involved in the sending party to the burial or cremation
ground
353
(96.4%)
13
(3.6%)
366
9
Be involved in throwing sand into the burial pit
79.3%
(279)
20.7%
(73)
352
10
Be involved in mourning and wailing at the cremation ground
191
(54.3%)
161
(45.7%)
352
11
Eating a communion feast with the family after the funeral
303
(85.4%)
53
(14.9%)
355
12
Erecting family altar in the home with picture of the deceased
31
(8.5%)
335
(92.3%)
363
13 Keep family genealogy with names, relationships and deeds of
the deceased
264
(75.6%)
85
(24.4%)
349
14 Hold family memorial day service on the anniversary of the
deceased
284
(79.3%)
74
(20.7%)
358
15 Visit deceased's grave or columbarium to clean and put fiowers
and fruit
275
(75.1%)
91
(24.9%)
366
16 Visit deceased's grave or columbarium to offer incense, sacrifices
and food
17
(4.8%)
335
(95.2%)
352
17 Any other rite you can think of (Yes/No) 6
This table covers the survey question number 33 andfurther explores the respondents
'
views on the
individual or itemized rites that Christians should or should notparticipate in.
The resuhs reveal that the majority of the respondents are reasonably educated on
the subject of ancestor rites and what a Christian should or should not participate in.
There is clearly a trend here. First, of the sixteen itemized rites, the majority of the
respondents would be comfortable with the participation of the following nine ancestor
rites. This suggests that these items are seen as more cultural than religious, and so
acceptable for Christians to participate in:
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1 . Wearing mourning clothes to mourn the deceased at the funeral,
2. Standing and bowing before the coffin at the funeral,
3. Participate in viewing the deceased face for the last time before closing the coffin,
4. Be involved in the sending party to the burial or cremation ground,
5. Be involved in throwing sand into the burial pit,
6. Eafing a commimion feast with the family after the fimeral,
7. Keep family genealogy with names, relationships and deeds of the deceased,
8. Hold family memorial day service on the armiversary of the deceased,
9. Visit deceased's grave or columbarium to clean and put flowers.
Second, the majority of the respondents would not be comfortable participating in
the following six ancestor rites. This suggests that the respondents viewed the rites as
having some religious cormotation and participating in them would compromise one's
faith:
1 . Meditating and praying on behalf of the deceased and love ones,
2. Offering incense sticks, paper money and food to the deceased,
3. Be involved in the preparation of ritual items and helping to set up the altar before
the funeral,
4. Participate in the chanting ceremony with relatives in holding incense sticks and
going around the coffin,
5. Erecting family altar in the home with picture of the deceased,
6. Visit deceased's grave or columbarium to offer incense, sacrifices and food.
Third, there is one and only one ritual item that received an uncertain or mixed
response from the respondents: 191 or 54.3% said, "Yes" and 161 or 45.7% said, "No" to
the item, "Be involved in mourning and wailing at the cremation ground." Since this
item falls under what I would like to term as been "controversial" in nature, it would fall
under the area of freedom. However, we need to consider that a slightly more that half
would refrain from this rite.
The results of responses for Question #33 on the respondents' opinions on the
itemized rites are also presented in Figure 5.1.
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Key findings of Itemized Rites
From the survey results, contrary to the popular assumption that Christians should
not participate at all in any ancestor rites, the general opinion of the respondents is that
there are a number of Chinese ancestor rites (9 out of 16) that Christians could and should
participate in for they are not contradictory to Scriptural teachings. This is a very
encouraging find and it gives us a positive sense of hope that truly, there are many things
that Singaporean Chinese Christians could be actively involved in their parents and
elders' funerals and other important life's events.
Figure 5.1. Whether Christians should or should not participate in the Itemized Rites
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A final question on the views of the respondents is regarding how modemization
in Singapore over the last 40 years has affected or changed the practice of ancestor rites
by the Chinese people in Singapore and I am able to obtain the following results from
Question #36, tabulated in Table 5.27.
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344 answered and 33 skipped the question: Do you think that the economic, social
and cultural changes caused by rapid modemization and technological advancement over
the last few years affect both Christians and non-Christians in their belief and practice of
ancestor rites? Of the 344 respondents, the majority, 296 or 86.0% answered in the
affmnative that modemization and technological advancement do affect both Christians
and non-Christians in their belief and practice of ancestor rites. 48 or 14.0% disagreed
and said there is no effect.
Table 5.27. Views: Modernization and the Practice of Ancestor Rites
Modernization
and its effect on
ancestor rites
Anglican Baptist CNEC Independent Methodist Presbyterian Overall
Yes 46
(90.2%)
40
(81.6%)
46
(78.0%)
45 (81.8%) 57 (93.4%) 43 (91.5%) 296
(86.0%)
No 5 (9.8%) 9
(18.4%)
13
(22.0%)
10(18.2%) 4 (6.6%) 4 (8.5%) 48
(14.0%)
Answered Qn. 51 49 59 55 61 47 344
Skipped Qn. 6 8 2 6 4 6 33
Among the Anglicans, 46 or about 90% said modemization and technological
advancement do affect both Christians and non-Christians in their belief and practice of
ancestor rites. Only 5 or about 10% said they do not have any effect at all. Among the
Baptists, 40 or 81.6% said modemization and technological advancement do affect both
Christians and non-Christians in their belief and practice of ancestor rites. 9 or 18.4%
said they had no effect at all. The CNECs had the lowest number and percentage that said
modemization and technological advancement do affect both Christians and non-
Christians in their belief and practice of ancestor rites. Still, 46 or 78% said they had a
positive effect on Christians and non-Christians in their belief and practice of ancestor
rites. 13 or 22% said they had no effect at all.
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For the Independents, 45 or nearly 82% said modemization and technological
advancement do affect both Christians and non-Christians in their belief and practice of
ancestor rites and 10 or about 18%) said they had no effect at all. For the Methodists who
scored the highest, 57 or 93.4% said modemization and technological advancement do
affect both Christians and non-Christians in their belief and practice of ancestor rites.
Only 4 or 6.6%) said they had no effect. The Presbyterians also scored high on this
question, retuming a 91.5% or 43 respondents said modemization and technological
advancement do affect both Christians and non-Christians in their belief and practice of
ancestor rites. Only 4 or 8.5% said they had no effect.
From the 344 who responded to this question, 261 made further elaborations and
their comments are tabulated in Table 5.27b.
Table 5.27b. Elaborations: Modernization and the Practice of Ancestor Rites
Modernization and its effect on ancestor rites Number (%)
New generation of people are more liberal, westemized, materialistic and pragmatic 33 (12.64%)
There is an erosion and dilution of family beliefs, rituals and practice; simpler, more open
and flexible
63 (24.14%)
The onset of secularism, humanism, questioning faith and religion, and religious practices,
more independent, individualistic and make their own choice
78 (29.89%)
Danger of accommodation, compromise and syncretism for the sake of religious harmony 29(11.11%)
Ancestor rites do not change regardless of age or modemization 16(6.13%)
Family background Upbringing affect one's belief and practice 10 (3.83%)
Yes and No, old gods are replace by new gods 13 (4.98%)
Modemization of rituals and religious elements 11 (4.21%)
No comments, do not know enough to comment 7 (2.68%)
Total 261 (100%)
Of the 261 respondents to the question, a large percentage indicated that indeed
modemization has left its mark and have made an onslaught into the belief and practices
of religion. This group falls into the four categories pragmatism, erosion, secularism and
syncretism. This is a total of 203 or 77.8%) of the respondents. There is another group of
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two categories that said either the ancestor rites do not change with modemization or that
the family background and upbringing strongly influence one's belief and practice. They
form 26 or roughly 10% of the respondents. The third group belongs to those who said
that modemization causes people to replace old gods with new gods, or it causes people
to modernize their practices and ritual elements. These form 25 or about 9.5% of the
respondents. The final group said they either had no comments of did know enough to
comment and there were 7 or 2.7% of the respondents.
The resuhs suggest that the majority of the people thought that the rapid
industrialization of Singapore, its stable secular govemment and the technological
advancement of the twenty-first century have shaken the foundation of traditional beliefs
and practices. They have also caused modem people to think more rationally and
critically about what they believe and the meaning behind why they perform religious
rituals. There is a clear tendency away from religions into secularization, pragmatism and
materialism. From Questions #34 and #35, we also saw that the majority of the Christians
enjoyed a considerable amount of freedom in deciding whether or not to participate, and
what to do in their practice of ancestor rites. The majority would either totally refrain
from participation, citing religious reasons, or selective participate depending on whether
they are congment or contradict their conviction and scriptural beliefs. This paints a
picture of a rather conservative form ofChristianity among Singaporean Christians.
Singaporean Chinese Christian Leaders and Ancestor rites
In my survey, I devoted the last four questions (Questions #37 to #40) to
obtaining the opinions of Singaporean Chinese Christian leaders on various aspects of
participation in ancestor rites. They were:
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1 . Whether their church or denomination had an official position of stand
regarding members' participation in the rites,
2. Whether in their ministry and counseling settings they had experienced
members' participation in the rites,
3. Their personal convictions and teachings about church and denominational
members' participation in the rites, and
4. Any advice they would give to their church members who face the issue of
participation in ancestor rites.
Since the majority of the 377 survey participants were not church pastors, elders
or deacons, the responses would reflect a large number of respondents skipping these last
four questions. The following tables (Tables 5.28 to 5.31) are the results ofmy findings.
For Question #37, the question ofwhether there is an official church or
denominational position towards the practice of ancestor rites, of the 377 participants,
208 skipped the question while 169 answered the question. 134 or 79.3% said their
church does not have any official position towards participation in the rites while 35 or
20.7% said their church or denomination has a position (see Table 5.28).
Table 5.28. Denominational or Church Position toward Ancestor Rites
Denominational
or church position
Anglican Baptist CNEC Independent Methodist Presbyterian Overall
Yes 3 (9.7%) 5
(26.3%)
13
(50.0%)
5 (16.1%) 4(13.3%) 3 (15.0%) 35 (20.7%)
No 28
(90.3%)
14
(73.7%)
13
(50.0%)
26 (83.9%) 26
(86.7%)
17(85.0%) 134 (79.3%)
Answered Qn. 31 19 26 31 30 20 169
Skipped Qn. 26 38 35 30 35 33 208
There were 58 who elaborated on their answers and they are tabulated in Table
33b. The results from the table show that 22 (rows 2 and 3) or 35.0% said that there was
no official position in their church or denomination conceming ancestor rites. 7 or
13.33% said they did not know whether there is any church position. This further
suggests an absence or church position or absence of teaching in this area. Only 3 or
5.0% said they were certain there was an official church or denomination position. The
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remainder 26 or 44.8% did not answer the question directly. They said that generally,
there should be strictly no participation in the rites and Christians should conduct
themselves according to the teachings of Scripture.
Table 5.28b. Elaborations: Denominational or Church Position toward Ancestor Rites
Denominational or
church position
Anglican Baptist CNEC Independent Methodist Presbyterian Overall
Strictly no
participation, follow
according to
Scriptures
4 2 11 3 4 2 26 (44.8%)
No written rules or
clear guidelines
toward the rites
3 2 3 4 3 2 17(29.3%)
No position,
flexible, depends on
situation, pastor
provides advice
0 0 1 3 0 1 5 (8.6%)
Yes, there are
written rules and
printed
2 0 0 0 1 0 3 (5.2%)
1 don't know 2 1 1 1 1 1 7(12.1%)
Total 11 5 16 11 9 6 58 (100%)
In Question #38, the question as to whether the church leader, elder or pastor, had
seen, experienced or known among your church members issues relating to the
participation in ancestor rites, there were 292 who skipped the question while 86
answered the question. Of these 86, 20 or 23.25 % said they had no such experience or
encounters, 66 or 76.75% said they had experienced or known church members' having
issues relating to ancestor rites (see Table 5.29).
Table 5.29. Leaders' Personal Experience or Counseling Members on the Rites
Leaders' personal
experience or
counseling
members on rites
Anglican Baptist CNEC Independent Methodist Presbyterian Overall
Yes 13 7 15 11 9 11 66
No 1 2 5 5 6 1 20
Answered Qn. 14 9 20 16 15 12 86
Skipped Qn. 43 48 41 45 50 41 268
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The elaborations of the 86 respondents are given in Table 34b. A high number of
34 or almost 40% (rows 1 and 2) out of 86 said that their members experienced "strong
pressure, involved in the rites, food offered to ancestors/idols" or "struggled with the
issue and made a stand." Another 8 or 9.3% said there was "confusion and tension in the
family." 5 or 5.8% said that in their pastoral ministry, they were "standing by the
member, and explaining to their parents." 12 or about 14% said there was no major crisis
or problem, and 20 or 23% said they had no exposure or comments on the issue. The
results indicate that the practice of ancestor rites is still an issue that warrants the concem
of the pastoral ministry and counseling among about 50% of the church leaders and
pastors who responded.
Table 5.29b. Elaborations: Leaders' Personal Experience or Counseling Members on
the Rites
Leaders' personal experience or counseling members on rites Number (%)
Strong pressure, involved in the rites, food offered to ancestors/idols 17 (19.77%)
Church members struggled with the issue and made a stand 17(19.77%)
Confusion and tension in the family 8 (9.3%)
Standing by the member, and explaining to their parents 5 (5.81%)
Depends, varies in practices 7 (8.14%)
No major crisis or problem 12 (13.94%)
Not sure, no exposure, no comments 20 (23.24%)
Total 86 (100%)
For Question #39 ofhow much flexibility does the church leader allow their
church member or parishioner to differ from the "official" church position on the issue of
ancestor rites, I designed a scale that varies from 1 to 10, (1 being minimum flexibility
and 10 means maximum flexibility), 255 skipped the question while 122 answered the
question. The breakdown of the results is presented in Table 5.30.
The table suggests that the deviation or spread of the scale falls within a skewed
bell curve that tends towards the stricter side (that is, more leaders have chosen the scales
of between 1-5). This roughly reflects the opinion of the church pastors, leaders and
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elders, that in allowing their members freedom to deviate from the church stand or
position (whether there is a written or unwritten stand) in their practice and participation
in ancestor rites, they tend to take the stricter approach. For scales of between 1-5, there
are 82 or 67.2% (roughly 2/3). On the other hand, 40 or 32.8% (roughly 1/3) of church
leaders preferred a more lenient stance towards the practice of ancestor rites.
Table 5.30. Flexibility ofChurch Leaders toward Ancestor Rites
Scale 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total
Number
(%)
11
9.0%
19
15.57%
19
15.57%
9
7.38%
24
19.67%
11
9.0%
14
11.47%
11
9.0%
2
1.64%
2
1.64%
122
(100%)
Finally, of the 377 participants, 251 skipped Question #40, "If you are a church
leader, elder or pastor, what is your advice to Christians who are facing the issue of
ancestor rites?" 126 answered the question. I have summarized the advice of these church
leaders to their members who are confronted with the issue of ancestor rites and
categorized the 126 responses in Table 5.31.
Table 5.31. Church Leader's Advice on Ancestor Rites
Church leader's advice on participation in ancestor rites Number (%)
Obey Scripture and not compromise, but seek to love family 41 (32.54%)
Remember our Christian witness, do not stumble others 8 (6.34%)
Maintain good relationship but stand firm in your faith and convictions 10(7.94%)
Be prayerfiil and respectful, seek to explain to family members 35 (27.78%)
Educate members and give godly counsel, but leave decision to them 28 (22.22%)
Offer practical help and support to family members 2 (1.59%)
Go along with what family wants to maintain harmony, God understands 2 (1.59%)
Total 126 (100%)
From the tabulated results, a sizeable number of the church leaders or respondents
seemed to suggest that as Christians, we should take an uncompromising stand in obeying
the Scriptures and not participate in the religious elements of ancestor rites, and to
remember our Christian witness and not stumble anyone. This accounted for 49 or
38.88% (rows 1 and 2) of 126 responses. The next group of respondents suggests that
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Christians should be prayerful, respectful, seek to explain and maintain good relationship
with family members but stand firm in one's faith. This group constitutes 45 or 35.72%
(rows 3 and 4) of the 126 respondents. Another 28 or 22.22% (row 5) said that there is a
need to educate and provide godly counsel to church members, but to leave the decision,
whether or not to participate, to the members.
The results suggest that church leaders have a desire to see their members obey
the Scriptures and not compromise in ancestor worship and at the same time wish that
they were prayerful and respectful toward their family members. Education in the area of
Chinese culture and ancestor rites was also an important advice that should be given to
church members.
To reiterate the research process: I have formulated a questionnaire (Appendix E)
and did a survey among the six selected groups of Chinese churches that are typical of the
Chinese Christians in Singapore. My goal was that these six groups of churches form a
typical sample of the churches in Singapore with regards to how their congregants faced
and dealt with the practice of ancestor rites. The purpose of the survey was to find
Christians who have personally experienced problems or concerns on the issue, and get
them to share their experiences and approaches toward the issue. From the results in the
survey, I have fulfilled this purpose.
Summary and Highlights of the Survey
A complete summary of the survey resuhs of the six groups for the 40 questions is
presented in Appendix M. Some highlights I wish to mention conceming the survey are:
From the survey summary, we discover that most Singaporean Chinese Christians are
rather clear about the stand they should take when they face the issue of ancestor rites. If
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a rite were religious in nature, generally, they would refrain from participating. If a rite
were cultural in nature, they would have no problem in participating.
The problem arises when the Christians are unsure about the meaning and nature of
the rite and they do not know whether they should or should not participate in them.
From the survey summary of the itemized rites, there are three rites that are clearly
ambiguous or vague. The first rite is, "standing and bowing before the coffin at the
funeral." It received 231 (69.4%) "Yes," and 132 (39.6%) "No" answers. There are more
who agree rather than disagree to participate in this rite. But close to 40% who disagree is
a high percentage. The reason could be that these Chinese Christians have different
interpretations when it comes to the practice ofbowing. Most Chinese Christians would
consider it as paying respects while some consider it as worship.
The second rite that is controversial is, "meditating and praying on behalf of the
deceased and love ones before the coffin." It received 137 (37.6%) "Yes" and 227
(62.4%) "No" answers. This shows that the majority of the people were not in favor of
participation in this rite. Most considered it a religious rite and therefore unacceptable,
while some thought it was acceptable.
The third and most controversial rite in this survey is, "be involved in mourning
and wailing at the cremation ground." A little more than half or 191 (54.3%) said, "Yes"
while a little less than half or 161 (45.7%) said "No" to participation. From the survey,
the Christians acknowledged that there is a place for the natural expression of emotions
during the deceased of a loved one in the family. However, those who said, "No" were
uncomfortable with the artificial and exaggerated or uncalled-for display of emotions
with impure motives. They preferred a silent, solemn mourning posture to loud cries and
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wailing at the cremation ground. So the issue here is more of the form, style and the spirit
of sincerity, rather than the meaning, because grief and sadness is a universal expression
for one's deceased.
Another highlight is the aspect of respondents' experience ofparticipation in the
rites. From the survey, overall about 75% of the total of 377 respondents said that even
though they encountered the issue of ancestor rites, they did not participate in most of the
rites. Of the 25% who said they participated in the rites, most of them did them for a
grandparent, parent or a close relative. The participation most often happened at funerals
or gravesites. This shows that participation in the rites is reserved and limited mainly
within the family, and during the important event of a dead in the family. Because of the
closeness of relationship and the necessity of final rites, often the emotional and social
stresses caused by participation or non-participation could be very high.
On the reasons why many of the respondents said they did not participate in the
rites, about 35% said they had yet to face such a situation. This might be because they
belong to the younger group and their grandparents and parents were still living. Another
reason is that some of the respondents came from Christian families, thus it is not an
issue. On the other hand, about 65% who responded gave the reason for their non-
participation in the rites due to religious reasons. Clearly, they feh that participation in
the rites would be contrary to the teachings of Scripture, violate certain aspects of their
faith and compromise their Christian behavior in front of others.
A surprising discovery is that of those who abstained from participation in the rites,
about 65% or roughly two-thirds said they did not experience any opposition from their
parents or relatives. Conversely, about 35% or roughly one-third said they experienced
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some sort of opposition, ranging from mild to severe persecution from their parents or
relatives. In Chinese society, filial piety, the practice of the younger to obey the
instructions of the elder, and face-saving are reasons for parents to expect or even insist
that children of the deceased loved one participate in the rites.
My survey seems to indicate another surprising find, that parental influence had
rather marginal or minimal influence on their children's decision ofwhether to participate
in the rites. An overwhelming 86% of the respondents said they had total freedom to
decide on this matter. This could be due to several reasons, including: (1) the maturity of
the survey participants. It seems that most of them are older Christians and have been in
church for many years, (2) the strong discipleship fraining of the Singaporean church
produces strong believers who are able to make good decisions in life situations, (3) the
knowledge ofwhat is right and not right in the rites enables them to make good decisions,
and even if they participate, they do it selectively, and (4) another reason for the reducing
influence of parents in the children's decision in the participation of ancestor rites could
be that of the modemization of the Singaporean society over the last generation.
There are several effects ofmodemization including: First, the parents who came
from China have become exposed to westem culture and more accepting to their children
becoming Christians. Second, parents tend to simplify and even forego some of their old
superstitions and obscure practices. Third, when children are more educated, they gain a
certain position and respect from their parents and relate to them on more equal terms,
and able to rationalize with their parents.
For those respondents who participated in the rites which constitutes about 20% or
70 of the total number ofparticipants, a high percentage said they felt uneasy.
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pressurized, awkward guilty about their participation. And for those who stood up for
their belief and did not participate, they feh sad, frustrated, pressurized, conflicting
emotions, depressed, blamed, persecuted, lonely, ostracized and distanced from their
family. This gives us an idea of the high stakes involved in the event ofChristian children
having to make decision whether or not the participate in the rites.
It carmot be over-emphasized that among Protestant denominations, there is no one
fixed or agreed-upon stand as far as participation in ancestor rites in concerned. Thus, we
can expect variations in strictness or flexibility of individual Christians and groups on the
issue. Generally, the view of about 72% of the overall number of respondents is that
Christians should not participate in ancestor rites. This is a rather conservative view and
it reflects a consensus of the six groups surveyed, ranging from Presbyterians with 66%
to Anglicans, with 87%. Two main reasons were cited against participation: (1) because
participation compromises Christian faith and practice, and (2) there is no need to show
solidarity just by participating with family members as there are other ways to show it.
Among respondents, including church leaders and pastors who took the survey,
there is a distinct absence of church position or stand towards ancestor rites. From the
survey, only 35 or about 10% said there is some kind of guidance from their churches.
This is both a local church and denominational phenomenon. On closer examination of
the responses, only 3 said there are clear printed guidelines on the issue while the others
said they were taught to follow the Scriptures and that strictly, there should be no
participation. This result is surprising because the majority of the Christians in Singapore
are Chinese people, and many of the older ones are first generation Christians who have
encountered such an issue in Chinese culture.
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CHAPTER 6: DATA COLLECTION METHODS (INTERVIEWS)
In the previous chapter, I discussed the results of the surveys I did among the six
groups or denominations of churches, namely, the Anglicans, Baptists, CNEC churches.
Independents, Methodists and Presbyterians. Besides that, I have also done interviews
with church leaders, pastors and elders conceming their knowledge, experiences,
feelings, reasons and views on the practice of ancestor rites. In this chapter, I will present
the results ofmy interviews. I will also use these results together with some selected
results from the surveys to serve as the bases for my analyses, interpretations and
conclusions on the different approaches or models Singaporean Chinese Christians have
toward the practice of ancestor rites.
Interviews with Church Leaders
In order to do my interviews, I have initially written to 5 1 church pastors, elders
and leaders and among them, 32 agreed to the interview, 6 declined for various reasons
and 13 did not respond to my email. Most of them were pastors and church leaders of the
six denominations or groups. Besides the 32 that I interviewed, I was able to approach
another 13 church leaders subsequently to help me with the interview, bringing the final
number to 45 interviews. Of the 45, 1 have selected 17 interviews and grouped them into
the six groups or denominations for my study and analysis.
The selection of these interviews is based on the following premises: First, that
each of the six groups has an equal representation of three interviewees. However, I was
unable to interview a third pastor, elder or leader for the Anglican denomination, thus this
group has only two participants, giving a total of 17 interviews. Second, the selected
interviews are base on the quality of the interview that I immediately made a note of after
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the interview. Some of the interviews were of a "lower quality" because the interviewees
were either unsure of the topic or provided on very short answers, and contain contents
that were not strongly theologically based. Here, I am doing some theological judgment
into the contents ofmy interviews. Third, I decided to narrow down the selected
interviews to church pastors, elders or leaders. This is because some of the interview
retums were not done very well, and lack competent spiritual knowledge and theological
content, and might affect the value of the research.
The interview questions I have formulated are deeper and more personal
(Appendix N). The interview questions targeted the problems faced by the interviewees
and their views on ancestor rites. I did a total of 45 interviews for this exercise. While the
majority of the 377 surveys were done with church members of different age groups,
genders and educational levels, to ensure a more in-depth and spiritually competent
result, the majority of the 45 interviews came from the pastors and leaders of the
churches.
After the interviews were done, I obtained the help of several Singaporean friends
to do the transcribing of the interviews into word document that I proofread, categorized
and analyzed. The quality ofmany of the interviews has met my expectations. This is
because the majority of those interviewed were long time Christians, church leaders and
pastors. The results of the interviews are reflected in Tables 6.1 and 6.2.
Of the 45 interviews that I have done, I have further shortlisted and transcribed 25
because I decided to select three representative interviews for each of the six groups or
denomination, giving us a total of 17. These 17 are divided equally, 3 each for each of the
six groups, and because I could only interview two pastors from the Anglican
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denomination, this group has only two representatives. The transcribed copies of the 17
interviews are listed in Appendix PI to PI 7.
Table 6.1. Selection of Interviews for the analysis of the Six Groups
Number of
interviews
Anglican Baptist CNEC Independent Methodist Presbyterian Overall
Interviews
done
2 3 14 11 9 6 45
Interviews
transcribed
2 3 6 5 4 5 25
Interviews
selected
2 3 3 3 3 3 17
Table 6.2. Interviewee Summary of the Six Groups
Interviewees Anglican Baptist CNEC Independent Methodist Presbyterian
Interviewee 1 Al Bl CI Ind 1 Ml PI
Interviewee 2 A2 B2 C2 Ind 2 M2 P2
Interviewee 3 B3 C3 Ind 3 M3 P3
Note: Alphabets are assigned to the 3 interviewees of the 6 groups to protect their identities.
Brief Introduction of the Selected Interviewees
Before I present the results ofmy interviews with the interviewees of the six
groups, I wish to give a brief introduction of each of these Christian leaders in Singapore.
For the first group, the Anglican group. Interviewee Al is a vicar of an Anglican Church
and graduate ofTrinity Theological College with a Master ofDivinity. He is a keen
student of the Chinese culture and how Chinese Christians interact with their culture in
such a way that is biblically sound and able to give a reason for their faith in Christ (1
Peter 3:15). In 2006 and 2010, he took sabbatical and wrote his two books on Christians'
responses to Chinese culture. These books have been well received and used by
Singaporean Christians as references to consult in situations ofChinese rites, Chinese
medicinal practices andfeng shui. Al is a second generation Christian.
Personally, I do not know Interviewee A2, but through the interview I have come
to appreciate the deep personal experience and knowledge that A2 has of Chinese culture,
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rites and practices. A2 is a graduate of a seminary in Australia. Besides being the senior
pastor of an Anglican church of several hundred parishioners, A2 is also the chaplain of
one of the oldest Anglican girls' secondary school in Singapore. When A2 was growing
up, he went to a Chinese-medium school and was exposed to many Chinese philosophical
thoughts and ideas. This is clearly expressed in his interaction with the interview
questions where his answers were sprinkled with Chinese idioms. A2 shared that he had
the opportunity to personally lead his grandpa, his dad and mum to Christ before his
passing on. Thus, he was a first generation Christian.
For the second group the Baptist group, Bl graduated from a Baptist seminary in
Singapore and was pastor of a small Baptist congregation for a few years. Then he
obtained his Master ofDivinity from Singapore Bible College and later obtained his PhD
from a seminary in South Africa. He taught in the Singapore Bible College for a few
years, and was also adjunct lecturer in Trinity Theological College, Singapore. He is now
senior pastor of a Baptist church. Bl is a first generation Christian.
B2 is a deacon in a Baptist church of about 200 members. He is a member of the
same church for many years and grown in Christian maturity and discipleship. He is one
of the decision-makers in the church and is actively serving in many ministries. B2 was
one ofmy neighbors for several years before he moved to a landed home. He is a first
generation Christian.
I do not know B3 personally. He is a Master ofDivinity student in Singapore
Bible College and serving as a student intern in a Baptist church. B3 is single and
youthful and is directly influenced by the modemization of the region and the world. He
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is idealistic and has great passion for the Lord. On the other hand, he is balanced and
sensitive to the culture of his people. B3 is a first generation Christian.
I am most familiar with the third group in the CNEC churches. CI, C2 and C3 are
my co-workers in two different churches in the denomination. CI went to Singapore
Bible College for his Bachelor ofTheology and was senior pastor of a CNEC church for
more than 20 years before he stepped down and now serves as the mission pastor. He has
also obtained Masters in Christian Ministry and Counseling from a seminary in the
United States. He has led his church through many ups and downs and storms, including
dealing with the issue of ancestor rites. He is actively in evangelism and Christian
education, and once he invited a speaker to conduct a seminar on the issue of ancestor
rites. CI is a fnst generation Christian and has the privilege ofpersonally leading his dad
to Christ during a hospital stay.
C2 is a Chinese pastor of a CNEC church and one ofmy co-workers in the
ministry and outreach to the Hokkien-speaking elderly people. He is also active in
reaching out to people in the grassroots ministry; the blue-collar working people. Many
people came to know the Lord through his evangelistic efforts. He has a strong
theological foundation, having graduated from the Grassroots Ministry Department and
Bachelor ofTheology from Singapore Bible College. C2 is a second generation Christian
and has a mother who, like Eunice, loves the Lord and prays regularly for him. C2 is very
in touch with Chinese culture and offers clear answers to my interview questions.
C3 is a lady pastor with a CNEC church. She is involved with mission work in her
church, going to the church's mission post in Malaysia on alternate weekends to preach
and share to the villagers. She is also involved with reaching out to the Mainland Chinese
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workers who come to Singapore to work. C3 also graduated from the Grassroots Ministry
Department in Singapore Bible College. She is a second generation Christian and her
mother attends her church.
The fourth group consists of those fi-om the Independent churches, a grouping of
three pastors from different churches and background. Ind 1 graduated from Trinity
Theological College with a Master in Divinity and is one of the two executive pastors of
a sizeable independent church (non-denominational) of about 3000 members. He is about
60 years old and remains a very humble man, lively and very ready to share his
knowledge and experience. The life of his church is in the cell groups and he directly
equips his small group leaders with leadership skills that include, among other things, a
manual on how to lead church members and their elders in "Home-going." II is a first
generation Christian.
Ind 2 interviewee is a pastor of a Chinese-speaking congregation in an
Evangelical Free church. He graduated from the Chinese Department of the Singapore
Bible CoUege with a Master ofDivinity. He is very in touch with Chinese culture and
issues involving Chinese Christians. He has taught his small group leaders and the church
on how to deal with issues of ancestor rites and worship through adult Sunday school
classes and has compiled a set ofpower-point presentations. He was very ready to share
with me his materials. Ind 2 is a first generation Christian.
Ind 3 is a very experienced pastor and leader in the Chinese Christian community
in Singapore. He graduated with a Master ofDivinity from Trinity Theological College
in 1986. He has taught in Tung Ling Bible College for many years, taught in church and
public settings and spoken to many different groups of people, including gospel meetings.
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He was also invited by churches to teach on Chinese culture, and topics like filial piety
and Chinese religions. He has produced two sets of DVDs on his teachings and was very
willing to share them with me. He is the Chinese pastor in an independent Charismatic
church. He is a first generation Christian. He has a strong view and rather "strict and
narrow" outlook on ancestor rites.
For the fifth group, the Methodist group. Ml is a Bachelor ofDivinity graduate of
Trinity Theological College and Master ofChristian Leadership graduate ofAsbury
Theological Seminary. He is the senior pastor of a Methodist Church of about 500
members. There are English and Chinese worship services in his church and he often has
to deal with issues such as participation in ancestor rites among his church members. Ml
is a first generation Christian.
M2 is a pastor in charge of small groups in one of the oldest and largest Methodist
church in Singapore. He is a keen student of Chinese culture and has a passion for
counseling and pastor care for his congregants. In September 2010, M2 invited me to
conduct a 3-hour seminar on Christian Response to Chinese Culture. The turnout was
about 300 people. After the seminar, the attendees participated actively during the
Question and Answer session. M2 graduated with a master ofPastoral Counseling from
Asbury Theological Seminary. M2 is also a first generation Christian.
M3 graduated from Trinity Theological College with a Master ofDivinity. She is
a full-time lady church worker and preacher in a Methodist church and is in charge of
children ministry. She has committed her life to God at a young age and is a first
generation Christian.
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For the final and sixth group, the Presbyterians, PI graduated with a Bachelor of
Theology and a Master ofDivinity from the Singapore Bible College, and a Doctor of
Ministry from Trinity International University in United States. He is senior pastor of a
Bible-Presbyterian church and has written two books, one on Corinthians, and the other
on Ancestor Worship. He also teaches as adjunct lecturer on Pastoral Theology in the
Singapore Bible College and has a keen mind on theology and pastoral issues. He is a
first generation Christian.
P2 also graduated from the Singapore Bible College with a Master ofDivinity and
is senior pastor of a Presbyterian church. He leads his church to be outward looking and
involved in the needs of the commimity, and is passionate about oufreach and
discipleship. He is a first generation Christian.
P3 has been an elder in a Bible-Presbyterian church for many years before
moving on to a CNEC church. This is because of he has a deep desire to reach his parents
for Christ and the CNEC church provides specific programs that cater to the needs of the
senior citizens. His efforts paid off as he had the joy of seeing his parents coming to
Christ a few years ago. P3 is a first generation Christian.
Results and Summaries of the Interviews
I consider the first four interview questions as preliminary questions or
introductory questions:
1 . "What is your view of the dead, after people passed on (die)?"
2. "What does the Bible say about the treatment of our deceased loved ones?"
3. "What are the specific commandments in the Bible that relate to worshiping
God, idolatry, and honoring our parents, and ancestors?"
4. "What are some good values or motivations for ancestor rites that could emich
church life?"
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Therefore I have placed the answer summaries of the six groups of interviewees
for these four questions in Appendix O. Questions #5, #6-#7, #8 and #10 are key
questions for me to use to match the leaders' views and approaches to Bevans' models.
So I will deal with them in greater detail in the section. 1 will give short summaries for
Questions #9 and #1 1 and place the detail responses in Appendices Q and R.
Summary of the Six Groups' Interviewees' Answers for Question #5
"Do you think that Christians should hold the position that the practice of ancestor rites is
religious in nature and should be totally rejected without any compromise?"
Group 1 (Anglican)
The Chinese ancestor rites consist of two parts - the Major rites are that if it were
Taoist rites, then the priest would lead the family to go around the coffm to pray and hold
joss stick. If it were Buddhist rites, then they would chant the sutras. This is for funerals.
In terms of the thereafter, there are offerings of prayers. These are religious in nature and
therefore not congment with Christian faith and practice.
However, the Minor rites - are the particulars, that we have to stay up all night, to
wear the mouming clothes with colors, and so forth. Most of these are not necessarily
anti-biblical; they are more cultural in nature, for us as Chinese. For the Chinese, wearing
ofmouming clothes signifies that someone in the family has passed away. And to wear
different colors is to signify the relationship, whether the person is the son, daughter, or
son-in-law, daughter-in-law, et cetera. So Christians do not need to be too dogmatic about
this. In summary, it is against one's faith and conscience to participate in ancestor rites
that are religious in nature, but there is no problem to participate in the cultural rites.
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Group 2 (Baptist)
Many of the ancestor rites are actually quite religious, but it is not a blanket "Yes"
or "No" answer. Otherwise Chinese Christians would have to totally abstain from
participating in everything. For the rites are religious and spiritual in nature, the
interviewees felt that they are inappropriate for participation. But there are elements in
the rites that are cultural and social, and not a problem for Christians. The Christian
position is not to totally abstain and say not to it. Evaluation of each of the rites is
necessary to determine which ones Christians could or could not participate in.
The Christian testimony to the world is that we are neither rude nor arrogant about
the non-Christian ancestor rites. Christians do pay respects to the dead, stand in front of
the coffin, observe a moment of silence, without carrying joss sticks, and joss sticks are
offered, we could gently say "no." Christians do show their respect to the dead, but in a
different way. Thus ifChristians totally tum off or reject the practice, we would incurring
the unhappiness of family and relatives. Where we do not fold the paper money or help
them bum, there is nothing wrong to help set the table, welcome visitors, bring out the
nuts, drinks, help them to drive and do errands. In practical ways. Christians could
demonstrate that while we do not subscribe to their system of respect, we are still
respectful in our own Christian way, and we care.
Group 3 (CNEC)
A lot of ancestor rites have to do with a religious system, mainly superstition. So
Christians are not to become participants in the same superstition, but we would abstain
from them. But there are many rites that have lost their religious significance, where no
monks or religious leaders are involved, like is it all right to have a candle or two
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buming? Does it matter whether they are red or white? Because buming candles has lost
its religious significance, then it is neutral. It can be decorative, and something nice. Like
presenting of wreaths - most of it has lost its significance, so it is a matter of representing
one's concem and consolation. Except the very religious aspect of sending the person on
a joumey or crossing the bridge to the other side, et cetera. A lot of things that are neutral
and cultural could be maintained. There is a need to look at every aspect on its own
"merits" rather than objecting to everything, because some of them have a communal,
and social fiinction.
Christians could take this opportunity, that in making a stand they are also sharing
their testimony in action. And ifwe are pressured or forced to hold the joss sticks or do
anything, we are doing them not to worship the dead, and not because we want to do
them, but because the family members required us to do them. But why do we want to
reject or refrain from participating in Chinese ancestor rites? It is simple, every religion
has its own distinctive, whether Buddhist, Taoist or Christian. If you say that Christians
could hold joss sticks. Then how could people see any difference? But some would say
that it is only a symbol or rite, but then there are also rites in Christianity. Our Christian
faith also lays a strong emphasis on rites. So, we do not only look at funeral rites from the
filial piety standpoint, but we want to express the difference in our faith. It is not for
Christians to despise or judge what others are doing as wrong. Rather, it is their own way
of expressing love, piety and propriety in their own way. This is what some people would
call religious harmony, both here in Singapore and other parts of the world. There is no
need to criticize others, but take this as a mutual leaming and respect. From the Christian
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perspective, whoever is responsible for the funeral service treats it as a service for the
family and a testimony to the people.
Christians could have a special day whereby they remember their ancestors. This
is a part of the Chinese culture. Especially for Christians, we cannot avoid it because we
have non-Christian relatives who also think that this is a good and kind thing to do. We
need to hold rites to remember our ancestors, but be careful not mix it with acts/rites that
are religious in nature. Chinese Christians need to have very clear thoughts on the matter.
For example, in remembering the dead, offering food is not part of our culture. This is
related to religion. As for gathering together with other relatives to remember our
ancestors, this is a culture, to know and communicate with each other. Talking about our
ancestors, their good character and what they have done are all part of culture. It is part of
remembering.
However, any actions that are related to religion are in conflict with our belief
Like the priest, walking round the coffm and throwing rice, crossing the bridge, these are
related to religion. These things ought to be avoided because they will rob God of the
worship due to him. Rituals cannot bring any blessings to or from the dead. IfChristians
participate in them, it can be misleading. We must not participate in any rituals that are
mixed with religion. However, we can consider doing the rituals that are related to culture
and customs, and ofwhich they are not in conflict with what the Bible teaches.
Group 4 (Independent)
There are certain things that Christians are not encouraged to be involved. For
example, it is unwise for church members to carry joss sticks, or going around the coffm
when the monks conduct the funeral. But at the end of the day, the choice still lies with
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the individual because sometimes, especially where the Christian is the eldest son in the
family, and there are no other Christians, and the deceased is a non-Christian, he would
have to decide whether in taking the stand, he would offend his other family members, or
his relatives. As a church, we encourage him not to be involved. But sometimes the
pressure upon him is very, very high and he might not be able to take it. So, maybe,
because of that, he might have to give way to his family members or relatives, and
participate in certain rituals such as bowing down, worshiping, holding joss sticks or
going around the coffin. In this situation, church leaders do well to leave it to the
individual members to decide. But as a church stand, and we tell members not to
participate in any ritual that involves worship and is religious in nature. However, there
are also ancestor rites that are cultural in nature. But ifwe talk about worshiping our
ancestors, it is worshiping the dead. This is against our Christian teaching.
Since ancestral veneration and idol worship have been confused and mixed up.
Pastors and church leaders may then have to help them differentiate the two. It is good to
talk about the lives of the ancestor with our children and to let them know that lives do
not just end at death but the dead do impact the living. Some may not have a good
memory but it is important to show that you have forgiven the wrong of the dead.
However, if an ancestral tablet causes them to stumble and to want to worship, then it
may be beneficial to remove that reliance. Those who do not understand the Chinese
cultural background would insist on a total dissociation with ancestral practices but those
who do would then be able to handle it in a more careful and considerate manner. But we
need to be clear that we respect and remember our ancestors but we do not worship them.
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In our world today, the Chinese practice of ancestral veneration has become
contaminated to becoine a form of idol worship. People believe that once a parent dies,
they would become a ghost, and so we need to appease them. So it is a kind of religious
symbol, no longer a social symbol, whether those who are illiterate or educated, they all
follow roughly the same idea ofworship. For example, in many clan associations, often
when a person enters the clan building, there is a big joss stick urn at the door, and then
in the main hall, they installed the hall of ancestral tablets. It has become a religious
organization. How then could we join the clan associations? Ifwe wish to remember our
ancestors and be part of the clan, we could do it in other ways, but not to hold joss sticks
and pray. Joss stick in the Chinese context is linked to worship. Joss sticks came from
Buddhism - then Chinese people adopted it.
Today, ancestor rites have become contaminated and filled with Buddhist and
other religious elements. As Christians, how do we deal with this matter? Well, we need
to take a firm stand and maintain our Christian principles. We need to abstain from food
offered to idols or to our deceased parents or ancestors, because ifChristians were to
compromise once, they must be prepared to eat every year and during every occasion.
Group 5 (Methodist)
Chinese ancestor rites are religious in nature and base in one particular view. So
once a person becomes a Christian he should not feel free to continue participate. To
reject without compromise is not an overnight thing, a gradual process to change their
worldview. The practice arises from the belief that is fundamentally inconsistent with the
Christian faith.
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Certainly, in terms of the practices of ancestral rites, we know that a lot of these
practices are related to Chinese folk religions evolving into Taoist or Buddhist belief and
practices. Christians have no place in these religious rites because we know that there is
one God and there is no other God and there is only one way to God and that is Jesus
Christ alone. So, in general. Christians are not to participate in Chinese ancestor rites at
all. But then, we need to recognize the specifics because we cannot differentiate between
what is cultural and the religious. For to the Chinese, these are mixed and intersected. For
the Chinese, there are symbolic meanings in some of these practices. So for Christians, if
we establish our position as Christians early to the family, we would not get ourselves
into a situation of antagonism rather than wait until there and then, when we are faced
with the issue. Because in the event of dead, the tension is high and it is rather difficult
for us to take our stand.
On the other hand, some of our rites are rather cultural, and even if they were
religious in the past, we have to recognize that many things might have started offwith
religious or superstitious beginnings, but today, they are seen as cultural, so that we are
no more participating in a worship when we do it, neither are we participating in a
superstition when we do it. We participate because it is a part of our culture. In the same
way, we bow to our elders during Chinese New Year, we bow to our elders and serve
them tea during weddings, we give angpows, we light fire crackers, we greeting one
another with auspicious greetings, they do sound very superstitious ifwe trace back to
their original forms, and some of them have rehgious connotations, but after one or two
generations or not even before a generation is over, thought they might sound very
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superstitious if someone wish to pick on them, but they are cultural and nobody is
stumbled by it.
We need to recognize that we can actually claim and Christianized them and use
our culture for our advantage, rather than take the stance that these things can or cannot
be touched. We educate and use them and there are many possibilities for us to do that.
So, practices that may originally come from pagan background, we adopt them and infuse
them with Christian meanings, for example, I remember, that the day ofChristmas itself
was a pagan day of festival that Christians used and then turned it into "Christmas."
Group 6 (Presbyterian)
The majority of the Chinese ancestor rites are either religious or superstitious.
Therefore, generally, the answer is "No," because Christians would have to compromise
if they were to participate in them. However, there are some rituals that are culmral, and
for these our answer is, "Yes," because they do not contradict the biblical teachings. So it
depends. Generally speaking there could be 2 extremes: (1) One would be the total
rejection approach - everything about the ancestor rites is religious, and so it must be
thrown out, lot, stock and barrel, and (2) Total accommodation - it is pretty close to the
Roman Catholic position right now. The first one will end up building unnecessary walls
against the Gospel. The second, a total accommodation approach would lead to the
questions from the people, then why should 1 be a Christian, what is the difference? And
everything the non-Christian does, we could do. Rather, Christians need to think of a
culturally sensitive approach, that involves a walking through the various steps, (a)
Understanding, the rites (form) and meanings, (b) Evaluating the underlying themes and
motivations, and (c) Coming out with our responses, what to reject and what to redeem.
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Singaporean Chinese have evolved or changed from being very staunch and
religiously connected to a gradual departure of that stance to a more accommodating and
pragmatic worldview and life. Thus it may be helpful to talk to family members on what
are their views on ancestor worship. Do they actually mean worship? Maybe some of
them do not. Maybe it is just a part of the Chinese culture; some minimum tradition and
rituals they wish to keep. And they may have lost the religious aspects of the rites without
knowing. So there is a need to be careful to avoid having a blanket answer or response for
each case. Some rites may be religious, but others may not.
Summary of the Six Groups' Interviewees' Answers For Questions #6 and #7
Interview Question #6 is similar to Question #33 in the survey questionnaire that I
did with the survey participants. The result of the seventeen interviewees on this question
conceming their views on the itemized rites is presented in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3. Interview Question #6: Do you think Christians should participate in the
following ancestor rites? (Itemized rites)
No.
Do you think Christians
should participate in the
following ancestor rites?
Anglican Baptist CNEC Independent Methodist Presbyterian Overall
Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No
1 Wearing mouming clothes
to mourn the deceased at
the funeral
2 0 3 0 3 0 2 1 3 0 3 0
94%
(16)
6%
(1)
2 Standing and bowing
before the coffin at the
funeral
2 0 3 0 3 0 2 1 3 0 3 0
94%
(16)
6%
(1)
3 Meditating and praying on
behalfof the deceased and
love ones before the coffin
0 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 0 2 1
47%
(8)
53%
(9)
4 Offering incense sticks,
paper money and food to
the deceased
0 2 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 3
0%
(0)
100
%
(17)
5 Be involved in the
preparation of ritual items
and helping to set up the
altar before the funeral
0 2 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 3
0%
(0)
100
%
(17)
6 Participate in the chanting
ceremony with relatives in
holding incense sticks and
going around the coffm
0 2 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 3
0%
(0)
100
%
(17)
7 Participate in viewing the
deceased face for the last
2 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 0
100
%
0%
(0)
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time before closing the
coffm
(17)
8 3e involved in the sending
party to the burial or
cremation ground
2 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 0
100
%
(17)
0%
(0)
9 3e involved in throwing
sand into the burial pit 1 1 2 1 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 88%
(15)
12%
(2)
10 Be involved in mouming
and wailing at the
cremation ground
2 0 2 1 3 0 2 1 3 0 3 0
88%
(15)
12%
(2)
11 Eating a communion feast
with the family after the
funeral
2 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 0
100
%
(17)
0%
(0)
12 Erecting family altar in the
home with picture of the
deceased
0 2 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 3
0%
(0)
100
%
(17)
13 Keep family genealogy
with names, relationships
and deeds of the deceased
2 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 0
100
%
(17)
0%
(0)
14 Hold family memorial day
service on the anniversary
of the deceased
2 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 2 1 3 0
94%
(16)
6%
(1)
15 Visit deceased's grave or
columbarium to clean and
put flowers
2 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 0
100
%
(17)
20%
(0)
16 Visit deceased's grave or
columbarium to offer
incense, sacrifices, food
and fruit
0 2 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 3
0%
(0)
100
%
(17)
17
Keep our ancestor's picture
for memory
2 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 0
100
%
(17)
0%
(0)
The rites that received unanimous or majority agreement are the fohowing:
a) Rites that Christians could participate in:
1 . Wearing mouming clothes to moum the deceased at the funeral
2. Standing and bowing before the coffm at the funeral
3. Participate in viewing the deceased face for the last time before closing the
coffin
4. Be involved in the sending party to the burial or cremation ground
5. Be involved in throwing sand into the burial pit
6. Be involved in mouming and wailing at the cremation ground
7. Eating a communion feast with the family after the funeral
8. Keep family genealogy with names, relationships and deeds of the
deceased
9. Hold family Memorial Day service on the anniversary of the deceased
10. Visit deceased's grave or columbarium to clean and put flowers
1 1 . Keep our ancestor's picture for memory
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The majority of the interviewees viewed the eleven ritual items listed above as
cultural rather than religious in nature. They see no conflicts with Scripture in
participating in these ancestor rites and would encourage their members to do so. This is
a very heartening result because, contrary to popular notion, there are many ritual items
in the practice of ancestor rites in the Chinese culture are cultural and it is right for a
Christian to take part in them, as an expression of solidarity with their family members,
as a sign of respect for their deceased loved one, and as an act of filial piety and social
responsibility.
b) Rites that Christians should not participate in:
1 . Offering incense sticks, paper money and food to the deceased
2. Be involved in the preparation of ritual items and helping to set up the
altar before the funeral
3. Participate in the chanting ceremony with relatives in holding incense
sticks and going around the coffin
4. Erecting family altar in the home with picture of the deceased
5. Visit deceased's grave or columbarium to offer incense, sacrifices, food
and fruit
Clearly, many of the interviewees viewed the five ritual items above as religious
in nature and thus they disagree to Christians participating in them. Compared to the
eleven ritual items that interviewees thought are right for Christians to take part in, these
five are fewer. They could be highlighted in the church Christian education such as
membership or discipleship classes.
There is one itemized rite that is controversial in nature and does not receive a
clear agreement from the leaders as to whether Christians should or could participate in it
or not. The rite is: "Meditating and praying on behalfof the deceased and love ones
before the coffin." Perhaps the question was ambiguous and therefore, interviewees were
not clear whether there was any religious cormotation in it. If it were to maintain a
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moment of silence before the deceased's coffin, then most would say it is all right. But if
it were to meditate and pray for or to the deceased, then most would say it should not be
done. A Chart showing the summary of the rites that are appropriate or inappropriate for
Chinese Christians to participate or not to participate is in Figure 6.1 below.
Figure 6.1 - Ancestor Rites Appropriate or Inappropriate for Chinese Christians to
participate
No. Rites appropriate for Christians to
participate
Rites inappropriate for Christians
to participate
Rite that is
ambiguous for
participation
1 Wearing mouming clothes to moum
the deceased at the funeral
Offering incense sticks, paper money
and food to the deceased
Meditating and
praying on behalfof
the deceased and
love ones before the
coffin.
2 Standing and bowing before the
coffm at the fimeral
Be involved in the preparation of
ritual items and helping to set up the
altar before the funeral
3 Participate in viewing the deceased
face for the last time before closing
the coffin
Participate in the chanting ceremony
with relatives in holding incense sticks
and going around the coffin
4 Be involved in the sending party to
the burial or cremation ground
5 Be involved in throwing sand into the
burial pit
6 Be involved in mouming and wailing
at the cremation ground
7 Eating a communion feast with the
family after the funeral
8 Keep family genealogy with names,
relationships and deeds of the
deceased
9 Hold family Memorial Day service
on the anniversary of the deceased
Erecting family altar in the home with
picture of the deceased
10 Visit deceased's grave or
columbarium to clean and put
flowers
Visit deceased's grave or columbarium
to offer incense, sacrifices, food and
fruit
11 Keep our ancestor's picture for
memory
Furthermore, the results show that for Group 1, the Anglican group, both the
church leaders are in total agreement in their stand toward all the 17 itemized rites except
in one account. They differed in the rite, "be involved in throwing sand into the burial
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pit." One respondent felt that it has some kind of religious connotation. This is what he
said,
I usually don't suggest doing it. It is a sending off. And it is the end of the
road for us, as a living person. They actually tum their face away. It is a
sort of participating in covering. It is also saying, "goodbye." The Chinese
have a belief that when we throw the sand, the spirit would not follow us
back. So this is to ward off any evil. Anything behind us, we "siam" or
avoid the bad luck. It is a superstitious thing. ... for non-Christian
funerals, we won't even be there. Even ifwe go near, we won't even
participate.
The result suggests that the Anglican group is rather clear and "strict"
about their stand on participation in ancestor rites.
For group 2, the Baptist group, the three interviewees are in agreement in their
stand in all the rites except for three of them: Two out of three are not for "Meditating
and praying on behalf of the deceased and love ones before the coffin." They thought this
might give the wrong impression that we are praying for the dead, to help them secure an
easier passage to the next world. "This one I really have to be careful. We do not pray so
much to or on behalf for the dead." "Ifwe are thinking ofpraying to the person, if he is
already dead, what is there to pray to and for the person? We carmot do much anyway."
The other rite is the same as the Anglican group, the rite to "be involved in
throwing sand into the burial pit." One interviewee objected to this but no elaboration
was given. The last rite the Baptist group disagreed is "be involved in mouming and
wailing at the cremation ground." One of them objected to this saying that normal grief is
all right but not when it is a kind of forced wailing or loud crying as a show of sadness to
people around.
For group 3, the CNEC group, the three church leaders are in agreement with all
the rites except one of the rites. The rite in disagreement is the same as the Baptist group,
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"Meditating and praying on behalf of the deceased and love ones before the coffin." Two
out of three think that it has some religious connotation. They said that because
meditation has to do with the spiritual aspect. It should be done only towards God. Thus
this is significant.
For group 4, the Independent group, true to the nature of the word "independent,"
there are disagreements and differences in views in the participation of the greatest
number of rites. There is one, only one in all the seventeen interviewees who disagreed to
the first rite of, "Wearing mouming clothes to moum the deceased at the funeral." On
close examination, I notice that his objection was not religious but pragmatic, "To put on
sackcloth is "no". But to wear white-shirt and black pants is okay. This is because in the
Singaporean context, it is very hot, but not any religious significance." One interviewee
disagreed to participating in the rite, "standing and bowing before the coffin at the
funeral." Like the previous group, this interviewee has problem with the meaning or
cormotation that bowing brings to people. He said,
I would look at the deceased with respect but I would not bow. I would
observe a moment of silence and would advise against talking near the
coffin. We have to be clear about certain things. We do not bow because
those who bow are often in fear. Although it does not contradict the Bible,
it may stumble others.
There are two interviewees of the Independent group who disagreed to
"meditating and praying on behalf of the deceased and love ones before the coffin." This
number is the same for the previous three groups, making this rite a "No" for most of the
leaders. Also, one interviewee in this group objected to "be involved in mouming and
wailing at the cremation ground." He said, "No. It should not be just a show of filial
piety. More importantly, when they are alive, we take care of them. To me, when a
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Christian dies, it is a glorious occasion, they are promoted to heaven and we know where
they are going, so no need to wait loudly."
For group 5, the Methodist group, the interviewees seem to be the most "liberal"
in their stand toward ancestor rites because for the two rites that interviewees in other
groups seem to have problems, the Methodist group interviewees all agreed that there is
nothing wrong in "standing and bowing before the coffin at the funeral," and "meditating
and praying on behalf of the deceased and love ones before the coffin."
And for group 6, the Presbyterian group, the interviewees are rather clear and
together in their views and agreed on all the rites except for one, "meditating and praying
on behalf of the deceased and love ones before the coffin." One out of the three
interviewee disagreed to its participation. There was no elaboration to his answer, but
again, together with the others who objected, it might be for the reason of giving a wrong
message to the people or that it has the potential of stumbling others. Next to the
Anglicans, the Presbyterian group is the most consistent and strictest in the response to
participation in ancestor rites.
The interviewees' elaborations ofQuestion #6 in answer to Question #7 serve to
explain why they chose to agree or disagree with participation in a particular rite. They
do not significantly alter any of the responses or results in Question #6.
Summary of the Six Groups' Interviewees' Answers for Question #8
In response to my interview question #8 on whether there is any official church or
denominational position regarding the practice of ancestor rites, of the seventeen
interviewees, only two (or about 12%) said there is an official written position while 15
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(or about 88%) said there is no official position. The following is a summary of the
responses of the interviewees by groups.
For the Anglican group, the interviewees said there seems to be a variation in
answer by the two interviewees conceming this question. The first respondent said there
is no official position.
For us, it is 'No' but there is an unspoken understanding. In teaching we
have taught on these issues in public, but in terms of a denominational
policy, it is 'No.' But generally, we encourage our members not to
participate in any thing that has a religious connotation.
However, the second respondent said there is a "fixed" church position, even
though both these respondents come from the same Anglican denomination.
Our church position is rather fixed. We have the 39 articles. We allow our
church members to remember our ancestors, but not worship them. Our
stand is that we don't do ancestral rites.
All the three interviewees from the Baptist group unanimously said their church
do not have any official position regarding the practice of ancestor rites. The summaries
ofwhat they said are as follows.
We don't have denominational stand on this. In our church, we do have
our doctrinal statements, but we do not have formalized stand in these
things. So, for this, we will refer back to our articles of faith to see
whether anything contradicts them. But we do not have official documents
as far as ancestral worship is concerned.
There is no church policy towards ancestral rites. ... I don't think the
church will have a strict view that okay you can only stand and not bow,
but general principle will hold, . . . but there's no church policy of do's and
don'ts. . . . Some guidelines would be good for members to follow. Baptist
church would give general guidelines, but not strictly.
No. Not at ah. . . . this issue was not touched on very much in my
denomination. I actually grew spiritually when I was in KL, so it was
when I faced a problem, I asked the pastor. ... So, I don't see there is any
denomination position. It is a development ofmy own position rather than
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having a church position.
All the interviewees in the CNEC group also responded unanimously saying their
churches do not have a written official position. Responses are as follows:
We do not have a written official position. There may be differing
opinions, but we are able to sit down and discuss, and ask why are there
differences in opinions. We do not want to enforce it upon the church
members. If there were something crucial to salvation, then we would
enforce that. The most important thing is that in the process, how their
relationship with the Lord is maintained, and how their effective witness is
still there. Not so much of the dos and don'ts, but how their relationship
with the loved ones, both Christians and non-Christians, and how effective
communication is maintained. So, I don't think we have anything written
so far.
It is a matter of education and not a matter of imposition, to educate the
members as to what are cultural, what are controversial and what are some
gray areas. We try to draw the line as much as possible. But there are
some gray areas that we have to leave to the members. I don't think we
would ever come to a place where we have a written position, maybe some
guidelines.
Most churches do not have such an official statement. It is a general
understanding that churches and pastors do not encourage their members
to participate in Chinese ancestor rites. But for Logos, there is no official
statement.
In my church, offering sacrifices to ancestors is not allowed. Actually
conceming this area, my church does not have a comprehensive teaching.
Through individual worker's ministry and encounter, we see that church
holds different stand conceming a funeral, whereby parents are non-
believers n children are believers. It depends on the level of faith of the
believer and also his situation. If possible, they try not to be involved in
rites that are religious in nature.
For the Independent group, there is also a variation in responses. The first
interviewee from a non-denominational church said that they do have a clear church
position, that is, not to participate in the rites. With education, the leaders were able to
dissemination the church position to its leaders and members.
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The stand is where there is a non-Christian funeral, we teach our church
members not to participate in the religious rites." This is the church that
educates their small group members using a specific manual called,
"Home going.
For the other two respondents, they said their churches do not have any official
written position.
Most of the time, it depends on the individual pastor although the general
rules are the same. Pastors do differ in their pastorship and knowledge"
and "Not that 1 know. Generally yes, there is more or less a general
understanding among Christians, not just along denomination lines, but no
official position towards this matter.
For the Methodist group, the responses are also unanimous, that there is no
official church position towards participation in the rites.
No. We have not made any statements or positions as a denomination. In
terms of our church, it has to do with things ofnot participating in worship
with regards to ancestor rites. Generally this will be the church stand, but
there is no official statements or stand.
I cannot speak directly on behalf ofmy denominational, for unless it is an
official interview that has gone through the approval of the senior pastor
or bishop. So even though as a church worker, I do not speak officially of
the position of the church or denominational. But I think in terms of
ancestral rites, my personal position is that anything that we are able to
distinguish and separate as non-religious, ... we could use for the rites and
rituals that are not significantly and distinctly religious, we should be able
to participate. And I think this is also the position the church would take
regarding this issue.
I do not know of any official position, I'm from Methodist. It's probably
depending on individual and how advice is given.
The Presbyterian group is also clear that there is no official position in their
denomination in the participation of ancestor rites.
To be honest, probably very few denominations have specific poshions.
We have positions toward many other things, but not towards this. So, at
the end of the day, a lot of it would depend on the position of the pastors,
and how they guide their flock. But we don't have any official
denominational position regarding this.
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The general practice is that members will not participate in ancestral kind
ofworship. It's not written down, but it's being passed down verbally.
Oral tradition. A lot of it is through friends communicating and sharing.
Maybe not towards ancestor rites. Our denominational has a strong
position towards cremation or burial. For us Bible-Presbyterian, we insist
on burial because cremation has to do with the past. There is a history that
cremation came from the pagan practice. So the BP church insists on
burial. No. I think most independent churches do not teach very clearly on
this matter. In BP church, they have a very clear stand and teaching not to
participate in all ancestor rites, although they do not have a statement. But
if the members decided to participate, they also do not have take any
actions.
The fact that most churches and denominations in Singapore do not have any
written official position on the issue of ancestor rites leaves room for flexibility among
the pastors and members as they respond to different situations and pressures of the
Chinese tradition and culture in such things that are close to the heart and emotions. This
is also how the Chinese church would wish to deal with the issue: provide some
guidelines, give appropriate education and leave it to the individual's conscience and
decision whether or not to participate.
Summary of the Six Groups' Interviewees' Answers for Question #9
In this question, I asked the interviewees' on their personal experiences, and also
their encounters with their members in terms of their experiences during their pastoral or
church ministry in the area of ancestor rites. My question was, "If you are a church
leader, elder or pastor, have you seen, experienced or known among your church
members issues relating to the participation in ancestor rites?"
Of the seventeen interviewees, 15 answered but 2 skipped the question because
they said they had earlier shared examples of their personal experiences or of their church
members. These two belong to the Anglican and CNEC groups respectively. All the 15
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respondents to this question shared about church members' encounter with the issue of
ancestor rites and how they gave counsel and advice to them. For the two who skipped
the question, they were the ones who actually shared on their personal experiences in
answer to an earlier question. The first of these who skipped the question, A2 respondent
shared on his views and personal experiences conceming ancestor rites. He said.
For myself, before my dad passed on, I would visit him and we would take
a cup of beer, and slowly seep and drink to last the whole day. Sometimes
we don't even talk, but just seep the beer and look at each other and smile.
Therefore, ancestor rites have their place. But let me say that unless an
ancestor had done something so spectacular, he or she would not be
remembered 3 or 4 generations down the line. So at the most, the
photographs that you keep at most are your parents and grandparents,
because the younger generations would not even recognize their great
grandparents. At the end of the day, our relationship at most is with our
grandparents. So we need to put things in their right perspective,
relationship and understanding. Thus to be frank, I don't know the name
ofmy great grandparents. But I know the names ofmy grandparents and
parents very well, and make sure that my children know my parents'
names well. Ancestor rites are very important in the church to help the
church root itself in the family. We cannot throw them out of the window.
We have to carefully craft them in such a way that they do not become
pagan worship. But in terms of the non-Christian rites, we have to tell
them "No" because they are worshiping the wrong thing.
This Anglican Church leader, A2 also shared how he taught his congregation to
practice filial piety to their parents in such a way that is appropriate and effective. He
shared:
Old folks are very particular about filial piety. I always ask them a
question. 'Do you prefer your children to be filial to you while you are
alive or after you die? For example, when you are alive, you children
treated you horribly, but when you die, they put on a show to give you a
pomp and pompous funeral procession. Which do you prefer?' So I teach
my young people in church and tell them to go and take good care of their
parents. When their parents ask them to do something, do. And when they
wish to eat something, buy for them, don't comment or complain. When
they are alive, treat them well. For example, a friend ofmine said his dad
was very grouchy. So I asked him to introduce his dad to me. And we
drank beer together for some time. And his dad became a happier man.
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My friend came to report to me. But I told him that if he were to drink
with his dad, his dad would be an even happier man. The next session, he
joined us in the drinking time. Then I slowly disappeared, and left them to
drink with each other. Now he came to tell me that he missed his dad,
even though his dad was still alive. He began to remember the many good
things that his dad did to him while he was young. Then he asked how he
could share the good news with his dad. I told him, just spend time with
him, and don't need to say anything. One day, his dad said he wanted to
become a Christian, but he didn't share the gospel with him. He was
puzzled. I told him that every time spent time with his dad, he was sharing
the gospel. He was happy because he had gotten his son back. The
problem with too many people (Christians) is that they tell their old folks
that they are worshiping the idols, the demons and devil. They are going to
die and go to hell, but failed to spend time with them, because, the most
important thing when they are old is that they want their children back,
and their children to find back their parents.
Furthermore, A2 shared the interesting experience of how he led his own grandpa,
his mum and his dad to Christ through patiently building relationship with them and
seeking to show filial piety in practical ways. This was his impressive story:
How my grandpa became a Christian. I told him, "Grandpa, someday we
will die, but I still want to be with you. Can you stop smoking? He's been
a chain smoker for all his life. He said "okay" and the next day he stopped
smoking. And I said, "The only way we can be together is that you
become a Christian." So he accepted Christ on the spot. You don't throw
the Bible at their face. It is when you show real love and care, and then
they will feel it. If you ask me how our young people should do. I say,
don't go and knock them down with straight logic because they carmot
take it. You "throw in" the relationship in happy times, they will be more
open. They have to do those practices because they are afraid, because this
is the only they knew and grew up with. If they don't do this, then what
will they do. So we need to give them an altemative. My mum accepted
Christ 3 days before she died, and my dad did so the same day as her. So,
if you ask me about hindrance, yes, it is a hindrance ifwe begin to argue
with them about logic and their practices. We are not of the West. In the
West, they call their parents by name, and shout and argue with their
parents. We are Asians, and we have this idea of, "for good or for bad,
they are our seniors and we need to respect and listen to them."
Sometimes, along the way there is a blurring of the line, and it is in this
that we can share and reach out to them. Not that we are afraid but we
respect the line. And we hope that during those times ofblurring of the
line, we could help them see the light.
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The second leader, from the CNEC group, C2 shared two personal encounters:
One was his mother's passing on recently, and the other was his encounter with a Daoist
priest during a funeral service. This was what he shared of his experiences:
Now, for a dead person who has left this world, he is no longer in this
world. This world consists of the physical world and the spiritual world.
The spiritual world has 2 parts, heaven and hell. So, how do we see our
dead loved ones? Of course, we only remember our loved ones, seldom we
remember our dead fi-iends. So, I feel that it is a matter of one's emotional
well-being and connection. It should not have any relationship with
religion. It is a stage in life. One day, we need to pass on fi-om this world,
and the surviving ones would remember us. And then, to me it is a flow of
history, and for different cultures, they celebrate or remember this
particular passage in life in different ways. So, in remembering our loved
ones, we do not need to "worship" or venerate our ancestors like we
worship God. This is the Christian perspective conceming our ancestors.
There is a vast difference between honor our ancestors and worshiping our
ancestors. (^HlW'fK'^-^^^K.) So, we need to be very clear about this.
And we remember our ancestor, not pray to or worship them (^ffliEII.^
^^^@..) We are to worship the Lord who created us, not to worship the
ancestors who give rise to our family line. When a person leaves this
world, basically we caimot do anything. This person has come to the end
of his life, h's a conclusion as far as this life is concemed. Just like my
mum who passed away last March and this was the first experience of
death in my life that a close loved one died. So I recorded it in my
calendar. And this year, I will conduct a memorial service for her, to
celebrate her life and death. So, we should remember our ancestors in this
way. And practically speaking, in our Chinese tradition, I think, at most
we could only remember our ancestors to the second, third, and fourth
generations. Could we remember how our fifth or tenth ancestor look like
or anything they had done? No, we don't even know them at all. Why?
This is because we are all created beings living in space and time. Within
this limited space and time, we remember those that we could. Ifwe were
to worship our ancestors we would need to pray to the very original, first
ancestor in our family tree. We don't even know who that person is and
how do we worship and pray to that person? So in our understanding and
teaching, and for this kind ofmemorial service, it gives meaning to our
existence, an opportunity to gather our family together, and spend time
together to remind one another conceming how our ancestor, our parents
have given us an example of life, and remember this in our hearts. Thus,
we should do this as our responsibility, and in doing this, helps us to leam
from their example and good life. So I think we should see remembering
our ancestors from this perspective. The meaning behind the Christian
way of remembering our ancestors is totally different from that of the
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Chinese way of venerating one's ancestors. This is particularly because
the Chinese belief conceming where ancestors go after they die, and the
need to appease them and provide for them, arise from a superstitious
understanding. It is a lie and deception. Of course this is not what we want
to discuss in greater detail.
On his encounter with a Daoist priest, C2 interviewee shared:
Once after a funeral, after the priest had performed his rites, he was sitting
at the table. I happened to go and sit next to him. So I asked him, "Priest,
after your rituals and prayers, will the dead man able to eat what you
prayed and offered to him?" He said, "Ai yah! I do all this is to just
console the family, and for the sake of the people, for them to see. This is
a heart condition, a state. Even a priest sees such rituals and traditions as
just a form and performance. Thus, we do not need to do this. It is not
necessary for us to do. So, we should follow closely what the Bible
teaches and ancestor worship does not fall within the realm of what
Scripture teaches.
Besides, C2 also share church members' experiences and the different outcomes.
The following are two examples he gave:
There's an example of a sister whose mum came to Christ at the very last
minute. So her funeral service is held in the traditional Chinese maimer.
Also her ashes and um are deposited in the temple. That was the first time
I experience. The monk was chanting away. As a pastor, what should I do?
So I prayed to God, and the Holy Spirit gave me wisdom. Now, the family
members knew that she had accepted Christ before she passed on, so I
spoke to the monk and said, "The deceased had earlier believed in Jesus,
so she does not need for much chanting for her to joumey to the west
heaven." The monk replied, "Oh. If this is the case, then, it's no problem."
The ashes were still installed in the temple. But the inscription on her
tablet was, "Rest in peace in the Lord." C^M-^'W). Why is this so? Is this
not a very good witness? Especially the family members affirmed that she
had accepted Christ, even though not all of them were Christians.
When I was a younger Christians, about 20 years ago, we were taught that
we could not participate in any of the rites at all. There was a church sister
whose dad passed on. She just sat there and feh so helpless because she
was taught not to participate in any of the rites. She was grievous and sad,
and said to me, "This man who is dead is my dad, why can't I even show
my respect, bum a stick of joss stick to him?" But if she were prepared
earlier and taught how to respond properly, the situation might not become
an affront to the family. She might have been a shining testimony of love
and respect for her dad. God has called us to be children ofpeace, and not
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enmity. So, we could present ourselves as "children of peace" in a funeral
situation, because during a funeral, there would often be tensions and
quarrels between family members about may things. We should not add to
the difficulty and aggravate the situations. We know there are some church
members who were forced to hold joss sticks. But even if they were forced
to do so, they could stand up to their relatives and say, "Today, I hold this
joss stick, it is not to worship the deceased loved one, but is what you
require me to do. I do it for your sake. So, ifwe are humble and submit to
the elders in our family, we retain our testimony, even though some people
might misunderstand us.
The examples provided by church leaders of these six groups go to show that
participation in ancestor rites is a pastoral counseling concem, and encounters with
church members having to deal with them are a common and regular part ofwhat
Chinese Christians in Singapore have to face.
The summary of the responses for Questions #lto #4 by the six groups is listed in
Appendix Q. The result from the fifteen respondents who shared their church members'
experiences in counseling situations show that the experiences were varied, and the
responses and counsel given by the leaders to their church member were as varied as the
experiences. A list of the responses is as follows:
1 . Leaders showed sympathy and sensitivity
2. Members had a good experience; it ended up well and members maintained a
good testimony
3. There was tension and conflict in the family
4. The leaders shared their advice and left it to members to make their own
decision
5. The experience ended up souring relationships, and incurred
misunderstanding and distmst
The examples provided by church leaders of these six groups go to show that
participation in ancestor rites is a pastoral counseling issue, and encounters with church
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members having to deal with them are a common and regular part ofwhat Chinese
Christians in Singapore have to face.
The Anglican group's experiences of their church members is that most of them
knew what they needed to do or not to do, and would not participate in the rites when
they sensed that these were religious in nature. But then there were some who succumbed
under pressure and gave in. For the Baptist group, they also shared that generally,
members knew that they should not be involved in the religious elements of the rites,
such as holding joss sticks before the deceased. They also shared that church members
did experience opposition when they tried to take a stand and not be involved in
controversial rites.
The CNEC group shared that the problem arises when the deceased parent had
publicly accepted Christ but the many of the children are all unbelievers, especially the
decision makers. In this kind of situation, the advice is not to fight over whether to have a
Christian or non-Christian funeral. After all, the soul of the deceased is already with the
Lord. There will bound to be conflicts and difficulty in making funeral arrangements
when the deceased make a decision for Christ at the last minute, at their deathbed.
Christians need to be wise as serpents and harmless as doves.
The Independent group also shared similar situations. This is when the church
member is the only believer and the rest are unbelievers. Sometimes the member will
give into undue pressure to conform and participate in the rites. And if they did, the
pastor should provide some kind of counseling and help the member find peace and
resolve their guilt. If there were more Christians among the relatives, they should discuss
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together and seek to take a common stand on the issue and not to confuse the other
people.
For the Methodist group, they shared that the issue of rites is a very real issue that
many Christians from non-Christian families struggle through. Some have clear
understanding and reasonable relatives; others had to face strong opposition,
misunderstanding, guilt and shame. One of the greatest struggle is that the church
member is either the only son or the eldest son, it is expected that the son hold joss sticks
and follow the priest around the coffin during the funeral procession and chanting. So
there are times when there is really no way out, and the only way is to just participate and
then explain to church leaders and pastors, or do first, then confess later. As Christians,
we must be sensitive to the cultural situations around us.
The Presbyterian group share similar situations where there is no way out. Some
have clearly done all the "wrong things" and after that seek confession. Some felt
strongly that they should do something for their loved one for the last time, and so they
participated in the rites. But the majority of the members know in the hearts to avoid the
rites, but others are caught in the tension of the situation. Still, as Christians, we should
try to participate in those things that are not clearly religious, and minimize the conflict as
much as possible. However, since the denomination is rather strict against the observance
of the rites, it poses a real difficulty for member during such times. Some even sit through
the whole funeral the whole time without doing anything at all for fear of
"contamination" and displeasing the Lord.
From the sharing of experiences by the leaders above, we could feel that there is
indeed much tension that exists in a family when an unbelieving parent passes on and the
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Christian children are expected to participate in some religious funeral rites. To them, it
becomes an issue of their faith and worship since they are taught to worship God alone,
and not any idol or human beings, including their parents or grandparents. How church
leaders respond and advise the members is determine by their church and personal
position toward the issue, and understanding of their faith and theology ofworship. Their
answer in question #10 shows their flexibility in allowing church members to differ from
the church position.
Summary of the Six Groups' Interviewees' Answers to Question #10
In Question #10, 1 asked them to picked a number fi"om a scale of 1 to 10, one
being the strictest and 10 being the most lenient in allowing their church member or
parishioner to differ from the "official" church position on the issue of ancestor rites,
considering that there often was no "official" church position, this would mean their
pastoral position. The summary results are given in Table 6.4.
Table 6.4. Scale of Flexibility in Deahng with members' Participation in the Rites
Interviewees Anglican Baptist CNEC Independent Methodist Presbyterian
1 3 - 7 5 8 -
2 1 4 3 5 - 1
3 6 6 2 6 1
From the result in the table above, we observe that the Anglican and Presbyterian
leaders seem to take a rather firm stand in not giving their members flexibility to
participate in ancestor rites. Here are statements of what these leaders say.
If you ask me to state a number, I would be more on the stricter side, so it
would be either a "3" or "4." My perspective is the way I was brought up.
Sometimes if you lower the standard, it would go lower.
Personally I am not very flexible in this issue. I would follow the church
articles as to what it says about ancestors, what we can do and what we
caimot do. I am tempted to give Number 1 , but I know my nature.
However, church stand is church stand. Ifwe don't have one, then we
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might as well not have. So, it should be "1 ."
If it's clearly like we know it's rehgious, it should be "1."
Our church stand is very strict, so I would say "1 ." There should be no
compromise at all.
The Baptist and Independent leaders seem to take a middle-ofthe road approach
in members' participation in the rites. These leaders said the following things about their
scale of flexibility:
I think I will allow until "6". If I am a pastor of a church, in my flexibility
in accepting certain things already, and in that I am giving a little extra of
what I am saying as my position.
The CNEC leaders are not very agreeable in their response to a scale, but they are
more with the Methodist leaders who are on the more lenient side in allowing their
church members in the participation of the rites. These are their responses:
Our issue is on Christian testimony, and being non-superstitious, and
being considerate for the belief system of the non-Christians (as much as
we don't want them to impose on us, so they too don't want us to impose
on them). So, I would not say how much flexibility, I would like to be
more flexible, "6" or "7."
Strictly, I will not permit any involvement in rites of any religious nature.
So, "2" or "3".
Between "5" to "7."
As for the Methodist leaders, they seem to be the most flexible, depending on
situations, in allowing their church members to participate in ancestor rites. One
Methodist interviewees said,
I think mine would be very close to "8" or "9," because I feel that it is
very hard for us, as a church, to dictate to our parishioners who are very
much a part of their families, with perhaps a majority who are non-
believing.
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Another interviewee said,
I try not to be judgment in their context. Doesn't want to come down too
hard and say it's a terrible sin but keep to the guidelines. It would not be
appropriate to put a scale to every situation. It has to fit every individual.
Based on your earlier answers, if there is anything that is religious in
nature, then would it be a "0" and if there were any rite that is only neutral
or cultural, then it would be a "10."
The last interviewee gave a scale of "6" but did not elaborate on his
answer.
Summary of the Six Groups' Interviewees' Answers for Question #11
In Question #11,1 asked the interviewees, "If you are a church leader, elder or
pastor, what is your advice to Christians who are facing the issue of ancestor rites?" All
the seventeen interviewees answered this question; none skipped the question. The details
of their responses and elaborations are given in Appendix P. A summary of their
responses is as follows:
Group 1 (Anglican)
The Anglican leaders talk about the need for preparation and discussing with
parents in advance, showing filial piety and care for the parents, and be prepared to face
any opposition when we take a stand not to participate in the rites, and still show the
grace and kindness of God in the midst of opposition, seeking always to keep the cordial
relationship with their parents.
Group 2 (Baptist)
The Baptist leaders suggest the need for teaching a clear understanding ofGod
versus ancestors, and to teach church members while they are young converts and
Christians. The church should also teach members to show filial piety to our elderly, and
to have an open channel of communication. Pastor could visit non-Christian parents and
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build good understanding and reputation with them. During funerals, members should not
fight or be in conflict, but share the time of loss and grief, seek to be a good testimony
and be prayerful. Ifmembers do fall, be encouraging and tell them the Lord understands.
Group 3 (CNEC)
The CNEC leaders advise the need to put God as the most important relationship
above all. And how members live their lives in showing respect and honor to parents is
more important than during the time of funeral. Teaching members how to respond
before the event happens is also important, and not to interfere with the other religious
leaders while the funeral is going on, or to give last-minute advice. Also, we should have
the courage, faith and wisdom to face the cultural challenges that might be in conflict
with our Christian teachings, to dialogue, understand and seek to transform and redeem
our Chinese culture, and be a Christian voice for God in our society on important issues.
If our members do fall, we could counsel them using "steps to Freedom in Chrisf and
restore them to the Christian fellowship, but not to judge or condenm them.
Group 4 (Independent)
The leaders of the Independent churches emphasized the need for Christians to
show filial piety to their parents while they are alive, and to engage experienced and
knowledgeable people to educate members on the origin, meaning and significance of the
rites, so that members know how to respond to them appropriately. Members should
come to pastor for advice when in doubt but ultimately, it should be their responsibility to
make the decision whether or not to participate in any rites.
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Group 5 (Methodist)
The Methodist leaders sympathized with members on the pressure they face when
situations like these happened, however, these are also opportunities for the practice of
discipleship. They would provide pastoral, moral by their presence and prayers for their
members. They cautioned against the being a stumbling block or causing disharmony in
the family, and being a negative testimony. They advised members to read up on the
topic, be informed, be involved and be concem. Ultimately whatever the members does is
their individual responsibility towards God. And ifmembers fall, the leaders would be
there to provide debrief, counseling and confession when necessary.
Group 6 (Presbyterian)
The Presbyterian leaders advised on a two-prong approach: teaching and
encouragement. They emphasized that teaching is ofprimary importance even though it
might not be possible to do a seminar on an aimual basis. They felt the need to teach
members to be prepared for the future, to teach the spiritual dimension of such rites, to
teach members to differentiate between the religious and cultural aspects of the rites. On
encouragement, they felt the need to challenge members to take a stand even though
sometimes it might be difficult and costly, and remember that they are "in the world but
not of the world." They would also provide moral encouragement by visits, monitoring
and providing counsel when needed, and encourage members to tmst God, rely on the
Holy Spirit and follow the Scriptures as then power to live out their faith and glorify
God.
The church leaders' advice given in answer to question #1 1 shows their emphasis
on various aspects, including being educated and knowledgeable, being a good testimony.
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not to fight over the issue, being prepared and involved as much as possible, and rely on
prayer, pastoral, church members' encouragement and other forms of support, and the
guidance of the Holy Spirit. Above all, the Christian should seek their best to honor and
glorify God in all sihiations, and love and respect their parents and relatives as much as
possible. This is the gist of the Ten Commandments that our Lord Jesus Christ summed
up in his two commandments. "Jesus replied, 'You must love the Lord your God with all
your heart, all your soul, and all your mind.' This is the first and greatest commandment.
A second is equally important: 'Love your neighbor as yourself" (Matthew 22:37-38,
NLT)
Summary and Highlights of the Interviews
The pastors and leaders felt that in the participation of ancestor rites, the response
is not to be a blanket "Yes" or "No" answer. Rites that are clearly religious in nature and
superstitious are to be rejected and there could be no compromise in these. However, the
rites that are cultural and social are not necessarily anti-biblical, and could be maintained
as cultural practices for the Chinese.
The problem is, since ancestral veneration and idol worship have been confused
and mixed up. There is a need to differentiate the two and this study seeks to clarify the
confusion and differentiate religious and superstitious rites from cultural and social rites,
and help Chinese Christians make an informed and wise decision in their participation in
ancestor rites. There is a place where we could claim our cultural heritage and
Christianized the rites, and use them to our advantage, rather than take the stance
Christians should abstain from everything. We could derive a culturally sensitive
approach rather than a total rejection approach or a total accommodation approach.
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The majority of the pastors and church leaders viewed eleven of the seventeen
ritual items listed in the practice of ancestor rites as cultural rather than religious in
nature. They see no conflicts with Scripture in participating in these ancestor rites and
would encourage their members to do so. However, the leaders viewed the five of the
seventeen ritual items as religious in nature and they would advise then members against
participating in them. There is one itemized rite that is controversial in nature and does
not receive a clear agreement from the leaders as to whether Christians should or could
participate in it or not. The rite is: "Meditating and praying on behalf of the deceased and
love ones before the coffin."
The fact that most churches and denominations in Singapore do not have any
written official position on the issue of ancestor rites leaves room for flexibility among
the pastors and members as they respond to different situations and pressures of the
Chinese tradition and culture in such things that are close to the heart and emotions.
All the interviewees either shared examples of their personal experiences or of
their church members. This shows the prevalence that pastors, church leaders and
members encounter the issue of ancestor rites and how they gave counsel and advice to
their members. How church leaders respond and advise the members is determine by
their church and personal position toward the issue, and understanding of their faith and
theology ofworship.
From the results, the Anglican and Presbyterian leaders seem to take a rather firm
stand in not giving their members flexibility to participate in ancestor rites. The Baptist
and Independent leaders seem to take a middle-of-the road approach in members'
participation in the rites. The CNEC leaders are not in fiill agreement with one another
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but they are somewhat in agreement with the Methodist leaders who are on the more
lenient side in allowing their church members in the participation of the rites.
The church leaders' advice shows their emphasis on various aspects, including
being prepared, educated and knowledgeable, being a good testimony and not becoming a
stumbling block to others, not to fight over the issue, being prepared and involved as
much as possible, and rely on prayer, pastoral, church members' presence,
encouragement and other forms of support, and the guidance of the Holy Spirit. Above
all, the Christian need to seek their best to honor and glorify God in all situations, and
love and respect their parents and relatives as much as possible.
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CHAPTER 7: ANALYSIS OF RESULTS USING BEVANS' MODELS
In this chapter, I wiU describe Bevans' six models of Contextual Theology. Many
theologians use them as contextualization models for their work. I would like to use them
as a heuristic tool, that is, I would attempt to discover, describe and categorize the various
approaches and possibilities that the six Singaporean Chinese Christians groups have
toward ancestor rites. They will form my analytical framework to analyze the survey
results and interviews and categorize the approaches. I will choose relevant and
significant survey and interview questions to be used for my analysis, and from the
responses of the participants I hope to arrive at models that would reflect the different
attitudes and positions taken by the six groups. Finally, I will locate the positions that will
reflect the approaches taken by the six groups in their participation in ancestor rites.
An Analytical Framework for the Different Approaches toward Ancestor Rites
In the course ofmy literature survey and study, I came across several helpful
models that might serve as the theoretical framework for my dissertation. I have
looked at Hiebert's four steps of critical contextualization. However, I think it is more
suitable for the construction of a local theology rather than a model for analysis and
categorization. I have also looked at Schreiter's and Hwa Yung's approaches to doing
local and contextual theologies. Both Schreiter and Hwa Yung'^^ proposed three
Note: Since my study has to do with different approaches toward ancestor rites, working with models
will serve my purpose best, thus an analytical framework such as Bevans' models would be more useful in
my case than a theoretical framework. On the other hand, I use Ingleby's four identities to serve as the
"theoretical framework" to explain the dilemma faced by the Christian in Chinese culture.
'^^
Paul G. Hiebert devoted a full chapter (Chapter 4) in his book. Anthropological Reflections on
Missiological Issues (Michigan: Baker Book House, 1994), 75-92, to discuss the four steps of critical
contextualization.
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Robert Schreiter, Constructing Local Theologies (New York: Orbis Books, 1985), 6-16.
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Hwa Yung, Mangoes or Bananas? (UK: Regnum Books, 1997), 14.
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approaches, namely, the ethnographic approaches which concentrate on cultural identity,
and the liberation approaches which focus on social ills and the need for social change,
and the contextualization approaches that take the local culture into consideration, and
focus on the spiritual and pastoral needs of the people.
My struggle to find a theoretical framework led me finally to Bevans' Models of
Contextual Theology since I am studying the various approaches to ancestor rites. And
even though Bevans' models might not be the best fit for my dissertation, it serves as a
good analytical framework that I could use to investigate, categorize and analyze my
data.
In 1992, Stephen Bevans, a Roman Catholic missionary with the Society of the
Divine Word, theologian and scholar wrote the first edition of his book. Models in
Contextual Theology. He came up with five different models to guide theologians in
formulating and interpreting different models of theology. Some theologians use these
models as guidelines to evaluate the current models of theology held by different groups
and cultures in different parts of the Christian world. In 2002, Bevans revised and
updated the five models and added a sixth model in the revised edition of his book.
The six models are:
1 . The Translation Model
2. The Anthropological Model
3. The Praxis Model
4. The Countercultural Model
5. The Synthetic Model
'^^
Stephen Bevans, Models ofContextual Theology (NY: Orbis, 1992).
Stephen Bevans, Models ofContextual Theology (NY: Orbis, 2002).
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6. The Transcendental Model
In the 1992 book, Bevans saw the models as different degrees of interaction
between one's cultural background and the gospel message, and they were based on four
elements of (1) Scripture; (2) Tradition; (3) Culture; (4) Social change. In his 2002
revised and expanded version, he added two more elements of human experience and
social location under the "contexf column. This makes a total of six elements for the
interaction between culture and Scripture, namely. Scripture, tradition, human
experience, culture, social location and social change.
I am using Stephen Bevans' Models in Contextual Theology (see Figure 7.1) as a
heuristic tool for my analytical framework to help me discover, categorize and analyze
the different positions taken by each of the six groups on ancestor rites and investigate
whether they fit into one or more of the categories of contextual theology in the Models.
Figure 7.1. An Example ofContextual Theology on Ancestor Rites in Bevans'
Continuum of Contextual Theology Models
[Adapted fi-om Bevans, Models ofContextual Theology (New York: Orbis, 2002), 32.]
Contextual Theology
on Ancestor Rites
Transcendental
Model
Anthropological Praxis Synthetic [ Translation Countercultural
Model Model Model 1 Model Model
1 T
1
Experience of the Present Experience of the Past
Context:
Human experience (personal, communal)
Culture (secular, religious)
Social location
Social change
Note: The "Contextual Theology on Ancestor Rites" box and dash arrow is an example of the
position held by a Chinese Christian group or denomination in Singapore. My investigation
of the six churches may yield a tendency towards two, three or more models in the end.
Gospel Message:
Scripture
Tradition
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The first model is the Translation Model. This model holds to the basic essentials
of the Christian faith and incorporates functional or dynamic equivalents from local
culture, customs and practice. It is not a word-for-word formal correspondence approach
to translation. It is translation of form and meanings with the use of dynamic equivalents,
present the message of the Bible in such a way that people can feel hs relevance and
respond in appropriate actions.
The second model is called the Anthropological Model. Its primary concem is to
establish or preserve the cultural identity as much as possible even as one has become a
believer and seeks to develop culturally relevant ways to articulating one's faith. This
model holds that it is within every person, society, social location and culture that God
manifests the divine presence. Theology involves attending and listening to the situation
so that God's presence can be manifested in the ordinary stmctures of the situation. This
model focuses on the validity of the human as the place of divine revelation and as a
source (or locus) for theology, equal to the other two sources of Scripture and tradition
'^^
The third model is the Praxis Model. It is a model that focuses on the Christian
identity within a particular context as it undergoes social change and as it seeks to
preserve continuity with the older and wider tradition. This model is a way of doing
theology that is formed by knowledge at its most intense level - the level of reflective
action. It engages the theologian in both active reflection and reflective action. It discems
the meaning of social change and contributes to the course of it, and looking at the
'^^
Stephen B. Bevans, Models ofContextual Theology (NY: Orbis Books, 2002), 37-42.
Ibid., 54-61.
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present realities, it projects into future possibilities. It not only provides relevant
expressions of the Christian faith but also practical commitment to Christian action.
A fourth model is the Countercultural Model. This is a model that takes context
with the utmost seriousness. It recognizes that human beings and all theological
expressions only exist in historically and culturally condkioned situations. At the same
time, this model recognizes that the gospel should challenge and purify, even convert the
context so that positive change results from the confrontation between gospel and
context. This model goes one step further from the Praxis Model.
The fifth model is the Synthetic Model. This model seeks to incorporate and
balance the other models mentioned above. It seeks to balance between the various
elements of the present contextual experience (such as context, experience, social
location and social change) and the experience of the past (such as scripture, tradition and
law). It takes pain to keep the integrity of the scriptural message while acknowledging the
importance of taking all the aspects of context seriously.
'^^
The sixth and final model in Sevan's book is called the Transcendental Model.
This model emphasizes the need for a complete change ofmind or mindset. The model
proposes that the task of constructing a contextual theology does not lie so much in the
production of a particular set of theology. Rather, it emphasizes that the theologian who
is producing the theology is operating as an authentic, converting subject. It assumes that
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Ibid., 70-6.
Ibid., 117-27.
Ibid., 88-93.
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sincere seekers of truth would naturally reach out to the objective truth, and in the
process, find themselves doing an authentic contextual theology.
'^^
Bevans' continuum of contextual theology models helps me identify the different
positions Singaporean Chinese Christians fit into in their theology on ancestor rites, and
is a useful tool for categorization and analysis of the results and the positions taken by
Chinese Christians in the Singaporean context.
These six models form a continuum and are dependent upon the interaction
among the six elements of Scripture, Tradition, Human Experience, Culture and Social
location and Social Change. To the left hand side of the figure are the models that tended
more toward the "context" that include the four elements of human experience, culture,
social location and social change. To the right hand side of the figure are the models that
tended toward the "gospel message" that leans strongly on Scripture and Tradition.
In my surveys and interviews of the knowledge, experiences, views and feelings
of the pastors and leaders in Singaporean churches and their members in the approach to
ancestor rites, respondents who tended to be "stricter" in their views would be those who
hold closer to Scripture and Tradition while those who tended to be more "flexible"
would value and put give more consideration to human experience, culture, social
location and social change. Thus, depending on these six elements, the position and
approach of the leaders and members in each of the six groups or denominations might
fall within one, or between two of Bevans' six models of contextual theology. In my
evaluation and analysis of the survey questions, I will identify the presence of each of the
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six interacting elements and tabulate the results, and identify whether the respondents
lean more towards which of the six elements, and then link them to the models.
Selection of Survey and Interview Questions for Analysis
In this section, I will share the survey and interview questions that I have
critically selected and the bases for choosing these questions, and I will attempt to match
each of the six groups of Singaporean Chinese Christians in their approach toward
ancestor rites that might correspond with the six models in Bevans' Models ofContextual
Theology. I believe these models are not rigid models and I assume that many results will
fall in between or at different points in Bevans' continuum models of contextual
theology. The survey questions that I have chosen for analysis are from Questions #12 to
#33 and Questions #37 and #39.
The bases for my choice of these survey questions for analysis include the
following: (1) The first 1 1 survey questions were given to request for background
information, (2) Questions #34 to #36 are "peripheral questions, on the influences of
parents and the effects ofmodemization on the surveyees' participation in ancestor rites,
(3) Questions #12 to #33 are the core questions that show the surveyees' knowledge,
experiences, feelings, reasons, and views of their participation in the rites, and (4)
Questions #37 and 39 are questions directed to the leaders during the survey.
The questions I have chosen for analysis from the interview questions are: #5, #6-
7, #8, and #9-11. The bases for my choice of these interview questions for analysis
include the following: (1) the first four interview questions are preliminary questions, (2)
questions #5 and #10 are opinion questions that show the degree of strictness or
flexibility shown by the interviewee on the issue ofparticipation in ancestor rites, (3)
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question #6 (and #7) is a list of opinion questions on the itemized rites, (4) question #8
shows the knowledge of the interviewee regarding the church or denomination position,
and/or their own position toward the rites, (5) question #9 is an "experience" question,
and (6) question #1 1 shows the advice given by the interviewee to the church members.
Based on the above criteria and selection of questions, I will examine the answers
of the survey participants and interviewees of the six groups and attempt to match their
knowledge, experiences, feelings, reasons and views with the six elements of Scripture,
Tradition, Human Experience, Culture, Social Location and Social Change in Bevans'
models of contextual theology, and to align each of the six groups with the models.
Different Attitudes and Positions toward Ancestor Rites
Group 1 (Anglican)
The Anglican group seems to be the second "strictest," after the Presbyterians in
following closely to Scripture and Tradition in their approach toward participation in the
rites. In the interviews, the leaders' position is shown in their reply to Questions #6, and
especially to Question #10. They clearly held closely to Scripture and Tradition, and
obedience to the revealed word ofGod and submission to the authority of the church and
its teachings.
The also displayed a more inflexible stance toward human experience, cultural
concerns, social location of the Singaporean Christians and social change that is taking
place in the society, such as the impact ofmodemization and the government's effort to
create a more religiously harmonious society. They place human culture and experience
subservient to Scripture and the tradition of the church.
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For Question #11, the interviewees' clearly advised on the need to make a clear
stand for one's belief at the earliest possible date, knowing that no matter how filial one
could be, there would be people upset with our decision, so be "thick skin" (unyielding)
and at the same time gracious and loving. These responses show a tendency towards the
Translation Model in Bevans' continuum models of contextual theology.
Having said that, in the survey, the Anglican members appeared to also lean on
the side of their leaders and were very clear about their stand towards the observance of
the rites, in the sense that they know what they could or could not be involved in. This is
shown by the survey results in Question #18 (Have you participated in any ancestor rites
after you became a Christian?) and Question #24 (If you have not participated in any
ancestor rites, what was the reason for your decision or action?) A sizeable percentage
(80.4%) ofAnglican respondents said they had not participated and 63% cited religious
reasons for their non-participation (see Appendix M, Summary Result of the 40 Survey
Questions). The percentages show that members are following their leaders in the stand
they take on the issue ofparticipation in the rites.
The following reasons could explain why the Anglican group appeared to be one
of the "strictest," adhering more to Scripture and Tradition. First, the Anglican
denomination belongs to the "high church" tradition, and the church leaders and pastors
have a strong tradition that goes back to the Anglican Church in England. The pastors and
church leaders hold a certain degree of authority, and are respected by the parish people.
There have been a long tradition and guidelines established for members in their practices
and responses to many life issues. The Anglican Church also belongs to the National
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Council of Churches in Singapore. (Appendix S presents a copy of the brochure of the
guidelines for inter-religious relations issued by the council).
Second, in recent years, that is, 2003, a parish priest. Reverend Canon Daniel
Tong wrote a book, A Biblical Approach to Chinese Traditions and Beliefs
'^^ and it
serves as a guidebook for clear instructions and advice to Singaporean Christians. And in
2006, he wrote another book entitled, A Biblical Approach to Feng Shui and
Divination}^^ There is no doubt that these books are circulated and being read by
Anglicans. Besides, according to Reverend Tong, he has taught seminars and classes
based on his books in many Anglican churches. A third reason could be that Anglican
churches in Singapore are a close-knit community and governed by a centralized diocese.
Decisions and doctrines are circulated freely among the churches, and parishioners know
the church stand on the issue of ancestor rites. There is also pastoral and church support
for the members when they face such practical life issues.
Group 2 (Baptist)
The Baptist group seems to be just slightly off-center, to the right, in the
continuum of Bevans' models in their approach toward participation in ancestor rites,
tending toward the Synthetic Model. Baptist leaders who answered interview Question
#10 gave a 4 and 6 each, giving the average of 5. In answer to interview Question #5,
they said, "Our position is not to totally abstain and say not to it. We have to evaluate the
rites as to which we can and which we cannot participate." Their answer to interview
Question #6 is similar to most of the other respondents. They seemed to take a "balance"
Daniel Tong, A Biblical Approach to Chinese Traditions andBeliefs (Singapore: Armour Publishing,
2003).
'^^
Daniel Tong, A Biblical Approach to Feng Shui andDivination (Singapore Armour Publishing, 2006).
'^^
I have personally met and spoken with Reverend Tong on the issue of ancestor rites and read his book.
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approach between Scripture and Tradition, and human experience, culhire, social location
and social change.
And for Question #11, the interviewees' advice suggests that they tended to show
sympathy to members who faced the struggle of a loss in times of death. The greater
concem seemed to be whether members' actions would be a witness or hindrance to the
gospel. There was no advice from interviewees of this group on taking a stand for Christ,
or how to face opposition or persecution. There was even an advice on "will leave it to
the person's conscience." Another advice is, "One thing that is very cmcial is that we
need to talk to our parents and help them to realize that their children had grown up and
are able or entitled to make certain decisions." And another advice when the members
thought they had done anything that might have displeased the Lord, "... try to encourage
them and tell them that the Lord understands." All these advice seemed to point to a
rather condescending and "relaxed" approach taken by these Baptist leaders on the issue
of ancestor rites.
Why these Baptist leaders seemed to take a synthetic model approach could be
due to the following reasons. First, the Baptist churches are a rather loosely coimected
group. Baptist churches can choose to be a part of the Baptist Convention or not.
^^'^
When the pastors come together, they come for fellowship and mutual encouragement, as
well as cooperative efforts such as combined gospel rallies and outreach. Thus, very
often, individual Baptist pastors are left to themselves in exercising authority and giving
guidance to their church members.
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The website of the Singapore Baptist Convention, http://www.baptistconvention.org.sg/, hsted a total of
34 Baptist churches in Singapore, (accessed Nov 3, 201 1).
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Second, Baptist churches maintain a congregational style of leadership and
govemment. They are usually smaller congregations with a sole pastor-in-charge to lead
and nurture their members. The lay elders and deacons are active leaders, in position of
power and authority and these lay elders are not required to undergo theological training.
Among the lay leaders, there often exists difference in opinions toward different
theological and doctrinal issues. Thus, in order to prevent or lessen conflicts, sometimes
the individuals are left to themselves to make decisions.
As for Baptist members, using the same survey questions (#18 and #24) for the
Anglicans to review Baptist respondents, the percentage recorded for those who said they
had not participated in the rites is 70.9%. This is about 10% lower than that of the
Anglicans. Also, only about 42% gave religious reasons for non-participation. This is the
lowest of all the groups. The other 58% said they had not faced such a situation. Thus
among this group, the respondents' exposure to the issue of rites is the least, at least from
the result of this survey.
The reasons why Baptist members reflected a synthetic model of approach to the
issue of ancestor rites could be: First, the Baptist Church is one of the youngest, in terms
of its history, among the churches in Singapore. Bobby Sng in his book, In His Good
Time grouped the Baptist, CNEC and Lutheran denominations as "a new generation of
churches" in Singapore. The fnst Baptist church that was formed in Singapore in 1959
was a Mandarin speaking church. The office bearers decided to call it Singapore Baptist
Bobby Sng, In is Good Time: The Story of the Church in Singapore 1819-2002, 3'^ ed. (Singapore:
Bible Society of Singapore), 210-17.
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Church. In 1960, the church was officially registered and recognized by the govemment.
They held their inaugural service on 1st January 1961.'^^
Being about fifty years old, the Baptist Church in Singapore has not accumulated
a host of traditions, including experiences and guidelines in approaching issues of
concem. It is not a member of the National Council ofChurches, and may not be
involved in discussions with other mainline denominational churches in formulating
guidelines on issues relating to life, religion and culture.
Second, many members in Baptist congregations have relatively younger age-
group members. This is shown by the demography ofBaptist members in my survey (see
Table 5.2. Demography of Survey Participants: General information, page 97).
Assuming that this is typical ofBaptist church members in Singapore, then, what a
Baptist interviewee said holds tme, that the younger ones would need more guidance on
how to respond to issues like ancestor rites. This reflects the sense of apprehension and
uncertainty in approaching such issues.
Third, in keeping with the congregational style of church govemment and the
relative "youthful" aspect of the church as compared to other denominational groups.
Baptist members tend to have greater "freedom" whether to follow or obey their leaders'
instmctions and advice. Fifth, regarding the approach towards the issue of ancestor rites.
Baptist pastors may give their advice, but they tended to leave the decision to the
responsibility of the members whether to take a clear stand or to compromise in
participation.
http://www.singaporebaptistchurch.sg/?page_id=4, (accessed Nov 3, 201 1)
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On the other hand, a Reformed Baptist pastor, Poh Boon Sing ofMalaysia wrote a
book. The Christian and Chinese Culture, in 1986 and reprinted in 1989. In an 8-page
chapter, his discussion on the topic of "Worshipping the Dead," '^^ includes an analysis
and interpretation of the passages of the Rich Man and Lazarus (Luke 16) and King Saul
and the spirit of Samuel (1 Samuel 28), and provided three guiding principles for
Christians to follow, that they may do everything provided (1) h does not break God's
law; (2) k does not hinder his own spiritual progress; (3) h does not cause harm to others,
especially fellow Christians.
Poh being a Reformed Baptist seemed to take a much "stricter" approach toward
the issue ofparticipation in ancestor rites. His view may not reflect the views ofmany
Baptist church leaders and members in Singapore.
Group 3 (CNEC)
The CNEC leaders appeared to be very similar to the Baptist leaders in taking a
balance approach toward participation in the rites. They are smack right in the middle of
the continuum, at the Synthetic Model in Bevans' models of Contextual Theology, yet
veering slightly to the conservative side. The CNEC leaders who answered interview
Question #10 gave between 3 and 7, giving the average of 5, but closer to 4.5.
In answer to interview Question #5, different interviewees gave different answers
to how Christians need to view ancestor rites, "... a lot of ancestor rites have to do with a
religious system, mainly superstition . . . some of them have a communal, and social
fiinction." Another interviewee said.
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Poh Boon Sing, The Christian in the Chinese Culture (Malaysia: Good News Enterprise, 1989), 56-63.
Ibid., 62.
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I agree with Christians participating in rites to remember their ancestors. This is
actually the passing on of our culture. It has no connection with religion. It's the
people that raise the status and position of the dead, thus making it religious in
nature. We need to hold rhes to remember our ancestors, but we must not mix it
with acts/rites that are religious in nature.
And another interviewee said, "We have to share our stand and testimony. And if
we are pressured or forced to hold the joss sticks or do anything, we are doing them not
to worship the dead, and not because we want to do them, but because the family
members required us to do them." These responses indicate that there are varying
opinions among the CNEC church leaders. It may explain why one gave a "3" and the
other a "7" scale of leniency to participation in the rites.
For Question #1 1, the interviewees' advice hinted on the need for
contextualization of the rites, and not having a "very clean and uninvolved basis." There
are some rites that are clearly 'No,' but you would notice that the 'yes' and 'No' are
roughly 50-50. So there are a lot of things that we could do or participate as Christians."
There is also the advice that Christians need to confront the cultural challenges of our
time and be relevant. "I think as Christians, we should have the courage, faith and
wisdom to face the cultural challenges that might be in conflict with our Christian
teachings, to dialogue, understand and seek to transform and redeem our Chinese
culture." The CNEC leaders' advice suggest to us that they desired to be "balance" in
their approach toward ancestor rites, taking into consideration the Chinese cultural milieu
and the need for contextualization, and at the same time consider the teachings of
Scripture and tradition.
For CNEC members, in the survey results received, it seems that they are much
stricter than their leaders and the Baptist group. They tended more toward Scripture and
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Tradition. And again using the same survey questions (#18 and #24) for the evaluation of
CNEC members, 75.4% said they had not participated in the rites and a higher percentage
of 83% cited religious reasons. These are rather high percentages and show that members
tended to veer on the more conservative side, more toward the Translation Model.
One reason is perhaps the older age group of people in the CNEC churches
surveyed (see Table 5.2. Demography of Survey Participants: General information).
These members are better informed and knowledgeable as to what constitutes religious
worship and what does not, and what they could participate in and what they could not.
Other reasons why CNEC leaders and members hold to a position that represents the
Synthetic Model in Bevans' models of contextual theology include: First, there are 1 1
CNEC churches in Singapore, and like the Baptist, the group is also a loosely cormected
group of churches. Pastoral authority and spiritual guidance come from the individual
pastor of the church, without much consideration for and consultation with other pastors
in the group or the denomination. This might explain why the two groups are very similar
in their approach.
Second, the traditional emphasis on a literal interpretation of Scripture for faith
and life, and strong discipleship training based on the vigorous Navigators' Bible Study
lessons and training system produced a mature and well-taught membership, even
though CNEC churches have a relatively young history in Singapore. In 1934, an Irish
missionary by the name ofDuncan McRoberts and five American businessmen started
Christian Native Evangelization Crusade (CNEC) as a mission organization. The name
was subsequently changed to Christian Nationals Evangelism Commission to better
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The Navigators began in 1933 by Dawson Trotman and went to Singapore through missionary Roy
Robertson in August 1962. The Navigators official website is http://navigators.org.sg/, (accessed Nov, 3
2011). The organization emphasizes Bible Study, Scripture memory and discipleship training.
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reflect the worldwide ministry it had become. It is known as Partners International in
America and other westem nations. '^^ CNEC churches are vibrant churches with strong
leadership and growing congregations in Singapore.
Third, in June 1992 the church leaders invited Reverend Daniel Chua ofMount
Carmel Bible-Presbyterian Church to teach a seminar entitled, "Ancestral Worship and
Chinese Culture." However, that was many years ago. Not until a lapse ofmore than 18
years that the church invited me in October and November 2010 to teach a two-weekend
seminar on "Christian response to Some Chinese Traditional Practices." The seminar
garnered an overwhelming response. The room assigned for my seminar had a capacity of
about 50 but it was overflowing on both the weeks. The number who attended each of the
two weeks is about 60, a quarter of a total church membership of 200. The synopsis on
this seminar is given in Appendix T.
Fourth, CNEC leaders and members are well exposed to the issue of ancestor
rites, being of the older age group, they had either personally experienced it or
encountered friends who had parents of elderly age and passed on, and needed to make
decisions on how to be involved in the participation of ancestor rites and maintain their
Christian faith and witness.
Group 4 (Independent)
The "Independent" group in this study is made up of a collection of leaders from
the different denominations (Pentecostal, Evangelical Free and Independent churches),
those that are not represented in the other five groups. Together they seemed to be the
third strictest in their approach towards ancestor rites participation. Their answers to
The CNEC official website is http://www.cnecintl.org/index_E.html, (accessed Nov 3, 201 1).
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interview Question #6 are similar to the other groups. However, they veer toward being
more conservative or stricter than the Baptist and CNEC groups, holding to Scripture and
Tradition more than human experience and culture, social location and change.
For Question #10, the Independent group leaders gave varying answers for the
scale of flexibility or strictness. This is understandable since they come from different
persuasions and background. An interviewee said, "I would like to put #5 - in the middle.
Even though we have certain guidelines, they are mere guidelines. The word of God is
ultimately our standard. Also, in different situations, the pressure might be very great. So,
to be more pastoral, I would allow for understanding, compassionate and flexibility."
Another interviewee, when asked about giving a scale on the flexibility towards
church members' participation in the rites said, "I will be very strict, 1 or 2. We carmot
compromise at all as far as spiritual and religious things are concemed. If you
compromise, it might not do you any good. Worse, you might be seen as unstable in your
behef. Thus, we caimot try to please both sides."
In then reply to Question # 1 1, the Independent group church leaders gave the
following advice, "They should come to the pastor for advice in matters that they are in
doubt . . . Ultimately, I will allow the church member to decide what they should do. It is
an issue in Christian discipleship, especially when they come from Chinese religious
families." And, "In this area, I tend to be rather strict. Whatever has the semblance of
idolatay is not permitted. Even to eat food offered to idols should not be permitted. I
would rather you go hungry than to eat." They also said, "It is really good to educate the
congregation, to help them understand the origin of certain tradhions. If the pastor is not
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familiar with the topic, the church can engage someone who can teach the topic
appropriately."
For the Independent church members, the results from the two survey questions
(#18 and #24) are: 67.2% had not participated in the rites and 65.9% cited religious
reasons for non-participation. So the Independent Group is located somewhere between
the Translation and Synthetic Models, in their approach to participation in ancestor rites.
The reasons for the responses of these "Independent" church leaders and members
could be: First, depending on the denominational backgrounds these churches originated
and obtained their independence from, they would still be influenced by some of their
past views and practices.
Second, it appeared that those who come from the Pentecostal background are
more bold, and exacting in their expectation for Christian life and discipleship, that is,
they are more willing to obey God, obey the Bible and take the stand, and trust God for
the outcome, believing that if they honor God, it will work out well for them. My
interviewee (Ind. 3) fi-om the Pentecostal background has conducted seminars and
produced DVDs on topics entitled, "Chinese Culture, Religion & Christianity" and "The
Chinese Perspective on the Afterlife." Those from the Evangelical Free background
seemed to take a more pastoral and sympathetic stance when it comes to issues of rites of
passage such as death and funerals. The Evangelical Free church leader (Ind. 2) who was
interviewed has produced a Mandarin language powerpoint presentation on the topic,
"The Christian and Ancestor Worship" (S#^i-^^li.). Furthermore, another
interviewee of this group (Ind. 1) comes from an independent church leader of a
membership of 3000. The church has put together a clear and useful small group leaders'
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training program that includes addressing how to approach death and funerals, and
Chinese traditions and beliefs, and they have produced in-house materials on them.
Third, due to the "individualistic" nature of how Independent churches work, the
pastors conduct their ministry independent of denomination constraints and controls, each
pastor is responsible to God for himself, or herself. Thus, the guidelines on the issue of
ancestor rites they provide would be based on their personal knowledge, experience,
training and exposure, and these would understandably be varied.
For the members in the Independent churches, their source of guidance on the
issue of ancestor rites would come from several places. First, it will be primarily from
their pastors, and second, if they had family members and fi-iends who are older, wiser
and had experienced in the issue, they might consult them. Third, it depends on their
maturity in faith, and their exposure to available Christian literature on the issue, and how
they respond to the teachings in the literature.
Group 5 (Methodist)
The Methodist group seems to be the most lenient or "flexible,
" in their approach
towards participation in ancestor rites. They tend to be more pragmatic and practical and
consider the elements of human experience and culture, and social location and social
change as valid grounds for their members in their decision making whether or not to
participate in certain rites. In Bevans' models, they tend toward the Praxis Model.
Then responses to Question #6 are similar to that of the other groups. However,
for Question #10, they gave a scale of leniency of between the numbers, 6 and 9. This
indicates that they are more open, sympathetic and consider the human situation and
experience of grief and emotional feelings of the people who are going through difficult
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times such as a dead in the family, and the event of a funeral and then need to make
decisions in the participation of ancestor rites.
These are some of their comments, "I think mine would be very close to 8 or 9,
because I feel that it is very hard for us, as a church, to dictate to our parishioners who are
very much a part of their families, with perhaps a majority who are non-believing (non-
Christians). In line with that, especially during a funeral, there is a lot of pressure that is
placed on them." Another Methodist leader said, "if there is anything that is religious in
natme, then would it be a '0' and if there is any rite that is only neutral or cultural, then it
would be a '10'." A third interviewee gave '6' as the scale of flexibility in permitting
church members freedom to participate in ancestor rites.
For Question #1 1, the advice given by the Methodist leaders interviewed were, "If
they come to me, I would give them advice, and tell them how I personally see the line
that needed to be drawn, but I am not there, and I am not able to be there and to fight the
battle for them." And, "To read up on the issue and talk to those who are knowledgeable.
To know what is the significance behind each act and being well aware of the Christian
system ofbelief and hence know how much to adapt and how far to go. There is a need
for training and teaching by the church.
" Another Methodist leader gave a long list of
advice which could be summarized as follows:
1 . Be informed: be prepared for such a situation.
2. Be involved: do not segregate yourself
3. Be concem: Show that you are a part of the family and grieve with them.
The Methodist leaders' advice suggest the emphasis on being understanding,
concem and considerate to the member and their bereaved family, and explain why they
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gave a more lenient scale of flexibility. The resuhs show that they value human
experience, culture, social location and change, and leaning toward the Praxis and
Transcendental models.
As for the members, the results from the two survey questions (#18 and #24) are:
Close to 75% had not participated in any rhes and 63% cited religious reasons for their
non-participation. Their responses show that they seemed to be more conservative than
their leaders in their approach to ancestor rhes. This is an interesting resuh. Some of the
reasons may be the maturity of the Methodist members, and their exposure to the current
literature that deals with ancestor rites. Another reason may be that they have family
members and friends who provide an altemative source of advice and counsel. And yet
another reason may be that they have arrived at their own conclusion and decision based
upon their study of Scriptures.
The reasons why Methodist leaders hold to the praxis model in their approach to
ancestor rites may be: First, the Methodist emphasizes the doctrine ofprevenient grace,
that God had prepared a person for salvation even long before they take the step of
obedience and faith. '^^ This doctrine stretches itself to cover the grace of God for one's
action and discipleship, and if the believer falls, "there is a place for repentance and
confession if they think they had compromised and feel that it's the joumey they had to
Timothy Tennent, "Prevenient Grace: Why I am a Methodist and an Evangehcal,"
http://timothvtennent.com/20 1 1 /07/05/prevenient-grace-whv-i-am-a-methodist-and-an-evangeHcal-part-2/
(access November 2, 201 1.)
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Response of IntervieweeMl to Question #1 1, see Appendix PI 2. In an effort to maintain privacy of the
interview, I have named the interviewee M 1 .
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Second, the Methodist church in Singapore is growing heahhily over the years. '^^
The Methodist leaders' focus is on issues such as evangelism, discipleship, engaging the
effects ofmodemization, social concems and mission abroad, and mission to the foreign
workers in Singapore. The issue of ancestor rites might not be to them as pressing a
concem as the other issues.
Third, there is a lack ofmajor works or articles written or published by Methodist
leaders over the years. A search done on several websites, including the Methodist
Message and the Center for the Study ofChristianity (CCSA) had not yield any direct
results on the issue of ancestor rites or ancestor worship. There is a chapter written by a
lecturer from the Institute ofEducation, Chuah Toh Chai, entitled, "Understanding
Chinese Religions," in Church and Culture: Singapore Context, edited by Bobby Sng.
The chapter has eight pages and briefly discussed the teachings ofConfucianism and
Taoism, and surprisingly did not mention anything about ancestor rites.
In September 2010, a Methodist church leader, whose church has a membership
of several thousand, approached me to conduct a seminar in their church and I agreed.
The title of the seminar is the same as the one I conducted at the CNEC church,
"Christian Response to some Chinese Traditional Practices." They had initially booked a
room for 100 attendees and the aimouncement was made over two Sundays in the church
bulletin. More than 200 people signed up to attend the three-hour seminar. Even though
the seminar was held on a Monday evening more than 250 people tumed up and most
stayed on for the three hours, with a short 10-minute break in between. According to the
'^^
Bobby Sng, In His Good Time: The Story of the Church in Singapore 1819-2002 (Singapore: Bible
Society of Singapore, 2003), 226.
Chuah Toh Chai "Understanding Chinese Religions," in Church and Culture: Singapore Context, ed.
Bobby Sng and Choong Chee Pang (Singapore: Graduates Christian Fellowship, 1991), 16-24.
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pastor who invited me, this was the first time a seminar was conducted in his church to
address the issue of how Christians are to respond to Chinese rites and practices. The
feedback of the people who attended the seminar was also very positive, going by the
many questions they asked after the seminar.
Group 6 (Presbyterian)
The Presbyterian group appeared to be the "strictest, " in following closely to
Scripture and Tradition as their approach toward participation in the rites. Even though
the group consisted of both Presbyterians and Bible-Presbyterians, and the leaders who
were interviewed represented both of these denominations, they gave very similar
responses for Question #10. Their scale was "1" in terms of their strictness in not
permitting their members to compromise at all in relation to their church stand on the
rites. These Presbyterian leaders made the following additional comments, "my take is
that we will do our best to educate, and if the members give us a call, we would still need
to help them and advice them according to their situations and condition. If they did
things right and honoring to God, we are delighted. Sometimes, due to pressure of the
family, they still cave in." And, "if it's clearly like we know it's religious, it should be 1."
Another interviewee said, "Our BP church stand is very strict, so I would say 1 . There
should be no compromise at all." In Bevans' models, the Presbyterian leaders tended to
adopt a rather extreme view of adhering to Scripture and Tradition, somewhere towards
the right side of the continuum ofmodels, either the Translation or Countercultural
Models.
For Question #1 1, the Presbyterian leaders sounded rather strong in their remarks
when asked about their advice on the rites. The following paragraphs are what they said.
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We have God, the Holy Spirit and the Scriptures; we have the power to live
out our faith. And at the end of the day, we seek to glorify God. We need to
live out our faith. Those practices that we could adopt or adapt, we could keep
but those that are religious or superstitious, we should not practice. We need
to courageously take a stand as to what is right and what is wrong.
We need to help people understand the spiritual dimension involved in this.
Behind all these practices are the spiritual forces. We have to teach them to
understand this. Equally important is to teach them how they should begin to
assure their parents that filial piety begins while they are alive, and how it can
stiU continue. So they don't feel that they are short-changed.
One Presbyterian leader voiced the dilemma:
Most church members brush this offwhen there is no urgency, or death has
not happened, they don't think too much. And when death actually happens,
that is the worst time for them to start thinking. So therein lies the dilemma.
On the one hand, we are eager to educate, and the best time to do this is when
death has not occur, but they are not biting, so we do run conferences, but
when death actually happens, they need some quick decisions, and they don't
have time to read a book or sit down with you. Also, they come to you with a
lot of pressure by the family. So when a crisis hits them, it is the worst time,
and sometimes, they try to pull a quick fix and that is where they compromise
their faith, so as pastors, we have seen enough to know that this is the reality.
For Presbyterian Church members, the results of their response to the two survey
questions (#18 and #24) are: 73.5% had not participated in ancestor rites and of these,
61% gave religious reasons for their non-participation. The results show that the
Presbyterian members are slightly more "flexible" but do know the position of their
church leaders in the participation of ancestor rites, thus it shows up in the results: high
percentage of non-participation in the rites, and for religious reasons.
One of the Presbyterian leaders I interviewed had been active in researching,
writing and teaching on the topic of ancestor rites. In 1988, he wrote a Master ofDivinity
thesis on the issue while studying in the Singapore Bible College. Subsequently, in 1998,
he published it into a book. Feeding on Ashes. He made some very interesting remarks,
"But the members know I have written a book on this. Whether they read or not, I do not
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know." And, "but when death actually happens, they need some quick decisions, and they
do not have time to read a book or sit down with you." What he said is very true indeed.
There is a difference in perception and sense ofurgency between the church leaders and
their members. While the leaders saw the importance ofprior preparation through
attending seminars and reading up on the topic, often, church members would wait until
something happens and then they come to church leaders for advice and direction. This
Presbyterian leader also said he had conducted a Christian education class three years ago
for his church, and that has to do with preparation for death. The class was titled, "The
Last Things First."
Besides, a Bible-Presbyterian Church leader. Reverend Tan Eng Boo, had also
written an article, "Filial Piety and Binial Customs," published in the Bible-Presbyterian
magazine. The Burning Bush. (See Appendix T) The author had done an earlier work in
1996, Death and burial: the Chinese way and the Christian dilemma, as a thesis for his
Master ofArts studies in Columbia Biblical Seminary.
Tan's article takes a rather strict and extreme view conceming the issue of
participation in ancestor rites. After a short introduction on the significance of filial piety
for the Chinese, he tumed to address several Chinese funeral rituals that Christians should
not participate in. They are: (1) washing and clothing of the deceased, (2) presentation of
food and paper money, (3) involvement in the religious ceremony, especially in following
the procession of the Buddhist monks or Taoist priests, (4) performing the bow before the
altar or photo of the deceased during a funeral wake, and holding joss sticks, (5) engaging
a band of funeral musicians, and (6) providing or taking red threads or red packets
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offered at the hosphahty tables at a funeral wake. With strong pastoral concem and
teaching from the leaders, the Presbyterian Church members have been reasonably
informed of the church position and educated on how they need to respond to the issue of
ancestor rites.
Conclusion to the Analysis of Different Positions toward Ancestor Rites
To conclude this section of analysis on the various positions of the six groups
with respect to Bevans' models of contextual theology, I will summarize them as follows:
1 . The Anglican group takes the position of Translation Model.
2. The Baptist group takes the position of the Synthetic Model.
3. The CNEC group takes the position of the Synthetic Model.
4. The Independent group takes the position somewhere between the
Translation and Synthetic Models.
5. The Methodist group takes the position of the Praxis Model.
6. The Presbyterian group takes the position of either the Translation or
Countercultural Models.
Locating the Six Groups in Bevans' Models of Contextual Theology
The location of each of the six groups with reference to Bevans' models could be
displayed in Figure 7.2. In any categorization, as usually the case, there is a certain
degree of ambiguity and uncertainty in trying to pin down where the line falls and where
the line is drawn. Thus, the models that I have derived to describe the six groups in terms
of their approach toward ancestor rites could serve a guide but they are not to be
dogmatically subscribed to. This is especially so because besides denominational and
Tan Eng Boo, "Fihal Piety and Burial Customs" The Burning Bush 9, no. 2 (July 2003), 1-10.
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church guidehnes, the personahties of the pastors and church leaders also determine how,
as a community ofbelievers, a church responds to the rites.
At the individual level, each member has their own social location, sub-culture
and unique situations and human experience which will determine their action and
response at the time they are required or expected to be involved in the participation of
the ancestor rites.
Figure 7.2. Six Group's Location in Bevans' Continuum of Contextual Theology Models
[Adapted from Bevans, Models ofContextual Theology (New York: Orbis Books, 2002), 32)]
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSION OF THE STUDY
The writing of this dissertation has been a long but interesting and fruhful
joumey. During the last three years of research and wrhing, As a pastor for more than
twelve years, I was busy in ministry most of the time in my church and my own little
world with a few exceptions as guest speakers in other churches, I did not have the
opportunity to meet many pastors to discuss pertinent issues in depth. This study has
allowed me contact with the most number of Singaporean church leaders in a very short
time and on a much deeper level. I got to know that they too stmggled with similar issue
such as how to approach the issue of ancestor rites and this brings great encouragement.
Some of these pastors have become my good friends, a fringed benefit of this endeavor.
In this concluding chapter, I will do a reflection of the research that was done, and
also reflect on the exercise ofusing Bevans' models to categorize the six groups'
positions toward ancestor rites. I wiU also discuss the theological, anthropological and
missiological implications of the study and how the different approaches might inform
our evangelism methodology, positively or negatively. Then I will give several
recommendations as a result of this study and share some contributions this work might
bring to the body of literature on the observance of ancestor rites. I will also share my
continual stmggle with the issue of ancestor rites by way of a personal experience. Lastly,
I will conclude with some possible future directions on the study of ancestor rites in
Singapore.
Reflections on the Research Done
The exercise conducted for the surveys and interviews has proceeded well and the
results obtained allowed me to postulate and categorize the approaches of the six groups
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of respondents. Bevans' Models of Contextual Theology was used as an analytical and
descriptive tool effectively, though not an exact tool, in displaying and showcasing the
approaches of the six groups (denominations) in regards to participation in ancestor rites.
It is to be noted that the tool was not used to "label" a group or denomination, to reflect
its position, whether positively or negatively, but more to show that diversity in
approaches was present in the models used by the various denominations. In this sense,
then, there is room for different expressions and possibilities on the positions held by the
different groups and denominations on the issue of ancestor rites. The research is not
meant to be prescriptive, suggesting any one position or approach as the only "right
approach" in dealing with the issue of ancestor rites.
How these six groups responded was also undergirded by the identity changes that
were taking place in the participants in the context of Singapore, first, in receiving a
legitimizing identity from their childhood and religious backgrounds, and then the
influence of their environment and the modemizing Singaporean society formed their
project identity, and finally in the way they responded to the issue of ancestor rites as
they received a new hybrid identity through their faith in Jesus Christ.
The results of the surveys and interviews show that even though there is a wide
range of approaches by these six groups toward ancestor rite practices, generally, there is
a greater tendency toward conservatism, and holding on to Scripture and Tradition, and
taking into consideration human experience, culture, social location and social change as
secondary elements of influence in one's decision making.
For the sixteen itemized rites in the survey, (seventeen in number in my interview
with church leaders, the difference being the last one, "Keep our ancestor's picture for
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memory") both the survey and interview resuhs show there is httle contention in the rites
that Singaporean Chinese Christians could observe and those they could not. The only
disagreement concems the itemized rite, "Meditating and praying on behalf of the
deceased and love ones before the coffin." If the question were to be constmcted
differently such that there is no ambiguity as to the meaning of the terms, "meditating"
and the phrase, "praying on behalf of," perhaps it might yield a more definite resuh.
Thus, in the mean time, I will place this question, and this "rite" under a reserved
status. There were some leaders who tried to elaborate that if it were praying on behalf of
the living children and relatives for consolation and comfort from grief, there would be
no problem. Another suggestion is to maintain a moment of silence before the deceased's
photo or coffin, as a sigh of respect. Again this would be no problem for Christians to
observe as a rite.
Again, I would like to emphasize that for the sixteen (or seventeen) itemized rites,
there is a majority of the rites, ten (or eleven) that do not pose any problems for Chinese
Christians to participate in and with a clear conscience before God, and with a desire to
be one with the family during times of difficulties and grief, like during a funeral.
Many of the respondents to the survey questions said that there is very little
parental infiuence in their decision whether to participate or not. There are several
reasons for this: (1) survey participants are generally a more mature group ofChristians,
(2) the greater understanding and favorable disposition that parents have toward
Christianity, (3) the cultural and social changes that are taking place in Singapore due to
modemization, causing the relaxation ofmany rites and the simplification of rituals, and
(4) also, the diaspora nature of the Singaporean Chinese who are somewhat removed
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from their ancesfral roots in China might contribute to a greater freedom from parental
influence in their decision whether or not to participate in the rites. All these mean that h
is becoming easier for Singaporean Chinese Christians to take a firm stand in doing what
they believe is right in the sight ofGod, and participate in the rites that are familial and
cultural, while abstaining from those rites that are linked to the Chinese religious and
superstitious beliefs.
However, this does not mean that Chinese Christians in Singapore will not face
opposition when they take a stand not to participate in religious rites. There will still be
insistent parents and relatives who would have unjust expectations and make
unreasonable demands. And in such situations. Christians would still need to pray to the
Lord, seek the wisdom of the Holy Spirit, the counsel of their leaders and the support of
the church.
Finally, the results of the surveys and interviews have not been alarming, but were
within expectations. Most Singaporean Chinese Christians, both leaders and church-
going members, have a clear understanding of those rites that are religious and those that
are not, when they need to make a stand and what not to fight about, as they seek to fiilfill
then filial responsibility in the area of observing ancestor rites when the occasion calls
for them to participate. They have a deep desire in wanting to do what is right, to be
accountable to their church, to honor God, to show filial piety, to fulfill their human
responsibility toward then family, and be a good testimony to all who are watching their
lives.
The locations of the six groups of Singaporean Chinese Christians I surveyed and
interviewed show that they tended toward the more conservative side of Bevans' Models
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of Contextual Theology, holding to Scripture and Tradhion as their main guide for
Christian living, even while they consider the meaning of their own culture and human
experience, and the impact of their social location and rapid social change that is taking
place in the nation and the world around them.
Theological, Anthropological and Missiological Imphcations of the Study
Theologically, the Bible is very clear on who do we worship and what constitutes
worship. The first two of the Ten Commandments teach us that we are to worship God
alone and not make for ourselves graven images and bow down to them (Exodus 20: 3-6).
While the Judeo-Christian faith makes a distinction between these two commandments
and the Fifth Commandment ofhonoring one's parents (Exodus 20: 12), the Chinese,
being syncretistic, and could accommodate a pantheon of gods, tend to lump the worship
of ancestors with the worship of the Almighty God. To them, the more gods they worship
the merrier it would be because they believe that the gods and ancestors work together to
bless and protect the worshipers and their descendants. Therefore, the Judeo-Christian
belief system and the Chinese belief system come into conflict with each other because
the Chinese concept ofhonoring one's parents includes the offering of sacrifices to feed
and appease the ancestors even after they have passed on from this earth.
This study clarifies and confirms that the Chinese concept of syncretism is true
and Singaporean Chinese Christians need to be vigilant and clear in their thinking and
stand toward Chinese ancestor rites, and what they could participate in (the eleven out of
seventeen itemized rites, page 166) and where the line should be drawn, and how far they
could go without being found in a place of compromise to their faith and worship ofGod,
that is to abstain from the five itemized rites that are religious in nature.
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Here, perhaps Andrew WaUs two principles in his book. The Missionary
Movement in Christian History could help to explain the plight of the Chinese Christians
as they seek to honor God and at the same time observe their traditions. Walls mentioned
that two principles are in tension for every Christian living in their culture and society.
'^^
The first is the "Indigenizing principle" which states the fact that in Christ God has
accepted a person as he or she is, that is, in the individual's social condition and the
desire "to live as a Christian and yet as a member of one's own society, to make the
Church a place to feel at home." This idea fits very well with what I am discussing in
my thesis, that a Chinese person could be a Christian without having the need to give up
his cultural practices, including many of the ancestor rites.
The other principle Walls describes is the "Pilgrim Principle" that says God not
only takes a person as he or she is, but He also "takes them in order to transform them
into what He wants them to be" which might "put him out of step with his society."
This idea also resonates with my research, to discover areas ofpractice in ancestor rites in
Chinese society that Christians may not participate in, but to be faithful to their calling in
Christ, and this might put them out of step with their Chinese society. The good news of
the Christian gospel is that, together with the person, it also recovers, reclaims and
redeems their culture. The Bible talks about "taking every thought captive to the
obedience of Christ." (2 Corinthians 10:5, NASB)
The Chinese concept of the relationship between the devotees and their gods is
one of pragmatic utilization, the devotees offering sacrifices to appease the gods and the
gods protecting or blessing them, and not harming them. This concept ofpragmatic
'^^
Andrew Walls, 77ze Missionary Movement in Christian History, 2004:3-15
'^^ Ibid.
'^^bid.
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utilization also applies to the practice of ancestor rites. However, although the concept of
pragmatic utilization exists in Chinese thinking, this study does not confirm that it is the
case among the survey participants. Instead of the need to appease their ancestors in hope
for present blessings or for fear of any future harm, the majority of the survey participants
cited loved for the deceased loved one and conformity to parental and family
expectations as the two most prominent reasons why they would participate in the rites.
Singaporean Chinese Protestant Christians have to consider the two important
elements that form the fundamental bases and background of their faith: Scripture and
Tradition, that is (1) they would always seek to be true to the Word ofGod in their life
and conduct; (2) and they would continue to hold true to the example of their Protestant
tradition.
Anthropologically, the issue of familial obligations, especially the Confucian
teaching of filial piety plays a very important role in Chinese societies. A strong interplay
of familial obligations and responsibilities is taught and inculcated into the Chinese heart
and mind from a very young age. They grew up fulfilling their roles as a person, a
hardworking husband or faithful wife, a good parent and a contributing member of
society. Thus, the act ofparticipating in ancestor rites is something that no member of the
family could escape from, regardless of circumstances or distance.
Before the elder passes on, family members would be notified, and if need be,
travel arrangements are made so that they could see their elderly loved one or parent's
face for the last time, to fulfill the desire of the elder that "they could close their eyes and
die in peace." This is reminiscence of the Genesis record where Jacob would call each of
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his twelve children to his deathbed and pronounce his blessings and instructions upon
them before he passed on (Genesis 49:1-33).
The study confirms that survey participants understood the significance of the
funeral rites, and they indicated that "conformity to parental and family expectations" is
one of the two most prominent reasons if they were to participate in the rites. In this case,
it is very important for Singaporean Chinese Christians to know clearly which are the
rites that are cultural, that they could participate in and which are religious that they
should abstain. This is important since Chinese Christians cannot totally abstain or escape
from such an important event because they would need to fulfill their human
responsibilities and yet not be caught in a compromising situation.
As we consider how Singaporean Chinese Christians could respond appropriately
to the issue of ancestor rites, we need to take into account the interaction of the four
elements of (1) the unique Singaporean diaspora Chinese culture; (2) the shared human
experience of the Singaporean Christian in their hybrid identity; (3) the social location of
Singapore in relation to the Chinese culture and environment; (4) rapid social change that
is fuelled by modemization and technological advancement that are diluting and relaxing
strict adherence to the norms and symbols of Chinese culture in Singapore. In order to
adequately face these challenges, Singaporean Chinese Christians need to have a clear
understanding of the Scriptural teachings, the tradition of the church behind them and the
community ofbelievers to support them on the issue of ancestor rites. They would also
need to draw wisdom from God above and strength fi-om the Holy Spirit.
Missiologically, in the history ofChristian mission to the Chinese people, there
was never a time when Christianity was the majority religion among any Chinese group.
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be it among the Chinese ofMainland China, or any overseas Chinese populations such as
Taiwan, Hong Kong, or Singapore. Although we need to give credh to the work of the
Roman Catholic Nestorians and Jesuit missionaries who were among the first to bring the
gospel to the Chinese people, it had not produced very significant results.
During the Communist rule over the last fifty years, all religions were purged or
went underground. There was a period ofpurification of the people from superstitions
and a new generation of Chinese emerged. They are deprived ofmuch of the Chinese
traditions and culture. During this period, China closed its doors to the outside world and
foreign missionaries. When China became more open in recent years and desired to
become a world player, it joined the World Trade Organization (WTO) and this caused
its leaders to liberalize its controls on the practice of religions. Temples and churches
were allowed to function under state control. Some sources reported that over the last
fifty years, even under Communist rule. Christians have multiplied from five million to
fifty or even more millions. The World Christian Database operated by Gordon-Conwell
University estimates that the figure could be about 100 million. Christianity has grown
stronger in the China. However, this is still a tiny percentage (8%) compared with the 1.3
billion Chinese in the country. The majority of the Chinese are still either Atheist or
devotees of traditional Chinese religions.
Singapore might not have the same socio-political system as China. One thing is
common. Like China, it has a majority Chinese population and most of them held to the
tradhional Chinese beliefs that are influenced by Confucianism, Daoism and Buddhism.
The Chinese are very steep in the observance ofChinese culture and traditions, including
http://www.worldchristiandatabase.org/wcd/esweb.asp?WCI=Resuhs&Query=1911 (accessed Nov. 8,
2011)
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what is considered the "traditional Chinese beliefs." Christianity is considered a foreign,
westem religion and deemed to have no part among the Chinese people. So, for a Chinese
to become a Christian would mean a number of things: (1) betrayal of the ancestors, (2)
betrayal of the Chinese "spirit," and becoming a foreigner; as the saying goes, "Instead of
eating rice, you begin to eat potatoes," and (3) giving up one's family rights, no longer
seen as a part of the family. There is a notion that Christianity is a religion of exclusion,
once a person becomes a Christian (baptized believer), they can no longer serve the
parents or the ancestral tablets, and eat food offered to the idols. All these seem to pose
an insurmountable hurdle for the Chinese person to become a Christian, so much so that
there is another saying, "When a Chinese is converted to Christ, China has lost one of its
�187
sons.
Even as it is very difficult for a Chinese to become a Christian, after they become
Christians, the Chinese believer continues to experience opposition and persecution in
Christian discipleship and one of the issues is in the area ofparticipation in ancestor rites.
Therefore, in a sense, this study clarifies the problems and misunderstanding involved,
and was able to show that, contrary to popular belief that Christians take a total
abstinence stance, in fact there are many (eleven) of the seventeen itemized rites are areas
of freedom for Singaporean Chinese Christians to participate (Figure 6.1, page 168).
Also, this study was able to affirm the fact of Singaporean Chinese Christians desire to
honor and respect their parents and ancestors, and participate in the rites to a certain
extent, out of love and fihal piety, and not because of fear or the need to appease them.
A colloquial term, the source is unknown.
1 87
A colloquial term, the source is unknown.
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There is one, and only one rite that Singaporean Christians gave conflicting
opinions conceming whether they should participate in. They are unsure whether it is
cultural or religious in nature. The rite under contention is: "Meditating and praying on
behalf of the deceased and love ones before the coffin."
How the Study could Influence our Evangelism Methodology
In his book, Chinese Cuhure and Christianity, Paul Chao commented on the
relationship between ancestor worship and Chinese social stmcture.
'^^ He listed four
points that are worthy of attention ifChristians are to consider how the prevalent practice
of ancestor worship influences the social stmctme of the Chinese people, and these would
in tum influence oin evangelism methodology towards them. First, he said, "the ancestral
rites are performed imbroken in Chinese society because they are part of the mechanism
by which orderly and harmonious society is sustained, serving as they do to produce
certain fundamental values." '^^
In our study, I highlighted the importance and need to consider, evaluate and view
Chinese culture positively, and see the value of the motives behind the practices. In this
case, ancestor worship serves as an instmment to maintain continuity of the family
lineage and the order of relationships of human life on earth. The messengers of the
gospel need to be careful as much as possible not to undermine this continuity and order.
Correctly presented, the gospel should em-ich and enhance culture and take it to another
dimension of interpretation and practice. It should not destroy or break down culture
uimecessarily. In the area of familial continuity, we could emphasize that the Bible, both
the Old and New Testaments show us examples of the effort to maintain genealogical
'^^
Paul Chao, Chinese Culture and Christianity, 2006:142-5
'^^bid.,142.
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records and preserve the family lineage of the biblical characters. The Bible also accords
great reverence and honor to the founders of the Judeo-Christian faith, such as the
Patriarch Abraham and the Prophet Moses and Elijah, our Lord Jesus Christ and the
Apostle Paul.
Second, Paul Chao observed correctly that ancestor worship and hs complement,
filial piety, form the core ofChinese religion. He said.
Among Chinese of all places and of all kinds, there is a close connection
between the tending of ancestors and filial piety. The Chinese owe their
ancestors a debt for the gift of life and sustenance; they pay them respect
during life, and their duty in this regard does not come to an end when
death removes their elders from among the living. There was a necessity
for continuing after death the reverence and respect toward their
ancestors.
In order to be effective in sharing of the gospel of Jesus Christ and his salvation
for the Chinese people, we cannot begin with a Jew that was bom in the Middle East.
There is no continuity in the story of Jesus in Chinese history. A more effective starting
point would be to point the Chinese to the begirming of human history, and that God is
the Creator and Savior of all peoples. This allows the Chinese to see their place in God's
salvation plan. When the Chinese are able to see God as their creator and benefactor, and
also the origin of their life and being. Christians can begin to help them see and transfer
the debt they owe then ancestors to the Creator of all life. This is where we could
introduce the tmth that humankind had gone astray and God's provision of Jesus Christ to
save them from their waywardness and sin. The Chinese could be brought to the place of
gratitude and transfer their filial love and piety from their ancestors to their Creator God
and Savior Jesus Christ.
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Paul Chao commented that the third point in ancestor worship is that it is a
religion of humanity. This means that the only way we can serve God is to make a
contribution to the happiness of the living creatures that God has made. "Religion . . .
directs itself from the universal family of mankind to the divine object of all adorations."
"The worship of truly superior men forms the essential part of the worship of
humanity." These are not only statements of a humanist religion but also of a
naturalist religion. However, the distinction here is that the contribution of happiness or
worship is accorded to a specific kind of living creature, the ancestor.
It is agreeable that one of human's roles as creatures is to share with the whole
creation ofGod and seek to make other creatures live better and happier. It is also right to
accede to participating with nature and other living things to give glory and honor to God,
the divine Being, by worshiping him together with one's life, words and works. But to
give praise and worship to a fellow created being is unbecoming, sacrilegious and even
idolatrous. In this sense, anthropology is subservient to theology, and humankind must
take its proper place of created beings and not become deities to be worship. Only the
Divine, God alone, is to be worship.
In seeking to reach the Chinese mind, a breakthrough is necessary and there is the
need to clarify that as much as honor and reverence be given to men and women of
caliber and superiority, whether they are sages or saints, ancestors or parents, but to lift
them up to the false position of deities is beyond true human rationality and dignity, for
there is only one true God who deserves all the worship. Jesus reminds, "Render to
Ibid.
Ibid., 144.
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Caesar the things that are Caesar's; and to God the things that are God's" (Matthew
22:21, NASB).
On the final point, Chao emphasized that, "the most important part of religion in
China was the worship of ancestors. It is ancestor worship that has formed the bond of
every family,
" '^^ in line with Confucius' teaching to serve the parents when alive
according to propriety; to bury them when dead according to propriety and to sacrifice to
them after death according to propriety.
It might be possible to reason with the ancestor worshipers if there were an
opportunity to discuss the issue ofpropriety. Perhaps people could trace their life and
sustenance not only to their parents and ancestors, but even further to their Creator God,
who is the one who gives life, and not just someone who gives birth, and who is really the
Sustainer of all life and creation. When families and individuals make God the center and
epitome of their worship, this could form an even stronger bond for the Chinese family
and hold it together with a common allegiance. The worship ofGod, the God ofHeaven,
(i:^) the Highest God should serve to lift the family from a humanist religion to a living
faith in the true Deity.
Recommendations from the Study
1 . The first recommendation concems the approaches that Chinese Christian in
Singapore could take with regards to ancestor rites. There are a total of six possible
different approaches to participation in the itemized ancestor rites.
a. The first approach concems ancestor rites that are deemed acceptable for
Christians to practice, those that would not cause any problems to their faith and
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conscience, or people having to raise any questions or pose as stumbling blocks to other
Christians. Most Christians would view these rites as truly cultural in nature and so the
answer of whether Christians should participate in these rites is a definite "Yes." They
are the nine items mentioned in pages 135.
b. The second approach is for the rites on the other extreme, those that are totally
unacceptable and to be rejected by Christians. These rites are definitely religious and
pagan in nature and observing them would put Christians in a compromised situation. It
might hurt their Christian conscience, cause people to stumble, bring dishonor to the
name of God and a negative testimony for their faith. The answer toward these rites
would be a definite "No." These are the six itemized rites referred to in page 133. With
regards to situations similar to this, the Apostle Paul said, "come out from their midst and
be separate," says the Lord, "and do not touch what is unclean" (2 Corinthians 6:17,
NASB). Therefore, there are some ancestor rites that Christians definitely have to draw
the line of abstinence, to abstain from them.
c. A third approach is, for the rites that are perceived as "neutral," without much
cultural background or have lost their religious meaning and significance, they are
considered areas of fi-eedom. Depending on situation and one's level of comfort, the
Christian could choose whether or not to participate in them. Some of the rites mentioned
in the list of nine deemed acceptable by most Christians could be areas of freedom. Not
everyone would choose to participate in all of them, some like "eating a communion feast
with the family after the funeral," and "keeping family genealogy with names,
relationships and deeds of the deceased" are areas of freedom that might be observed by
some people but not others. The Apostie Paul reminds us in Galatians 5:13, "For you
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were called to freedom, brethren; only do not turn your freedom into an opportunity for
the flesh, but through love serve one another."
d. The fourth approach concems those rites that are in the "gray" areas, rites that
are considered questionable and where Christians are not in agreement whether they are
religious or cultural. An example of these is the rite, "be involved in mouming and
wailing at the cremation ground" (See page 135). Various reasons have been given for or
against participation in this rite, for example, some people said that grief and weeping
over the lost of a loved one is a natural human expression, depending on one's closeness
in relationship with the deceased. Other said that crying and wailing might have some
religious connotations, and enforced or pretense crying is not becoming of a believer.
The general guideline or wisdom is that ifwe could avoid, then avoid them, but if
not, then the Christian should either seek counsel or be in a prayerful spirit, asking for the
leading of the Holy Spirit in those situations, time and place. Paul's exhortation in 1
Corinthians 6: 12-13 might be useful here. He said, "Ah things are lawful for me, but not
all things are profitable. All things are lawful for me, but I will not be mastered by
anything."
e. The fifth approach is to take another look at the rites that might have a religious
and pagan origin and ask some deep theological and cultural questions such as, "Could
Christians redeem the Chinese culture and contextualize these rites so that they are
infiised with new and Christian meanings into them, and we acquire and make them
acceptable for our practice as Chinese Christians?" This is a pioneering area that would
require more thinking, effort and investment of time, and it is something that a group of
pastor and leaders might wish to consider in fiiture.
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f. As for the final approach, there are ancestor rites that we would like to actively
promote as a part of our tradition, so that they become at the same time Christian and
Chinese, and not just either Christian or Chinese. These are nine rites mentioned in pages
127-8, and others that might not be discussed in this paper. Pastors and Christian leaders
might wish to take a closer look, and see how they could clarify the meanings, explain the
significance and encourage their members to participate in them.
Again, Paul's words cheer us on, "Whatever you do, do your work heartily, as for
the Lord rather than for men, knowing that from the Lord you will receive the reward of
the inheritance. It is the Lord Christ whom you serve" (Colossians 3:23 -4, NASB). If
Christians were to live their lives with the consciousness that even in the area of ancestor
rites, they could participate with a strong positive attitude, they could help erase the
erroneous perception ofunbelievers that we are anti-Chinese and anti-culture. In
considering one or the other, or a combination of several approaches, the Chinese
Christians do well to heed the wisdom of theologian Elton Trueblood, and take into
consideration of the interaction among tmth, culture and context. He said,
"In much of our practical life, error is neither patent absurdity nor obvious
falsehood; for the most part, it is tmth out of context; it is tmth in isolation
from other trnths."^^"*
A second recommendation that arises from this study is the urgency for more
Singaporean church leaders to be proactive in the area of Christian education, teaching
their members and preparing them to approach the issue of ancestor rites with clarity and
confidence in the Lord, and with proper equipping. Already, as I have presented in my
discussion of some of the literature written by Malaysian and Singaporean writers, these
Ehon Trueblood, The New Man for our Time (New York: Harper & Row, 1970), 24.
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materials are good resources and references for Christian discipleship training and
practice. A further step is for these writers and teachers to share their knowledge and
experiences across denominational and church boundaries. Perhaps in this way, these
Singaporean Christian leaders could kick start the process for a continual theologizing of
contextual theology directed towards Chinese culture and in particular, topics like filial
piety and ancestor rites.
A third recommendation is to explore the possibility of gathering the experts and
teachers to hold a symposium on Chinese culture, tradition, festivals and rites in the near
future. Theological institutions such as the Trinity Theological College or the Singapore
Bible College might consider hosting the symposium. The Asia Theological Association
and Taiwan Church Renewal Center co-hosted a conference of this kind in December
1983. Trinity CoUege had also hosted a similar conference in 1988. Perhaps it is time for
Asian or Malaysian-Singaporean Christians to revisit the issue.
Contributions to the Body of Literature on Ancestor Rites
First, this study highlights the dilemma of Christians in a Chinese religious
society in their struggle with their legitimized identity as a Chinese and their hybrid
identity of both a Chinese and a Christian. This is especially true for first-generation
Christians, that due to the cultural and religious backgrounds they have come out from,
they would invariably face the issues of filial piety and the performance of ancestor rites.
The surveys and interviews have shown that many Chinese Christians are grappling with
the issues and churches leaders are seeking to address them.
Second, this work serves as an example of how Ingleby 's (and Manuel's) theory
of the four identities comes into play in a given situation, especially the interaction
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between the leghimizing identity and the hybrid identity. The "clash of the two worlds,"
that is, the Chinese world and its culture and tradhions, and the Christian world that is
linked to colonialism and the west, has shown up in some of the research. In Singapore,
there is an additional element ofmodemization that is affecting the Chinese Christians,
and the area of their career and job, might be in a sense, their project identity that their
original legitimizing identity is slowly morphing to become. Thus, there is the interplay
among the three identities; the legitimizing identity confronted with the project and
hybrid identity.
Third, in 2007, 1 was first introduced to Bevans Models of Contextual Theology
in a class on contextual theology taught by Dr. Eunice Irwin. I was fascinated and baffled
by the various models, and some of them were somewhat vague and not well defined.
This study is an attempt to provide greater clarity to Bevans' models by putting "flesh"
into the models and giving an example ofhow, the different models whether individually
or together, they could be used as an analytical tool for a practical issue like ancestor rites
in Chinese Christianity and culture.
Fourth, over the years, there have been various developments in the study and
approach to ancestor rites among Singaporean Christian leaders. Some have written
books, others have taught it in seminars, Sunday school classes or in small groups. They
have also produced materials on it. However, there has not been many who have studied
the issue in the Singapore context at an academic and scholarly level, only one. Reverend
Tan Eng Boo had written a Master thesis on the issue. I tmst that this work will be a
helpful addition to the body ofChristian literature on Chinese ancestor rites in Singapore.
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In this work, data of survey resuhs and interview material have been collected on
the issue of the practice of ancestor rhes in Singapore. Perhaps this is the first time such
an undertaking was done. The results could be modified and made available to the leaders
of the denominations, and might serve as useful information on how their members have
approached the issue of ancestor rites, and if necessary, further actions such as Christian
education might be plarmed for their members.
Future Directions on the Study of Ancestor Rites
Since the 1983 ATA conference in Taiwan 28 years ago and the 1988 TTC
conference in Singapore 23 years ago, there has not been any major conference held by
the Orientals (Chinese, Koreans and Japanese) on the issue of ancestor rites. It is not that
the issue is resolved, perhaps denominational and church pastors and leaders are busy
with other issues confronting the church today, such as the issues ofmodemization and
the advent of the technological and Intemet age. This does not mean that the issue of
ancestor rites is no longer there. Perhaps it is time to revisit it by having an armual or bi
annual meeting of denominational pastors and leaders who have similar concems, who
have contributed to this issue in the past, and who are willing to be involved in
discussions on the relationship between Chinese Culture and Christianity in the
Singapore Context. This study might be a catalyst to incite discussion and serve as a basic
material for the fomm and the result of this fomm might be the hosting of the next
conference on the issue.
A future direction on the study of the practice of ancestor rites is to do a further
research and investigation, building on the previous data collected, this time, it might
involve a more comprehensive number of churches and denominations and a greater
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number of survey participants. The purpose of the survey would not be for the interest of
one person or a small number of people, but could serve the objective and interest of the
whole Chinese Christian community in Singapore. The survey and interview questions
might be refined and made more relevant and sensitive to the participants, and some
questions might be expanded to reflect better results. Other questions might be modified
or deleted as necessary.
Conclusion
We have set out to discover the answers to the following questions: (1) What are
the different positions Chinese Christians in Singapore hold with regard to ancestor rites?
(2) What are the reasons Chinese Christians in Singapore hold different positions with
regard to ancestor rites? This research and the results have answered these questions
sufficiently and the sunmiaries are found in the summary, "Conclusion to the Analysis of
Different Attitudes and Positions toward Ancestor Rites" (See page 198) and the figure,
"Locating the Six Groups in Bevans' Models of Contextual Theology" (See page 217).
In the course ofmy research and writing, I have learned from many people,
including my professors, church pastors and leaders, young and older ordinary members
of the church, and from literature that many ofmy predecessors and colleagues have
written. The process of this study has been an interesting joumey, and fulfilling leaming
experience and it is my hope that this study will be a useful contribution to the subject of
Chinese ancestor rites.
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APPENDIX A
Archdiocese of Singapore
LITURGYCOMMISSION
31, Victoria Street - Singapore 177997
N�7BULLETIN
The Liturgy Commission has feU it necessary to send you these few notes on the Chinese Rites,
because of the many queries it has received on this matter and because of the constant questioning
faced by confessors. As we all know, many "old" Catholics as well as new converts, whose
family members are mostly non-Catholics, are still quite confused about what they can do or
should not do on the occasion of Chinese funerals and/or on the commemoration of ancestors.
The following document has been kindly passed on to us by Rev. Fr. Paul Tong:
ANCESTORS' VENERATION
1. Ancestors' veneration refers to those rituals that are performed in order to express honor or
respect for the deceased by the family members.
In those rituals, filial piety is, and always has been, at least to some extent, the motivating factor.
2. On December 8, 1939, the Congregation for the Propagation of the Faith issued a decree
allowing Catholics to participate in ancestors' veneration.
3. This 1939 instruction, known as "Plane compertum est" was approved by Pope Pius XII. It
declared that rituals performed on the occasion of funerals or commemorations for the dead are
conducted to demonstrate honor and respect to the ancestors. It also stated, as a general
acknowledgement: "Today, it is clear that, in the East, some ceremonies, although of great
antiquity and originally connected with pagan rites, nowadays, on account of changing customs
and ways of thinking, have come to have a merely social significance, out of respect for one's
ancestors..."
4. Vatican II (1962 - 1965) called for the recognition of the native genius of each and every
culture throughout the world as expressed through their indigenous traditions. It went beyond
simply permitting Catholics to participate in native traditions, such as is allowed in "Plane
compertum est" for Chinese ancestral rites:
The Decree on the Missionary Activity of the Church "Ad Gentes", for instance, advised native
Catholics to imbue their national treasures with the Christian message.
The Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy "Sacrosanctum Concilium" called for the creadon of
new rites within the Catholic Church to express clearly the view of a particular race or culture.
("Inculturation" is the term used to describe these processes.)
5. On July 18-19, 1964, seven Chinese bishops in Taiwan, had an official meeting with Mgr.
Joseph Caprio, Pronuncio, and unanimously agreed to issue the following instmctions on
Ancestors' Veneration:
a. In remembrance of the deceased, the setting up of a tablet (bearing his name without the
addition of superstitious inscriptions) by the family members is no longer forbidden.
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b. It is allowed to bow or prostrate in front of the ancestor tablet, photograph or coffin.
c. Offering of fruits or food in front of the ancestor tablet or at the grave is no longer
forbidden.
d. Buming of joss papers for the deceased is forbidden, because of its superstitious
character.
6. Based on these instmctions, liturgical texts, known as the "Proposed Catholic Ancestor
Memorial Liturgy for Church and Family use" were issued by the Chinese Bishops' Conference
in Taipei, Taiwan, on December 29, 1974. These liturgical texts combined Catholic tradition with
ancestor veneration.
These texts are probably available in Singapore in Chinese. A proper English translation of them
should be made, for a wider use in our churches. . .
From the Liturgy Commission ofHong Kong (thanks to Fr. Henry Slew), here is how the
Memorial Rites for Ancestors are conducted (according to liturgical books published):
- Such memorial services can be held on All Souls, Qing Ming Day, Lunar New Year, after the
Mass.
- An appropriate table is set up, with a Cmcifix, an ancestors' tablet, fresh flowers, candles &
incense bowl.
a. All bow once to the ancestors' tablet at the beginning of the rites.
b. The main celebrant or the head of the family gives instmction on the meaning of the
remembrance.
c. Intercessory prayers.
d. Offering of gifts: flowers, fruits, wine.
e. Offering of incense. If the group is small, all participants will offer incense in order of
seniority.
f. Final prayer.
g. The whole assembly offers three bows.
A document from the Office of the Apostolic Visitor, Singapore, dated 4th Nov. 1958:
"Propositions and Directives regarding the recent Instructions on the Sd. Congregation of the
Propagation of the Faith on the Subject of Chinese Rites", gives a summary of the Chinese Rites
controversy and its solution.
Although pre-Vatican II, the guidelines it gave then are still relevant today. For example:
"Aims of the Church's change of attimde regarding the Chinese Rites:
To make known the attitude of the Catholic Church, which is one of understanding and interest
towards all human cultures, provided that their manifestation be not intrinsically evil.
- To show, in a tangible way, that Catholics have a respect for traditions and preserve their civic
and social qualities, the deficiency ofwhich would be an obstacle to conversions.
To facilitate the admission of converts into the Catholic Church, by permitting them
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a. to observe family rites (for example, showing marks of respect to ancestors) so as not to break
their ties with their family and relations.
b. to participate in social ceremonies (for example, on the occasion of a funeral) so as not to
isolate themselves from the community to which they belong.
Those who have the charge of souls will examine how far the changing customs and ways of
thinking have affected the individuals, families and ethnic groups that depend upon their priestly
ministry, so as to be in a position to instruct them in conformity with the Church's teaching. In
carrying out this enquiry, it will be necessary to bear in mind that:
The older generation of Christians, brought up in the old discipline, is not the best judges in this
matter.
A great diversity in the appreciation of the religious content of the Rites and Ceremonies can be
encountered in one and the same family. This appreciation varies even further according to the
different provinces of China from which the faithful originally came, and according to the
education they have received.
On account of the pastoral ministry of the priest and because of his incompetence in this matter,
those questioned may easily believe that it is their duty to reply that the rites are tainted with
superstitious practices.
The best opportunity to clarify doubts on these matters is through the confessional and in the
course of religious instruction.
Religious Instruction
General instmction in the principles which have guided the Church in her attitude towards the
Chinese Rites and Ceremonies. These principles are those of esteem, understanding and sympathy
for the traditions and customs of every country, provided they are not bad in themselves. Thus the
Church has not the slightest intention or desire of pressing the faithful to "change their
ceremonies, rites and customs, as long as they are not manifestly contrary to faith or good
morals."
Particular instruction on such and such a ceremony, whether permitted or forbidden. This
teaching must be given in accordance with the mentality of those present on the subject of the
religious content of the ceremonies (e.g.: presence of Buddhist monks or Taoist ministers at
funerals).
If necessary, these points of moral theology must be clearly explained:
- Superstitious practices and vain observances.
- Active and passive participation.
- The necessity for the participant to make his/her position clear in order to avoid giving
scandal.
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Direction given in the confessional
Instruction is given here in the form of an answer given to a concrete question asked by the
penitent. Unless there is a question of an act of religious worship evil in itself, the confessor will
help the penitent to form his/her conscience, without imposing his personal opinion.
Our general attitude should be one of tolerance, giving the benefit of the doubt at all times. In
general, we should allow the greatest liberty to immemorial customs, without being captious over
minutiae. The Church is too well known and established to be confused with superstition".
More perhaps could be said about those Chinese rites and the difficulties encountered by priests,
catechists and our people in general. Let the Liturgy Commission know about your experiences,
difficulties and questions - and also about the solutions you might have offered.
As you may remember, together with the problems ofChinese Rites, there was a controversy
about Indian Rites.
You have seen what our Indian Catholics do sometimes: - walking several times around the coffin
/ hearse before leaving the deceased's house. - pouring milk and slaughtering a cockerel on the
grave, etc. . . Questioned on the meaning of these rituals he was performing over a new grave, a
man replied: "That's what we must do", but he could not explain why. The fact that often those
rituals are performed out of the celebrant's sight shows that the people themselves suspect there
could be something not entirely right with what they do. Hindu practice? Superstition? Could
anyone answer that, or give more examples?
Since we are on this topic, how about the Eurasians and the glass ofwater they keep for seven
days after someone's death? Superstition? Misguided belief?...
In general, there must a distinction between what is, on the one hand, immemorial custom and
accepted social behavior, and, on the other hand, what is plain, unacceptable superstition. Please,
give us your opinion on where to draw the dividing line, for the sake of enlightening our - often
ignorant - people.
Liturgy Commission, July 2003
Archdiocese ofSingapore
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APPENDIX B
ESCAP WORKING GROUP OF STATISTICAL EXPERTS, ELEVENTH SESSION
BANGKOK, THAILAND, 23-26 NOVEMBER 1999
SINGAPORE CENSUS OF POPULATION, 2000 - The First Register-Based
Census
Singapore Department of Statistics
(http://www.singstat.gov.sg/pubn/papers/people/cp-register.pdf (accessed Nov. 7, 201 1)
INTRODUCTION
1 Singapore's first census was taken in April 1 871 as part of the Straits Settlement Census.
Since then, regular censuses were undertaken at ten-year intervals up to 1931. The Second World
War delayed the next censuses till 1947 and 1957. Singapore's first population census after
independence was conducted in 1970 in line with United Nations' recommendations to designate
years ending in "0" as census years. The next two censuses were conducted in 1980 and 1990.
THE 1970 AND 1980 CENSUS
2 The 1970 and 1980 Censuses followed a traditional fieldwork approach. In the first stage,
houses were numbered to ensure complete coverage. The second stage involved a large number
of field interviewers visiting the households to collect the information with paper forms and pens.
The large volume of information collected was then processed through a cycle of coding, data
entry, verification and table generation.
THE 1990 CENSUS
3 The 1990 Census capitalised on the potential of the Unique Identification Number (UESI)
for record linking and made use of the People Hub set up in mid 1980s as the basis of conducting
the census. Information capmred in People Hub was merged with a few other administrative
databases and pre-printed onto census forms for verification with respondents. Field interviewers
were employed to verify and collect additional information from the households. For data
processing, the 1990 Census made use of the then database technology running on a Fujitsu
mainframe.
CENSUS 2000 - A REGISTER-BASED CENSUS
4 Since 1990 Census was the first time that a database was used to conduct the Census, the
information was verified with those collected from the field. The results confirmed that most of
the general characteristics of the population did not show significant differences between
database and census.
5 Following this, a Household Registration Database (HRD) was set up. Information in the
HRD originated from administrative sources and the 1990 Census. It is updated regularly by
administrative data from various sources.
6 Since 1980, the Singapore Department of Statistics had also maintained an up-to-date
database on dwellings. In 1996, this database was upgraded and renamed National Database on
Dwellings (NDD). The NDD and HRD together give a physical location for every household in
Singapore.
7 The NDD and HRD therefore laid the foundation for Singapore to conduct a register-based
census. With the basic or core items on individuals and houses being available from the HRD and
NDD, it would suffice to conduct a "register-based census" in the year 2000. Data on the basic
characteristics of the population will be extracted from the HRD and NDD. Only additional data
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items that are not available in the HRD and NDD will be collected from a large sample of the
population. Experience from the past censuses and sample surveys indicated that a 20% sample
would provide sufficient details for in-depth sUidies and meet the need of the majority of users.
HOUSEHOLD REGISTRATION DATABASE (HRD)
8 The HRD was established in March 1996 to capture the basic personal and demographic
information on all Singapore citizens and permanent residents. This database contains principal
data items and subsidiary data items. The principal items include:
? Unique Identification Number (UIN)
? Residential Stams
? Household Indicator
? Name
? Sex
I Date ofBirth
? Marital Status
? Ethnic Group
? Dialect Group
? Country ofBirth
? Citizenship
? Address
The main subsidiary items are:
? Type ofDwelling
? Qualification Attained and Date Attained
? Education Attending and Date Attending
? Field of Study
? Date of Death
9 The UIN is a unique number that appears on the birth certificate and identity card of every
Singapore citizen or permanent resident. This UIN is widely used when an individual applies for
school enrolment, passport, driving license and many others. The UIN made the set up ofHRD
possible. It is the key for the linking and merging of official databases in Singapore. The UIN is a
nine-byte field with a check digit.
Set Up and Maintenance
10 A one-off extraction of records was made from the People Hub as at end June 1995 and
matched with relevant data from 1990 Census of Population. Thereafter, the following updates to
the database are made with respect to individual records:
Quarterly Update
? Live Births
? Deaths
? Immigration
? Emigration
? Marriages
? Change of Address
? Formation ofHouseholds
Annual Update
? Divorces
? Education Attending /Qualifications
Source
Singapore Immigration and Registration Singapore Immigration and Registration Singapore
Immigration and Registration Singapore Immigration and Registration Registry ofMarriages and
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Registry ofMuslim Marriages Singapore Immigration and Registration derived from parent-child
and spouse linkage.
Source
Subordinate Courts and Syariah Court
Ministry of Education Institute of Technical Education Nanyang Polytechnic Ngee Ann
Polytechnic Singapore Polytechnic Temasek Polytechnic Nanyang Technological University
National University of Singapore Public Service Division Ministry of Defence
NATIONAL DATABASE ON DWELLINGS (NDD)
1 1 The NDD was set up in 1983 using the records of all dwelling units listed during the 1980
Census ofPopulation. This database was later upgraded in 1995.
12 The NDD contains information on type of dwelling, census district and address in national
coded address format form for all residential dwelling units in Singapore. It was enhanced in
1998 to include additional housing attributes such as property tax rate, annual valuation of
property, water and electricity consumption data, motor vehicle ownership data, telephone and
tele- communications expenditure data. These additional data were included to improve systems
integration among govemment databases.
13 Such systems integration is possible as the residential addresses in Singapore are stored
uniquely in the national coded address format. The national coded address format consists of
address type, house or block number, street code, storey, unit number and postal code.
Set Up and Maintenance
14 A one-off extraction of records was made from the residential addresses found during the
1980 Census ofPopulation. Subsequent updates from information supplied by various
government departments are done monthly. Fieldwork is also conducted to verify some doubtful
records.
CONCLUSION
1 5 In deciding to move towards the register-based census approach, Singapore Department of
Statistics had studied three key issues. First, the quality of administrative data in Singapore is
sufficiently high to produce an accurate count of the population and its basic characteristics.
Secondly, the legal framework and data confidentiality practices in Singapore permit the sharing
of various administrative information. Finally, the cost savings in adopting this approach are
substantial. It is estimated that the operational cost of conducting a register-based census, coupled
with a large-scale survey, is only 40 per cent of the cost of a full scale census.
16 The register-based approach to Census 2000, supplemented by a large- scale survey, will
mark a watershed in the history of census taking in Singapore. For the first time since 1871,
information will no longer be "canvassed" from the entire population.
17 Beyond 2000, the Singapore Department of Statistics will look into a system of
continuous measurement of the population by farther integrating the records of the HRD and the
NDD. A system of regular small-scale surveys will be put in place to collect information not
obtainable from administrative sources and to monitor population and social trends of current
interest.
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APPENDIX C
Categorization of Theses/Dissertations on Chinese Ancestor Worship
(As ofOctober 24, 2011)
No. Dissertation Title Country
covered
University/college Academic
degree
Author Year
1 Chinese ancestor
worship and its
social significance
Not
specified
University of Toronto Thesis (M.A.) Malcolm
Percivalle
Smith
1922
2 Chinese ancestor
practices in light
of the scriptures
Not
specified
Trinity Evangelical
Divinity School
Thesis (D.
Miss.)
David A
Pardini
1994
3 A historical
overview of
ancestor worship
in Taiwan and its
implications for
missions today
Taiwan Columbia Biblical
Seminary
Thesis (M.A.) Stewart A
Young
1987
4 "American eyes":
ancestor worship
and the place of
the traditional in
Asian American
literature
Chinese
American
University of
California, Los
Angeles
Thesis (Ph. D.) Khanh Si
Ho
2003
5 Chinese ancestor
practices and
Christianity:
toward a viable
contextualization
ofChristian ethics
in a Hong Kong
setting
Hong Kong Southwestern Baptist
Theological Seminary
Thesis (Ph. D.) Henry
Newton
Smith
1987
6 Remembrance,
emulation,
imagination: the
Chinese and
Chinese American
Catholic ancestor
memorial service
Chinese
American
(Catholic)
University of
Pennsylvania,
Thesis (Ph. D.,
Folklore &
Folklife)
Beverly J
Butcher
1994
7 The Chinese
church and its
relationship to
ancestor practices:
particularly within
the Taiwanese
context
Taiwan Anderson School of
Theology
Thesis (M.A.
Rel.)
Summer J
Wagner
1987
8 A biblical
foundation:
culturally-friendly
and contextually-
practical
evangelistic
training course for
Chinese
American
Westem Seminary,
Portland, OR
Thesis (D. Min.) Paul Qui
Lam
1999
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Cantonese
speaking leaders
of the San Jose
Chinese Alliance
Church
9 Relationship
between
symbolism and
function in ritual
bronze art of the
Shang: new
archaeological
and bone
inscriptional
evidence
China New York University Thesis (Ph. D.) Elizabeth
Childs-
Johnson
1984
10 Ancestor
veneration
practices and
Christian
conversion in
Taiwan: a study
of perceptions of
Chinese college
students in urban
Taiwan
Taiwan Trinity International
University
Thesis (Ph. D.) Cecil Kwei
Heng Wang
2001
11 The Chinese
indigenous church
movement, 1919-
1927: a protestant
response to the
anti-Christian
movements in
modem China
China University of
Pennsylvania
Thesis (Ph. D.) Jonathan
T'ien-en
Chao
1986
12 Ancestral hall,
villager and
village: a case
study of ancestral
hall in Liukeng
Village
China Chinese University of
Hong Kong
Thesis (M.
Phil.)
Dan Liu 2001
13 Chinese ancestor
worship: toward
an evangelical
strategy of
accommodation
Not
specified
Nazarene Theological
Seminary
Thesis (M.A.-
Miss.)
Robert B
Douglas
1993
14 A biblical and
evangelistic
approach to
Chinese ancestor
worship
Not
specified
Dallas Theological
Seminary, 1981
Thesis (Th. M.) MarkL
Cassidy
15 Chinese ancestor
worship and filial
piety: developing
an appropriate
evangelical
approach
Not
specified
Southwestern Baptist
Theological
Seminary, 1996
Thesis (Th. M.) Douglas
John Leach
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16 An examination
of ancestor
worship in
African and
Chinese societies
Not
specified
Loma Linda
University, 1969
Thesis (M.A.) L Jean
Baden
17
mi
Kejia huo fang zhi
yan jiu : yi
Gaoshu
Laozhuang wei li
Taiwan Guo li zheng zhi da
xue (National
Political University)
Thesis (M.A.)
1954-^1$
Kunmu
Zeng
2003
18 Chinese
Christians and
ancestor worship
through the ages
Not
specified
Concordia
University, Irvine
Thesis (M.A.) Sara
Schleicher
2007
19 . The role of
ancestor worship
in the Chinese
family
Not
specified
Arizona State
University.
B.A. Fred
Mortensen
1978
20 A Christian
response to
Chinese ancestor
practices in
Taiwan: an
exercise in
contextualization
Taiwan Asbury Theological
Seminary
Thesis (Ph. D.) Daniel C S
Chen
1998
21 Mary, Chinese
ancestor
veneration, and
the commimion of
saints
Not
specified
(Catholic)
International Marian
Research Institute
Thesis (doctoral
in sacred
theology)
Celia Chua 2006
22 Ancestor worship:
a study of some of
its forms and
values
Not
specified
Kennedy School of
Missions, Hartford
Seminary Foundation
Thesis (M.A.) Elizabeth
Wilhelmina
Mcintosh
1927
23 The Chinese
church and its
relationship to
ancestor practices,
particularly within
the Taiwanese
context
Taiwan School of Theology,
Anderson College
Thesis (M.A.
Rel.)
Summer J
Wagner
1987
24
tian jing zu : dang
dai Hua ren Jidu
tu dui ji zu de hui
ying
China University of
Edinburgh
Translation of
revision of
author's thesis
(Ph.D.)
mm.m
%mm ; m
M.;
Zhaohui
Mai;
Oionghua
Gu
2006
25 A contemporary
Christian response
to ancestor
China University of
Edinburgh
Thesis (Ph.D.)
NOTE: NUMBER
25 IS THE BOOK
OF THE SAME
Siu Fai
Mak
2006
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practice in China DISSERTATION
FOR NUMBER 24
26 Recherches sur le
culte des ancetres,
comme principe
ordonnateur de la
famille chinoise;
la succession au
culte; la
succession au
patrimoine.
Not sure
(French)
Lyon, Bosc freres, M.
& L. Riou,
Thesis
(Degree?)
K'un Yang 1934
27 Death and burial:
the Chinese way
and the Christian
dilemma
Singapore Columbia Biblical
Seminary
Master ofArts Eng Boo
Tan
1996
28 Mary, the
communion of
saints and the
Chinese
veneration of
ancestors
Not
specified
International Marian
Research Institute
University ofDayton,
OH
Thesis
(doctorate)
Celia Chua 2010
29 The concept of
T'ien in the
Confucian
thought of the late
Chou dynasty and
its ethical
implications
China University of
California, Santa
Barbara
Thesis (Ph. D.) Donald
Leroy
Alexander
1980
30 Some Chinese
roads to
Christianity, or.
Some elements in
Chinese religion
which may be
used as a basis for
the teaching of
Christianity
Not
specified
Hartford Seminary
Foundation
Thesis (M.A.) T L Sinclair 1926
31 Coastal culture
and religion in
early China: a
study through
comparison with
the central plain
region
China Indiana University Thesis (Ph.D.) Chia-li Luo 1999
32 A Protestant
theological
inquiry into a
classical
Confucian idea of
offering sacrifices
to ancestors (Ji
Zu)
Not
specified
Boston University Thesis (Th. D.) Kiiin James
Wu
2008
33 Les Chinois en
Polynesie
fran9aise
Not sure
(French)
Anthropologic sociale
et ethnologic : Paris,
EHESS
These doctoral: Anne-
Christine
Tremon;
Jonathan
2005
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Friedman;
Ecole des
hautes
etudes en
sciences
sociales
(Paris).
34 Material culture
and emperorship:
the shaping of
imperial roles at
the court of
Xuanzong (r.
1426-1435)
China Yale University Thesis (Ph.D.) Cheng-hua
Wang
1998
35 Kejia huo fang zhi
yan jiu : yi
Gaoshu
Laozhuang wei li
Taiwan Guo li zheng zhi da
xue (National
Political University)
Thesis (M.A.) Kunmu
Zeng
2003
36 Chinese
Christians and
ancestor worship
through the ages
Not
specified
Concordia
University, Irvine
Thesis (M.A.)
NOTE: SAME AS
#18 ABOVE only
diffdegree level
Sara
Schleicher
2007
37
mum
Taiwan
(National Political
University)
Thesis /
Dissertation
ETD
^^^51 ?
(http://www.worldcat.org/search?qt=worldcat_org_all&q=Chinese+ancestor+worship, accessed October 24,
2011)
Summary of Categories of Theses/Dissertations on Chinese Ancestor Worship
No. Ancestor rites theses written for
country of:
Degree Level Remarks
Doctoral Bachelor or Master
1. Not specified (14) D. Miss. (1) PhD.
(2) Th.D. (1)
B.A. (l)M.A. (7)
M.Th. (2)
2. China (8) PhD. (6) M. Phil. (1) (1) Repeat (# 24 &
25)
3. Taiwan (8) PhD. (2) ETD(l) M.A. (5)
4. Chinese American (3) D. Min (2) PhD.
(1)
5. Unsure (2) - French Doctorate (1) French
6. Hong Kong (1) PhD. (1) -
7. Singapore (1) - M.A. (1)
Total (37) (18) (17) (2)
Summary of country written on:
8. Not specified - 14
9. China -8
10. Taiwan - 8
1 1 . Chinese American - 3
12. Unsure - 2
13. Hong Kong -1
14. Singapore - 1
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Total = 37; but there are 2 writers who have repeats:
1 ) Mak Siu Fai (# 24 & #25), and
2) Sarah Schleicher (#1 8 & #36)
Thus, there are actual 35 theses/dissertations, and only 1 is written on the Singapore context.
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APPENDIX D
Christian Alternatives to Ancestor Practices - Table of Contents
Edited by Bong Rin Ro
Table of Contents
Ancestor Worship Photographs
Preface
PART I - JOINT DECLARATION ON ANCESTOR PRACTICES
1 . A Working Document Towards a Christian Approach to Ancestor Practices
PART II - BIBLICAL ANALYSIS OF ANCESTOR PRACTICES
2. Bible Study Materials on Ancestor Practices
& Group Discussion Questions - Bong Rin Ro
3. An Inquiry on Ancestor Worship in the Old Testament - Andrew Chiu
4. Appraisal of Ancestor Worship in Perspective of God's Covenant - Yoshiaki
Hattori
5. What Does the New Testament Say about Ancestor Practices? - Noboru
Yamaguchi
6. A New Testament Appraisal ofAncestor Practices - Lee Jong Yun
7. The 4* Conunandment in Japanese Perspective - Jan-Martin Berentsen
8. Ancestor Practices Judged by Scripture - Lucy Tan
9. Biblical Understanding ofAncestor Practices - Philip Schwab
PART III - HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF ANCESTOR PRACTICES
10. Historical Analysis ofAncestor Worship in Ancient China - Wei Yuan-Kwei
1 1 . Christian Response to Filial Piety in Chinese Classical Literature - Chow Lien-
Hwa
12. Ancestor Worship: The Reaction ofChinese Churches - Lin Chi Ping
13. Historical Analysis ofAncestor Worship in the Korean Church - Kim Myung
Hyuk
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Chinese - Stephen Liaw
15. Mission Blockage: Ancestor Worship - Daniel M. Hung
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MALAYSIA
17. Christian Alternatives to Ancestor Worship in Malaysia - Tan Kim Sai
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THAILAND
18. Responses of Thai-Chinese Churches to the Ancestor Problem - Gove Elder
KOREA
19. Socio-Philosophical Background for the change of Attitude toward Ancestor
Worship -Son Bong Ho
JAPAN
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23. Honoring Ancestors in Japan - Donald McGavran
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APPENDIX E
Survey Questions for Singaporean Christians on Chinese Ancestor Rites
NOTE: Ifyou are responding to this survey through email attachment, please highlight your
answer in red the phrase or sentence that applies instead ofmarJdng a circle around it.
After completing your survey, please send it to the email address: AncestorRites(a),gmail.com
Thank youl
General Information
1 . What is your name? (Optional)
2. What is your church? (Optional)
Please mark a check (/ or X) where applicable
3. What is your age group? 12 to 20, 21 to 30, 31 to 45, 46 to 60, 60+
4. What is your gender? Male, Female
5. What is your educational level?
Primary, Secondary/JC, University, Graduate/Postgraduate
6. How many years have you been a Christian?
0to5, 6 to 12, 13 to 20, 21 to 30, 30+
7. What is your denominational background?
(Check {�^) one or more where applicable)
Anglican, Baptist, Brethren, CNEC, Evangelical Free, Lutheran,
Methodist, Pentecostal, Presbyterian, Non-denominational, Others
8. What is your form of service/ministry in church?
(Check {^) one or more where applicable)
Pastor, Elder, Deacon, Sunday School teacher, Small Group leader,
Worship leader, Counselor, Usher, Giving regularly, Others
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Survey Questions
9. Where were you bom?
(Circle any one below)
a. Singapore
b. Malaysia
c. Indonesia
d. China
e. Others
10. What was your religious background before you became a Christian?
(Circle one or more that applies)
a. Buddhist
b. Daoist
c. Ancestor worshiper
d. A mixture of Chinese folk religions (Buddhist, Daoist and Ancestor worship)
e. Christian
f No religions
g. Others
1 1 . How did you become a Christian?
(Circle one or more that applies)
a. My parents are Christians
b. I was brought up in church
c. I attended Sunday School and became a believer there
d. My friend(s) in school brought me to the church and I became a believer
e. My firiend(s) brought me to Christ
f Others
12. Are you a first generation Christian?
Answer: Yes/ No (Circle your answer)
13. (a) If your answer to question (12) is "Yes," did you experience objection to your faith?
Why or why not?
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14. If your answer to question (12) is "Yes" when you became a Christian, did your parents
perceive that you have believed in a westem religion and brought shame to the family?
Answer: Yes/No (Circle your answer)
Please elaborate:
15. If your answer to question (12) is "No," who else in your family are Christians?
(Circle one or more that applies)
a. My dad
b. My mum
c. My grandfather
d. My grandmother
e. Others
16. What are some of your family traditions? (Example: Chinese New Year, weddings, funerals,
worship, etc.)
17. At what age are you aware of your family traditions?
Age:
18. Have you participated in any ancestor rites after you became a Christian?
Answer: Yes/No (Circle your answer)
(Ifyour answer is yes, please answer Questions #19 ~ #23, ifyour answer is no, please go to
Questions #24 ~ #27).
19. If you have participated in ancestor rites after you have become a Christina, roughly when
(what year) was it?
Year
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20. For whom were you involved in the ancestor rites?
(Circle one or more that applies)
a. A grandparent
b. A parent
c. A close relative
d. A friend
e. Others
21. Under what circumstances did you participate in the ancestor rites?
(Circle one or more that applies)
a. Funeral rites
b. At the grave site
c. During a Chinese religious festival
d. During a social fhnction or event
e. Others
22. How many times have you participated in ancestor rites?
(Circle any one that applies)
a. Once
b. Two or three times
c. More than three times
d. Regularly
23. How do you feel about your participating in the ancestor rites?
(Circle one or more that applies)
a. I feel good about it because I am fulfilling my filial piety, my role as a member of the family.
b. I feel there is nothing wrong in participating as it is a cultural practice.
c. I feel a little uneasy at first, but I was pressurized to do it because of the presence ofmy
relatives and friends.
d. I feel very awkward as a Christian in participating, and guilty that I have compromised my
faith.
e. Others
24. For Christians who participate in ancestor rites, which of the following do you think is the
most prominent reason for them to do so?
(Circle only one of the following)
a. Love and respect for the deceased ancestor
b. Conformity to parental and family expectation
c. Adherent to Chinese traditions
d. Hope to receive blessings
e. Fear of punishment or harm
I Others
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25. Rank in order of priorities the above reasons if Christians would participate in ancestor
worship, from #1 to^ 6, #1 being the most important and #6 being the least important reason.
a. Love and respect for the deceased ancestor Rank#
b. Conformity to parental and family expectation Rank#
c. Adherent to Chinese traditions Rank#
d. Hope to receive blessings Rank#
e. Fear of punishment or harm Rank#
f Others Rank#
26. If your answer to question (9) is "No," what was the reason for not participating in the
ancestor rites?
(Circle any one below)
a. Because I have not faced such a situation; there is no necessity in participating in the rites.
b. Because I abstained from participating in the rites for religious reasons.
Please elaborate:
27. If your answer to the above question is the second one (abstention for ancestor rites), did you
experience any opposition to your stand or decision?
Answer: Yes/No (Circle your answer)
28. If "Yes," how did you feel?
29. If "No," could you explain why you did not experience any opposition to your stand?
30. Do you suggest that Christians participate with their family members in the ancestor rites?
Answer: Yes/No (Circle your answer)
31. If "Yes," choose the following reason(s) why:
(Check (v^) one or more where applicable)
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To show our soHdarity with our family members even we are Christians
Because it is a cultural thing for us to do, nothing religious about it
So as not to offend our parents or relatives, and bring shame to them
We may participate in some of the things, but not others that are controversial,
or have religious connotations
(If you have another answer, fill it in the blank space above)
32. If "No," what are your reasons?
(Check (>^) one or more where applicable)
We do not need to show solidarity just by participating in the rites with our family
members, there are many other ways to do so
Because participating in the ancestor rites compromises our Christian faith and practice
To participate in the rites or not is an individual decision, one should not be coerced to do
what he or she does not wish to do
It is difficult to differential between what is cultural and what is religious. Therefore, it is
safer for us to totally abstain from participation in case we fall into dishonoring God
(Others)
(Others)
(If you have another answer, fill it in the blank space above)
33. Do you think Christians should participate in the following ancestor rites?
Please mark "Y" for "yes," and "N" for 'no."
b. wearing mouming clothes to moum the deceased at the funeral
standing and bowing before the coffin at the funeral
meditating and praying on behalf of the deceased and love ones before the
coffin and the deceased picture
offering incense sticks, paper money and food to the deceased
be involved in the preparation of ritual items such as folding paper money and
setting up the altar before the funeral
participate in the chanting ceremony with relatives in holding incense sticks
and going around the coffm
participate in viewing the deceased face for the last time and closing the coffin
be involved in the sending party to the burial or cremation ground
be involved in throwing sand into the burial pit
be involved in mouming and wailing at the cremation ground
eating a communion feast after the funeral
erect family altar in the home with picture of the deceased
keep family genealogy with names, relationships and deeds of the deceased
hold family memorial day service on the anniversary of the deceased
visit deceased's grave or columbarium to clean and put flowers and fruit
c.
d.
e.
f
h.
1.
J-
k.
1.
m.
n.
0.
P-
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q. ( ) visit deceased's grave or columbarium to offer incense, sacrifices and food
r. ( ) (Others)
34. To what extend do your parents or relatives influence your decision whether to participate in
ancestor rites?
(Circle one of the following whichever is the closest)
a. I will obey my parents in the participation of the rites
b. Depending on whether I see the rituals are congment or contradictory to the Scriptures, I will
selectively obey
c. I take a more passive and non-participative stances towards this matter of ancestor rites.
d. I totally refrain from participation in the ancestor rites.
e. (Others)
35. Do your parents or relatives influence your decision whether to participate or not to
participate in ancestor rites? Or do you have the freedom to make decisions concerning this
matter?
36. Do you think that the economic, social, political and cultural changes caused by rapid
modemization and technological advancement over the last few years affect both Christians
and non-Christians in their belief and practice or ancestor rites?
Yes/ No (Circle your answer)
Please elaborate:
37. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, do you know of any church/denominational
position that your church has toward the practice of ancestor rites?
Yes/No (Circle your answer)
Please elaborate:
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38. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, what have you seen or experienced among your
church members in relation to the issue of ancestor rites?
39. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, from a scale of 1 to 10(1 being minimum and 10
being maximum), how much flexibility do you allow your church member or parishioner to
differ from the official church position on the issue of ancestor rites?
Scale: 123456789 10 (Circle your answer)
40. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, what is your advice to Christians who are facing
the issue of ancestor rites?
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APPENDIX F
List of Churcli Leaders who agreed to get their members to help with the survey:
1 . Rev. Canon Daniel Tong (Church of the Resurrection, Anglican)
2. Rev. Alfred Yeo (Zion Full-Gospel Church, Pentecostal)
3. Rev. Alvin Ngo Eternal Life -Assembly ofGod, Pentecostal)
4. Deacon Eio Cheng Kiang (Thomson Road Baptist Church)
5. Rev. Dr. Daniel Chua (Mt. Carmel Bible-Presbyterian Church)
6. Rev. Dr. John Yuen (Evangel Baptist Church)
7. Rev. Henry Ng (The People's Bible Church, CNEC)
8. Rev. Eric Lau (Logos Christian Church, CNEC)
9. Rev. Lim Jen Huat (Bedok Methodist Church)
10. Pastor David Low (Riverlife Christian Church, Independent)
1 1 . Pastor Alfred Quah Wesley Methodist Church)
12. Rev. Sim Boon Yong (Adam Road Presbyterian Church)
13. Pastor Roland Ho (City Gate Church, Independent)
14. Pastor Richard Ong (Cherith Baptist Church)
15. Rev. Chong Soo Fah (Church ofChrist ofMalaya, Independent)
16. Rev. Tan Kay Kiong (Covenant Evangelical Free Church)
17. Pastor Peter Foo (Faith Methodist Church)
18. Rev. Alex Chng (Paya Lebar Chinese Methodist Church)
19. Rev. Keith Lai (Covenant Presbyterian Church)
20. Deacon Bemard Chan (Bedok Lutheran Church)
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APPENDIX G
Table 5.3. Number of Years as a Christian
Years as a
Christian
Anglican Baptist CNEC Independent Methodist Presbyterian Overall
0-5 6(10.9%) 8(15.1%) 3 (5.2%) 11 (18.0%) 6 (9.8%) 5 (9.6%) 39(10.7%)
6-12 13 (23.6%) 6(11.3%) 2 (3.4%) 8 (13.1%) 5 (8.2%) 12 (23.1%) 49(13.5%)
13-20 17(30.9%) 15 (28.3%) 9 (15.5%) 10 (16.4%) (18.0%,) 10 (19.2%) 76(20.9%;
21-30 17(30.9%o) 11 (20.8%) 16(27.6%,) 20 (32.8%) 19(31.1%) 16 (30.8%) 104 (28. 7%)
30+ 2 (3.6%) 13 (24.5%) 28 (48.3%) 12 (19.7%) 20 (32.8%) 9(17.3%) 95 (26.2%)
Answered Qn. 55 53 58 61 61 52 363
1 Skipped On. 2 4 3 0 4 1 14
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APPENDIX H
Table 5.4. Conversion Experience of Survey Participants
Conversion
Experience
Anglican Baptist CNEC Independent Methodist Presbyterian Overall
My parents are
Christians
12 (33.3%) 13 (31.0%) 1 (2.6%) 6(15.4%) 8 (20.5%) 11 (31.4%) 54 (22.0%)
I was brought up in
church
8 (22.2%) 1 1 (26.2%) 1 (2.6%) 3 (7.7%) 3 (7.7%) 8 (22.9%) 36 (14.7%)
I attended Sunday
school and became
a believer there
4(11.1%) 5 (11.9%) 7 (18.4%) 7 (17.9%) 5 (12.8%) 7 (20.0%) 39(15.9%)
My friend(s) in
school brought me
to church and I
became a believer
5 (22.2%) 14 (33.3%)
10
(26.3%)
18 (46.2%) // (28.2%o) 9 (25. 7%,) 73 (29.8%)
My friend(s)
brought me to
Christ
15 (41.7%) 10 (23.8%)
20
(52.6%)
11 (28.2%) 16(41.0%) 9(25.7%) 88(35.9%)
Others 18 14 25 17 21 16 118
Answered Qn. 36 42 38 37 39 35 245
Skipped Qn. 21 1 15 23 22 26 18 132
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APPENDIX I
Table 5.5. Survey Participants' Ministry in Church
Ministry in
Cliurcli
Anglica
n
Baptist CNEC Independent Methodist Presbyterian Overall
Pastor, elder,
deacon
2 (4.8%) 1 (2.8%) 12 (28%) 6(13.3%) 4 (8.2%) 6(14.3%) 37(13.5%)
Sun Sch.
teacher
6 (14.6%) 13 (36.1%) 8 (18.6%) 4 (8.9%) 9(18.4%) 14(33.3%) 58(21.2%)
Small Group
leader
19
(46.3%)
13 (36.1%) 15(34.9%) 16(35.6%) 25 (5J.0%) 16(38.1%,) /; / (40.5%)
Worship leader 4 (9.8%) 4(11.1%) 5 (11.6%) 3 (6.7%) 4 (8.2%) 1(16.1%) 29(10.6%)
Counselor 1 (2.4%) 0 (0.0%) 4 (9.3%) 1 (2.2%) 2(4.1%) 1 (2.4%) 1 1 (4.0%)
Usher 7 (17.1%) 8 (22.2%) 3 (7.0%) 7 (15.6%) 5 (10.2%) 2 (4.8%) 36(13.1%)
Giving 17
(41.5%)
14 (38.9%) 19(44.2%) 16(35.6%) 21 (42.9%) 13 (31.0%) 112 (40.9%)
Others 14 23 24 23 21 20 135
Answered On. 41 36 43 45 49 42 274
Skipped Qn. 16 21 18 16 16 11 103
The percentages do not add up to 1 00% because the respondents were allowed to choose more than one
answer in this question.
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APPENDIX J
Table 5.6. Demography of Survey Participants: Family Background
Anglican Baptist CNEC Independen
t
Methodist Presbyterian Overall
Religious
Baclcground
Buddhist 8 (14.3%) 12 (21.8%) 7(11.5%) 8 (13.6%) 7 (12.5%) 4 (8.2%) 46(12.8%)
Daoist (Taoist) 2 (3.6%) 4(7.3%) 4 (6.6%) 4 (6.8%) 4(7.1%) 3 (6.1%) 22 (6.1%)
Ancestor worshiper 5 (8.9%) 3 (5.5%) 5 (8.2%) 7(11.9%) 11 (19.6%) 3(6.1%) 35 (9.7%)
Chmesefolk
religions (Mixture of
Buddhist, Daoist and
Ancestor Worship)
17(30.4%) 8 (14.5%) 37 (60. 7%) 23 (39.0%) 15 (26.8%) 19 (38.8%) 127 (35.4%)
Christian 13 (23.2%) 16(29.1%) 1 (1.6%) 9(15.3%) 10(17.9%) 10(20.4%) 62(17.3%)
No rehgions 12 (21.4%) 15 (27.3%) 10(16.4%) 12(20.3%) 13 (23.2%) 12 (24.5%) 84 (23.4%)
Others 1 3 1 3 5 4 17
Answered Qn. 56 55 61 59 56 49 359
Skipped On. 1 2 0 2 9 4 18
Whetlier 1'*
generation
Christian
Yes 39 (70.9%>) 36 (64.3%) 54 (90.0%) 38 (63.3%) 47 (74.6%) 37(71.2%) 266 (72.1%)
No 16(29.1%) 20 (35.7%) 6(10.0%) 22 (36.7%) 16(25.4%) 15 (28.8%) 103 (27.9%)
Answered Qn. 55 56 60 60 63 52 369
Skipped On. 2 1 1 1 2 1 8
Family members
who are
Christians
My dad 16(84.2%) 19(82.6%) 2 (33.3%) 18(81.8%) 10(55.6%) 15 (71.4%) 83 (72.8%)
My mum
19
(100.0%)
22 (95.7%) 5 (83.3%) 21 (95.5%) 17(94.4%) 19(905%) 108(94.7%)
My grandfather 3 (15.8%) 1 (30.4%) 0 (0.0%) 8 (36.4%) 5 (27.8%) 4(19.0%) 28 (24.6%)
My grandmother 6(31.6%) 8 (34.8%) 1 (16.7%) 9 (40.9%) 7 (38.9%) 8(38.1%) 42 (36.8%)
Others 13 16 7 18 15 15 89
Answered Qn. 19 23 6 22 18 21 114
Skipped Qn. 38 34 55 39 47 32 263
Parental
perception of
Christianity:
Western religion
and/or shame
Yes to both 8 (25.8%) 10(32.3%) 23 (46.0%) 9 (23.7%) 13 (31.0%) 10(32.3%) 73 (32.7%)
Yes to westem
rehgion, no to shame
3 (9.7%) 1 (3.2%) 7 (14.0%) 5(13.2%) 2 (4.8%) 2 (6.4%) 20 (9.0%)
No to both 19(61.3%) 19(61.3%) 19(38.0%) 24 (63.1%) 25 (59.4%) 18(58.1%) 124 (55.6%)
Unsure about both 1 (3.2%) 1 (3.2%) 1 (2.0%) 0 (0%) 2 (4.8%) 1 (3.2%) 6 (2.7%)
Answered Qn. 31 31 50 38 42 31 223
Skipped Qn. 26 26 11 23 23 22 131
Parental
objection to one's
faith
Yes (objection) 19(47.5%) 12(34.3%) 36 (66.7%) 19 (50%) 20 (43.5%) 16(44.4%) 125 (47.2%)
No (no objection) 20 (50%) 22 (62.8%) 18 (33.3%) 17(44.7%) 26 (56.5%) 20 (55.6%) 132(49.8%)
Others 1 1 0 2 0 0 3
Answered Qn. 40 35 54 38 46 36 265
Skipped Qn. 17 22 7 23 19 17 112
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APPENDIX K
Table 5.14b. Elaboration of reasons for Non-participation in Ancestor Rites
Elaboration of
reasons for non-
participation
Anglican Baptist CNEC Independent Methodist Presbyterian Overall
Church or leaders'
teaching
1 0 0 1 0 0 2 (3.6%)
Personal stand 1 2 1 2 3 0 9 (16.1%)
Parents were
understanding
4 2 1 1 1 1 10(17.9%)
Parents were not
religious
2 3 1 2 2 2 12 (21.4%)
Family is Christian 2 3 1 4 2 1 13 (23.2%)
Had not been
tested yet, parents
still alive
0 1 0 1 2 0 4(7.1%)
No necessity 3 0 0 1 2 0 6 (10.7%)
Total 13 11 4 12 10 4 56 (100%)
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APPENDIX L
Table 5.25b. Other Reasons Christians should not participate in Ancestor Rites
Other reasons Christians should not participate in ancestor rites Responses
Because we are Christians, we should obey God and not compromise 6
Most of the rites are religious in nature 3
Not to stumble others and give a wrong message ofworshiping ancestors 5
There are others ways of remembering ancestors, not just participate in
rites
2
It depends on the individual 4
Total 20
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APPENDIX M
Summary Result of the 40 Survey Questions for the 6 Groups of Singaporean Christians on Ancestor Rites
Question Number Anglican Baptist CNEC Independent Methodist Presbyterian Overall
1 . What is your name? (Optional)
Answered question 57 57 61 61 65 53 377
Skipped question 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2. What is your church? (Optional)
Answered question 51 57 61 46 65 50 335
Skipped question 6 0 0 15 0 3 42
3. What is your age group?
Answered question 57 56 61 61 65 53 376
Skipped question 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
12-20 3 (5.3%) 16(0.7%) 0 (0.0%) 4 (6.6%) 2(3.1%) 1 (1.9%) 16(4.3%)
21-30 27 (47.4%) 11 (19.6%) 4 (6.6%) 12 (19.7%) 7(10.8%) 16 (30.2%) 77 (20.5%)
31-45 12 (21.1%) 19(33.9%) 15 (24.6%) 24 (39.3%) 22 (33.8%) 23 (43.4%) 124 (33.0%)
46-60 12 (21.1%) 13 (23.2%) 42 (68.9%) 18(29.5%) 27 (41.5%) 1 1 (20.8%) 136 (36.2%)
60+ 3 (5.3%) 7 (12.5%) 0 (0.0%) 3 (4.9%) 7 (10.8%) 2 (3.8%) 23 (6.1%)
4. What is your gender?
Answered question 56 56 59 60 63 51 366
Skipped Question 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 1
Male 32 (57.1%) 28 (50.0%) 32 (54,2%) 35 (58.3%) 26 (41.3%) 26 (51.0%) 192 (52.5%)
Female 24 (42.9%) 28 (50.0%) 27 (45.8%) 25 (41.7%) 37 (58.7%) 25 (49.0%) 174 (47.5%)
5. What is your educational level?
Answered question 56 56 59 60 63 53 370
Skipped Question 1 1 2 1 2 0 7
Primary 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%,) 0 (0.0%) 2 (3.8%) 2 (0.5%)
Secondary 14 (25.0%) 17 (30.4%) 3(5.1%) 13 (21.7%) 17 (27.0%>) 4 (7.5%) 70 (18.9%,)
Poly/Junior College 19 (33.9%) 19 (33.9%) 15 (25.4%) 14 (23.3%) 7 (11.1%,) 19 (35.8%) 96 (25.9%)
University 19 (33.9%) 16 (28.6%) 29 (49.2%) 22 (36.7%) 28 (44.4%) 18 (34.0%) 145 (39.2%)
Graduate/Postgraduate 4(7.1%) 4(7.1%) 12 (20.3%) 11 (18.3%) 11 (17.5%) 10(18.9%) 57 (15.4%,)
6. How many years have you been a Christian?
Answered question 55 53 58 61 61 52 363
Skipped question 2 4 3 0 4 1 14
0-5 6 (10.9%) 8 (15.1%) 3 (5.2%) 11 (18.0%) 6 (9.8%) 5 (9.6%) 39 (10.7%)
6-12 13 (23.6%) 6(11.3%) 2 (3.4%) 8 (13.1%) 5 (8.2%) 12 (23.1%,) 49 (13.5%)
13-20 17 (30.9%) 15 (28.3%) 9 (15.5%) 10 (16.4%) 11 (18.0%) 10 (19.2%,) 76 (20.9%,)
21-30 17 (30.9%) 1 1 (20.8%) 16 (27.6%,) 20 (32.8%>) 19 (31.1%) 16 (30.8%) 104 (28.7%)
30+ 2(3.6%) 13 (24.5%) 28 (48.3%) 12 (19.7%) 20 (32.8%) 9 (17.3%) 95 (26.2%)
Summary Result of the 40 Survey Questions for the 6 Groups of Singaporean Christians on Ancestor Rites
Question Number Anglican Baptist CNEC Independent Methodist Presbyterian Overall
7. What is your denominational background?
(Check one or more that applies)
Answered question 57 57 59 61 65 53 374
Skipped question 0 0 2 0 0 0 3
Anglican 57 (100.0%) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 57 (15.24%)
Baptist 0.0% 56 (98.2%) 0.0%, 0.0% 1(1.5%) 0.0%, 64(17.11%)
Brethen 0.0% 1 (1.8%) 0.0%, 0.0% 0.0%, 0.0% 2 (0.5%)
CNEC 0.0% 0.0% 59 (100.0%) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 62 (16.58%)
Evangelical 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 6 (9.8%) 0.0% 0.0% 6 (1.6%)
Lutheran 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 6 (9.8%,) 0.0% 0.0% 6(1.6%)
Methodist 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 65 (100.0%) 0.0% 74 (19,79%)
Pentecostal 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 2 (3.3%) 0.0%, 0.0% 2 (0,5%)
Presbyterian/Bible Presbyterian 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 53 (100.0%) 53 (14,17%)
Non-denominational 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 47 (77.0%) 0.0% 0.0% 47 (12,57%o)
Other (please specify) 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
8. What is your form of service/ministry in
church?
Answered question 41 36 43 45 49 42 274
Skipped question 16 21 18 16 16 11 103
Pastor 1 (2.4%) 0 (0.0%) 4 (9.3%,) 4 (8.9%) 4 (8.2%) 4 (9.5%) 20 (7,3%,)
Elder 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 6(14.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (2.4%) 8 (2,9%o)
Deacon 1 (2.4%) 1 (2.8%) 2 (4.7%) 2 (4.4%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (2.4%) 9 (3,3%)
Sunday School teacher 6 (14.6%) 13 (36.1%) 8 (18.6%) 4 (8.9%) 9(18.4%) 14 (33.3%) 58 (21.2%)
Small Group leader 19(46.3%) 13 (36.1%) 15 (34.9%) 16(35.6%) 25 (51.0%) 16(38.1%,) 1 1 1 (40.5%)
Worship leader 4 (9.8%) 4(11.1%,) 5 (11.6%) 3 (6.7%) 4 (8.2%) 7(16.7%) 29(10.6%)
Counselor 1 (2.4%) 0 (0.0%) 4 (9.3%) 1 (2.2%) 2(4.1%) 1 (2.4%) 1 1 (4.0%)
Usher 7(17.1%) 8 (22.2%) 3 (7.0%) 7(15.6%) 5 (10.2%) 2 (4.8%,) 36(13.1%)
Giving regularly 17 (41.5%) 14(38.9%) 1 9 (44.2%) 16(35.6%) 21 (42.9%) 13 (31.0%) 112 (40.9%)
Other (please specify) 14 23 24 23 21 20 135
9. Where were you bom?
Answered question 54 51 61 57 61 50 357
Skipped Question 3 6 0 4 4 3 20
Singapore 51 (94.4%) 44 (86.3%) 59 (96.7%) 51 (89.5%) 54 (88.5%) 44 (88.0%) 321 (89.9%)
Malaysia 2 (3.7%) 6(11.8%) 2 (3.3%) 6 (10.5%) 6 (9.8%) 6(12.0%) 32 (9.0%)
Indonesia 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.3%)
China 1 (1.9%) 1 (2.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (1.6%) 0 (0.0%,) 3 (0.8%)
Other (please specify) 2 6 0 3 2 3 16
Summary Result of the 40 Survey Questions for the 6 Groups of Singaporean Christians on Ancestor Rites
Question Number Anglican Baptist CNEC Independent Methodist Presbyterian Overall
10. What was your religious background?
(Choose one or more that applies)
Answered question 56 55 61 59 56 49 359
Skipped Question 1 2 0 2 9 4 18
Buddhist 8(14.3%) 12(21.8%) 7(11.5%) 8(13.6%) 7(12.5%) 4 (8.2%) 46 (12.8%)
Daoist (Taoist) 2 (3.6%) 4 (7.3%) 4 (6.6%) 4 (6.8%) 4(7.1%) 3(6.1%) 22 (6.1%)
Ancestor worshiper 5 (8.9%) 3 (5.5%) 5 (8.2%) 7(11.9%) 11 (19.6%) 3(6.1%) 35 (9.7%)
A mixture of Chinese folk religions (Buddhist,
Daoist and Ancestor Worship 17(30.4%)
8 (14.5%) 37 (60.7%.) 23 (39.0%) 15 (26.8%.) 19 (38.8%) 127 (35.4%)
Christian 13 (23.2%) 16 (29.1%) 1 (1.6%) 9(15.3%) 10(17.9%) 10(20.4%) 62(17.3%)
No religions 12(21.4%) 15 (27.3%) 10(16.4%) 12 (20.3%) 13 (23.2%) 12 (24.5%) 84 (23.4%)
Other (please specify) 1 3 1 3 5 4 17
1 1. How did you become a Christian? (Choose
one or more that applies)
Answered question 36 42 38 37 39 35 245
Skipped Question 21 15 23 22 26 18 132
My parents are Christians 12(33.3%) 13 (31.0%) 1 (2.6%) 6(15.4%) 8 (20.5%) 11 (31.4%) 54 (22.0%)
I was brought up in church 8 (22.2%) 1 1 (26.2%) 1 (2.6%) 3 (7.7%) 3 (7.7%) 8 (22.9%) 36(14.7%)
I attended Sunday school and became a
believer there 4(11.1%) 5 (11.9%) 7(18.4%) 7(17.9%o) 5 (12.8%) 7 (20.0%) 39(15.9%)
My friend(s) in school brought me to church
and I became a believer
8 (22.2%) 14(33.3%) 10(26.3%) 18(46.2%) 11 (28.2%) 9 (25.7%) 73 (29.8%)
My fHend(s) brought me to Christ 15 (41.7%) 10(23.8%) 20 (52.6%.) 1 1 (28.2%) 16 (41.0%,) 9 (25.7%) 88 (35.9%)
Other (please specify) 18 14 25 17 21 16 118
12. Are you a first generation Christian?
Answered question 55 56 60 60 63 52 369
Skipped Question 2 1 1 1 2 1 8
Yes 39 (70.9%) 36 (64.3%) 54 (90.0%) 38 (63.3%) 47 (74.6%) 37 (71.2%) 266 (72.1%)
No 16 (29.1%) 20 (35.7%) 6 (10.0%) 22 (36.7%) 16(25.4%) 15 (28.8%) 103 (27.9%)
13. If your answer to Question (12) is "Yes,"
did you experience objection to your faith?
Why or Why not?
Answered question 40 35 54 38 46 36 265
Skipped question 17 22 7 23 19 17 1 12
Yes (objection) 19 12 36 19 20 16 125
No (no objection) 20 22 18 17 26 20 132
others 1 1 0 2 0 0 3
Summary Result of the 40 Survey Questions for the 6 Groups of Singaporean Christians on Ancestor Rites
Question Number Anglican Baptist CNEC Independent Methodist Presbyterian Overall
14. If your answer to question (12) is "Yes," when
you became a Christian, did your parents perceive
that you have believed in a westem religion and
brought shame to the family?
Answered question 31 31 50 38 42 31 237
Skipped question 26 26 11 23 23 22 140
Yes (Westem religion or shame) 10 1 1 26 14 15 1 1 95
No 20 19 21 22 24 19 132
Others 1 1 1 2 3 1 10
15. If your answer to question (12) is "No," who else
in your family are Christians? (Check one or more
that applies)
Answered question 19 23 6 22 18 21 114
Skipped question 38 34 55 39 47 32 263
My dad 16(84.2%) 19(82.6%) 2 (33.3%) 18 (81.8%) 10(55.6%) 15 (71.4%) 83 (72.8%o)
My mum
19
(100.0%)
22 (95.7%o) 5 (83.3%) 21 (95.5%) 17(94.4%) 19(90.5%) 108 (94.7%)
My grandfather 3 (15.8%) 7 (30.4%) 0 (0.0%) 8 (36.4%) 5 (27.8%) 4(19.0%) 28 (24.6%)
My grandmother 6(31.6%) 8 (34.8%) 1 (16.7%) 9 (40.9%) 7 (38.9%) 8(38.1%) 42 (36.8%)
Others (please specify) 13 16 7 18 15 15 89
16. What are some of your family traditions?
(Example: Chinese New Year, weddings, funeral,
worship, etc.)
Answered question 51 51 56 55 60 51 346
Skipped question 6 6 5 6 5 2 31
17. At what age are you aware of your family
traditions?
Answered question 48 47 61 59 58 46 341
Skipped question 9 10 0 2 7 7 36
18. Have you participated in any ancestor rites after
you became a Christian?
Answered question 52 55 61 61 63 51 366
Skipped question 5 2 0 0 2 2 1 1
Yes 19(19.2%) 16(29.1%) 15 (24.6%) 20 (32.8%) 16(25.4%) 14 (27.5%) 97 (26.5%)
No 42 (80.8%) 39 (70.9%) 46 (75.4%) 41 (67.2%) 47 (74.6%) 37 (72.5%) 269 (73.5%)
Summary Result of the 40 Survey Questions for the 6 Groups of Singaporean Christians on Ancestor Rites
Question Number Anglican Baptist CNEC Independent Methodist Presbyterian Overall
19. If you have participated in ancestor rites after
you have become a Christian, roughly when (what
year) was it?
Answered question 7 8 10 17 1 1 8 66
Skipped question 50 49 51 44 54 45 311
20. For whom were you involved in the ancestor
rites? (Check one or more that applies)
Answered question 10 15 15 16 14 14 89
Skipped question 47 42 46 45 51 39 288
A grandparent 8 (80.0%) 1 1 (73.3%) 10(66.7%) 10(62.5%) 7 (50.0%) 12(85.7%) 61 (68.5%)
A parent 1 (10.0%) 4 (26.7%) 5 (33.3%) 6 (37.5%) 3(21.4%) 3 (21.4%) 24 (27.0%)
A close relative 2 (20.0%) 4 (26.7%) 1 (6.7%) 4 (25.0%) 5 (35.7%) 0 (0.0%) 16(18.0%)
A friend 0 (0.0%) 3 (20.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (6.3%) 1 (7.1%) 0 (0.0%) 6 (6.7%)
Others (please specify) 0 1 1 3 2 1 9
21 . Under what circumstances did you participate
in the ancestor rites? (Check one or more that
applies)
Answered question 10 16 21 19 14 14 93
Skipped question 47 41 40 42 51 39 284
Funeral rites 8 (80.0%) 1 1 (68.8%) 14 (93.3%) 16(84.2%) 13(92.9%) 9 (64.3%) 76 (81.7%)
At the grave site 1 (10.0%) 6 (37.5%) 5 (33.3%) 7 (36.8%) 6 (42.9%) 8(57.1%) 35 (37.6%)
During a Chinese religious festival 3 (20.0%) 7 (43.8%) 0 (0.0%) 2(10.5%) 6 (42.9%) 6 (42.9%) 25 (26.9%)
During a social function or event 1 (10.0%) 2(12.5%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (5.3%) 1 (7.1%) 2 (14.3%) 7 (7.5%)
Others (please specify) 0 1 2 1 2 0 7
22. How many times have you participated in
ancestor rites? (Check any one that applies)
Answered question 10 16 15 19 16 14 96
Skipped question 47 41 46 42 49 39 281
Once 3 (30.0%) 4 (25.0%) 7 (46.7%) 7 (36.8%) 5(31.3%) 4 (28.6%) 34 (35.4%)
Two or three times 4 (30.0%) 4 (25.0%) 6 (40.0%) 5 (26.3%) 6 (37.5%) 5 (35.7%) 31 (32.3%)
More than three times 2 (20.0%) 3(18.8%) 2(13.3%) 5 (26.3%) 4(25.0%) 1(7.1%) 18(18.8%)
Regularly 1 (10.0%) 5(31.3%) 0 (0.0%) 2(10.5%) 1 (6.3%) 4 (28.6%) 13 (13.5%)
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23. How do you feel about your participation in
the ancestor rites?
Answered question 10 10 7 13 10 12 69
Skipped question 47 47 53 48 55 41 308
I feel good about it because I am fulfilling my
filial piety, my role as a family member
2 (20.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (7.7%) 1 (10.0%) 2 (16.7%) 8 (11.6%,)
I feel there is nothing wrong in participating as it is
a cultural practice
2 (20.0%) 4 (40.0%) 1 (12.5%) 1 (7.7%) 2 (20.0%) 3 (25.0%) 15(21.7%)
I feel a little uneasy at first but was pressurized to
do it because of the presence of relatives and
friends
5 (50.0%) 3 (30.0%) 5 (62.5%) 9 (69.2%) 3( 30.0%) 5 (41.7%) 32 (46.4%)
I feel awkward as a Christian in participating, and
guilty that I have compromised my faith
4 (40.0%) 3 (30.0%) 3 (37.5%) 4 (30.8%) 6 (60.0%) 4 (33.3%) 27 (39.1%)
Others (please specify) 0 6 7 8 7 2 32
24. For Cfuistians who participate in ancestor rites,
which of the following do you think is the most
prominent reason for them to do so? (Please check
only ONE of the following)
Answered question 52 53 55 59 60 51 351
Skipped question 5 4 6 2 5 2 26
Love and respect for the deceased ancestor 10(19.2%) 24 (45.3%) 13 (23.6%,) 18 (30.5%) 24 (40.0%) 18 (35.3%) 115 (32.8%)
Conformity to parental and family expectation 38 (73.1%) 26 (49.1%) 39 (70.9%) 40 (67.8%) 33 (55.0%) 31 (60.8%) 218 (62.1%o)
Adherent to Chinese traditions 1 (1.9%) 1 (1.9%) 3 (5.5%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (1.7%) 1 (2.0%) 8 (2.3%)
Hope to receive blessings 0 (0.0%,) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%�) 1 (1.7%) 1 (2.0%) 3 (0.9%)
Fear of punishment or harm 3 (5.8%,) 2 (3.8%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (1.7%) 1 (1.7%) 0 (0.0%,) 7 (2.0%)
Others (please specify) 4 2 5 2 3 4 24
25. Rank in order ofpriorities the above reasons if
Christians were to participate in ancestor rites,
from 1 to 6, 1 being the most important and 6
being the least important.
Answered question 50 52 57 59 57 51 351
Skipped question 7 5 4 2 8 2 26
Love and respect for the deceased ancestor
(Ranked #1)
12 (30.0%) 24 (48.0%) 14
(25.92%)
15 (26.32%) 22 (39.29%o)
20 (41.67%) 117
(33.42%)
Conformity to parental and family expectations
(Ranked #1)
31 (62.5%) 24 (48.0%) 36
(66.67%)
40 (70.18%) 33 (58.92%)
25 (52.08%) 198
(56.57%)
Adherence to Chinese traditions (Ranked #1) 3 (7.5%) 1 (2.0%) 4 (7.4%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (1.79%) 1 (2.08%,) 12 (0.04%,)
Hope to receive blessings (Ranked #1) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.00%) 1 (2.08%) 3 (0.01%)
Fear of punishment or harm (Ranked #1) 1 (0.0%) 1 (2.0%) 0 (0.0%) 2 (3.5%) 0 (0.00%o) 1 (2.08%) 5 (0.01%)
Others (Ranked #1) 3 2 3 2 1 3 38
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26. If you have not participated in any
ancestor rites, what was the reason for your
decision or action?
Answered question 46 38 47 41 46 41 276
Skipped question 11 19 14 20 19 12 101
Because I have not faced such a situation and
there is no necessity in participating in the
rites.
17(37.0%) 22 (57.9%) 8(17.0%) 14(34.1%) 17(37.0%) 16 (39.0%) 100 (36.2%)
Because I abstained from participating in the
rites for religious reasons.
29 (63.0%) 16(42.1%) 39 (83.0%) 27 (65.9%) 29 (63.0%) 25 (61.0%) 176 (63.8%)
27. If your answer to the above question is the
second one (abstention from ancestor rites),
did you experience any opposition to your
stand or decision?
Answered question 30 20 40 26 29 26 182
Skipped question 27 37 21 35 36 27 195
Yes 5(16.7%) 7 (35.0%) 19 (47.5%) 12 (46.2%) 11 (37.9%) 7 (26.9%) 66 (36.3%)
No 25 (83.3%) 13(65.0%) 21 (52.5%) 14(53.8%) 18(62.1%) 19(73.1%) 116(63.7%)
28. If "Yes," how did you feel (about the
objection)?
Answered question 7 7 20 12 11 7 69
Skipped question 50 50 41 49 54 46 308
29. If "No," could you explain why you did
not experience any opposition to your stand?
Answered question 22 13 19 15 19 20 1 15
Skipped question 35 44 42 46 46 33 262
30. Do you suggest that Christians participate
with their family members in the ancestor
rites?
Answered question 54 53 46 59 57 53 343
Skipped question 3 4 15 2 8 0 34
Yes 7(13.0%) 15(28.3%) 13(28.3%) 17(28.8%) 19 (33.3%) 18(34.0%) 96 (28.0%)
No 47 (87.0%) 38(71.7%) 33(71.7%) 42 (71.2%) 38 (66.7%) 35 (66.0%) 247 (72.0%)
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31. If "No," what are your reasons?
Answered question 9 13 19 16 19 19 102
Skipped question 48 44 42 45 46 34 275
To show our solidarity with our family members even we are
Christians
1 (11.1%)
3
(23.1%)
I (5.3%) 3 (18.8%) 4(21.1%) 4(21.1%) 17(16.7%)
Because it is a cultural thing for us to do, nothing religious
about it
3 (33.3%)
3
(23.1%)
0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 2(10.5%) 2(10.5%) 10(9.8%)
So as not to offend our parents or relatives, and bring shame
to them
0 (0.0%) I (7.7%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%o) 0 (0.0%,) 0 (0.0%) I (1.0%)
We may participate in some things, but not others that are
controversial, or have religious connotations
6 (66.7%)
8
(61.5%)
18
(94.7%)
15 (93.8%) 13 (68.4%) 14(73.7%) 80 (78.4%)
Others (please specify) 2 4 0 4 1 2 15
32. If "No," what are your reasons?
Answered question 47 37 40 39 38 33 252
Skipped question 10 20 21 22 27 20 125
We do not need to show solidarity just by participating in the
rites with our family members, there are many others ways to
do it
21
(44.7%)
15
(40.5%)
20
(50.0%) 16(41.0%) 10(26.3%)
15 (45.5%) 104 (41.3%)
Because participating in the rites compromises our Christian
faith and practice
27
(57.4%)
22
(59.5%)
20
(50.0%)
28 (71.8%) 26 (68.4%) 14(42.4%o) 151 (59.9%)
To participate in the rites or not is an individual decision, one
should not be coerced to do what he or she does not wish to
do
6(12.8%)
10
(27.0%)
5 (12.5%) 3 (7.7%) 4(10.5%) 3(9.1%) 34(13.5%)
It is difficult to differentiate between what is cultural and
what is religious. Therefore it is safer for us to totally abstain
from the rites in case we dishonor God
9(19.1%)
6
(16.2%) 6(15.0%) 6(15.4%)
9 (23.7%) 8 (24.2%) 48(19.0%)
Others (please specify) 1 3 6 2 4 4 20
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33. Do you think Christians should participate in the following
ancestor rites?
Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No
Wearing mouming clothes to moum the deceased at the funeral 44 12 37 13 53 6 48 12 50 11 48 5 300 62
Standing and bowing before the coffm at the funeral 28 28 40 12 34 25 39 20 36 26 39 14 231 132
Meditating and praying on behalf of the deceased and love ones
before the coffin
14 43 25 27 20 38 26 33 27 35 16 37 137 227
Offering incense sticks, paper money and food to the deceased 1 55 1 50 1 58 1 58 1 61 0 53 5 358
Be involved in the preparation of ritual items and helping to set up the
altar before the funeral
6 50 5 46 4 55 3 57 5 57 6 47 33 331
Participate in the chanting ceremony with relatives in holding incense
sticks and going aroimd the coffin
3 52 2 48 0 59 3 58 1 61 1 52 10 353
Participate in viewing the deceased face for the last time before
closing the coffin
49 7 51 1 60 0 59 2 59 3 52 1 352 15
Be involved in the sending party to the burial or cremation ground 50 6 51 1 59 1 55 5 62 0 53 0 353 13
Be involved in throwing sand into the burial pit 38 15 40 9 48 10 43 15 46 14 44 8 279 73
Be involved in mouming and wailing at the cremation ground 29 26 25 24 32 25 35 25 27 32 28 24 191 161
Eating a communion feast with the family after the funeral 45 11 43 8 49 9 50 9 51 10 45 5 303 53
Erecting family altar in the home with picture of the deceased 3 53 4 48 8 50 3 58 8 55 4 49 31 335
Keep family genealogy with names, relationships and deeds of the
deceased
38 17 36 12 48 9 44 15 43 17 40 9 264 85
Hold family memorial day service on the anniversary of the deceased 40 15 42 10 46 12 46 14 48 12 45 7 284 74
Visit deceased's grave or columbarium to clean and put flowers and
fruit
45 11 44 8 49 11 37 24 42 20 41 12 275 91
Visit deceased's grave or columbarium to offer incense, sacrifices and
food
4 52 4 46 1 55 1 57 2 56 3 50 17 335
Any other rite you can think of (Yes/No) 0 0 0 1 2 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 10 2
Answered question 56 53 60 61 62 53 368
Skipped question 1 4 1 0 3 0 9
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34. To what extent do your parents or relatives
influence your decision whether to participate in
ancestor rites? (Check one of the following, whichever
is the closest)
Answered question 51 46 50 55 59 49 330
Skipped question 6 11 11 6 6 4 47
I will obey my parents in the participation of the rites 1 (2.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1( 1.7%) 0 (0.0%) 2 (0.6%)
Depending on whether I see the rites are congruent or
contradictory to Scriptures, I will selectively obey
18 (35.3%) 18(39.1%) 21 (42.0%) 20 (36.4%) 23 (39.0%) 21 (42.9%) 128 38.8%)
I take a more passive and non-participative stance
towards this matter of ancestor rites 7(13.7%) 7(15.2%) 6(12.0%) 14 (25.5%) 7(11.9%,) 10(20.4%)
53 (16.1%)
1 totally refi^ain from participating in ancestor rites 25 (49.0%) 21 (45.7%) 23 (46.0%) 21 (38.2%) 28 (47.5%) 18(36.7%) 147 (44.5%)
Others (please specify) 1 9 9 4 3 3 31
35. Do your parents or relatives influence your decision
to participate or not to participate in ancestor rites? Or
do you have freedom to make decisions conceming this
matter?
Answered question 52 48 58 60 60 50 350
Skipped question 5 9 3 1 5 3 27
Yes, freedom 45
(86.54%)
42 (87.5%) 54 (93.1%) 56 (93.33%) 60(100%) 45 (90.00%) 324
No, no freedom 2 (3.85%) 5 (10.42%) 1 (1.72%) 1 (1.67%) 0 (0.00%) 0 (0.00%) 10
Both, others 5 (961%) 1 (2.1%) 3 (5.17%o) 3 (5.0%) 0 (0.00%) 5 (10.00%) 16
36. Do you think that the economic, social and cultural
changes caused by rapid modemization and
technological advancement over the last few years
affect both Christians and non-Christians in their belief
and practice of ancestor rites?
Answered question 51 49 59 55 61 47 344
Skipped question 6 8 2 6 4 6 33
Yes 46 (90.2%) 40(81.6%) 46 (78.0%) 45 (81.8%) 57 (93.4%) 43 (91.5%) 296 (86.0%)
No 5 (9.8%) 9 (18.4%) 13 (22.0%) 10(18.2%) 4 (6.6%) 4 (8.5%) 48 (14.0%�)
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37. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, do you know of
any church or denominational position that your church has
towards the practice of ancestor rites?
Answered question 31 29 26 31 30 20 169
Skipped question 26 38 35 30 35 33 208
Yes 3 (9.7%) 5 (26.3%) 13 (50.0%>) 5 (16.1%) 4(13.3%) 3 (15.0%) 35 (20.7%)
No 28 (90.3%) 14 (73.7%) 13 (50.0%) 26 (83.9%) 26 (86.7%) 17(85.0%) 134 (79.3%)
38. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, have you seen,
experienced or known among your church members issues
relating to the participation in ancestor rites?
Answered question 10 5 16 21 11 8 61
Skipped question 47 52 45 40 54 45 316
Yes 9 (90.0%) 3 (60.0%) 1 1 (68.8%) 7 (58.3%) 5 (45.5%) 8(100.0%) 41 (67.2%)
No 1 (10.0%) 2 (40.0%) 5 (31.3%) 5 (41.7%) 6 (54.5%) 0 (0.0%) 29 (32.8%)
39. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, from a scale of 1
to 10(1 being the minimum and 10 being the maximum), how
much flexibility do you allow your church member or
parishioner to differ from the "official" church position on the
issue of ancestor rites?
Scale
(1-10)
Scale
(1-10)
Scale
(1-10)
Scale
(1-10)
Scale
(1-10)
Scale
(1-10)
Scale
(1-10)
Scale: 1 2 1 1 5 1 1 11
2 3 1 6 5 2 0 19
3 2 2 4 1 5 2 19
4 1 1 0 6 0 0 9
5 6 2 3 4 4 3 24
6 3 1 3 0 4 0 1 1
7 2 2 4 3 0 3 14
8 2 0 2 1 4 1 1 1
9 0 0 0 0 I 1 2
10 0 1 0 0 1 0 2
Answered question 21 11 23 25 22 11 122
Skipped Question 36 46 38 36 43 42 255
40. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, what is your
advice to Christians who are facing the issue of ancestor rites?
Answered question 21 11 24 26 22 11 126
Skipped question 36 46 37 35 43 42 251
APPENDIX N
Interview Questions for Singaporean Christians on Chinese Ancestor Rites
General Information
Name: Date:
Cliurcli:
Please mark a check (^) where applicable
Age Group: 12 to 20, 21 to 30, 31 to 45, 46 to 60, 60+
Sex: Male, Female
Education: Primary, Secondary/JC, University, Graduate/Postgraduate
Years as a Christian: 0 to 5, 6 to 12, 13 to 20, 21 to 30, 30+
Denominational background: Check (^) one or more where applicable
AngHcan, Baptist, Brethren, CNEC, Evangelical Free, Lutheran,
Methodist, Pentecostal, Presbyterian, Non-denominational, Others
Service/Ministry in Church: Check one or more where applicable
Pastor, Elder, Deacon, Sunday School teacher, Small Group leader,
Worship leader, Counselor, Usher, Giving regularly, Others
Interview Questions
1 . What is your view of the dead, after people die? Where do they go after they die? Do you
think their soul is still alive? Below are some biblical passages for your consideration.
a. What do you think of stories in the Bible that seem to mention people calling the
dead out to inquire from them, such as the story ofKing Saul and the woman of
Endor, a spirit medium? (1 Samuel 28:7-20)
b. What do you think of the story of the rich man and Lazams? How do you interpret it?
(Luke 16:19-31)
c. Scriptures mention that Christ went to preach to the imprisoned spirits after his death.
How do you interpret this passage? (1 Peter 3:19-20)
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2. What does the Bible say about the treatment of our deceased love ones? How should we
honor an ancestor who has gone beyond?
a. Does the Bible allow the idea of remembering the dead by the living?
b. Can we consider God the Father to be our First Ancestor, and who created our first
ancestors, Adam and Eve?
c. Can we remember our ancestors as we remember the death ofChrist in the Lord's
Supper?
d. What does the Bible say about offering sacrifices and prayers to the dead?
3. What are the specific commandments in the Bible that relate to worshiping God, idolatry,
and honoring our parents, and ancestors? (Examples: the Ten Commandments and
Ephesians 6:1, 4)
a. Is there any relationship between ancestors and idols mentioned in the Bible?
b. What does the Bible say about ancestor rites? (E.g. Ezek. 24: 1 5-24)
c. What are some Biblical principles we could consider in order to give an appropriate
response to ancestor rites? (E.g. 1 Cor. 8:7-13; 10:14-22, 31-33; 6:12-13)
4. What are some good values or motivations for ancestor rites that could enrich church
life?
a. How do we seek to obey God and yet not be seen as unfilial in our love and
obedience to our parents?
b. What are some practical ways we show our respect to our parents, and ancestors?
c. What are some hindrances we could avoid or address conceming this issue so that
our evangelism could be more effective?
5. Do you think that Christians should hold the position that the practice of ancestor rites is
religious in nature and should be totally rejected without any compromise? If your
answer is "Yes," tell us why you think so. Do you have scriptural basis or examples that
you wish to share to support your answer?
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Do you think that there are some areas of ancestor rites or paying respect to our ancestors
that we could "Christianize" and so that we could contextualize the gospel to the Chinese
people and culmre? If your answer is "Yes," what are some aspects of ancestor rites that
the church could contextualize and use so that it might not be perceived as anti-culture?
What are some areas Christians could be involved in non-Christian parents' funerals and
not be perceived as participating in ancestor rites?
To help us this question, below is a list of practices in ancestor rites.
Please mark "Y" for "yes" for those that you think could be adapted for Christian use and
"N" for 'no" for those practices that you think Christians should not compromise, and
thus not suitable for any adaptation or contextualization.
) wearing mouming clothes to moum the deceased at the funeral
) standing and bowing before the coffm at the funeral
) meditating and praying on behalf of the deceased and love ones before the
coffin and the deceased picture
) offering incense sticks, paper money and food to the deceased
) be involved in the preparation of ritual items such as folding paper money and
setting up the altar before the funeral
) participate in the chanting ceremony with relatives in holding incense sticks
and going around the coffin
) participate in viewing the deceased face for the last time and closing the coffin
) be involved in the sending party to the burial or cremation ground
) be involved in throwing sand into the burial pit
) be involved in mouming and wailing at the cremation ground
) eating a communion feast after the funeral
) erect family altar in the home with picture of the deceased
) keep family genealogy with names, relationships and deeds of the deceased
) hold family memorial day service on the anniversary of the deceased
) visit deceased grave or columbarium to clean and put flowers
) visit deceased's grave or columbarium to offer incense, sacrifices, food and
fmit
) keep our ancestors' pictures for memory
) others
For the questions above that you have marked "Y" in question #6, could you elaborate
and suggest ways of adaptation or contextualization?
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8. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, do you know of any church/denominational
position that your church has toward the practice of ancestor rites? IfYes, what is it?
Please elaborate.
9. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, what have you seen or experienced among
your church members in relation to the issue of ancestor rites?
10. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, from a scale of 1 to 10 (1 being minimum and
10 being maximum), how much flexibility do you allow your church member or
parishioner to differ from the official church position on the issue of ancestor rites?
Scale: 12345678910 (Circle your answer)
1 1 . If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, what is your advice to Christians who are
facing the issue of ancestor rites?
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APPENDIX O
Summary of the six groups' interview answers to Questions #1 to #4
Group 1 (Anglican)
Question #1: What is your view of the dead, after people passed on (die)? Where do they
go after they die?
With regard to their view of the dead after people die, I believe that the body and spirit is
so integrated that the moment when you separate them, h will die. And after people die,
their soul, spirit or consciousness is still there. The Bible upholds the fact that the person
is still alive and conscious after death. It could well be when we close our eyes, and the
next moment, when we open our eyes, it is the "Last Days." And once a person is dead,
they are being "locked up" and do not retum back to earth. The Scriptures are not very
clear about our in-between state; after a person is dead and the second coming of Christ.
In the interim, before the fnst coming and the second coming of Jesus Christ, there is
this period where probably we will be somewhere, just as in Revelations where the
martyrs ofGod cried out, "Lord, how long, how long." So, before we are vindicated and
become victorious there is this period of time, a very short period of time called the
interim state where our spirit exists in a kind of consciousness. I will not call it
purgatory; it is not purgatory. It is also a time when we purify our soul; a waiting time
and waiting place while we wait for the Lord's remm.
Not like the Chinese who say that you go down to hell, to receive punishment or
judgment, or you go up to heaven to become a "shen" or god. When we fall asleep, and
when we wake up in the Last Day. Traditionally and historically, in the church, we held
on to the idea of the communion of the saints; that we are still around. They are in
another realm but in terms of contact with earthly beings, there should not be any
contact. The Bible makes a clear divide, there may be one or two exceptions, but they are
very rare. And while waiting for the final judgment, there are two resting places: 1) You
are comforted and rested; and 2) where there is a great chasm, and the wicked are already
in the process of suffering.
Question #2: What does the Bible say about the treatment of our deceased loved ones?
How should we honor an ancestor who has gone beyond?
The Bible teaches us to honor our loved ones, and honor each other. Again the Bible
does not specifically talks about the treatment of our deceased but it always tells us to
remember the witness of those who have gone before us. I think remembering and
honoring them in these ways is not against our biblical teachings. The Bible says that we
should always remember our forefathers and what they did. For example, in the Passover
Feast, when the children sat down to eat, they would ask the reason for the feast, and the
Israelites would reply, our forefathers told us to do it. So this was how they remember
their forefathers, but not to worship them. Shall we remember our forefathers? Yes.
They are the ones who go before us, and provided encouragement to live on in oin faith.
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So, this year, we want to write a book to chronicle the history and events of our church,
not to glorify the church but so that subsequent generations in this church would say, our
forefathers trusted and believed God, how could we do less.
We are not to forget our roots and our past, but to remember them. Whether that leads to
what the Chinese people would do, might be a different thing. I think in then
understanding, the Chinese application and practice ofhonoring then ancestors, they tend
to go too far or overboard. Does the Bible allow the idea of remembering the dead by the
living? I think it does. But again the line must be drawn in terms of remembering and/or
going beyond remembering. What I think for the Chinese culture is this - the question is:
are you worshiping or are you showing respect? If you set up candles, ash um, a table,
putting a figure of an idol behind it. But if you remove the idol, and then put a picture of
your ancestor, and you call h respect. So, everything else is the same except what is
behind the candles. So we have to be very careful as to what we mean and what we
practice. There has to be a clear demarcation between what is remembering and what
ends up as worshiping ancestors. We remember but we cannot worship. Worship belongs
to God alone. And we can only accord it to God, not anyone else, including ancestor.
Question #3: What are the specific commandments in the Bible that relate to worshiping
God, idolatry, and honoring our parents and ancestors? (Examples: The Ten
Commandments and Ephesians 6:1, 4)
Is there a relationship between ancestors and idols? I do not believe so. There is a very
big difference between ancestors and idols except when it comes to our Chinese culture.
Somewhere along the line, in the Chinese eclectic thinking, the line is blurred, because
the Chinese has something called, "shen zhu pai" (T^|@.){^) or "ling wei" (^ik). They
put there and pray to it. And this becomes the object and link between them and their
ancestors, and it all gets mixed up.
As to the ancestor rites, the Bible does mention remembering the ancestors by according
them the proper burial rites and places. The Israelites were called to give proper respect
to the body and the person. Thus a proper Jew would never worship the ancestors, but to
remember them. In ancient cultures veneration of ancestors applies more to the pagans,
not to Israelites. Again, there is a line when they cross, where the humans could become
gods when they die, this is where the stmggle lies. And it is not only after they die they
would become "shen" or "kui," but also in our minds. This is the Chinese worldview.
The Bible speaks against necromancy, but for the Chinese, everything is covered up or
compromised and accepted, and along the way, the line becomes blurred. It all started
very well as filial piety and honoring our parents, and along the way filial piety went
from earthly to heavenly, to the spirit realm, and thus ancestor worship. The Bible's
purpose is for the people not to be involved in the demonic. But it is hard to tell people
because ultimately the question is what do you mean that my ancestors are demonic. We
have to be very careful and we carmot criticize people and condemn them as worshiping
the demons.
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Today, in the eastem rehgions, the Indian and Chinese rehgions, there tends to be a mix
between idol and ancestor worship. They believe that when their ancestors died, they
become gods. The appropriate response should be that worship is always accorded to
God. Loving, thinking, considering and giving the proper credit to our ancestors are signs
of respect. But we should not worship them. They are forbidden.
Question #4: What are some good values or motivations for ancestor rites that could
emich Christian and church life?
The first thing we should work on is to show filial piety to om parents while they are
alive - this is one of the key things. For the Chinese, the parents don't ask for too much,
the parents would only expect that children come home for dirmer, to sit down for a meal
together once or twice, especially on festive occasions, to show our presence. A lot of us
have problems when we come to funeral rites, they will ask why we don't do certain
things. But along the way, when we honor our parents, take them out for diimer and do
things with them, then when it comes to that point, people can still be upset that you
don't involve in the rites and rituals, they cannot say that you are not filial. Practical ways
to show our respect include: going home for dinner, taking them to the doctor, and
helping in spring-cleaning. As for ancestors, remember them, remember the dead during
then death aimiversary, et cetera.
There are always altematives during anniversaries when visit the gravesites, in terms of
going to clean up the tomb, or going up the niche, Traditionally, Chinese would go during
the Chinese New Year or Qing Ming. For Christians, we could go during Chinese New
Year, Easter Sunday, All Souls Day, and their death anniversary. For us Christians, to
have a photo of the departed ones hanging in our homes is not wrong, but we need to be
careful not to put candles or fhihs in front of it, for then it becomes like an altar for
worship.
The first hindrance to evangehsm would be to understand when we become a Christian
and when our parents or relatives found out, it is a major paradigm shift for them as well
as for us. To them, they might be thinking, "die Iah" there goes my future, because they
think, "When I die, I expect my son would look after me, to offer incense for me, but now
I don't have anybody to bum incense and paper money for me, so potentially, I am going
to hell." I think that is a very scary thought, so the first thing is that we must really
understand our parents. So we need to assure and share with them, but we cannot say,
okay, after they die then we become Christians, it's not that. But then, many parents
complain that now we become Christians, they no longer see us at home, we are too busy
with "church work." This is also not good. Again we need to balance up, continue to
show piety, and be seen around at home.
The Chinese have good values. For example every year during Qing Ming, the Chinese
would remember their ancestors. When the church uses it, during the same period, we
have a service to worship God and remember those who have passed on before us, and
then good deeds and kindness toward us. We also remember God's kindness to us and to
them, and therefore we need to show kindness to our descendants. It is a very good
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thing; it is like a visual thing to teach our church good values. But we don't mix our
worship of God with the worship of ancestors. The rhes themselves accord a certain
form of respect to our ancestors. We tell my young people not to despise old people
because, perhaps once upon a time, they might have been the top athletes or sports
people.
Ancestor rites have their usefulness. They called upon us to accord proper respect to our
ancestors. In their time, our ancestors did good things. Just as we respect the fathers of
our faith, we should also respect our parents and ancestors. IfTimothy did not respect
his grandma, Lois (or Eunice), how could he teach the Ten Commandments? He did not
have to life to substantiate his teachings. So, ancestor rites, when done properly,
carefully, explained, do have their place. So, funeral services and wakes should not be
done away with, because they do help the living overcome the grief, and an opportunity
for the family to think. Ancestor rites are very important in the church to help the church
root itself in family. We cannot throw them out of the window. We have to carefully
craft them in such a way that they do not become pagan worship. But in terms of the
non-Christian religious rites, we have to tell them "No" because they are worshiping the
wrong thing.
Old folks are very particular about filial piety. So we teach our young people in church
and tell them to go and take good care of their parents. When their parents ask them to
do something, do. And when they wish to eat something, buy for them, don't comment
or complain. When they are alive, treat them well. The problem with too many people
(Christians) is that they tell their old folks that they are worshiping the idols, the demons
and devil. They are going to die and go to hell, but failed to spend time with them,
because the most important thing when they are old is that they want their children back,
and their children to find back their parents.
How my grandpa became a Christian. I told him, "Grandpa, someday we will die, but I
still want to be with you. Can you stop smoking? He's been a chain smoker for ah his
life. He said "okay" and the next day he stopped smoking. And I said, "The only way we
can be together is that you become a Christian." So he accepted Christ on the spot. You
don't throw the Bible at their face. It is when you show real love and care, and then they
will feel it. If you ask me how our young people should do. I say, don't go and knock
them down with straight logic because they cannot take it. You "throw in" the
relationship in happy times, they will be more open. They have to do those ancestor
practices because they are afraid something bad might happen to them, nd because this is
the only they knew and grew up with. If they don't do this, then what will they do. So
we need to give them an altemative.
As Asians, we have this idea of, "for good or for bad, they are our seniors and we need
to respect and listen to them." Sometimes, along the line there is a blurring of the line,
and it is in this that we can share and reach out to them. Not that we are afraid but we
respect the line. And we hope that during those times ofblurring of the line, we could
help them see the light. In our church, the parents are slowly accepting Christ because
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they started to see the difference. Whether it is ancestral worship or other areas, we need
to shower our parents with a lot of love, and sensitivity, other than using hard, cold, solid
logic. You might win an argument, but you lose a soul. We loses an argument, h's all
right.
Group 2 (Baptist)
Question #1: What is your view of the dead, after people passed on (die)? Where do they
go after they die?
After people die, their soul is still there. The body will be rotten away, but the soul will
either go to heaven or hell. In the Bible there is mentioned about a place that is not so
"hell." Obviously, there is heU. Scriptures do not give too many details in terms of the
specifics. But what Paul seemed to say is that, if I am not in the body, 1 will be in the
presence ofGod, so if as a Christian, I die, then I will be with God. The soul and the
spirit represent the immaterial part of the human being. Scriptures seem to use these two
terms interchangeably. But for those who are not Christians, then they are not in the
presence ofChrist. The Bible says that when a person is without Christ, they would go
into a Christ-less eternity, which the Bible refers to 'Hell." Hell is a reality. Hell is not
just a consciousness but a real place of suffering.
We do not think the Bible has enough support of an intermediate state or a holding place
that Christians go to after they die. The only thing we could say is that our body is dead,
but our soul-spirit is still alive. So, that is a period perhaps we could call "hibernation."
Paul said that, after a person dies, we could be confident of our salvation ifwe have
assurance of our faith in the Lord. So, there is a possibility of an intermediate state of
existence and we could call it, "hibernation."
Our understanding is that those who are with Christ will go straight to be with him, that
is in heaven and those without Christ will go to a place called hell. At the end of the day
every one of us Christians or non believers will still have to give an account ofwhat he
or she has done in his life. So I beheve that first there will be judgment. At the second
coming ofChrist, we will be resurrected in our body. So I believe, our soul is still there
and we could feel even though our physical body is no longer there. 1 do not think that
after we die, a person will be able to come back to earth. This is a clear matter that the
Bible tells us. When our Lord Jesus Christ comes back again, we will all be resurrected
and be in heaven.
Question #2: What does the Bible say about the treatment of our deceased loved ones?
How should we honor an ancestor who has gone beyond?
Yes. There is a strong support that we are to honor the loved ones who had passed away,
not just our elders, but also any superiors. Ifwe are to honor our superiors when they are
alive, what more when they passed away. When the patriarchs died, the Israelites were
commanded to give them a proper burial. For Joseph, he specifically instructed his
descendants to bring his dead body out fi-om Egypt into the Promised Land. So the Bible
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does support that we do not simply forget our ancestors but in an appropriate way, we
respect and honor them, without worshiping them. We should remember, respect and
give due honor to our dead. In the same way, when we remember our dead, we also
remember the good things they had done, and they had passed down to us.
There is no biblical injunction to say just because someone has passed on we cannot
remember them, but the question is by what means and for what purpose do you
remember that person. When you have a relationship you definitely would not forget the
person so easily, but we take comfort in the fact that if it is a loved one who is also a
believer then he or she has left the world for a better place.
The Bible allows us, or God would allow us, to remember the dead, but in a different
perspective from worshipping the dead. I think ancestral case is more not so much
remembrance but also the importance of offering sacrifices on anniversary dates and to
basically pray for the soul or pray to them as well. Biblically there is nothing wrong with
remember our ancestors. Of course at the end of the day when you do have a relationship
with someone, you carmot deny the fact there was a relationship, particularly if it was a
happy relationship. To remember the good times, and the relationship, that is acceptable,
but to remember the ancestor as in ancestor worship is where you pray to him or her like
a god, and to invoke blessing then that is not the right way.
Ifyou pray or sacrifice to the dead in the form ofworship, then that is incorrect. It is a
form of idolatry; you're basically then elevating the dead in another form of a god. Our
Chinese expression might be different because we have sort or contaminated the cultural
with the religious intonation and religious background. We caimot escape from linking
our what we do as Chinese to the part of "ancestor worship." But there is nothing wrong
with remembering the dead during atmiversaries like flowers to decorate the grave, et
cetera.
Question #3: What are the specific commandments in the Bible that relate to worshiping
God, idolatry, and honoring our parents and ancestors? (Examples: The Ten
Commandments and Ephesians 6:1, 4)
The Bible says that we can only worship the Lord our God. As for idolatry is a kind of
"adultery." But I think there is a different between ancestors and idols. But when we
worship both, they could be quite similar. In the Old Testament, when Moses went up
the mountain and did not come down in time, and the people evoke Aaron to make a
golden calf, and of course God was very displeased. Idols are created images or deities.
They are not related to us. The Bible is against worshiping idols and graven images, but
the Bible is not against honoring our parents or ancestors.
Ancestors refer to those before us, they are seniors related to us, those who had passed
on. There is a relationship between them and us, and this could be traced back to the
family line. You can't deny that you are related to your ancestor, but whether you equate
ancestors on the same ground as idols, no. With our ancestors of course there's a blood
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relationship, idols are really created by man. If the question is if there's difference
between worshipping ancestors and idols, then there's no difference because both are
wrong, because only God shall we worship. However, in the Chinese culture, there is a
tendency for us to elevate our ancestors to the position of a deity and put them together
with idols, and worship them with the idols. So, in this situation, what should we do?
Definitely, in this case, we should not worship them. So about ancestral rites, in the
Chinese ancestral rites, sometimes, it goes beyond the line, to veneration and worship.
The Israelites buried the patriarchs appropriately. When they were wandering in the
wilderness, they took good care of their remains. And when they settled down, they
made sure that their remains were properly buried. This is a good way of honoring the
ancestors. The other thing is, in the Hebrew culture, where the father is going to tell the
sons the stories of old, and this is one way to honor and remember their ancestors, telling
the faith stories to the future generations.
There is nothing wrong in remembering our parents and giving them the appropriate
honor and credit for what they have done in our lives. The Bible says that we need to
render to God that which belongs to God, and to Caesar that which belongs to Caesar.
Similarly we render honor to our ancestors the honor that is due to them.
But I think doing the rites is ceremonial. What happens today in those rites is a kind of a
cult that we should not agree with; things like buming paper money, offering of the food
and fruits, these are things that are "a bit out ofplace" because who is going to eat them.
These practices are not biblical. If that is a dead person, he is not going to eat it, worse
we might be worshiping something else. It would be more meaningfiil and beneficial if
we do good to our parents or grandparents when they are still alive. Ephesians 6 and the
Fifth Commandment instmcted us to honor our parents, and I believe it refers to when
they are still alive. It is out ofmy consideration to do something when our parents or
ancestors had already passed on. They would not be able to enjoy what I do for them.
Question #4: What are some good values or motivations for ancestor rites that could
enrich Christian and church life?
The best time to do this is when they are still alive. There are times we need to educate
and inform our elders what are some things we could and could not do. But ifwe keep
quite, it may become misconstmed as being unfilial. And at a time like the funeral, a
time of loss, it is not for us to fight when there are differences in opinions but to come
together to show unity. The most important thing is knowing that the person is saved, the
other things are not so important, whether he is buried in a Christian way or Buddhist
way, or upside down, or at the temple. If they wish to do the Chinese rites, let them do it.
We don't insist on doing the Christian way. One of the hindrances is that Christians are
legalistic or too insistent and fight for our rights in the funeral arrangements.
Often parents didn't allow their children to be Christians primarily because they felt like
ifwe became Christians, the first thing is we would not do any ancestral worship, which
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obviously is something they could not accept. So to them it's a big thing, maybe perhaps
they see that maybe there's no continuation of the path towards heaven because people
don't pray for them and suddenly they may be lost in limbo. Our identity as a Christian
never goes beyond the part that I am also their child. No matter what, they are our
ancestors. If they are my grandparents before, after becoming a Christian, they are still
my grandparents. Our Chineseness is still there. It is not totally obliterated when I
became a Christian. So we cannot totally say that our tradhions and culture have nothing
to do with me after I become a Christian.
We need to educate our elders that it is better for us to remember and respect them while
they are living rather than they are dead. We need to tell that, actually as Christians
while God forbids us to worship ancestors, but he wants us to honor our father and
mother and respect, and to love them more, especially now that we are Christians. And
then they are not losing a son to Christian community, but they are actually gaining one
who is more wholesome. Ifwe can truly demonstrate that as a Christian the non-
believing parents have gained a better son rather than a Christian who has no gone
hirther away in terms of love and relationship with them. Then that will be a tremendous
evangelistic tool to share how God has changed our lives. There won't be any other way
when we bring them to evangelistic meeting, bring them to church, etc., but I think it's
because of the love and relationship, and our changed life, for many parents come to
know Christ because they see the change in their children.
Group 3 (CNEC)
Question #1: What is your view of the dead, after people passed on (die)? Where do they
go after they die?
From the perspective of the Bible and our Christian faith, when a person dies, they still
have consciousness. The Bible says, "Ashes to ashes, dust to dust, soul belongs to God".
From here we can see clearly that life does not ends when a person dies. After a person
dies, the soul belongs to God while the body belongs to destruction. This is a direct
description conceming death from the Bible. Therefore, according to the Bible, after a
person died, the soul does not die. It still has consciousness.
So, after a person dies, his body is either buried or cremated, and it is no longer alive,
and subject to decay, but the soul is still conscious, and is either in hell or paradise. And
there is an interim period, a time and place where people would go after they die. With
regards to the dead outside ofChrist, they will go to a place called "Hell" as
differentiated from the Lake of Fire, which is the ultimate torment for not only the
unbelieving souls, but also for Satan and his demons. Our inconclusive view of the
unbelieving dead being is they are in hell while those who are in Christ are in paradise,
waiting for the Day of Judgment or resurrection.
Souls are etemal, whether in hell or in heaven, in both places, they are eternal. And while
hell is the interim, waiting for the final judgment day when they shall be resurrected for
the Great White Throne judgment, Hell is a place of torment and suffering. As the Bible
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says, when a person leaves his body, it is not an end all and be all. He is still alive. The
Bible clearly mentioned that either he goes to heaven to be with God, or to heh.
While we are alive, God has given us many opportunities to hear the Gospel, or to know
the True God. Believers will go to the place where God has prepared for those who
beheve. Non-believers will go to another place where God has prepared. Therefore if a
person denied the many opportunities that he has to know God while alive, cannot
complain that it is not fair where he go after death.
Question #2: What does the Bible say about the treatment of our deceased loved ones?
How should we honor an ancestor who has gone beyond?
Whether we can remember the dead or not is a matter of the custom of the culture. The
Bible did not mention explicitly what one can or cannot do in such things. If the ethics
and morality of the cultme are reasonable, then the culture will be respected. But if it is
linked to religion, it becomes unacceptable, as it becomes offering of sacrifices to idols
and thus taking the glory that belongs to God.
Remembering the deceased loved ones could be appropriate, just like when the Book of
Hebrews cited the Hall of Faith, it cited the dead ones, for us to remember then faith and
example. It was not to revere or worship them, but to leam from them. In Hebrews 11,
all the people mentioned are dead, but it mentions them and their faith in God. So we
honor them these people in the Hall of Faith, by living the same way of righteousness
they had set for us. So remembering the dead by the living is important, especially the
honorable part. Conceming the dead, our show of respect is through remembering their
teachings and deeds. We are not to worship or idolize them.
Remembering the dead is also a matter of one's emotional well-being and cormection. It
should not have any relationship with religion. It is a stage in life. One day, we need to
pass on from this world, and the surviving ones would remember us. And then, to me it is
a flow of history, and for different cultures, they celebrate or remember this particular
passage in life in different ways. So, in remembering our loved ones, we do not need to
"worship" or venerate our ancestors like we worship God. This is the Christian
perspective conceming our ancestors. There is a vast difference between honor our
ancestors and worshiping our ancestors.
I think that sacrifices and prayers can only be offered to God, not to our ancestors, and
not even to the angels. So if angels carmot, all the more our dead ancestors are not
allowed to receive prayers and sacrifices form us. It is wrong definitely to offer
sacrifices to the dead. Fhst, they cannot do anything to bless or curse those who are alive
on earth. Second, they cannot do much with our sacrifices because they caimot receive
our prayers or the benefit of our prayers and sacrifices. And third, they are not worthy of
our sacrifices, because even in heaven, they are still not God. The dead have gone to
where they deserved to go, and whatever we offer to them or for them is useless. And to
offer anything to them is a real joke.
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God is the only one who is worthy of our prayers and sacrifices. This is very clear
teaching in the Bible. (^{ll#:fi^^^|E) So, we need to be very clear about this that
we remember our ancestor, not pray to or worship them. ( licfliBfi^^^lS). We are
to worship the Lord who created us, not to worship the ancestors who give rise to our
family line. When a person leaves this world, basically we cannot do anything. This
person has come to the end of his life; it is a conclusion as far as this life is concemed.
We are all created beings living in space and time. Within this limited space and time,
we remember those that we could. Ifwe were to worship our ancestors we would need to
pray to the very original, first ancestor in our family tree. We do not even know who that
person is and how do we worship and pray to that person? So in our understanding and
teaching, and for this kind ofmemorial service, it gives meaning to our existence, an
opportunity to gather our family together, and spend time together to remind one another
conceming how our ancestor, our parents have given us an example of life, and
remember this in our hearts. We should do this as our responsibility, and in doing so, it
helps us to leam from their example and good life. The meaning behind the Christian
way of remembering our ancestors is totally different from that of the Chinese way of
venerating one's ancestors. This is particularly because the Chinese belief conceming
where ancestors go after they die, and the need to appease them and provide for them,
arise from a superstitious understanding. It is a lie and deception.
Thus, we certainly carmot honor the dead the same way we honor God. Because God is
the Creator, our ancestors are the created. They are different in position and status and
cannot be treated as the same. The way we honor our ancestors carmot be the same as we
honor our God. We must not idolize our ancestors. This is one main reason why
Christianity opposed to offering sacrifices to our ancestors.
Question #3: What are the specific commandments in the Bible that relate to worshiping
God, idolatry, and honoring our parents and ancestors? (Examples: The Ten
Commandments and Ephesians 6:1, 4)
The 10 commandments are very interesting, people tend to think that the first 4 relates to
God and the remaining 6 to man. But it is actuaUy half and half The actual words say,
"Honor your parents for this is pleasing to God." So it is Commandment Number Five
that is a blend of the two. So when we deal with man correctly, we are actually
worshiping the Lord. It also says that this is the first commandment with a promise - of
long life. So in a sense, all commandments could be summarized into two, love God, and
love our fellow men. These two are inseparable. Worshiping God and treating men
correctly are inseparable. So, honoring our parents is pleasing in the sight of the Lord. It
shows us that our relationship with our parents, and not only our parents, but with our
fellow men, is pleasing and acceptable in God's sight. There are a lot ofmodem idolatry
that is not mentioned in the Bible, such as money, hobby, wife and children before God.
Idolatry is not just limited to worshiping objects. Ifwe define idolatry as anything or
object in the place ofGod, then worshiping our ancestors is also idolatry. And ifwe put
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our living relatives or parents above God, then it is also idolatry, and it is wrong. Human
beings heat idols as gods to pray. And if people make an ancestral tablet and pray to the
tablet with the belief that the dead ancestor's spirit lives in the tablet, then it becomes
idolatiy. But from Christian perspective, they belong together as idolatry. Thus, there is
conflict between them and our faith.
In the OT, the Jews also carried out their funerals in an appropriate maimer. When David
died, because he was king, the whole nation of Israel mourned for him. The Jews had
fimeral rites and burial procedures. In the NT, when Lazarus died, they had a proper
fimeral and burial for him. And Jesus wept. In these examples, they did not take the dead
as gods to worship. And we cannot tell people not to cry. But how could they not cry
when they suffer the loss of then loved ones? So, the fimeral service is for the living, the
bereaved family; a period for them to grieve, moum and slowly get over then loss. As for
ashes and sackcloth, it is more about humbling oneself before God more than mouming
for the dead. Yes, all the mention of ashes and sackcloth has to do repentance and
humbling oneselfbefore God.
As for biblical guidelines and principles on ancestral rites, there are a few things: One
has to do with honoring our parents, or filial piety. We could put then pictures and some
memorabilia in our house, with appropriate quotes and sayings that they are fond to say,
to remind the family, then that is okay. At least when relatives come, they know that we
remember them. If anybody accuses you ofnot remembering them, then you have things
to show. But we are not to worship them because they are not somebody who could do
anything for us, or near to a god who could bless or cause harm to us.
For the pagans, they need to perform those rites to help or assist the dead ancestor to
attain or go to heaven. But for us Christians, it is a memorial service. The significance
between Christian and pagan death rites is totally different - this difference comes about
as a result of difference in faith. For the pagans, they believe that they need to perform
the rites so that the dead's spirit could enter heaven. For Christians, our perspective or
theology towards funeral service is that through the funeral service, we worship God, and
remember that He is the giver of all life, and that at the end of our life, we are retuming
to Him, and we would need to give an account of our lives to Him. Secondly, we conduct
our fimeral service for the sake of the living, not so much for the dead. We could make
the funeral service into a very grand service with pomp and pompous. We can spend a lot
ofmoney. We can create a lot of rituals and practices. But for Christians, what we do is
for the family, this is because funeral is a sad and grievous occasion. So we need to
preach the word ofGod's comfort, through our message, hymns and songs, and all that
we do, to comfort and console the bereaved family so that the family would experience
God's love. Hopefully, those who have not believe would experience God's love and
comfort, and those who are Christians would, in the Lord, through our ministiy and
support, remain strong in the Lord. So, Christian funerals are solemn, reasonable and
"cheap" - do not need to involve too much unnecessary expenditure.
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To the unbeheving, they might not be happy, because to them, the more they spend, they
thought It would be more glorious. But, to us, it is for the sake ofworshiping God and at
the same time to comfort the bereaved family. So the way we conduct our funerals in our
Christian way is a very important matter.
Question #4: What are some good values or motivations for ancestor rites that could
enrich Christian and church life?
h is difficuh when everybody expects you to follow the monk's instruction to go around
the coffin, bow three times, etc. But wearing mouming clothes, depending on what it
means, if it is just to identify with the deceased in your relationship, then it is okay. And
it is good to specify one's relationship with the deceased - this should be maintained.
This is why we should not object to bowing before the deceased casket, because it is a
sign of respect.
Even the Westerners show respect to the dead when they bring a wreath to present
before the deceased. They also bowed to the dead. In fact, we should not object to
Christian couples kneeling before their parents to show their respect. It is not a sign of
worship. The Jews and Muslims show their respect to their elders by kneeling before
them too. I remember when Jacob, out of fear when he came before Esau, he bowed all
the way down. He was not showing obeisance, but he was seeking approval and
forgiveness from his brother because he had stolen his birthright. So, out of fear or out of
honoring before the elder brother, he bowed before Esau. The OT saints, before they
died, would gather their children at the deathbed to pronounce blessings, actually very
effective blessings on their children. So this should be okay. But kneeling before the
dead is wrong, as if the dead could still receive your "honor" and give you the blessings,
and it could give the wrong impression ofworship.
To Chinese Christians, filial Piety and ancestor worship have been stumbling blocks
from ancient times to our time. Fihal piety is a virtue that every Chinese Christian must
seek to practice and observe. Those who said they do not need to be filial do not fit to be
Chrisfians at all. This is what we always teach our people. So, for those who practice
filial piety in their lives, when their parents are still living, when they face issues of
death and funeral, the conflicts they face are usually minimal. Filial piety and ancestor
worship are two different things. If a Christian has not practice filial piety, then he
would face a greater challenge when it comes to ancestor worship. He himself is also not
at peace in his heart. So, we say, "Prevention is better than cure." What is prevention? It
is showing filial piety when parents are alive. This gives us "capital" when they are dead
and the situation of ancestor rites arises. During that time, you have capital, and
confidence to speak and clarify your stand. You are able to tell your siblings that you
have done your part in fihal piety when your parents are alive. If you have done that,
you will have the right to make your stand.
Proper education for our church members is very important. When we were younger
Christians, about 20 years ago, we were taught that we could not participate in any of the
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rites at all. But today, we are better educated and know what rites are and what are not
appropriate for us to participate. We know there are some church members who were
forced to hold joss sticks. But even if they were forced to do so, they could stand up to
their relatives and say, "Today, I hold this joss stick, it is not to worship the deceased
loved one, but is what you require me to do. I do h for your sake. So, ifwe are humble
and submh to the elders in our family, we retain our testimony, even though we might be
misunderstood by some."
Especially for us Chinese who are trying to reach out to our parents, the biggest obstacle
is that they felt that after we believe in Christ, h seems that we have forgotten about our
ancestors. We must honor God above our parents. I believe ancestors need to be
remembered. Parents need to be honored while they are alive. It is not about giving them
money only, but also honoring them with practical deeds. For our parents, we need to
express love to them personally. As for our ancestors, we need to remember and moum
for them. Our ancestors' death dates are all different. But we can use Easter or All Souls
Day to hold a big memorial dinner at the memorial hall of the columbarium where the
ashes and irnis of Christians are laid to rest. This dinner is not like the pagans who host it
because they fear the devil, but rather a thanksgiving dinner, which serves as a testimony
to our unsaved relatives. We could also use a special day to remember our parents or
ancestors, not just on the day designated for visit to the graveyard.
The Chinese has a strength that is often a stumbling block for the Christians. That is the
area of food. Food is very important to the Chinese. Even in mouming for our ancestors
or visiting them at the graveyard, they need to put chicken or duck in front of the grave.
After praying with the food, they would eat the food and fruits, just like a party. But for
Christians, the Bible says we caimot eat food offered to idols. This becomes a very big
obstacle. Christians usually use fresh flowers. One good practice is that when you vish
them at the graveyard, you can verbally share about their good deeds and kind acts to
then grandchildren. I felt this kind of remembrance is better that just placing food in
front of the grave.
The Chinese will conduct a funeral for their dead, which can cost from hundreds or
thousands of dollars. They did h because they believe this will prevent the dead from
affecting the future career of his descendants. Thus, such funerals are usually very
lavishly prepared. I feel such spending is uimecessary n the money should be channeled
to better use, such as good deeds and helping others. Kind deeds have kind retums. This
view is similar to what the Bible says, that we need to be kind. Actually, kindness,
justice, and uprightness are blessed and approved by God. Singaporean families are very
busy working and because of this, we are spendmg less time honoring our parents. This
is a sad situation. The Christians need to spend time reflecting on the situation and
change their ways.
Group 4 (Independent)
Question #1: What is your view of the dead, after people passed on (die)? Where do they
go after they die?
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From a Christian perspective, after a person dies, his spirit is stiU ahve, definitely alive.
As we say, God has no beginning and ending, but for humans, we have a beginning, but
there is no ending. There is no end to one's "life". If the dead are believers, they would
go to heaven, but if not, the Bible says, they would go to hell. Whether they go directly
up to heaven or not, there is a need for some thinking through because the Bible is not
very clear about that.
Our whole being is made up of three parts, body, soul and spirit. In 1 Thessalonians
5:23, it says that our whole being is made up of body, soul and spirit. The soul and spirh
are interlinked together. Since this is so, if our spirit is alive after we die physically, then
the soul is also alive. The body is created from earth, it will go back to earth, but our
soul and spirit go up to heaven. Thus, our soul is conscious and knows its surrounding.
Whether people believe or not, they are "parked" in a place, waiting for Jesus to come
and fetch the believers to Heaven, to be reunited with God and unbelievers will go to
hell. However, even as a pastor, there is no way I can tell them in details, exactly where
they are right now, whether they are parked somewhere, or have already reunited with
God. But there are no "lost souls" wandering around the earth and floating around. This
gives people a misconception that souls would float around like evil spirits after people
die.
In our theology, we have a kind of 5 levels of existence. When people are alive on earth,
there is the present physical existence. And when they die, depending on whether they
are believers or not, they either go to paradise or hades. When judgment comes, people
would either go to heaven or hell. So now, before a person dies, in this world, they have
to make a clear decision, otherwise there is no second chance. However, this is not our
problem, it is up to God to decide.
Question #2: What does the Bible say about the treatment of our deceased loved ones?
How should we honor an ancestor who has gone beyond?
We teach our congregation to love their parents and relatives when they are alive, than to
cry when they are dead. We teach them to honor our parents, to respect them, not to
worship them. It is more important that we respect them when they are alive rather when
they are dead.
Does the Bible allow us to remember the dead by the living? Definitely, the Bible allows
for that. Abraham used so much money to buy land to bury his wife. Also Joseph, before
he died he instructed the Israelites to carry his coffin from Egypt to the Promised Land
to bury there. So, here we can see that the Bible clearly instructed the people to give
respect to their ancestors. Paying respects does not contradict with the biblical teachings.
For us Chinese, we treasure the idea ofhonoring our ancestors, and remember our family
tree. The Bible is silent about remembering our ancestors in any particular way. But as
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believers of Jesus, we should be able to remember our deceased loved ones in the
fohowing ways: "cleaning the grave" during Qing Ming, or special anniversaries, or
birthday, or special occasion that we share with the person, or even Good Friday or
Easter, or Chinese New Year are good occasions to visit the grave or tomb.
Nowadays we see that Christian tombs and grave are very well made and decorated. And
it is very convenient these days since more and more, the dead are cremated as ashes and
placed in the columbarium. Even to have their picture in the home is the not a problem.
We can even tell the next generation about how our parents loved us and the family, or
how they came to know Christ before they died. They are now with Jesus in heaven, et
cetera. There is no superstition in the remembrance, nothing religious about it. It is like
the Chinese saying "Think about the source when you drink the water" {tX7K^-^Wd, it is
remembrance of a relationship. There is absolutely nothing wrong in so doing.
However, ifwe are obsessed with keeping belongings of the deceased and these only
serve to depress us, then it is not worth the while for us to do so. It is possible for one to
be totally depressed about the death of a loved one, even though they trust that he/she has
gone to heaven to be with God. Rather than being depressed, we could hold a memorial
service in church for the sake of remembering om deceased loved ones. It is very
specific, especially during then death anniversary. Also we could have a family Bible to
record all the important dates of our family, such as the birth of a child or the death of a
grandparent or parent. These are ways we as Christians remember our ancestors. It is
slightly different from keeping a genealogy Book, because the Gene Book is to trace the
family line, but Family Bible is for us Christians.
We are living in the New Testament. We no longer need those sacrifices because we are
already redeemed by the ultimate sacrifice of Jesus. So we do not need to bring items of
sacrifices when we "visif the deceased at then grave. A bouquet of flower is adequate.
The flower is not meant for the deceased to smell, but simply an expression of
remembrance. It is an effort for us Chrisfians to get the flowers and our presence is a
witness to the non-believers.
So whenever we go to the gravesite, we are not to pray for the dead. Because it is a
matter ofprinciple; we cannot do anything to communicate with the dead or pray for
them. We are different from the Roman Catholics who believe in purgatory, and he
living could pray on behalf of the dead to help them gain merhs to go to heaven.
Secondly, we should not pray to them, because they do not have any spiritual powers at
all. And ifwe were to do that, we are perpetuating the wrong idea that that they are still
alive and could influence what happens on earth. We could observe silence (as a social
symbol). This is a kind of expressions on the part of the living about their dead loved
ones. It has nothing to do with the dead person.
Question #3: What are the specific commandments in the Bible that relate to worshiping
God, idolatry, and honoring our parents and ancestors? (Examples: The Ten
Commandments and Ephesians 6:1, 4)
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The Ten Commandments teach us to love our God with all our heart, mind and soul, and
worship him alone. It also commanded us to honor our parents while they are alive. The
fifth commandment is the only commandment is repeated almost word for word in the
NT, but this applies only to the living. It is very clearly mentioned in the Bible that the
idols are nothing, created by human beings. But ancestors are humans from whom we
come. This means that ancestors and idols actually have no relationship with each other.
Ancestors are ancestors and idols are idols, and they are not the same.
However, we are not supposed to worship our ancestors. For pre-believers or non-
Christian, especially in our Chinese culture, they worship their ancestors. The Israelites
fell into idolatry when they went astray from God, but there was no mentioned in the
Bible that they worshiped their ancestors. However, it was commanded that the Israelites
were not supposed to consult the spirits of their ancestors. They were supposed to bury
their dead in tombs and caves.
In Chinese culture, ancestors are important because they help us not to forget our origin.
However, many new Christians totally abandon honoring their ancestors because they do
not know how to practice otherwise. Many pastors advocate that their congregation have
to give up on ancestor worship. A lot of times, they merely ask for peace and for the
ancestor to watch over their children in terms of health and growth. We don't have to
look at this as idolatry, but rather, "respect" as taught by Confucianism and not
superstition. Unfortunately, some other idols start appearing next to their ancestor tablets
and when they pray, they are kind ofworshipped as a "package" thing. Some families
only started with an ancestor tablet. Then people suggested that the "earth god" must be
placed together with the ancestor tablet. The Hokkien people will worship the "sky god".
Chinese would observe hungry ghost festival where auctions of idolatry items will be
carried out. These items simply accumulate over time, from what started as a tablet to
remember our ancestor. So there was actually a difference between ancestral worship
and idol worship but is often confused by people.
Some passages in the Bible are related to idol worship, and do not have much direct
relationship with ancestors. Of course for the peasants and commoners, they have
confused the two. Strictly speaking these two issues are not the same things. For those
who are without knowledge, sure, they could lump everything together. So, if they seek
the ancestors for blessing, prosperity or protection, then perhaps you could say, yes. But
the Bible is totally silent about our relationship to ancestors. So, as Chinese, we could
follow the Confucian way, honor our ancestors, but not worship them. We could take
care of their tomb, remember them, honor the dead, follow and seek after our roots.
The Bible mentions putting on the sackcloth to express grief Like Job who tore his
clothes and shave his head, it expressed his total helplessness and grief, in an attempt to
find strength in the Lord. In Chinese tradition, we do put on the sackcloth and a little
piece of cloth to signify the loss too. This is not commonly practiced now. Even if they
do, h will be just for 2-3 days and then be cremated together with the body. Because of
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the need to go back to work and school, superstitious people may not welcome those
who are wearing a small piece of cloth. In order to avoid these inconveniences, most
people do not continue to wear the cloth for long periods of time. So, since the Bible did
mention wearing of sackcloth, I personally think it is acceptable to wear sackcloth and
the small piece of cloth, for the sake of respect for the dead. So, as long as h doesn't
contradict the Bible, it is acceptable.
Abraham and Joseph have already given us a very good example. This is because the
Bible directs us to the true God. It totally does not have the concept of ancestors could
become gods. This is an idea that Buddhism teaches, and also Confucianism originally
does not have this idea. It is an idea originated from Buddhism, and Taoism copies the
idea from Buddhism. Buddhism is a big idea, and also business. As for reincarnation, h
is a political tool; a kind of ideological control, and Chinese people adopts it.
We call Christian funerals "memorial service." It is a kind of "seek and remembering
service," seek our roots, when we drink water, remember the source. Ifwe do this, it is
aheady very good. Dming Qing Ming, we go and visit ancestors' grave, bringing
flowers with us, whether they are in the mountains, or in the temple. Normally, we
would not go to temples, but during Qing Ming, we could go because our ancestors are
there. Of course for Christians we have a day to honor our ancestors. This is on the
Saturday between during Good Friday and Easter Sunday. It is a day set aside to
specially remember the dead. Fiuthermore, this day is a few days before our Chinese
Qing Ming Festival which falls either April the 4th or 5th. So this day is at the most 2
weeks away from Qing Ming. Of course we could also go and visit the tomb or grave
during normal days.
Question #4: What are some good values or motivations for ancestor rites that could
emich Christian and church life?
Some of the Chinese cultural values, such as filial piety, are good for Chinese Christians
to practice. It is needful for us to obey and worship God and at the same time show our
filial piety to our parents. For Christians, our filial piety is expressed when our parents
are still alive, we should do our best to respect, honor, love, care and help them. It is
important for the church to be explicit to teach about respect for the elderly and
emphasize filial piety. Christians should not to "walk with one leg." That is, while we
seek to be firm in our Christian beliefs but one the other hand, we should not neglect to
respect, honor, care and provide for oin parents, make them happy, otherwise we are
"walking with one leg." We also need to be sensitive that old people do not like being
told that for all their lives their form ofworship had been all but a mistake, and
acknowledge their sincerity in the heart but they have simply gotten the wrong target.
Avoid simply saying they are wrong, or worse worshiping demons.
The family reunion time during Chinese New Year is very important for us as Chinese to
celebrate the family being together. Christians should take initiative to visit the graveshe
because the there is a mistaken notion that they don't visit the graveyard. So there are
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many elderly who are afraid to believe in Jesus, because they fear that once they believe,
after they died, nobody go and pray to them, to visit them. So, we need to emphasize that
they must go and visit the graveyards of their ancestors. Not to go to the graveyard is a
serious negative testimony - we are giving the wrong message that we forget our
ancestors. So that no matter what happens, we must go, even if they don't go on normal
days, during Qing Ming, they must follow their relatives to the graveyard, and bring
along flowers. Even if the remains are in the temple and you cannot find anywhere to
place the flowers, after the visitation, you come outside the temple, find a place to place
the flowers in a respectfiil attitude.
During Qing Ming, we go and vish cemetery or graveyard to pay our respects, and it is
good to bring our children along. We may know our parents, but after a lapse of time,
our children might forget them. And it is good to put up an obituary in the newspapers
during the death anniversary of our parents, to remember them. It is also good to have a
family tree or family book. For ancestors, we could make engraving on a silver plate that
adds the name onto the family tree.
Group 5 (Methodist)
Question #1: What is your view of the dead, after people passed on (die)? Where do they
go after they die?
When a person dies, it is like in a state of sleep, just like Jesus said to the thief who was
crucified next to him, "Today, you shall be with me in paradise" but whether the term
"today" is a 24 hour day, or it is almost like he goes to sleep at death and the next thing
he knows is that he is resurrected. It could well be when we close our eyes, and the next
moment, when we open our eyes, it is the "Last Days." Death is that state of not being
aware until you are arouse from sleep. That may take years, maybe you could say that the
saints who have died in the first century that they are in a state of sleep. So to them it is
almost like the next day that they would wake up from sleep, but for us, it is 2000 years.
So death is just like sleeping, the only difference is perhaps it is a longer period of sleep.
This would happen to all persons when they die until the final judgment.
Some OT Scriptures seem to indicate that the dead are alive and in existence somewhere
because it says that God Himself is the God of the living and not the God of the dead,
and that He is the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, and already these people were
already dead when the passage was spoken. When the saints died, they become that
cloud ofwitnesses who participate but we do not have a theology of how they would
exert strong influence upon those who are still living. Otherwise we are agreeing with
the Chinese religions and reinforce the RC idea ofpraying to the saints. Ifwe think that
the saints play an important role in our lives, then this would perpetuate the practice of
praying to one's beloved grandmother, or other dead saints who could listen to our
prayers.
People die, and after death, the soul and the spirit (interchangeably used) go to a place
called Hades or Sheol for those unbelievers. For those who believe, they will go to a
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place called the bosom of Abraham or paradise (Luke 16). This is a place of rest for our
spirh until the judgment, the retum ofChrist to take us to God in heaven, or as in
Revelation, we will be placed in the place called the new heaven and the new earth. We
do not have a clear idea ofwhether what kind of places they are. They are not physical
places being described. We know that our body is a physical and cormptible body, h is
the spirit that lives on. We are talking about the spirit that is alive. Paul talks about the
cormptible putting on the incormptible, the mortal putting on the immortal.
The Scriptures are not very clear about our in-between state, after a person died and the
second coming of Christ or when the Lord called us home. Not like the Chinese who say
that you go down to hell, to receive punishment or judgment, or you go up to heaven to
become a "shen" or god. The Bible skips all that. So when we fall asleep, and when we
wake up that is the "Last Day." I think traditionally and historically, in the church, we
held on to the idea of the commimion of the saints; that we are still around. They are in
another realm but in terms of contact with earthly beings, there should not be any contact.
The Bible makes a clear divide, there may be one or two exceptions, but they are very
rare.
Question #2: What does the Bible say about the treatment of our deceased loved ones?
How should we honor an ancestor who has gone beyond?
There is definitely precedence in the OT mentioning that the people were called to
remember their forefathers (ancestors), what they have done, their history and so forth.
There are even sometimes where they set aside specific burial sites, and the descendants
would visit them and ensure that some of these ancestors would request to be buried at a
specific place. This is a part of the memories, of remembering the one who had died,
even the gathering of stones and burying someone along in the midst of their pilgrim
joumey, is yet another way of remembering. Certainly, there are no elements of
veneration or worship in this sense, of the ancestors. There is a place to remember them,
tell then history, their stories, their lives to our children and grandchildren, this is
definitely something we could do.
When the Bible talks about honoring our parents and our family. There is a place for
honoring them even though they are departed. It is a part of our humarmess to remember
even though they have died. It is a question of how much we do it whether for some
people, they build mausoleums or in our simple ways, we can recall their goodness
whether it were during their death atmiversaries, or at Christmas time, or the usual
events for the family.
There are certain services in the church that can be used to help us remember our
ancestors in a positive way, things like church anniversaries, mother's day, father's day,
and so forth. These are occasions where we could be thankful and honor people who
have contributed significantly in our lives. Also there are occasions in our Christian
calendar where they are the right places for us to be thankful to God for people who
have contributed to our lives. During our church armiversaries, we remember our
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founders, and for our denomination (Methodist) we remember the Aldersgate Services.
We do recaU not just John and Charles Wesley, but also those elders in the church who
have done much for the denomination. We also remember the early Methodist
missionaries who came to give their lives to plant the Methodist churches in Singapore.
In a sense, this is a way we remember our ancestors.
When we think about our ancestors, we think in a shorter term or time period, we do not
consider too far back ad to consider everybody our brothers or sisters. Maybe we think
more in terms of our immediate and extended families. And for ancestors, we think of
those who have significant contributions to the family, maybe in the past 100 years to
remember that ancestor. It is quite difficult for everybody to remember Adam and Eve as
their ancestors; it is so far removed from our experience that it is hard for us to cormect.
For pragmatic Chinese people, and as Christians, normally when we talk about our
ancestors, it would be our parents, grandparents and great grandparents.
Question #3: What are the specific commandments in the Bible that relate to worshiping
God, idolatry, and honoring our parents and ancestors? (Examples: The Ten
Commandments and Ephesians 6:1, 4)
There is no contradiction with regard to honoring our ancestors. It is definitely
commanded in the Bible and it is right for Christians to honor our elders, and we need to
respect the relationships and roles that we play in our family. So there is no contradiction
between honoring our ancestors and being a Christian. But of course there is a line that
we need to draw with regards to issues when the opinions of our parents and those of our
faith do not come together. In which case, we have to take sides whether to honor our
parents or God. Then we would need to honor God above them. Hopefully these
situations are rare, but in our experiences they would happen. There are also aspects of
the practice that will conflict with Christian belief For example, the idea that we could
do something on our end that could enhance their wellbeing in their other realm would
be something we could not agree, or that they could bless us. All these are is inconsistent
with our Christian belief
We need to maintain a balance and it has to do with whether the believer ought to honor
their parents as a child, and take instructions as a child towards their parents, especially
when the child is a minor. If the person were an adult, then they would have to relate to
their parents accordingly, still with honor and respect. Obviously, we need draw the line
with regards to ancestral rites when it does tantamount to worship. We could participate
in ancestral rites up to a certain degree before the step or place when it is considered
"worship."
The closest passage in the Bible on any ancestral rites is in First Corinthians where Paul
talks about the cup of the Lord and the cup of the pagans. We should not share the same
cup with the pagans. Each time we take the Lord's Supper, we are reminded that we
should not be involved in any way with the cup of the devil with the pagans. That is
related to idolatry, not so much in the ancesti-al context. But there are no passages that
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have any dhect involvement with ancestral rites in the Scriptures. However, the Bible
does give certain principles, such as not to be a stumbling block to other Christians and
that our conscience should be clear.
But even among Christians, there are many different kinds of Christians with different
views, so it is very difficult to please everyone, or "not to stumble anyone." There are
some people who would be stumbled when they see you holding joss sticks, but then
there are others who would be stumbled who see you joining the funeral party for a
meal. They are even some people who would say "No" when you attend the wake out of
respect. So, if you try not to stumble anyone, then there is practically nothing you can
do, and you become very passive. Many times, it is not directly participating in ancestor
worship, but a desire to be a part of the family unity that we are there. We are there,
because we care for the family, we contribute money as a part of the family unity and
our responsibility towards the family. It is not so much ofwanting to participate in the
worship. Yet there will be Christians who would be stumbled. So it is very hard to draw
the luie, where. The view of those extremist Christians is that because we are present at
the funeral, it means we become spiritually involved or attached, or because we touch
certain things, then we are exposing ourselves to spiritual attack, in which case there is
practically nothing that we can participate in the culture or funeral.
Question #4: What are some good values or motivations for ancestor rites that could
enrich Christian and chinch life?
There are many things in our culture and rites that being a Christian we can participate,
as long as we are very clear that these do not amount to worship. We could consider
many rites as respecting our parents, or an involvement in the culture of the family.
These include: contribute money, volunteer to stay awake overnight, be involved in the
food, ferrying people, in logistics of the wake service, in which we do not need to
participate in the worship. Christians should actively involve in these things because this
shows to our family members that we are one with them, and \\ e share in the grief, and
the loss, and we are also a part of the family rather than to withdraw altogether, just
because we are baptized Christians, we cannot touch any that are related to the rites, for
then it would send a negative message, when we seek to win them to Christ later. How
to be a good witness ifwe are so exclusive and not wanting to be involved in everything,
especially in such an important occasion like a funeral?
Ifwe define ancestor rites as the process ofmouming for the dead, and grieving, and of
sending off the dead to a safe place or safe haven. We can certainly adopt the cultural
practices of it, or good values ofmotivation. The motivation is actual the aspect of
community. More and more as we become modemized, we fail to create communal rites
and practices that facilitate a greater sense of community. And we are saved for that
purpose too, to exist in a community and to share life together. There is a place for the
value of community and to experience and go through with each other different stages in
our lives, particularly in bereavement. Having rituals and rites to facilitate the process of
grief is missing these days because we are beginning to let go of our culture, and to
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simplify these rituals, and quickly get on with life. Some of our rites, whether they are
inviting people to come for the wake, holding a wake service, having a eulogy, having a
service conducted, having a place of remembrance at home or vishing the burial site or
columbarium, and remembering the anniversary, these activities and events (or rites)
help to facilitate the grieving process of the bereaved.
These activities also help us to be rooted, to honor and respect our roots. Today, there is
not much the interest in tracing our roots and genealogy because modem people are not
interested in history. But there can be great value in keeping genealogy, we have that in
the Bible, whether in the OT or NT, h is mentioned. So, again this is a part of culture
that is worth keeping. It connects us to our relatives. As Christians, we have a tendency
to break away from our relatives because we say we have become Christians and do not
have much in common with them.
Group 6 (Presbyterian)
Question #1: What is your view of the dead, after people passed on (die)? Where do they
go after they die?
The dead do not have the kind of consciousness as us, they seemed to have some form of
consciousness, but not total darkness or nothingness. There is a passage in Scripture
(Rev.6) whereby the spirits of the dead were crying out, "How long, oh Lord, how long,"
and the answer given to them was a little while longer. The broad perimeters are that the
dead do not come back, and they do not communicate with the living. There seems to be
some consciousness and waiting for the final resurrection, to be judgment. What about
those passages that say that those who have died in Christ are in a state of "sleep"? After
the resurrecUon event, the apostles and NT writers never describe death as though it is
something final, but then favorite word is "sleep." So physical death is not final, it is a
transitory state and we will one day be awaken. The Bible does not seem to mention
death, but that believers are asleep in the Lord, waiting to be resurrected.
Once a Christian dies in Christ, he will be in the presence of God. Absence from the
body means present with the Lord. Jesus said "You shall be with me in paradise." So
that means to say that we are with Him for safekeeping but do we understand paradise
like heaven in the final ultimate sense certainly not because in the final state we will be
resurrected from the dead clothed in immortality, and it is a state that is so different from
where the dead are right now. So there seems to be more teachings on the final
resurrection or state of where the believers would be. For those who die without Christ,
they go to a holding place, awahing their judgment. That place will be a place where you
have already decided whether you believe or not.
This is certainly not like what the pagans believe now, that the spirits of the dead comes
back to terrorize the living if the living do not appease them every year during the
seventh month, or during their death anniversary. But ifyou take practical steps to
appease them, you can count on them to be your ally, and they would bless the children,
grant protection. Those are very pagan, and not part of Scriptures. There should not be
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any communication between those who are dead, and those who are ahve.
Question #2: What does the Bible say about the treatment of our deceased loved ones?
How should we honor an ancestor who has gone beyond?
The Bible clearly does allow remembering. The very fact that he said, I am the God of
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, means that he himselfpointed us to back to our ancestors, so
there is nothing wrong with the concept of remembering. Remembering and honoring
would be okay, provided we could draw the difference between remembering and
worship. But the pagans have clearly blurred the line. This is made more difficuh
because the Chinese tradhion is an oral, eclectic tradhion, unlike Christians who are
people with a religion based on the book. Remembering our ancestors is not a sacrament
but to remember our ancestors in a way as to keep their memories alive, it is okay. The
Church has a calendar when, during All Souls Day, we remember the saints who have
passed on.
The Chinese believes in a tripartite of the soul. 1/3 of the soul would go to the grave, and
that is why geomancy is so important. Another part of the soul would go to the nether
world, and this depends on how they are influenced by the belief in folk religions, which
says that they could go to the lowest of hell. One third of the soul would reside in the
ancestral tablet - that the Chinese would need to go through a ritual process, whereby on
the 49 day, the Taoist priest would dot the ancestral tablet, and then the spirit would
indwell the tablet, and the spirit takes its throne on the tablet. It is just like the dotting of
a statue, when the image of the deity comes alive in the statue. Thus, it is transformed
from the statue into the spirit of the deity. It is the same with the ancestral tablet. So,
from then on the ancestor spirit would reside in the tablet. This clearly is a "no go" for
Christians, because we know that we are never allowed to do that.
At the most we are encouraged to remember the ancestor in different ways, such as on
their death aimiversary, we could gather the rest of the family, and tell our children to
tell them the things and stories that we have learned from our ancestors. We could tell
stories of the departed ones on special occasions, such as their anniversary, or during
Qing Ming. Also, it is a good idea to keep a portrait of parents of the family, uncles and
aunts who have gone on, in a comer of our house. We could keep their memories alive,
adorn the place with Chinese calligraphy, and Bible verses. The danger is that even as
Christians, we could sometimes stray, and blur the line between veneration and worship.
This was what happened in the early church. They strayed from veneration into
iconoclasm, especially for those who were martyred. It started with the church wanting
to remember and honor them, and the line was blurred, they got elevated and it tumed
into the cuh of the dead. So, people began to collect relics and marked the holy places,
and believe miracles and healings happening in those places. So history is a good
reminder for us to be very careful in this aspect.
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Question #3: What are the specific commandments in the Bible that relate to worshiping
God, idolatry, and honoring our parents and ancestors? (Examples: The Ten
Commandments and Ephesians 6:1, 4)
Well, the Bible clearly teaches the two main commandments: Firstly, not to have any
other gods beside Him, and to love people as we love ourselves, and the first sign of love
is to love and honor our parents. So in Chinese worldview, if they treat or remember
their parents as god, then there is a conflict because h violates the first commandment.
However, to remember their parents as ancestors and honor them, there is no conflict.
The rite of keeping our ancestor records is no against the Bible. This applies to any other
Chinese rite that is cultural and that does not conflict the Bible. We could preserve them.
We are people who worship God, Yahweh. Idolatry is clearly a "No." We define idolatry
as figurines or statues and many a times they are "true." But more than that, Luther said
that an idol is anything that has replaced God in our hearts. So, even without worshiping
any idol physically, like Asherah or Baal, we could be worshiping money or other
things. Honoring our parents is a yes, and when our parents die, they become our
ancestors. This is different from the pagan worship because they usually come with a
host of paraphernalia such as the ancestral tablets, going to the temple and saying
prayers to them. And depending on what is your pagan religion, it comes with a whole
package of religious beliefs, making food sacrifices, and so forth. It's not just an idea. It
is wrapped around ritualistic practices which are clearly religious - thus this would be a
"No."
There is a very wide range to ancestor rites. There are some that would be very clearly
religious. Like, for example, setting up an ancestral table. Anything that has to do with
the um, the stand, the use of joss sticks and incense papers is clearly religious. These are
a clear "No." But there are also other ancestral rites that are cultural in nature. For
example, when someone has died and then depending on one's generation, whether you
are a son or a grandson, the mouming clothes and cloth patches being wom, this is okay
- it is and expression of the relationship between the living and the dead. Other things
that are cultural are expressing one's family solidarity and grieve. These should be okay.
What the Bible clearly speaks against is not those things that are cultural, but those that
are religious and compromises one's faith.
(1) The starting point should be to understand what the whole range of the ancestral rites
are all about, and to remember that they are eclectic. They could be confusing. But the
first step is to understand what they do and why they do them. (2) Then, we need to
evaluate the practices, the range might be between 30-50 things that are in common.
These are not just pluck from the air. Ifwe study them carefully, they could be based on
a number of themes, such as if the dead could really come back, whether to bless or
trouble us, then we need to appease them or we could seek their help and protection.
Another fundamental theme is that the dead could have a level of existence very similar
to ours. This is why we need to bum paper effigies, such as cars, television sets and so
forth, with the idea that when we bum them, they went up in smoke and are transported
into the other world, for the ancestor to enjoy. (3) To provide an appropriate response.
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which is again varying, depending on what those rites convey. GeneraUy speaking, we
could divide them into rites that are clearly religious, which we should abstain. On the
other hand, there are cultural rites, so the church should give permission to embrace
them as much as possible, because failure to do so would be to build unnecessary walls
of resistance and fuel the accusation that we are becoming culturally insenshive. There is
a thhd category, called the neutral rites, because the Chinese themselves are also not
sure about the practices or rituals. For these rites, we should try to redeem them, and if
not we should ask ifwe could provide some functional substitutes. So, there is a lot of
work to be done. We want to be wholesome in responding biblical to those rites.
In the Old Testament, where the patriarch that were buried, there were also altars set up
to worship God and at the same time remember them. In the Bible, the normal practice is
that people do moum for the dead. But how elaborate was the rites was not spelt out.
The Chinese understanding is that the living will now have to help pave the way for the
dead, like binning of paper money and houses. In the N.T, Jesus said let the dead bury
the dead. Not much talked about the dead in the N.T., but there is no one clear way to
bury the dead.
So that left a vacuum for us Chinese, because our Chinese culture is so rich into this kind
of ancestor relationship with our loved ones who are dead, and also popular people who
have died. For example, in China, there are people who worship Mao Tze Dong as god.
And in Qifli, they worship Confucius as god. The Chinese worship Confucius as god for
many thousand years and it's not strange. But in modem times, they pray to Chairman
Mao. He even had a little red Book, called the "Mao Yu Lu" (^1^^) and his temple is
caUed the Temple ofMao (^jft). So, there is a statue a "scripture" (^^5) and a
temple (^IS). The statue was not only installed in the temple. The people also place
it in then taxis so that they believe they could obtain his protection when they travel.
Maoism has become a religion. So in Chinese traditions, it is so easy for people to make
some popular person to become a god. Therefore, Chinese Christians need to be very
careful never to confuse anyone, including one's ancestors with God. In our grappling
with Chinese culture. Christians need to know how and what are the things we need to
adapt and to reject. (^#) We do not need to reject everything, but we must be
disceming.
Question #4: What are some good values or motivations for ancestor rites that could
emich Christian and church life?
These are the very real challenges and we need to teach our people well that (1) When
parents are alive, give them the best we can in terms of filial respects and piety, (2) we
must also take the effort teach our congregation how we should keep the memory alive,
and in that sense we still honor them even though we are no longer here. We are filial
when they are alive, and when they are gone, we still remember them, and find ways to
honor them, without compromising the Scriptures, because we are not talking about
moving into worship. Sure, we need to be very respectful even though we do not agree
with their pagan views.
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To the bereaved family, the presence and the ability and willingness to, at the very least,
pay respect or be seen to respect to the deceased is very important to them, so ifwe just
quietly come to a funeral occasion, and there you are, in a pagan style, where there is the
casket, table with a picture, joss sticks and um, and we don't even have any engagement
with the deceased, then we are being seen as pretty insensitive or un-cultural or worse.
Rites are something why our non-Christian parents will not want to become Christians,
or let then children become Christians. Some Christians stmggle with doing those rituals
and StiU maintain a clear conscience. They say that these rituals are quite empty in
themselves, but they affect then spiritual lives. I think they have minimized the spiritual
aspect. Second is their action may stumble other people. They are caught in this tension:
how to be a good testimony and show that they are still loving to then parents. The other
side is, the Christians may not understand or accept. It's not easy to draw the line. But
we could advise the person to avoid it. Find other ways to show filial piety. There's no
easy way out. You will still be misunderstood.
The Church of our Savior has a very good ministry. They form teams of people who will
take care of the funeral, where family member pass away. Whether it is a Christian or
non-Christian funeral, they will support. They will be there present, as a big team,
wearing the same T-shirts, so they will know that this whole group is from the church.
So if it is a Buddhist funeral, they wih just be there to support. In some cases when it's a
Christian, but many of the family members are not Christians, they are quite amazed by
the support of the church, the way it's done; the way the message is preached. After the
funeral/cremation, the Sunday following, they will ask the family to come to church.
And together with the church, they will observe one minute of silence, to show respect,
to remember the dead. And, on Sunday, they still come to church, even non-Christians
family members, because you tell them the whole church is going to observe one minute
of silence. All these years they have built this strong ministry. So whenever somebody
dies, they see it as a golden opportunity to reach the family members. So, showing filial
piety is actually observing the one-minute silence. The family members said, "Wow,
they really respect the father".
The Bible in the 10 commandments teaches us that we need to honor our parents. So,
when they are alive, we need to honor and respect them, and not to wah until they are
dead, because that would be meaningless. So when they are alive, there are many things
we could do, for example, from our life and testimony, from the little things we do, show
our care for them; all these are good values. Also, there are some rites that we could
observe in our daily lives. In the past, our non-Christian parents themselves were not
familiar with Christianity. So they had misconceptions about it. They thought that since
Christianity comes from the west, then once a person believes, then he is no longer filial
and no longer respect their parents. So when a child is able to show respect and honor
before their parents through their daily life, this will very much determine whether his
parents would finally be willing to come to church.
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Often, in our Chinese traditions, we are afraid to speak to our parents on issues about hfe
and death. There are people who say that ifwe are filial, we must not raise the issue, just
give them good food to eat and clothing to wear. But ifwe are really fihal, all the more,
we need to talk about such an important issue. So we need to challenge our parents and
bring them to church to hear the gospel. We must in our filial piety, find a way of how
we could speak to our parents on the issue of life and death, because they are very
tradition, from the perspective of ancestor worship and teaching. They avoid talking
about death. Our conduct, thought process and culture produce such things. We need to
breakthrough into their thinking, and when we could do that, they would be willing to
follow you to church to find out more.
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APPENDIX PI
Interview Questions for Christians on Ancestor Worship
General Information
Name: Al (Optional) Date: 15 Jan 2010
Cliurch: Chapel of the Resurrection
Please mark a check (^) where applicable
Age Group: 12 to 20, 21 to 30, 31 to 45, _^_46to60, 60+
Sex: Male, Female
Education: Primary, Secondary/JC, University, ^_ Graduate/Postgraduate
Years as a Christian: 0 to 5, 6 to 12, 13 to 20, 21 to 30, ^ 30+
Denominational background: Check (v^) one or more where applicable
Anglican, Baptist, Brethren, CNEC, Evangelical Free, Lutheran,
Methodist, Pentecostal, Presbyterian, Non-denominational, Others
Service/Ministry in Church: Check {^) one or more where applicable
Pastor, Elder, Deacon, Sunday School teacher, Small Group leader,
Worship leader, Counselor, Usher, Giving regularly, Others
Interview Questions
1. What is your view of the dead, after people die? Where do they go after they die? Do
you think their soul is still alive? Below are some biblical passages for your
consideration.
a. What do you think of stories in the Bible that seem to mention people calling the
dead out to inquire from them, such as the story of King Saul and the woman of
Endor, a spirit medium? (1 Samuel 28:7-20)
b. What do you think of the story of the rich man and Lazarus? How do you interpret
it? (Luke 16:19-31)
c. Scriptures mention that Christ went to preach to the imprisoned spirits after his
death. How do you interpret this passage? (1 Peter 3:19-20)
With regard to my view of the dead after people die, Yes, after they die, their soul, spirit or
consciousness is still there. Biblically though, how that works out, it is not clear. I think the
Bible says that after people die, they go to Sheol, Hades or Abraham/s bosom, or paradise,
but they don't really spell out when they are there, what sort of consciousness they have.
The passage in which was recorded for us conceming the rich man and Lazams may be the
clearest, but then, it is also a parable, and so as a parable, how much of it could we take as
authority, we can be definite. So, the Bible is not very clear. Although it upholds the fact that
the person is still alive and conscious, the Bible does not make clear what state it is. It could
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well be when we close our eyes, and the next moment, when we open our eyes, it is the "Last
Days."
The passage of the rich man and Lazarus is interesting in showing the issue of a divide.
Abraham's response to Lazams, he said that no, you cannot go back. But when asked about
Lazams going back, he did not make it very clear, basically, he said what's the point. So this
leaves a lot of room for interpretation.
With regard to King Saul and the medium at Endor, personally, I think it was the prophet
Samuel who came, back I would not say that it was the spirit medium of Endor who has the
power to call him out. You look at the Scriptures, it always talks about necromancy and the
occuh and I guess it was very popular in those days. But the spirits that were called out were
not those of the people who have died, but familiar spirits, or demonic spirits who were
impersonations. In this particular case, in 1 Samuel 28, 1 think the prophet himself came out.
On of the reasons why I said this is because when you look at the reaction of the spirit
medium, she was terribly shock but then the real Samuel came out and it was a shock to her,
but the in this particular case, the Lord allows.
So this is an exception. I think if you look through Scripture, and if you say that it is
impossible for the dead to come back, then we are limiting God, for nothing is impossible
with God, so in this case, God allowed it for a purpose. We see Samuel coming back, we also
see Moses and Elijah coming back, and we see Christ raised from the dead. But these are to
be far between, exceptions, fulfilling God's purpose rather than we see in a regular basis.
The specific commandment is that we don't dabble in all these, they are cultic or occultic and
demonic. So when a person is once dead, as in the passage of the rich man and Lazams, once
the person is dead, he is being "locked up" and doesn't return back to earth. And Abraham's
answer to the person who went to him to plea for his brothers, his answer is, what's the point?
Even the case of Samuel's remming, he didn't say very much, he just came back. And I think
this was God's grace, or provision for that time.
Qn: What about those passages where the Apostle Paul said we are asleep, and other
passages said, we rather be absent from the body and present with the Lord?
This is why I say that the Scripmres are not very clear or fiizzy about our in-between state,
after a person died and the second coming of Christ or when the Lord called us home. Not
like the Chinese who say that you go down to hell, to receive punishment or judgment, or you
go up to heaven to become a "shen" or god. I think the Bible skips all that. So when we fall
asleep, and when we wake up that is the last day. I think traditionally, historically, in the
church, we held on to the idea of the communion of the saints; that we are still around. They
are in another realm but in terms of contact with earthly beings, there should not be any
contact. The Bible makes a clear divide, there may be one or two exceptions, but they are
very rare.
2. What does the Bible say about the treatment of our deceased love ones? How should we
honor an ancestor who has gone beyond?
a. Does the Bible allow the idea of remembering the dead by the living?
b. Can we consider God the Father to be our First Ancestor, and who created our first
ancestors, Adam and Eve?
c. Can we remember our ancestors as we remember the death of Christ in the Lord's
Supper?
d. What does the Bible say about offering sacrifices and prayers to the dead?
The Bible teaches us to honor our loved ones, and honor each other. Again the Bible does not
specifically talks about the treatment of our deceased but it always tells us to remember the
witness of those who have gone before us. I think remembering and honoring them in these
ways is not against our biblical teachings. To remember our parents and ancestors is not
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against the Bible's teachings. We are not to forget our roots and our past, but to remember
them. Whether that leads to what the Chinese people would do, might be a different thing. I
think the Chinese in their understanding, application and practice of honoring their ancestors,
they tend to go too far or overboard.
Does the Bible allow the idea of remembering the dead by the living?
I think it does. But again the line must be drawn in terms of remembering and/or going
beyond remembering. What I think for the Chinese culture is this - the question is: are you
worshiping or are you showing respect? If you set up candles, ash um, a table, putting a
figure of an idol behind it. But if you remove the idol, and then put a picture of your ancestor,
and you call it respect. So, everything else is the same except what is behind the candles. So
we have to be very careful as to what we mean and what we practice. There has to be a clear
demarcation between what is remembering and what ends up as worshiping ancestors.
Can we consider God the Father to be our First Ancestor, and who created our first ancestors,
Adam and Eve? Will that be giving a signal to our Chinese relatives, that since we worship
God, and he is our ancestor, then we can also worship our ancestors.
In a sense we can. I think remembering and worship, this is where the Chinese get into
trouble because a lot has to do with their philosophy. For us, there is a clear divide: God is
God and humans are humans. But for the Chinese, a human being could become a ''shen
"
or
god and it could become a "kui" or ghost, and because of this there is no clear demarcation,
and it can get very confusing. For example, potentially, if God is our ancestor, sounds good
and right, but then we begin to worship Adam and Eve, and then Noah, and our ancestors.
Then we mn into problem. So, to avoid this potential problem, we should refrain from calling
God our ancestor, but our Creator. So technically, I think it is correct, but in order to prevent
confusion, we need to make a distinction.
Can we remember our ancestors as we remember the death of Christ in the Lord's Supper?
Here, Christian have to be carefill. I am sure you know Jerry, that Christians celebrate the
Lord's Supper, and there are the "high Church" and the "low Church" and the in-between, for
those who are the high church where the bread and the cup could have tumed into the body
and blood of Jesus, and the low church, it is only a remembrance. So when it comes o
remembering our ancestors, it is the same thing. We need to know what we are going to do.
Again, it could be confusing, are we worshiping our ancestors. There needs ot be a clarity
there. My issue is that a lot depends on maturity, for they would understand and know how to
draw the line, but again some mature people might not know how to draw the line also. The
first generation, we taught and explain but 2 generations down, the lines could be blurred. My
book explains more on this.
3. What are the specific commandments in the Bible that relate to worshiping God,
idolatry, and honoring our parents, and ancestors? (Examples: the Ten Commandments
and Ephesians 6:1, 4)
a. Is there any relationship between ancestors and idols mentioned in the Bible?
b. What does the Bible say about ancestor rites? (E.g. Ezek. 24:15-24)
c. What are some Biblical principles we could consider in order to give an appropriate
response to ancestor rites? (E.g. 1 Cor. 8:7-13; 10:14-22, 31-33; 6:12-13)
Some of the commandments are already speh out. Is there a relationship between ancestors
and idols - 1 don't believe so. But in practice, then there is. In biblical practice, I haven't
dweh enough into biblical veneration of ancestors, but I believe in ancient cultures it applies
more to the pagans, not the Israelites, especially among the priest and priestesses. Again, I
think this is the line when they cross, where the human could become gods, in our minds and
in our practice, human beings could become gods, this is where the struggle lies, not only
after they die they would become "shen" or "kui" but in our minds. And this applies to the
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Chinese worldview. Biblically, I can't think of the case of Pharaoh, who is the son of heaven
or sort of.
Qn: There seems to be an apparent silence or a gap bet^veen what the Bible teaches
about ancestor rites and the Chinese' emphasis of ancestor worship and veneration.
How do you account for that?
I think the Bible probably makes a clear distinction, I think the Bible talks about necromancy,
whereas for us, everything is covered up or compromised and accepted, and along the way,
they line becomes blurred. For the Chinese, it started very well as filial piety and honoring
the parents then along the way filial piety went from earthly to heavenly, to the spirit realm,
and thus ancestor worship.
Qn: Can you use 1 Cor. 10 as a biblical principle for us not to worship ancestor?
Yes, the harder one for people to swallow is to link it to the OT teaching on necromancy. The
purpose is for the people not to be involved in the demonic. But it is harder to tell people
because ultimately the question is what do you mean that my ancestors are demonic. We have
to be very careful, and we carmot criticize people, and condemn them as worshiping the
demons.
4. What are some good values or motivations for ancestor rites that could enrich church
Ufe?
a. How do we seek to obey God and yet not be seen as unfilial in our love and
obedience to our parents?
b. What are some practical ways we show our respect to our parents, and ancestors?
c. What are some hindrances we could avoid or address concerning this issue so that
our evangelism could be more effective?
The first thing we should work on is to show filial piety to our parents while they are alive
this is one of the key things. For the Chinese, the parents don't ask for too much, the parents
would only expect that children come home for dinner, to sit down for a meal together once
or twice, especially on festive occasions, to show our presence. A lot of us have problems
when we come to funeral rites, they will ask why we don't do some things. But along the
way, when we honor our parents, take them out for dinner and do things with them, then
when it comes to that point, people can still be upset that you don't involve in the rites and
rituals, they carmot say that you are not filial.
Practical ways to show our respect include:
Like I say, go home for dinner, take them to the doctor, help in spring cleaning. As for
ancestors, remember them, remember the dead during their death anniversary, etc.
Qn: I like what you mention in your book that we have alternatives, that during
anniversaries when visiting the gravesites, instead of the Chinese going there to offer
prayers and sacrifices, you offer some alternatives. Do you like to reiterate?
Ya. I think there are always altematives, in terms of going to clean up the tomb, or going up
the niche. Traditionally, Chinese would go during the CNY or Qing Ming. For Christians, we
could go during CNY, Easter Sunday, All Souls Day, and death anniversary - this is also a
day when we could always gather together for a meal, cook the person's favorite food, show
some videos ifwe wish to, chit chat. You know, homes, I think hanging a photo of the
departed ones, is not wrong, but as Christians, we need to be careful not to put candles or
fmits in fi-ont of it, for then it becomes like an altar for worship. But I think just hanging a
photo is not wrong but to be careful not to give the wrong impression for it to look like an
altar.
What are some hindrances to evangelism?
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I think the first one would be to understand when we become a Christian and when our
parents or relatives found out, it is a major paradigm shift for them as well as for us. To them,
they might be thinking, "die lah" there goes my future, because they think, "When I am
expecting when I die, my son would look after me, to offer incense for me, but now I don't
have anybody to bum incense and paper money for me, so potentially, I am going to hell." I
think that is a very scary thought, so the first thing is that we must really understand our
parents. So we need to assure and share with them, but we cannot say, okay, after they die
then we become Christians, it's not that. But then, many parents complain that now we
become Christians, they no longer see us at home, we are too busy with "church work." This
is also not good. Again we need to balance up, continue to show piety, and be seen around at
home.
Do you think that Christians should hold the position that the practice of ancestor rites
is religious in nature and should be totally rejected without any compromise? If your
answer is "Yes," tell us why you think so. Do you have scriptural basis or examples that
you wish to share to support your answer?
I think we know the Chinese ancestor rites consist of two parts - the major part is that if it is
the Taoist rites, then the priest would lead the family to go around the coffin to pray and hold
joss stick. If it is the Buddhist rite, then they would chant the sutras. This is for funerals. In
terms of the thereafter, there is the offerings of the prayers. These are religious in nature, and
they should be rejected. We should not be involved in all these, whether
Minor rites - are the festivals that we have to stay up all night, to wear the mourning clothes
with colors, and so forth. Most of these are not necessarily anti-biblical, they are more
cultural in nature, for us as Chinese. Like for us, the bible says that when we wear mouming
clothes, it signifies that someone in the family passed away. And to wear different colors is to
signify the relationship, whether we are the son, daughter, or son-in-law, daughter-in-law, etc.
So I think, as Christian we don't need to be too dogmatic, we need to fight the big fights and
some of the small fights, we should not be overly insistent.
Do you think that there are some areas of ancestor rites or paying respect to our
ancestors that we could "Christianize" and so that we could contextualize the gospel to
the Chinese people and culture? If your answer is "Yes," what are some aspects of
ancestor rites that the church could contextualize and use so that it might not be
perceived as anti-culture? What are some areas Christians could be involved in non-
Christian parents' funerals and not be perceived as participating in ancestor rites?
To help us this question, below is a list of practices in ancestor rites.
Please mark "Y" for "yes" for those that you think could be adapted for Christian use
and "N" for "no" for those practices that you think Christians should not compromise,
and thus not suitable for any adaptation or contextualization.
a. ( ) wearing mourning clothes to mourn the deceased at the funeral
Y - I think this is acceptable. Of course, nowadays, everybody in flineral, we wear the
black and white. Today, Chinese wears the patch or arm band. But for the Chinese, they
could get a little superstitious, they don't know what to do with them after the funeral.
But they have solved the problem by putting them with the coffin for cremation.
b. ( ) standing and bowing before the coffin at the funeral
Y and N. Personally, I feel that standing and bowing is fine. Traditionally, people would
say as long as you don't hold joss sticks in hand, the connotation is not one ofworship.
So for example. Clan association or when people come, for the Chinese, you don't say
sorry, but you stand in front of the coffm, and bow 3 times, and they bow back, that is
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fine, for the Chinese, they don't see it as worship. And I think this is a very nice sign of
respect. But over the years, people added holding joss sticks, and I think that has become
too linked with worship. So I think we have to see the situation and occasion, so as
Christians, I think generally we should stand before the coffin, bow our head a little, and
say a word of prayer for the family, maintain a word of silence, say a prayer.
c. ( ) meditating and praying on behalf of the deceased and love ones before the
coffin and the deceased picture
I would say that it's a "No." Again I say that through your meditating, we cannot help
them to go anywhere. Praying to them, 'No" because they are not gods, they cannot help
you in any way. For me it does not mean we cannot "talk" to our dead relatives. For me, I
think once in a while, I would "talk" to my mother, so it doesn't stop us from expressing
ourselves to our dearly departed. It is a sense of lost and missing the person. I don't think
we should stop "talking" to them. But we shouldn't expect them to talk back to us. This
would be superstitious. They are already in that place already and we will see them on the
last day.
d. ( ) offering incense sticks, paper money and food to the deceased
"No" I think this would be tending towards religious and superstitious practices.
e. ( ) be involved in the preparation of ritual items such as folding paper money and
setting up the altar before the funeral
"No" personally, ifwe could avoid it, we should do so. But for some families that are
small, then sometimes, although, it's best for us to avoid, but if there is no way, and the
Christian needs to help the mother or father. Here, I am more prepared to give grace to
the believer but then he or she need to be more careful. Here, we need to tell our family
members what we would do and wouldn't do way in advance. Ifwe don't tell them early,
our parents wouldn't come to terms with your stand. Otherwise, when a funeral happens,
the parents would feel embarrassed, especially in front of the extended family. So to
prevent conflict during the funerals, we should tell as soon as possible.
f. ( ) participate in the chanting ceremony with relatives in holding incense sticks
and going around the coffin
"No" clearly a religious rite. This can be painfiil, especially when the person is the only
or oldest son. But there is always an altemative, by getting someone else to stand in for
you. But as I say, no matter how much you prepare, you cannot avoid the pain of this
particular situation.
g. ( ) participate in viewing the deceased face for the last time and closing the coffin
"Yes" I think we can participate in this. Although I know some people are afraid to do
this, but I think as Christians, there is nothing wrong in doing this.
h. ( ) be involved in the sending party to the burial or cremation ground
"Yes" Christians can do that, although for the Chinese, the older cannot send off the
younger, and you need to tum your face away fi-om the coffm at certain times. The only
time that you may not want to do it is when your relatives insist.
i. ( ) be involved in throwing sand into the burial pit
"Yes"
j. ( ) be involved in mourning and wailing at the cremation ground
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"Yes" I think mouming will naturally come naturally. But wailing, I don't think we need
to force ourselves to cry loudly.
k. ( ) eating a communion feast after the funeral
"Yes" I know a lot of families now do it together. It's okay. I don't think it is a
remembering the dead thing. It's just one of those occasions that the family comes
together.
1, ( ) erect family altar in the home with picture of the deceased
"No" I don't think we should erect a "family altar". Hanging or having a picture of the
deceased is fine, but not family altar.
m. ( ) keep family genealogy with names, relationships and deeds of the deceased
"Yes" I think it is good for us to remember and have a family tree. Here I am talking
more for Christians and by Christians more than the Chinese. I think for Christians
nowadays, those who are involved in counseling and spiritual warfare. Keeping a family
genealogy is okay, but getting too caught up with the "generation curse" is a different
thing altogether.
n. ( ) hold family memorial day service on the anniversary of the deceased
"Yes" but again, what goes into a memorial service, for Christians we go to church or
held a memorial service in church. But for Buddhist or Taoist; they call the priest or
monk to come and do prayers, we should avoid it.
Qn: What about being a part of the family?
As a family member, we should be present, but Christians should be prepared especially
where the um is in a temple, as Christians, we should work this out in our minds.
0. ( ) visit deceased grave or columbarium to clean and put flowers
"Yes" Okay.
p. ( ) visit deceased's grave or columbarium to offer incense, sacrifices, food and
fruit
"No."
q. ( ) keep our ancestors' pictures for memory
"Yes," fine.
r. ( ) others
For the questions above that you have marked "Y" in question #6, could you elaborate
and suggest ways of adaptation or contextualization?
Elaborations have been given in answer to Qn #6.
If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, do you know of any church/denominational
position that your church has toward the practice of ancestor rites? If Yes, what is it?
Please elaborate.
For us, it is "No" but there is an unspoken understanding. In teaching we have taught on these
issues in public, but in terms of a denominational policy, it is "No." But generally, we
encourage our members not to participate in any thing that has a religious connotation.
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9. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, what have you seen or experienced among
your church members in relation to the issue of ancestor rites?
Many of them stepped back and not perfomi the rites. As far as the major rites, many of them
are very clear. It is the smaller rites that they are unsure or get caught up with, such as could
they wear sack cloth, hold paper money, or give contributions to a non-Christian funerals and
be involved in some cultural practices. There are of course, even in the big things, some
Christians got caught in them, especially when they are in a close relationship with the
deceased. Some might be younger and less mature Christians, they felt a lot of pressure.
10. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, from a scale of 1 to 10 (1 being minimum
and 10 being maximum), how much flexibility do you allow your church member or
parishioner to differ from the official church position on the issue of ancestor rites?
Scale: 1 23456789 10 (Circle your answer)
Question 10 is hard to answer. Give and take, I would generally state my church position, but
at the same time, also I will tell the members that it is their decision, because at the end to the
day, they are the ones who are going to face the fire, the issue and all that. But if you ask me
to state a number, I would be more on the stricter side, so it would be either a 3 or 4. My
perspective is the way I was brought up. Sometimes if you lower the standard, it would go
lower.
11. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, what is your advice to Christians who are
facing the issue of ancestor rites?
(1) Let your family know as early as possible that you are a Christian, to make a stand on
some of these rites because it's a major paradigm shift for them and we need to give time
to come to terms, and to see what is good for you, that you are not anti-cultural.
(2) Need to continue to show filial piety, and once they see that it is easier for them.
Hopefully it is easier for them to come to know Christ.
(3) To prepare, because no matter how filial or good you are, somebody is going to get upset
with you. So we need to be prepared to face opposition.
(4) When we face opposition, we need to maintain our composure, be thick skin, give a smile
and show grace to our relatives. Otherwise we will be in deep trouble.
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APPENDIX P2
Interview Questions for Christians on Ancestor Worship
General Information
Name: A2 (Optional) Date: 10 Feb 2010
Church: St. John's Chapel
Please mark a check {^) where applicable
Age Group: 12 to 20, 21 to 30, 31 to 45, _^_46to60, 60+
Sex: _^ Male, Female
Education: Primary, Secondary/JC, University, Graduate/Postgraduate
Years as a Christian: 0 to 5, 6 to 12, 13 to 20, _^_21to30, 30+
Denominational background: Check (^) one or more where applicable
AngHcan, Baptist, Brethren, CNEC, Evangehcal Free, Lutheran,
Methodist, Pentecostal, Presbyterian, Non-denominational, Others
Service/Ministry in Church: Check one or more where applicable
_^ Pastor, Elder, Deacon, Sunday School teacher, Small Group leader,
Worship leader, Counselor, Usher, Giving regularly, Others
Interview Questions
Firstly, Rev. A2 gives a little background about himself: He comes from a mixture of ancestral
worship and other Chinese folk religions background. Since young, he was never impressed with
the idols even to the point of climbing up the altar and asking the idols to worship him instead. He
was an atheist. But somewhere down the line, he began to have a spiritual awareness, so he
started reading the Buddhist scriptures. He believes in the idiom of cause and effect, and was
interested to find out more about the afterlife. Thus, there was a point in his life that he finally hit
the rocks, and came to know about Jesus. So, he said that there was some influence of Buddhism
in his life. Some of its teachings are consistent with the Scriptures, such as the thinking of
afterlife, and the question ofwhat happens when a person dies.
He believed that God gave us a non-perishable body, different from the flesh, but still some kind
of existence. As a science student, he believes that the spiritual body could cut through any
material, including metal, or wood. God would give us a new body that would last through
eternity so much so that there would not be any illness or rottenness our body would not get old.
So time is irrelevant. Even as a non-Christian, as a young boy, he used to have a question: What if
we have a body that does not die or break down. So, since young he had the concept of etemal
Hfe.
The present body would have to give way to inherit an imperishable body. When sin and death
are eradicated, we will not get old, or deteriorate. 1000 years, compare to infinity, you can't even
see that drop or that point. Old or young, 3000 years older than I am, it doesn't mean anything. So
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you asked me about our body, even as a young boy, I was thinking about it: What if I have a body
that will not break down. Even in the Chinese philosophy, they have this idea of a non-perishable
body, called "Jing Gan Bu Huai Zhi Sheng." {M^W^%^^)- So, it is a body that does not break
down. And subconsciously, we have this concept in our minds. Scripmres just shows us how this
is possible, that when we eradicate sin, then our body could be one that of a perfect body, and
perfect life.
Qn: Just to interrupt you. You mentioned that after people die, they will continue to live on,
but what about decay and corruption of the body?
There is probably this interim state. In the interim, before the first coming and the second coming
of Jesus Christ, there is this period where we will probably be somewhere, just as in revelation
where the martyrs of God cried out, "Lord, how long, how long." So, before we are vindicated
and become victorious there is this period of time, although some of us might feel that it is very
long, but as I say, compare to etemity, 100, 200 1000, 2000 or a million years, these are very
short periods. They just passed. Sometimes when I look back, I am such a old man now, about 50.
Just some days ago, I met my childhood firiend and we were looking at our photos, and realized
that time has passed by so quickly. And to us, it was like yesterday that we were kids in the
village.
So, there is a kind of consciousness for our spirit in the interim state. I will not call it purgatory; it
is not purgatory. It is also a time when we purify our soul; perhaps it is a time of limbo, it is a
waiting time and waiting place while we wait for the Lord's retum. But as I say, I cannot be very
sure, because to be fair, I don't think anyone in this world could give us a definite answer. Suffice
to say, in between this life, in limbo, there is a timeline because human existence is linear; we
can't see the begirming and the end, whereas God can. So to Him, this period, is all meshed into
one, where we could zoom in and out, and see everything at once.
1. What is your view of the dead, after people die? Where do they go after they die? Do
you think their soul is still alive? Below are some biblical passages for your
consideration.
a. What do you think of stories in the Bible that seem to mention people calling the
dead out to inquire from them, such as the story ofKing Saul and the woman of
Endor, a spirit medium? (1 Samuel 28:7-20)
In the passage, the witch at Endor, who called out Samuel, I would only see that as God
allowed it, not so much for Saul, but more for the rest of us, eventually when we read
Scripture. If you belong to the charismatic circles, they would see the passage as a
manifestation of a familiar spirit. But in that passage, it is that God allowed Samuel to retum
and Samuel was probably very angry, that he was disturbed from his "rest." This give me a
thought that this waiting place is actually quiet a restful place. He was "complaining" and
said, "Why are you disturbing me, I am not doing this anymore. I am resting and enjoying
myself and you want me to come." As far as I am concemed, I think God allowed that one
incident. But otherwise, you don't anyhow touch the realm of the "spirit."
b. What do you think of the story of the rich man and Lazarus? How do you interpret
it? (Luke 16:19-31)
And in the case of Lazams' resurrection, Jesus said, "Lazarus, come forth." He was like
saying, "Look, don't leave yet; it is not the fime for you to leave yet, stay." So when the spirit
stays with his body. (Note: We are not compartmentalizing, I do not believe that we could do
so. Rather, I believe that the body and spirit is so integrated that the moment when you
separate them, it will die. So we are not separating any. For example, if your body is tired or
sick, it affects the spirit' you do not have the energy or mood to read Scriptures. Let's not kid
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ourselves. Or when you are sleepy, it is difficult for you to read Scriptures. Even going
through the motion ofQT is not proper motion, as you nod your head and dozes off
So God allowed for this incident and the above incidences to take place, where the glory of
God is shown. For the rich man and Lazams, preachers like to use examples. I have a
tendency to take that as Jesus using the incident to teach the disciples a lesson. But
somewhere, could it be that Jesus knew that Lazarus has not decayed. But we are not
privileged to see beyond the normal realm into the spiritual.
But to be consistent, we have to see this as a parable, because the rich man said that he still
had brothers and sister "up there" who had yet to do the right thing. If he were already in hell,
it is a place of suffering and gnashing of teeth, and it would happen until the judgment. So
while waiting for the final judgment, there are two resting places: (1) You are comforted and
rested; and (2) where there is a great chasm, and already in the process of suffering. This is
just probable. But I would like to take this passage as a parable.
c. Scriptures mention that Christ went to preach to the imprisoned spirits after his
death. How do you interpret this passage? (1 Peter 3:19-20)
Yes, in his consistency, it would be probable that he went down and preached to the
imprisoned spirits to give them a fair chance because as I said, there are two places when you
die, that they wait. One is a restful place and the other is a place of suffering. The imprisoned
spirits are probably those who were suffering in a not so restfiil place. Until God revealed
Himself to Abraham in the Old Testament, there were probably very few who really knew
Him, but this is speculative on my part.
2. What does the Bible say about the treatment of our deceased love ones? How should we
honor an ancestor who has gone beyond?
a. Does the Bible allow the idea of remembering the dead by the living?
b. Can we consider God the Father to be our First Ancestor, and who created our first
ancestors, Adam and Eve?
c. Can we remember our ancestors as we remember the death of Christ in the Lord's
Supper?
d. What does the Bible say about offering sacrifices and prayers to the dead?
The Bible says that we should always remember our forefathers and what they did. For
example, in the Passover Feast, when the children sat down to eat, they would ask the reason
for the feast, and the Israelites would reply, our forefathers told us to do it. So this was how
they remember their forefathers, but not to worship them.
Is God the Father our First Ancestor? No, God is our Father but He is not our Ancestor. And
in the church I always taught my members that ifGod is our Father, then it makes us brothers
and sisters to one another. Therefore we love and care for one another, and then care for
others. And we show it by partaking of the Holy Communion together as a very important
part ofAnglican worship.
Shall we remember our forefathers? Yes. They are the ones who go before us, and provided
encouragement to live on in our faith. So, this year, we want to write a book to chronicle the
history and events of our church, not to glorify the church but so that subsequent generations
in this church would say, our forefathers trusted and believed God, how could we do less.
Sometimes we read books like John Sung, but it is a littie farfetched, but if they are members
of this church, then some of the younger members might even be related to them and know
them. We remember our forefathers who followed God and they become our examples, like
some of the biblical examples such as Joshua and Caleb. We have fond memories of our
former vicar. He did a lot of good things for the church, so we follow his example.
At home, our parents love and care for us. Should we not also love and care for them? And if
they passed on, should we not also remember them and what they had done for us? The
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problem with ancestor worship is, ifwe build an altar and put some food offering before their
picture, then it becomes a wrong way of remembering. If you take a photograph and look at
them, it does not constitute worship, and it is a sad thing that people throw away all their
ancestors pictures. But it is when we look at their photos that they remind us of the fond
memories and what they did for us.
We could also use these pictures to tell stories about our great grandparents, grandparents and
parents. And when children leam the history of the family, they have a sense ofwhere they
come from. But the problem with our world is that we have no roots, because we refuse to
remember our forefathers. It is this individuality of the influence of the westem world. It
tends to drag us away and say that we have no family. This is not what the Scripture teaches
us, for it always teaches us the importance of family. Now in Acts, when they became
Christians, the team band together and everybody shares what they had, and they had no
needs because all the needs were taken care of by, ifwe may say, family. We remember but
we cannot worship. Worship belongs to God alone. So maybe the objection in based the fact
that the Chinese culture and the way we revere them as deities.
As a young man from the Chinese background, I always thought that if a person died a
horrible death, he would not become a deity. So don't try to pray to him. If he is dead, he is
dead. This was when I was very young.
Those Chinese beliefs and the banner they put up at the funeral are baseless, such as "gui lie
xian bang" (Ji3?lJ7fcSffi).This is unimaginable because if he doesn't go to hell, he would
already be very fortunate. When someone dies, we say all kinds of good things about them,
but perhaps he might be an evil person or scoundrel when he was alive. So, we are not going
to say bad things about the dead, when they are dead.
So when a person passed on, if he were a good person, we maintain fond memories of him.
But we could only give our worship to God. In fact, today, people worship living persons as
their idols, some people even "worship" their pastors.
In Chinese history for example, the people worship "Kuan Kong" ( but he was acmally
a scoundrel in history. But his life was so colored by the screenplay, "san guo yan yi" (�@
^^X) instead of the historical record in "san guo zi" (Hg^). The Taoist and Buddhist pray
to him. But it is all nonsensical.
So, for worship, we can only accord to God, not anyone else, including ancestor. This is
because there is nothing we could do or offer to them, they are already dead. It is to me
stupidity. We do not go and disturb the dead, and frankly, they would not be able to hear our
prayers or eat the food we offer. Ifwe bum something there are no forwarding address, and
there is no communication possible between the living and the dead. And I tell people to be
careful what they bum - because what they bum does not go to the person but it may become
a contract between the person and the devil. So they should not be foolish, it is just a piece of
paper they bum. But let's say if they bum $1 trillion to the devil, it is a contract between the
person and the devil, and he would come to the person for the money. It is an offering to the
devil.
Qn: Back to 2b, perhaps you might wish to comment whether it is appropriate to call
God our Ancestor.
Well, the fact is He is our Father, so if do you want to call our father our ancestor? If our
father is our ancestor, then He is.
Qn: In the Chinese thinking, am I right to say that an ancestor usually refers to
someone who has already passed on.
But the thing is: we have to check the dictionary. In the Chinese thinking, ifwe call them "zu
xian" (^a^) they can still be alive. Whether physically alive or not, they could be call "zu
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xian" or "xian zu." So God can be our Ancestor. But if you define "ancestor" as someone in
our family line and who had passed on, then you cannot consider God as your ancestor
because God is living and He will never die. But He is our Father, the very direct immediate
line, not one that goes through many generations. As someone has said, "God has no
grandchildren."
So I think this question is has to do with semantics, and how you define "zu xian," whether as
someone who is in the family line, and had passed on, or someone who is still alive.
3. What are the specific commandments in the Bible that relate to worshiping God,
idolatry, and honoring our parents, and ancestors? (Examples: the Ten Commandments
and Ephesians 6:1,4)
a. Is there any relationship between ancestors and idols mentioned in the Bible?
b. What does the Bible say about ancestor rites? (E.g. Ezek. 24:15-24)
c. What are some Biblical principles we could consider in order to give an
appropriate response to ancestor rites? (E.g. 1 Cor. 8:7-13; 10:14-22, 31-33;
6:12-13)
There is a very big difference between ancestors and idols except when it comes to our
Chinese culmre. Somewhere along the line, in the Chinese eclectic thinking, the line is
blurred, because the Chinese has something called, "shen zu pai" (#|E.lr$) or "ling wei" (M
iiL). They put there and pray to it. And this becomes the object and link between them and
their ancestors, and it all get mixed up. In the old house we live in, we have two altars. We
cannot put them together because there are so many deities, and they include the ancestral
tablet of our grandparents. It was so big that I could even climb up the altar and sat there to
eat the food. Fortunately I was the eldest grandson and they overlooked what I did. So I could
do that and could even be spared from caning.
I think the difference between idols and ancestors is very clear. In the Bible, due to the tribal
instinct, they did different for the idols and the ancestral spirits or the spirits of the land. They
cannot talk about it, for example, in Australia, they cannot offend the spirits of the land,
otherwise, they believe calamity would befall them. The idols are the deities, different from
the spirits of the land. But they could be confused, and basically, they asked for benefits.
The Jews participated in the pagans' idol worship and their festivities, and the things they did
were very decadent and involved vices. As for the intermarriage with the pagans, the
commandment not to do so was for their good because the Israelites would end up worshiping
the pagan gods. But as for the ancestor rites, the Bible does mention remember the ancestors
in according them the proper burial rites and places. I think they are called to give proper
respect to the body and the person. Thus a proper Jew would never worship the ancestors, but
to remember them. For example, Joseph told the people to bring his bones to the Promised
Land and not leave them in Egypt. This is because they believe that when God comes again,
they would come back alive.
Today, in the eastem religions, the Indian and Chinese religions, there tends to be a mix
between idol and ancestor worship. They believe that when their ancestors died, they become
gods.
I think the appropriate response is that worship is always accorded to God. Loving, thinking,
considering and giving the proper credit to our ancestors are signs of respect. But anything
that consists to their worship cannot be substantiated. They are forbidden.
4. What are some good values or motivations for ancestor rites that could enrich church
life?
a. How do we seek to obey God and yet not be seen as unfilial in our love and
obedience to our parents?
b. What are some practical ways we show our respect to our parents, and ancestors?
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c. What are some hindrances we could avoid or address concerning this issue so that
our evangelism could be more effective?
For (a) and (b) I think they have good values. For example every year during Qing Ming, the
Chinese would remember their ancestors. When the church uses it, during the same period,
we have a service to worship God and remember those who have passed on before us, and
their good deeds and kindness toward us. We also remember God's kindness to us and to
them, and therefore we need to show kindness to our descendants. It is a very good thing to
do, a visual thing to teach our church good values. But we don't mix our worship ofGod with
the worship of ancestors. The rites themselves accord a certain form of respect to our
ancestors. I always tell my young people, "Don't look down on old people, okay." You may
think that this old man is fi-ail, but perhaps once upon a time, this old man was the top athlete
or sportsman.
When I was a younger man, about 16 or 17, 1 was good at a certain sport. But there was an
old man who was at the court and he was telling a few strokes. But I sneered at him and
challenged him. I had the biggest threshing in my life. Later I realized that this person was
top sportsman in this sport in the century. Thus, ancestor rites called upon us to accord
proper respect to our ancestors.
In their time, they did good things. Just as we respect the fathers of our faith, we should also
respect our parents and ancestors.
If Timothy did not respect his grandma, Lois (or Eunice), how could he teach the Ten
Commandments? He did not have to life to substantiate his teachings. So, ancestor rites,
when done properly, carefully, explained, do have their place. So, funeral services and wakes
should not be done away with, because they do help the living overcome the grief, and an
opportunity for the family to think.
I told one ofmy staff to take leave during Chinese New Year to go back to her parents to
spend time with them, because she will not know how much she would miss them until she
loses them. She was happy to take 2 weeks' leave to spend time with her parents. For myself,
before my dad passed on, I would visit him and we would take a cup of beer, and slowly seep
and drink to last the whole day. Sometimes we don't even talk, but just seep the beer and look
at each other and smile. Therefore, ancestor rites have their place. But let me say that unless
an ancestor had done something so spectacular, he or she would not be remembered 3 or 4
generations down the line. So at the most, the photographs that you keep at most are your
parents and great grandparents, because the younger generations would not even recognize
their great grandparents. At the end of the day, our relationship at most is with our
grandparents. So we need to put things in their right perspective, relationship and
understanding. Thus to be frank, I don't know the name ofmy great grandparents. But I
know the names ofmy grandparents and parents very well, and make sure that my children
know my parents' names well.
Ancestor rites are very important in the church to help the church root itself in family. We
cannot throw them out of the window. We have to carefully craft them in such a way that
they do not become pagan worship.
But in terms of the non-Christian rites, we have to tell them "No" because they are
worshiping the wrong thing.
(c) Hindrances to avoid:
Old folks are very particular about filial piety. I always ask them a question. "Do you prefer
your children to be filial to you while you are alive or after you die?" For example, when you
are alive, you children treated you horribly, but when you die, they put on a show to give you
a pomp and pompous funeral procession. Which do you prefer? So I teach my young people
in church and tell them to go and take good care of their parents. When their parents ask them
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to do something, do. And when they wish to eat something, buy for them, don't comment or
complain. When they are alive, treat them well.
For example, a friend ofmine said his dad was very grouchy. So I asked him to introduce his
dad to me. And we drank beer together for some time. And his dad became a happier man.
My friend came to report to me. But I told him that if he were to drink with his dad, his dad
would be an even happier man. The next session, he joined us in the drinking time. Then I
slowly disappeared, and left them to drink with each other. Now he came to tell me that he
missed his dad, even though his dad was still alive. He began to remember the many good
things that his dad did to him while he was young. Then he asked how he could share the
good news with his dad. I told him, just spend time with him, and don't need to say anything.
One day, his dad said he wanted to become a Christian, but he didn't share the gospel with
him. He was puzzled. I told him that every time spent time with his dad, he was sharing the
gospel. He was happy because he had gotten his son back.
The problem with too many people (Christians) is that they tell their old folks that they are
worshiping the idols, the demons and devil. They are going to die and go to hell, but failed to
spend time with them, because the most important thing when they are old is that they want
their children back, and their children to find back their parents.
How my grandpa became a Christian. I told him, "Grandpa, someday we will die, but I still
want to be with you. Can you stop smoking?" He's been a chain smoker for all his life. He
said "okay" and the next day he stopped smoking. And I said, "The only way we can be
together is that you become a Christian." So he accepted Christ on the spot. You don't throw
the Bible at their face. It is when you show real love and care, then they will feel it. If you ask
me how our young people should do. I say, don't go and knock them down with straight logic
because they caimot take it. You "throw in" the relationship in happy times, they will be more
open. They have to do those practices because they are afraid, because this is the only they
knew and grew up with. If they don't do this, then what will they do. So we need to give them
an altemative. My mum accepted Christ 3 days before she died, and my dad did so the same
day as her.
So, if you ask me about hindrance, yes, it is a hindrance ifwe begin to argue with them about
logic and their practices. We are not of the West. In the West, they call their parents by name,
and shout and argue with their parents. We are Asians, and we have this idea of, "for good or
for bad, they are our seniors and we need to respect and listen to them." Sometimes, along the
line there is a blurring of the line, and it is in this that we can share and reach out to them. Not
that we are afraid but we respect the line. And we hope that during those times ofblurring of
the line, we could help them see the light.
In our church, the parents are slowly accepting Christ because they started to see the
difference. I have quite a few young people whose parents are non-Christians and chase them
to church. Because they said, "My children now do housework." Because the pastor said, I
must love my parents, and I know that my parents work very hard, so I help to keep the house
clean. This is one way I love them, so they got a shock. And after a while, they began chasing
their children to church. And then they themselves came to church, even whole families. It is
a joy to baptized entire family.
Whether it is ancestral worship or other areas, we need to shower our parents with a lot of
love, and sensitivity, other than using hard, cold, solid logic. You might win an argument, but
you lose a soul. We loses an argument, it's all right. But as my friend's dad told me. I am
actually not convinced about the argument. Nevertheless, I still feel that Christians are better
people. So I believe in Christ.
5. Do you think that Christians should hold the position that the practice of ancestor rites
is religious in nature and should be totally rejected without any compromise? If your
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answer is "Yes," tell us why you think so. Do you have scriptural basis or examples that
you wish to share to support your answer?
Very quickly, when my grandpa died, my relatives refused to accept that he was a Christian.
My aunt, who was my grandpa's youngest daughter, was a very staunch Buddhist. She kept
insisting that he must have a Buddhist funeral. So when they did all the rites, I didn't join. In
fact, when my grandma died, they did the rites too. That time, they came to tell me that I did
not need to join them in the rites. If you stand there without arguing, just make it clear that
you love the deceased, but this is a religious rite and you cannot participate. But you don't
need to blow it up into a big argument, but a very gentle explanation, because there's no point
arguing.
6. Do you think that there are some areas of ancestor rites or paying respect to our
ancestors that we could "Christianize" and so that we could contextualize the gospel to
the Chinese people and culture? If your answer is "Yes," what are some aspects of
ancestor rites that the church could contextualize and use so that it might not be
perceived as anti-culture? What are some areas Christians could be involved in non-
Christian parents' funerals and not be perceived as participating in ancestor rites?
To help us this question, below is a list of practices in ancestor rites.
Please mark "Y" for "yes" for those that you think could be adapted for Christian use
and "N" for "no" for those practices that you think Christians should not compromise,
and thus not suitable for any adaptation or contextualization.
a, ( ) wearing mourning clothes to mourn the deceased at the funeral
Definitely Yes. We need to encourage it.
b. ( ) standing and bowing before the coffin at the funeral
No problem. Yes. Just as ifwe salute to an officer or an important person. So this does not
amount to worship, our worship is a different thing. So the Japanese bow to each other, it is a
sign of respect.
c. ( ) meditating and praying on behalf of the deceased and love ones before the
coffin and the deceased picture
I don't agree that we can pray on behalf of the deceased. But we can pray for the loved ones,
but not pray to the dead. We could stand there, but must make it clear that we are praying to
God for the comfort of the loved ones. In a Chinese funeral, we could stand there and observe
a minute of silence. Otherwise, the safer answer is to say, "No."
d. ( ) offering incense sticks, paper money and food to the deceased
No. It's very clear.
e. ( ) be involved in the preparation of ritual items such as folding paper money and
setting up the altar before the funeral
No. Ifwe don't agree to it, then it should be no.
f. ( ) participate in the chanting ceremony with relatives in holding incense sticks
and going around the coffin
No.
g. ( ) participate in viewing the deceased face for the last time and closing the coffin
Yes. This is fine.
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h. ( ) be involved in tlie sending party to the burial or cremation ground
Yes. This is also okay.
i. ( ) be involved in throwing sand into the burial pit
I usually don't suggest doing it. It is a sending off. And it is the end of the road for us, as a
living person. They actually tum their face away. It is a sort of participating in covering. It is
also saying, "goodbye." The Chinese have a belief that when we throw the sand, the spirit
would not follow us back. So this is to ward off any evil. Anything behind us, we "siam" or
avoid the bad luck. It is a superstitious thing.
Qn: What about for Christians, do we also have this practice?
Some. I close one eye, and don't bother. But I don't suggest that we do it. But I also look at
the family. For the sake of the family, I won't say anything, and I won't bring the people too
near to the pit, at most the immediate family. But for non-Christian funerals, we won't even
be there. Even ifwe go near, we won't even participate.
j. ( ) be involved in mourning and wailing at the cremation ground
Crying is okay. But if you don't have tears, don't force yourself to cry.
k. ( ) eating a communion feast after the funeral
It's okay. Do you know why there is a communion feast? It is never a religious feast. Going
back to history, they give you a fruit, usually an orange, a bottle or water and a towel. In
ancient times, when they bring the coffin to the grave, it was very far. So they need a towel to
clean their perspiration, and also they give you water and fmit so that you don't get too
hungry. So, by the time when you retum home, everybody is hungry, therefore it is natural to
eat a meal together. It was never superstitious. It was later that they added the superstitious
aspect. It was a practical thing. In those days, they were all from faraway places. People had
to walk a long distance home, so they ate before retuming home.
1. ( ) erect family altar in the home with picture of the deceased
No.
m. ( ) keep family genealogy with names, relationships and deeds of the deceased
Okay.
n. ( ) hold family memorial day service on the anniversary of the deceased
Okay.
0. ( ) visit deceased grave or columbarium to clean and put flowers
Flowers, okay. Just visit to remember is okay.
p. ( ) visit deceased's grave or columbarium to offer incense, sacrifices, food and
fruit
Food and fmit, "No." Because food is for eating and the dead cannot eat.
q. ( ) keep our ancestors' pictures for memory
Perfectly fine.
r. ( ) others
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7. For the questions above that you have marlced "Y" in question #6, could you elaborate
and suggest ways of adaptation or contextualization?
For example, wearing mouming clothes is a good thing. It gives the bereaved person a chance
to express and release their emotions. Asians are lousy at releasing emotions. We are so busy
with our day-to-day busyness. But when a family member passes on, we know that this is the
time to cry. When you wear mouming clothes you are mouming. It is like wearing army
uniform, when you wear a number 3 uniform or number 4 uniform, it is different. For number
3 is smart uniform, and number 4, you can sit anywhere. So wearing mouming clothes is a
tradition. It shows that you have the right to cry, and it is normal of the person, to express
one's loss. So I think it is a good thing and I try to encourage this. Ifwe wear normal clothing
during the mouming period, then it becomes "another day."
Qn: What about in a Christian funeral? Do you think we should also wear mourning
clothes, all the relatives of the deceased? Answer: I leave it to the family to decide. But I
suggest that it might be good for them.
So, I think in a funeral or occasions like this, it is to remember the good things that our
ancestors had done for us, nothing in particular to contextualize. But this thing of a
communion feast after the funeral, it is already a tradition. People just come after the fimeral,
you just want to thank them. It is no longer religious. In fact people feel insulted if you don't
give them a meal after the funeral.
8. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, do you know of any church/denominational
position that your church has toward the practice of ancestor rites? If Yes, what is it?
Please elaborate.
Our church position is rather fixed. We have the 39 articles. We allow our church members to
remember our ancestors, but not worship them. Our stand is that we don't do ancestral rites.
However, we do have memorial services which are very different from "ancestral rites" just
to remember God's goodness to the person. But nowadays, people hardly do it. Like I say,
Qing Ming, we do a service in church for all the members to remember their deceased loved
ones. We give glory to God, and not the ancestors. We usually go to the Christian graveyard
in Yio Chu Kang.
9. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, what have you seen or experienced among
your church members in relation to the issue of ancestor rites?
* Skipped this question
10. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, from a scale of 1 to 10 (1 being minimum
and 10 being maximum), how much flexibility do you allow your church member or
parishioner to differ from the official church position on the issue of ancestor rites?
Scale: 123456789 10 (Circle your answer)
Personally I am not very flexible in this issue. I would follow the church articles as to what it
says about ancestors, what we can do and what we cannot do. This is because if I don't agree
with it, in the first place, I would not put it there.
11. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, what is your advice to Christians who are
facing the issue of ancestor rites?
The church member should make his position clear at the earliest possible stage. When I was
a non-Christian, I had an altar in the house when I bought the house and my parents were
living with us, but I was not serving the altar. So after I became a Christian, I was wondering
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how I should get rid of the altar. So I hinted to my parents that some time in the future, the
altar had to go. Then, I went to seminary and lived in the hostel for 4 years.
I asked my parents to take 4 years to think about what to do. I kept mentioning it every year
for the 4 years. On the 4* year, before my move, my mum told my dad to find a way to move
the altar away. There was not any argument or sense of urgency.
The modem generation of people doesn't really know what they worship. So, to many, as the
Chinese say, "Keyou ke wu." (bT^rT^). It is a dispensable thing. We are dealing with a
present generation which would probably still face such issues. But in a family, anything
could be discussed ifwe have relationship. Once your relationship with your parents is good,
it could be done. Don't force, otherwise it would become ugly. The Cantonese people has a
saying, "Mng tim keng tou tim." ) Meaning, "when something is not agreeable,
let's talk unfil we agree. Because the most important thing is that they want to see you as
someone who is reasonable. The most important thing about ancestral rites is not about
keeping the rites, but whether "you love me or not." So, as long as we sincerely show and
express that we love them, it will be fine.
When my grandaunt died, she was very close to my mum, and my mum told me that I don't
need to do any rites for her. I have made my stand very long time ago, and they know that I
am not insistent at all, for I don't fight about this. My parents don't want to spoil their
relationship with me over something, to them that is not an absolute essential.
We have already reached a generation of people that "they don't know what they are doing."
So if the children face difficulties with their parents in this area, then let tmth reveal itself. I
have some young people in my church whose parents want them to come to church, and be "a
Christian" but not to get baptized. The strange thing is that non-Christians think of baptism as
a very serious matter, while Christians don't think so. This is an irony. If you ask me, I say
that we need to deal with it, baptism is an important thing in ones Christian joumey.
Qn: The Last thing, Rev. A2, baclc to question #10, 1 know you said you are rather strict
about it, but would you like to give a number?
I am tempted to give Number 1, but I know my nature. However, church stand is church
stand. Ifwe don't have one, then we might as well not have. So, it should be 1 .
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APPENDIX P3
Interview Questions for Christians on Ancestor Worship
General Information
Name: Bl (Optional) Date: _21 Jan 2010
Church: Evangel Baptist Church
Please mark a check {^) where applicable
Age Group: 12 to 20, 21 to 30, 31 to 45, _>/_46to60, 60+
Sex: Male, Female
Education: Primary, Secondary/JC, University, Graduate/Postgraduate
Years as a Christian: 0 to 5, 6 to 12, 13 to 20, 21 to 30, 30+
Denominational background: Check (^) one or more where applicable
AngHcan, y' Baptist, Brethren, CNEC, Evangelical Free, Lutheran,
Methodist, Pentecostal, Presbyterian, Non-denominational, Others
Service/Ministry in Church: Check (v^) one or more where applicable
_^ Pastor, Elder, Deacon, Sunday School teacher, Small Group leader,
Worship leader, Counselor, Usher, Giving regularly, Others
Interview Questions
1. What is your view of the dead, after people die? Where do they go after they die? Do
you think their soul is still alive? Below are some biblical passages for your
consideration.
a. What do you think of stories in the Bible that seem to mention people calling the
dead out to inquire from them, such as the story of King Saul and the woman of
Endor, a spirit medium? (1 Samuel 28:7-20)
b. What do you think of the story of the rich man and Lazarus? How do you interpret
it? (Luke 16:19-31)
c. Scriptures mention that Christ went to preach to the imprisoned spirits after his
death. How do you interpret this passage? (1 Peter 3:19-20)
My personal understanding of life after death according to the Scriptures - as far as I know
Scriptures do not give too many details in terms of the specifics. But what Paul seemed to say
is that, if I am not in the body, I will be in the presence ofGod, so if a Christian dies, then I
will be with God. In my view, the soul and the spirit represents the immaterial part of the
human being. A lot of times. Scriptures seem to use them interchangeably. But if they are not
Christians, then they are not in the presence of Christ.
Qn: So what do you think of persons who are not believers? Where do they go? And are
they still conscious?
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I think that their spirit will be there, they are still conscious. Those who are in the Lord, they
know that they are present with the Lord, and those who are not, they also know they are not
with the Lord.
The Bible says that when a person is without Christ, they would go into a Christ-less etemity,
which the Bible refers to 'Hell." Hell is a reality, I believe it is not just a consciousness, but a
real place of suffering.
Qn: Do you believe in a holding place, an intermediate state, such as for Christians they
go to paradise, and for non-Christians, they go to Hades?
I don't think the Bible have enough support of that. So, my understanding is that those who
are with Christ will go to be with him, that is in heaven and those without Christ will go to a
place called hell.
Comments on the passages:
The one about King Saul asking the woman at Endor to call out the spirit of Samuel:
According to the text, I think it is quite clear that it was really the spirit of Samuel but the
question is that does that give us the license to call up the spirit of the dead and what king
Saul did was not right. In fact, it was banned for the people of Israel. So ifwe look at it, it
might be the spirit of Samuel, but I would like to see it as an isolated case, an exception,
rather than it is a norm. And it happened not to give us a license to do it, but as an indictment
to King Saul.
2. What does the Bible say about the treatment of our deceased love ones? How should we
honor an ancestor who has gone beyond?
a. Does the Bible allow the idea of remembering the dead by the living?
b. Can we consider God the Father to be our First Ancestor, and who created our first
ancestors, Adam and Eve?
c. Can we remember our ancestors as we remember the death of Christ in the Lord's
Supper?
d. What does the Bible say about offering sacrifices and prayers to the dead?
Yes. I think there is a strong support that we are to honor the loved ones who had passed
away, not just our elders, but any superiors. Ifwe are to honor our superiors when they are
alive, what more when they passed away. I remember that the patriarchs, when they die, the
Israelites are commanded to give them a proper burial. The Bible does support that we do not
simply forget our ancestors but in an appropriate way, we respect and honor them, without
worshiping them. So I think we should remember, respect and give due honor to our dead. I
look at it as in some way similar to our Lord's Supper every month. Basically, it is to
remember Christ; that he had died for us, to remember his death, and not just his death, but
how he did for us. So, in the same way, when we remember our dead, we also remember the
good things they had done, and they had passed down to us.
What about (b) or (d), do you have anything to comment?
b) I would not consider God as our first ancestor. If he is our ancestor, he created us, then he
is gone. This is the case with our ancestor, but no, God is always there. So, there is a
difference between God, as our Creator, and our human ancestors.
d) I don't see that in biblical injunctions because burnt offerings and sacrifices are elements
ofworship.
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Q: In that sense does the Bible allow for these (prayers and sacrifices) to be done on
behalf of the dead?
I don't beUeve the Bible talks about it or an indication in the Bible. If there are any, probably
they refer to the practices of the pagans. This is because sacrifices and offerings are always
offered to a deity, or to God.
3. What are the specific commandments in the Bible that relate to worshiping God,
idolatry, and honoring our parents, and ancestors? (Examples: the Ten Commandments
and Ephesians 6:1, 4)
a. Is there any relationship between ancestors and idols mentioned in the Bible?
b. What does the Bible say about ancestor rites? (E.g. Ezek. 24:15-24)
c. What are some Biblical principles we could consider in order to give an appropriate
response to ancestor rites? (E.g. 1 Cor. 8:7-13; 10:14-22, 31-33; 6:12-13)
To me, ancestors always refer to those before us, they are seniors related to us, those who had
passed on. There is a relationship between them and us, and this could be traced back to the
family line. As for idols, they are created images or deities. These are not related to us. The
Bible is against worshiping idols and graven images, but the Bible is not against honoring our
parents or ancestors.
Then, the follow-up question is: In the Chinese culture, there is a tendency for us to elevate
our ancestors to the position of a deity and put them together with idols, and worship them
with the idols. So, in this situation, what should we do? Definitely, in this case, we should not
worship them.
Qn: Do you have anything to say for (b) and (c)?
Well, the Israelites buried the patriarchs appropriately. When they were wandering in the
wilderness, they took good care of their remains. And when they settled down, they made
sure that their remains were properly buried. So I think this is a good way of honoring the
ancestors.
The other thing is, in the Hebrew culmre, where the father is going to tell the sons the stories
of old, and this is one way to honor and remember their ancestors, telling the faith stories to
the fiiture generations.
So about ancestral rites, as I say, in the Chinese ancestral rites, sometimes, it goes beyond the
line, to veneration and worship.
Qn: So, what do you think are some biblical principles to guide us?
If I understand 1 Corinthians correctly, Paul said that we should not eat the food that is
offered in the temple, because in the Corinthian context, when we eat the food, it is not just
eating, but a participation in the worship of the demonic spirits.
Qn: Does this have any implication upon the Chinese culture? Is there any application
for us to take note here?
Well, if I am a Christian, I have to ask myself, there are some things that I can do in terms of
respecting and honoring, but there are some things I cannot do in terms ofworshiping. So I
need to ask, if I do this, is it participating in worship, or is it a sign of respect. So, we could
use this as a broad guideline. For example, the Chinese 7* Month, they say it is just a
communal eating of a meal together, even the MP (Member of Parliament) would go, but
then to me, ifwe understand what they are eating, they will tell you that it is not just social,
but there is a spiritual dimension, because you are eating with the spirits. So, they don't mind
to stage a "wayang" or figure show at the feast even though no one is watching. Why? This is
because the spirits are watching, and you are actually watching with the spirits. So, there is a
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spiritual dimension in participating with them. It is different from joining a National Day
Celebration Dinner - this is social and community gathering.
What are some good values or motivations for ancestor rites that could enrich church
life?
a. How do we seek to obey God and yet not be seen as unfdial in our love and
obedience to our parents?
b. What are some practical ways we show our respect to our parents, and ancestors?
c. What are some hindrances we could avoid or address concerning this issue so that
our evangelism could be more effective?
To me the best time to do this is when they are still alive. Just to quote an experience. When
my grandmother passed away. I told my mother that there are some things that I cannot do
because it was going to be in the Chinese ancestral rites. But I will bow, and in my own
Christian way show my respect. But I cannot hold joss sticks, and pray. I asked my mother
whether it was okay for me. She said "yes." But then, it was my eldest aunt who presided at
the funeral. So my mum instructed me to ask my aunt. I went to her. She said, "Well, it will
be good if you could join us, but if not it is okay, because when your grandma was around, I
saw how you honor her and took care of her." So she knows there are some things I could not
do because ofmy faith, but she saw that I was filial.
It is like if I invited a Muslim friend to my house and accidentally serve some pork at the
meal. He declined to eat. But that does not mean he does not have manners. It is just because
of his faith he cannot eat.
But I think many times, we also need to educate and inform our elders what are some things
we could and could not do. But ifwe keep quiet, it may be misconstmed as being unfilial.
c) What about hindrances? Could you think of anything that would hinder our
evangelism, as Christians, in our attitude towards them and their practice of ancestral
rites, that in later years may hinder them from coming to know Christ?
I think for me, at a time like the time of loss, it is not for us to fight but to come together to
show unity. For example, I have this church member's grandfather. Just before he passed
away, he came to know the Lord But this was before some of the Christians in the family, but
the mother and brothers were unbelievers and not there and so they did not acknowledge it.
So wanted to do it the Chinese way. Partly they were not able to accept it. So the Christian
sister came to ask me and I told her that in times like this, it is not to fight with them. The
most important thing is to be saved, the other things are not important, whether he is buried in
a Christian way or Buddhist way, or upside down, or at the temple. If they wish to do the
Chinese rites, let them do it. We don't insist on doing the Christian way. So I advice that they
tell their mum that there are certain things they could not participate as Christians.
The best part was, during the cremation, the brother invited the church sister's pastor to come
forward to say a few words to encourage the family. So, it was a good ending. So I think one
of the hindrances is that Christians are legalistic or too insistent and fight for our rights in the
funeral arrangements.
Do you think that Christians should hold the position that the practice of ancestor rites
is religious in nature and should be totally rejected without any compromise? If your
answer is "Yes," tell us why you think so. Do you have scriptural basis or examples that
you wish to share to support your answer?
As I said, some of the Chinese ancestral rites are religious and spiritual in nature. In these, we
should not participate. But there are other elements in the rites that are cultural and social,
and in these, we can be a part of. My position is not to totally abstain and say not to it. So we
have to evaluate the rites as to which we can and which we cannot participate.
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6. Do you think that there are some areas of ancestor rites or paying respect to our
ancestors that we could "Christianize" and so that we could contextualize the gospel to
the Chinese people and culture? If your answer is "Yes," what are some aspects of
ancestor rites that the church could contextualize and use so that it might not be
perceived as anti-culture? What are some areas Christians could be involved in non-
Christian parents' funerals and not be perceived as participating in ancestor rites?
To help us this question, below is a list of practices in ancestor rites.
Please mark "Y" for "yes" for those that you think could be adapted for Christian use
and "N" for 'no" for those practices that you think Christians should not compromise,
and thus not suitable for any adaptation or contextualization.
a. ( ) wearing mourning clothes to mourn the deceased at the funeral
Yes. I think we can do that.
b, ( ) standing and bowing before the coffin at the funeral
Yes. I think we can do that.
c. ( ) meditating and praying on behalf of the deceased and love ones before the
coffin and the deceased picture
This one I really have to be careful. We do not pray so much to or on behalf for the
dead. If I were to pray, then it is to thank God for the life of this person.
d. ( ) offering incense sticks, paper money and food to the deceased
No.
e. ( ) be involved in the preparation of ritual items such as folding paper money and
setting up the altar before the funeral
This one we also have to be cautious. If I have to explain how far I have to go. If I need
to help fold the paper money, then I would say, can. But if I have to set it at the ahar, then
maybe not. This is more of sharing the load of doing the logistics. But to set them at the
altar is like the Levites setting up the altar at the temple.
f. ( ) participate in the chanting ceremony with relatives in holding incense sticks
and going around the coffin
No.
g. ( ) participate in viewing the deceased face for the last time and closing the coffin
Yes.
h. ( ) be involved in the sending party to the burial or cremation ground
Yes.
i. ( ) be involved in throwing sand into the burial pit
Yes.
j. ( ) be involved in mourning and wailing at the cremation ground
I think "yes" If you have to cry, you cry, but not to be enforced, or being instigated by
people, because some of these wailing have religious connotations, because they believe
that the louder they wail, they would help the deceased in their joumey
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k. ( ) eating a communion feast after tiie funeral
What do you mean by a communion feast? If it is an appreciation of the relatives and
friends coming for the funeral, then it is okay.
1. ( ) erect family altar in the home with picture of the deceased
If the altar is for the purpose ofworship, then it is not okay.
m. ( ) keep family genealogy with names, relationships and deeds of the deceased
Yes.
n. ( ) hold family memorial day service on the anniversary of the deceased
Yes.
0. ( ) visit deceased grave or columbarium to clean and put flowers
Yes.
p. ( ) visit deceased's grave or columbarium to offer incense, sacrifices, food and
fruit
No.
q. ( ) keep our ancestors' pictures for memory
Yes.
r. ( ) others
7. For the questions above that you have marked "Y" in question #6, could you elaborate
and suggest ways of adaptation or contextualization?
(a) One common one is, you could still have a picture of the deceased, but not as an altar but
as a memorial stone, rather than an altar to worship the person.
(b) Maybe, the standing and bowing before the altar. Standing is definitely okay. For Oriental
culture, such as Korean, Japanese or Chinese culture, bowing is a sign of respect. So, ifwe
bow in a way of respect, slightly bowing our head, but not following the traditional three
bows, it is okay.
8. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, do you know of any church/denominational
position that your church has toward the practice of ancestor rites? If Yes, what is it?
Please elaborate.
We don't have denominational stand on this. Even in our church, we do have our doctrinal
statements, but we do not have formalized stand in these things. So, for this, we will refer
back to our articles of faith to see whether anything contradicts them. But we do not have
official documents as far as ancestral worship is concemed.
Qn: In that case, when church members are faced with this issue, what do you do?
I think we conduct Christian education sessions in our church. Like for me, I teach doctrine
classes, and I think some time back, I did one some years ago is on Chinese ancestral rites. So
one way to help the member is to educate them through the sermons, such as "Honoring your
Parents," special educational sessions, et cetera.
9. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, what have you seen or experienced among
your church members in relation to the issue of ancestor rites?
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I think I have shared about the brother whose father accepted Christ just before he died. Also,
another example of the church sister whose mother and eldest brother were unbelievers, and
she came to consuh me about what to do with the father since he accepted Christ before his
death. The Christian children gave way. They did not participate in the Chinese rites. Thank
God that the mum and eldest brother were understanding towards them.
10. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, from a scale of 1 to 10 (1 being minimum
and 10 being maximum), how much flexibility do you allow your church member or
parishioner to differ from the official church position on the issue of ancestor rites?
Scale: 1 23456789 10 (Circle your answer)
Since we don't really have a church position, it is difficult for me to give a scale. So, what I
would tell them is that, if they are in doubt, don't participate. Also, if anything that does not
cross the line into worship, it should be okay.
11. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, what is your advice to Christians who are
facing the issue of ancestor rites?
(a) In times like this, it is not to fight with your family, but must come together and
share this time of loss and in yom own way be a witness to them. And to ask yourself,
if I do this and not do that, will it enhance my witness? The other important question
is whatever you do, do you seek to honor the Lord or am I compromising. Or have I
been a negative witness. One last comment is always to use this opportunity to show
our love, and to explain what we understand, and why we can't participate, and seek
to make it an opportunity as an outreach. Use this opportunity because dming the
normal times, they would not even want to listen. Don't use this to fight about issue,
or to nm away or avoid. Of course, be prayerful at all times.
(b) And when they thought they had done anything and remorseful about it, try to
encourage them and tell them that the Lord understands.
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APPENDIX P4
Interview Questions for Christians on Ancestor Worship
General Information
Name: _B2 (Optional) Date: _26 Jan 2010
Church: Thomson Road Baptist Church
Please mark a check {^) where applicable
Age Group: 12 to 20, 21 to 30, 31 to 45, _^_46to60, 60+
Sex: Male, Female
Education: Primary, Secondary/JC, University, Graduate/Postgraduate
Years as a Christian: 0 to 5, 6 to 12, 13 to 20, _^_21to30, 30+
Denominational background: Check (v^) one or more where applicable
Anglican, Baptist, Brethren, CNEC, Evangelical Free, Lutheran,
Methodist, Pentecostal, Presbyterian, Non-denominational, Others
Service/Ministry in Church: Check (>^) one or more where applicable
Pastor, Elder, Deacon, Sunday School teacher, Small Group leader,
^_ Worship leader, Counselor, Usher, ��^_Giving regularly, Others
Interview Questions
1. What is your view of the dead, after people die? Where do they go after they die? Do
you think their soul is still alive? Below are some biblical passages for your
consideration.
I guess my view of death is that, yes, while we may physically die, there will also be
judgment. So I believe that at the end of the day every one of us Christians or non believers
will still have to give an account ofwhat he or she has done in his life. So I believe that first
there will be judgment.
Qn: So after they die and in between that and time of judgment where do they go? Are
they still conscious?
I'm not 100% clear with this, but my thinking is yes, I think they're in stage where they're
physically dead, but their soul is still accountable to what they've done. And I believe that the
believers will go straight to Jesus, but those unbelievers will be so-to-speak be in a state of
potential hell. I'm not sure if they'll immediately go to hell or that'll be the judgment
whereby God will pass judgment and then basically separate the righteous from unrighteous.
Qn: After they die, where does their soul go to, and is their soul conscious or not? Are
they conscious of themselves and surroundings?
For that, I'm really not too sure about.
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a. What do you think of stories in the Bible that seem to mention people calling the
dead out to inquire from them, such as the story of King Saul and the woman of
Endor, a spirit medium? (1 Samuel 28:7-20)
* Unanswered
b. What do you think of the story of the rich man and Lazarus? How do you interpret
it? (Luke 16:19-31)
I beheve it's not just a story in itself but because Jesus told it, I think there's some spiritual
tmth to the fact that when Lazarus though he was not rich but in that sense I suppose he was
up with Abraham, whereas the rich man for all his earthly wealth, did not show mercy to
Lazarus, so in that respect he was like the heathen that did not subscribe to the Biblical
beliefs and went to Hell. So in that respect then yes, the rich man did call out to Abraham to
have Lazarus dip a finger to cool him. I guess from this example, it does seem like the souls
are still kept alive, but not the physical until judgment.
Qn: So there is a certain sense of consciousness even though they're in those places?
Like the rich man was in Hades and Lazarus was in Abraham's bosom but they're
actually conscious? (They seem to be able to communicate.)
Yea, but other than this very clear cut example of the rich man calling out to Abraham
and describing the fire that he was going through and the suffering, I'm not sure if there is
anywhere else in the New Testament at least that speaks so clearly of the spiritaal living or
spiritual dead. I remember there's somewhere Jesus said, and these people, the wicked, will
be thrown in the unquenchable fire.
Qn: So do you think there's a terror/fear? That this was more a real communication of
a person that was really in Hades versus Lazarus that was up with Abraham.
I think the point that I was trying to drive home using the supportive verses in Qn: #l(a) is
I'm trying to ask the question if it's possible for the dead to communicate with the living,
which for us, if it's possible to communicate with the dead. I believe there is this channel of
communication, except I guess in a Christian context we don't try to communicate with the
dead as in calling them out, but I think I cases ofwitchcraft and mediums its quite clear that
you can communicate with the dead and can also be possessed by the spirits and while I've
not physically experienced I have heard of some instances where the mediums to
communicate with the dead on behalf of the living, but how true that is, I don't know.
Although I've heard, and they did show proof to the living that they are communicating, I
guess in essence while I think it's not a Biblical example for us to try and speak to the dead
because in the Christian context we know that they're safe and we will be going that way as
well and our communication is really more to God than with the dead, whereas I think those
who leam to communicate with the dead, relatives, perhaps receive some protection. But in
essence you do and you can summon the dead, to come and speak through witchcraft and
medium.
Qn: So does the Bible, according to what you think, have any injunction against
communication to the dead?
I can't remember exactly, but in the case ofKing Saul, something happened as a result of him
trying to use this woman to communicate to the dead, but nowhere was it endorsed that that is
the right thing to do.
c. Scriptures mention that Christ went to preach to the imprisoned spirits after his
death. How do you interpret this passage? (1 Peter 3:19-20)
*Unanswered.
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2. What does the Bible say about the treatment of our deceased love ones? How should we
honor an ancestor who has gone beyond?
a. Does the Bible allow the idea of remembering the dead by the living?
I don't think there's any bibhcal injunction to say just because someone has passed on we
can't remember them, but then I think the question is by what means and for what purpose do
you remember that person. I think when you have a relationship you definitely won't forget
the person so easily, but I think we take comfort in the fact that if it's a loved one that's also a
believer then he or she has left the world for a better place. So in a sense then, yes I think
you're saddened by the fact that physically you have lost a friend or partner but I think the
happiness is the fact that he or she has moved on to be closer to be with Jesus where there's
no pain or suffering. So I think in that sense I believe the Bible allows us, or God would
allow us, to remember the living (dead?), but in a different perspective from worshipping the
dead. I think ancestral case is more not so much remembrance but also the importance of
offering sacrifices on anniversary dates and to basically pray for the soul or pray to them as
well. So I think in the ancestral case it's more like there's a sense of uncertainty where the
soul is. And I think they need that kind of prequel support to pray for the ancestors to at least
get them maybe to a higher level.
(So that's the Chinese ancestral worship kind of beliefs..) And I think secondly, they also
evoke the dead, like the elders and relatives to also invoke some blessings from the spiritual
to the physical, so invoke blessings on remaining family members, grandchildren, things like
that. So I think it's also to call upon blessings from this spirits upon the family as well.
Qn: Are you referring to the spirit of the dead ancestors, and also maybe protection?
Blessings, protections, yea.
b. Can we consider God the Father to be our First Ancestor, and who created our first
ancestors, Adam and Eve?
I've never really thought that God the Father has the first ancestor because I guess the term
implies. . . God is the Creator, and while the first ancestors may be Adam and Eve, but I guess
I never saw God as the ancestor, because being an ancestor then, you basically have that
human relationship, you know. Whereas God to me, I guess, in the defmifion ofGod, is that
He's the first, and no one created him. And therefore when he created us out of dust, I think
then when he breathed life, you know, into our nostrils. So it's more like we were created
from dust and it is really, physically dead, you know, into something that is physical and
spiritually alive. We have the spirit in us. So therefore I don't see that as God being the first
ancestor.
Qn: So ancestors are more referring to the human beings?
Yea. Like I said, never seen Him that way. And the Chinese people will say ifwe pray to God
as ancestor we can also pray to our ancestors, you know? But I think for the Chinese it's also
different levels. There's one spiritual level, which is really the so to speak they call the
creator, and I tend to see therefore that when they pray to their ancestors, they pray for a
different form of god, which may be one that protects, one that blesses, you know, as much as
one for you to remember. But I think there the gods would have different functions, like the
kitchen god, altar god, those may be a different variety of gods, you know. It is more for
functional purposes.
c. Can we remember our ancestors as we remember the death of Christ in the Lord's
Supper?
I think first to remember our ancestors, again, I think Biblically I see nothing wrong with that,
of course at the end of the day when you do have a relationship with someone, you cannot
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deny the fact there was a relationship, particularly if it was a happy relationship, be it a loved
one, if you had been married for 30, 40, 50 years, to pass on, you cannot deny that there is
definitely a lot of adjustments and a lot of loneliness that is feh by the one that lives on. So I
think to remember the good times et cetera, I think that's acceptable, but to remember the
ancestor as what the ancestor worship is where you pray to him or her like a god, now that he
or she has passed on (like a demigod) to evoke blessing et cetera, then that's not the right
way. But sweet memories are definitely something that is not un-Biblical.
Qn: Can we remember in some way like the death of Christ and purpose of it, or during
the time that we have the Holy Communion or the Lord's Supper, maybe we can
remember our ancestors, is it possible?
Again, something new to me, never seen associating what Christ has done for you to take that
as a byproduct and then remember in that same light that okay, maybe your ancestor has
passed on. Even if the ancestor has passed on that has done a very heroic task of saving your
life or something, because I think you would dilute what Christ has done, which is really the
Son of God who has really sacrificed His life through the shedding of his blood. So to me I
think one cannot equate the physical self-sacrifice by a loved one for our life compared to
God who is sinless, you know. And who I think obviously had a lot more difficulty to give
His blood. I think it's difficult to comprehend a sinless God to have to take all the sins of the
world, to die for us. I think it's not a good comparison therefore. Even though he or she might
have done a very heroic act.
Qn: So should we not compare the two and should not associate the two?
Yes. I think to remember the ancestor in a different way rather than to use the Lord's Supper
as a means to remember. Maybe during their death anniversary or whatever, that's an
appropriate time to remember that.
d. What does the Bible say about offering sacrifices and prayers to the dead?
I suppose the Bible does make it quite clear that Christ is the sole sacrificial lamb for us and I
think if you basically pray or sacrifice to the dead in the form ofworship, then I think that's
incorrect.
Qn: Is it a form of idolatry?
Yea, you're basically then elevating the dead in another form of a god. But I think there's
nothing wrong with remembering the dead during anniversaries like flowers to decorate the
grave, etc. Not in a form ofworship. But just to remember the person during the anniversary,
nothing wrong with that.
3. What are the specific commandments in the Bible that relate to worshiping God,
idolatry, and honoring our parents, and ancestors? (Examples: the Ten Commandments
and Ephesians 6:1, 4)
a. Is there any relationship between ancestors and idols mentioned in the Bible?
I think back to Saul, I think God was not pleased by the fact that he tried to evoke basically
Prophet Samuel. And so I think the Biblical concept of trying to call back your ancestors in
itself is not correct, and idols makes it more clear that at the end of the day idols are really
mini-gods, built out of their hands, gold, and silver, and I recall even in the Old Testament,
when Moses went up the mountain and did not come down in time, and the people evoke that,
make a golden calf, and of course God was very displeased.
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Qn: Do you have a relationship with idols/ancestors, and difference?
You can't deny that you are related to your ancestor, but I think the question is whether you
equate ancestors on the same ground as idols, then I think not. End of the day ancestors of
course there's a blood relationship, idols are really created by hand. If the question is if
there's difference between worshipping ancestors and idols, then there's no difference
because both are wrong, because only God shall we worship. No excuse to worship either
idols or ancestors.
b. What does the Bible say about ancestor rites? (E.g. Ezek, 24:15-24)
* Unanswered.
c. What are some Biblical principles we could consider in order to give an appropriate
response to ancestor rites? (E.g. 1 Cor. 8:7-13; 10:14-22, 31-33; 6:12-13)
If these passages refer to our response to idolatry with respect to food offered to idols, then I
think Biblical passages are quite clear: all food is good because all food is created by God.
But then there's a case of if your brother's weak, then do not stumble. So it's a case of you're
at liberty to eat or not to eat but in your good conscience if you give thanks to God for the
food even though it's late in offering then technically you go beyond the fact that, hey you
don't recognize it that this is the idol blessing you. But you basically see at the end of the day
these are all food that is made or created by God, and I guess you reach a stage that first you
are not afraid to eat it, you don't feel that you are being poisoned or possessed by what you
eat, secondly neither do you see that as additional blessing, that oh now that I've eaten the
food that's offered to ancestral worship, therefore I'm better than normal. So I think as a
Christian I don't see that. But in the same token if a brother sees you eat and as a result thinks
that you are worshipping idols, then I think the Biblical context will be okay we should make
sure we consider brothers interest first before your stomach. So I think in essence then in
itself if you see food that is offered to the ancestors then if you see from the context that you
saw food created by God then you can eat with a clear conscience. But if you yourself
stumble by it or question it or if your brother stumbles by it to see you eat then I think the part
is okay, abstaining from it is better.
4. What are some good values or motivations for ancestor rites that could enrich church
life?
a. How do we seek to obey God and yet not be seen as unfilial in our love and
obedience to our parents?
I guess if I was just to use my example when we became Christians we felt like we did not
want to eat food that was offered by the idols primarily because we felt that our parents still
thought that they are sfiU blessing us. So even though we tell them we are Christians they will
acknowledge the physical fact that we are Christians, they still think that they are blessing us
by offering the food offered to idols for us to eat. So I think they are still seeing that okay,
you can be Chrisfians but we are sfill blessing, or, they are evoking their gods to still continue
to bless us. So I think in a sense they are sfill saying, okay, I forgive you for being Chrisfians,
but my god will still bless you, eat the food offered to idols. So in that respect then we did
make a stance to say and explain to them that we would not want to eat food that is offered
from the idols. Yea. And so in that sense they eventually came round to where they kind of
respect us for it, though they were not happy, you know.
b. What are some practical ways we show our respect to our parents, and ancestors?
I think end of the day this obviously came out, my parents didn't allow us to be Christians
primarily because they felt like ifwe became Christians the first thing is, we would not have
any ancestral worships, which obviously is something that they could not accept. I think that
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was one of the biggest things that they couldn't accept. Not so much as we don't worship
idols and don't worship kitchen god, but I think it's the fact that because there'd be no
ancestral worship and no continuation where the children wouldn't worship them. So to them
it's a big... maybe perhaps they see that maybe there's no continuation of the path towards
heaven because people don't pray for them and suddenly may be lost in limbo. So in essence
then I guess the fact that I spoke to my mom and said hey, why do you want us to remember
you when you are dead? Better for us to remember and respect you while you are living
rather than you are dead, you know. I think we used that explanation and told them no,
actually as a Christian while God forbids us to worship ancestors, but I think God basically
told us to honor your father and mother and respect, and to love, you know, and to, you know,
and to, you know, and I told them that as a Christian, God commands us and encourages us to
give you more love rather than less. And then we are not losing a son to Christian
community, but you are actually gaining one who is more wholesome. As a result of his
relationship and his trust because God tells us to love our parents and honor them, not to
dishonor or disassociate with them. So, yea. I think in that sense there will be some practical
ways that you can show our respect to your parents. And then ancestors like I said, (just now
you were making a phone call to say you want to fetch your dad to go see doctor and all that,
that's practical way of showing your love and concern for your dad who is alive. So that's a
good example.) Again, it is not so much to worship but to pay respect and remember them
during the anniversary and occasions. And I think again we don't have to wait for the annual
anniversary to remember them, I think like I said, if your relationship has been very close to
them, obviously every moment with them, sitting and dinner, you know, it'd be tough eating
alone, yea. I remember my brother-in-law when my sister passed away, and they were like
35-6 years old, I remember the thing that he asked us as Christians who prayed for him, was
that the toughest would be during meal times, because obviously the relationships built up
during meal time, eating together. So to him that'd be the toughest time to go through. Taking
a meal... So I think I'm sure like I said even now after 20 years or so I'm sure that kind of
memory still comes out all the time. I mean you'll never forget, and never erase that memory.
c. What are some hindrances we could avoid or address concerning this issue so that
our evangelism could be more effective?
Yea I think what I said earlier I guess. End of the day ifwe can tmly demonstrate that as a
Christian the non-believing parents have gained a better son rather than a Christian who has
no gone further away in terms of love and relationship with them. Then I think that'll be a
tremendous evangelistic tool to share how God has changed our lives. I think that can
never. . . there won't be any other way when we bring them to evangelistic meeting, bring
them to church, etc., but I think it's because of the love and relationship that they can see by
being a Christian, your life has really changed and has really grown to be more respectful and
loving of the parents in a Christian way. I think that to me this would help many people;
many parents come to know Christ because they see the change in their children.
5. Do you think that Christians should hold the position that the practice of ancestor rites
is religious in nature and should be totally rejected without any compromise? If your
answer is "Yes," tell us why you think so. Do you have scriptural basis or examples that
you wish to share to support your answer?
Well I guess depending on how we define that, I think we also did talk about it and say
Chinese ancestral funeral, what should we do or not do. And I think. . . obviously with
relatives that have passed on, I mean friends, things like that. And I guess our thought then
was okay, I think the Christian should also show to the world that we are neither mde nor
arrogant. Just because we are no longer worshipping ancestors, we should neither just be mde
or arrogant about their ceremony, you know, where the Teochew would go around the coffin,
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cross the bridge, up and down, so while we don't carry justice and go around etc., but I think
we would also pay our respect, stand in front of the coffm, observe a moment of silence,
without carrying joss sticks, and we've done that quite often, whereby they give us joss
sticks, and we say no, we don't want to carry that. But I think that we have not seen anything
detrimental to that, at least we have shown our respect, perhaps, in a different way. So I think
they kind of respect, okay, you respect the dead in a different way, but neither do you just
totally mm off or reject when you make the relatives more happy.
So that's a good point there, not to be arrogant or mde or be disrespectflil, or to mock at what
they are doing. And the same thing where we do not fold the paper money or help them bum,
but there's nothing wrong to help set the table, welcome visitors, bring out the nuts, drinks,
help them to drive here and there, I think those are practical ways where you know, we can
still demonstrate that yea, while we don't subscribe to the system of respect, we're still
respectful in our own Christian way.
6. Do you think that there are some areas of ancestor rites or paying respect to our
ancestors that we could "Christianize" and so that we could contextualize the gospel to
the Chinese people and culture? If your answer is "Yes," what are some aspects of
ancestor rites that the church could contextualize and use so that it might not be
perceived as anti-culture? What are some areas Christians could be involved in non-
Christian parents' funerals and not be perceived as participating in ancestor rites?
To help us this question, below is a list of practices in ancestor rites.
Please mark "Y" for "yes" for those that you think could be adapted for Christian use
and "N" for 'no" for those practices that you think Christians should not compromise,
and thus not suitable for any adaptation or contextualization.
a. ( Y ) wearing mourning clothes to moum the deceased at the funeral
b. ( Y ) standing and bowing before the coffin at the funeral
c. ( Y ) meditating and praying on behalf of the deceased and love ones before the
coffin and the deceased picture
Praying in a Christian way more so than to invoke some benefit for yourself, more
to God rather than to deceased.
d. ( N ) offering incense sticks, paper money and food to the deceased
e. ( N ) be involved in the preparation of ritual items such as folding paper money and
setting up the altar before the funeral
f. ( N ) participate in the chanting ceremony with relatives in holding incense sticks
and going around the coffin
g. ( Y ) participate in viewing the deceased face for the last time and closing the coffin
h. ( Y ) be involved in the sending party to the burial or cremation ground
i. ( N ) be involved in throwing sand into the burial pit
j. ( N ) be involved in mouming and wailing at the cremation ground
k. ( Y ) eating a communion feast after the funeral
1. ( N ) erect family altar in the home with picture of the deceased
Not altar, but pictures are fine.
m. ( Y ) keep family genealogy with names, relafionships and deeds of the deceased
This is my first time hearing about this. . . but the Bible doesn't say 'no' to that.
n. ( Y ) hold family memorial day service on the anniversary of the deceased
0. ( Y ) visit deceased grave or columbarium to clean and put flowers
p. ( N ) visit deceased's grave or columbarium to offer incense, sacrifices, food and
fiiiit
q. ( Y ) keep our ancestors' pictures for memory
r. ( ) others ^
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7. For the questions above that you have marked "Y" in question #6, could you elaborate
and suggest ways of adaptation or contextualization?
Not to kind of be isolated just because you're Christian, but you don't really help to fold the
paper money and set up altar but I think we should be around to help out with non-religious
activities. So be active in participating and helping out in the non-religious way.
8. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, do you know of any church/denominational
position that your church has toward the practice of ancestor rites? If Yes, what is it?
Please elaborate.
There is no church policy towards ancestral rights, but at the end of the day it'd be a very
general context, ifwe were to participate in ancestral rights, like fimeral, so long as members
understand that what they're doing is that they're respecting both the dead and living in a
manner of respect and not manner ofworship, that'd be the general principle we keep. So
really end of the day I don't think the church will have a strict view that okay you can only
stand and not bow, but general principle will hold, what is the understanding, bowing out of
respect and not out ofworship, then the church will say okay, so long as the understanding is
right, but there's no church policy of do's and don'ts. More of just, everyone does it, but
never came up with a can and cannot do thing. Some guidelines would be good for members
to follow. Baptist church would give general guidelines, but not strictly... I mean don't do is
joss sticks, and then all the other cultural aspects, etc.
9. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, what have you seen or experienced among
your church members in relation to the issue of ancestor rites?
Church member's mom died, wears black and blue, puts on tag, and helps around, but doesn't
go to the extent of carrying joss sticks, etc.
10. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, from a scale of 1 to 10 (1 being minimum
and 10 being maximum), how much flexibility do you allow your church member or
parishioner to differ from the official church position on the issue of ancestor rites?
Scale: 123456789 10 (Circle your answer)
We're just limited to the fact that you fall within the definition ofworship or respect, so
things like carrying joss sticks etc., or buming fimeral money, those would be strictly no, but
those like whether you wear black and blue, or tag, you won't pull out a church member,
neither would we. It wouldn't be a case of need to discipline this guy, but buming joss sficks
etc., we would discourage that.
11. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, what is your advice to Christians who are
facing the issue of ancestor rites?
Basically the best way would first make the understanding very clear ofwho our God is, and
what happens to the dead, and where they go. So, there is a need for a clear teaching of God
and the living and dead. Of course, when it comes to the physical practice of funerals and
anniversaries, then the teaching should be what's the purpose of all these steps that's being
carried out. Again if it's just paying respects etc., and not to pray to the dead, then that in
itself, will leave it to the person's conscience. So long as we make it clear that there shall be
no other God, and understand what's the living and dead, and if it's a Christian is dead,
obviously he's already up with God, but don't worship ancestor but God, who is creator of
living and dead. Unbelieving ancestor, then Bible makes it clear, either go to Heaven or Hell.
So obviously unbelieving ancestor goes to Hell, so neither should we be worshiping them.
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APPENDIX P5
Interview Questions for Christians on Ancestor Worship
General Information
Name: B3 (Optional) Date: 1 1 Jan 2010
Cliurch: Evangel Baptist Church
Please mark a check (v^) where applicable
Age Group: 12 to 20, 21 to 30, _^_31to45, 46 to 60, 60+
Sex:y Male, Female
Education: Primary, Secondary/JC, University, ^ _ Graduate/Postgraduate
Years as a Christian: 0 to 5, 6 to 12, y 13 to 20, 21 to 30, 30+
Denominational background: Check ) one or more where applicable
Anglican, y_ Baptist, Brethren, y_ CNEC, Evangelical Free, Lutheran,
Methodist, Pentecostal, Presbyterian, Non-denominational, Others
Service/Ministry in Church: Check one or more where applicable
Pastor, Elder, Deacon, Sunday School teacher, Small Group leader,
Worship leader, Counselor, Usher, Giving regularly, y Others
Interview Questions
1. What is your view of the dead, after people die? Where do they go after they die? Do
you think their soul is still alive? Below are some biblical passages for your
consideration.
a. What do you think of stories in the Bible that seem to mention people calling the
dead out to inquire from them, such as the story of King Saul and the woman of
Endor, a spirit medium? (1 Samuel 28:7-20)
b. What do you think of the story of the rich man and Lazarus? How do you interpret
it? (Luke 16:19-31)
c. Scriptures mention that Christ went to preach to the imprisoned spirits after his
death. How do you interpret this passage? (1 Peter 3:19-20)
After people die, our soul is still there. The body will be rotten away, but the soul will either
go to heaven or hell. In the Bible there is mentioned about a place that is not so "hell."
Obviously, there is hell. At the second coming of Christ, we will be resurrected in our body.
So I believe, our soul is still there and we could feel even though our physical body is no
longer there. I do not think that after we die, a person will be able to come back to earth. This
is a clear matter that the Bible tells us. But in the passage of the prophet Samuel, I think it is
the only passage that mentions such a thing happening. Well, of course when our Lord Jesus
Christ comes back again, we will all be resurrected and be in heaven.
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And in regards to Abraham and Lazarus in the rich man's story. I really think this is a parable
and Jesus was trying to teach certain important lessons for the audience at that time. I don't
think it is a real scenario that would happen, it might be there but I believe it is more of a
parable.
I have difficulty in relating the third passage, because I personally don't feel that the context
seems to tell us much about the spirits of being revived, but it seems there is a certain
eschatological context. I checked the commentaries and they seemed to indicate that the
whole context doesn't seem to be talking about that (Jesus preaching to the dead spirits in
hell) and I don't see why we should put this passage together with Abraham and Lazarus'
story.
Qn: What do you think of the part that said Christ went to preach to the imprisoned
spirits of long ago?
I have no answer for that, but I wonder where that was the emphasis of the whole text. So, for
1 Peter 3, ifwe are going to build a theology, we could say that there is a certain place after a
person has died, but not necessarily the place of hell yet. It is like a blur idea. And it seems
that Jesus went there to preach and He came back, because it particularly talked about the
spirits during Noah's days. But I cannot confirm that. So to sum up, after they die, their soul
is still alive and in a certain place, and they are still conscious. And the dead, after they die,
should have no communicafion with the living.
Qn: What about the passage when the Apostle Paul said, "I rather be absent from the
body and present with the Lord"? Or like in another passage which says that believers
who are dead in Christ as "asleep." So, are they in a state of sleep and waiting for the
resurrection? What about believers who are dead, where do they go? Are Christians in
a state of sleep after they die or are they still conscious?
Wow! Sometimes in the Bible, sleep also means die, but it doesn't say that there is a place
where the dead goes. So it is still uncertain. Ifwe use the word sleep, it might be an
indication that the soul is still there.
There is a part in the Bible that says, when Jesus comes back, those who are asleep will be
caught up first (1 Thess.4). But I am not competent to say that they have no feelings or
nothing, because sleep is a state that you are sfill in a sub-conscious state. The only thing I
could say is that our body is dead, but our soul-spirit is still alive. So, that is a period perhaps
we could call "hibemafion." When Paul said that, it was in a state of suffering, so he wanted
very much to do away with the suffering of his physical body. But when he said that, after a
person dies, we could be confident of our salvafion ifwe have assurance of our faith in the
Lord. So, I think there is a possibility of an intermediate state of existence that we could call,
"hibernation."
2. What does the Bible say about the treatment of our deceased love ones? How should we
honor an ancestor who has gone beyond?
a. Does the Bible allow the idea of remembering the dead by the living?
b. Can we consider God the Father to be our First Ancestor, and who created our first
ancestors, Adam and Eve?
c. Can we remember our ancestors as we remember the death of Christ in the Lord's
Supper?
d. What does the Bible say about offering sacrifices and prayers to the dead?
When I first saw the question, I thought about Joseph. When he passed on, the Israelites took
with them his coffin and corpse. Are they showing their respect when they did so? Another
example was Abraham when his wife Sarah passed on. These examples show us that they
showed respect to their ancestors. For Joseph, he specifically instmcted his descendants to
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bring his dead body out from Egypt into the Promised Land. And the Bible laid a strong
emphasis on this. So, from these examples, showing respect to the deceased is nothing wrong
at all. So this equally applies to our parents or ancestors who had passed on. The Bible allows
for it.
For today, our Chinese expression might be different because we have sort of contaminated
the culmral with the religious intonation and religious background. We cannot escape from
linking our what we do as Chinese to the part of "ancestor worship." My opinion is that we
are allowed and we should remember our ancestors. But I would not want to equate God with
our ancestors. For Adam and Eve, it's all right, but not for God. He is our Creator, Yes. He is
our Heavenly Father, but not our ancestor. That is a spiritual side, calling God "our Father."
And for remembering our ancestor versus remembering our Lord Jesus Christ at the Lord's
Supper, I think they are two different things. I would not see that as the right way of doing it.
We remember the Lord because there is more meaning than remembering His death, because
there is a vision and anticipation that He is going to come again. So are we saying that we
want to remember our ancestor in that way? The Lord's Supper has more meaning than just a
meal to remember.
(d) What does the Bible say about offering sacrifices or prayers to the dead? I don't
remember anything that the Bible says conceming this. Ifwe were to look at sacrifices to the
dead, I would say, "No." And for prayers, I don't thing the Bible says anything about it. I
think the only place that sacrifices is mentioned, in the case of the Israelites, they offered to
God. For the pagans and occult, they offered to their gods.
3. What are the specific commandments in the Bible that relate to worshiping God,
idolatry, and honoring our parents, and ancestors? (Examples: the Ten Commandments
and Ephesians 6:1, 4)
a. Is there any relationship between ancestors and idols mentioned in the Bible?
b. What does the Bible say about ancestor rites? (E.g. Ezek. 24:15-24)
c. What are some Biblical principles we could consider in order to give an appropriate
response to ancestor rites? (E.g. 1 Cor. 8:7-13; 10:14-22, 31-33; 6:12-13)
I think the Bible only says that we can worship the Lord our God. As for idolatry is a kind of
"adultery." But I think there is a difference between ancestors and idols. But when we
worship both, they could be quite similar. Idols are created by human beings, but when we
show honor, we could show honor to our ancestors. Ifwe offer our worship and sacrifices, we
do so only to God.
There is a similarity ifwe put it in the context ofworship. But there is nothing wrong for us
to honor our ancestors. We honor them for who they are and what they had done. I always
respect my parents or someone who has passed on. Even in the Bible college, we remember
and respect some of our late principals and organize conference and so forth in honor of their
names. I think isn't that also a kind of remembering and honoring them? So, I don't think
there is anything wrong in remembering our parents and giving them the appropriate honor
and credit for what they have done in our lives. The Bible says, "Render to God that which
belongs to God, and to Caesar that which belongs to Caesar,
"
(Matthew 22:21, NASB) and
so it is with our ancestors, to render the honor that is due to them.
But I think doing the rites is ceremonial. What happens today in those rites is a kind of a cult
and I don't agree with it. I think things like buming paper money, offering of the food and
fruits, these are things that are "a bit out" because who is going to eat them. These pracfices
are not biblical. If that were a dead person, he is not going to eat it, and we might be
worshiping something else. So, I would not agree with that. If a person were dead, he would
never be able to use the money or eat the food anyway. So is that a kind of consolation to
ourselves that we are doing something good to them. It would be more meaningful and
beneficial ifwe do good to our parents or grandparents when they are still alive. Ephesians
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chapter 6 and the Fifth Commandment instructed us to honor our parents, and I beheve it
refers to when they are still alive. It is out ofmy consideration to do something when our
parents or ancestors had already passed on. They would not be able to enjoy what I do for
them.
Question: So spiritually speaking, as long as the rites are cultural, they are nothing
wrong, but if they are religious, then the Bible clearly forbids them, and should
Christians be involved in them?
When we say that, whether the rites are cultural or religious, I have a problem, because a lot
of Chinese ancestor rites are both cultural and religious, and we cannot 100% split them into
two clearly different and distinct aspects. I think a lot of Buddhist and Chinese beliefs and
traditions came from none other than a religious background.
In that case, could we also say that "some of the religious practices" should also be "allowed"
because they do not go against the principles of the Bible? For example, the acts of buming
incense and giving offering of food could be out of filial piety, because they really want to
show their goodness or good intenfions toward their deceased and the ancestors. But the thing
is they did not realize that these actions are pointless. But they are part of the culture, and also
a part of their religion. But they might not practicing correctiy, yet it is the concept that
matters, the meaning and significance behind these practices, although these practices are
pointless as far as the dead is concerned. But they really fulfill the purpose of showing to
others their filial piety. Well, it would be even better for them to show kindness and goodness
to their parents while they are alive.
Just now we talked about the tea ceremony. I don't think bowing down to our parents is
something wrong, because the Bible clearly teaches us that we are their inheritance, we are
given to them, and the Lord has blessed them by giving me to them, and so I show my respect
to them. And I think the Bible never mentioned that I cannot bow down to my parents, and
the Lord did not say I cannot do this specifically. In the tea ceremony, I am showing my
respect, because I am going to go with my wife, I am going to leave and depart from my
parents and saying goodbye to them. Today, because in the Chinese society, we are doing it
so much, we thought this practice is religious or "Buddhist." And we totally avoid ourselves
in having a part in the tea ceremony. We could do it in another way, but ifmy traditional
Chinese parents insisted on it, then I don't see why I need to abstain myself in doing this.
This is what my principle lie. There other things like, certain Christians must hold their
wedding ceremony in the church. Are we saying that this is a religious practice or are we
putting our faith in our God. Even the Buddhists also hold their wedding ceremonies in
churches, especially in Hong Kong. They just rent a place for their weddings and this is also
practice by the Shinto Buddhists in Japan. So the ceremony itself doesn't carry any meaning
unless we put some meaning into it.
4. What are some good values or motivations for ancestor rites that could enrich church
life?
a. How do we seek to obey God and yet not be seen as unfilial in our love and
obedience to our parents?
b. What are some practical ways we show our respect to our parents, and ancestors?
c. What are some hindrances we could avoid or address concerning this issue so that
our evangelism could be more effective?
Our Christian faith should not be made up of a set of beliefs and rituals that we have to abide
by in order to be called "Christians." I come from a Buddhist background and when I was
young, I honestly did not know how to honor my parents. It was after I became a Christian
for 15 years or more, I came to realize that the Bible has taught me a lot more than I knew
before I was a Christian, and in particular in the area ofhonoring my parents. This is because
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it is mentioned so clearly in the Bible. But why do the non-Christians accuse the Christians
for not honoring their parents.
We want to be different, and we might unknowingly take a stand ofwanting to have nothing
to do with the past, or be cut off from our culmre. In Christian teaching, we adopt a lifestyle
but we would cut ourselves off and show "no love" to our parents by saying, "everything is a
no." I remember when my grandma passed on, in the midst ofmy crying and difficulty that I
had lost a loved one, I told my mum that I would not do certain things, and she agreed. My
granddad also did not object. But rather, after the funeral, we got closer. So, I think we really
need to be careful in handling and dealing with all that. I think if Christian teaching is
practiced appropriately in our life, and lived out, it would not be a legalistic thing. It is a
lifestyle, just part of you.
However, we should not go to the extreme and say that everything is okay. Then people
might be confiised as to what we are doing. Our identity as a Christian never goes beyond the
part that I am also their child. No matter what, they are our ancestors. If they are my
grandparents before, after becoming a Christian, they are still my grandparents. Our
Chineseness is still there. It is not totally obliterated when I became a Christian. So we cannot
totally say that our traditions and culture have nothing to do with me after I become a
Christian. We need to be very careful about this.
5. Do you think that Christians should hold the position that the practice of ancestor rites
is religious in nature and should be totally rejected without any compromise? If your
answer is "Yes," tell us why you think so. Do you have scriptural basis or examples that
you wish to share to support your answer?
They are actually quite religious, but I would want to use a "Yes" or "No." Otherwise we
would need to totally abstain from participating in everything. However, I still want to show
my respect, but I will not carry joss sticks. So, it is neither a clear cut answer, "Yes," or "No."
Are we willing to allow certain grey areas?
6. Do you think that there are some areas of ancestor rites or paying respect to our
ancestors that we could "Christianize" and so that we could contextualize the gospel to
the Chinese people and culture? If your answer is "Yes," what are some aspects of
ancestor rites that the church could contextualize and use so that it might not be
perceived as anti-culture? What are some areas Christians could be involved in non-
Christian parents' funerals and not be perceived as participating in ancestor rites?
To help us this question, below is a list of practices in ancestor rites.
Please mark "Y" for "yes" for those that you think could be adapted for Christian use
and "N" for 'no" for those practices that you think Christians should not compromise,
and thus not suitable for any adaptation or contextualization.
a. ( ) wearing mourning clothes to mourn the deceased at the funeral
Yes. Because the Bible also mention wearing sackcloth during mouming. Also, for
Chinese, they observe the mouming period for a certain number of days, such as 3 years,
100 days and 49 days. I think this is good and serves as a kind of reminder. It is like our
Good Friday, and the lent period of preparation. So we need to be prepare ourselves and
be sober, etc.
b. ( ) standing and bowing before the coffin at the funeral
Yes. I have no problems with this.
c. ( ) meditating and praying on behalf of the deceased and love ones before the
coffin and the deceased picture
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I need to clarify what praying on behalf of the deceased. I would say if it is a way to
remember the person, thinking and honoring, this is okay. But ifwe are thinking of
praying to the person, if he is already dead, what is there to pray to and for the person?
We cannot do much anyway. Ifwe are praying to him, what is there for us to pray to
him? But if you say on behalfof the deceased, in what sense? If giving thanks to God for
the person is okay. If it is maintaining a moment of silence and respect, it is okay.
d. ( ) offering incense sticlcs, paper money and food to the deceased
No.
e. ( ) be involved in the preparation of ritual items such as folding paper money and
setting up the altar before the funeral
No.
f. ( ) participate in the chanting ceremony with relatives in holding incense sticks
and going around the coffin
No. For me, I did a mistake, and halfway fell out, so my answer is a "No".
g. ( ) participate in viewing the deceased face for the last time and closing the
coffin
Yes. We really feel bad to depart from our loved ones.
h. ( ) be involved in the sending party to the burial or cremation ground
Yes. They are going to leave us forever. But there are certain Chinese ceremonies for
that, so we don't need to participate in that. If I were to participate, it is a consolation for
myself. I don't see that as having a strong or heavy religious connotation. It is also letting
people publicly that you are grieving. Last time, they walked a long distance in sending
their deceased loved one to the grave.
i. ( ) be involved in throwing sand into the burial pit
Yes. No problem.
j. ( ) be involved in mourning and wailing at the cremation ground
If it is a natural mouming, it is okay. But not forced.
k. ( ) eating a communion feast after the funeral
Yes. I see it as a time for the family to thank the friends who are present and come to
console the family.
1. ( ) erect family altar in the home with picture of the deceased
No.
m. ( ) keep family genealogy with names, relationships and deeds of the deceased
Yes. If it is just keeping a record or genealogy book for the sake of remembering the
family line and our ancestors. I asked my dad where is our genealogy book, he told me
that it was lost, and I felt a little sad. When my grandfather passed on when he was 5, and
his siblings did not really keep it well. So I felt a little lost because my grandfather came
from China and got married in Singapore. And we can never find our relatives even
though they were in Singapore since they had totally lost contact. Because my
grandfather's brother earlier had contact, but when he passed away, we totally lost
contact. And then my grandfather moved to Sarawak. My uncles and aunts did not keep
the genealogical records well, so they were lost. Now it is a pity that we cannot trace the
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roots. We know that we are from China, but we don't know where exactly we are from,
which part of China. So, I would like to start with my dad's generation and myself to
restart our genealogy. But this does not necessary be a record of those who had died, it is
a record of all the family members in the family tree.
n, ( ) hold family memorial day service on the anniversary of the deceased
Yes. I don't see this as a problem. We could hold once or twice a year, on occasions.
0. ( ) visit deceased grave or columbarium to clean and put flowers
Yes. Only flowers, but not fruits. For myself, strictly speaking, I would not even put
flowers because the deceased is not even
p. ( ) visit deceased's grave or columbarium to offer incense, sacrifices, food and
fruit
No.
q. ( ) keep our ancestors' pictures for memory
I am okay with that.
r. ( ) others
7. For the questions above that you have marked "Y" in question #6, could you elaborate
and suggest ways of adaptation or contextualization?
Elaborations for Qn #7 are answered in Qn #6.
8. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, do you know of any church/denominational
position that your church has toward the practice of ancestor rites? If Yes, what is it?
Please elaborate.
No. Not at all. I was baptized a Methodist and stayed for a year. But this issue was not
touched very much in my denomination. I actually grew spiritually when I was in KL, so it
was when I faced a problem, I asked the pastor. And the pastor just shared with me according
to what the Scriptures says. It is also through my own leaming of God's word, and asking the
right people who had experienced this situation. So, I don't see there is any denomination
position. It is a development ofmy own position rather than having a church position.
9. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, what have you seen or experienced among
your church members in relation to the issue of ancestor rites?
While I was In KL, I was not a pastor, but a church leader. We encounter situations such as
when the young people were getting married, the parents would not even want to go into a
church because their wedding ceremony was held in a church. Of course they tried to talk to
their parents, but they were very dogmatic, and they did not come. And they also did not have
a tea ceremony. Our church at that time was made up mainly of young people, so we don't
have past experiences to fall back on, these couples were the first few to get married, and we
leamed from their "mistakes." So it was quite a conflicting situation. These young people had
been Christians for years, but when they decided not to "compromise" the couple and parents
both were at odds with each other. For certain cases, they might be able to come to a middle
of the road (or win-win situation) but for some, they will either have to take one stand or
another.
I myselfwould like to hold a wedding in a Christian way. But ifmy parents did allow for
that, than too bad. But my parents have their own set of opinions as to what they wanted
about a wedding. One thing that is very cmcial is that we need to talk to our parents and help
them to realize that their children had grown up and are able or entitled to make certain
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decisions. In talking and discussing with them, it is also a sign of showing respect. When we
prepare earlier for whatever situations that would arise, then we will be able to minimize the
conflicts. If they feel bad until the day they are gone, it will be bad for them and us.
If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, from a scale of 1 to 10 (1 being minimum
and 10 being maximum), how much flexibility do you allow your church member or
parishioner to differ from the official church position on the issue of ancestor rites?
Scale: 1 23456789 10 (Circle your answer)
I think I will allow until number #6. If I am a pastor of a church, in my flexibility in accepting
certain things already, and in that I am giving a little extra of what I am saying as my
position. But even for that, I might change in future. So for today, it is 6, but I would be more
mature and perhaps gracious. However, too much flexibility would cause confusion and I
don't think it is suitable. People in the congregation might not understand what you are doing,
so we must be careful about too much flexibility.
If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, what is your advice to Christians who are
facing the issue of ancestor rites?
Some advice was given in answer to Question #9.
Qn: Do you think ancestor worship is an important area for consideration in the context
of an Asian church? Or you think that members could just come to you as and when
they face such an issue?
I think we need to talk openly as a church. This would especially benefit the younger ones.
For the older ones, because most likely they are the parents, and I think the problem might
not be so huge, as compared to the younger ones who are first converts in the family. The
ancestor rites are nothing more than our understanding of filial piety. If that is the case, we
should touch on the issue of how the younger ones need to show their respect and honor to
their parents and elders, not by doing but by being, because as we have spoken so much
today. We need to openly share about it and to teach them to know how to also wisely
communicate with their parents this kind of issues and let their parents know that their
children have a different belief system that might be different from them. And these days, the
situation is that people are more open to talk about religious issues or what people call inter-
religious dialogue. Ifwe have younger ones in church, the pastors or church leaders could
visit their non-Christian parents so that there will be an open channel of communicafion and
good understanding being built. A lot of fimes, the parents feel that the filial piety aspect of
their children is threatened.
In Cambodia where I served for a while, the first thing the parents perceived when their
children become Chrisfians is that they are no longer their children. They have a
misconcepfion or misunderstanding ofChrisfianity. But we cannot blame them because our
acfions often reflect that. So we need to work hard at our lives, to show them (our parents)
that they have never lost us even after we become Christians.
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APPENDIX P6
Interview Questions for Christians on Ancestor Worship
General Information
Name: CI (Optional) Date: 5 Jan 2010
Church: TPBC
Please mark a check ('^) where applicable
Age Group: 1 2 to 20, 2 1 to 30, 3 1 to 45,
_
46 to 60, 60+
Sex:y Male, Female
Education: Primary, Secondary/JC, University, Graduate/Postgraduate
Years as a Christian: 0 to 5, 6 to 12, 13 to 20, 21 to 30, _^ 30+
Denominational background: Check (^ ) one or more where applicable
Anglican, Baptist, Brethren, _v^_ CNEC, Evangelical Free, Lutheran,
Methodist, Pentecostal, Presbyterian, Non-denominadonal, Others
Service/Ministry in Church: Check {^) one or more where applicable
y Pastor, Elder, Deacon, Sunday School teacher, Small Group leader,
Worship leader, Counselor, Usher, Giving regularly, Others
Interview Questions
1. What is your view of the dead, after people die? Where do they go after they die? Do
you think their soul is still alive? Below are some biblical passages for your
consideration.
a. What do you think of stories in the Bible that seem to mention people calling the
dead out to inquire from them, such as the story of King Saul and the woman of
Endor, a spirit medium? (1 Samuel 28:7-20)
b. What do you think of the story of the rich man and Lazarus? How do you interpret
it? (Luke 16:19-31)
c. Scriptures mention that Christ went to preach to the imprisoned spirits after his
death. How do you interpret this passage? (1 Peter 3:19-20)
I believe there is an interim period, a time and place where people would go after they die.
With regards to where the dead outside of Christ have gone to, I believe that they go to a
place called "Hell" as differentiated from the Lake of Fire, which is the ultimate torment for
not only the unbelieving souls, but also for Satan and his demons. But if you ask me, I cannot
describe how different it is from the Lake of Fire where these people can, like the story of the
rich man and Lazams, where they could even feel the anguish, and able to even think and be
concem for the living relatives, and hoping that they would not join them there. And hope
that they would receive the good news of salvation rather than follow them to the wrong
place. So I believe that souls are etemal, whether in hell of in heaven, both places, they are
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etemal. And while hell is the interim, waiting for the final judgment day when they shall be
resurrected for the Great White Throne judgment. Hell is a place of torment and suffering.
Now there are two views, where before the atoning death of Christ on the cross where Moses
and Samuel, as to where did they go, it is still possible, in the speculative, they are also in the
interim period, not necessarily the kind of suffering the rich man goes to. And it is possible
that 1 Pet. 3:19 mean that well the moment Jesus died, during the 3 days, he went to release
the spirits in prison, whether it refers to the OT saints, it is a possible view. But whether
Samuel and the OT saints are in paradise or in hell, to me it is not an issue because God still
has the prerogative, that's why God allows the medium of Endor to see the tme spirit of
Samuel to come out to frighten her and to rebuke Saul. So this is my inconclusive view of
the dead being in hell, those who are in Christ are in paradise, waiting for the Day of
Judgment or resurrection.
Comment: You remind me ofwhat Jesus said to the thief on the cross - today you shall be
with me in paradise. So, you mean to say that after a person dies, his body is either buried or
cremated, and it is no longer alive, and subject to decay, but the soul is still conscious.
Yes, the soul is in hell or paradise.
2. What does the Bible say about the treatment of our deceased love ones? How should we
honor an ancestor who has gone beyond?
a. Does the Bible allow the idea of remembering the dead by the living?
b. Can we consider God the Father to be our First Ancestor, and who created our first
ancestors, Adam and Eve
c. Can we remember our ancestors as we remember the death of Christ in the Lord's
Supper
d. What does the Bible say about offering sacrifices and prayers to the dead?
(a) Remembering the deceased loved ones is all right, just like in the Book of Hebrews and it
cited the Hall of Faith, cited the dead ones, for us to remember their faith and example. Of
course, we are not to revere them or worship them, but to leam from them. Like in Hebrews
1 1 , all the people mentioned are dead, but it mentions them and their faith in God. So we
honor them these people in the Hall of Faith, by living the same way of righteousness they
had set for us. They are the cloud of witnesses who had gone before us. So I think
remembering the dead by the living is important, especially the honorable part.
(b) The word "ancestor" in my mind gives a strong feeling that they are no longer here.
Maybe it is conflicting to have a living ancestor, unless it is a preserve mummy. So, I would
not consider God as ancestor. Yes, He is the Creator, the origin and source of life, but
because God is an etemal being, and in m mind the word "ancestor" can only be used for
someone who is long gone. So even though their soul is in heaven or hell, but because they
are no longer with us - this is my understanding of "ancestor." But God is always with us and
He can relate to us, but our dead ancestor cannot relate to us. The only possibility is that if
they could intercede in heaven for me, that is possible, because Jesus Christ right is at the
right hand ofGod, interceding for us. And in the Book ofRevelation, the living saints cried
out to God, "When, when are you going to do this." So if they could cry out to God, I believe
they could intercede in their own way to God, whether they could see us, that I don't know. I
know there is a chasm between heaven and hell, but whether there is a chasm between heaven
and earth, that I don't know. So whenever I think of people I know who had gone before me,
like Rev. Bob Hughes, and Rev. John Cheong, whenever I think of them, I always remember
that, "Hey, they are looking down from heaven, and smiling at me. Eh, Henry, I am up here
already. Don't worry, I am praying for you." But this is just my speculation. So, that is the
only way they can relate to us, but not personally, so I don't consider God as our First
Ancestor.
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Qn: What do you think of this, "Can we consider God as our Spiritual Ancestor"?
No. I am not comfortable with the term.
Qn: Then there is a portion in the Bible where God said, "I am the God of Abraham,
Isaac and Jacob." What do you think of this passage?
(c) I think that sacrifices and prayers can only be offered to God, not to our ancestors, and not
even to the angels. So if angels cannot, I don't think our dead ancestors is allowed to receive
prayers and sacrifices from us. It is wrong definitely to offer sacrifices to the dead. Firsfiy
they cannot do anything. And they cannot do much with our sacrifices. And they are not
worthy of our sacrifices, because even in heaven, they are still not God. God is the only one
who is worthy of our prayers and sacrifices. This is very clear teaching in the Bible.
3. What are the specific commandments in the Bible that relate to worshiping God,
idolatry, and honoring our parents, and ancestors? (Examples: the Ten Commandments
and Ephesians 6:1, 4)
a. Is there any relationship between ancestors and idols mentioned in the Bible?
b. What does the Bible say about ancestor rites? (E.g. Ezek. 24:15-24)
c. What are some Biblical principles we could consider in order to give an appropriate
response to ancestor rites? (E.g. 1 Cor. 8:7-13; 10:14-22, 31-33; 6:12-13)
Very interestingly when I look at the 10 commandments, people tend to think that the first 4
relates to God and the remaining 6 to man. But I look at it as half and half
The actual words say, "Honor your parents for this is pleasing to God." So it is
Commandment number Five that is a blend of the two. So when we deal with man correctly,
we are actually worshiping the Lord. It also says that this is the first commandment with a
promise - of long life. So in a sense, all commandments could be summarized into two, love
God, and love our fellow men. These two are inseparable. So in a sense, the 10
commandments ofworshiping God, and then by treating men correctly are inseparable. So
honoring our parents is pleasing in the sight of the Lord. It shows us that our relationship with
our parents, and not only our parents, but with our fellow men, is pleasing and acceptable in
God's sight. So, that's why community, body life, fellowship and so forth, these are very
cmcial as part of the church ministry, more than just a task or church business.
(a) On the question on the relationship between ancestors and idols:
Because there are a lot ofmodem idolatry that is not mentioned in the Bible, such as money,
hobby, wife and children before God. So in a sense, idolatry is not just limited to worshiping
objects. So, if I put my living relatives or parents above God, then it is idolatry, and it is
wrong. Ifwe define idolatry as anything or object in the place ofGod, then worshiping our
ancestors is also idolatry. So ifwe worship our ancestors, it is automafically an idolatrous act.
I cannot think of any Bible verse offhand.
(b) You know a lot ofweddings menfioned in the Bible, but not ancestors so much. We know
the sadness there, there are people who moum and grieve, like David mourn for his son killed
Absalom. And Eli, when he heard his two sons died, he grieved. But we did not hear of any
rituals. As for ashes and sackcloth, it is more about humbling oneself before God more than
mouming for the dead. Yes, all the mention of ashes and sackcloth has to do repentance and
humbling oneself before God.
(c) Biblical guidelines and principles that have to do with ancestral rites: There are a few
things: One has to do with honoring our parents, or filial piety. I think this we could have
spiritual altemafives or equivalent. We could put their pictures and some memorabilia in our
house, with appropriate quotes and sayings that they are fond to say, to remind the family, I
think that is okay. At least when relatives come, they know that we remember them. If
anybody accuses you of not remembering them, then you have things to show. But we are not
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to worship them because they are not somebody who could do anything for us, or near to a
god who could bless us or things like that.
Because we are living in a pluralistic society, we need to be sensitive to non-Christians who
come to the funeral - so for their sake, we allay their fear but we don't have to follow their
rituals. We can give them a piece of red paper, and behind it we could give them a Scripture
verse to assure them - this is a good altemative, to remind them that God is with us to protect
us.
I remember when they say outside of ancestral worship, even marriage rites, we could hang a
red cloth, to symbolize an auspicious occasion. There is nothing wrong to hang a red banner
at the door and say that the blood of the lamb is my protection. And at the same time, they
realize that Christians also could use the red banner. We should not reject anything for the
sake that they have a Chinese origin. For me, the red cloth does not need to be an issue of
contention. Who knows the Chinese rites might have been derived from there, but then they
contaminated them.
4. What are some good values or motivations for ancestor rites that could enrich church
life?
a. How do we seek to obey God and yet not be seen as unfilial in our love and
obedience to our parents?
b. What are some practical ways we show our respect to our parents, and ancestors?
c. What are some hindrances we could avoid or address concerning this issue so that
our evangelism could be more effective?
I know the difficulty is when everybody expects you to follow the monk's instmcfion to go
around the coffin, bow three times, etc. But to me, wearing mouming clothes, depending on
what it means, if it is just to identify with the deceased in your relationship, then it is okay.
But if it symbolizes something, like you are leading the deceased through a pilgrimage, then I
think it is wrong. But if the wearing of certain clothing just to identify a relationship, then it is
all right. And it is even good, to specific one's relationship with the deceased - this should be
maintained.
This is why I do not object to bowing before the deceased casket, because to me, it is a sign
of respect. Even the westerners show respect to the dead when they bring a wreath to present
before the deceased. They also bowed to the dead.
In fact, I have no objection to Christian couples kneeling before their parents to show their
respect. It is not a sign ofworship. The Jews and Muslims show their respect to their elders
by kneeling before them too. I remember when Jacob, out of fear when he came before Esau,
he bowed all the way down. He was not showing obeisance, but he was seeking approval and
forgiveness from his brother because he had stolen his birthright. So, out of fear or out of
honoring before the elder brother, he bowed before Esau. The OT saints, before they died,
would gather their children at the death bed to pronounce blessings, actually very effective
blessings on their children. So I believe that this should be okay. But kneeling before the dead
is wrong, as if the dead could still receive your "honor" and give you the blessings.
Qn: What about the serving of tea to the deceased during the wedding ceremony?
Well, I my case, both of us, I have already told Irene's mum, my mother in law that we
believe in honoring her as my mother in law. But for my late father in law, we believe he is
unable to partake. If he is in heaven, he will rejoice with us, but if he is another place, then I
don't know what to say. But since you believe in doing this, we do not mind you do h
yourself, but not us. Because you believe in the spirit of your husband, that he is able to
participate in the ceremony, but not us. She was very thoughtful. She did not want us to
violate our religious conscience, so she took the first cup and pour it at the side for her
husband. And then, she took the second cup and drank it herself She served her late husband.
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So I think there are ways to go around it, rather than outright objection. Some people object
out of fear or having a mystical feeling that something might go wrong or that they might
violate God's law. To me, we don't need to do that.
One of the things that I advice pastors and church leaders to do is not to give the last minute
advice during the funeral service. Because this could be seen as something that does not come
from their own conviction, but that they are compelled by their church leaders to do at the last
minute. So ifwe have not taught them beforehand and they want to go ahead, then let them
do.
There was an incident where the brother's dad committed suicide, and the mum asked the
brother to bring some clothing to the site of the suicide. But the pastor spoke to the young
Christian, and asked a seemingly harmless question, "Bring the clothing there for what?" And
the brother hesitated. So, it was seen as the pastor stopping the brother doing that. The
relatives came and wanted to charge at the pastor, and fiercely chased the pastor away. So,
my advice is - never give advice at the funeral site itself If they are well-taught, then they
know what to do, but if the religious people is seen as interfering, then it is not good.
God's way of doing things is very amusing - because it seems to be very unbiblical, but it
worked out well. This church brother is the only son, and he had a sister. So when the dad
died, the mum came to him and pleaded, "Son don't you humiliate me in front of all my
relatives. I am not a Christian, I know you are a Christian, and God would not want you do
these things. But you are the only son, and now your dad is dead, you want me to sit around,
and watch all my relatives ridicule my children and me because no children is going to bring
the bowl around the procession." I respect your Christian belief but for my sake and the sake
of this event, could you do your part as the eldest son? And he really was in a dilemma and
asked some questions. My answer to him was: this is a very difficult decision. It is between
you and God I know you believe in God, and a disciple of Christ. I cannot say you know what
to do, but you decide yourself So he went through because he was the only son, and all the
relatives were very pleased. But the Christians were applauded. At the end of the funeral, the
mother came to him and said, "Son, I really want to thank you so much for what you did,
even though it is against your religious belief, but you did it for me and for family harmony.
And I thought, well he had compromised. But through that, the mother became a Christian a
few weeks later. So what could I say to that. He did it wrong, but through the event, he won
his mum to Christ. For her sake, he did and his mum was so thankfiil and positive towards his
attitude. This incident change me a lot in terms ofmy thinking, and to believe that somehow,
they are mature Christian, they knew what they were doing.
We cannot say that through this one example, it is all right for us to participate. But God
could override any actions.
5. Do you think that Christians should hold the position that the practice of ancestor rites
is religious in nature and should be totally rejected without any compromise? If your
answer is "Yes," tell us why you think so. Do you have scriptural basis or examples that
you wish to share to support your answer?
I know a lot of ancestor rites have to do with a religious system, mainly superstition, and
because we are not participants in the same superstition, we would abstain from them. But
there are many rites that have lost their religious significance, where no monks or religious
leaders are involved, like is it all right to have a candle or two burning? Does it matter
whether they are red or white? Because buming candles has lost its religious significance,
then it is neutral. It can be decorative, and something nice. Like presenting of wreaths - most
of it has lost its significance, so I think it is a matter of representing one's concem and
consolation, except for the very religious aspect of sending the person on a joumey or
crossing the bridge to the other side, etc. A lot of things that are very neutral and cultural
aspects that could be maintained, based on race, and where you are from. Like not all tribal
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practices are spiritual in nature, some are more human aspirations and desires rather than
something of the spirit. So, we need to look at every aspect on its own "merits" rather than
objecting to everything. This is because some of them have a communal, and social function.
Certain things we object to, but because we are the only person who could do it. For example,
we are tasked to do certain things that might be religious, we might object to, but we have no
choice because we are the only one who could drive, but they would still come along. So we
would need to help and carry those things in our car.
One family I remember where there was a lady whose husband just passed away, and I was
the first one to be there she was so glad when I tumed up. She said pastor, thank you so much
for coming. I don't know what to do because I need to buy some candles, joss sticks and joss
papers. There was no one there, and immediately she handed me the money. I did hesitate but
then I bought it for her- but thank God no one was there to see me buy. Of course different
Christians have different views, so God knows and he answered my prayers, because no one
saw me do it. But I am confessing to you right now. But I didn't feel guilty, just that in such
situations, you are the only one, you could object to your heart's content, but on the other
side, they would never understand and your sharing of the gospel will definitely be affected.
Like if somebody gives me a gift, and a very nice wood carving object but it happens to be an
idol piece. I can tell him thank you so much, and this is a very nice piece of art or antique. If
we could explain to him that we cannot take it due to religious reasons. But if he is your very
good friend, and you don't receive his gift, he might be offended. Sometimes it is hard, some
people would take it, just for the sake of friendship, but then after that throw it away, or say a
prayer over it.
6. Do you think that there are some areas of ancestor rites or paying respect to our
ancestors that we could "Christianize" and so that we could contextualize the gospel to
the Chinese people and culture? If your answer is "Yes," what are some aspects of
ancestor rites that the church could contextualize and use so that it might not be
perceived as anti-culture? What are some areas Christians could be involved in non-
Christian parents' funerals and not be perceived as participating in ancestor rites?
To help us this question, below is a list of practices in ancestor rites.
Please mark "Y" for "yes" for those that you think could be adapted for Christian use
and "N" for 'no" for those practices that you think Christians should not compromise,
and thus not suitable for any adaptation or contextualization.
a. ( ) wearing mourning clothes to mourn the deceased at the funeral
Yes. To me it is just to identify your relationship with the deceased. It has no religious
connotation. In the Chinese culture, you wear the mouming clothes of the youngest child.
This is Chinese practice. (But to put something in the mouth of the deceased, I think it is
religious.)
b. ( ) standing and bowing before the coffin at the funeral
Yes. It is okay.
c. ( ) meditating and praying on behalf of the deceased and love ones before the
coffin and the deceased picture
No. Because meditation has to do with the spiritual aspect. Because it should be done
only towards God.
d. ( ) offering incense sticks, paper money and food to the deceased
No. In the Jewish practice, they do offer incense, but only to God. But if offer to
ancestors of other gods is not what we should do.
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e. ( ) be involved in the preparation of ritual items such as folding paper money
and setting up the altar before the funeral
Folding paper money - No. You can always help out in other ways. Because the Bible
says, all the wealth on earth is his. So trying to offer paper money to the dead is a belief
system that is contrary to Scripture. Setting up religious items on the altar is definitely a
"No."
f. ( ) participate in the chanting ceremony with relatives in holding incense sticks
and going around the coffin
I think this is a very definite spiritual belief system that is not in line with the Chrisfian
faith. So I say, "No."
g. ( ) participate in viewing the deceased face for the last time and closing the coffin
This is okay. It is just the last respect.
h. ( ) be involved in the sending party to the burial or cremation ground
Yes. This is all right.
i. ( ) be involved in throwing sand into the burial pit
I don't think this is confined to any particular religious group. We see in the movies, even
the westerners also do that. So far, nobody explain it as something religious, unless it is
anything totally unbiblical.
j. ( ) be involved in mourning and wailing at the cremation ground
I think this must be something natural. If you are really very sad and mouming then it's
okay. I carmot prevent a person from mouming if they know the deceased is going to a
place of torment. But it is something that the monk or priest instructed (religious
instruction) to do, then it is a "No."
k. ( ) eating a communion feast after the funeral
I think this is more to thank the guest than for the family. It is more of an appreciation for
coming to the funeral. It is all right.
1. ( ) erect family altar in the home with picture of the deceased
You can have a picture of the deceased, and all their achievements. But not a family altar
for worship.
m. ( ) keep family genealogy with names, relationships and deeds of the deceased
This is okay. Just like the Bible would list for us the men of faith.
n. ( ) hold family memorial day service on the anniversary of the deceased
Okay. Some people take a longer time to grieve. So no problem.
0. ( ) visit deceased grave or columbarium to clean and put fiowers
No objecfion. I think this is the least we could do. And it's a part of the memory also.
p. ( ) visit deceased's grave or columbarium to offer incense, sacrifices, food and
fruit
No.
q. ( ) keep our ancestors' pictures for memory
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Yes. I think this is all right.
r. ( ) others
Qn: What about going with non-Christians to the gravesite where they do a religious
ceremony? Do we accompany them?
Accompanying is okay - this is a family affair. Ifwe don't go, we are isolating ourselves. If
they were understanding, it is okay - if they know it is a temple visit, they would not expect
us to go. But if it is an anniversary ofmy father-in-law, I don't mind paying a visit, because I
don't believe I would be contaminated just by going to the temple.
For the questions above that you have marked "Y" in question #6, could you elaborate
and suggest ways of adaptation or contextualization?
Elaborations for Qn. #7 have already been answered in Qn. #6.
If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, do you know of any church/denominational
position that your church has toward the practice of ancestor rites? If Yes, what is it?
Please elaborate.
We do not have a written official position. There may be differing opinions, but we are able
to sit down and discuss, and ask why are there differences in opinions. We do not want to
enforce it upon the church members. If there were something cmcial to salvation, then we
would enforce that. The most important thing is that in the process, how their relationship
with the Lord is maintained, and how their effective witness is still there. Not so much of the
dos and don'ts, but how their relationship with the loved ones, both Chrisfians and non-
Christians, and how effective communication is maintained. So, I don't think we have
anything written so far. We keep the notes of the seminars that we had done previously in this
area. But now we have already gone through some controversy, so we know what to do.
Qn: Is there anything we could educate the members?
I think we could do this once a year, to either conduct a seminar as a public teaching, not
necessarily fi-om the pulpit, about such issues, just to remind the members. It is a matter of
education and not a matter of imposition, to educate the members as to what are cultural,
what are controversial and what are some gray areas. We try to draw the line as much as
possible. But there are some gray areas that we have to leave to the members. I don't think
we would ever come to a place where we have a written position, maybe some guidelines.
If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, what have you seen or experienced among
your church members in relation to the issue of ancestor rites?
The most problemafic is that while the deceased had prayed to receive Christ, and publicly so,
the elder children who are the decision makers in the family insisted on having a non-
Chrisfian fimeral for the deceased. So we tell our members not to fight over this, since you
are not the decision maker. But if you are the decision maker, then you have every right to
decide. On the other hand, if the deceased is non-religious, and you are the decision maker,
you could make it a neutral service. Then you could call the pastor to do it. You don't have to
subject yourself to either deciding for a Buddhist or Taoist fiineral. But on the other hand, if
the decision maker decided to give the deceased Christian non-Christian funeral rites, then
you are in no position, then my advice is not to fight over it, since you are assured the
deceased is going to heaven.
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10. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, from a scale of 1 to 10 (1 being minimum
and 10 being maximum), how much flexibility do you allow your church member or
parishioner to differ from the official church position on the issue of ancestor rites?
Scale: 1 23456789 10 (Circle your answer)
11, If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, what is your advice to Christians who are
facing the issue of ancestor rites?
Our issue is on Christian testimony, and being non-superstitious, and being considerate for
the belief system of the non-Christians (as much as we don't want them to impose on us, so
they too don't want us to impose on them). So, I would not say how much flexibility, I would
like to be more flexible, 6 or 7. The reason is that I believe in contextualization - we could
contextualize - like we may perform a certain practice - as long as it does not connote
worship, but where they show honoring, love and that God has a concem here for the living
and the death. And there is a certain security that we go through some contextualization. So
we don't have to say "Yes" or "No" or "do if or "not do it." But that we examine each
particular item in its own merits and see how we could contextualize it, than to have a very
"clean" and uninvolved basis. I have already mentioned in the other answers. Some are
clearly "No." But you would notice that the "Yes" and "No" are roughly 50-50. So there are a
lot of things that we could do or participate as Christians, this is why I say, 6 or 7, but not 10.
So about the advice, we will teach them before anything happens. But once it happens, then it
is too late to start interfering in the midst of it. So that's why we don't want to be seen giving
instmctions countering the instructions of the priest or the monk who preside at the
ceremony. But praying that because of our early teaching and establishing of convictions in
our church members, they would be able to stand up for Christ. And we would be there to
give moral support, but not to be there to interfere or cause any disruptions to their family
system and practice.
Qn: What if a member had participated, after the whole funeral, is there anything that
the church could do to help the member to renunciation of the practices?
I have done a lot of "Freedom in Christ" and led many members to renounce their sins. If it is
a clear-cut disobedience, they would have to confess their sin. But if it is out of fear, they
have to renounce the fear, not the act. Whether it is the fear ofman or the fear of evil spirit,
then we have to deal with it specifically.
Qn: What about a guilt conscience they needed to resolve in their heart?
The main issue is "why are they feeling guilty?" It should not be anything superstifious.
I don't think we are talking about discipline, but about educafion again. It is about
deliverance from fear and maybe all the wrong perspectives that cause them to do it. So we
need to teach them to be better the next time, because I believe there will be more to come.
In the process of one's Chrisfian faith and discipleship, once the parents knew that they are
Chrisfians, they already knew that Chrisfians don't eat food offered to idols nor participate in
ancestor worship.
There was an incident when two sisters didn't want to participate in the rites. And the parent
insisted that I go to the fimeral to explain to the authoritarian aunt about it. I prayed to God
for wisdom as to how to handle the situafion. But God was there to help, when I reached the
funeral, the aunt asked me a question: Are you Christians or Catholics? I replied we are
Chrisfians. Immediate, she told the rest of the family members "Oh, they don't need to
participate because Christians don't follow Chinese rites. Only the Catholics do." So God
spared me the difficulty of trying to explain to everybody.
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APPENDIX P7
Interview Questions for Christians on Ancestor Worship
General Information
Name: C2 (Optional) Date: _14 Jan 2010
Churcli: Logos Christian Church
Please mark a check (>^) where applicable
Age Group: 12 to 20, 21 to 30, 31 to 45, _^_46to60, 60+
Sex: Male, Female
Education: Primary, Secondary/JC, University, ^ _ Graduate/Postgraduate
Years as a Christian: 0 to 5, 6 to 12, 13 to 20, _>^_21to30, 30+
Denominational background: Check {/ ) one or more where applicable
Anghcan, Baptist, Brethren, CNEC, Evangelical Free, Lutheran,
Methodist, Pentecostal, Presbyterian, y Non-denominational, Others
Service/Ministry in Church: Check (/ ) one or more where applicable
y Pastor, Elder, Deacon, Sunday School teacher, Small Group leader,
Worship leader, Counselor, Usher, Giving regularly, Others
Interview Questions
1. What is your view of the dead, after people die? Where do they go after they die? Do
you think their soul is still alive? Below are some biblical passages for your
consideration.
a. What do you think of stories in the Bible that seem to mention people calling the
dead out to inquire from them, such as the story of King Saul and the woman of
Endor, a spirit medium? (1 Samuel 28:7-20)
b. What do you think of the story of the rich man and Lazarus? How do you interpret
it? (Luke 16:19-31)
c. Scriptures mention that Christ went to preach to the imprisoned spirits after his
death. How do you interpret this passage? (1 Peter 3:19-20)
From the perspective of the Bible and our Christian faith, when a person dies, they still have
consciousness. I have a former classmate who experienced an out-of-body experience. When
he was young, he fell and died, and then his spirit was out and above his body and he saw that
there was a woman who carried a young boy (himself) to the hospital for emergency
treatment. After several years, one day when he was in his middle school, he asked his mom
about this matter. She said she was the one who carried him to the hospital. She said that he
fainted. This classmate ofmine was an unbeliever, but he experienced this.
(a) As to the passage in 1 Samuel 28, my personal stand is that this is a demonic work of
medium necromancy. Because the Bible clearly records for us that Saul went to the medium.
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to consult the spiritualist. So it is demonic work, a work of lie, and the Bible says that Satan
is the father of all lies.
(b) As the Bible says, when a person leaves his body, it is not an end all and be all. He is still
alive. The Bible clearly mentioned that either he goes to heaven to be with God, or to hell.
Luke 16 tells us the story of Lazams and the rich man That passage was not only a parable, it
tells a tmth, that when we are alive, we need to prepare for the fiiture. So, I think this is very
definite. When a person dies, his soul is still alive, and death is the door to etemal life.
Scriptures also menfion that physical death brings about the materialization of etemal life, if
we don't die, then we have "yet to" really experience etemal life, even though we already
have it.
(c) The other passage of Jesus going to Hades to "preach" to the spirits. At present, there is
still a debate on this passage. But for me, since it is recorded for us, we can believe that, so
Jesus really went to Hades. Can He go there, of course He could. He is sovereign over all.
This "preaching" of the good news or proclamation, I believe it is not a preaching for the
purpose of salvation. If that is the case, then why should we be urgent in preaching the gospel
to people while they are still alive. But since it is recorded here, I believe what is said. But
what He preached is not the good news of salvation. These people, like during the time of
Noah, do not have any more opportunity. So, it is a passage to remind those who are still
alive, to repent while there is an opportunity. Now, those people who died during Noah's
time, do they have any chance to repent? No. They are judged already. Of course, there are
still many things that we could research on this passage, but for the sake of this interview, we
will stop here.
2. What does the Bible say about the treatment of our deceased love ones? How should we
honor an ancestor who has gone beyond?
a. Does the Bible allow the idea of remembering the dead by the living?
b. Can we consider God the Father to be our First Ancestor, and who created our first
ancestors, Adam and Eve?
c. Can we remember our ancestors as we remember the death of Christ in the Lord's
Supper?
d. What does the Bible say about offering sacrifices and prayers to the dead?
Now, for a dead person who has left this world, he is no longer in this world. This world
consists of the physical world and the spiritual world. The spiritual world has 2 parts, heaven
and hell. So, how do we see our dead loved ones? Of course, we only remember our loved
ones, seldom we remember our dead friends. So, I feel that it is a matter of one's emofional
well-being and connection. It should not have any relafionship with religion. It is a stage in
life. One day, we need to pass on from this world, and the surviving ones would remember
us. And then, to me it is a flow of history, and for different cultures, they celebrate or
remember this particular passage in life in different ways. So, in remembering our loved ones,
we do not need to "worship" or venerate our ancestors like we worship God. This is the
Christian perspective conceming our ancestors. There is a vast difference between honor our
ancestors and worshiping our ancestors. (flcflMfi^^^fi) So, we need to be very clear
about this. And we remember our ancestor, not pray to or worship them. ( ^icfniSffl^:^^
We are to worship the Lord who created us, not to worship the ancestors who give rise
to our family line.
When a person leaves this world, basically we cannot do anything. This person has come to
the end of his life. It's a conclusion as far as this Hfe is concemed. Just like my mum who
passed away last March and this was the first experience of death in my life that a close loved
one died. So I recorded it in my calendar. And this year, I will conduct a memorial service for
her, to celebrate her life and death. So, we should remember our ancestors in this way. And
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practically speaking, in our Chinese tradition, I think, at most we could only remember our
ancestors to the second, third, and fourth generations. Could we remember how our fifth or
tenth ancestor look like or anything they had done? No, we don't even know them at all. Why?
This is because we are all created beings living in space and fime. Within this limited space
and fime, we remember those that we could. Ifwe were to worship our ancestors we would
need to pray to the very original, first ancestor in our family tree. We don't even know who
that person is and how do we worship and pray to that person? So in our understanding and
teaching, and for this kind of memorial service, it gives meaning to our existence, an
opportunity to gather our family together, and spend time together to remind one another
conceming how our ancestor, our parents have given us an example of life, and remember
this in our hearts. Thus, we should do this as our responsibility, and in doing this, helps us to
leam from their example and good life. So I think we should see remembering our ancestors
from this perspective. The meaning behind the Christian way of remembering our ancestors is
totally different from that of the Chinese way of venerating one's ancestors.
This is particularly because the Chinese belief conceming where ancestors go after they die,
and the need to appease them and provide for them, arise from a superstitious understanding.
It is a lie and deception. Of course this is not what we want to discuss in greater detail.
Qn: What do you think about considering God as our first ancestor?
Well, I don't we should use the term to describe God, as our first ancestor. The term ancestor
is used to describe man. They are different. Ancestors are created, but God is the Creator. We
cannot worship our ancestors. So ifwe call God our ancestor, then we worship this ancestor,
it would bring about plenty of confusion for us. God is the Creator and Origin of our
ancestors.
We caimot pray for our dead ancestors. They also do not need us to pray for them because
they cannot receive our prayers or the benefit of our prayers. The dead have gone to where
they deserved to go, and whatever we offer to them or for them is useless. And to offer
anything to them is a real joke.
Once after a funeral, after the priest had performed his rites, he was sitting at the table. I
happened to go and sit next to him.
So I asked him, "Priest, after your rituals and prayers, will the dead man able to eat what you
prayed and offered to him?" He said, "Ai yah! I do all this is to just console the family, and
for the sake of the people, for them to see.
This is a heart condition, a state. Even a priest sees such rituals and traditions as just a form
and performance. Thus, we do not need to do this. It is not necessary for us to do. So, we
should follow closely what the Bible teaches and ancestor worship does not fall within the
realm of what Scripture teaches.
3. What are the specific commandments in the Bible that relate to worshiping God,
idolatry, and honoring our parents, and ancestors? (Examples: the Ten Commandments
and Ephesians 6:1, 4)
a. Is there any relationship between ancestors and idols mentioned in the Bible?
b. What does the Bible say about ancestor rites? (E.g. Ezek. 24:15-24)
c. What are some Biblical principles we could consider in order to give an appropriate
response to ancestor rites? (E.g. 1 Cor. 8:7-13; 10:14-22, 31-33; 6:12-13)
(a) I think a similarity in the relafionship between idols and ancestors is that both are visible
things. In this sense, the essence of both is the same. Human beings treat idols as gods to
pray. And if people make an ancestral tablet and pray to the tablet with the belief that the
dead ancestor's spirit lives in the tablet, then it becomes idolatry. But from Christian
perspective, they belong together as idolatry. Thus there is conflict between them and our
faith.
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(b) and (c) Then regarding ancestor rites, for the pagans, they need to perform those rites to
help or assist the dead ancestor to attain or go to heaven. But for us Christians, it is a
memorial service. The significance between Christian and pagan death rites is totally
different - this difference comes about as a result of difference in faith. For the pagans, they
believe that they need to perform the rites so that the dead's spirit could enter heaven. For
Christians, our perspective or theology towards funeral service is that through the funeral
service, we worship God, and remember that He is the giver of all life, and that at the end of
our life, we are retuming to Him, and we would need to give an account of our lives to Him.
Secondly, we conduct our fiineral service for the sake of the living, not so much for the dead.
We could make the funeral service into a very grand service with pomp and pompous. We
can spend a lot ofmoney. We can create a lot of rituals and pracfices. But for Christians, what
we see is for the family, this is because funeral is a sad and grievous occasion. So we need to
preach the word of God's comfort, through our message, hymns and songs, and all that we
do, to comfort and console the bereaved family so that the family would experience God's
love. Hopefully, those who have not believe would experience God's love and comfort, and
those who are Christians would, in the Lord, through our ministry and support, remain strong
in the Lord. So, Christian funerals are solemn, reasonable and "cheap" - do not need to
involve too much unnecessary expenditure. So, to the unbelieving, they might not be happy,
because to them, the more they spend, they thought it would be more glorious. But, to us, it is
for the sake ofworshiping God and at the same time to comfort the bereaved family.
So the way we conduct our funerals, in our Christian faith, is a very important matter. In the
OT, the Jews also carried out their fiinerals in an appropriate manner. When Lazams died,
they had a proper funeral and burial for him. And Jesus wept. When David died, because he
was king, the whole nation of Israel mourned for him. The Jews had fimeral rites and burial
procedures. In these examples, they did not take the dead as gods to worship. In Acts 9, it is
recorded that Tabitha or Dorcas died and the people were very sad. Why were they sad? It
was because when Dorcas was alive, she did many good deeds and help lots of people. So
during the funeral, they were solemn, sad and prayerful. Of course, we know that Peter raised
Dorcas from the dead. But we see that Dorcas actually died and the people were performing
burial for her. They did not pray to her as a god, no. But they express their fond affection for
her. So, we cannot tell people not to cry. But how could they not cry when they suffer the loss
of their loved ones? So, the funeral service is for the living, the bereaved family, that in these
3 or 5 days. This period is for them to grieve, moum and slowly get over their loss. Of course,
they would need a period of grieving, and for time to heal their emotions.
4. What are some good values or motivations for ancestor rites that could enrich church
life?
a. How do we seek to obey God and yet not be seen as unfilial in our love and
obedience to our parents?
b. What are some practical ways we show our respect to our parents, and ancestors?
c. What are some hindrances we could avoid or address concerning this issue so that
our evangelism could be more effective?
Filial Piety and ancestor worship, to Chinese Chrisfians, has been a stumbling block from
ancient times to us. For me, filial piety is a virtue that every Chinese Chrisfian must seek to
practice and observe. Those who said they do not need to be filial do not fit to be Chrisfians
at all. This is what we always teach our people. So, for those who practice filial piety in their
lives, when their parents are still living. When they face issues of death and funeral, the
conflicts they face usually are minimum. This is what we believe - in general, if the parents
are unbelievers and the children are Christians and they are filial.
For example, there is a church leader whose mum is an unbeliever. He was respectfiil and
filial towards her. She said to him, one day, when I pass on, you do not need to follow those
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Chinese rituals to show that you are filial, because you are already filial. But finally, the mum
became a believer.
Filial piety and ancestor worship are two different things. If a Christian has not practice filial
piety, then he would face a greater challenge when it comes to ancestor worship. He himself
is also not at peace in his heart. So, we say, "Prevenfion is better than cure." What is
prevention? It is showing filial piety when parents are alive. This gives us "capital" when
they are dead and the situafion of ancestor rites arises. During that time, you have capital, and
confidence to speak and clarify your stand. You are able to tell your siblings that you have
done your part in filial piety when your parents are alive. If you have done that, you will have
the right to make your stand.
On the other hand, when it comes to ancestor rites, how do we deal with it? There's an
example of a sister whose mum came to Christ at the very last minute. So her funeral service
is held in the traditional Chinese manner. Also her ashes and ura are deposited in the temple.
That was the first time I experience. The monk was chanting away. As a pastor, what should I
do? So I prayed to God, and the Holy Spirit gave me wisdom. Now, the family members
knew that she had accepted Christ before she passed on, so I spoke to the monk and said,
"The deceased had earlier believed in Jesus, so she does not need for much chanting for her
to journey to the west heaven." The monk relied, "Oh. If this is the case, then, it's no
problem." The ashes were still installed in the temple. But the inscription on her tablet was,
"Rest in peace in the Lord." Why is this so? Is this not a very good witness?
Especially the family members affirmed that she had accepted Christ, even though not all of
them were Christians.
So, today, the issue of ancestor worship is no longer the same as what it was viewed earlier,
say in the 1960s. Today, we are already in the 21^' century. This problem is no longer a very
critical issue, but it is still there since the practice ancestor rites is a part of our 5,000 years
Chinese history, so we need to deal with this matter with much care and wisdom. Today,
there are many scholars who say that we could use flowers to remember our ancestors.
Remember is different from worship. (iB:;a^^^^^). Some church members asked me
about Qing Ming whether they could go to visit our deceased loved ones. I said, "Of course,
you could go and remember your loved ones, but not to worship. This is the best time to teach
your family members that as a Chrisfian you could go and do tomb cleaning and remember
your dead loved ones." This will be a good testimony for you. At least, their objecfions and
negative thoughts of you will be lowered. Where does this come form? It's from the Holy
Spirit. In our Christian circles, this is still a controversy, but we do not need more argument,
just more living out our Christian faith and testimony, and together with the teaching of the
Holy Spirit, we could face controversial issues like this one.
So, education of our church members is very important. When I was a younger Christians,
about 20 years ago, we were taught that we could not participate in any of the rites at all.
There was a church sister whose dad passed on. She just sat there and felt so helpless because
she was taught not to participate in any of the rites. She was grievous and sad, and said to me,
"This man who is dead is my dad, why can't I even show my respect, bum a stick of joss
stick to him?" But if she were prepared earlier and taught how to respond properly, the
situation might not become an affront to the family. She might have been a shining testimony
of love and respect for her dad. God has called us to be children of peace, and not enmity. So,
we could present ourselves as "children ofpeace" in a funeral situation, because during a
funeral, there would often be tensions and quarrels between family members about many
things. We should not add to the difficulty and aggravate the sifiiations. We know there are
some church members who were forced to hold joss sticks. But even if they were forced to do
so, they could stand up to their relatives and say, "Today, I hold this joss stick, it is not to
worship the deceased loved one, but is what you require me to do. I do it for your sake. So, if
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we are humble and submit to the elders in our family, we retain our testimony, even though
we might be misunderstood by some."
Do you think that Christians should hold the position that the practice of ancestor rites
is religious in nature and should be totally rejected without any compromise? If your
answer is "Yes," tell us why you think so. Do you have scriptural basis or examples that
you wish to share to support your answer?
We have to share our stand and testimony. And ifwe are pressured or forced to hold the joss
sticks or do anything, we are doing them not to worship the dead, and not because we want to
do them, but because the family members required us to do them. But I would like to add a
point here. Why do we want to reject or refrain from participating in Chinese ancestor rites?
It's simple. Every religion has hs own distinctive, whether Buddhist, Taoist or Christian. If
you say that Christians could hold joss sticks. Then how could people see any difference? But
you say that h's only a symbol or rite; then there are also rites in Christianity. Our Christian
faith also laid a strong emphasis on rites. So, we don't only look at funeral rites from the filial
piety standpoint, but we want to express the difference in our faith but it is not that we
despise or judge what others are doing as wrong. Rather, it is their own way of expressing
love, piety and propriety in their own way. This is what I call religious harmony, both here in
Singapore and other parts of the world. We don't need to crificize others, but take this as a
mutual leaming and respect. I just received a call from a very good friend who is a Taoist
priest in Malaysia. He called to asked about the church building that was set on fire in
Malaysia, whether it belongs to our denominafion. I said "No." Then I asked him a few
religious quesfions, such as whether he had seen a ghost. He said "No." what he is doing, the
religious rites for the dead, is primarily to bring consolation to the bereaved family, to assure
them that their dead loved one is in a good place. To him, it's a job that can help to console
people, so it's an honest job.
From the Christian perspective, whoever is responsible for the fiineral service, we should
treat it as a service for the family, and a testimony to the people.
Do you think that there are some areas of ancestor rites or paying respect to our
ancestors that we could "Christianize" and so that we could contextualize the gospel to
the Chinese people and culture? If your answer is "Yes," what are some aspects of
ancestor rites that the church could contextualize and use so that it might not be
perceived as anti-culture? What are some areas Christians could be involved in non-
Christian parents' funerals and not be perceived as participating in ancestor rites?
How do we Christianize or contextualize funeral wakes and services. At the least, we have
begun our Christian columbarium, and when they see what we put into designing our
columbarium, they see the great difference.
Also, for dealing with the ancestral tablets, we explain to the family that we need to remove
it, and replace it with other elements. We suggest to the family to make a round plaque - they
could put their photos and writings such as "rest in the peace of the Lord." So that when we
look at the plaque, we remember the dead loved one, that the person is at rest and peace in the
Lord. This is especially for those who have come out of the ancestral worship background
because in the past, whenever Qing Ming festival arrived, they would go to the grave, and at
home bum joss sficks to the ancestral tablet of their dead loved one. So after becoming a
believer, they feh there is a void if they don't do anything at all during Qing Ming. This old
woman felt sad within her heart, so we need to help them do something to replace the way
they worship in the past, to help her. So I suggested that she could hold a littie memorial
service at home, and tell her to prepare some events and stories other husband, and invite all
the children to come for the service to recall, recollect and retell the husband's past deed.
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actions and contributions in to them. In this meeting, we sing some hymns to worship God
and remember the dead.
Another suggestion is: I have an old friend who is a believer. He went to his China village to
discover his roots. This is a beautiful thing to remember the ancestors and fill in the gaps in
the genealogy record book. This brother believes that his ancestors are given by God to
initiate the family lineage. So, for us Christians, we could start a genealogy record for our
family. Even though we cannot go to China, but we could still draft out a genealogy of the
relatives and family members that we could pen down in our book. This is a Christian way of
doing things, in the Christian spirit, so that it becomes a theology of ancestors - This was
what the OT chronicles did.
To help us this question, below is a list of practices in ancestor rites.
Please mark "Y" for "yes" for those that you think could be adapted for Christian use
and "N" for 'no" for those practices that you think Christians should not compromise,
and thus not suitable for any adaptation or contextualization.
a. ( ) wearing mourning clothes to mourn the deceased at the funeral
Yes. No problem. But we don't need to wear sackcloth. Wearing sackcloth represents
extreme grieve. But we don't need to do this today - but just wear black and white.
b. ( ) standing and bowing before the coffin at the funeral
Yes. No problem. But for Christians, we have some things we could innovate - that is in
our show of respect, we need to make it into a habit. Whenever we go before the table
and the photograph. I would always lead our members, and stand before the coffin, we
tell the bereaved family that we are here to grieve with the family, and share our
condolence. So, in compare with the pagans, who were there to play marjong or gamble.
This is a good witaess.
c. ( ) meditating and praying on behalf of the deceased and love ones before the
coffin and the deceased picture
Yes. No problem. It is praying for and not praying to. And also a silent mouming with the
family.
d. ( ) offering incense sticks, paper money and food to the deceased
No. We don't do this.
e. ( ) be involved in the preparation of ritual items such as folding paper money and
setting up the altar before the funeral
This is quite vague. To help to prepare in terms of logisfics is okay. But to be involved in
preparing ritual items is a "No."
f. ( ) participate in the chanting ceremony with relatives in holding incense sticks
and going around the coffin
No.
g. ( ) participate in viewing the deceased face for the last time and closing the coffin
Yes.
h. ( ) be involved in the sending party to the burial or cremation ground
Yes.
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i. ( ) be involved in throwing sand into the burial pit
Yes.
j. ( ) be involved in mourning and wailing at the cremation ground
Yes. But on condition that it should be natural, and not compelled.
k. ( ) eating a communion feast after the funeral
Yes.
1. ( ) erect family altar in the home with picture of the deceased
No. No altar, only a picmre, but not for worship. No ancestral tablets for Christians.
m. ( ) keep family genealogy with names, relationships and deeds of the deceased
Yes.
n. ( ) hold family memorial day service on the anniversary of the deceased
Yes.
0. ( ) visit deceased grave or columbarium to clean and put flowers
Yes.
p. ( ) visit deceased's grave or columbarium to offer incense, sacrifices, food and
fruit
No. No fruits.
q. ( ) keep our ancestors' pictures for memory
Yes.
r. ( ) others
7. For the questions above that you have marked "Y" in question #6, could you
elaborate and suggest ways of adaptation or contextualization?
Elaborations have been given in Qn. #6.
8. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, do you know of any
church/denominational position that your church has toward the practice of
ancestor rites? If Yes, what is it? Please elaborate.
Normally, most churches do not have such an official statement. It is a general
understanding that churches and pastors do not encourage their members to participate in
Chinese ancestor rites. But for Logos, there is no official statement.
9. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, what have you seen or experienced
among your church members in relation to the issue of ancestor rites?
* Pastor C2 has given examples earlier.
10. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, from a scale of 1 to 10 (1 being minimum
and 10 being maximum), how much flexibility do you allow your church member or
parishioner to differ from the official church position on the issue of ancestor rites?
Scale: 1 23456789 10 (Circle your answer)
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It is a little difficult for me to answer this question. Church members could be involved in
non-religious things, but not in anything religious. Strictly, I will not permit any
involvement in rites of any religious nature. So, 2 or 3.
11. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, what is your advice to Christians who
are facing the issue of ancestor rites?
When they are alive, they should respect and honor their parents. Be fully prepared for
the eventuality of their parents passing on, especially to help their parents to understand
the significance. One of our church members was forced to carry the lantern because he
was the eldest son. He had to lead the way. For us to observe what he did, we did not
judge or criticize him, but gave him support. Today, this brother is such a devoted
Christian and serving the Lord faithfiiUy.
Finally, I think as Christians, we should have the courage, faith and wisdom to face the
cultural challenges that might be in conflict with our Christian teachings, to dialogue,
understand and seek to transform and redeem our Chinese culture. These few years, we
are beginning to have a strong Chrisfian voice to speak on issues facing the society,
especially so that our Methodist bishop is being recognized and his words carries an
authority in moral issues.
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APPENDIX P8
Interview Questions for Christians on Ancestor Worship
General Information
Name: C3 (Qptional) Date: 1 1 Jan 2010
31 to 45, _^_46to60, 60+
Church: Logos Christian Church
Please mark a check (>^) where applicable
Age Group: 12 to 20, 21 to 30,
Sex: Male, y Female
Education: Primary, Secondary/JC,
Years as a Christian: 0 to 5, 6 to 12,
University, Graduate/Postgraduate
13 to 20, 21 to 30, _^_30+
Denominational background: Check {/) one or more where applicable
Anglican, Baptist, Brethren, CNEC, Evangelical Free, Lutheran,
Methodist, Pentecostal, Presbyterian, Non-denominational, Others
Service/Ministry in Church: Check {/) one or more where applicable
_ Pastor, Elder, Deacon, Sunday School teacher, Small Group leader,
Worship leader, Counselor, Usher, Giving regularly, Others
Interview Questions
L What is your view of the dead, after people die? Where do they go after they die? Do
you think their soul is still alive? Below are some biblical passages for your
consideration.
a. What do you think of stories in the Bible that seem to mention people calling the
dead out to inquire from them, such as the story of King Saul and the woman of
Endor, a spirit medium? (1 Samuel 28:7-20)
b. What do you think of the story of the rich man and Lazarus? How do you interpret
it? (Luke 16:19-31)
c. Scriptures mention that Christ went to preach to the imprisoned spirits after his
death. How do you interpret this passage? (1 Peter 3:19-20)
The Bible says, "Ashes to ashes, dust to dust, soul belongs to God". From here we can see
clearly that life doesn't ends when a person dies. After a person dies, the soul belongs to God
while the body belongs to destmction. This is a direct description conceming death from the
Bible. Therefore, according to the Bible, after a person died, the soul doesn't die. It still has
perception. It is able to praise God. But, it has a new body.
Qn: This is for believers. What about the non-believers?
The Bible says that when people die, they still have perceptions. Just that their destination
will be different. Believers will go to the place where God has prepared for those who
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believe. Non-believers will go to another place where God has prepared. From here we can
see that when a person dies, it doesn't end there. This is clearly taught in the Bible.
Conceming what the Bible said about Jesus going to Hades to share the Gospel, this is a
debatable part of the Scripture. As for me, I have not studied into this.
But according to first Samuel, it says that we need to strive to do our best, when we are alive,
the opportunity that God has given us to share the Gospel. Therefore, under such
circumstance, God doesn't like us to meddle with things related to the dead. Example,
Samuel being called up from the dead. This act is really not pleasing to the Lord. Whether it
is astrology, fortune telling or seeking advice from the gods, God does not permit Christians
to practice them. But in this Biblical incident, God intervened. Samuel being called up is
allowed by God to wam Saul that the act is displeasing to Him. So from here we can see
some of the things that are displeasing to God.
From Luke's account of Lazarus and the rich man, we can see that where our spirit go after
we die is determined by our decision while we are alive. While we are alive, God has given
us many opportunities to hear the Gospel, or to know the Tme God. Even from His creation,
we know the presence of a Creator. Therefore from Lazams and the rich man's account, we
know that people still have desires after they die. He still feels thirsty. The rich man hopes to
have some water. Therefore, the spirit of the dead is still conscious. It has the ability to
express, to talk. But where the spirit goes after death, is determined by the decision made
while on earth.
From here we can see that all of us have the opportunity to know the Lord while we are on
earth. Therefore Abraham said that there is no need for the beggar to go back, because his
brothers will have opportunity to know. Therefore if a person denied the many opportunities
that he has to know God while alive, cannot complain that it is not fair where he go after
death.
2. What does the Bible say about the treatment of our deceased love ones? How should we
honor an ancestor who has gone beyond?
a. Does the Bible allow the idea of remembering the dead by the living?
b. Can we consider God the Father to be our First Ancestor, and who created our first
ancestors, Adam and Eve?
c. Can we remember our ancestors as we remember the death of Christ in the Lord's
Supper?
d. What does the Bible say about offering sacrifices and prayers to the dead?
Conceming the dead, our show of respect is through remembering his teachings and deeds.
We are not to worship him, or idolize him, as the source ofblessing comes from God. We
are the created and every blessing is bestowed upon us by the Creator. Also, the created has
no means ofblessing the Creator.
(a) As to whether we can remember the dead, I think this is a matter of the custom of the
culture. The Bible didn't mention explicitly what one can or cannot do certain things. If the
ethics and morality of the culture is reasonable, then the culture will be respected. But if it is
linked to religion, it becomes unacceptable, as it becomes offering of sacrifices to idols and
thus taking the glory that belongs to God. This is unacceptable, according to the teachings of
the Scripture. We must worship only the Lord and must not bow down to any idols.
In putting into practice the ethical relations, the first and foremost is to respect our parents.
According to the Bible, our respect for our parents comes after God. We respect our parents
while they are still living, not dead. Jesus also said it is not enough just to give money to your
parents. You need to show practical deeds n concem for them. Otherwise, it is no different
from doing charity works. This is a basic understanding to what respect is all about. It must
have a practical expression of love and concem.
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Regarding remembering the dead, in my ministry in China, I notice that there is a great
difference between the Northerners and Southerners conceming the respect of the deceased's
soul and the blessings that come from the dead. In the South, the people have very strong
notion conceming offering sacrifices to their ancestors. Because they believe that the
deceased can give blessings to those who are still living. But the Northerners do not have
such notions. While they are alive, it's the parents who provide everything for their children.
But conceming the dead, they do not have strong notions that they must offer sacrifices to the
dead. Therefore, the notion of offering sacrifices to the dead and believing that the deceased
can bless them comes from people staying below the Yellow River. These include people
from Guang Zhou, Shanghai, Zhe Jiang, Ling Bo, etc. The Northerners don't emphasize on
going to the grave to clean it or offer food to the dead. Thus, the northem Chinese in
Singapore were surprised by the customs of such superstitions. They cannot comprehend why
one would offer food to the dead.
Thus, we certainly cannot honor the dead the same way we honor God. Because God is the
Creator, our ancestors are the created. They are different in position and status. Therefore,
cannot be treated as the same. The way we honor our ancestors cannot be the same as we
honor our God.
Conceming (c) and (d), the role of our ancestors and Jesus are different. Jesus died for us and
become the perfect sacrifice and final sacrifice, thus making us acceptable to God. But our
ancestors are human and they cannot make us holy and give us any blessings. According to
the Chinese customs, they use the deceased death anniversary as a way for remembering them.
But remembering Jesus is different in different churches. Some remember Him every week
through the Holy Communion while others do it monthly. Its role is different. Like I said, our
ancestors are the created. God wants us to do what we need to do while we are alive. The
dead are dead. We need to work on accomplishing our missions in life in our daily living. As
to remembering the dead, we need to remember what the dead has taught or counseled us.
But we must not idolize our ancestors. This is one main reason why Christianity opposed to
offering sacrifices to our ancestors.
3. What are the specific commandments in the Bible that relate to worshiping God,
idolatry, and honoring our parents, and ancestors? (Examples: the Ten Commandments
and Ephesians 6:1, 4)
a. Is there any relationship between ancestors and idols mentioned in the Bible?
b. What does the Bible say about ancestor rites? (E.g. Ezek. 24:15-24)
c. What are some Biblical principles we could consider in order to give an appropriate
response to ancestor rites? (E.g. 1 Cor. 8:7-13; 10:14-22, 31-33; 6:12-13)
This quesfion concerns the conflicts between our customs and teachings from the Bible. The
complicafions lie in the area of respect, to what extent do we give respect. The Bible instmcts
us to respect our parents in the Lord.
That means we respect our parents according to what pleases the Lord, and not step over to
the glory that belongs solely to God. The Bible's teachings surpass the teachings of local laws,
the criterion of respect and the standard of ethic. If the parents do not fear God and want their
children to do certain things that oppose to the Bible's teaching, the children must decide,
according to honoring your parents in the Lord, whether to do such ritual or not.
We can see that God places great emphasis on children honoring our parents. This concerns
the posifion/seniority in the family. But one must not idolize anyone. If the child does things
according to what his parents' demand of him and has no ability to judge whether it is right or
wrong, or whether this thing is pleasing to the Lord, this is tantamount to idolizing the parents.
This is not acceptable in the Bible. It has robbed God ofHis glory. When God created
humans. He has placed in them the ability to think, and has put morals and kindness in their
hearts, thus they know right from wrong, and has the ability to decide what to do. Therefore,
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parents cannot rob God of His glory. Ifwe don't exercise these roles that God has given to us,
and depend solely on certain people, this can be counted as idolizing the person.
In Ezekiel, because the Israelites disobeyed God and accepted the customs of the pagans, this
resulted in them steering away from their worship to God. Therefore God disciplined them.
The fall of Israel and the pagan nations is the result of the people attributing glory to idols
instead of to God. In this prophecy, his wife will die and he has no time to moum for her. The
Lord's discipline has fallen on the nation. The whole thing happens in a very fast and hasty
manner. They have no time to moum for the dead according to the customs.
In our human culture, when a person passed away, we need to moum for him and to
remember the deeds that he has done. This is because we have feelings. But should we do so
by offering sacrifices or food to our ancestors? The Bible has not explicitly written about it.
But remembering the dead and remembering the deeds done by the dead is necessary. This is
because his kindness towards us must be remembered. But it is a separate thing to say that
because of this, we cannot offer sacrifices to our ancestors because everything happened so
fast. The Lord's discipline has fallen on them. He has no opportunity to moum for his wife.
As for 1 Corinthians, which taught do not eat food offered to idols. The pagan nations have
the mentality of idolizing things. Because of this, God is not pleased with these nations. They
have given the glory due God to the created beings, our ancestors. They served and fed the
dead using the food that God has given to us. This is not correct. Therefore the Bible says do
not eat food offered to idols. It's not that we Christians are afraid of the idols. Whether we eat
or not, it will not harm us because food come from God. God forbids and see it as
urmecessary, because the dead cannot eat the food offered to them, because these foods come
from God. Offering sacrifices to our ancestors is not right. But remembering our ancestors for
their moral character should be preserved.
Comment: I think you have given Biblical principles like children obey your parents in the
Lord, where as long as it's in the Lord, within the teachings of the Lord's commandments.
And also, idols or even ancestors replace God and God's glory away, and this is not right.
You have also given other good examples and principles too.
4. What are some good values or motivations for ancestor rites that could enrich church
life?
a. How do we seek to obey God and yet not be seen as unfilial in our love and
obedience to our parents?
b. What are some practical ways we show our respect to our parents, and ancestors?
c. What are some hindrances we could avoid or address concerning this issue so that
our evangelism could be more effective?
When my dad passed away, his ashes were put in a memorial hall. It's a place where the
Methodists, Anglicans and Presbyterians allow those who are baptized to put their ashes there
when they die. Every year I will receive an invitation card from the memorial hall. I think this
is a very good practice. Especially for us Chinese who are trying to reach out to our parents,
the biggest obstacle is that they felt that after we believe in Christ, it seems that we have
forgotten about our ancestors. Whether it's the parents or ancestors who were baptized and
had passed away and have kept their ashes there, the memorial hall will conduct a
remembrance week to remember them on a monthly basis. On the first week of that month,
you can reply them and they will conduct the remembrance week. On the 7* month, Easter or
Good Friday, they will hold a big event. This event is like our Chinese dinner whereby you
can invite your parents and unsaved relatives to attend. Through remembering the moral
deeds of the dead, they also have opportunity to see that where they go after they die is
dependent on their decision made while on earth. Thus, they have the opportunity to hear the
Gospel. I feel that this pracfice is a very good opportunity for us to spread the Gospel. But
one limitafion is that only those who are baptized can put their ashes there. This limitafion
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results in those who are Christians but have not been baptized, to be unable to have their
ashes put there. But I feel they have good intentions. But conceming this mle about baptized
Christian being able to put their ashes there, I frequently wish that they could relax this mle.
We must honor God above our parents. I believe ancestors need to be remembered. Parents
need to be honored while they are alive. Like what I said earlier, it's not about giving them
money only, but also honoring them with practical deeds. For our parents, we need to express
love to them personally. As for our ancestors, we need to remember and moum for them.
Our ancestors' death dates are all different. But we can use Easter or the Chinese 7'^ month
to hold a big dinner at the memorial hall. This dinner is not like the pagans who host it
because they fear the devil, but rather a thanksgiving dinner, which serves as a testimony to
our unsaved relatives. I feel we can use a special day to remember our parents or ancestors,
not just on the day designated for visit to the graveyard (fiS).
The Chinese has a strength that is often a stumbling block for the Christians too. That is the
area of food. Food is very important to the Chinese. Even in mouming for our ancestors or
visiting them at the graveyard, we need to put chicken and duck in front of the grave. After
praying with the food, we can eat the fmits, just like a party. But for a Christian, the Bible
says we cannot eat food offered to idols. This becomes a very big obstacle. Christians usually
use fresh flowers. One good practice is that when you visit them at the graveyard, you can
verbally share about their good deeds and kind acts to their grandchildren. I felt this kind of
remembrance is better that just placing food in front of the grave.
We can also invite them to our church during Qing Ming {^^M) where we can have dinner to
remember the dead. This dinner is also having 1 0 courses, yet it gives all glory to God. It also
helps those who are alive to continue to spread the Gospel.
Qn: How do we show our respect to our ancestors, when they alive or when they are
dead?
The Chinese will conduct a funeral for their dead, which can cost from between fifty to a
hundred thousand dollars. They did it because they believe this will prevent the dead from
affecting the future career of his descendants. Thus, such funerals are usually very lavishly
prepared. I feel such spending is unnecessary and the money should be channeled to better
use, such as good deeds and helping others. Kind deeds have kind retums. This view is
similar to what the Bible says, that we need to be kind. Actually, kindness, justice, and
upright are blessed and approved by God.
Singaporean parents are very busy working. They have less time left to visit their in-laws. On
special festivals, they are like running from one place to another, always needing to leave
early to go to another place. I feel this is totally different from honoring our parents. Your
parents cannot sense you honoring them. Rather they feel that you are just performing a duty.
This is incompatible with what the Bible's teaching on not only giving money, but honoring
in deeds as well. This situation can be seen in both the Christian and non-Christian families.
This is in conflict with what the Bible expects from us. God says we are to manage the earth.
That means we need to manage our home. But now, we are bounded by the mles set by
institutions, need for surviving, and job. We are not managing it. Because of these secondary
factors, we are spending less time honoring our parents. This is a sad situation. The Christians
need to spend time reflecting on the situation and change their ways.
5. Do you think that Christians should hold the position that the practice of ancestor rites
is religious in nature and should be totally rejected without any compromise? If your
answer is "Yes," tell us why you think so. Do you have scriptural basis or examples that
you wish to share to support your answer?
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I agree with Christians participating in rites to remember their ancestors. This is actually the
passing on of our culture. It has no connection with religion. It's the people that raise the
status and position of the dead, thus making it religious in nature. Actually, mouming and
remembering the dead are related more to our culture and can be preserved. Thus I believe
Christians should have a special day whereby they remember their ancestors. This is a part of
the Chinese culture. Especially for Christians, we cannot avoid it because we have non-
Christian relatives who also think that this is a good and kind thing to do. We need to hold
rites to remember our ancestors, but we must not mix it with acts/rites that are religious in
nature. This is what I think the Chinese Christians need to do and to have very clear thoughts
on the matter. For example, in remembering the dead, offering food is not part of our culture.
This is related to religion. As for gathering together with other relatives to remember our
ancestors, this is a culture, to know and communicate with each other. Talking about our
ancestors, their good character and what they have done are all part of culture. It's part of
remembering.
Qn: But can we bow down to them and hold joss stick and walk with the '�'�sai gong"
around the coffin?
Any actions that are related to religion are in conflict with us. Like the priest, walking round
the coffin and throwing rice, crossing the bridge, these are related to religion. We cannot do
all those things because this will rob God of the worship due to Him. Where the soul will go
to is not dependent on the number of rituals that are performed but it's based on the decision
they made while alive, to believe in the tme God. Therefore, the rituals cannot bring any
blessings to the dead. Ifwe participate in them, it can be misleading. Any rituals that are
mixed with religion, we must not participate. But we can consider doing the rituals that are
related to culmre and customs, and ofwhich have no conflict with what the Bible taught. In
China, different region has different culture. We need to consider different aspects of it.
6. Do you think that there are some areas of ancestor rites or paying respect to our
ancestors that we could "Christianize" and so that we could contextualize the gospel to
the Chinese people and culture? If your answer is "Yes," what are some aspects of
ancestor rites that the church could contextualize and use so that it might not be
perceived as anti-culture? What are some areas Christians could be involved in non-
Christian parents' funerals and not be perceived as participating in ancestor rites?
To help us this question, below is a list of practices in ancestor rites. Please mark "Y"
for "yes" for those that you think could be adapted for Christian use and "N" for 'no"
for those practices that you think Christians should not compromise, and thus not
suitable for any adaptation or contextualization.
a. ( ) wearing mourning clothes to mourn the deceased at the funeral
Yes. This is part of culture.
b. ( ) standing and bowing before the coffin at the funeral
Yes. Bowing is just bending, not kneeing down. We only knee down to God.
c. ( ) meditating and praying on behalf of the deceased and love ones before the
coffin and the deceased picture
No.
d. ( ) offering incense sticks, paper money and food to the deceased
No.
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e. ( ) be involved in the preparation of ritual items such as folding paper money and
setting up the altar before the funeral
No.
f. ( ) participate in the chanting ceremony with relatives in holding incense sticks
and going around the coffin
No.
From (c) to (f), it is all "No," because these actions are related to religion. They believe
that where the soul of the dead will go to is dependent on how much of these rituals you
performed on behalf of the dead. But we know that, where the soul of the dead will go to,
is determined by the deceased's decision while he is alive. Therefore, the above rituals
are in conflict with what the Bible taught. There is no testimony for the Christian to
participate in these rituals.
g. ( ) participate in viewing the deceased face for the last time and closing the coffin
Yes.
h. ( ) be involved in the sending party to the burial or cremation ground
Yes.
i. ( ) be involved in throwing sand into the burial pit
Yes.
j, ( ) be involved in mourning and wailing at the cremation ground
Yes.
k. ( ) eating a communion feast after the funeral
Yes. For Christians, we do follow the customs of the Chinese to eat something during the
funeral. Actually this is related to the customs of the Chinese, that is, to treat your guests
well. I feel that eating has nothing to do with offerings to the dead. It also has no religious
connotation, such as the food must be chanted over by a monk before consumption. In the
past, food were placed before an altar, and prayed over, before eating the food. In this
kind of situation, we cannot eat the food. A family in mouming would wish for people to
come and comfort them. I feel ifwe just participate in the mourning/remembrance service
and left, it's actually not a polite thing to do. It's a beautiful thing to eat with them,
comforting and encouraging them.
Qn: So you suggest we should eat with them, and not be in a hurry to leave?
This aspect is usually overlooked by Christians, preachers and even pastors. After the
fimeral service ended at the crematorium, it seems like that's the end. But the after-care
and follow-through, what to do with the deceased's clothing, should his bed be moved,
. . .the unbelievers in the family usually have many suggestions. They will mention about
the 7* day return of the soul. Also on the 49* day, should they call back the soul of the
dead, otherwise it will become a lonely ghost. A complete follow-through for the
bereaved should include the first month after the person died, right through the first year
till the first death anniversary. Especially in the Chinese culture, there are many aspects
of it that are in conflict with the Bible's teachings. The relatives of the dead usually have
many different opinions conceming what need to be done for the dead. Therefore, I feel
that if there is a young believer in the family of one who had just passed away, we need
to do follow-through for about a year. He needs to leam how to remember the dead. What
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actions to take while visiting the grave. For many older ones who believe in Christ, they
face many pressures n confusion in the matter. This aspect is usually neglected.
Comment: Our preachers and pastors need to educate our flock and reflect upon how to
educate our congregation. This job could also be done by the other leaders in the church,
and not necessarily the pastor himself Because these leaders also have knowledge on
such matters as taught in the Bible. For example, have someone follow through on the 7*
day. Before the T day, can educate the believer on what to do and to accompany him
through it. At least in the first year, we need to teach them what is required of a Christian
in such matter. So that he is not confused as to if he has offended God or the relatives,
resulting in strained relationships. I feel this is one of the biggest obstacle n confusion for
the elderly believers who have just accepted Christ.
1. ( ) erect family altar in the home with picture of the deceased
No. This act already idolized the deceased. We will not be sure of our standing as a
Christian ifwe do this. We will think that even after a person die, those who are still
living need to feed and support the deceased. We know that God is the One to decide
where the soul will go. Thus, having a family altar is not permitted. Just like the Roman
Catholics. They also set up an altar in their home. This is one of the greatest differences
between Christianity and Roman Catholicism. We cannot set up an altar. Altar is for
worshipping God, not the deceased.
m. ( ) keep family genealogy with names, relationships and deeds of the deceased
Yes. Conceming remembering and not forgetting our ancestors, ifwe have no records of
our ancestors, we may forget them as time passes. It's really good to be able to trace the
family tree and to know from which part of china did our ancestors come from. Many
Chinese that comes from china said that Singaporean Chinese has forgotten their
ancestors. They don't even know which part of china did their ancestors come from, or
who their relatives are in china. This is the group that does not know Christ, whom the
church has been trying to reach. We prayed for them to believe in Christ. Yet, that
channel which we can reach out to them has been cut off emotionally.
n. ( ) hold family memorial day service on the anniversary of the deceased
Yes. Death anniversary need to be remembered. After all, the deceased has been with us
for many years. All that his has done or said have been in our memory. The death
anniversary is a very good way for Christian testimony. Have two or three tables and
invite relatives, friends and even business associates to come for a meal to remember the
deceased. They will see that this gesture is very special and that you respect and love the
deceased. Every year you can invite them to come. Through this, they can see that
Christianity n filial piety is so closely related. You can also include a short message and
give little gifts and booklets about Christianity. Through this, we can combine
Chrisfianity, fiUal piety and the Gospel together.
Comment: The Chinese take this day as 0 . But Christians can change it to iB:^ 0 .
Yes. I wrote an article before. From the close relatives of the deceased, one can compile
some information about the deceased. You can make it into a VCD or DVD. This can be
a great way of remembering the deceased and to share with the younger ones of the
family, even down to future generations, the life of this loved one. Have some pictures
too. Then on the death anniversary, screen it for friends and relatives to see. So that
friends, relatives and business associate can further know the deceased. The family bonds
will be stronger, and it will be a great opportunity to share the Gospel.
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0. ( ) visit deceased grave or columbarium to clean and put flowers
Yes
p. ( ) visit deceased's grave or columbarium to offer incense, sacrifices, food and
fruit
No. Only the living needs food. As for the dead, only God can provide all that they need.
q. ( ) keep our ancestors' pictures for memory
Yes
r. ( ) others
For the questions above that you have marked "Y" in question #6, could you elaborate
and suggest ways of adaptation or contextualization?
* Skipped question
If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, do you know of any church/denominational
position that your church has toward the practice of ancestor rites? If yes, what is it?
Please elaborate.
In my church, offering sacrifices to ancestors is not allowed. Actually conceming this area,
my church does not have a comprehensive teaching. Through individual worker's ministry
and encounter, we see that church holds different stand conceming a funeral, whereby parents
are non-believers and children are believers. It depends on the level of faith of the believer
and also his situation. If possible, they try not to be involved in rites that are religious in
nature. But if he faces a lot of pressures, and he knows that by participating in the rites can
give him opportunity to share the Gospel, he will try to be involved in certain rites.
Comment: Some are the eldest son, thus face more pressures than other younger sons.
If the believer is the eldest son and he does not participate in any of the rituals, it can have
negative impact. When I share the Gospel with the elderly, I will tell them to make that
personal decision to beheve in Christ first. Because maybe one day when we are gone, our
children or grandchildren may believe in Christ. Then we will be forever separated from
them. Just like when a person boarded a bus and after some time realized that he is on the
wrong bus, will immediately get off the bus and take the correct bus leading him home. Jesus
Christ is the source of our life and we must believe in Him. The rituals for our ancestors must
be linked with the Gospel. But if the rituals are in conflict with religion, then we have to
make a strong stand not to participate in it. But ifby making a stand, it caused the Christian to
later lose his faith, this is like what the Bible said about hanging a stone on the neck of the
person and throwing him into the sea. Thus, preachers and pastors must be very sensitive and
carefiil to handle such cases.
If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, what have you seen or experienced among
your church members in relation to the issue of ancestor rites?
There is a church member, when his dad passed away, he called and asked how he could
handle the situation. His dad has just received Christ, but the relatives did not know about his
conversion. My church way of doing things is for peace and harmony.
Rituals are just an external testimony that does not affect the deceased's salvation. Their
relatives insisted that the family should hold the fiineral following the Chinese culture. We
respect the deceased, who's a Chrisfian. But it also mattered to us the sensitivity of those who
are sfill alive. So the pastor comforted this church member, and told him that rituals are just
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rituals. But we won't participate in any rituals that are religious in nature. But any work that
needs to be done for the rituals, any share of finance for the funeral, things that need to be
done to care for his relatives and friends, he must be involved.
So, we have members who passed away and still have their funeral done according to the
Chinese culture. We do have a period of time where we argue over what to do. Finally we
decided to step back and give in to the relatives' request, with a view that the Gospel may be
unhindered. But we make a stand clearly that we Christians will not participate in any rimals
that's religious. Thus, the believer's relationship with God will not be affected. And surely, it
will not affect the soul of the deceased, as to where it will go. Such simations happen quite
frequently because our members are in the 40s and their parents are in the 80's.
10. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, from a scale of 1 to 10 (1 being minimum
and 10 being maximum), how much flexibility do you allow your church member or
parishioner to differ from the official church position on the issue of ancestor rites?
Scale: 1 23456789 10 (Circle your answer)
Between 5 to 7. Because the Bible stated clearly that pastors and preachers are the shepherds.
We need to teach and lead our flock in the teachings of our belief. But the shepherds must
also know the individual situation/condition of our sheep, and its family needs. If a believer is
growing well in his relationship with God, he will naturally want to seek the counsel of his
shepherd. If it results in strong conflict with the family, we need to consider the impact of this
on the spreading of the Gospel to the family. And not based on the church's traditions or the
denominational requirements. I feel members need to seek his church's counsel and know
what are the views of their church on ancestor's rites.
11. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, what is your advice to Christians who are
facing the issue of ancestor rites?
The most important issue is the relationship of the Christian with God, his faith and tmst in
God. I have seen Christians who have not participated in any of the rites. Yet he was able to,
later, bring his mum and sister to believe in God. How a person honor those around him
before they passed away can determine how the rest will respond to the Gospel. And not just
on the 2, 3 days of rimals at the funeral. Ifwe continue to honor, care and love our family, as
times passes by, I believe our parents will forgive us for our stand during the funeral. And the
pressures given to them by the relatives will not have strong influence on the parents. After
all, they will meet the relatives only on special occasions. Therefore, we need to heed what
the Bible says about not just giving money, but also show our care and honor them with
practical deeds as well. The faith of the Christian is very important. He must fear and respect
the Lord.
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APPENDIX P9
Interview Questions for Christians on Ancestor Worship
General Information
Name: Ind 1 (Optional) Date: __2l Jan 2010
Church: Riverlife Church
Please mark a check {^) where applicable
Age Group: 12 to 20, 21 to 30, 31 to 45, 46 to 60, 60+
Sex:y Male, Female
Education: Primary, Secondary/JC, University, _^ Graduate/Postgraduate
Years as a Christian: 0 to 5, 6 to 12, 13 to 20, 21 to 30, _^_30+
Denominational background: Check (^) one or more where applicable
Anglican, Baptist, Brethren, CNEC, Evangehcal Free, Lutheran,
Methodist, Pentecostal, Presbyterian, Non-denominational, Others
Service/Ministry in Church: Check (^) one or more where applicable
y Pastor, Elder, Deacon, Sunday School teacher, Small Group leader,
Worship leader, Counselor, Usher, Giving regularly, Others
Interview Questions
Introduction: Pastor Ind 1 is in charge of the cell group ministry in his church, Riverlife
Christian Church. The cell group ministry has 100 groups, and he is assisted by other pastors,
zone supervisors and cell leaders. He personally oversees 36 groups.
I. What is your view of the dead, after people die? Where do they go after they die? Do
you think their soul is still alive? Below are some biblical passages for your
consideration.
a. What do you think of stories in the Bible that seem to mention people calling the
dead out to inquire from them, such as the story ofKing Saul and the woman of
Endor, a spirit medium? (1 Samuel 28:7-20)
b. What do you think of the story of the rich man and Lazarus? How do you interpret
it? (Luke 16:19-31)
c. Scriptures mention that Christ went to preach to the imprisoned spirits after his
death. How do you interpret this passage? (1 Peter 3:19-20)
These are tough theological questions and the Scriptures you have provided are really helpful.
I have not personally studied in detail these things. But perhaps, for your first quesfion on
what is my view conceming the dead. My question is whether they are believers or not, if
they are believers, they would go to heaven, but if not, I think the Bible says, they would go
to hell. Whether they go directly up to heaven or not, there is a need for some thinking
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through because I think the Bible is not very clear about that. For the RCs they believe in the
intermediate state of purgatory but not for us Protestants.
Qn: Do you think the soul is still alive?
I need to ask, what is the meaning of the soul? Personally, I believe our whole being is made
up of three parts, body, soul and spirit. In 1 Thessalonians 5:23, it says that our whole being
is made up of body, soul and spirit. The soul and spirit are interlinked together. Since this is
so, if our spirit is alive after we die physically, then the soul is also alive. This is my personal
view. The body is created from earth, it will go back to earth, but our soul and spirit go up to
heaven. Thus, our soul is conscious and knows its surrounding.
(a) 1 Samuel 28 - when Saul consulted the spirit of Samuel. It is a foolish action on his part.
He had done something that is not right because the OT commanded that they should not
dabble in anything that is "spiritual" or demonic. On second thought, is that the spirit of
Samuel, I am not too sure, or perhaps, another spirit that can impersonate the spirit of
Samuel, because if Samuel was a prophet and after he died, his spirit went up to heaven, then
his spirit should not be wandering around. So whether that is the spirit of Samuel, that is my
problem and I do not have an answer for that.
(b) About the rich man and Lazams - it is also a very good study. But it seems to me that the
rich man did not treat the poor well while on earth, so when he died, he went to hell to suffer.
So the teaching is about not to do evil or treat people badly and go to hell.
(c) Personally, I am not able to comment on the third passage.
Qn: Maybe, a question to consider the question: Do you think the Bible allows for a
second chance for anyone who did not have a chance or did not make a decision for
Christ while they are on earth? Do you think they could have a second chance, like the
RC who believe in purgatory? Do you think as Christians we could accept that or not?
Personally, I am not too sure, but of course if they are able to be given a second chance, then
it is good. But I am not sure. What the Chinese believe on good works and merits to go to the
westem heaven is different from the way we understand our salvation that we receive by faith
through the grace of God.
2. What does the Bible say about the treatment of our deceased love ones? How should we
honor an ancestor who has gone beyond?
a. Does the Bible allow the idea of remembering the dead by the living?
b. Can we consider God the Father to be our First Ancestor, and who created our first
ancestors, Adam and Eve?
c. Can we remember our ancestors as we remember the death of Christ in the Lord's
Supper?
d. What does the Bible say about offering sacrifices and prayers to the dead?
Personally, I teach my congregation to love their parents and relatives when they are alive,
than to cry when they are dead. We teach them to honor our parents, to respect them, not to
worship them. When CNY comes, sometimes we bow our head down before them not to
worship but respect them. It is more important that we respect them when they are alive
rather when they are dead, and spend so much money or cry very loud for the sake of letting
the world know that show filial piety. So the Bible teaches us that honor our parents is very
important.
Qn: How should we honor our parents when they passed away?
For me, my parents died as pre-believers. On Good Friday and Easter, and during the Chinese
festival ofQing Ming, I would buy flowers, not fruits (emphasized), and put the flowers at
the graveyard and bow before them, not to worship. I do this every year. My parents-in-laws
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passed away as Christians. So during Qing Ming, we go at the same time, once a year, during
Qing Ming, during March or April. But for their death anniversary, normally I don't do that.
(a) Does the Bible allow us to remember the dead by the living?
Personally, I think the Bible allows that. For us Chinese, we treasure the idea of honoring our
ancestors, and remember our family tree.
(b) Depends on what you mean by the word, "ancestor." Personally, I don't consider it in that
way. An ancestor is someone from whom we come from in the family line. But God is the
source of our life, and our Creator. He is divine and sovereign. Well, for Adam and Eve, we
could say so, because they are human.
(c) In our church, we have the Lord's Supper every week, unless it is a special event like
Christmas or church anniversary. But in terms of remembering our ancestors, I don't see any
link. Our parents and ancestors birthed us and give us life. But Christ came to die for our sins.
They are two very different things, so to me, it is very difficult to link or compare the two.
The meaning and significance are different. Also, the Bible is silent about remembering our
ancestors in any particular way.
(d) What about offering sacrifices to the dead? Does the Bible allow us to offer sacrifices to
the dead?
Ifwe mean offering sacrifices to worship our dead ancestors, then it is "no." But to pray for
our ancestors, maybe we can do so. Like during Qing Ming, I go and visit and pray for my
ancestors that their soul would rest in peace, things like that. But of course, sacrifice to them,
since the Bible did not say anything, personally, I think "No."
3. What are the specific commandments in the Bible that relate to worshiping God,
idolatry, and honoring our parents, and ancestors? (Examples: the Ten Commandments
and Ephesians 6:1, 4)
a. Is there any relationship between ancestors and idols mentioned in the Bible?
b. What does the Bible say about ancestor rites? (E.g. Ezek. 24:15-24)
c. What are some Biblical principles we could consider in order to give an appropriate
response to ancestor rites? (E.g. 1 Cor. 8:7-13; 10:14-22, 31-33; 6:12-13)
Is there any relationship between ancestors and idols mentioned in the Bible?
I think it is very clearly mentioned in the Bible that the idols are nothing, created by human
beings. But ancestors are humans from whom we come.
In the Ten Commandments teaches us to love our God with all our heart, mind and soul. But
for ancestors, we are not supposed to worship them. As for the pre-believers or non-Christian,
especially in our Chinese culture, they worship their ancestors.
The Israelites fell into idolatry when they went astray from God, but there was no menfioned
in the Bible about their worshiping their ancestors. It is commanded in the Bible that the
Israelites were not supposed to consult the spirits of their ancestors. They were supposed to
bury their dead.
I just came back from leading a group of 37 church members in visifing Israel. At one point,
around Mount Olives, there were many Israelite tombs where they bury their dead. They also
bury their dead in caves. They preserved their dead in the tomb for a period of time (1 or 2
years) , once the body had decayed, they would take out the bones and bury them in another
place. This was what the Israelite guide told us.
4. What are some good values or motivations for ancestor rites that could enrich church
life?
a. How do we seek to obey God and yet not be seen as unfilial in our love and
obedience to our parents?
b. What are some practical ways we show our respect to our parents, and ancestors?
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c. What are some hindrances we could avoid or address concerning this issue so that
our evangelism could be more effective?
Especially for Chinese culture, I think it is good that we could contextualize some of the
culture and customs, to be in line with our Christian belief, because the Israelites or the Jews,
who are Middle Eastem, have a culture that is very similar to our Asian culture. Some of the
Chinese culmral values, such as filial piety, are good for Chinese Christians to practice. For
me as a 61 year-old pastor, I feel that it is needful for us to obey and worship God and at the
same time show our filial piety to our parents. We need to love, care and help them.
The family reunion time during CNY is very important for us as Chinese, to celebrate the
family being together. Also during Qing Ming, we go and visit cemetery or graveyard to pay
our respects; it is good to bring our children along. For us, we know our parents, but after a
lapse of time, our children might forget them. These Chinese customs are good for the family.
When I look at the newspapers, I see that everyday, there is an obituary column, some people
put up these obituaries during every death anniversary of their parents.
It is also good to have a family tree. I studied at Trinity Theological College for my B. Div. I
did a study ofmy family tree. I consulted my late uncle and did some research on my family
tree. I plan to hand over the information and data to my children.
As for hindrances: During Christian funeral wakes, I think we could take the opportunity to
share the gospel in a simple way so that the pre-Christians who came could have an
opportunity to hear the gospel when they come. During a marriage recently, one of the
pastors preached a simple gospel to the parents who were not Christians. Also, during the
birth of a child, all these are good opportunities to share the gospel. But of course we need to
be very cautious and sensitive and subtly share our gospel message. So we always look for
opportunities, doing it in a very gently and not offensive way.
5. Do you think that Christians should hold the position that the practice of ancestor rites
is religious in nature and should be totally rejected without any compromise? If your
answer is "Yes," tell us why you think so. Do you have scriptural basis or examples that
you wish to share to support your answer?
In our leaders' training course for our area supervisors and our pastoral staff, we have this
training material on "Home-going." This refers to how and what to do during a funeral. This
manual gives instructions to the roles of the pastor, area supervisor, cell leaders and church
members in a Christian fiineral service.
The manual also contains instrucfions on how a Christian member should conduct oneself
during a Chinese funeral. There are certain things that we do not encourage a Christian to be
involved. For example, members should not carry joss sticks, or going around the coffin
when the monks conduct the funeral. But to me at the end of the day, the choice still lies with
the individual because sometimes, in the family, especially where he is the eldest son in the
family, and there are no other Christians, and the deceased is a non-Chrisfian. He would have
to decide whether in taking the stand, he would offend his other family members, or his
relatives. Although in the church, we encourage him not to be involved. But sometimes the
pressure upon him is very, very high and he might not be able to take it. So, maybe, because
of that, he might have give way to his family members or relatives, and participate in certain
rituals such as bowing down, worshiping, holding joss sficks or going around the coffin. So
we leave it to the individual members to decide.
But for us, there is a church stand, and we tell the members that all the above involves
worship and are religious in nature. About ancestor rites, it depends because some are cultural
in nature. But ifwe talk about worshiping our ancestors, it is worshiping the dead. This is
against our Christian teaching. But at the end of the day, they are the ones who decide, and
we only give them our support.
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About ancestor worship we have instructions on the details during a funeral, such as the use
of the red string, or providing sweets (candies) and groundnuts to the guests. And even for the
cloth patches, whether the bereaved Christian should wear or not. We adopted it from
somewhere, but not from Rev. Daniel Tong's book. But we have lost the references.
However, we have modified the content (In our Church Manual, Annex 6, page 9.)
Note: The church consists of about 3,000 members.
6, Do you think that there are some areas of ancestor rites or paying respect to our
ancestors that we could "Christianize" and so that we could contextualize the gospel to
the Chinese people and culture? If your answer is "Yes," what are some aspects of
ancestor rites that the church could contextualize and use so that it might not be
perceived as anti-culture? What are some areas Christians could be involved in non-
Christian parents' funerals and not be perceived as participating in ancestor rites?
To help us this question, below is a list of practices in ancestor rites.
Please mark "Y" for "yes" for those that you think could be adapted for Christian use
and "N" for 'no" for those practices that you think Christians should not compromise,
and thus not suitable for any adaptation or contextualization.
a. ( ) wearing mourning clothes to mourn the deceased at the funeral
I put it as "No." To put on sackcloth is "no". But to wear white t-shirt and black pants is
okay. This is because in the Singaporean context, they are very hot, but not any religious
significance.
b. ( ) standing and bowing before the coffin at the funeral
Yes. But not bowing as a religious worship, but only as an act of respect. However, some
people might not want to do it at all.
c. ( ) meditating and praying on behalf of the deceased and love ones before the
coffin and the deceased picture
Yes. We can pray for the deceased and the loved ones that are being left behind. Not
"meditating" as it is too strong a word to use, only a tie of silence.
d. ( ) offering incense sticks, paper money and food to the deceased
No. Because these are items used in worship.
e. ( ) be involved in the preparation of ritual items such as folding paper money and
setting up the altar before the funeral
No. Because as Christians, we can do other logistic things such as taking care of the guests,
or showing hospitality.
f. ( ) participate in the chanting ceremony with relatives in holding incense sticks
and going around the coffin
No. Because there is a spiritual connotation.
g. ( ) participate in viewing the deceased face for the last time and closing the coffin
Yes. It is good because that after the funeral wake, to invite the family members to have a
look at the deceased.
h. ( ) be involved in the sending party to the burial or cremation ground
Yes.
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( ) be involved in throwing sand into the burial pit
Yes. To me, I see as nothing rehgious about it. When God created us from dust, now we
retum to dust. So, it reminds us that we are dust, from dust to dust.
( ) be involved in mourning and wailing at the cremation ground
No. It should not be just a show of filial piety. More importantly, when they are alive, we
take care of them. To me, when Chrisfian dies, it is a glorious occasion, they are promoted to
heaven, we know where they are going, so no need to wail loudly.
( ) eating a communion feast after the funeral
Yes. To me this is a Chinese custom. After the funeral, they all come back home for a meal,
over lunch or dinner. It is a community occasion. But some people may not be able to afford
it. But it is a good thing to do.
( ) erect family altar in the home with picture of the deceased
No. If it is an "altar", it reminds me ofworship, but to keep a photograph is okay.
( ) keep family genealogy with names, relationships and deeds of the deceased
Yes. I gave this as an example earlier.
( ) hold family memorial day service on the anniversary of the deceased
Yes. I think it is a good idea. For me, I don't practice this on the anniversary day, more
during Qing Ming. But some people may want to do that.
( ) visit deceased grave or columbarium to clean and put flowers
Yes. The more important thing is to inculcate the remembrance in our children.
( ) visit deceased's grave or columbarium to offer incense, sacrifices, food and
fruit
No. Because this is religious worship.
( ) keep our ancestors' pictures for memory
Yes. Not to display publicly, but can display in the home. But personally for me, I don't
display. But if church members want to do that, it's nothing wrong. Modem family and
younger people today, they don't do it.
( ) others
For the questions above that you have marked "Y" in question #6, could you elaborate
and suggest ways of adaptation or contextualization?
Elaborated to Qn. #7 has been answered in Qn #6.
If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, do you know of any church/denominational
position that your church has toward the practice of ancestor rites? If Yes, what is it?
Please elaborate.
Note: Riverlife Church is one of the few churches in Singapore that has a whole set of
instmction manual on "Home-going" training for their pastors, area supervisors and small
group leaders in dealing with death and funeral.
Normally, our presence counts and is very important. The stand is where there is a non-
Christian fiineral, we teach our church members not to participate in the religious rites.
But some non-Christians want to have a Christian service even though they are non-
Christians. We conduct for them a neutral service. Partly because of the cost. For Chinese
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funerals, the cost is a big thing, more than $10,000, as compared to a Christian funeral. It cost
less than half the price.
9. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, what have you seen or experienced among
your church members in relation to the issue of ancestor rites?
It is especially difficult if the person is a Christian and the rest of the family members are
non-Christians, there is a pressure of following the non-Christian rites and practices. This has
happened before. Sometimes, the member calls us and we advice them what to do and what
not to do. So it depends on situation. And for the peace of the family, they go through all the
rites. This is especially real when they have many staunch Taoist aunts and uncles. So to me,
even if they did it and feh guilty about it, they are reminded that God knows their hearts. And
after the funeral, if they still feel bad, they come to us for counseling. We assured them that
God understands, and looks at their hearts more important than their actions. It is not the end
of the world. But in most cases, there are other aunts, uncles, or other relatives who are
Christians. So I advice them to discuss a common stand so that when they do what they do,
the non-Christians will not be confused.
There are times when some of them made a strong stand for God and suffered the
consequences of ostracism or anger of their family members. It is a real issue of stmggle and
still happens. But nowadays, in the Singaporean context, people have become more flexible
and open and the persecution is less serious.
10. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, from a scale of 1 to 10 (1 being minimum
and 10 being maximum), how much flexibility do you allow your church member or
parishioner to differ from the official church position on the issue of ancestor rites?
Scale: 123456789 10 (Circle your answer)
I would like to put #5 - in the middle. Even though we have certain guidelines, they are mere
guidelines. The word ofGod is ultimately our standard. Also, in different situations, the
pressure might be very great. So, to be more pastoral, I would allow for understanding,
compassionate and flexibility, so I put between #5 to #10. If I say, cannot do it, they are torn
in between. I allow the person to do what God wants them to do, and come to their own
decision.
11. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, what is your advice to Christians who are
facing the issue of ancestor rites?
They should come to the pastor for advice in matters that they are in doubt. And during a
non-Christian funeral, the Christians among them should discuss and have a common
consensus as to what to do, so that there would be a common stand, and not allow the
relatives to compare between them.
Ultimately, I will allow the church member to decide what they should do. It is an issue in
Christian discipleship, especially when they come from Chinese religious families. If they
come from a Christian family, there is no issue. Most of us are first generation Christians, for
myself too, I experienced the death of both ofmy parents. I made certain stand during these
funerals. So church members need to consult their pastors if they are unsure.
Qn: How many of the church are majority first generation Christians?
It's a majority, especially for our generation, most of us are first generation Christians. And
for the Chinese-speaking church, they are also a majority. However, now, more and more
Chinese elderly folks are becoming more open, and coming to church and coming to Christ.
We praise God for such a trend.
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APPENDIX PIO
Interview Questions for Christians on AncestorWorship
General Information
Name: Ind 2 (Optional) Date: 4 Feb 2010
Church: Woodlands EFC
Please mark a check {^) where applicable
Age Group: 12 to 20, 21 to 30, 31 to 45, 46 to 60, 60+
Sex:y Male, Female
Education: Primary, Secondary/JC, ^ University, Graduate/Postgraduate
Years as a Christian: 0 to 5, 6 to 12, 13 to 20, __^_21to30, 30+
Denominational background: Check (v^) one or more where applicable
Anglican, y Baptist, Brethren, CNEC, Evangelical Free, Lutheran,
Methodist, Pentecostal, Presbyterian, Non-denominational, Others
Service/Ministry in Church: Check (>^) one or more where applicable
y Pastor, Elder, Deacon, Sunday School teacher, Small Group leader,
Worship leader, Counselor, Usher, Giving regularly, Others
Interview Questions
1. What is your view of the dead, after people die? Where do they go after they die? Do
you think their soul is still alive? Below are some biblical passages for your
consideration.
a. What do you think of stories in the Bible that seem to mention people calling the
dead out to inquire from them, such as the story of King Saul and the woman of
Endor, a spirit medium? (1 Samuel 28:7-20)
b. What do you think of the story of the rich man and Lazarus? How do you interpret
it? (Luke 16:19-31)
c. Scriptures mention that Christ went to preach to the imprisoned spirits after his
death. How do you interpret this passage? (1 Peter 3:19-20)
I get a lot of these questions as a pastor, from family members of the deceased, who are new
believer, as to where their loved ones are right now? The Bible says that they are asleep, but
where are their souls? We, as pastor, do wonder sometimes, where did the soul go? If they
believe in Jesus, they will no doubt go to heaven, but right now, where are their souls? Could
they be stationed in a place, like the paradise, just like paradise He mentioned to the thief,
that "Today, you will be with me in paradise". However, it is still difficult for us to explain
clearly, what the paradise is like. Even in the Bible, it is not clear. In my point of view,
whether they believe or not, they are "parked" in a place, waifing for Jesus to come and fetch
those who believe to Heaven, to be reunited with God and those who don't will go to hell. So
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I do not believe in lost souls. Some people would say that those who die in car accident, or
commit suicide in the well, or especially don't believe in Jesus, would believe lost souls and
will wander around the earth and float around. I absolutely think that does not happen at all.
Some people like to scare others with the talks about evil spirit, or those shown in the movie,
especially ghost story made in Hong Kong, where they use beautiful ladies, like Miss Hong
Kong, or Maggie Cheung, as beautiful ghost that float around. This gives people a
misconception that souls would float around after people die. Which is why they say family
can wait for 7 or 14 days and the soul would come back to their home. Especially in Chinese
tradition, they will be within 7 x 7 = 49 days, and every 7 days they believe that the soul
would come back. For example, when I was a child, we would spread some powder on the
floor and wait for daddy to come back. We would be waiting to see the footprint on the
powder trail. When we did not know Jesus, that's what we did, so I just wanted to share that
with you. Well, sometimes in the moming we do see footprints, but they are more likely to be
one of our own. However, the so-called tradition makes us believe that it (the retum of the
soul) is tme. I don't think it is a common practice now, but because I was a Cantonese, so
that's what we did.
In modem days, with scientific knowledge, people will probably not do it because it will
make the floor slippery and dangerous. Nonetheless, there must be joss stick outside the
house, as a source of light to guide the lost soul back to the home, like a landmark. Now that I
am a believer, though I do not believe in the tradition, I have to be understanding towards
older folks who still believe in the so-called tradifion. We have to comfort them and help
them understand that their loved one will retum to God. However, even as a pastor, there is
no way I can tell them in details, exactly where they are right now, whether they are parked
somewhere, or have already reunited with God. If I must give an answer, I can quote the
paradise that Jesus spoke of, but I still do not have an idea how this paradise looks like.
Maybe we need more time to understand this.
Back to King Saul's attempt to seek the medium's help, we did the same thing too. The
medium would be knocking the table, and then kind of faint, and then started talking. It really
looked as if he has managed to engage the spirit ofmy father. "He" will usually sound really
miserable, being sad and lonely "below", ask us bum more incense paper for him. I wanted to
say that to any common man, this may sound like the medium is trying to comfort the family,
convincing them that there is something they can do to make the "life" in hell a little better.
However, I did remember being very fearful at that time when I tagged along for the session
as a young kid. Partly because the medium was an older man, and the house was a little dark
and mndown in the Chinatown area. It was a very session though, as if the soul can choose to
leave anytime. From what I can recall, the things menfioned during the session was pretty
general and common. Most normal Chinese do believe in summoning a soul, like what King
Saul did. We actually have no proven method of communication with the dead. We as
human, however, choose to seek solace in this possible method of communication. They
rather believe it, and do whatever little they can, even if it is burning more incense paper et
cetera, as long as it doesn't hurt others in so doing.
But when I looked at the scripture, I was thinking to myself that this is very similar to what
the Chinese did. However, since this is not your main question, I shall not discuss further.
Qn: So do you think the Bible permits us to summon spirit?
No, it is forbidden in fact. Some may be using the power of the evil spirit, and be able to tell
you some accurate facts. It is pretty scary actually, because I did have friends who told me
they did not tell the medium anything about their parents, but the medium was able to
accurately talk about something historical in the live of the dead person. As a pastor, I will
strongly disprove of such acts, because the Bible does teach us not to associate ourselves with
possible evil spirits, so we should not take the risk and take it lightly. I believe even if it is
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accurate, it is not the real soul of the dead speaking, but the evil spirit. Even if a non-believer
asked me, I would discourage them from doing it.
I see from this passage (lb) that the rich man has no ability to retum to the living to tell them
about his suffering.
Qn: What do you think about his request to send Lazarus to warn his brothers?
God told us about His word and the prophets through whom He speaks. The living has the
Gospel to rely on. People are just stubborn and have no need for the souls to come back and
tell the living. That is the importance of the gospel, because the interaction between people is
probably the most importance in spreading the gospel.
2. What does the Bible say about the treatment of our deceased love ones? How should we
honor an ancestor who has gone beyond?
a. Does the Bible allow the idea of remembering the dead by the living?
b. Can we consider God the Father to be our First Ancestor, and who created our first
ancestors, Adam and Eve?
c. Can we remember our ancestors as we remember the death of Christ in the Lord's
Supper?
d. What does the Bible say about offering sacrifices and prayers to the dead?
(a) After our loved ones pass away, how should we remember them? I feel that as a believer
of Jesus, I can remember my deceased loved ones. For example, in the church, I tell my
brothers and sisters about "cleaning the grave" (Qing Ming), or special anniversaries, or
birthday, or special occasion that we share with the person, or even Good Friday or Easter, or
Chinese New Year are good occasions to visit the grave or tomb. It is very convenient
nowadays since they are just ashes in the columbarium. This is not a problem. Even having
their picmre in the home in the not a problem. We can even tell the next generation about
how our parents loved us and love the family, or how they came to know Christ before they
died. They are now with Jesus in heaven, etc. There is no superstition in the remembrance,
nothing religious about it. It is like the Chinese saying "Think about the source when you
drink the water" (t^zKS-M), it is remembrance of a relationship. There is absolutely nothing
wrong in so doing. However, I have met with some who are obsessed with keeping
belongings of the deceased. If these only serve to depress a person, I do not think it is
worthwhile for the living to do that.
It is possible for one to be totally depressed about the death of a loved one, even though they
tmst that he/she has gone to heaven to be with God. So I would take opportunity to encourage
them to leave the thing that means the most to the deceased in the casket, so that it becomes
cremated with the body. One exception would be a Bible that has been marked up. It will be a
pity to bum that, so I'll probably encourage them to keep that as a remembrance and one can
look back on the insights that were written in the Bible later on. Of course, if it is accessories
that are worth money, like gold, it is totally logical to sell them and make into something else,
instead of cremating them.
Some people ask me, what should I do with this new pair of shoes, or new set of clothes?
They are both fearful and sad at the same time. I sometime take it from them and donate them
to someone in need, without having to tell the receiver about the source of the item. This is
how we can help them relieve of the stress of getting rid of these items.
(b) Talking about whether we can consider God the Father to be our first ancestor, well. He is
NOT our ancestor! We are the created, and He is the Creator. What about Adam and Eve?
Since they are first couple, we do consider them as the ancestor, just like we consider
Abraham as our ancestor based on the Bible. When God first created Man, it was a beautiful
picture. However, sin came into the picture and man forsook God. If not, we might still be
able to live long lives like they did. In the eyes of God, we are so precious, and He authorized
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us to take charge of all His other creation. Our ancestors had such a close relationship with
God, so we as descendent will still be able to restore that relationship with God.
(c) No, we cannot remember our ancestors in the same way as we remember the death of
Christ in the Lord's Supper. This is clear in the Bible, the Lord's Supper is meant to
remember the work of Jesus on the cross. It is different from our ancestor. The sole purpose
of Lord's Supper is to remember Jesus and I don't think any of our brothers and sisters would
actually take it otherwise.
(d) The Bible did talk about buming incense and sacrifices, but we must emphasize that that
is in the Old Testament. Things have changed with the coming of Jesus. So they are curious
about whether things were actually that way in the past. So I told them the Jews have a very
similar culture as us. They are in the Middle East, and Chinese are also considered the East.
Even in the Malays in Singapore today, they still sacrifice lamb. In a sense, it is a good thing
they do that, because they give the lamb to the poor. It is helping the needy in a way. It is
very similar to what the Bible talk about in sacrifices. I would often remind them though, that
we are living in the New Testament. We no longer need those sacrifices because we are
already redeemed by the ultimate sacrifice of Jesus. So I remind them that they do not need to
bring items of sacrifices when they "visit" the deceased at their grave. A bouquet of flower is
adequate. They sometimes laugh about those who bring chicken and duck, that the deceased
cannot eat the food, but vice versa, the flowers are probably not appreciated either. Then we
need to explain that the flower is not meant for the deceased to smell, but simply an
expression of remembrance.
This is especially important in a family where not all have come to know Christ. The non-
believers tend to prepare a lot of things for the visitation. As Christians, it is not right to
simply do nothing. It is an effort to get the flowers and your presence is a witness to the non-
believers.
Christian funerals tend to be over simplified, just an evening service, some songs and prayers.
While the traditional funeral are very elaborate. Some family members may think it is not
grand enough, or not appropriate to express their love for the deceased. As a pastor, I try to
make up for the simplicity. For example, they ask if they should kneel when the coffin arrive.
I told them they don't have to. But we must remember the significance of kneeling in the
Chinese tradition, like in Kong Zi's teaching. It is a form of deep respect, not as a form of
worship. It could be an expression of humbleness, like when one kneeling to acknowledge
another as a teacher. So we need to understand the meaning of kneeling in the culture.
Therefore sometime if we remove the culture of all forms, they may feel like we are isolated
from their culture. This may be a reason why Roman Catholics and Christianity cannot take
root in China. It simply disregards all rites and rituals, thus efforts cannot be recognized.
I was told to kneel when I offer tea to the elders during my wedding. Instead of thinking of it
as idol worship, but regard it as a form of respect, it is actually okay. Or like during Chinese
New Year, we use mandarin oranges to wish happy New Year to our parents. It is also a form
of filial piety. So, in this light, I think it is fine to kneel when we offer tea to our parents
during wedding.
Back to simplicity of Chrisfian funeral, I think about subsfituting something for them, like
instead of kneeling, we pray and stand in respect, and lead the coffin in as pastor. This would
comfort the family. I will tell them what is going to happen in the next few days. Sometime,
strange things happen, like sudden strong wind, makes them suspicious about the
supersfifious. They also need some music, some Christian or sentimental songs, to kind of
replace the chanting in Buddhist funeral. It can also be the deceased favorite songs. Try not to
have silence, as the loneliness and sadness can be magnified in silence, especially if there is
no visitor.
Sometimes, we are ask to conduct the fiineral of a Christian, whose family are non-believers.
In my experience, we have to be clear that it will be totally "Christian style". Make sure they
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don't decide to place some coffee or tea in front of the altar. This is totally possible and puts
me in a difficult spot, when other believers may be curious why the pastor is doing things not
prescribed in a Chrisfian funeral. So I have to be very clear with them from the beginning. It
may be more and more notorious as other family members join in the different style. Another
thing is that the coffin must not be shifted, because they believe each shift is one day in
funeral. Most people would do 3, 5 or 7 days. Not 4, since it sound like dead in Chinese. We
encourage just holding wakes for 3 days since it is very tiring for the family to hold long
funeral. We have to respect this as a major event of a person, which may include dressing
formally for the occasion. The pastor should lead the coffin, even if it is like the medium that
would lead the coffin in traditional Chinese funeral. This is a also declarafion and witness to
others that this is a Chrisfian funeral. We have to lead the family too, since they most likely
have no idea too. It is actually a great opportunity to show them what Christian do and not do.
Take opportunity like when they suspicious of soul retuming, reassure them that their loved
ones have retumed to God. They may not believe, but do take the opportunity to clarify.
3. What are the specific commandments in the Bible that relate to worshiping God,
idolatry, and honoring our parents, and ancestors? (Examples: the Ten Commandments
and Ephesians 6:1, 4)
a. Is there any relationship between ancestors and idols mentioned in the Bible?
b. What does the Bible say about ancestor rites? (E.g. Ezek. 24:15-24)
c. What are some Biblical principles we could consider in order to give an appropriate
response to ancestor rites? (E.g. 1 Cor. 8:7-13; 10:14-22, 31-33; 6:12-13)
(a) We have to be between clear about ancestors and idols. In Chinese, ancestors are
important because they emphasize on not forgetting their origin. However, many new
Christians totally abandon this because they do not know how to practice otherwise. A lot of
pastors advocate that their congregation have to give up on ancestor worship. A lot of times,
they merely ask for peace and for the ancestor to watch over their children in terms of health
and growth. We don't have to look at this as idolatry, but rather, respect as taught by
Confucianism and not supersfition.
Unfortunately, some other idols start appearing next to their ancestor tablets and when they
pray, they are kind of worshipped as a "package". Like in my homes in the 70 's, most
families have low income and do not have idols at home. My family only started to feature an
ancestor tablet when my dad passed away. It was to remember my dad. People started
suggesting that the "earth god" must be placed together with the ancestor tablet. The Hokkien
people will worship the "sky god". Chinese would observe hungry ghost festival where
aucfions of idolatry items will be carried out. These items simply accumulate over time, from
what started as a tablet to remember our ancestor. There is also a difference between using
different number of joss sficks. The original practice was to use 3 for "gods" and 1 for ghosts,
but many just use 1 normally and 3 or a thicker joss stick during festive occasion. There are
add fiuits et cetera during the 1'' and 15* of the lunar month. So there was a acmally a
difference between ancestral worship and idol worship but is often confused by people.
In a communist country like China, where most people are atheist, most will only have
ancestor. But in the countryside, people start worshipping Mr. Deng Xiaoping even before he
died. People worship him because of his wonderful achievement as a human. Many think that
worshipping him can help them to achieve better life too.
(b) The Bible mentions putting on the sackcloth to express grief Like Job who tore his
clothes and shave his head, it expressed his total helplessness and grief, in an attempt to find
strength in the Lord. However, in Chinese ttadition, I did put on the sackcloth and a little
piece of cloth to signify the loss too. This is not commonly practiced now. Even if they do, it
will be just for 2-3 days and then be cremated together with the body. Because of the need to
go back to work and school, supersfifious people may not welcome those who are wearing a
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small piece of cloth. In order to avoid these inconveniences, most people do not continue to
wear the cloth for long periods of time. In Confucianism, his disciples wear the cloth for 3
years, but in practical viewpoint, it is not practiced. So, since the Bible did mention wearing
of sackcloth, I personally think it is acceptable to wear sackcloth and the small piece of cloth,
for the sake of respect for the dead. It will be beneficial for pastor to know a little. Especially
if most of the family members are not believers, it may be better for Christians to follow the
practice. Otherwise, others would again think the Christians do nothing (to express their grief
or respect). So, as long as it doesn't contradict with the Bible, it is acceptable.
(c) It is common to face difficult decisions during the occasions where idolatry worship is
rampant. Some may ask what they should do when faced with generous items given to them
that had supersfition origin. I tend to advise it is fine to eat, because all things are made clean
by the Lord. If no one will be stumbled by your action, it is ok. However, if there is a new
believer who would feel the acfion contradictory to your witness of the Lord, I would choose
not to eat. However, for convenience sake, that you don't have to entertain the same situafion
every time, you may just choose not to accept.
For example, we have to pray to my dad every year and all the siblings chip in to buy stuff
that needs to be distributed. I choose not to accept my share but I do ask if chipping in makes
me an "accomplice" in idol worship. Yet, I cannot deny that he is my dad. I feel uneasy
having to buy the offering material, yet if I don't do it, even in this once a year acfivity does it
become a bad testimony to the rest, because they would not be able to see the evidence of
love that we claim to have? So we have to be understanding, to congregation who have to
face these situation.
For tomb sweeping, I will not join them if it is Sunday since I have to be at church. I will
however, go in my own time. If it has to be Sunday and one has to miss church so as to go
with his family, it is excusable, since it is an annual event. I have a new believer who thinks
he cannot be baptized because he has always been in charge of cooking for ancestral worship
on the tomb-sweeping day. It is a real stmggle that saddens us. One may not immediately
have enough courage to abandon all these as a new believer. Then we can only take one step
at a time. Another good example is smoking. We may want to help them set realistic target
and overcome these struggle. For example, they may have to ask their children to convey the
message to the rest of the family. It is not always practical to tell them the mles and
regulations and insist on that.
JG: I observe that pastors that are "English educated" and "Chinese educated" display very
different style of pastorship. Your rich Chinese cultural background has a great impact on the
way you understand your congregation and your advice are very helpful even for myself
HKW: I do hope that English pastors can have this level of understanding too.
JG: I do recognize this need among English pastors
4. What are some good values or motivations for ancestor rites that could enrich church
life?
a. How do we seek to obey God and yet not be seen as unfilial in our love and
obedience to our parents?
b. What are some practical ways we show our respect to our parents, and ancestors?
c. What are some hindrances we could avoid or address concerning this issue so that
our evangelism could be more effective?
(a) When we preach, we have to emphasize on filial piety, even as emphasized in the Bible. I
sometimes hear complaints from parents of children who seem so charismatic in Church, are
rebellious at home. Of course, there are some parents who simple display bad parenting and
provoke the children, through emotional or physical abuse. It is however important for the
church to be explicit about respect for the elderly. For example, when we have buffets, we
would let those above 50 years old get their food first. It is simple way of leading by example
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as a pastor. Another example is when receiving award, I would walk down the stage to give a
prize to the elderly instead of expecting to walk up like a young person would. This is evident
way of expressing our concem and consideration for them. It is also a witness to unbelieving
parents. It is our job to invite them, even if they do not believe. We have to guide the young
people to consider the elderly all the time.
JG: You have answer both (a) and (b) for me.
HKW: For ancestors, I have been suggested to make engraving on a silver plate that adds on
the name of the family tree. Unfortunately, there are a lot of loss family line and not of value
in modem times. It is more important to show respect when they are living.
Qn: How about sending parents to the home? Is it always a bad thing?
I do think so. The home may be able to provide more appropriate care but visiting often is the
most important. Being able to live together is always the best, but if it is for the harmony of
the family, it may be beneficial. A casual example is when family meet for dinner. Young
people often ask their parents to wait at the restaurant instead of picking them up. We have to
keep reminding and guiding the young in this respect.
(c) Old people do not like to be told that their form of worship for all their live had been all
but a mistake. We need to convey the message in a way that assures them they had just been
using the method to seek the peace that everyone desires. So acknowledge their sincerity in
the heart but have simply got the wrong target. Avoid simply saying they are wrong. We need
to know a little about the origin of their idols and sometimes praise them as tmly great
historical figure if they are. However, point out that they are just human and do not need to be
worshipped. A lot of people simply worship just because they were told to do so. When they
come to understand the origin, they may then open up to you.
5. Do you think that Christians should hold the position that the practice of ancestor rites
is religious in nature and should be totally rejected without any compromise? If your
answer is "Yes," tell us why you think so. Do you have scriptural basis or examples that
you wish to share to support your answer?
Our stand as a Christian is, we needs to know that ancestral worship and idol worship have
been confused and mixed up. We may then have to help them differentiate the two. It is good
to talk about the lives of the ancestor with our children. It is also good to let them know that
lives do not just end at death but the dead do impact the living. Some may not have a good
memory but it is important to show that you have forgiven the wrong of the dead.
However, if the idol cause them to want to worship, then it may be beneficial to remove that
reliance. Some may become lost, so we can help them by replacing with a cross. We have to
remind them that the cross is not meant to be worship at though. Those who do not
understand the cultural background would insist a total dissociafion with these pracfices but
those who do would then be able to handle it in a more careful and considerate maimer.
JG: I just want to clarify your stand on ancestral worship again.
HKW: We respect and remember our ancestors but we do not worship them.
6. Do you think that there are some areas of ancestor rites or paying respect to our
ancestors that we could "Christianize" and so that we could contextualize the gospel to
the Chinese people and culture? If your answer is "Yes," what are some aspects of
ancestor rites that the church could contextualize and use so that it might not be
perceived as anti-culture? What are some areas Christians could be involved in non-
Christian parents' funerals and not be perceived as participating in ancestor rites?
To help us this question, below is a list of practices in ancestor rites.
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Please mark "Y" for "yes" for those that you think could be adapted for Christian use
and "N" for 'no" for those practices that you think Christians should not compromise,
and thus not suitable for any adaptation or contextualization.
a. ( Y ) wearing mourning clothes to mourn the deceased at the funeral
There is potential conflict with contradiction of practice. It may be better not to. Support
in other ways like collecting money.
b. (Y/N) standing and bowing before the coffin at the funeral
I would look at the deceased as a form of respect but I would not bow. I would observe a
moment of silence and would advise against talking near the coffm. We have to be clear
about certain things. We do not bow because those who bow are often in fear. Although it
does not contradict the Bible, it may stumble others.
c. (Y/N) meditating and praying on behalf of the deceased and love ones before the
coffin and the deceased picture
We have to be clear that we only pray for the living and not for the dead.
d. ( N ) offering incense sticks, paper money and food to the deceased
e. ( N ) be involved in the preparation of ritual items such as folding paper money and
setting up the altar before the funeral
Be involved in other things. Ask God for wisdom.
f. ( N ) participate in the chanting ceremony with relatives in holding incense sticks
and going around the coffin
g. ( Y ) participate in viewing the deceased face for the last time and closing the coffin
I had a family that wants to sing for the mother. Unfortunately, they were afraid to look at
the closing of the coffin. This is superstition of bad luck and I feel it is selfishness. I even
think they kind of abandon the mom at the last min.
h. ( Y ) be involved in the sending party to the burial or cremation ground
i. ( Y ) be involved in throwing sand into the burial pit
j. ( Y ) be involved in mourning and wailing at the cremation ground
Natural mouming is ok. Don't cry as if it is the end of the world. There was a preacher
who lost his father who did not come to know Christ. He kneh at the altar after the
funeral and it invited gossips about why the pastor knelt. It could be an expression of
guilt more than worship. We need to comfort those who are really sad and help them see
hope.
k. ( Y ) eating a communion feast after the funeral
1. ( Y/N ) erect family altar in the home with picture of the deceased
As long as it is not for worship
m. ( Y ) keep family genealogy with names, relationships and deeds of the deceased
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n. ( Y ) hold family memorial day service on the anniversary of the deceased
Be a good testimonial and take the chance for gospel sharing
0. ( Y ) visit deceased grave or columbarium to clean and put flowers
p. ( N ) visit deceased's grave or columbarium to offer incense, sacrifices, food and
fruit
It is better nowadays that religions are separated
q. ( Y ) keep our ancestors' pictures for memory
r. ( ) others
7. For the questions above that you have marked "Y" in question #6, could you elaborate
and suggest ways of adaptation or contextualization?
I think remembering death anniversary is a good opportunity to teach children about the
remembering the lives of those before us.
8. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, do you know of any church/denominational
position that your church has toward the practice of ancestor rites? If Yes, what is it?
Please elaborate.
Most of the time, it depends on individual pastor although the general mles are the same.
Pastors do differ in their pastorship and knowledge.
Qn: Do you see a need to educate pastors on this?
Yes. This is especially important during "Hungry Ghost Festival", teaching them the so-
called table and concert for the ghost. We face the difficulty when having to socialize in these
cultural events. We can look at it as work and socializing but steer clear of the worshiping
elements.
9. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, what have you seen or experienced among
your church members in relation to the issue of ancestor rites?
Some do worry about where the idols would be relocated. I will not tell them that things got
discarded and we have to consider their feelings. We also do not want to bring it to the
temple. Some attempt to take care of the idols themselves. We would discard it in a far away
place. There may be evil spirits associated with worshiping. We would assure them and do a
house blessing, paint over the black spot, give them a cross, for example.
10. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, from a scale of 1 to 10 (1 being minimum
and 10 being maximum), how much flexibility do you allow your church member or
parishioner to differ from the official church position on the issue of ancestor rites?
Scale: 1 23456789 10 (Circle your answer)
I would give them some room, especially when there is a need to be a little more extravagant.
It may reflect badly on the living even though we want to be practical about it. The pastor
needs to be sensitive and understanding to the needs of the family. We may also see family
conflict arise, so we have to be strict about being in charge, even to the casket company.
Tentatively, giving a 5 scale.
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11. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, what is your advice to Christians who are
facing the issue of ancestor rites?
It is really good to educate the congregation, to help them understand the origin of certain
traditions. Even China Chinese would be interested and it ties in with the occasion. If the
pastor is not familiar with the topic, the church can engage someone who can teach the topic
appropriately.
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APPENDIX PI 1
Interview Questions for Christians on Ancestor Worship
General Information
Name: Ind 3 (Optional) Date: 19 Jan 2010
Church: Center ofNew Life Church
Please mark a check (v^) where applicable
Age Group: 12 to 20, 21 to 30, 31 to 45, 46 to 60, 60+
Sex:y Male, Female
Education: Primary, Secondary/JC, University, Graduate/Postgraduate
Years as a Christian: 0 to 5, 6 to 12, 13 to 20, 21 to 30, 30+
Denominational background: Check (/ ) one or more where applicable
Anglican, Baptist, Brethren, CNEC, Evangelical Free, Lutheran,
Methodist, y Pentecostal, Presbyterian, Non-denominational, Others
Service/Ministry in Church: Check (>^) one or more where applicable
y Pastor, Elder, Deacon, Sunday School teacher, Small Group leader,
Worship leader, Counselor, Usher, Giving regularly, Others
Interview Questions
Introduction (This interview was conducted in English, with interpolation ofMandarin)
Rev. Ind 3 started the Tung Ling Bible School more than 20 years ago. He has also pastored
several Assembly ofGod (AG) churches and presently is serving with Center ofNew Life AG
Church. He is an expert in Chinese culture, customs and traditions and has been invited to many
churches to talk about Christian relationship to Chinese culture. He has also recorded 2 DVDs on
Chinese Culture.
L What is your view of the dead, after people die? Where do they go after they die? Do
you think their soul is still alive? Below are some biblical passages for your
consideration.
a. What do you think of stories in the Bible that seem to mention people calling the
dead out to inquire from them, such as the story ofKing Saul and the woman of
Endor, a spirit medium? (1 Samuel 28:7-20)
b. What do you think of the story of the rich man and Lazarus? How do you interpret
it? (Luke 16:19-31)
c. Scriptures mention that Christ went to preach to the imprisoned spirits after his
death. How do you interpret this passage? (1 Peter 3:19-20)
From a Christian perspective, after a person dies, his spirit is still alive, definitely alive. As
we say, God has no beginning and ending, but for humans, we have a beginning, but there is
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no ending. There is no end to one's "Ufe". As for 1 Samuel 28, it is a difficult passage in
hermeneutics and could not be used as a proof text or reference for doctrine of the spirit. This
is because the Scripture is a progressive revelafion, thus in the Old Testament, the Scripture's
teaching on Samuel and his spiritual existence is incomplete.
As for Luke 16, since it is what Jesus said, I believe. But "Abraham's bosom" might not refer
to "heaven." In my theology, I have a kind of 5 levels of existence. Now we are alive on
earth, and there is paradise and hades. When judgment comes, people would either go to
heaven or hell. So when Jesus said in Luke 16, it refers only to two of the 5 levels. But then
we note that besides a spiritual existence in which they could see what happens on earth,
worse, we also note that feeling and emofions are involved. This is the difficult part.
As for the third passage on 1 Peter, it is also difficult to exegete. The Bible did not say,
"preach" but "proclaim. Of course we could have a number of explanations, for example,
some ask when Jesus has not come, they did not have the opportunity to hear the gospel and
be saved, thus it's unfair. So, Jesus went to Hades to proclaim the good news to them. But
will everyone there believe in Him? 1 don't think so, because they would say, "You too are in
Hades with us now." But they did not expect that after three days, he had risen from the dead.
So now, before a person dies, in this world, they have to make a clear decision, otherwise
there is no second chance. However, this is not our problem, it is up to God to decide.
2. What does the Bible say about the treatment of our deceased love ones? How should we
honor an ancestor who has gone beyond?
a. Does the Bible allow the idea of remembering the dead by the living?
b. Can we consider God the Father to be our First Ancestor, and who created our first
ancestors, Adam and Eve?
c. Can we remember our ancestors as we remember the death of Christ in the Lord's
Supper?
d. What does the Bible say about offering sacrifices and prayers to the dead?
(a) Does the Bible allow the idea of remembering the dead?
I think this is not a problem. You see, Abraham used so much money to buy land to bury his
wife. Also Joseph, before he died he instmcted the Israelites to carry his coffin from Egypt to
the Promised Land to bury there. So, here we can see that the Bible clearly instmcted the
people to give respect to their ancestors. Paying respects does not contradict with the biblical
teachings. Now we see that Christian tombs and grave are very well-done and decorated.
(b) Can we consider God as our ancestor?
Broadly speaking, "Yes," because we are created by Him. But ifwe look at it literally, it
might be stretching the meaning a little too far. He is our creator we are from Him, of course
He created Adam and Eve, and we came from them. Thus, He is the source of our life.
Qn: In this case, in our Chinese culture, would we be in danger of confusing the two,
Creator and Ancestor. This is because if we pray to God as our first ancestor, then
could it mean that we could worship our ancestors?
Well, we do not classify God as "ancestor" but Creator. Stricfiy speaking, it is not accurate to
say that He is our Ancestor.
(c) Can we remember our ancestors as we remember the death of Christ in the Lord's
Supper?
I think these two things do not have any connecfion. They are two different things. The
Lord's Supper is to remember Him, to remember His death for our sins. But when we
remember our ancestors, it is because of our affecfion and feelings for them. This is like our
Chinese saying of, "Honoring our elders and thinking ofour roots.
" Thus we cannot
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remember them in the same way, but we can remember their death anniversary and memorial
service, even ifwe were to remember them a few times in a year, that's no problem.
Qn: What if we observe the "All Saints Day" in our church calendar?
Well, I think we could, but that is not very specific. Also, all saints day is not a part of our
tradition, but comes from the Roman Catholics. We should avoid that kind of confusion. But
if for the sake of remembering my grandparent or my dad, I hold a memorial service in
church, this is very specific, especially during their death anniversary.
As for Christians who remembering their loved ones, have you seen the "Family Bible"? In
the family Bible, we record all the important dates of our family, such as the birth of a child
or the death of a grandparent or parent. We record all these important dates in our Family
Bible. This is one way we as Christians remember our ancestors. It is slightly different from
keeping a genealogy Book, because the Gene Book is to trace the family line, but Family
Bible is for us Christians.
(d) What does the Bible say about offering sacrifices and prayers to the dead?
No. Absolutely no. It is unbiblical. So I told my people that whenever they go to the
gravesite, they are not to pray for the dead. Because it is a matter ofprinciple, ifwe could do
anything to help them, do it, but no, we cannot do anything to communicate with the dead.
We are different from the Roman Catholics who believe in purgatory, and he living could
pray on behalf of the dead to help them gain merits to go to heaven.
Secondly, we should not pray to them, because they do not have any spiritual powers at all.
And ifwe were to do that, we are perpetuating the wrong idea that that they are still alive and
could influence what happens on earth. However, in my seminars, I told the people that we
could observe silence (as a social symbol). This is a kind of expressions on the part of the
living about their dead loved ones. It has nothing to do with the dead person. So, in fact, the
Chinese funeral traditions are for the purpose of fulfilling the needs of the living, not of the
dead.
3. What are the specific commandments in the Bible that relate to worshiping God,
idolatry, and honoring our parents, and ancestors? (Examples: the Ten Commandments
and Ephesians 6:1, 4)
a. Is there any relationship between ancestors and idols mentioned in the Bible?
b. What does the Bible say about ancestor rites? (E.g. Ezek. 24:15-24)
c. What are some Biblical principles we could consider in order to give an appropriate
response to ancestor rites? (E.g. 1 Cor. 8:7-13; 10:14-22, 31-33; 6:12-13)
(a) Not that I know, because the Bible commanded us to honor our parents while they are
alive. The fifth commandment is the only commandment is repeated almost word for word in
the New Testament, but this applies only to the living. This means that ancestors and idols
actually have no relationship with each other. Ancestors are ancestors and idols are idols, and
they are not the same.
(b) Not that I know of
Qn: If this is the case, why the silence? How do we treat our deceased loved ones?
Abraham and Joseph have already given us a very good example. This is because the Bible
directs us to the tme God. It totally does not have the concept of ancestors could become
gods. This is an idea that Buddhism teaches, and also Confiicianism originally does not have
this idea. It is an idea originated from Buddhism, and Taoism copies the idea from Buddhism.
Buddhism is a big idea, and also business. As for reincamafion, it is a political tool, if you
read my notes, you would understand that it is a kind of ideological control, and Chinese
people adopts it.
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Qn: So what is Buddhism's influence in ancestor worship?
Well, It believes that the spirit exists after a person dies. There are two branches to Buddhist
thinking. It says that a person needs to practice discipline or "training," meaning one tries
their best not to come into contact with the world and worldly things, and so after death, there
is a hope of entering into enlightenment or "nirvana." It means a place that is no longer dead,
and no more life, nothingness. Another branch of Buddhism called Folk Buddhism, it says
that when a person dies, the spirit would go to the "westem heaven." I mentioned this in my
DVD, this idea copies the Christian idea of "heaven." Flow does one enters heaven, well, they
need to engage a monk who will chant for the dead to go heaven. This idea is from the
Ullanbana Sutra, which says that the monk have to chant to help the deceased to pass through
the passage into westem heaven. But if they are unable to reach the westem heaven, they
would fall to earth and become wandering ghost. Therefore Chinese people are afraid of this,
and put lots of emphasis on the need for chanting. The monks would craft out lots of
elaborate procedures in chanting, each time they did something, they would be charging some
money. This is how they profit from the funeral. But let us not say too much about this.
(c) I see these few passages are related to idol worship, and do not have much direct
relationship with ancestors. Qf course for the peasants and commoners, they have confiised
the two. Strictly speaking these two issues are not the same things.
Qn: If we treat our ancestors as gods, then could these passages also apply to ancestor
worship?
Well, for those who are without knowledge, sure, they could lump everything together. So, if
they seek the ancestors for blessing, prosperity or protection, then perhaps you could say, yes.
But the Bible is totally silent about our relationship to ancestors.
Qn: So, in that case, how should we as Christians treat our ancestors?
Well, we could follow the Confucian way, honor our ancestors, but not worship them. Take
care of their tomb, remember them, honor the dead, follow and seek after our roots.
Therefore, we call Christian funerals "memorial service." It is a kind of "seek and
remembering service," seek our roots, when we drink water, remember the source. Ifwe do
this, it's already very good. During Qing Ming, we go and visit ancestors' grave, bringing
flowers with us, whether they are in the mountains, or in the temple. Normally, we would not
go to temples, but during Qing Ming, we could go because our ancestors are there. Of course
for Christians we have a day to honor our ancestors. This is on the Saturday between during
Good Friday and Easter Sunday. It is a day set aside to specially remember the dead.
Furthermore, this day is a few days before our Chinese Qing Ming Festival which falls either
April the 4* or 5*. So this day is at the most 2 weeks away from Qing Ming. Of course we
need not wait for that day to msh with the crowd and get caught in the big traffic jam. We
could also go and visit the tomb or grave during normal days.
4. What are some good values or motivations for ancestor rites that could enrich church
life?
a. How do we seek to obey God and yet not be seen as unfilial in our love and
obedience to our parents?
b. What are some practical ways we show our respect to our parents, and ancestors?
c. What are some hindrances we could avoid or address concerning this issue so that
our evangelism could be more effective?
(a) I think for Christians, our filial piety is expressed when our parents are still alive, we
should do our best to respect and honor them. So, during my seminars, I also remind the
participants not to walk with one leg. What I mean is while we seek to be firm in our
Chrisfian beliefs but one the other hand, we neglect or do not respect, honor care and provide
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for our parents, make them happy, this is walking with "one leg." The Bible says that we
need to listen to our parents "in the Lord." If they do not allow you to go for Sunday worship,
then you might not need to "obey" them as this objection is not "in the Lord." And, Christians
should take initiative to visit the gravesite. For example, I went back to my ancestral home in
Foochow, China. There is a believer who came to receive me. He told me that Christians
refuse to do two things: (1) engage in good deeds; (2) they don't visit the graveyard. So there
are many elderly who are afraid to believe in Jesus, because they fear that once they believe,
after they died, nobody go and pray to them, to visit them. So, when I was there to teach my
class, I especially emphasized that they must go and visit the graveyards of their ancestors. In
the past, they overlooked this, now they had to make up for it, to take initiative to go with
their relatives. They honor their dead in their own way, and we do it our way. Not to go to the
graveyard is a serious negative testimony - we are giving the wrong message that we forget
our ancestors. So I told them that no matter what happens, they must go, even if they don't go
on normal days, during Qing Ming, they must follow their relatives to the graveyard, and
bring along flowers. Even if the remains are in the temple and you cannot find anywhere to
place the flowers, after the visitafion, you come outside the temple, find a place to place the
flowers in a respectful attimde.
(b) Firstly, Qing Ming - maintain the unity of the clan, and it is a good testimony, and to
show that we do not forget our ancestors. Then, we have memorial services. Also, we could
have a family Bible to keep records of the births and deaths. Also we could keep a copy of
the deceased photograph in the home for remembrance, but we need to be careful not to place
anything in front of it to give the wrong impression of an altar. In Taiwan, they have an
"altar" but they contextualized it by having appropriate Scriptures at the sides and placing
flowers in front of the "altar." This is for the "weak" believers who still have residue of their
formal styles ofworship. An example of Scriptures is. "So and so has rested from the world's
cares, and waits for the resurrection glory."
(c) Yes, the area of ancestral worship is indeed a hindrance to us in our evangelistic efforts.
This is because when they have engaged in ancestor worship for a long time, perhaps for their
whole life, then it becomes "second nature" to them. So, in order not to be seen as
"forsaking" their ancestors. So, I have a policy, after a person becomes a Christian, I usually
will not ask about how they deal with their ancestor tablets. If he does not mention it, we
don't mention. If it were idols, it might be fine. But ancestral tablets, they will say, after I
become a believer, you want to come into my house and get rid ofmy husband. They have
feelings and attachments to them. So in my evangelism, I would not ask about the issue of
ancestor worship. First, feed them with the word of God, teach the Bible, shower them with
love and care. And one day, when they look at the ancestral tablets, they would feel
uncomfortable, so you go and find the story of "The Ancestral Tablet." It goes like this, it is a
Chinese legend, not from Buddhism, it tells of a filial man named. Ting Lang, one day his
mum brought something for him to eat, he saw the birds in the ttee also feeding their young.
And he cried out loud to his mum, his mum had a shock and fell into the river and died.
When he dived into the river, he could not find his mum, but found a piece ofwood, so he
took the wood back home and starred at the wood everyday and cried. So, from this it
developed into a legend to honor one's dead parent with a wooden ancestral tablet.
So when Buddhism and Taoism saw that this idea is something that they could profit
financially from, they adopted it. Taoism tends to copy Buddhism. But we do not say these
details to the people. The symbolic meaning behind this story has a good moral. But when it
is being passed down from one generation to another, then it takes on a spiritual or religious
connotafion, and people assume it to be true - that the spirit indwells the tablet.
Just like what people say about the need to use candles to pray to their gods - actually it is a
big misunderstanding. Candles originally have nothing to do with prayers. Praying involves
incense. Because in early days, when they wake up early in the moming, they have to light
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the candles, but later when the practice of prayers changed to the evening, they don't need to
use candles any longer. But the practice of lighting candles have been for many generations,
so it has become an item used in worship.
Do you think that Christians should hold the position that the practice of ancestor rites
is religious in nature and should be totally rejected without any compromise? If your
answer is "Yes," tell us why you think so. Do you have scriptural basis or examples that
you wish to share to support your answer?
Okay. Now our Chinese practice of ancestral worship has become contaminated to become a
form of idol worship. People believe that once a parent dies, they would become a ghost, and
so we need to appease them. So it is a kind of religious symbol, no longer a social symbol,
whether those who are illiterate or educated, they all follow about the same idea ofworship.
Fro example, my clan association, the Chen Clan wrote to me for three years, but I do not
wish to be involved with the clan, why? Because when I enter the clan building, there is a big
joss stick um at the door, and then in the main hall, they installed the hall of ancestral tablets.
It has become a religious organization. How could I join the clan association? If I wish to
remember my ancestors and be part of the clan, I could do it in other ways, but not to hold
joss sticks and pray. Joss stick in the Chinese context is linked to worship. Joss sticks comes
from Buddhism - then Chinese people adopt it. But whether it is like our present kind of joss
sticks, I am not really sure. However, in ancient Chinese history, they do not have the
practice of buming joss sticks.
Qn: Now, ancestor rites have become contaminated and filled with Buddhist and other
religious elements. As Christians, how do we deal with this matter?
My view is that we need to take a firm stand and maintain our Chrisfian principles. We
should not eat food offered to idols or our parents or ancestors. I told them that if they
compromise once, then they must be prepared to eat every year and during every occasion. So
if you insist on not eating, you will anger you mum, but the following year, she will not ask
you eat. You don't complain that you have no food to eat, but insist on not eating, even
though you may go hungry. But when they eat, you could sit at the table and watch them eat.
Thus, there is a saying in Chinese proverbs, "Be there with them, but not a part of their
'culture,' be like them, but not the same essence." So when they are going around the coffin,
you don't disappear somewhere, be there at the side and observe what they do, we need to be
present, show our little bit of piety.
Do you think that there are some areas of ancestor rites or paying respect to our
ancestors that we could "Christianize" and so that we could contextualize the gospel to
the Chinese people and culture? If your answer is "Yes," what are some aspects of
ancestor rites that the church could contextualize and use so that it might not be
perceived as anti-culture? What are some areas Christians could be involved in non-
Christian parents' funerals and not be perceived as participating in ancestor rites?
To help us this question, below is a list of practices in ancestor rites.
Please mark "Y" for "yes" for those that you think could be adapted for Christian use
and "N" for 'no" for those practices that you think Christians should not compromise,
and thus not suitable for any adaptation or contextualization.
a. ( ) wearing mourning clothes to mourn the deceased at the funeral
Yes. It's a social symbol.
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b. ( ) standing and bowing before tiie coffin at the funeral
Yes and No. Bowing is a social symbol, and also a religious symbol. If the body is still
around, in order to pay the last respect, I personally agree to bow, like in the Chinese
school, I bow to my teacher in respect, and I never regard them as gods. To some
fundamentalist believers, bowing is a religious symbol. So, in this case, you don't bow,
but, move forward an additional step, straight to the coffm, and them pay the last respect
by observing the body. So, in Chinese culture, to view the body is considered a greater
act of respect than to bow three times. Ifwe move forward, one of the relatives must
kneel at the side to return the respect.
c. ( ) meditating and praying on behalf of the deceased and love ones before the
coffin and the deceased picture
Cannot meditate.
d. ( ) offering incense sticks, paper money and food to the deceased
No. Out.
e. ( ) be involved in the preparation of ritual items such as folding paper money and
setting up the altar before the funeral
No. When you do that, you become a collaborator.
f. ( ) participate in the chanting ceremony with relatives in holding incense sticks
and going around the coffin
No.
g. ( ) participate in viewing the deceased face for the last time and closing the coffin
Yes. No problem.
h. ( ) be involved in the sending party to the burial or cremation ground
Yes. This is social.
i. ( ) be involved in throwing sand into the burial pit
I am still not very sure the meaning behind throwing sand into the pit. (I explained that it
is an act ofparticipation in burying the body.) Now in cremation, we put flowers on top
of the coffin, this is a social symbol, and we can do this.
j. ( ) be involved in mourning and wailing at the cremation ground
It is okay. It is social. Your loved one passes away, you should cry.
k. ( ) eating a communion feast after the funeral
It depends. If it is to come back after the fimeral, it is okay. But if it is something that is
offered to the deceased, it is not okay, if in is a part of the religious priestly ceremony, it
is not alright.
1. ( ) erect family altar in the home with picture of the deceased
If you use the word "altar" it's a no.
m. ( ) keep family genealogy with names, relationships and deeds of the deceased
If it is just a plain book, it is okay. Even in the clan society, without ancestral tablet and
worship, it's okay.
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n. ( ) hold family memorial day service on the anniversary of the deceased
Depends on the fomi, Christian form - yes. Taoist or Buddhist, it's a "No."
0. ( ) visit deceased grave or columbarium to clean and put flowers
I mentioned earUer. Yes.
p. ( ) visit deceased's grave or columbarium to offer incense, sacrifices, food and
fruit
No incense. Offering of flowers, yes.
q. ( ) keep our ancestors' pictures for memory
Yes.
r. ( ) others
Qn: What about the use of the red string or the red packet?
There are four things on the table - The groundnuts, melon seeds, sweets and red threads ( or
coin in the red packets). Out of these 4, two are non-religious, and the other two are religious.
The thread is absolutely religious - why, because when there is a dead, it is negative, they use
it to ward against evil. In the past, they will have a single coin in the red packet - because
auspicious occasions, we need to use a pair, and a single digit represents negative occasions.
That was long time ago. And when there is a death, it is sorrowful, so we use the coin (10
cents) to buy a sweet to eat, to purge away the sorrow.
Nowadays, it's difficult to buy one sweet, so they replace it with a red thread. But many
people do not know how to deal with the red thread. It cannot be brought home, you have to
throw it away on the road, this includes the money in the red packet, you need to use it on the
road.
Now, there are two problems to this issue. Should a Christian take the red thread? Of course
it's a "No." Ifwe don't, we could have another problem. Do we as Christians supply the red
thread? We should put, if not, those who visit will ask from you. If you don't give, when they
have any mishaps, they will put the blame on you for life. So, for those who want or need
them, let them take the thread themselves. This is what the Bible calls conscience. It refers to
their conscience, not ours. We prepare the thread, if they want, they would take it themselves.
Otherwise, we might be perceived as anti-social, or give grounds for blame.
7. For the questions above that you have marked "Y" in question #6, could you elaborate
and suggest ways of adaptation or contextualization?
Elaborations are given in the answers to Qn. #6.
8. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, do you know of any church/denominational
position that your church has toward the practice of ancestor rites? If Yes, what is it?
Please elaborate.
Not that I know.
Qn. What about any unspoken understanding?
Generally yes, there is more or less a general understanding among Christians, not just along
denomination lines, but no official position towards this matter. We as Chinese Christians
take Chinese funerals and rites very seriously. For me personally, I see the funeral wakes and
services as very important because they are very important and natural settings for
evangelistic meetings. Also it allows non-Christians to see our love and unity. So I encourage
the church to work very hard at this. So, if there is any death in the church, I would send text
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messages to infomi all the cell leaders so that they would make it a priority to go to the
funeral wakes, even if they had to cancel their cell group meetings, so as to support the
bereaved family, to show our love. And we need to be wholehearted in heart and mind to
conduct the funeral services. My worship team will definitely be there; it is a whole team or
at least half a team, not just one musician. And for us pastors, we also need to work hard at
craftmg our sermons, and as we speak, it's not necessarily to speak about too Christian a
message or too evangelistic; Christian stereotypical message. Ifwe could approach it from
the perspective of our Chinese culture, such as Confucius, even though he was such a leamed
man, he could not fully understand the meaning of death. When he was about to die, he
composed a poem. Full of anguish and remorse, he meditated on the loneliness and
colorlessness of death, and the fear that he did not know where his soul would land up that
night. So for those who are of the literafi, when faced with death, they do not know where
they would be. But we thank God Christians do not need to be very knowledgeable. We have
the assurance that when we die, we know where we are going. So, from this approach, we
deliver our message of hope. And we could sing some solemn and slow Christian songs,
those that are more familiar and easy to sing. We have converted a number of Chinese
popular songs and make them more contextualized, palatable and nice to hear. Rather than
those songs that are unfamiliar to the unbelievers. Then they will wake up and take notice of
us.
9. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, what have you seen or experienced among
your church members in relation to the issue of ancestor rites?
Regarding ancestor rites, whether this church member was able to stand their position or
whether they compromised their faith, or your church members are very clear about this
matter, and so are able to respond appropriately in such situations.
Let me cite a case. There is a forty-something brother, is a single guy. He went to China to
evangelize, and someone introduced a girl to him, and the relationship blossomed. So this
lady, she flew from China to Singapore to meet the future mum-in-law. The in-law was happy
with her and asked her as a sign of respect and acceptance, according to Chinese culture, pour
a cup of tea for her, and also for the deceased father-in-law. What do you think, should she do
it or not? If she doesn't pour, would she be accepted into the family. For this matter, this
Christian sister was not able to sleep for 3 nights. Furthermore, in China she pastored a house
church of 20,000 people. After you poured, the China church might not know, but then your
conscience would trouble you. My question: Is there a win-win solution? Until today, I ask
Chinese Christians all over, from Singapore, to Malaysia, to China, no one is able to give a
satisfactory answer.
I went to China to face a group of pastors. This brother and his fiance could not sleep for 3
days. They finally visited me for advice. I asked them, where is your dad's tomb? He said it is
on one of the hill in Singapore. I said, "Okay, the problem is solved." Just bring you fiiture
wife, buy a bouquet of flowers, also bring a camera and go up the hill to the tomb, and there
present the flowers to your deceased dad. When you present your flowers, take as many
pictures as possible. Then, bring back to your mum. When mum saw the pictures, she said,
"Oh! You have gone to dad's tomb to tell him about your wedding. Then, okay, no need to
pour tea." Pouring tea to the living is alright, but pouring tea to the deceased's ancestral tablet
is a religious symbol, thus we must never do so. Even to go through a third party is not
permitted, because then you are a collaborator, and perpetuator of the belief But going to the
tomb is perfectly alright, even to stay at the gravesite for a day is no problem. But to pour tea
to a dead person for a minute is prohibited. So, ifwe understand this principle, we will solve
a lot of problems related to this issue. But if your dad's tomb is in Indonesia, perhaps you
might still have to take a plane to go there to present your flowers. If you do this, you have
fulfilled your responsibility to your loved ones.
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If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, from a scale of 1 to 10 (1 being minimum
and 10 being maximum), how much flexibility do you allow your church member or
parishioner to differ from the official church position on the issue of ancestor rites?
Scale: 7 23456789 10 (Circle your answer)
11. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, what is your advice to Christians who are
facing the issue of ancestor rites?
In this area, I tend to be rather strict. Whatever has the semblance of idolatry is not permitted.
Even to eat food offered to idols should not be permitted. I would rather you go hungry than
to eat. You might greatly anger your parents; still you should not eat. However, you need to
show your deepest measure of filial piety to them when they are alive, and walk with "two
legs." We need to show our faith by our life and acfions. If you live the life of a Christian,
and when you meet with such occasions (fiinerals) your family members would be very
understanding and helpfiil, but if you are not filial and still say you are a Christian, then this
is the best time for them to take issue with you. You do not have emotional and spiritual
"capital."
So what would you choose on the scale of 1 to 10? I will be very strict, 1 or 2. We cannot
compromise at all as far as spiritual and religious things are concerned. If you compromise, it
might not do you any good. Worse, you might be seen as unstable in your belief Thus, we
cannot try to please both sides.
Qn: Finally, what would you advice Christians in this area"?
(1) We must seek to practice filial piety acfively to our parents when they are alive.
(2) Also, you need to seek to understand the meaning and significance undemeath each
symbol. Because everything they do is symbolic. If you are anywhere among Chinese
speaking people, when you bum joss sticks, people know what you are doing. But if you go
the Africa, and bum joss sticks, they might not know what you are doing because it is not in
their culture. We need to differentiate whether the symbol is either religious (non-Christian)
then we must abstain, but if it is social, then there's no problem, it's up to your discretion.
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APPENDIX PI 2
Interview Questions for Christians on Ancestor Worship
General Information
Name: Ml (Optional) Date: 6 Jan 2010
Church: Bedok Meth Church
Please mark a check where applicable
Age Group: 12 to 20, 21 to 30, 31 to 45, 46 to 60, 60+
Sex:y Male, Female
Education: Primary, Secondary/JC, University, y Graduate/Postgraduate
Years as a Christian: 0to5, 6 to 12, 13 to 20, 21 to 30, 30+
Denominational background: Check {^) one or more where applicable
Anglican, Baptist, Brethren, CNEC, Evangelical Free, Lutheran,
Methodist, Pentecostal, Presbyterian, Non-denominational, Others
Service/Ministry in Church: Check (v^) one or more where applicable
y Pastor, Elder, Deacon, Sunday School teacher, Small Group leader,
Worship leader, Counselor, Usher, Giving regularly, Others
Interview Questions
1. What is your view of the dead, after people die? Where do they go after they die? Do
you think their soul is still alive? Below are some biblical passages for your
consideration.
a. What do you think of stories in the Bible that seem to mention people calling the
dead out to inquire from them, such as the story of King Saul and the woman of
Endor, a spirit medium? (1 Samuel 28:7-20)
b. What do you think of the story of the rich man and Lazarus? How do you interpret
it? (Luke 16:19-31)
c. Scriptures mention that Christ went to preach to the imprisoned spirits after his
death. How do you interpret this passage? (1 Peter 3:19-20)
(a) What is your view of the dead after they have died?
My opinion ofwhat happens when a person dies is like in a state of sleep, just like Jesus said
to the thief who was cmcified next to him, "Today, you shall be with me in paradise" but
whether the term "today" is a 24 hour day, or it is almost like he goes to sleep at death and
the next thing he knows is that he is resurrected So for me I see the dead as in a state of sleep.
So that state ofnot being aware until you are arouse from sleep. That may take years, maybe
you could say that the saints who have died in the first century that they are in a state of sleep.
So to them it is almost like the next day that they would wake up from sleep, but for us, it is
2000 years. So I look at it that way.
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Qn: So death is just lilce sleeping, the only difference is perhaps it is a longer period of
sleep. So do you think that it applies both to Christians as well as non-Christians?
Yes. I beUeve this would happen to all persons when they die until the final judgment. So that
is the state they are in.
Qn: What about their soul, is their soul alive and conscious since you mention that they
are in a state of sleep? Perhaps we could think of Hebrews ch.ll where we have a cloud
of witnesses watching over us while we run the race here on earth - this is one thing.
The other thing is: Some scripture in the OT seem to indicate that the dead are alive
and in existence somewhere because it says that God Himself is the God of the living
and not the God of the dead, and that He is the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, and
already these people were already dead when the passage was spoken, so what do you
think?
I don't have a theology sorted out with regards to issues like that. Perhaps, that may be so that
when the saints died, they become that cloud ofwitnesses who participate but I don't have a
theology as to how they would strongly influence upon those who are still living.
JG: This is an important point because the other religions teach that the dead have a strong
and direct influence on the living. And if Christians were to have such a view, then we are
agreeing with the Chinese religious.
JH: And also, this would reinforce the RC idea ofpraying to the saints. Ifwe think that the
saints play an important role in our lives, then this would perpetuate the practice ofpraying to
one's beloved grandmother, or other dead saints who could listen to our prayers. Then, it
would build up a theology that we could call upon them and so on. The Scriptures do not give
us enough support for such a theology, for example, 1 Samuel's account ofKing Saul and the
woman at Endor. Whether it is a real thing that happened or it is a lesson to condemn
witchcraft, is not very clear. But we know that he did the wrong thing. So this is an example
to teach God's people that we should not follow his actions. It may be an indication that Saul
was very desperate, even to go to the extent ofusing witchcraft to get information. But this
may be a teaching for us not to practice.
(b) The story of Jesus and Lazarus is very much a parable about how we live our lives. I am
not sure if there is a theology here for us to develop conceming the departed dead. Because it
is an isolated parable ofwhat happens to those over at the other side. I think the story has to
do with how we live our lives on earth rather than for us to develop a theology of the dead.
(c) No comments.
2. What does the Bible say about the treatment of our deceased love ones? How should we
honor an ancestor who has gone beyond?
a. Does the Bible allow the idea of remembering the dead by the living?
b. Can we consider God the Father to be our First Ancestor, and who created our first
ancestors, Adam and Eve?
c. Can we remember our ancestors as we remember the death of Christ in the Lord's
Supper?
d. What does the Bible say about offering sacrifices and prayers to the dead?
(a) When the Bible talks about honoring our parents and our family. There is a place fro
honoring them even though they are departed. It is a part of our humanness to remember even
though they have died. It is a question of how much we do it whether for some people, they
build mausoleums or in our simple ways, we can recall their goodness whether it is during
their death anniversaries, or at Christmas time, or the usual events for the family.
(b) I have never thought about it from that angle. But I would think when we think about our
ancestors, we think in a shorter term or time period. We do not consider too far back and to
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consider everybody our brothers or sisters. Maybe we think more in terms of our immediate
and extended famiUes. And for ancestors, we think of those who have significant
contributions to the family, maybe in the past 100 years to remember that ancestor. It is quite
difficult for everybody to remember Adam and Eve as their ancestors; it is so far removed
from our experience that it is hard for us to connect. So ifwe talk about our ancestors, we will
talk about our surname, or that we are Han Chinese, and that is already going back very far to
say that those are our ancestors.
For pragmatic Chinese people, and as Christians, normally when we talk about our ancestors,
it would be our parents, grandparents and great grandparents. So these familiar people, but for
Adam and Eve, they are too far removed for us to have any feelings or emotional attachments
to them.
(c) I have not thought about how the Lord's Supper could be link to our ancestors. I
remember that in seminary days, we have the All Souls Day where we remember those
among us who had passed on in the previous year. This is a good practice, because we take
time to remember those who have contributed to our lives, and even though they have
departed, we remember the services they have done and honor them. It is not so much in
worship, because I think it helps us in our beings to know where we are and where we come
from and to recall very good memories and in gratitude ofwhat they have done. I do not
consider this as worshiping the dead, but more of thanking God and worshiping God for the
lives of the saints who have contributed to our lives.
JG: It reminds me ofwho we are, created in this world, before we passed on that people
would look up to us and the hope that we carry on into the "next life" not that we would be
reborn, but from this earth into eternity with God, and this hope is also the hope for those
who come after us.
Perhaps not so much to remember our ancestors through the Lord's supper, but in there are
certain services in the church that can be used to help us remember our ancestors in a positive
way, things like church anniversaries, mother's day, father's day, and so forth. These are
occasions where we could be thankful and honor people who have contributed significantly in
our lives. Also there are occasions in our Christian calendar where they are the right places
for us to be thankful to God for people who have contributed to our lives.
During our church anniversaries, we remember our founders, and for our denomination
(Methodist) we remember the Aldersgate Services. We do recall not just John and Charles
Wesley, but also those elders in the church who have done much for the denomination. We
also remember the early Methodist missionaries who came to give their lives to plant the
Methodist churches in Singapore. In a sense, this is a way we remember our ancestors.
(d) Omitted - Did not answer.
3. What are the specific commandments in the Bible that relate to worshiping God,
idolatry, and honoring our parents, and ancestors? (Examples: the Ten Commandments
and Ephesians 6:1, 4)
a. Is there any relationship between ancestors and idols mentioned in the Bible?
b. What does the Bible say about ancestor rites? (E.g. Ezek. 24:15-24)
c. What are some Biblical principles we could consider in order to give an appropriate
response to ancestor rites? (E.g. 1 Cor. 8:7-13; 10:14-22, 31-33; 6:12-13)
There is no contradiction with regard to honoring our ancestors. It is definitely commanded in
the Bible and there is definitely a right place for Christians to honor our elders, and we need
to respect the relationships and roles that we play in our family. So I don't think there is a
contradiction between honoring our ancestors and being a Christian. But of course there is a
line that we need to draw with regards to issues when the opinions of our parents and those of
our faith do not come together. In which case, we have to take sides whether to honor our
parents or God. Then we would need to honor God above them. Hopefully these are rare, but
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in our experiences this sihiation would happen. We need to maintain a balance, I think
balance has to do with whether the believe ought to honor their parents as a child, and take
mstructions as a child towards their parents, especially when the child is a minor. If the
person were an adult, then they would have to relate to their parents accordingly, still with
honor and respect. Where cases come in, especially in terms of God's will and/versus
parents' expectations.
Qn: Are there any particular biblical passages that we need to consider in relation to
ancestral rites, especially those that have to do with the worship of ancestors?
I would consider that the line to draw with regards to ancestral rites is when it does
tantamount to worship. I would be comfortable to participate in ancestral rites up to a certain
degree before the step or place when it is considered "worship." I think the Bible does give
certain principles, such as not to be a stumbling block to other Christians. The other
consideration is, even though my conscience may be clear, if something is taken out of
context and used to mislead Christians into doing something that is not right. Having said
that, I must say that even among Christians, there are many different kinds ofChristians with
different views, so it is very difficult to please everyone, or "not to stumble anyone." So I feel
that to the best ofmy ability, I would ask myselfwhether to participate in any rite. If it can be
reported, or if it is being recorded or photographed or could be used as a negative example,
then I would refrain myself from participating.
There are some people who would be stumbled when they see you holding joss sticks, but
then there are others who would be stumbled who see you joining the funeral party for a
meal. They are even some people who would say "No" when you attend the wake out of
respect. So, if you try not to stumble anyone, then there is practically nothing you can do,
and you become very passive. Example, if you contribute some money to the funeral
expenses as a relative because the money is used to buy incense paper in the end. So a person
can be stumbled on so many peripheral issues, which could be extremely minor.
I feel that many times, it is not directly participating in ancestor worship, but a desire to be a
part of the family unity that we are there. We are there, because we care for the family, we
contribute money as a part of the family unity and our responsibility towards the family. It is
not so much ofwanting to participate in the worship. Yet there will be Christians who would
be stumbled. So it is very hard to draw the line, where.
The view of those extremist Christians is that because we are present at the funeral, it means
we become spiritually involved or attached, or because we touch certain things, then we are
exposing ourselves to spiritual attack, in which case there is practically nothing that we can
participate in the culture or funeral.
Qn: As far as you have shared, I don't think you take a non-participatory stance, am I
right?
Yes. This is because I grew up in a non-Christian background, and after conversion, I was not
allowed to be baptized. So for many years, I still had to receive instructions from my parents
and participate in the family culture. So eating food offered to the idols or participating in
certain rites, I was required to follow until the point where I was able to be baptized and that
was when I became 2 1 years old. So I found that these were things I had to do, and they did
not affect me directly.
4. What are some good values or motivations for ancestor rites that could enrich church
life?
a. How do we seek to obey God and yet not be seen as unfilial in our love and
obedience to our parents?
b. What are some practical ways we show our respect to our parents, and ancestors?
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c. What are some hindrances we could avoid or address concerning this issue so that
our evangelism could be more effective?
(a) and (b) As far as practical ways to show respect to our parents is concemed, there are
many things in our culture and rites that being a Christian we can participate, as long as we
are very clear that these do not amount to worship. Having said this, there are a lot of Chinese
who would even say that holding joss sticks is not a form ofworship. It is only a form of
respect, or for even to bum incense paper. It is not worship but a part of culture. So that some
people may even stretch it to say that doing these things may not cause a stumbling block to
your non-Christian family because they don't consider them as worshiping, but as filial piety,
culture and respect. But I would draw the line on where I feel it is a quite a clear indication of
what consfimtes worship, and I would stop short of that.
So there are a lot of rites that we do that we could consider respecting our parents, or an
involvement in the culture of the family. So I would say, by all means be involved in these,
because there are already many things that we could do to show our unity in the family and
show our respect to the elders.
For example in the funeral of a Chinese wake, there are so many things that need to be done
and that we could do, that do not necessary amount to worship: such as contribute money,
volunteer to stay awake overnight, be involved in the food, ferrying people, in logistics of the
wake service, in which we do not need to participate in the worship. I would advice
Christians to actively involve in these things because this shows to our family members that
we are one with them, and we share in the grief, and the loss, and we are also a part of the
family rather than to withdraw altogether, just because we are baptized Christians, we cannot
touch any that are related to the rites, for then it would send a negative message, when we
seek to win them to Christ later. How to be a good witness ifwe are so exclusive and not
wanting to be involved in everything, especially in such an important occasion like a funeral.
JG: There will be a certain group ofpeople who claim that they are a "called out people" and
therefore they would not wish to be contaminated by anything in the world, and that includes
Chinese culmre, customs and ancestor rites, whether they are religious or not, they say they
would not want to find out further, but say that these are contaminated and separate
themselves totally and become so exclusive and anti-culmre, and a hindrance to the gospel.
And this causes a backlash on the Christian community.
(c) I think when we come to Chinese rites, one of the most important thing is that we should
not wait for the event to make a stand for Christ. I feel that many Chrisfians somefimes wait
until too late to make a stand for Christ because often it is not the right timing. There are a lot
of emofions involved and saving of face. So when you do that, you always many other
peoples, especially the family feels that they lose. So I always encourage Chrisfians that long
before there is a funeral or any important family events, that they should make their stand
clear and prepare the family for it so they know where your position is and there is time for
them to sort out their feelings on where you stand is. Much of the expectation during the
events involves expectafions and face. Your parents expect you to carry joss sficks, the um,
bow down, and you reftised, and when it is done in public and before everyone else, it is
rather unforgivable. If they know earlier that you are not going to carry joss sficks or bow
down, they will not make an issue and make themselves lose face. So I think many Chrisfians
don't understand that. The issue often has nothing to do with worship; often it has to do with
saving face. The public display of filial piety or the lack of it, and the shame that it causes
when there is an issue like that, it has to do with saving face. This is why I always encourage
our young people to get baptized early, and not to wait until they want to get married then
think of baptism because the parents have a different expectation for your marriage rite
because you are not bapfized yet. Or, baptism just before the death of one's grandparents, but
to get baptized early so the family know there is a different expectation or your stand when
any of these things happened so they will not lose face in public.
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Qn: How do you think as a church we could better prepare our members to face the
expectations for Chinese rites?
As we follow after Christ as a disciple, there are many instructions that have been given to us
and many times we take for granted or shelf them aside. There are 4 steps that we need to
take daily, they are: to get baptized, be a part of the church, and these are small steps we need
to take, but they also send a message to our family as to how we worship and respond to our
culmral norms and practices. As soon as we can, we should do all these, rather than wanting
to be private and exclusive Christians, and when there is a ftineral or event, we make a
dynamic stand and then it is something that is unfair for the family to deal with.
Qn: Concerning church membership, could some kind of a lesson be taught to members
who are baptized or during the membership class, or in an adult Sunday school or bible
class?
Yes. These are issues that we will face, but as I say, the principles are very wide, and
different Christians may apply them very differently. So it is not just teaching them one form,
as to what to do, rather teaching them the principles so that when they come into any conflict
with the culmre or things at home, they could respond in a Christian manner.
5. Do you think that Christians should hold the position that the practice of ancestor rites
is religious in nature and should be totally rejected without any compromise? If your
answer is "Yes," tell us why you think so. Do you have scriptural basis or examples that
you wish to share to support your answer?
No. My view is that many of our rites are very much cultural, and even if they were religious
in the past, I think we have to recognize that many things might have started off with
religious or superstitious beginnings, but today, they are seen as cultural, so that we are no
more participating in a worship when we do it, neither are we participating in a superstition
when we do it. We participate because it is a part of our culture. So, we bow to our elders
during Chinese New Year, we bow to our elders and serve them tea during weddings, we give
angpows, we light fire crackers, we greeting one another with auspicious greetings, they do
sound very superstitious ifwe trace back to their original forms, and some of them have
religious connotations, but after one or two generations or not even before a generation is
over, thought they might sound very superstitious if you wish to pick on them, they are only
superstitious participate in them, but they are cultural and nobody is stumbled by it, for
example, no one gets stumbled whenever they see a group of Christians doing "loh hef or the
Chinese New Year good luck meal. So, we must recognize that we can claim this rather than
retreat from it. And I think even in church history or Biblical history, there are examples of
people claiming the culture for the advantage rather than retreating from the culture. So,
when the children of Israel went into Canaan, they adopted a lot of agricultural practices from
their calendar.
They were nomads during the forty years ofwandering in the desert. In Egypt they were
slaves, they never had a public holiday, so where did they get their holidays, these are culture
of Canaan which they didn't have to adopt, but when they became farmers, they adopted
dates for their Passover, for their feast of tabernacle, all their major holidays, based on
agricultural practices which was adopted from a pagan calendar. So I think we can look at
these as examples, we can actually claim and Christianized them and use them for our
advantage, rather than the stance that these things can be touch or cannot be touched. We
educate and use them and there are many possibilities for us to do that. So, practices that may
originally come from pagan background, we adopt them and infuse them with Christian
meanings, for example, I remember, that the day of Christmas itselfwas a pagan day of
festival ofwhich Christians used and tumed it into "Christmas."
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Do you think that there are some areas of ancestor rites or paying respect to our
ancestors that we could "Christianize" and so that we could contextualize the gospel to
the Chinese people and culture? If your answer is "Yes," what are some aspects of
ancestor rites that the church could contextualize and use so that it might not be
perceived as anti-culture? What are some areas Christians could be involved in non-
Christian parents' funerals and not be perceived as participating in ancestor rites?
To help us this question, below is a list of practices in ancestor rites. Please mark "Y"
for "yes" for those that you think could be adapted for Christian use and "N" for 'no"
for those practices that you think Christians should not compromise, and thus not
suitable for any adaptation or contextualization.
a. ( ) wearing mourning clothes to mourn the deceased at the funeral
Yes. I think we can adapt and accept.
b. ( ) standing and bowing before the coffin at the funeral
Yes. I would not treat this as worship, I think it is quite alright to do this.
c. ( ) meditating and praying on behalf of the deceased and love ones before the
coffin and the deceased picture
Yes. I think a lot depend on how we frame our prayers. We can pray and thank God and
commit ourselves to God, it is okay. But not to pray to the deceased. The form can be
kept, but we are praying to God.
d. ( ) offering incense sticks, paper money and food to the deceased
No. This is clear a form ofworship of the ancestors and I would encourage Christians not
to participate in it, as it can clearly be seen as connected to the worship or superstition.
e. ( ) be involved in the preparation of ritual items such as folding paper money and
setting up the altar before the funeral
I don't think it is technically wrong, but as a Christian, I would not want to be involved.
But ifmy family only consists ofmy aged mother who is 85 years old and myself, then I
would not want her to be setting up the altar or doing too much work and get a bad back
after that. If she insists that I help and because the deceased needs to have the Chinese
rites, I will do it. Then, being supportive, I think I would have to help in setting up the
altar and fold the paper money. It is not technically participating in worship but rather
playing a supportive role towards one's loved ones. For example, I have a friend who has
a non-Christian mother, and every Qing Ming she needs to go to the grave of the
deceased husband to bum joss sticks, and being a good Christian, should he help ferry his
mum to the graveyard, or let his aged mum prepare all the things and take a bus, walk all
the way into the graveyard, and clear the grass and do all the things, or should he do the
Christian thing to ferry his mum and all her worship paraphemalia in his car to the
graveyard, so that his mother could perform a simple worship of her husband, and then he
ferries his mum home. So it is not he himselfperforming the worship but it is his
kindness and help to his mother. He might even need to buy the joss sticks and incense
paper from the incense shop. However if there are other siblings around, he might not
need to perform this duty, but if he is the only son, then he just had to do it. So, out of
necessity and for the sake of the family, then it is something that the Christian might have
to do.
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( ) participate in tiie chanting ceremony with relatives in holding incense sticks
and going around the coffm
No. I would consider this as a part of superstition and worship.
( ) participate in viewing the deceased face for the last time and closing the coffin
Yes. I think this is all right. It is also done in the Christian rituals.
( ) be involved in the sending party to the burial or cremation ground
Yes. I think it is totally all right.
( ) be involved in throwing sand into the burial pit
Yes. We do that even in our Christian ritual.
( ) be involved in mourning and wailing at the cremation ground
Yes. I think there is a place for this.
( ) eating a communion feast after the funeral
I would participate in it because it is more a family and social practice.
Qn: What if there is a priest who presides over the feast, especially when the funeral
is held in a temple?
But I think eating of a meal is not seen as participating in worship. Ifmy relative died as
a Buddhist, I would go to the temple out or respect, rather than going to the temple for the
purpose ofworship. I would distinguish on what are the rites that are clearly worship, and
not participate but stand as an observer. But I do not consider the communion meal as
worship. It is purely a meal that is serve for the family, even though there might probably
be food offered to idols or consecrated by the priest. I would participate and not
considered as a part of the worship rite. If not, I feel that it would be better not to attend
the function, because you would be seen as present and not been involved. I would rather
not go in the first place, than to go there and consider the food that is there dirty and
offend anyone.
( ) erect family altar in the home with picture of the deceased
Again I will take the lead to do this. But having said that like the example I gave you, and
my family only consists ofmy aged mother and myself I would help her to set up the
altar if she insisted that I do, for her sake. But if there is someone else, I will let the others
do it.
( ) keep family genealogy with names, relationships and deeds of the deceased
I think it is quite proper for us to keep family genealogy and record for the sake of our
posterity.
( ) hold family memorial day service on the anniversary of the deceased
I think again, often times the Chinese memorial service and rites have religious elements
and worship is a part of this. If not there is always opportunity, ifwe wish, to hold a
memorial day, and have it in the form of a family gathering and feasting in honor of the
deceased and I think it is always appropriate to do this.
( ) visit deceased grave or columbarium to clean and put flowers
Yes. I think it is all right to do this, in honor and respect to our elders.
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p. ( ) visit deceased's grave or columbarium to offer incense, sacrifices, food and
fruit
Well, food and fruit always tantamount to worship because they are being seen as a part
of offering. So, it boils down to what we bring to the grave, and what we place there.
Flowers would be good, but things that are associated with food and offerings should not
be done.
q. ( ) keep our ancestors' pictures for memory
Yes. I think this is all right.
r. ( ) others
7. For the questions above that you have marked "Y" in question #6, could you elaborate
and suggest ways of adaptation or contextualization?
Elaborations are given in the answers to Qn. #6.
8. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, do you know of any church/denominational
position that your church has toward the practice of ancestor rites? If Yes, what is it?
Please elaborate.
No. We have not made any statements or positions as a denomination. In terms of our church,
it has to do with things of not participating in worship with regards to ancestor rites.
Generally this will be the church stand, but there is no official statements or stand.
9. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, what have you seen or experienced among
your church members in relation to the issue of ancestor rites?
Yes. I think there are a lot of people, either they convert from the Chinese religion or if there
is a funeral, half of their family members are non-believers. So, often times, they are caught
in between, and they have to decide how to make a stand and at the same time show love to
the family because there are a lot of tensions. Many of these people do not know how to work
through, being a Christian and participating in funeral rites. Some of them feel very ashamed
and some of the feel that they let Christ down in doing it; or some of them feel very burdened
by not participating at all and not mraing up at all and they stayed away completely. So this is
a very real issue.
10. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, from a scale of 1 to 10 (1 being minimum
and 10 being maximum), how much flexibility do you allow your church member or
parishioner to differ from the official church position on the issue of ancestor rites?
Scale: 1 23456789 10 (Circle your answer)
11. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, what is your advice to Christians who are
facing the issue of ancestor rites?
Oh, I think mine would be very close to 8 or 9, because I feel that it is very hard for us, as a
church, to dictate to our parishioners who are very much a part of their families, with perhaps
a majority who are non-believing (that is, non-Christians). In line with that, especially during
a funeral, there is a lot of pressure that is placed on them. I think we really have to sort that
our and balance how they are going to express themselves. Of course, I pray that in situations
like this, they would seek the Lord, and get a lot ofwisdom and courage in making a stand.
Having said that, I have seen situations where Christians had made a stand and created a lot
ofmisunderstanding and pain within the family. So. I don't think I should be the person to
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stipulate how they should live out their discipleship in Christ in a particular instance like this.
They have to sort it out in terms of where they stand before God, and with their family, and
how they are going to express that, and have the peace of the Holy Spirit when they do it. If
they come to me, I would give them advice, and tell them how I personally see the line that
needed to be drawn, but I am not there, and I am not able to be there and to fight the battle for
them. And they really have to sort a lot of things out, because sometimes the
misunderstanding has to do with their own spouse, sometimes, it is with their mothers, and at
other times, they come from their children. So there are a lot of pressures, especially when
funerals happen, and I pray that they would receive the peace of the Holy Spirit to make their
stand in such simations. Many of us are bound to encounter such things in our life. And
sometimes, when we need to debrief, there is a place for repentance and confession if they
think they had compromise feel that it's the journey they have to take, rather than to face
everyone and say, "My pastor says, I cannot do this, or touch that, or that I must not be
there." They have to sort that out, and they have to leam from it and grow.
Qn: During the debrief session, do you use any particular method or approach at all or
let them speak?
It is just merely a counseling session, when where they will mn through any aspect they think
they had let Christ down, or any inappropriate behavior, but because of the pressure they did
it anyway, so we would do that and pray with them and help them in confession to the Lord.
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APPENDIX P13
Interview Questions for Christians on Ancestor Worship
General Information
Name: M2 (Optional) Date:
Church: Wesley Methodist Church
Please mark a check {^) where applicable
Age Group: 12 to 20, 21 to 30, _^
Sex: ^_ Male, Female
Education: Primary, Secondary/JC, University, Graduate/Postgraduate
Years as a Christian: 0 to 5, 6 to 12, 13 to 20, 21 to 30, 30+
Denominational background: Check (^) one or more where applicable
AngHcan, Baptist, Brethren, CNEC, Evangelical Free, Lutheran,
^_ Methodist, Pentecostal, Presbyterian, Non-denominational, Others
Service/Ministry in Church: Check (v^) one or more where applicable
^_ Pastor, Elder, Deacon, Sunday School teacher, Small Group leader,
Worship leader, _ Counselor, Usher, Giving regularly, Others
Interview Questions
1. What is your view of the dead, after people die? Where do they go after they die? Do
you think their soul is still alive? Below are some biblical passages for your
consideration.
People die, and after death, the soul and the spirit (interchangeably used) go to a place called
Hades or Sheol for those unbelievers. For those who believe, they will go to a place called the
bosom of Abraham or paradise (Luke 16). This is a place of rest in our spirit until the
judgment, the retum ofChrist o take us to God in heaven, or as in Revelation, we will be
placed in the place called the new heaven and the new earth. Again it is very sketchy, we do
not have full details, but this is how Scripture describes.
a. What do you think of stories in the Bible that seem to mention people calling the
dead out to inquire from them, such as the story of King Saul and the woman of
Endor, a spirit medium? (1 Samuel 28:7-20)
As far as the Scripture is concem, we are specifically prohibited to communicate with the
dead. If in 1 Samuel 28, if it were the spirit that she called, then she would be in control, but
she was shock. So her, if it were the real spirit of Samuel, it was not her who called up the
spirit of Samuel. But then, this also is to be considered an exception, like in the New
Testament, at the transfiguration, Jesus was seen communicating with the prophets Moses
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and Elijah, but again that was an exception rather than the norm. So I think we cannot use this
passage as the basis for us to communicate with the dead.
b. What do you think of the story of the rich man and Lazarus? How do you interpret
it? (Luke 16:19-31)
As for the case of Lazarus, it is more of a parable. A parable is use to illustrate a particular
lesson and not a doctrinal or theological belief.. This passage also does not give us the
warrant or permission to communicate with the dead.
c. Scriptures mention that Christ went to preach to the imprisoned spirits after his
death. How do you interpret this passage? (1 Peter 3:19-20)
* Skipped question.
2. What does the Bible say about the treatment of our deceased love ones? How should we
honor an ancestor who has gone beyond?
a. Does the Bible allow the idea of remembering the dead by the living?
In terms of remembering our ancestors or loved ones, I think there is definitely a precedence,
or a tradition in the Old Testament ofwhat we called the mentioned of our forefathers
(ancestors) the people are always called to remember their forefathers, what they have done,
their history and so forth. There are even sometimes where they set aside specific burial sites,
and the descendants would visit them and ensure that some of these ancestors would request
to be buried at a specific place. I think this is a part of the memories, of remembering the one
who had died, even the gathering of stones and burying someone along in the midst of their
pilgrim joumey, is yet another way of remembering.
Certainly, there are no elements of veneration or worship in this sense, of the ancestors.
Certainly, to honor and remember them in this sense, there is a place to remember them, tell
their history, their stories, their lives to our children and grandchildren, this is definitely
something we could do.
b. Can we consider God the Father to be our First Ancestor, and who created our first
ancestors, Adam and Eve?
As to considering God the Father being our first ancestor, I think a lot depends on how we
define the word, "ancestor," as in God is certainly not our earthly ancestor because we can't
trace our genealogy to him. We are created beings, and God is the creator Adam and Eve, as
far as to how we wish to view their roles in Genesis, whether they are an actual couple, or
that they are symbolic beings, representing humanity. That Adam and Eve represented
humanity. Then, we can trace our roots to the first humanity, the first created beings. Again, I
am not quite sure what is the point here Whether we are descendants to them or not, we are so
far distant from these people, there are no ties and memories directly and there is no much of
a place for most of us to thin of remembering them, or creating some form of activities to
remember them.
c. Can we remember our ancestors as we remember the death of Christ in the Lord's
Supper?
In comparison to the dead ofChrist, again, the dead of Christ is so different from the way we
remember our earthly ancestor. The Lord's Supper is not just a memorial feast. It is only a
very small part ofwhich is a memorial feast of Jesus. The Lord's Supper is really an
enactment or sacrament of his grace. We believe that when we do come to the Lord's supper
and partake of the bread and wine, we believe that there is an encounter, spiritual or
otherwise, with the presence ofGod in a very real way, ofwhich something can happen to us
in that whole participation of the Lord's supper. So it's not so much a memorial feast. Again,
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we don't do that we our ancestors. Ifwe have a memorial feast to celebrate the death
anniversary of our loved ones, it is just for the living to recall the fond memories of them. It is
a different idea altogether in comparison with the Lord's Supper.
d. What does the Bible say about offering sacrifices and prayers to the dead?
I think you have already mentioned that we should not communicate with the dead and
therefore offering sacrifices and prayers to the dead are certainly not allowed. We do see that
clearly in some passages like Deut. 18 as well as Lev. 19. These passages specified that
Yahweh condemned those who would pray or communicate with dead spirits. So it is already
stated clearly for us.
Qn: In view of your answer to question #2, let me go back to QnJl to ask, in that case,
what is your view of the dead, the dead believers, are they still alive somewhere,
whether they are in paradise, or with the Lord because like what some passages say, I
rather be absent in the body and present with the Lord, so where are dead believers
right now" So what does that mean? And where are the dead unbelievers now, where do
they go after they die?
Earlier, I said hades or Sheol is where the unbelievers would go. We do not have a clear idea
ofwhether what kind of places they are. We know that our body is a physical and cormptible
body. It is the spirit that lives on. We are talking about the spirit that is alive. They are
actually resting in so-called Hades or Sheol. I don't think that is a physical place that is being
described. Again Paul talks about the cormptible putting on the incormptible, the mortal
putting on the immortal. I think he is describing something that is not necessary the current
state of the body. Right now, those who are dead exist in the form of spirits.
Qn: So now, do you think that the dead in Christ are living in a conscious existence, or
whether they are in a state of passivity, in your opinion?
I would say some form of conscious state. Again Paul talks about the communion of the
saints, living and cheering for us. But the definition of consciousness is not in our human
consciousness. That's why Paul talks about it as some kind ofmystery. I think it is the human
language is unable to fully define the existence of the spirit in the "afterlife." That's why we
have symbols instead of languages used to describe the afterlife.
3. What are the specific commandments in the Bible that relate to worshiping God,
idolatry, and honoring our parents, and ancestors? (Examples: the Ten Commandments
and Ephesians 6:1, 4)
This is one question that is a little more difficult for me. The easier one to deal with would be
the specific aspect that we should honor our parents, this is pretty clear for Christians whether
in Ephesians, the 10 Commandments, or other parts of the Bible that we respect, honor, and
care for our parents.
a. Is there any relationship between ancestors and idols mentioned in the Bible?
In terms of relafionship of ancestors and the idols in the Bible, I am not quite sure except for
the 2 passages in Deut. 18 and Lev. 19. Again that has been connected to the communicafion
of the dead or has any relationship with the dead. It's a form of idol worship.
b. What does the Bible say about ancestor rites? (E.g. Ezek. 24:15-24)
In my limited understanding, I don't know of any ancestral rites in the Scriptures unless you
can let me know that I could refer and interpret them. The closest I could think of is in the
Corinthians where Paul talks about the cup of the Lord and the cup of the pagans. We should
not share the same cup with the pagans. Each time we take the Lord's Supper, we are
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reminded that we should not be involved in any way with the cup of the devil with the
pagans. That is related to idolatry, not so much in the ancestral context. So as far as I
understand, I am not aware of any passages that have any direct involvement with ancestral
rites in the Scriptures.
c. What are some Biblical principles we could consider in order to give an appropriate
response to ancestor rites? (E.g. 1 Cor. 8:7-13; 10:14-22, 31-33; 6:12-13)
The closest reference in the Bible is in 1 Corinthians where Christians are warned not to be
involved or partake of the cup of the devil with the pagans. In that situation, it would be
considered almost like a situation of contextualization because the Lord's Supper, which is
the cup and the bread, is already in existence in a pagan ritual. It has already existed even
before the Lord instituted the Lord's Supper. So, as far as biblical, and theological research,
the same significance is applied from the pagan practice to the biblical understanding in
partaking the Lord's Supper.
4. What are some good values or motivations for ancestor rites that could enrich church
life?
a. How do we seek to obey God and yet not be seen as unfilial in our love and
obedience to our parents?
b. What are some practical ways we show our respect to our parents, and ancestors?
c. What are some hindrances we could avoid or address concerning this issue so that
our evangelism could be more effective?
I think the ancestor rites, ifwe define them as the process ofmouming for the dead, and
grieving, and of sending off the dead to a safe place or safe haven. We can certainly adopt the
cultural practices of it, or good values ofmotivation. The motivation is actually the aspect of
community, I think more and more so as we become modemized, we fail to create communal
rites and practices that facilitate a greater sense of community. We are really not an existence
of one. And I think God demonstrated the same desire for us and for Israel and through Israel
to the surrounding nations, to be drawn into the community. Of course we are saved for the
purpose too, to exist in a community and to share life together. So there is a place for that
value and to experience and go through with each other different stages in our lives,
particularly in bereavement. So to leam again to have rituals and rites to facilitate the process
of grief is missing these days because we are beginning to let go of our culture, and to
simplify these rituals, and quickly get on with life. We do not see the value ofphysical rites
and rituals that can facilitate the process of grief So I believe that some of those rites,
whether they are inviting people to come for the wake, holding a wake service, having a
eulogy, having a service conducted, having a place of remembrance at home or visiting the
burial site or columbarium, and remembering the anniversary. These are activities and events
(or rites) that facilitate the grieving process of the bereaved.
These activities also help us to be rooted, to honor and respect our roots. I know that there is
not much the interest in keeping tracing our roots and genealogy because modem people are
not interested in history. But there can be great value in keeping genealogy, we have that in
the Bible, whether in the Old Testament or New Testament, it is mentioned. So, again this is a
part of culture that is worth tracing. It connects us to our relatives. As Christians, we have a
tendency to break away from our relatives because we say we have become Christians and do
not have much in common with them. I think this is a positive way for us to cormect with our
relatives, rather than to be seen as been uninvolved or disconnected with our relatives, not so
much with or for those who have already died.
As Christians, we can claim that one who believed in God has passed away and God has a
perfect place for them. He has promise a hope and a better place for them. We are told not to
grieve as one who has no hope. Again, I would say, for a lot of rituals and rites we need to
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see from the perspective of the Hving rather than for the dead. Then we would not straying
towards worshiping or wanting to create something to help pave the way for our dead loved
ones to go a safe place or heaven.
Do you think that Christians should hold the position that the practice of ancestor rites
is religious in nature and should be totally rejected without any compromise? If your
answer is "Yes," tell us why you think so. Do you have scriptural basis or examples that
you wish to share to support your answer?
Certainly, in terms of the practices of ancestral rites, we know that a lot of these practices are
related to Chinese folk religions evolving into Taoist or Buddhist belief and practices.
Christians have no place in these religious rites because we know that there is one God and
there is no other God and there is only one way to God and that is Jesus Christ alone.
So any rites that are religious are basically meant to pave or to acquire merits or a safe place
for the deceased and we know that there is no way that by human effort that we could pave
the way for our deceased loved ones who had not believed in Jesus Christ as their God. So
specific to that would be to deny our own faith or belief And certainly while we do not know
everyone who has died, who had not certainly confessed openly that Jesus Christ is their
Savior or God, just as the thiefwho called on Jesus. Nobody would have known that he had
believed in Jesus other than the testimony of John, because as a criminal he would have gone
to Hades or Hell. So, similarly, we could only utter a prayer ofmercy that in God's mercy,
we could only trust that the just and the justice ofGod would prevail for all. But in terms of
other forms of practices like holding of joss sticks or bowing in prayer to the ancestors, the
Bible has clearly forbidden these. Perhaps, the question number 6 does bring up more specific
situations that are either religious or non-religious, and once they are religious in nature, we
are quite clear. I would say, that in general, we should not participate at all. But we need to
recognize the specific because we cannot differentiate between what is cultural and the
religious. For to the Chinese, these are mixed and intersected. For the Chinese, there are
symbolic meanings in some of these practices. So for Christians, ifwe establish our position
as Christians early to the family, we would not get ourselves into a situation of antagonism
rather than wait until there and then, when we are faced with the issue. Because in the event
of dead, the tension is high and it is rather difficult for us to take our stand.
Do you think that there are some areas of ancestor rites or paying respect to our
ancestors that we could "Christianize" and so that we could contextualize the gospel to
the Chinese people and culture? If your answer is "Yes," what are some aspects of
ancestor rites that the church could contextualize and use so that it might not be
perceived as anti-culture? What are some areas Christians could be involved in non-
Christian parents' funerals and not be perceived as participating in ancestor rites?
To help us this question, below is a list of practices in ancestor rites.
Please mark "Y" for "yes" for those that you think could be adapted for Christian use
and "N" for 'no" for those practices that you think Christians should not compromise,
and thus not suitable for any adaptation or contextualization.
a. ( ) wearing mourning clothes to mourn the deceased at the funeral
We do have examples in the Bible where people do wear mourning clothes and sackcloth,
such as in Esther 4:1; Matthew 1 1:21, we would find reference to these.
So I don't think wearing mouming clothes has any religious symbolism in it. It is
appropriate for us as Christians.
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b. ( ) standing and bowing before the coffin at the funeral
It is a cultural representation of respect when we stand and bow as long as it is not a 90-
degree bow as long as we understand it to be a cultural form of respect.
c. ( ) meditating and praying on behalf of the deceased and love ones before the
coffin and the deceased picture
Meditating as in the form of recalling the memory of the deceased is a natural response of
fond remembrance. Praying on behalfof the deceased, as I said earlier, when it is to pray
to God for mercy and justice for the deceased is perfectly appropriate. Of course on
behalfof the loved ones, it is appropriate as well.
d. ( ) offering incense sticks, paper money and food to the deceased
This is certainly not appropriate because we recognized that when our deceased have
passed way, it is only now the existence of the spirit and it is now resting in Hades or
Sheol. So this practice is attached to the Taoist belief that the dead needed to be provided
for in the other world. We do not have that kind ofworldview. To do that would be to
condone or believe in the existence of such a worldview.
e. ( ) be involved in the preparation of ritual items such as folding paper money and
setting up the altar before the funeral
Again, this is related to the previous statement. It is a superstitious belief and worldview
we cannot accept. Therefore we should refrain from it.
f. ( ) participate in the chanting ceremony with relatives in holding incense sticks
and going around the coffin
This particular rite is religious and with a worldview of clearing a pathway for the
deceased to get to heaven. Therefore we do not believe in offering bribes or all kinds of
things along the way for the deceased to joumey through the host of demons and spirits to
the western heaven.
g. ( ) participate in viewing the deceased face for the last time and closing the coffin
There is no problem with this activity since the family would wish to view the deceased
face for the last time ever before the coffin is closed. Christian do the same thing too.
h. ( ) be involved in the sending party to the burial or cremation ground
Once the whole ceremony is completed, usually we just follow the hearse and casket for a
distance and then load up in buses to move to the burial ground. I think as long as we do
not participate in carrying the lantern or other religious articles when we walk and send
off the deceased, but just walking out and sending off the deceased on the last joumey is
okay. Again in the Old Testament, we are told that there was a procession that was
conducted, even for the body of Joseph to his homeland to be buried with his family. I
think the procession is just a symbolic meaning of saying farewell, although in the
traditional sense, it is more to show our grief publicly to others. Again, if it is helpfiil for
the individual and not a pretension I think it is perfectly all right.
i. ( ) be involved in throwing sand into the burial pit
I do not see any specific religious connotafion, but it can be in some Chinese dialect
traditions, but even Christians have the tradition to put the sand into the burial pit when
the pastor announces that truth of "dust to dust, and ashes to ashes" and surrenders the
body into the hands ofGod. The physical act of burying one's loved one can be a very
significance experience for the bereaved.
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J- ( ) be involved in mourning and wailing at the cremation ground
As long as it is a natural human emotional expression, there is no issue unless it is more
for show or pretension, as some Chinese traditions do, to wail loudly for show. Of course
Scripture warns us against any form of hypocritical expression of our intension.
Ic. ( ) eating a communion feast after the funeral
The purpose of the feast, in my understanding is more of thanking the guest, relatives and
friends for their presence and support of the family in their bereavement process. It can
be a very significant and appropriate activity for Christians to contextualize, for the
family to expression their thanks, and for the people to extend their condolences to the
bereaved family.
1. ( ) erect family altar in the home with picture of the deceased
A lot depends on the word "altar." Ifwe are talking about just having a picture of the
deceased or even some items of the deceased as a form of remembrance, certainly there is
nothing wrong with that. It only becomes unhealthy when these items become constantly
a trigger that leads to unresolved grief that cause one to be paralyze and unable to get on
with life. In terms of religious nature, ifwe are talking about the Chinese religious altar
where there is the ancestral tablet, with joss sticks and candles, and food offered upon the
altar, then obviously there is a religious connotation associated with it. Otherwise, there is
no problem to put a picture of the deceased and have some flowers or the cross displayed
next to it.
m, ( ) keep family genealogy with names, relationships and deeds of the deceased
I don't see any religious implications in this, so I think genealogy as a means of finding
our roots and in building bridges and connections with our extended family. So we
should encouraged because these days we are segregated and living in smaller units and
no longer meet them as regularly and the past and have less flexibility to meet together.
Practice like this gives us an opportunity to get to know our extended family.
n. ( ) hold family memorial day service on the anniversary of the deceased
I am sure it is a very helpful practice for the bereaved to be able to go through the whole
process of grieving. So without any form of religious, as in Chinese religious rites and
rituals, it is an appropriate thing to celebrate.
0. ( ) visit deceased grave or columbarium to clean and put flowers and fruit.
I stop short of the fmit. I think it is appropriate to visit the grave or columbarium to clean
and put flowers. Fmit is the Chinese worldview of feeding the loved one. This is not
appropriate for us. Visiting is a part and parcel of leaming to recall memories and to
celebrate the life and death of the loved one.
p. ( ) keep our ancestors' pictures for memory
We keep our tour and holiday pictures for memory. I don't see a problem in doing this.
q. ( ) others
7. For the questions above that you have marked "Y" in question #6, could you elaborate
and suggest ways of adaptation or contextualization?
Elaborations are given in the answers to Q#6.
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If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, do you know of any church/denominational
position that your church has toward the practice of ancestor rites? If Yes, what is it?
Please elaborate.
I cannot speak directly on behalf ofmy denomination, for unless it is an official interview
that has gone through the approval of the senior pastor or bishop. So even though as a church
worker, I do not speak officially of the position of the church or denomination.
But I think in terms of ancestral rites, my personal position is that anything that we are able to
disfinguish and separate as non-religious, the Bible talks about the use of our wisdom, and the
need to be careful not to stumble others to maintain harmony, to be sensitive, to loved our
family members. These principles that Scripture taught us, we could use for the rites and
rimals that are not significantly and distinctly religious, we should be able to participate. And
I think this is also the posifion the church would take regarding this issue.
If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, what have you seen or experienced among
your church members in relation to the issue of ancestor rites?
This first thing is that many a times we are not prepared, or we do not have an informed
understanding. This is where we are caught off-guard. A lot of church members stmggle there
and then when they are going through that period of fime So it is important for church
members to be educated in terms of the culture and the whole practice, so that we go into the
situation with a certain understanding.
Secondly is to be able to make a clear stand to our family members from the very beginning
when we become Christians or at least along the way, to clearly make our stand in our
Christian beliefs and faith. The problem is when family members do not see you make a stand
in your Christian life. So they would question you on why we do not make a clear stand in
our daily life or not being consistent in our Christian life, like going to church or reading our
Bible. So, at the point in time when we are expected to compromise in such a important
matter, then they would not buy it, and the conflict would escalate.
Thirdly, I realize that as Christians, we very quickly tell them that we cannot participate in
the rites. But while we make the stand, it does not mean that we should distant ourselves form
our family in the whole period of grief, or excuse ourselves from any duties, or behave
inappropriately such as talking or laughing loudly when the rites are going on. So, as
Christians we should be very sensitive. While they are having their rite, we should look for
very practical ways to participate, such as volunteering to serve the guest, and look after the
donation box, or to serving food and drinks, helping with some logistic needs. The point is to
be seen as actively participating as a part of the family.
This will help the non-Christians recognize that the passing away of the deceased is important
to us and we could choose to participate in some things that are not religious in nature.
The other great challenge for church members would be: I have encountered some who are
the only son or the eldest son. If you are the only son, that is the greatest issue because we are
aware that many of the Chinese rites requires the eldest son's participafion This is where the
conflict is very strong. It would be very hard for the Christian to say "No" to everything,
because the family would be left without a very significant representation. This is going to be
a very hard situafion to be in. But ifwe are able to demonstrate filial piety and Chrisfian
values consistently to our family and relatives, it would have been less difficult because they
would have respected us. We might be able to find some middle of the road solution. Ifwe
are knowledgeable ofwhat is appropriate and what is cultural and leam to work at these, then
perhaps we would not be seen as totally abstaining from everything, especially as the eldest
son. There would be lesser difficulties, not no conflicts, during the actual funeral situation.
Qn: Your answer to Question #9 says that, especially Chinese Christians with a strong
Chinese culture, we need to be knowledgeable and educated. But we also need to be
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prepared because life and death issues happen so suddenly. Maybe could you give us
some ideas, how as a church leader, we could educate and prepare our members to face
such a situation because this is quite and inevitable matter because our parents and
other eldest would passed on from this earth. What is your suggestion?
I think is always helpful to have Christian education in our church whether it be a seminar or
during baptism and membership classes. Through whatever means possible, it is always
useful to educate our members on how to respond in such a situation. A little booklet can be
made available for members, so it could be feature in our church newsletter or magazine is
helpful, even it could be preached over the pulpit during Parents' Day, or a talk on the value
of the extended family. It is only during occasions like weddings or death that we meet our
extended family, and it is difficult for the family to meet during other occasions. But we
could take opportunities to build relationships during other occasions. These could also
become evangelisfic opportunifies extending to our loved ones and extended family. Some of
these things should be translated to our church members.
10. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, from a scale of 1 to 10 (1 being minimum
and 10 being maximum), how much flexibility do you allow your church member or
parishioner to differ from the official church position on the issue of ancestor rites?
Scale: 1 23456789 10 (Circle your answer)
11. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, what is your advice to Christians who are
facing the issue of ancestor rites?
In terms of the flexibility, it's really not appropriate to give a general scale. A lot depends on
circumstances, the individual, and the type of funeral. The complexity of it differs a lot, again
depend on the position of the member, whether they are matured, well-informed, well-
integrated with their family, their position in the family in relation to the rituals, whether they
are the elder or only son, etc. The implication will be quite different. It would not be
appropriate to put a scale to every situation. It has to fit every individual.
Qn: Based on your earlier answers, does it mean then that if there is anything that is
religious in nature, then would it be a "0" and if there is any rite that is only neutral or
cultural, then it would be a "10"?
Not speaking for the church or the denomination, I would personally go to the extent that I
am flexible enough to say and recognize that sometimes a Christian for example in the case
of the eldest son has no other altemative. But the critical moment ofweakness and harmony
in the family is involved so to me then, sometimes, we could reason that our testimony in the
family is not based on one event. If you have to hold the joss sticks for the sake of the whole
family, you know that for a Christian, there is no significance for you and holding the joss
stick would resolve a huge conflict or disharmony in the family, and would easily stumble, I
say that the person has to be clear and convicted in his own conscience to do it or not to do it.
And therefore, the person is answerable to God himself, the Bible says that ifwe know that it
is right to do and not to do it, it is sin. Do for the sake of a very called-for action, and there is
no other way, sometimes, an exception might be the only way. Rather than for me as a leader
to go to the Christian later on to say that the brother has sinned and need to confess. Then we
become like the non-Christian, because the act itself is everything, you can go through he
motion without the heart, and they think it is everything. But as Christians we know that God
looks at the heart. So as a leader I do not use this kind of a scale, or have a condemning spirit
for the person or member.
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Qn: But do you use this as a guide to help or support the member to make discerning
decisions?
I would sum up for Christians who are going to face ancestral rites. Sooner of later, we will
face them although down through a few generations after us, the younger generations might
not bother to keep these traditional practices. We need to still keep in mind the three things I
mentioned:
1 . Be informed - be prepare for such a situation.
2. Be involved - do not segregate yourself.
3. Be concem - Show that you are a part of the family and grieving with them.
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APPENDIX P14
Interview Questions for Christians on Ancestor Worship
General Information
Name: M3 (Optional) Date: 1 2 Jan 20 1 0
Cliurcli: Wesley Meth Church
Please mark a check {^) where applicable
Age Group: 12 to 20, 21 to 30, _^_31 to 45, 46 to 60, 60+
Sex:y Male, Female
Education: Primary, Secondary/JC, University, ^_ Graduate/Postgraduate
Years as a Christian: 0 to 5, 6 to 12, _^_13to20, 21 to 30, 30+
Denominational background: Check one or more where applicable
Anglican, Baptist, Brethren, CNEC, Evangelical Free, Lutheran,
y Methodist, Pentecostal, Presbyterian, Non-denominational, Others
Service/Ministry in Church: Check {^) one or more where applicable
Pastor, Elder, Deacon, Sunday School teacher, Small Group leader,
Worship leader, Counselor, Usher, _^ Giving regularly, Others
Interview Questions
1. What is your view of the dead, after people die? Where do they go after they die? Do
you think their soul is still alive? Below are some biblical passages for your
consideration.
a. What do you think of stories in the Bible that seem to mention people calling the
dead out to inquire from them, such as the story of King Saul and the woman of
Endor, a spirit medium? (1 Samuel 28:7-20)
b. What do you think of the story of the rich man and Lazarus? How do you interpret
it? (Luke 16:19-31)
c. Scriptures mention that Christ went to preach to the imprisoned spirits after his
death. How do you interpret this passage? (1 Peter 3:19-20)
Still have a lot to leam and read on. As Christian, physical death is not the end of the person's
existence. There is life or existence after death. In what form, he has to read more. Although
body is dead, the spirit of the soul of the person will continue to exist in another realm until
the last day when Christ would come and dead would raise and given their bodies and
continue to live. Minority view, people go into a sort of soul sleep, not conscious and they
will be raised up on the last day as well to receive bodies and judgments. Tend to the view
that our spirit go to another realm prior to the last day where there is consciousness and
ability to interact with God and other created beings, or others who has passed on in life.
Somehow the Bible does not give more details.
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Qn: Regarding tliis conscious being gone into anotlier realm of existence, are tliey in a
temporary holding location or in the presence of God as what Paul mention, rather be
absent from the body n present in the Lord?
In a sense, we are with the Lord, but prior to that final judgment where the destiny of the dead
would be finally decided. So, in a provisional sense, we are with the Lord.
What does the Bible say about the treatment of our deceased love ones? How should we
honor an ancestor who has gone beyond?
a. Does the Bible allow the idea of remembering the dead by the living?
The Bible and Christian tradifion would allow or mandate us to remember the dead. These are
more of believers and related to the idea that we are part of the body of Christ not only of
Chrisfians living and this generation but also to the other generafion and Christians yet to
come. So there is that linkage to the whole body of Christ and certainly room for us to
remember them and leam form them the good example and so far as to ask them to pray for
us. There is a kind of link with other Christian.
Qn: Are you thinking that these Christians who have gone beyond are still conscious n
still able to do something and still interceding for those still on earth. So there is a
possibility? That's right. But most of our early ancestors are not Chrisfians, unless we take
some liberal view of salvafion, like anonymous Chrisfianity, we have to say that they are not
in the body of Christ and therefore, there isn't that same allowance for us to have fellowship
with them as other Christians, not in the communion of saints.
Qn: So is there a difficulty for Chinese believers as to how to relate to their non-
Christians ancestors who have passed on?
TH: Things related to the idea of sodality we have to come up with some kind of theory that
these ancestors are somehow incorporated into the body ofChrist whether a post death kind
of conversion otherwise relating to them is problematic.
Qn: Personally do you believe in a post death conversion, second chance?
I don't see anythmg taught explicitly in the Bible or in one of the tradifion, wouldn't just read
up completely.
Qn: is this congruent with what the bible teaches n the urgency of evangelism to go out
to share otherwise when they pass out from this earth they may not have another
chance. What do you think?
The Bible has many trajectories; some may suggest this is not a possibility. In a way, the idea
of god's love n mercy for his creatures and the idea that somehow before missionary come to
our part of the world, 19* century or so, all our ancestors were therefore doom to
condemnation, many millions. It would require an explanation of some sort.
b. Can we consider God the Father to be our First Ancestor, and who created our first
ancestors, Adam and Eve?
Not comfortable with this idea as it would seem to drag God to the creature being that
somehow he gave birth to us or he begotten us in a physical being and not the Christian
teaching. It doesn't preserve the distance between God and creature if you use the word
ancestor. The word creator is a better word.
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c. Can we remember our ancestors as we remember the death of Christ in the Lord's
Supper?
It will blur the distinction between who God and Christ is to us and ancestors are to us. They
rate to us in a different sense so ifwe mingle these in the same kind of celebration there is a
nsk there. We should keep the celebration of the death of Christ in the Lord's Supper as it is.
It should be kept and not added to and there is no commandment to remember our ancestors
during the Lord's Supper.
d. What does the Bible say about offering sacrifices and prayers to the dead? Can we
as Christians offer sacrifices to the dead?
I don't think this is something taught by the Christian faith. The most he will go is ifwe are
all in the body of Christ which transcends time and space we could perhaps have some kind
of fellowship with Christian who has departed from us but not to the extend of offering
sacrifices.
Qn: What are the things that we cannot ask them to do?
The sense of unity and oneness, even in asking them to pray for us maybe that is the limit I
will go, not offering sacrifices to them.
3. What are the specific commandments in the Bible that relate to worshiping God,
idolatry, and honoring our parents, and ancestors? (Examples: the Ten Commandments
and Ephesians 6:1, 4)
a. Is there any relationship between ancestors and idols mentioned in the Bible?
b. What does the Bible say about ancestor rites? (E.g. Ezek. 24:15-24)
c. What are some Biblical principles we could consider in order to give an appropriate
response to ancestor rites? (E.g. 1 Cor. 8:7-13; 10:14-22, 31-33; 6:12-13)
No relationship, different context from the Chinese. The Jews were struggling against other
god Baal and Jezreel. Paul in Greco-Roman context with lots many and lots plenty. For them
ancestor worship is not a tempting or life issue.
Qn: Greco-Roman ancestor worship doesn't feature very prominently but because we
are in Chinese context. What do you think of the Chinese context there and how they
treat Chinese practice?
Limited knowledge. Chinese may venerate their ancestors and believe that those ancestors
could do things for the living, help them in some way, give them fortune, blessings. Also as
acts of filial piety, as most Chinese would feel oblige to do that. Maybe there are some thing
we could provide for them in their after life so our acfion do make a difference in their well
being in their other realm of existence.
Qn: For us as Christians, can you think of some biblical principles that we can consider
in order to respond to the Chinese worship or rites. What should we do?
It conforms to the spirit of honoring our parents of those who has come before us, maybe
there is something right in the basic attitude ofwanting to honor and remember them. There
are many aspects of the practice that will conflict with Christian belief E.g., the idea that we
could do something on our end that could enhance their well-being in their other realm would
be something we could not agree. Or that they could bless us, it is inconsistent with Christian
beliefs. The dead would not be able to influence their wellbeing there or vice verse.
Qn: Do you think there is a possibility that we could communicate with them, or like
Jesus going down to the prison and now preaching to them, giving them a second
chance?
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That might be a second chance without we being involved. As to whether they
communicating with us, I would be cautious as it involve occult practice, influence by the
evil one.
Qn: What do you think is God's word regarding communicating with dead?
I believe we should not seek to. I can't think of any verses in the Bible as a injunction
regarding this. The dead are in God's hands and those who practice such rites are associated
with people whom the Bible rejects as those outside the faith, pagans.
4. What are some good values or motivations for ancestor rites that could enrich church
life?
a. How do we seek to obey God and yet not be seen as unfdial in our love and
obedience to our parents?
b. What are some practical ways we show our respect to our parents, and ancestors?
c. What are some hindrances we could avoid or address concerning this issue so that
our evangelism could be more effective?
To obey God and not seen as unfilial. Show respect and honor them and remember them in
our busyness. Qur obedience has the limit ofwhatever conflicts with what God wants us.
Leaming to say no to our parents with explanation ofwhy and pray for them, and to share
God's words with them if context is right.
Qn: Are your parents believers, how do you show respect and honor?
I try to meet them often and always communicate and what they are thinking and what
worries they have and share in their concem and to respect them as well. To seek their
opinion in some major decision I make. To provide for their material needs. What's not
helpfiil is the extreme reaction that "all these is from the devil and should be thrown ouf
because all beliefs are form out of particular worldviews, same as ancestor worship, a
complete worldview behind it. Maybe it pays to change the worldview bit by bit to the
Christian worldview that God is the creator and sustainer and Christ as the Son rather than
come and destroy everything in one shot. Not to destroy their worldview and say nasty words.
It's a difficult thing and we have to be patient.
5. Do you think that Christians should hold the position that the practice of ancestor rites
is religious in nature and should be totally rejected without any compromise? If your
answer is "Yes," tell us why you think so. Do you have scriptural basis or examples that
you wish to share to support your answer?
It's religious in nature and base in one particular view. So once a person becomes a Christian
he should not feel free to continue participate. To reject without compromise is not an
ovemight thing, a gradual process to change their worldview. The practice stands from the
belief that is fiindamentally inconsistent with the Chrisfian faith.
Qn: What about some individual elements in those rites, are there some that are
cultural and not religious at all?
As long as it is motivated by some of those things mentioned about our interaction with the
dead, then I think it is based on incompatible system ofbelief from Christianity. We should
abstain or refrain. Maybe the Chinese church should come up with other ways of representing
filial piety and respect for ancestors. And for English-speaking Chinese church, they do face
such issues as well.
6. Do you think that there are some areas of ancestor rites or paying respect to our
ancestors that we could "Christianize" and so that we could contextualize the gospel to
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the Chinese people and culture? If your answer is "Yes," what are some aspects of
ancestor rites that the church could contextualize and use so that it might not be
perceived as anti-culture? What are some areas Christians could be involved in non-
Christian parents' funerals and not be perceived as participating in ancestor rites?
To help us this question, below is a list of practices in ancestor rites.
Please mark "Y" for "yes" for those that you think could be adapted for Christian use
and "N" for 'no" for those practices that you think Christians should not compromise,
and thus not suitable for any adaptation or contextualization.
a. ( Y ) wearing mourning clothes to mourn the deceased at the funeral
b. ( Y ) standing and bowing before the coffin at the funeral
c. ( Y ) meditating and praying on behalf of the deceased and love ones before the
coffin and the deceased picture
Yes ifwe are praying to the God we beheve in n not participating with joss sticks.
d. ( N ) offering incense sticks, paper money and food to the deceased
e. ( N ) be involved in the preparation of ritual items such as folding paper money
and
setting up the altar before the funeral
f. ( N ) participate in the chanting ceremony with relatives in holding incense sticks
and going around the coffin
g. ( Y ) participate in viewing the deceased face for the last time and closing the
coffin
h. ( Y ) be involved in the sending party to the burial or cremation ground
i. ( Y ) be involved in throwing sand into the burial pit
j. ( Y ) be involved in mourning and wailing at the cremation ground
If it is naturally mouming
k. ( Y ) eating a communion feast after the funeral
1. ( N ) erect family altar in the home with picture of the deceased
m. ( Y ) keep family genealogy with names, relationships and deeds of the deceased
n. ( N ) hold family memorial day service on the anniversary of the deceased
If it is non-religious it is okay. If religious element is used, no
0. ( Y ) visit deceased grave or columbarium to clean and put flowers
p. ( N ) visit deceased's grave or columbarium to offer incense, sacrifices, food and
fruit
Fruit like as though the deceased can eat.
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q. ( Y ) keep our ancestors' pictures for memory
r. ( ) otliers
7. For the questions above that you have marked "Y" in question #6, could you elaborate
and suggest ways of adaptation or contextualization?
Yes as far as there is a neutral element, it is general practice.
8. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, do you know of any church/denominational
position that your church has toward the practice of ancestor rites? If Yes, what is it?
Please elaborate.
I do not know of any official position, I'm from Methodist. It's probably depending on
individual and how advice is given.
9. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, what have you seen or experienced among
your church members in relation to the issue of ancestor rites?
Not recently attend any. Attended a Christian came from a non-Christian background. She
participated in certain aspects that she thinks it's okay and abstain from the rest that she
thinks it's against her belief
10. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, from a scale of 1 to 10 (1 being minimum
and 10 being maximum), how much flexibility do you allow your church member or
parishioner to differ from the official church position on the issue of ancestor rites?
Scale: 123456789 10 (Circle your answer)
I try not to be judgment in their context. Doesn't want to come down too hard and say it's a
terrible sin but keep to the guidelines. So the answer for me is 6.
11. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, what is your advice to Christians who are
facing the issue of ancestor rites?
To read up on the issue and talk to those who are knowledgeable. To know what is the
significance behind each act and being well aware of the Christian system ofbelief and hence
know how much to adapt and how far to go. There is a need for training and teaching by the
church.
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APPENDIX P15
Interview Questions for Christians on Ancestor Worship
General Information
Name: PI (Optional) Date: 8 Jan 2010
Church: Mt. Carmel BP Church
Please mark a check {^) where applicable
Age Group: 12 to 20, 21 to 30, 31 to 45, y_ 46 to 60, 60+
Sex:y Male, Female
Education: Primary, Secondary/JC, University, ^
Graduate/Postgraduate
Years as a Christian: 0 to 5, 6 to 12, 13 to 20, 21 to 30, y 30+
Denominational background: Check (v^) one or more where applicable
Anglican, Baptist, Brethren, CNEC, Evangehcal Free, Lutheran,
Methodist, Pentecostal, y_ Bible Presbyterian, Non-denominational, Others
Service/Ministry in Church: Check {^) one or more where applicable
y^ Pastor, Elder, Deacon, Sunday School teacher, Small Group leader,
Worship leader, Counselor, Usher, Giving regularly, Others
Interview Questions
1. What is your view of the dead, after people die? Where do they go after they die? Do
you think their soul is still alive? Below are some biblical passages for your
consideration.
a. What do you think of stories in the Bible that seem to mention people calling the
dead out to inquire from them, such as the story of King Saul and the woman of
Endor, a spirit medium? (1 Samuel 28:7-20)
This is the story ofKing Saul, the witch at Endor and the prophet Samuel. She must be rather
successful as a spirit medium in order for King Saul to seek her out. She must have indulged
herself in medium consultation or the occult. She might even be very successful in
impersonating the prophet Samuel. So when asked to call out the spirit of Samuel, she must
have thought, no problem, she could pull out a counterfeit. But when something did appear, it
took her by surprise. This gives me a cue that what appeared was not what she was looking
for. The other thing is the spirit of the dead, that is Samuel, did it actually returned. My
answer is "No" that is because in many passage of Scripture, it seemed to indicate that the
spirit of the dead does not have a part with the living, for the spirit of the dead does not
remm. If this were so, then God is an inconsistent God. To recapture the thoughts, the spirh
mediums could impersonate the dead in other occasions, but here, it was not so, but what
came back was cleariy not the spirit of the prophet Samuel. My most likely explanation is:
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God allowed a vision of Samuel to appear, to pronounce judgment upon king Saul. This is
how I tried to explain the inconsistency. The other thought is that the spirit of the dead does
not retum to this world and there is no possibility of communication between the living and
the dead, and they are waiting for the final resurrection.
In the mean time, their spirits are still conscious, then where are they? Are the spirits of the
dead totally annihilated? No. I believe that they do not have the kind of consciousness likwe
we have, they seemed to have some form of consciousness, but not total darkness or
nothingness. There is a passage in Scripture (Revelation Chapter 6) whereby the spirits of the
dead were crying out, "How long, oh Lord, how long," and the answer given to them was a
little while longer.
b. What do you think of the story of the rich man and Lazarus? How do you interpret
it? (Luke 16:19-31)
Then, there is the story of the rich man and Lazams. How much should we press this literally
I am not really sure. Many times Jesus uses parallels. Does it mean that there is
communication between those who have gone ahead and those still living. If it were, it might
be a conversation between the two who have departed. How much to press for
communication between the living and the dead from this passage I am not sure, especially to
base out reasoning on a parable. The broad perimeters are that they don't come back, and
they don't communicate with the living. There seems to be some consciousness and waiting
for the final resurrection, to be judgment.
Qn: What about the passages that say that those who have died in Christ are in a state
of "sleep"?
After the resurrection event, the apostles and New Testament writers never describe death as
though it is something final, but their favorite word is "sleep." So the physical death is not
final, it is a transitory state and we will one day be awaken. The Bible doesn't menfion death,
but that believers are asleep in the Lord, waiting to be resurrected. How much we dwell on
this as a teaching, I do not wish to press too much on that, such as what the Roman Catholics
teach on purgatory, and intermediate state and so forth. I don't think there is scriptural basis
for that. So I think this whole story is developing, in the Qld Testament time, we are get a
much dimmer picture, by the time it comes to the New Testament, it is much clearer. Absence
from the body means present with the Lord. Jesus said "You shall be with me in paradise."
So that means to say that we are with Him for safekeeping but do we understand paradise like
heaven in the final ultimate sense certainly not because in the final state we will be
resurrected from the dead clothed in immortality, and it is a state that is so different from
where the dead are right now. So there seems to be more teachings on the final resurrection or
state of where the believers would be. The Qld Testament is more vague, and limited in
teachings, but come to the New Testament, it is more progressive, and clearer, but we don't
have the complete understanding yet. It will only be in full view only at our resurrection
when the Lord comes back again.
The resurrection is certainly not like what the pagans believe now, that the spirits of the dead
comes back to terrorize the living if the living do not appease them every year during the
seventh month, or during their death anniversary. But if you take practical steps to appease
them, you can count on them to be your ally, and they would bless the children, grant
protection. Those are very pagan, and not part of the scriptural teaching.
JG: What you share reminds me of Hebrews 11, where it is mentioned that the cloud of
witness looking down on us to cheer us on in our Christian race.
DC: What I would say is I think we are reminded that the community of faith is certainly not
to be looked at as those who are alive at every generation, it looks back to include should see
itself as every generation of the faithful that stretches back to Adam. So the present
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generation must always see our existence as a link to the heroes of the faith in the past.
Whether they are actually up there in heaven, cheering us on, I doubt that, I don't think that is
the intent of the writer of Hebrews. I think the linkage is very important. The church is not
the first or 21" century invention, the people of faith stretched through all the generafions,
and they are many martyrs, and their example should spur us on in our Christian race.
Qn: There is another passage that is so close, the transfiguration, when Jesus was with
the disciples at the Mount ofOlives. They seemed to be communicating with one
another. What do you think?
I have given some thought to the passage before but I think now I have forgotten. If I
remember how I did my personal exegesis then, between that event and episode at Endor, I
was prepared to allow for the second one, because I don't see that as a conflict. In the earlier
case at Endor, it involves a witchcraft - against what God clearly disallowed, to bring back
the spirit. But the transfiguration is something that God has promised would one day happen,
when he would raise all who are dead. (1) God is doing it, he is not tapping into demonic
spirit, (2) it is something he had promise to everyone who had die, one day they would be
resurrection. So in my mind it is something consistent with his being and promise. So he is
giving us a preview ofwhat the resurrection is like. And it is interesfing that though Peter had
never met Moses and Elijah, and I am sure Peter would not know how they looked like, but
once they appeared, and they were talking to Jesus, they were recognized right away. So
perhaps, Peter was given the privilege to have a sneak preview ofwhat these two both look
alike. I would like to know that when I walk in the Maybe that is also a cue to us. I would like
to feel that when I walk through the halls of heaven, I could see Abraham, and there you are,
father Abraham. Maybe this is how the Lord would clothe us, the power of immortality and
perfect knowledge. So is there inconsistency, in my human level, I may be wrong, but I am
okay to allow for it because God himself initiated it, and secondly he is giving us a sneak
preview to allow us to see our fiimre state. The point is that there should not be any
communication between those who are dead, and those who are alive.
c. Scriptures mention that Christ went to preach to the imprisoned spirits after his
death. How do you interpret this passage? (1 Peter 3:19-20)
This is one other area I have given some thought but my memory is not in the best state of
recalling my stand, but I don't seek to influence you in the wrong way. Ha ha!
(Interviewee declined to give any further comments on this part of the question).
2. What does the Bible say about the treatment of our deceased love ones? How should we
honor an ancestor who has gone beyond?
a. Does the Bible allow the idea of remembering the dead by the living?
I think the Bible clearly does allow remembering. The very fact that he said, I am the God of
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, means that he himself pointed us to back to our ancestors, so there
is nothing wrong with the concept of remembering. Remembering and honoring in my mind
would be okay, because ifwe could draw the difference between remembering and worship,
it is okay. But the pagans have clearly blurred the line. Ifwe understand how the pagan
concept of ancestors is, especially speaking from the Chinese, and also ancient Egypfian and
many other cultures such as the African culture, then we understand why the line is blurred.
Again here we need to qualify because the Chinese are quite a diverse group though, with
regards to the country, dialect group, region, etc. This is made more difficult because ours is a
oral, eclectic tradition, unlike Christians who are people with a religion based on the book.
Thus it's a littler difficult to generalized. But based on my research, the Chinese believes in a
tripartite of the soul. 1/3 of the soul would go to the grave, and that is why geomancy is so
important. Another part of the soul would go to the nether world. And this depends on how
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they are influenced by the belief in folk religions, which says that they could go to the lowest
of hell. One third of the soul would reside in the ancestral tablet - that the Chinese would
need to go through a ritual process, whereby on the 49 day, the Taoist priest would dot the
ancestral tablet, and then the spirit would indwell the tablet, and the spirit takes its throne on
the tablet. It is just like the dotting of a statue, when the image of the deity comes alive in the
statue. Thus, it is transformed from the stame into the spirit of the deity. It is the same with
the ancestral tablet. So, from then on the ancestor spirit would reside in the tablet.
This clearly is a "no go" for Christians, because we know that we are never allowed to do
that. At the most we are encouraged to remember the ancestor in different ways, such as on
their death anniversary, we could gather the rest of the family, so if my parent has gone on, as
the head ofmy own home, I might see it worthwhile to gather my family and tell my children
to tell them the things and stories that I have leamed from my father, their grandfather. So I
tell stories of the departed ones on special occasions, such as their anniversary, or during
Qing Ming. I think it is a good idea to keep a portrait of parents of the family, uncles and
aunts who have gone on, in a comer of our house. We could keep their memories alive, adorn
the place with Chinese calligraphy, and Bible verses. The danger is that even as Christians,
we could sometimes stray, and blur the line between veneration and worship. I think this was
what happened in the early church. They strayed from veneration into iconoclasm, especially
for those who were martyred. It started with the church wanting to remember and honor them,
and the line was blurred, they got elevated and it tumed into the cult of the dead. Even
prominent writers such as Augustine, were trying to expound the distinction. However, fine
theologians could make the disfincfion, but those in the grassroots might not be able to
disfinguish. So, people began to collect relics and marked the holy places, and believe
miracles and healings happening in those places. So history is a good reminder for us to be
very carefial in this aspect.
b. Can we consider God the Father to be our First Ancestor, and who created our first
ancestors, Adam and Eve?
I think personally, I would be a little uncomfortable with considering God as our ancestor,
because when we talk about ancestors, they are human ancestors who birth. But God is our
Creator. He did not give birth to us that we give birth to our children.
c. Can we remember our ancestors as we remember the death of Christ in the Lord's
Supper?
I think yes, especially in special occasions, Qing Ming and death anniversaries are similar to
our observance of Christ's death. But in the Bible, we are not commanded to remember our
dead ancestors, even as we are commanded to remember the death of Christ. Remembering
our ancestors is not a sacrament but to remember our ancestors in a way as to keep their
memories alive, it's okay. The Church has a calendar when, during All Souls Day, we
remember the saints who have passed on. This is a good practice. But we need to be very
careful with our semantics. Christ died for our sins, and he is resurrected, but our ancestors
have not yet.
d. What does the Bible say about offering sacrifices and prayers to the dead?
This would be a "no-no." We don't find it in the Jewish and Christian traditions. Even though
some segment of the church pray to the dead, but as a Protestant Christian, I would say "No."
3. What are the specific commandments in the Bible that relate to worshiping God,
idolatry, and honoring our parents, and ancestors? (Examples: the Ten Commandments
and Ephesians 6:1, 4).
a. Is there any relationship between ancestors and idols mentioned in the Bible?
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Start with the commandments in the Bible. We are people who worship God, Yahweh.
Idolatry is clearly a "No." We need to define idolatry as figurines or statues and many a times
they are "tme." Luther has said, an idol is anything that has replaced God in our hearts. So,
even without worship any idol physically, like Asherah or Baal. We could be worshiping
money or other things. Honoring our parents is a yes, and when our parents die, they become
our ancestors. This is different from the pagan worship because they usually come with a host
of paraphemalia such as the ancestral tablets, going to the temple and saying prayers to them.
And depending on what is your pagan religion, it comes with a whole package of religious
beliefs, making food sacrifices, and so forth. It's not just an idea, it is wrapped around with
ritualistic practices that are clearly religious - thus this would be a "No."
b. What does the Bible say about ancestor rites? (E.g. Ezek. 24:15-24)
Ancestor rites are again a very wide range. There are some that would be very clearly
religious. Like, for example, setting up an ancestral table. Anything that has to do with the
um, the stand, the use of joss sticks and incense papers is clearly religious. These are a clear
"No." But there are also other ancestral rites that are cultural in nature. For example, when
someone has died and then depending on one's generation, whether you are a son or a
grandson, the mourning clothes and cloth patches being wom, I say this is okay - it is an
expression of the relationship between the living and the dead. Also, things that are cultural,
expressing one's family solidarity and grieve, these should be okay. What the Bible says
clearly is not against those things that are cultural, but those that are religious and
compromises one's faith.
c. What are some Biblical principles we could consider in order to give an appropriate
response to ancestor rites? (E.g. 1 Cor. 8:7-13; 10:14-22, 31-33; 6:12-13)
I think firstly, the starting point should be to understand what the whole range of the ancestral
rites all about, and to remember that they are eclecfic. They could be confusing. But the first
step is to understand what they do and why they do them.
Secondly, we need to evaluate the practices, the range might be between 30-50 things that
are in common. These are not just pluck from the air. Ifwe study them carefully, they could
be based on a number of themes, such as if the dead could really come back, whether to bless
or trouble us, then we need to appease them or we could seek their help and protection.
Another fundamental theme is that the dead could have a level of existence very similar to
ours. This is why we need to bum paper effigies, such as cars, television sets, with the idea
that once they are burnt they went up in smoke and are transported into the other world, for
the ancestor to enjoy. The quesfion is do we agree with those views?
Thirdly, to provide an appropriate response, which is again varying, depending on what those
rites convey. Generally speaking, we could divide them into rites that are clearly religious,
which we should abstain. On the other hand, there are culfiiral rites, so the church should give
permission to embrace them as much as possible, because failure to do so would be to build
unnecessary walls or resistance, the accusation that we are becoming culturally insensifive.
There is a third category, something I call neutral, because the Chinese themselves are also
not sure about the pracfices or rifiials. My take is that we should try to redeem them, and if
not we should ask ifwe could provide some funcfional substimtes. So, there is a lot ofwork
to be done. We want to be wholesome in responding biblical to those rites.
4. What are some good values or motivations for ancestor rites that could enrich church
life?
a. How do we seek to obey God and yet not be seen as unfilial in our love and
obedience to our parents?
b. What are some practical ways we show our respect to our parents, and ancestors?
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c. What are some hindrances we could avoid or address concerning this issue so that
our evangelism could be more effective?
Maybe I would just tell a story. I became a Christian in 1974, and very soon after that my
granduncle died. And as a very young Christian, and I didn't check with my leaders on what
could or could not be done. I think I did everything wrong. I have since repented, and that
was one of the motivations for me to find out more, and if I could be a guide to others in their
experience in this area, I will be glad to do so. Another example is my dad, since I became a
Chrisfian in 1974, at different times, I have been trying to witness to him and he had always
rejected. And I believe the number one reason was that he was a very filial son, and if he
were to become a Christian, it could pose a problem to him, and especially when his own
mother died, every Chinese New Year, when we visit her home, he would be doing what a
normal Chinese does, burning the joss sticks, and putting them into the um. So, here he was,
my dad, a simple man, and with all his trappings and mindset, knowing his place, and one of
the reasons for not wanfing to accept Christ is because he knew there was a clash. That just
showed how real it was, but by the grace ofGod, when he was 73, the Lord opened his heart.
This was about 6 years ago. And so when he was about to go for an operation, I sense the
Lord prompting me to raise this up again. I basically said to him that when he was about to be
wheel into the operation theatre, I asked him whether when he was under anesthesia, he had
someone watching over him and protecting him, his answer was "No." And that gave me
opportunity to say, would you want me to suggest how Jesus could be the one watching over
you. And he was very open and he accepted Christ then. And I would like to say that his
decision was facilitated by our witness as a family. I was not the only Christian, we had lived
our lives as Christians and he had seen how we lived. So I believe this has also opened his
heart. So at the age of 73, he finally accepted Christ. And what is interesting is that soon
after, came the Chinese New Year, and so he would bring the whole family to his mother's
house again. But by the grace ofGod, he himself said this to me. Now that I am a Chrisfian, I
would not be buming joss sticks and putfing them into the um. So he asked me, how then
should we pay our respects, and I explained to him what he could do - standing in front of the
picture with heads bow and observing a period of silence, to pay his respects. So what am I
saying here? These are the very real challenges, ifwe teach our people well, ifwe could teach
the church members that (1) When parents are alive, give them the best we can in terms of
filial respects and piety, (2) we must also take the effort teach our congregation how we
should keep the memory alive, and in that sense we still honor them even though we are no
longer here. We are filial when they are alive, and when they are gone, we sfill remember
them, and find ways to honor them, without compromising the Scriptures, because we are not
talking about moving into worship.
Qn: Could you think of any thing that we could do better as Christians so that we would
not allow this area of Chinese culture or ancestor practices to become a hindrance to
our evangelism?
Sure, be very respectful even though we do not agree with the pagan views. As a Chrisfian
relafive or friend what should we do? (1) To be thorough thought through, to be a little more
carefully and so either ended up compromising their faith or injuring their conscience. So
they have a fuzzy knowledge about the rites, and not knowing what to do or not do. So what
happens is they just quietly slip behind unnoticed, and they try to be there just for the friend
or for the church member. I am not so sure that is bet we could do, because to the bereaved
family, the presence and the ability and willingness to, at the very least, pay respect or be
seen to respect to the deceased is very important to them, so ifwe just quietly come to a
funeral occasion, and there you are, in a pagan style, where they are is the casket, table with a
picture, joss sticks and um, and we don't even have any engagement with the deceased, then
we are being seen as pretty insensitive or un-cultural or worse. What I would suggest to
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church members who are Christians. In the event of a Chinese funeral, they should explain to
the elders, heir own family, and sometimes the extended family, that there are some things
they would not do as Christian, not because they do not love the deceased, but because of
their faith. There are many other things we could do. This needs discussion. Whether they
would fully agree or accepted, at the very least, they would appreciate that we made an effort
tot explain to them. Ifwe come in front of a pagan funeral, in front of an altar, the deceased
family would automatically offer 3 joss sticks to pray, and go through the ritual bowing and
put the joss sticks to the um, all these are objects ofworship. The Chinese know that and we
too. The difference is that, as a Christian, I would stand in front to f the altar table, I would
just say, no thanks, I am a Christian but I am here to pay my respect. You know, all the time I
have experienced that the family respected me. So, for 1 minute, with head bowed, and
quietly I would just pray for the family or give thanks to God, with the best knowledge I
know, and then, I would say to the family "thank you" and then stand aside. I would not just
visit the funeral and sit at the table without coming in front of the deceased.
5. Do you think that Christians should hold the position that the practice of ancestor rites
is religious in nature and should be totally rejected without any compromise? If your
answer is "Yes," tell us why you think so. Do you have scriptural basis or examples that
you wish to share to support your answer?
No, I don't agree with that. Generally speaking there could be 2 extremes: (1) would be the
total rejection approach - everything about the ancestor rites is religious, and so it must be
thrown out, lot, stock and barrel, and (2) total accommodation - I think it is pretty close to the
Roman Catholic position right now. The first one will end up building unnecessary walls
against the Gospel. Second, the total accommodation approach would lead to the question,
then why should I be a Christian, what's the difference? Everything the non-Christian does, I
could do. I think we should do what I call a culturally sensitive approach, that involves a
walking through the various steps: (1) understanding the rites, (form and meaning), (2)
evaluating the underlying themes and motivations, and (3) coming out with our responses,
what to reject and what to redeem.
6. Do you think that there are some areas of ancestor rites or paying respect to our
ancestors that we could "Christianize" and so that we could contextualize the gospel to
the Chinese people and culture? If your answer is "Yes," what are some aspects of
ancestor rites that the church could contextualize and use so that it might not be
perceived as anti-culture? What are some areas Christians could be involved in non-
Christian parents' funerals and not be perceived as participating in ancestor rites?
To help us this question, below is a list of practices in ancestor rites.
Please mark "Y" for "yes" for those that you think could be adapted for Christian use
and "N" for 'no" for those practices that you think Christians should not compromise,
and thus not suitable for any adaptation or contextualization.
a. ( ) wearing mourning clothes to mourn the deceased at the funeral
Yes.
b. ( ) standing and bowing before the coffin at the funeral
Yes.
c. ( ) meditating and praying on behalf of the deceased and love ones before the
coffin and the deceased picture
We need to qualify what this means. Ifwe were talking about observing a 1 -minute
silence, and to thank God for the life of the deceased, it would be a Yes.
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But ifwe were talking in terms of praying for the dead, and seeking merits or trying to
affect the etemal destiny of the deceased, it would be a "No."
d. ( ) offering incense sticks, paper money and food to the deceased
No, because this is a part of their religious rituals.
e. ( ) be involved in the preparation of ritual items such as folding paper money and
setting up the altar before the funeral
I would usually decline to do this, on the reason that these are again part of the religious
rituals, and as best as I could, I would say, "No." If you are the only child, and then, a
parent has died, and the other parent is very committed pagan. He or she would want to
go and buy, and needing your help. In extreme cases, if there are no other relatives who
could help, then, perhaps, this is an exception. And I think others should not pass
judgment on this. This is not how I would do my theology. On the other hand, these are
extremes, and in theology, we need to use the norm to guide the extreme, but not to make
it the norm. So my first hand answer is a "No."
f. ( ) participate in the chanting ceremony with relatives in holding incense sticks
and going around the coffin
The answer is a clear "No." This should be especially when the priest is involved. If it is
a part of the Buddhist or Taoist funeral, the priest or monk would lead the family in going
around the coffm in prayers and religious worship. These prayers are said to help guide
the soul of the dead safely to the other side, the nether would. So when you accompany
the priest, it is the part of the ritual. So we should step aside.
g. ( ) participate in viewing the deceased face for the last time and closing the coffin
Yes, this should not be a problem.
h. ( ) be involved in the sending party to the burial or cremation ground
Yes.
i. ( ) be involved in throwing sand into the burial pit
I have no problem with this. Sometimes we throw a piece of earth as a mark of respect.
Sometimes it's a flower.
j. ( ) be involved in mourning and wailing at the cremation ground
I would qualify this. Generally I would say yes. Here I would like to alert us. There is a
vast difference between the Chinese and westem concept. Ifwe watch the westem
funeral, the widow wears black, and there are hardly any emofions. It is as though it is a
wrong thing to cry. But, from the Chinese culture, if someone dies, and the relafives are
not mourning, this is a very evil man, and that is the reason why some Chinese family
even pays professional mourners to help induce them to cry. Of course if you don't
understand them, you will condemn their acfions and say, "How can this be?" It is so
artificial, paying for people to induce you to cry, if you cant cry, don't even cry, forget
about it. But we are barking up the wrong tree, because to them, to be seen as missing the
deceased is very important. Esp. when there is a visible expression of grief And
everybody knows that the professionals are paid to do the job, and nobody is bothered by
it. In this sense, I say it is okay to be involved in mouming our deceased love ones. But
whether you want to be overdoing that, you have to use your discretion. But in general, it
is okay to do that. The moment I am wearing the sackcloth, I am already a part of the
mouming party.
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k. ( ) eating a communion feast after tite funeral
Again it depends on what you mean by this. A lot of families, whether it be a Christian or
Pagan funeral, right after the burial or cremation, they would go back to the home or
restaurant, and then they would have a meal. I think this is perfectly okay. But if this is a
meal that is held on the death anniversary on the 49* or the 1 00* day, and the priests are
called to preside it, and food is offered then, and we eat the meal together. Because by
eating the meal, we are now tmsting in the deceased to also bless us. So, anything that is
ritualistic and religious should be avoided. But if it is a social meal, that should be fine.
So I answer No, on the basis that this is a ritualistic and communal feast.
1. ( ) erect family altar in the home with picture of the deceased
If you were thinking in terms of an altar, like the way the pagan deities, and ancestor
tablet to be, my answer would be that this is an act of setting up a graven image for
worship. But if it is to have a comer or space in the home dedicated for the portrait and
some like calligraphy, then that is a good functional substitute. So, I answer "No" to this
quesfion on the understanding that it is like the pagan way of doing it, because they are
setting up an ancestor altar.
m. ( ) keep family genealogy with names, relationships and deeds of the deceased
I think this is a good idea. The family tree, and more than that, perhaps, we should
consider keeping some souvenirs or letters and so on. When my late sister died, one of
the things my mum did was that she distributed some mementos to every one ofmy aunts
and we kept that. And that shows that as Chrisfians, we do not have the fear. Because, if
we were pagans, we would fear the items as this is taboo to them. They even burned
everything that belongs to the deceased.
n. ( ) hold family memorial day service on the anniversary of the deceased
I would encourage this, you may not want to hold a full fledged service to get the church
involved. But to just get the whole family and some close friends or relatives involved.
This is therapeutic and good for the soul. You may not want to do this every year, but
certainly the immediate family could do it, and to go to the gravesite or columbarium.
0. ( ) visit deceased grave or columbarium to clean and put flowers
This is a "Yes." The most we do is to put flowers to make the distincfion between food
and decorative items.
p. ( ) visit deceased's grave or columbarium to offer incense, sacrifices, food and
fruit
We don't put food or fmit because this borders on offerings and worship.
q, ( ) keep our ancestors' pictures for memory
Yes
r. ( ) others
I think for the red string, it depends on how you view that. As Christians, if it were in
your power, I would advise that there is no necessity to give. This is because for the
Chinese, they take dead with a negative connotation, and they try to counter the negafive
effects. So, "No." If I attend a pagan funeral, and they give it to me, I always decline,
because as a Chrisfian, it doe not bother me, so I see no need for that.
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Qn. What about the passage in the Old Testament, where it says that the dead corpse
will pollute a person ceremonially? For anyone who comes into contact with it, are they
unclean?
This is a httle different, because they see death as something we need to go through some
form of cleansing. But the Jewish belief does not come with the whole package of religious
belief. The Old Testament's teaching is basically a cleansing act, especially when a person
wishes to come into the presence of God. Red string for the Chinese is to counter the ill
effects, so I don't want to buy the belief. For the pagans, they don't even look at the face of
the deceased in the casket. They believe it is bad luck. But I don't, I look at every face.
7. For the questions above that you have marked "Y" in question #6, could you elaborate
and suggest ways of adaptation or contextualization?
Elaborations are given in the answers to Qn. #6.
8. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, do you know of any church/denominational
position that your church has toward the practice of ancestor rites? If Yes, what is it?
Please elaborate.
To be honest, probably very few denominations have specific positions. We have positions
toward many other things, but not towards this. So, at the end of the day, a lot of it would
depend on the position of the pastors, and how they guide their flock. But we don't have any
official denominational position regarding this. It is up to the members' initiative, when they
are faced with such simations, to seek out the pastor for advice.
9. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, what have you seen or experienced among
your church members in relation to the issue of ancestor rites?
Yes. Some have clearly done all the wrong things, and injured their conscience and come for
cleansing - and asked or forgiveness. And we have suddenly become Catholic Fathers, but
others too have had experienced the joy of discussing this and then followed by taking the
stand, and being sensitive to their family members too, and giving a good testimony. So, there
are both sides.
10. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, from a scale of 1 to 10 (1 being minimum
and 10 being maximum), how much flexibility do you allow your church member or
parishioner to differ from the official church position on the issue of ancestor rites?
Scale: 1 23456789 10 (Circle your answer)
Okay. Maybe I will approach Qn. #10 differently. I think it is important for pastors to let
members know what is clearly expected because at the end of the day, we want them to have
the joy of honoring their deceased loved ones, and not compromising their faith, and seeking
to please God. I think this would give them a lot of joy. We want them to do it in ways
whereby their own relatives, with their explanation, would not see their stand as unnecessary
barrier to the Gospel. Of course, as Christians, there are things that we have to abide due to
our faith. But we have not become un-Chinese. So it would give them the joy and victory. So
the way forward must be to teach our members as clear as possible. This is the ideal. The
reality on the ground is: (1) Most church members bmsh this off when there is no urgency, or
death has not happened, they don't think too much. And when death actually happens, that is
the worst time for them to start thinking. So therein lies the dilemma, and (2) On the one
hand, we are eager to educate, and the best time to do this is when death has not occur, but
they are not biting, so we do mn conferences, but when death actually happens, they need
some quick decisions, and they don't have time to read a book or sit down with you. Also,
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they come to you with a lot of pressure, by the family. So when a crisis hits them, it is the
worst time, and sometimes, they try to pull a quick fix and that is where they compromise
their faith, so as pastors, we have seen enough to know that this is the reality. So, my take is
that we will do our best to educate, and if the members give us a call, we would still need to
help them and advice them according to their situations and condition. If they did things right
and honoring to God, we are delighted. Sometimes, due to pressure of the family, they still
cave in. I believe that if he or she is a sincere believer, his conscience is already injured.
Subsequently, when he comes back, I do not need to sit as a judge. I would treat him just like
Peter who had denied Christ thrice, and I would come from the pastoral angle. Hopefully he
would be better prepared the next time.
11. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, what is your advice to Christians who are
facing the issue of ancestor rites?
Qn: You spoke about conferences - how often do you conduct conferences?
We probably can't do that every year. I would say, every few years, a half-day conference or
a Christian Education (CE) class. The last time I offered this was about 3 years ago and we
had a seminar called "The Last Things First." We try to tell people what are the things to look
ahead of time, for people to prepare for the future, that is death, to look into writing a will,
and among others, what are the things that could be down in terms of rites. But the members
know I have written a book on this. Whether they read or not, I don't know.
Qn: If death is so prevalent and unavoidable, among our church members, majority of
whom come from, how is it that this issue is not consulted or taught in a CE class more
often?
I suppose it is like the doctrines, we believe in God, Christ, and the Holy Spirit, but we do not
teach a class every year, because there is a church cycle in our CE programs.
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APPENDIX PI6
Interview Questions for Christians on Ancestor Worship
General Information
Name: P2 Date: 11 Feb 2010
Church: Covenant Presbyterian Church
Please mark a check (>^) where applicable
Age Group: 12 to 20, 21 to 30, 31 to 45, _^_46 to 60, 60+
Sex: Male, Female
Educational Level:
_ Primary, _ Secondary/JC, University, ^ Graduate/Postgraduate
Years as a Christian: 0 to 5, 6 to 12, 13 to 20, 21 to 30, ^ 30+
Denominational background: Check (^) one or more where applicable
_ Anglican, Baptist, _ Brethren, CNEC, Evangelical Free, Lutheran,
Methodist, Pentecostal, ^ Presbyterian, Non-denominational, Others
Service/Ministry in Church: Check one or more where applicable
Pastor, Elder, Deacon, Sunday School teacher, Small Group leader,
Worship leader, Counselor, Usher, Giving regularly, Others
Interview Questions
L What is your view of the dead, after people die? Where do they go after they die? Do
you think their soul is still alive? Below are some biblical passages for your
consideration.
a. What do you think of stories in the Bible that seem to mention people calling the
dead out to inquire from them, such as the story of King Saul and the woman of
Endor, a spirit medium? (1 Samuel 28:7-20)
b. What do you think of the story of the rich man and Lazarus? How do you interpret
it? (Luke 16:19-31)
c. Scriptures mention that Christ went to preach to the imprisoned spirits after his
death. How do you interpret this passage? (1 Peter 3:19-20)
For me as a Christian, once a person dies, in Christ, he will be in the presence ofGod. Present
with God, absent from the body. For those who die without Christ, there is a holding place,
where some would call it purgatory, that place will be a place where you have already
decided whether you believe or not. Probably in 1 Samuel, would be not so much of imitate
human beings, so it may give the appearance that he has actually come back from the dead.
But actually it's just imitating.
JG: Some people call them familiar spirits.
K: I don't think we can contact the dead, or call them back.
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JG: So your view is that after people die, the living cannot communicate with the dead in any
way.
Ya.
The story in Luke 16 could be a parable, rather than being taken as literal. But I think there's
a possibility that people say, since their names are mentioned, it could be a real life situation.
But I think it's hard to substantiate and that's what it's possible for us to do now. I don't think
that's the point of the story.
JG: That's important because the rich man actually asked Abraham to send Lazarus to go and
tell his relatives who are alive, not to come to this place he is suffering.
K: Ya, so I think it's safer to take it as a parable.
Qn. #l(c) is also hard to interpret, whether Christ was going there to give them a second
chance. I think the idea ofproclaiming is declaring. Declaring more of confirming who He is
as a Messiah.
JG: According to Biblical teaching, generally speaking, will people be given a second
chance?
Hebrews says for it is appointed for man to die once, after that judgment.
2. What does the Bible say about the treatment of our deceased love ones? How should we
honor an ancestor who has gone beyond?
a. Does the Bible allow the idea of remembering the dead by the living?
b. Can we consider God the Father to be our First Ancestor, and who created our first
ancestors, Adam and Eve?
c. Can we remember our ancestors as we remember the death of Christ in the Lord's
Supper?
d. What does the Bible say about offering sacrifices and prayers to the dead?
For me, (a) is quite logical that we continue to honor our family, even after they are gone. I
don't think it's anything wrong to remember them as an act of respect. It's ok to do that.
There is no need to go to the point ofworshipping them. Just have to remember them with
honor. Respect them and memorial.
JG: The Chinese culture has always try to go beyond that, in terms of remembering and
honoring, by putting in a lot of other things, and to the point ofworshipping ancestors.
K: And of course trying to make a difference in their life.
Sacrifices, that is not possible because what we do now cannot influence them where they
are.
Can we consider God as our ancestor? When we think of ancestors, we think in terms of
those who have gone on and have died, who have gone beyond the earth. So I think of God
the Father, as one who is living, God who has no ending. It's strange, this is my first time
seeing such terms. But in terms of respecting Him as the originator, the One who created,
that's ok, the creator God. The word 'ancestors' gives the idea that they are not around.
JG: there's a difference between God and our ancestors. Our ancestor is human but God is not
human. He is the Holy Other.
For (c), can we remember our ancestors as we remember Christ's death in the Lord's Supper?
Definitely not because the way Christ is remembered is uniquely because ofwhat Christ has
done. His body given for us, His blood poured out for us. So, it very specifically refers to
Christ's covenant made with us. So it's only appropriate that Christ be remembered as the
One who died for us, in the Lord's Supper. The Lord's Supper is very specifically referring to
benefits of salvation.
Qn: What do you suggest we remember our ancestors for, or in what ways?
K: One meaningful way is to light a candle on that day from dawn. I have never done it
myself but I thought it's meaningful because, especially for Christians, we remember that
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God gives us life. The candle's light reminds us ofChrist's life and light. And the fact that He
has given us human relationship is a tangible way of honoring our ancestors as they are a big
part of our lives, just as the candle is a visible reminder.
JG: I think it's a good point. Something visible, something that we are clear about that it
doesn't connote worshipping. It's a good thing we do for our ancestors. So you say, to light a
candle on that day, the day of their death anniversary.
K: Flowers shouldn't be a problem also. It's just for our gratitude. I think there is no fixed
way ofwhat is permissible, what is not permissible. What is meaningful for a person to
remember his father n mother is very personal. So, it can be contextualized to the point where
the person do something that is meaningful to remember his father n mother.
JG: For example, if a father has always been bringing the son out fishing, so maybe that
particular special day, the son will bring his children to go fishing n tell his children those
were the times when grandpa brought him out fishing.
K: We need to talk about them to our children. That's how we can appreciate what they have
done.
JG: I think lighting the candle is a good point. To light a candle is like this particular
ancestor, whether father, mother, or grandparent, who has passed on, has once been a light n
guiding person in your life.
K: With today's modem technology, we have a lot of video clips. That's the time to play the
video clips.
JG: Ya, just like our wedding anniversary
For (d), people do it out of guilt, to appease them. For us we don't have this idea that they
need to be taken care of Paul did mentioned not to pray to the dead. It's very general, very
broad. But I think the connotation there was there was a practice against some marrieds.
JG: Just like the dead ancestors. While alive, they were the ones who blessed us in some
ways. Now we need to seek their blessings, or their approval. In some families, if you want to
find a husband or wife, you got to seek the permission of the dead ancestors.
3. What are the specific commandments in the Bible that relate to worshiping God,
idolatry, and honoring our parents, and ancestors? (Examples: the Ten Commandments
and Ephesians 6:1, 4)
a. Is there any relationship between ancestors and idols mentioned in the Bible?
b. What does the Bible say about ancestor rites? (E.g. Ezek. 24:15-24)
c. What are some Biblical principles we could consider in order to give an appropriate
response to ancestor rites? (E.g. 1 Cor. 8:7-13; 10:14-22, 31-33; 6:12-13)
If I remember correctly, in the Old Testament, those patriarch that were buried, there were
altars set up to remember them in worship.
JG: They were usually buried in a particular cave, especially on those special days of festival
to go there and see them and perform some rites. Not at all?
K: No. But I'm not familiar with Ezekiel.
JG: That is the death of Ezekiel 's wife, a sudden death. Usually there are mouming rites for a
deceased loved one. But in this particular case, being a prophet, God specifically instmcted
him, do not wear mourning clothes, do not do this, do not weep or cry or moum, for your
wife, because I want to use your wife as an object lesson for the Israelites, That is, to tell the
Israelites that they are going to face all these problems. But in that particular passage, what it
means is, normally there are some kind ofmouming rites.
K: I remember that story now. I think it was out of the norm. The normal pracfice is that
people do moum for the dead. But how elaborate was the rites was not spelt out.
JG: But there were a few items they were told to do.
K: Did they adopt this from the culture they were in, Egypt?
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JG: Joseph's coffin. Joseph said you should not bury me in this particular land of Egypt. But
keep my coffin so that when the Israelites go out of Egypt, bring my coffin together with you.
A sign of faith, that finally I will also land up in the Promised Land. My body, my bones and
everything will be in the Promised Land, together with the Israelites.
K: So it's not about continuing some rites to remember the dead?
JG: Ya, it's not. It's slightly different from the Chinese. We are more elaborate in this aspect.
K: The understanding is that the living would have to pave the way for the dead, and the
buming of all those paper houses is for that purpose.
JG: Ya, when we bum it, it will transfer over to what they will use. It started with the paper
money. What about the New Testament? Do you have any remembrance on what the New
Testament teach about the dead?
K: Jesus said let the dead bury the dead. Not much talked about the dead in the New
Testament.
JG: So that left a vacuum for us Chinese, because our Chinese culture is so rich into this kind
of ancestor relationship with our loved ones who are dead.
K: Is there a proper way to bury?
JG: The latest is throwing the ashes into the sea. Even people who are about to die wrote in
their will to throw their ashes into the sea. There has been some talk about this. Especially the
Bible Presbyterians, they are much stricter. They say you cannot cremate because your body
is there, when you receive the resurrected body, it will be similar in form and shape like your
dead body, therefore cannot cremate. But when a person passes away, what happens to the
body? It will rot, finally will skeleton left behind.
K: The argument was, if I remember correctly, they say cremation was a pagan practice.
There was this program in Taiwan, where they show this man who was dying with a very
strange disease, held a memorial service ahead of time, before he died. He told his family he
wants to do it this way. There was a time to give thanks, to appreciate. I thought it was very
meaningful. I don't think it was Christian form. Secular approach. But the whole idea is
noble, because you honor the dead while they are still alive. You use it as an opportunity to
give thanks, the one who is dying can also give thanks. And it's very positive response to
death.
JG: In the Chinese culture, death is negative, a taboo. Death is evil; death is failure. So they
got to ward off evil, in the Chinese culture.
4. What are some good values or motivations for ancestor rites that could enrich church
life?
a. How do we seek to obey God and yet not be seen as unfilial in our love and
obedience to our parents?
b. What are some practical ways we show our respect to our parents, and ancestors?
c. What are some hindrances we could avoid or address concerning this issue so that
our evangelism could be more effective?
Rites are something why our non-Christian parents will not want to become Christians, or let
their children become Christians. Some Christians stmggle with doing those rituals and still
maintaining clear conscience. They say that these rituals are quite empty in themselves, but
they affect their spiritual lives.
I think they have minimized the spiritual aspect. Second is their action may stumble other
people. They are caught in this tension: how to be a good testimony and show that they are
still loving to their parents. The other side is, the Christians may not understand or accept.
I'm not sure if it's easy to draw the line. But I'm more inclined to advise the person to avoid
it. Find other ways to show filial piety. There's no easy way out. You will sfill be
misunderstood.
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My congregation does not really face this kind of issue. Eventually down the road, there may
be some of them. But so far, most of them who have faced parental death will go by the
Christian way. They avoid all these things.
JG: They do have parents who are non-Christians who passed away, but they took their
stand?
K: Ya.
JG: How do their relatives react?
K: Some of them were not happy. They are still talking behind the back.
JG: So they face objections?
K: but they don't make it a big thing. I've not seen any who have stmggled with this so much
that he doesn't know what to do. Most of them know what's the right thing to do.
JG: They have a good understanding of the Bible and as a Christian, how should they respond
to such a situation. I guess they are quite a few years as Christians?
K: Ya, more matured Christians. For the younger Christians, haven't face this yet. Maybe
many of their parents are still around.
JG: They may be more understanding if they know their children are Christians. They allow
them to make their own decisions whether to participate or not.
K: Ya.
JG: Is this the general trend for the last few years?
K: In my church, yes.
JG: I tend to think many of our churches will have such an issue.
K: maybe churches with older parents. Ours is not so many.
JG: A younger church, with younger people
K: Ya, modem mindset. The other thing about point a is that I know Church of our Savior has
a very good ministry. They form teams of people who will take care of the fiineral, where
family member pass away.
JG: You are saying in terms of a Christian funeral team?
K: Whether Chrisfian or non-Christian, they will support. They will be there present, as a big
team, wearing the same T-shirts, so they will know that this whole group is from the church.
So if it is a Buddhist funeral, they will just be there to support. In some cases when it's a
Christian, but many of the family members are not Christians, they are quite amazed by the
support of the church, the way it's done, and the way the message is preached. After the
fiineral/cremation, the Sunday following, they will ask the family to come to church. And
together with the church, they will observe one minute of silence. The purpose is to show
respect, to remember the dead. In a subtle way, the Chinese ministry pastor of this church has
come out with this very elaborate way of influencing them. And then on Sunday, they still
come to church, even non-Christians family members, because you tell them the whole
church is going to observe one minute of silence. All these years they have built this strong
ministry. So whenever somebody dies, they see it as a golden opportunity to reach them. So,
showing filial piety is actually observing the one-minute silence. The family members also
"wow, they really respect the father".
5. Do you think that Christians should hold the position that the practice of ancestor rites
is religious in nature and should be totally rejected without any compromise? If your
answer is "Yes," tell us why you think so. Do you have scriptural basis or examples that
you wish to share to support your answer?
I think Singaporean Chinese has evolved or changed from being very staunch and religiously
connected. There seemed to have been a gradual departure of that. So I think it may be
helpful to actually talk to the family members what is their view on ancestor worship. Do
they actually mean worship? Maybe some of them don't.
JG: That's part of the Chinese culture, some minimum cultures/rituals that they just keep.
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.: And they may lose the religious aspect of it without knowing it. So I think we can avoid
avmg a blanket answer or response for each case. Some may be religious, but some may not.
)o you think that there are some areas of ancestor rites or paying respect to our
ancestors that we could "Christianize" and so that we could contextualize the gospel to
the Chinese people and culture? If your answer is "Yes," what are some aspects of
ancestor rites that the church could contextualize and use so that it might not be
perceived as anti-culture? What are some areas Christians could be involved in non-
Christian parents' funerals and not be perceived as participating in ancestor rites?
To help us this question, below is a list of practices in ancestor rites. Please mark "Y"
for "yes" for those that you think could be adapted for Christian use and "N" for 'no"
for those practices that you think Christians should not compromise, and thus not
suitable for any adaptation or contextualization.
a. ( Y ) wearing mourning clothes to mourn the deceased at the funeral
Yes.
b. ( Y ) standing and bowing before the coffin at the funeral
Yes.
c. ( Y ) meditating and praying on behalf of the deceased and love ones before the
coffin and the deceased picture
Yes, if it's a good time of thanksgiving but not praying on behalf Thanking God for the
deceased.
d. ( N ) offering incense sticks, paper money and food to the deceased
No.
e. ( N ) be involved in the preparation of ritual items such as folding paper money and
setting up the altar before the funeral
No.
f. ( N ) participate in the chanting ceremony with relatives in holding incense sticks
and going around the coffin
No. But in place of joss sticks, not sure whether it works if replacing it with candles for
Christians. Maybe to carry the candles, but not walking around with the priests. How will
people see it? I don't think it's inherently wrong to walk round the coffin. But not
following the priests. I wonder ifwe can use candles and explain it, without the priest.
I'm trying to bridge, and redeem the significance of that act. Just thinking out loud.
g. ( Y ) participate in viewing the deceased face for the last time and closing the coffin
Yes.
h. ( Y ) be involved in the sending party to the burial or cremation ground
Yes.
i. ( Y ) be involved in throwing sand into the burial pit
Yes.
JG: 2 ways of looking at this point. One is to participate, that we have a part in burying
our loved one. The other way is: when we are leaving the burial ground, the religious way
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IS to take a hand full of sand, and throw it at the back, throw away all the spirits that
might be following you.
K: For the Christians, it reminds us of our mortality, ashes to ashes.
j. ( Y ) be involved in mourning and wailing at the cremation ground
Yes. Mouming n wailing have to be spontaneous, a natural response. Not the professional
paid ones.
k. (Y ) eating a communion feast after the funeral
Yes, but I never see it as a communion lunch. Still have to eat, right? The family
members thanked all who are involved. Thanksgiving lunch.
1. ( N ) erect family altar in the home with picture of the deceased
No. Not altar.
m. ( Y ) keep family genealogy with names, relationships and deeds of the deceased
Yes.
n. ( Y ) hold family memorial day service on the anniversary of the deceased
Yes.
0. ( Y ) visit deceased grave or columbarium to clean and put flowers
Yes.
p. ( N ) visit deceased's grave or columbarium to offer incense, sacrifices, food and
fmit
No.
q. ( Y ) keep our ancestors' pictures for memory
Yes.
r. ( ) others
7. For the questions above that you have marked "Y" in question #6, could you elaborate
and suggest ways of adaptation or contextualization?
We could use some of the modem technology to commemorate the death, say using the video
clips during a memorial service, or a death anniversary.
8. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, do you know of any church/denominational
position that your church has toward the practice of ancestor rites? If Yes, what is it?
Please elaborate.
General practice is that members will not participate in ancestral kind ofworship. It's not
written down, but it's being passed down verbally. Oral tradition. A lot of it is through friends
communicating and sharing. The National Council of Churches in Singapore (NCCS) has a
written, printed copy. I will pass to you.
9. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, what have you seen or experienced among
your church members in relation to the issue of ancestor rites?
I remember when I was a youth pastor, one ofmy youth leader felt very strongly that he
should participate in everything, that includes the rites, following the monks. He took pains to
try to explain to the church members why he did it. His reason is to show as little offense as
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possible to family members. To him, it meant going all the way. But some church members
still didn't understand why he needed to do that. That's how strongly he felt at that point.
Because it's happened there and then, it's very hard to get into a debate or try to change his
mind. He himself did it without consulting the pastors. But majority will know in their hearts
to avoid the rites.
The youth leader knew it's wrong, that's why he wanted to explain his actions. But I think he
was caught in the tension.
10. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, from a scale of 1 to 10 (1 being minimum
and 10 being maximum), how much flexibility do you allow your church member or
parishioner to differ from the official church position on the issue of ancestor rites?
Scale: 123456789 10 (Circle your answer)
I'd approach from a flexibility approach, to find out in each case, what is their family
members' perspecfive, and then we can see what is permissible. But if it's clearly like we
know it's religious, it should be 1. JG: So there is no compromise at all if it is religious. If it
is just cultural, no religious element in it, it is flexible. K: Ya.
11. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, what is your advice to Christians who are
facing the issue of ancestor rites?
K: Ya. We need to help people understand the spiritual dimension involved in this. Behind all
these practices are the spiritual forces. We have to teach them to understand this. Equally
important is to teach them how they should begin to assure their parents that filial piety
begins while they are alive, and how it can still continue. So they don't feel that they are
short-changed. You need to take pains while they are alive, this is what I would do, to show
them your respect.
Qn: What are some things you can do in your church to teach these teachings?
For our church, we haven't plan this kind of education so far.
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APPENDIX P17
Interview Questions for Christians on Ancestor Worship
General Information
Name: P3 (Optional) Date: _18 Jan 2010
Churcli: Faith BP Church, now Logos Christian Church
Please mark a check (>^) where applicable
Age Group: 12 to 20, 21 to 30, 31 to 45, _^_46to60, 60+
Sex:y Male, Female
Education: Primary, Secondary/JC, _y _ University, Graduate/Postgraduate
Years as a Christian: 0 to 5, 6 to 12, 13 to 20, 21 to 30, _^_30+
Denominational background: Check {/) one or more where applicable
AngHcan, Baptist, Brethren, CNEC, Evangelical Free, Lutheran,
Methodist, Pentecostal, _v^_Bible Presbyterian, Non-denominational, Others
Service/Ministry in Church: Check {/) one or more where applicable
Pastor, y Elder, Deacon, Sunday School teacher, Small Group leader,
Worship leader, Counselor, Usher, Giving regularly, Others
Interview Questions
1. What is your view of the dead, after people die? Where do they go after they die? Do
you think their soul is still alive? Below are some biblical passages for your
consideration.
a. What do you think of stories in the Bible that seem to mention people calling the
dead out to inquire from them, such as the story of King Saul and the woman of
Endor, a spirit medium? (1 Samuel 28:7-20)
b. What do you think of the story of the rich man and Lazarus? How do you interpret
it? (Luke 16:19-31)
c. Scriptures mention that Christ went to preach to the imprisoned spirits after his
death. How do you interpret this passage? (1 Peter 3:19-20)
Our teaching is that we have flesh and spirit. When people die, if they have accepted Christ,
they will go the heaven, but if not, they would go to hell.
For King Saul, he went to the medium to call out the spirit ofprophet Samuel. Samuel's spirit
really appeared, not because of the power of the medium, and in spite of the medium. It is the
sovereignty of God that Samuel's spirit came forth. So we know that the spirit (or soul) could
still think, and have consciousness.
For Lazams and the rich man, we know that it is obvious that the soul would end up in a
certain place, whether in heaven or in hell. So when the rich man went to hell (or Hades),
there he could still see Lazams. In the text, he called for Lazarus to use some water to dip into
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his mouth because he was very thirsty. Also, he begged Lazams to go to his brothers to
persuade them not to come to the same place of suffering as him.
In this story, although in hell, we can see that he was still very commanding, he ordered
Lazams to go to his brothers because he was so use to ordering people. From here, we see
that the "soul" is still alive. Only that the place of abode is different.
Jesus went to Hades to proclaim to the people who were imprisoned during the time ofNoah.
Here there are at least 4 different explanations. My opinion is that during the age ofNoah, he
had already preached to the people, they didn't believe. So, here when Jesus went to the
people, it was not to preach the good news to them. Rather, it was to declare the victory of
God because their fate was already set. The dead had no second chance to repent. So here
Jesus was not in Hades to preach the Gospel, but to declare that He had victory over death
and hell. Here also we see that these dead souls were also able to hear the proclamation or
announcement of Jesus.
2. What does the Bible say about the treatment of our deceased love ones? How should we
honor an ancestor who has gone beyond?
a. Does the Bible allow the idea of remembering the dead by the living?
b. Can we consider God the Father to be our First Ancestor, and who created our first
ancestors, Adam and Eve?
c. Can we remember our ancestors as we remember the death of Christ in the Lord's
Supper?
d. What does the Bible say about offering sacrifices and prayers to the dead?
For Chinese belief and the Bible. Ifwe put "ancestor" to deal or Hnk with biblical thinking, I
think according to our Christian faith, we cannot accept that God is our Ancestor. Also,
Adam and Eve were the first created human beings, but to say they are our ancestors, it is
also not so correct, because in our ancestor and genealogical record, it is not so correct. Ifwe
were to recognize Adam and Eve as our ancestor, we also need to consider many others as
our ancestors.
So as I menfioned, at a specific fime and a particular setting in history, a certain man appears
in history, and this man became our "First Ancestor." This is according to how our Chinese
culture view as "ancestor."
To consider Adam and Eve as our first ancestors has no meaning for our Chinese people, and
we do not accept it. But from biblical perspective, they could be considered the origin of
human beings (A^fl'^^nffl), and not my "Siah" family's ancestor (^^iH^fi'^ffi.Tfe). So
they are not the same. We don't know how from Shem, Ham and Japheth, the lineage had
broken and cannot be traced at all, from whom we are descended.
(c) Can we remember our ancestor in the same way we remember Jesus in the Lord's Supper?
To me, we cannot do so because the essence and significance are different. For Chrisfians,
whenever we participate in the Lord's Supper, we are one in the spirit with Christ. But for our
ancestors, they are already dead, and we cannot be one in the spirit with them, so there is no
such significance.
Qn: What about in our Chinese thinking? In the spirit, can we have communication
with our ancestors?
In our Chinese thinking, there is no such idea, that we could be one with our ancestors in the
spirit. Only that I know that my ancestor exists and I need to provide for him. Whatever he
needs, if he needs a credit card, I would bum a credit for him to use in the nether world. So
in essence they are different.
(d) What does the Bible say about offering and sacrifices and praying to the dead?
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The Bible's generally prohibits doing these things. And not only for human beings, some
people even pray for dead dogs that they loved.
What are the specific commandments in the Bible that relate to worshiping God,
idolatry, and honoring our parents, and ancestors? (Examples: the Ten Commandments
and Ephesians 6:1, 4)
a. Is there any relationship between ancestors and idols mentioned in the Bible?
b. What does the Bible say about ancestor rites? (E.g. Ezek. 24:15-24)
c. What are some Biblical principles we could consider in order to give an appropriate
response to ancestor rites? (E.g. 1 Cor. 8:7-13; 10:14-22, 31-33; 6:12-13)
Well, the Bible clearly teaches the two main commandments: Firstly, not to have any other
gods beside Him, and to love people as we love ourselves, and the first sign of love is to love
and honor our parents. So in Chinese worldview, if they treat or remember their parents as
god, then there is a conflict because it violates the first commandment. However, to
remember their parents as ancestors and honor them, there is no conflict. The rite of keeping
our ancestor records is not against the Bible. This applies to any other Chinese rite that is
cultural and that does not conflict the Bible. We could preserve them. For example, I keep an
ancesfi-al record book. Of course there are some superstitious elements related to the book, we
need to teach our children not to follow those supersfifious things, such as setfing up the
ancestral tablets of the ancestors down the line and treafing them as gods to pray to.
Chinese traditions, like Confucianism, Taoism and Buddhism, they have a tendency to accord
human beings the position of gods.
When I visited Hunan, I saw the people there worship Mao Tze Dong as god. And when I
visited Qifu, they worship Confucius as god. The Chinese worship Confiicius as god for many
thousand years and it's not strange. But in modem times, they pray to Chairman Mao, did
Mao have a "Bible"? Yes, he had a littie red Book, called the "Mao Yu Lu" (^i^:^). And
does Mao have a temple? Yes, it is called the Temple ofMao (^/�). So, there is a statue
a "scripture" {^ti) and a temple (a i�). The statue was not only installed in the temple.
The people also place it in their taxis so that they believe they could obtain his protection
when they travel. Maoism has become a religion. So you see, in Chinese traditions, it is so
easy for people to make some popular person to become a god. Therefore, Chinese Chrisfians
need to be very careful never to confuse anyone, including one's ancestors with God.
In our grappling with Chinese culture. Christians need to know how and what are the things
we need to adapt and how to reject? (^'^) We do not need to reject everything, but we must
be disceming.
JG: We need to be very careful, and clearly recognize the teaching of the Bible, and then to
distinguish and differentiate. Those that are good and not in conflict with biblical teachings,
we could keep and use for our practices. However, we must know that in Chinese rites, there
are many superstitious things.
What are some good values or motivations for ancestor rites that could enrich church
life?
a. How do we seek to obey God and yet not be seen as unfilial in our love and
obedience to our parents?
b. What are some practical ways we show our respect to our parents, and ancestors?
c. What are some hindrances we could avoid or address concerning this issue so that
our evangelism could be more effective?
The Bible in the Ten Commandments teaches us that we need to honor our parents. So, when
they are alive, we need to honor and respect them, and not to wait until they are dead, because
that would be meaningless. So when they are alive, there are many things we could do, for
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example, from our life and testimony, from the little things we do, show our care for them; all
these are good values. Also, there are some rites that we could observe in our daily lives.
In the past, our non-Christian parents themselves were not familiar with Christianity. So they
had misconceptions about it. They thought that since Christianity comes from the west, then
once a person believes, then he is no longer filial and no longer respect their parents. So when
a child is able to show respect and honor before their parents through their daily life, this will
very much determine whether his parents would finally be willing to come to church.
For example my testimony:
I came to know the Lord when I was very young, during Primary Six (Grade 6). So after I
became a Chrisfian, so I prayed for my parents. And I believed the Bible what Paul said to the
Philippians, "Believe in the Lord Jesus Christ and you will be saved, you and your
household." But this is not a "promise" that guarantees that you whole family would
definitely be saved. It is a teaching and challenge, for us to work hard at seeking to bring our
family to Christ.
But when I was young, I thought that it was a promise from God, but when I prayed for a
very long period of time, I began to doubt why God didn't keep his promise. But when I grew
more mature in my faith, I realize that it was God's teaching, not a promise. So when I
realized that, I worked hard at my witness, and pray for my parents. They grew from being
ancestor worshipers, to letting go of it and stop praying, and then I gradually find opportunity
to bring them to church, and then about 5 to 6 years ago, they did not object nor accept. I
challenged them with the question, whether they want to join me in joining the church. I
asked them, if they passed away, what should I do?
Qn: But are you the only son?
No, I have two brothers and two sisters. Adeline and Agnes are both Chrisfians, and my
oldest brother David is in Paya Lebar Methodist Church. The only one who has not become a
Christian is my second brother. So, in our Chinese traditions, we are afraid to speak to our
parents on issues about life and death.
There are people who say that ifwe are filial, we must not raise the issue, just give them good
food to eat and clothing to wear. But ifwe are really filial, all the more, we need to talk about
such an important issue. So I challenge them, and they said they are willing, so I brought
them to church. We must in our filial piety, find a way of how we could speak to our parents
on the issue of life and death, because they are very tradition, from the perspective of
ancestor worship and teaching. They avoid talking about death, even to mention it, and words
with similar tones with the word "death" should not be menfioned, such as "four" in Chinese.
(H = So our conduct, thought process and culture produce such things. We need to
breakthrough into their thinking, and when we could do that, they would be willing to follow
you to church to find out more. And now in the church, there is a "Song Bo Fellowship" a
Hokkien Worship Service. Now they are very happy.
5. Do you think that Christians should hold the position that the practice of ancestor rites
is religious in nature and should be totally rejected without any compromise? If your
answer is "Yes," tell us why you think so. Do you have scriptural basis or examples that
you wish to share to support your answer?
Majority of the Chinese ancestor rites are either religious or supersfifious. Therefore,
generally, my answer is "No." However, I believe there are some rituals that are cultural, and
for these my answer is, "Yes" because they do not contradict the biblical teachings. So it
depends.
6. Do you think that there are some areas of ancestor rites or paying respect to our
ancestors that we could "Christianize" and so that we could contextualize the gospel to
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the Chinese people and culture? If your answer is "Yes," what are some aspects of
ancestor rites that the church could contextualize and use so that it might not be
perceived as anti-culture? What are some areas Christians could be involved in non-
Christian parents' funerals and not be perceived as participating in ancestor rites?
To help us this question, below is a list of practices in ancestor rites. Please mark "Y"
for "yes" for those that you think could be adapted for Christian use and "N" for 'no"
for those practices that you think Christians should not compromise, and thus not
suitable for any adaptation or contextualization.
a. ( ) wearing mourning clothes to mourn the deceased at the funeral
Yes.
b. ( ) standing and bowing before the coffm at the funeral
Yes.
c. ( ) meditating and praying on behalf of the deceased and love ones before the
coffin and the deceased picture
No.
d. ( ) offering incense sticks, paper money and food to the deceased
No.
e. ( ) be involved in the preparation of ritual items such as folding paper money and
setting up the altar before the funeral
No.
f. ( ) participate in the chanting ceremony with relatives in holding incense sticks
and going around the coffin
No.
g. ( ) participate in viewing the deceased face for the last time and closing the coffin
Yes.
h. ( ) be involved in the sending party to the burial or cremation ground
Yes.
i. ( ) be involved in throwing sand into the burial pit
Yes.
j. ( ) be involved in mourning and wailing at the cremation ground
How loud is loud? If it is natural weeping, it is acceptable. But if you are a Christian and
cried so loud in such a way that this person has no hope, then you have you're your
testimony, or if you don't understand the meaning of life and death, then you have also
lost your testimony. Some people overdo their crying with loud wailing, then it is "No"
for me.
k. ( ) eating a communion feast after the funeral
Yes. This is because we need to eat after a hectic day or week.
1. ( ) erect family altar in the home with picture of the deceased
No.
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m. ( ) keep family genealogy with names, relationships and deeds of the deceased
Yes.
n. ( ) hold family memorial day service on the anniversary of the deceased
Yes. Acceptable, even though I have not practice it yet.
0. ( ) visit deceased grave or columbarium to clean and put flowers
Yes.
p. ( ) visit deceased's grave or columbarium to offer incense, sacrifices, food and
fruit
No.
q. ( ) keep our ancestors' pictures for memory
Yes. But we should not set it up as an altar for worship.
r. ( ) others
For the questions above that you have marked "Y" in question #6, could you elaborate
and suggest ways of adaptation or contextualization?
In our Chinese tradition, to wear mouming clothes is a Chinese cultural symbol. To wear
black and white is a sign ofmouming, not necessary to wear sackcloth. This is not just for
yourselfbut for the people around you. Because if your relatives come to visit, and if you are
a Christian wearing colorful clothes during a funeral, they would comment that you are
unfilial, unbecoming, inappropriate take things for granted. So, we should be careful not to
stumble others. The wearing ofmouming clothes is not a matter of conflict, but it is a
testimony, even as a witness and tool to lead others to Christ. Also the Bible mentioned that
those who experience death in the family tore their clothes to express their grief The Old
Testament also mentioned tearing of clothes, putting on sackcloth and ashes. So, we could
leam from them, but may not be too extreme. So, we could accept wearing mouming clothes.
Others: To hold joss sticks and incense clearly is a symbol ofworship. Even if you say that if
you hold joss stick and in your heart say that you don't worship him, but the question is not
what you think, but what other think of it when you hold joss sticks. They associate that with
worship. So I do not agree with the holding joss sticks or incense.
If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, do you know of any church/denominational
position that your church has toward the practice of ancestor rites? If Yes, what is it?
Please elaborate.
Maybe, there's not a position towards ancestor rites. Our denominational has a strong
position towards cremation or burial. For us Bible-Presbyterian (BP), we insist on burial
because cremation has to do with the past. There is a history that cremation came from the
pagan practice. So the BP church insists on burial. But then, when there is no way for
compromise, we are face with problems. This is because church member wants cremation,
and the leaders refused, this created conflicts.
I cite an example of a church member who passed away. During the funeral, the children of
this deceased lady wanted cremation. So the church pastor and members conducted the first 3
nights ofwake. On the 4* and final day, the day of cremation, they called the pastor of
another denomination to come and conduct the departure and cremation service. So on that
day, the pastor and all the Bible-Presbyterian members cannot participate, and they absent
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themselves. So this projected a very negative testimony between the two Christian
communities. And so the member left the church because of this.
So, the church denominational stand affects their testimony and church membership.
But towards this issue of ancestor rites, I believe that most independent churches would be
willing to conduct funeral services for the dead if they know they are Christians. They would
also be very open towards wearing or mouming clothes and other aspects.
Qn: Coming back to the question, do you think the church, especially for an
independent church, do they have any stand for their members whether to participate
in a Chinese non-Christian ancestor rites?
No. I think most independent churches do not teach very clearly on this matter. In BP church,
they have a very clear stand and teaching not to participate to all, although they do not have a
statement. But if the members decided to participate, they also do not have take any actions.
An example in the BP church is: There is a church sister and her daughter whose mother-in-
law and grandma passed away and they performed pagan ancestor rites and the mum and
daughter totally abstain from participation. So after the funeral, from then on, the dad was
angry and vowed never to step into a church. To him, it is lack of filial piety, and furthermore
he had allowed the two to go to church, but when the mother-in-law passed away, they did
not give in any step. So he was repulsive. Even though I spent plenty of time talking to this
man, it was useless, because it had already happened. So, this is a real problem. But these
two, mother and daughter still come to church.
So, ifwe have too rigid a position, then there is no room at all for any form of give and take,
or discussion about the subject, it is a closed case. Everything is a "No," and we have to
throw out our Chinese culture totally. As a BP elder, I would stand for the BP position.
9. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, what have you seen or experienced among
your church members in relation to the issue of ancestor rites?
So, for the above example, if there is some room for participation such as the wearing of
mourning clothes or help and involve in some of the logistics, etc. The effect might not be so
severe. Then the husband would not be so negative towards the Christian faith. Of course, in
our faith, in truth and in the area ofworshiping God alone, we cannot compromise. In certain
cultural areas, ifwe could be involved, we should try our best to involve, and to express our
loved for the deceased loved one. But BP stand is a total abstention, a "No." They throw out
everything, they could be present at the funeral, they could only sit there and not do anything
at all. They also felt uneasy throughout the fiineral, just to follow the church stand.
Everybody is suffering. This is how extreme BP church stand is. So, when I am in the BP
church, I have to insist on the stand, I cannot help it.
* Now that the BP churches in Singapore have become independent churches, every BP
church's stand depends largely on the position of the pastor. In the past it was a united
denomination.
10. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, from a scale of 1 to 10 (1 being minimum
and 10 being maximum), how much flexibility do you allow your church member or
parishioner to differ from the official church position on the issue of ancestor rites?
Scale: 123456789 10 (Circle your answer)
Our BP church stand is very strict, so I would say 1. There should be no compromise at all.
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11. If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, what is your advice to Christians who are
facing the issue of ancestor rites?
We visit, monitor and we backup with our bibhcal understanding. When we
encounter problems, we will go and consult the pastor.
So just as I say, as Christians, we live in this world, but not of the world. Yet we are
not totally out of the world. In Chinese, we say, "zaz shi bu su shi" (fttS^MtS).
Even though we are in the world, we live according to the teachings of the Bible. We
do not need to escape the world. We have God, the Holy Spirit and the Scriptures; we
have the power to live out our faith. And at the end of the day, we seek to glorify
God. We need to live out our faith. Those practices that we could adopt or adapt, we
could keep but those that are religious or superstitious, we should not practice. We
need to courageously take a stand as to what Is right and what is wrong.
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APPENDIX Q
Church Leaders' Experience: Interviewees' Answers to Question #9
"If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, have you seen, experienced or known
among your church members issues relating to the participation in ancestor rites?"
Group 1 (Anglican)
Al said that many of his church members stepped back and not perform the rites.
And as far as the major rites are concemed, many of them are very clear, h is the minor
rites that they are unsure or get caught up with, such as whether they could wear
sackcloth, hold paper money, or give contributions to non-Christian funerals and be
involved in some cultural practices. There are of course, even in the big things, some
Christians got caught in them, especially when they are in a close relationship with the
deceased love one. Some might be younger and less mature Christians, they feh a lot of
pressure. A2 skipped this question as he had earlier given his personal experience on
how he himself abstained from the rites.
Group 2 (Baptist)
Bl said he had earlier shared about the brother whose father accepted Christ just
before he died. Also, another example of the church sister whose mother and eldest
brother were unbelievers, and she came to consult Bl about what to do with the father
since he accepted Christ before his dead. The Christian children gave way and let their
mother conduct the funeral in the traditional Chinese way but they did not participate in
the Chinese rites. Thank God that the mom and the eldest brother were understanding
towards them. B2 shared that when a church member's mom died, the children wore
black and blue, put on tags, and helped around, but they did not go to the extent of
carrying joss sticks, etc., so usually most church members would only go to that extent.
B3 shared that while he was In Kuala Lumpur, he was not a pastor, but a church
leader. They had encountered situations such as when the young people were getting
married the parents would not even want to go into a church building because their
wedding ceremony was held in a church. Of course they tried to talk to their parents, but
they were very dogmatic, and they did not come. And they also did not have a tea
ceremony. Their church at that time was made up mainly of young people, so they did
not have past experiences to fall back on, these couples were the fnst few to get married,
and they leamed from their "mistakes." So it was quite a conflicting situation. These
young people had been Christians for years, but when they decided not to "compromise"
the couple and parents both were at odds with each other and the situation did not tum
out well.
Group 3 (CNEC)
CI said, "The most problematic is that while the deceased had prayed to receive
Christ, and publicly so, the elder children who are the decision makers in the family
insisted on having a non-Christian funeral for the deceased. So we tell our members not
to fight over this, since you are not the decision maker. But if you are the decision
maker, then you have every right to decide. On the other hand, if the deceased is non-
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religious, and you are the decision maker, you could make it a neutral service. Then you
could call the pastor to do it. You don't have to subject yourself to either deciding for a
Buddhist or Taoist funeral. But on the other hand, if the decision maker decided to give
the deceased Christian non-Christian funeral rites, then you are in no position, then my
advice is not to fight over it, since you are assured the deceased is going to heaven." As
for C2, he had given examples earlier in the interview.
C3 said that there was a church member, when his dad passed away, he called
and asked on how he could handle the situation. His dad had just received Christ, but the
relatives did not know about his conversion. Her church way of doing things is for peace
and harmony. Rituals are just external rituals that do not affect the deceased's salvation.
Their relatives insisted that the family should hold the funeral following the Chinese
culture. The church respected the deceased, who's a Christian. But it also mattered that
we be sensitive to those who are still alive. So the pastor comforted this church member,
and told him that rituals are just rituals. But give instructions that they should not
participate in any rituals that are religious in nature. But any work that needed to be done
for the rituals, any share of finance for the funeral, and providing care for his relatives
and friends, he must be involved. Thus, the believer's relationship with God will not be
affected and their testimony to the non-Christians would not be tarnished. Such
situations happen quite frequently because church members are in their 40s n their
parents are in their 80 's.
Group 4 (Independent)
Ind 1 said that the situation is especially difficult if the person is a Christian and
the rest of the family members are non-Christians, there is a pressure of following the
non-Christian rites and practices. This had happened before. Sometimes, the member
calls on the pastor and they advice them as to what to do and what not to do. So it
depends on situation. And for the peace of the family, sometimes they might go through
all the rites. This is especially real when they have many staunch Taoist aunts and
uncles. So, even if they did it and felt guilty about it, they are reminded that God knows
their hearts. And after the funeral, if they still felt bad about it, they come to the pastor
for counseling who assured them that God understands, and looks at their hearts more
important than their actions. It is not the end of the world. But in most cases, there are
other aunts, uncles, or other relatives who are Christians. So the advice is to discuss a
common stand so that when they do what they do, the non-Christians will not be
confused. There are times when some of them made a strong stand for God and suffered
the consequences of ostracism or anger from their family members. It is a real issue of
struggle and it still happens. Nowadays however, in the Singaporean context, people
have become more flexible and open and the persecution is less serious. Ind 2 did not
give a very clear example on ancestor rites, rather he went on to discuss about idol
removal.
Ind 3 cited a case: There is a forty-something brother, is a single guy. He went to
China to evangelize, and someone introduced a girl to him, and the relationship
blossomed. So this lady, she flew from China to Singapore to meet the fiiture mum-in-
law. The in-law was happy with her and asked her as a sign of respect and acceptance,
according to Chinese culture, pour a cup of tea for her, and also for the deceased father-
in-law. What do you think, should she do it or not? If she doesn't pour, would she be
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accepted into the family? For this matter, this Christian sister was not able to sleep for 3
nights. Furthermore, in China she pastored a house church of 20,000 people. After you
poured, the China church might not know, but then your conscience would trouble you.
His question: Is there a win-win solution? Until today. Interviewee Ind 3 asked Chinese
Christians all over, from Singapore, to Malaysia, to China, no one was able to give a
satisfactory answer.
Interviewee Ind 3 went to China to meet a group of pastors. This brother and his
fiance could not sleep for 3 days. They finally visited him for advice. He asked them,
where is your dad's tomb? He said h is on one of the hill in Singapore. I said, "Okay, the
problem is solved." Just bring you future wife, buy a bouquet of flowers, also bring a
camera and go up the hill to the tomb, and there present the flowers to your deceased
dad. When you present your flowers, take as many pictures as possible. Then, bring back
to your mom. When mom saw the pictures, she said, "Oh! You have gone to dad's tomb
to tell him about your wedding. Then, okay, no need to pour tea." Pouring tea to the
living is all right, but pouring tea to the deceased's ancestral tablet is a rehgious symbol,
thus we must never do so. Even to go through a third party is not permitted, because then
you are a collaborator, and perpetuator of the belief But going to the tomb is perfectly
all right, even to stay at the gravesite for a day is no problem. But to pour tea to a dead
person for a minute is prohibited. So, ifwe understand this principle, we will solve a lot
ofproblems related to this issue. But if your dad's tomb is in Indonesia, perhaps you
might still have to take a plane to go there to present your flowers. If you do this, you
have fulfilled your responsibility to your loved ones.
Group 5 (Methodist)
Ml said that there are a lot of people, either they convert from the Chinese
religion or if there is a funeral, half of their family members are non-believers. So, often
times, they are caught in between, and they have to decide how to make a stand and at
the same time show love to the family because there is a lot of tension. Many of these
people do not know how to work through, being a Christian and participating in funeral
rites. Some of them feel very ashamed and some of the feel that they let Christ down in
doing it; or some of them feel very burdened by not participating at all and not turning up
at all and they stayed away completely. So this is a very real issue.
M 2 said that the first thing is, many times we are not prepared, or we do not have
an informed understanding. This is where we are caught off-guard. A lot of church
members struggle there and then when they are going through that period of time. So it is
important for church members to be educated in terms of the culture and the whole
practice, so that we go into the situation with a certain understanding. A second thing is
to be able to make a clear stand to our family members from the very beginning when we
become Christians or at least along the way, to clearly make our stand in our Christian
beliefs and faith. The problem is when family members do not see you make a stand in
your Christian life. So they would question you on why you are not being consistent in
your Christian life, like going to church or reading our Bible. So, at the point in time
when we are expected to compromise in such an important matter, they would not buy it,
and the conflict would escalate. Third, as Christians, often we are too quick to tell them
that we cannot participate in the rites. But while we make the stand, it does not mean that
we should distant ourselves from our family in the whole period of grief, or excuse
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ourselves from any duties, or behave inappropriately such as talking or laughing loudly
when the rites are going on.
So, as Christians we should be very sensitive. While they are having their rite, we
should look for very practical ways to participate, such as volunteering to serve the guest,
and look after the donation box, or to serving food and drinks, helping with some logistic
needs. The point is to be seen as actively participating as a part of the family. This will
help the non-Christians recognize that the passing away of the deceased is important to
us and we could choose to participate in some things that are not religious in nature.
The other great challenge for church members would be: I have encountered
some who are the only son or the eldest son. If you are the only son, this is where the
greatest issue lies and where the conflict is very strong because we are aware that many
of the Chinese rites require the eldest son's participation. It would be very hard for the
Christian to say "No" to everything, because the family would be left without a very
significant representation. This is going to be a very hard situation to be in. But ifwe
were able to demonstrate filial piety and Christian values consistently to our family and
relatives, h would have been less difficuh because they would have respected us. We
might be able to find some middle of the road solution. Ifwe are knowledgeable ofwhat
is appropriate and what is cultural and leam to work at these, then perhaps we would not
be seen as totally abstaining from everything, especially as the eldest son. There would
be lesser difficulties, not completely no conflicts, during the actual funeral situation.
M3 seemed to be not very exposed to Chinese culture and ancestor rites since he
said he had not recently attended any funerals, etc. He mentioned a church member who
attended as a Christian coming from a non-Christian background. She participated in
certain aspects that she thought it was okay and abstained from the rest that she thinks
it's against her belief.
Group 6 (Presbyterian)
PI said some have clearly done all the wrong things, and injured their conscience
and later come for "cleansing" (confessed to the pastor) and asked for forgiveness. And
this made us suddenly become Catholic Fathers, But others too had experienced the joy
of discussing this with their relatives and then following through and taking the stand. In
this way, they were sensitive to their family members, and able to also give a good
testimony. So, there are both sides.
P2 said, "I remember when I was a youth pastor, one ofmy youth leader felt very
strongly that he should participate in everything, that includes the rites, following the
monks. He took pains to try to explain to the church members why he did it. His reason
is to show as littie offense as possible to family members. To him, h meant going all the
way. But some church members still didn't understand why he needed to do that. That's
how strongly he felt at that point. Because it's happened there and then, it's very hard to
get into a debate or try to change his mind. He himself did it without consulting the
pastors. But majority will know in then hearts to avoid the rites. The youth leader knew
h's wrong, that's why he wanted to explain his actions. But I think he was caught in the
tension."
P3 said that for his earlier example, if there is some room for participation such as
the wearing ofmouming clothes or helping and involving in some of the logistics, et
cetera, the effect of conflict might not be so severe. Then the husband would not be so
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negative towards the Christian faith. Of course, in our faith, in truth and in the area of
worshiping God alone, we cannot compromise. In certain cultural areas, ifwe could be
involved, we should try our best to be involved, and to express our loved for the
deceased loved one. But for the Bible-Presbyterian denomination stand, it is a total
abstention, a "No." They throw out everything, they could be present at the funeral but
they could only sit there and not do anything at all. The church members also felt uneasy
throughout the whole Chinese funeral, just to follow the church stand. Everybody is
suffering. This is how extreme BP church stand is. So, as a BP elder in the BP church, I
have to insist on the stand, I cannot help it. Now that BP has become independent
churches, every BP church's stand depends largely on the position of the pastor. In the
past it was a united denomination.
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APPENDIX R
Church Leaders' Advice: Interviewees' Answers to Interview Question #11
"If you are a church leader, elder or pastor, what is your advice to Christians who
are facing the issue of ancestor rites?"
Group 1 (Anglican)
1 ) Let your family know as early as possible that you are a Christian, to make a stand on
some of these rites because it's a major paradigm shift for them and we need to give
time to come to terms, and to see what is good for you, that you are not anti-culniral.
2) The most important thing about ancestral rites is not about keeping the rest, but
whether "you love me or not." So, as long as we sincerely show and express that we love
them, it will be fine. Therefore, we need to continue to show filial piety, and once they
see your love and devotion for them, hopefully h is easier for them to come to know
Christ.
3) To prepare, because no matter how filial or good you are, somebody is going to get
upset with you. So we need to be prepared to face opposhion.
4) When we face opposhion, we need to maintain our composure, be thick skin, give a
smile and show grace to our relatives. Otherwise we will be in deep trouble.
5) The modem generation of people doesn't really know what they worship. So, to
many, it is a matter ofwhether you wish to do it or not. Just as the Chinese say, "Keyou
ke wu" (RrWRT^) which means if you wish to have it, it's there, but if not, then h's
fine. We are dealing with a present generation that would probably sfill face such issues.
But in a family, anything could be discussed ifwe have relationship. Once your
relafionship with your parents is good, it could be done. Don't force, otherwise it would
become ugly.
Group 2 (Baptist)
1) The best way would first make the understanding very clear ofwho our God is, and
what happens to the dead, and where they go. A clear teaching of God and the living and
dead is important. So long as we make it clear that there shall be no other God, then the
rest is clear. And if it's a Christian who died, obviously he is already up there with God.
But we don't worship ancestor but God, who is creator of living and dead. For
unbelieving ancestors, then Bible makes it clear, that they s to Hell, so neither should we
be worshipping them.
2) We need to talk openly as a church. This would especially benefit the younger ones,
for the older ones, because most likely they are the parents, and the problem might not
be so huge, as compared to the younger ones who are first converts in the family.
3) The ancestor rites are nothing more than our understanding of fihal piety. If that is the
case, we should touch on the issue of how the younger ones need to show their respect
and honor to their parents and elders, not by doing but by being, because as we have
spoken so much today. We need to openly share about it and to teach them to know how
to also wisely communicate with then parents this kind of issues and let then parents
know that their children have a different belief system that might be different from them.
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4) And these days, the situation is that people are more open to talk about religious
issues or what people call mter-religious dialogue. Ifwe have younger ones in church,the pastors or church leaders could visit their non-Christian parents so that there will be
an open channel of communication and good understanding being built. A lot of times,
the parents feel that the filial piety aspect of their children is threatened. So we need to
work hard at our lives, to show them (our parents) that they have never lost us even after
we become Christians.
5) In times like this, h is not to fight with your family, but must come together and share
this time of loss and in your own way be a witness to them. And to ask yourself, if I do
this and not do that, will it enhance my witness? The other important question is
whatever you do, do you seek to honor the Lord or am I compromising. Or have I been a
negative witness.
6) Always use this opportunity to show our love, and to explain what we understand, and
why we can't participate, and seek to make h an opportunity as an outreach. Use this
opportunity because during the normal times, they would not even want to listen. Don't
use this to fight about issue, or to run away or avoid. Of course, be prayerful at all times.
7) And then of course end of the day when it comes to the physical practice of funerals
and anniversaries, then the teaching should be what's the purpose of all these steps that's
being carried out. Again if h's just paying respects etc., and not to pray to the dead, then
that in itself, will leave it to the person's conscience.
8) And when the members thought they had done anything not right and remorseful
about it, try to encourage them and tell them that the Lord understands.
Group 3 (CNEC)
1 ) The most important issue is the relationship of the Christian with God, his faith and
trust in God. The faith of the Christian is very important. He must fear and honor the
Lord. In the process of one's Christian faith and discipleship, once the parents knew that
they are Christians, they already knew that Christians don't eat food offered to idols nor
participate in ancestor worship.
2) When the parents are alive, the children should respect and honor them. And how a
person honors those around him before they passed away can determine how the rest
win respond to the Gospel. And it is not just on the 2, 3 days of rituals at the funeral. If
we continue to honor, care and love our family, as times passes by, our parents will
forgive us for our stand during the funeral. And the pressures given to them by the
relatives will not have strong influence on the parents. Be fully prepared for the
eventuality of their parents passing on, especially to help their parents to understand the
significance.
3) We need to teach them before anything happens. But once it happens, then it is too
late to start interfering in the midst of it. So that's why we don't want to be seen giving
instmctions countering the instmctions of the priest or the monk who preside at the
ceremony. But praying that because of our early teaching and establishing of convictions
in our church members, they would be able to stand up for Christ. And we would be
there to give moral support, but not to be there to interfere or cause any dismptions to
their family system and practice.
4) Also, as Christians, we should have the courage, faith and wisdom to face the cultural
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challenges that might be in conflict with our Christian teachings, to dialogue, understand
and seek to transform and redeem our Chinese culture.
5) What if a member had participated, after the whole funeral, is there anything that the
church could do to help the member to renunciation of the practices. I have done a lot of
"Freedom in Christ" and led many members to renounce then sins. If it were a clear-cut
disobedience, they would have to confess their sin. But if it is out of fear, they have to
renounce the fear, not the act. Whether it is the fear ofman or the fear of evil spirit, then
we have to deal with it specifically. What about a guih conscience they needed to
resolve in their heart? The main issue is "Why are they feeling guilty?" h should not be
anything superstifious. I don't think we are talking about discipline, but about education
again. It is about deliverance from fear and maybe aU the wrong perspectives that cause
them to do it. So we need to teach them to be better the next time, because I beheve
there will be more to come.
If our church members participated in the rites and we observe what he did, we did not
judge or crificize him, but gave him support.
6) We can develop a strong Chrisfian voice to speak on issues facing our society, so that
when important issues like funerals and ancestor rites happen, our words would be
recognized and carry an authority in these issues.
Group 4 (Independent)
1) We must seek to practice filial piety actively to your parents when they are alive.
2) It is really good to educate the congregation, to help them understand the origin of
certain traditions. Even China Chinese would be interested and it ties in with the
occasion. If the pastor is not familiar with the topic, the church can engage someone who
can teach the topic appropriately.
3) We need to seek to understand the meaning and significance undemeath each symbol.
Because everything they do is symbolic. If you are anywhere among Chinese speaking
people, when you bum joss sticks, people know what you are doing. But if you go the
Africa, and bum joss sticks, they might not know what you are doing because it is not in
their culture. We need to differenfiate whether the symbol is either religious (non-
Chrisfian) or not and if so, we must abstain, but if it is social, then there's no problem,
it's up to your discretion.
4) They should come to the pastor for advice in matters that they are in doubt. And
during a non-Chrisfian funeral, the Christians among them should discuss and have a
common consensus as to what to do, so that there would be a common stand, and not
allow the relatives to compare between them.
5) Uhimately, it is the church member who decides what they should do. h is an issue in
Chrisfian discipleship, especially when we come from Chinese religious families. If they
come from a Christian family, there is no issue. Most ofus are first generafion
Chrisfians; especially for the Chinese-speaking church, fist generation Christians are a
majority. Therefore church members need to consult their pastors if they are unsure.
Group 5 (Methodist)
1) Especially during a fimeral, there is a lot of pressure that is placed on them. I think we
really have to sort that our and balance how they are going to express themselves. Of
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course, prayer is very important in situations like this. They should seek the Lord, and
get a lot ofwisdom and courage in making a stand. However, there are sihiations where
Christians had made a stand and created a lot ofmisunderstanding and pain within the
family.
2) So as a church we should not stipulate how they should live out then discipleship in
Christ in a particular instance like this. They have to sort it out in terms ofwhere they
stand before God, and with their family, and how they are going to express that, and
have the peace of the Holy Spirit when they do it.
3) If they come to the pastor for advice, we would tell them our perspective and the line
that needed to be drawn, but we are not always there to fight the battle for them. And
they really have to sort a lot of things out on then own, because sometimes the
misunderstanding has to do with their own spouse, sometimes, it is with their mothers,
and at other times, they come from their children.
4) We need to be understanding towards our church members. Because at the critical
moment ofweakness and for the sake of harmony in the family, sometimes, we could
reason that our testimony in the family is not based on one event. If you have to hold the
joss sticks for the sake of the whole family, you know that for a Christian, there is no
significance for you and holding the joss stick would resolve a huge conflict or
disharmony in the family, and would easily stumble, I say that the person has to be clear
and convicted in his own conscience to do it or not to do it.
5) Therefore, the person is answerable to God himself, the Bible says that ifwe know
that it is right to do and not to do it, it is sin. Do for the sake of a very called-for action,
and there is no other way, sometimes, an exception might be the only way.
6) And when we need to do a debrief, there is a place for repentance and confession if
they think they had compromise feel that it's the joumey they have to take, rather than to
face everyone and say, "My pastor says, I cannot do this, or touch that, or that I must not
be there." They have to sort that out, and they have to leam from it and grow.
7) Reading up on the issue and talking to those who are knowledgeable are important. To
know what is the significance behind each act and being well aware of the Christian
system belief and hence know how much to adapt and how far to go. There is a need for
training and teaching by the church.
8) Finally, we need to still keep in mind the three things I mentioned: 1 . Be informed -
be prepare for such a situation. 2. Be involved
- do not segregate yourself 3. Be concern
- Show that you are a part of the family and grieving with them.
Group 6 (Presbyterian)
1) We probably can't do conferences or a CE classes for this every year, say once every
few years, a half-day seminar. We had a seminar called "The Last things First." We try
to tell people what are the things to look ahead of time, for people to prepare for the
future, that is death, to look into writing a will, and among others, what are the things
that could be put down in terms of rites.
2) We need to help people understand the spiritual dimension involved in this. Behind
all these practices are the spiritual forces. We have to teach them to understand this.
3) Equally important is to teach them how they should begin to assure their parents that
filial piety begins while they are alive, and how it can sfill confinue. So they don't feel
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that they are short-changed. We need to make an extra effort while they are still alive, to
show them our respect.
4) Also, we teach our members that those practices that we could adopt or adapt, we
could keep but those that are religious or superstitious, we should not practice. We need
to comageously take a stand as to what is right and what is wrong.
5) We visit, monitor and we backup with our biblical understanding. When we encounter
problems, the leaders will go and consult the pastor.
6) We encourage our members that as Christians, we live in this world, but not of the
world. Yet we are not totally out of the world. In Chinese, we say, "zai shi bu shu shi"
^"fi^MtS. Even though we are in the world, we live according to the teachings of the
Bible. We do not need to escape the world. We have God, the Holy Spirit and the
Scriptures, thus we have the power to live out our faith. And at the end of the day, we
seek to glorify God.
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APPENDIX S
A Guide to Common Issues in Inter-Religious Relations
(Smgapore: National Council ofChurches of Singapore, August 2008)
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Foreword
The government has Initiated a Community Engagement
Programme (CEP) to build harmony In our nation. Many
of our churches have t>een invited to participate and are
involved In IWs through the Inter-i^aclol and Inter-Religious
Confidence Circles (IRCC), and have asked for guidelines
to assist them in addre^ing common issues in inter-religious
relations and in their participation in CEP
The National Council of Churches of Singapore (NCCS)
is therefore pleased to issue these guidelines to our
churches as it is also our desire to contribute to peace
and harmony in our nation.
While the guidelines seek to provide a common platform
for churches, they are not binding, and churches are
encouraged to adopt and use them with discretion
according to their respective contexts.
It is helpful to note that these guidelines v/ere first Issued
in 2003.They have been revised to bring them up-to-date.
A few new Issues have surfaced and these have been
addressed and added in the revision.
These practical guidelines show howwe as Christians con
relate to our feilow Singaporeans who belong to other
religious faiths in a positive and constructive way. We
commend them to our churches for their reflection and
action, and to the glory of God.
I wish to thank those who had contributed to Vne original
edition, and those who did the revision and helped put
the moteria! together.To them we offer our grateful thanks.
Most Revd Dr John Ctiew
President
Notional Council of Churches of Singapore
& Bishop of Singapore
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(iviethodist).Rev Lau Hua Teck (Prestoytertan). Um K Thorn (BiDle Soctaly
of Singapore), Rev DavW Ng Teck Seng (Lutheran), Rev Dr Ngoai
Foong Nghian (trinity Theologteal College), Rev Soh Suon Kheng
(Lutheran). Bishop Dr Robert Solomon (Methodist), Rev George Toy
(Anglican), Rev Canon Dr LouisToy (Anglican).
Qi ~~
How should Christians respond to invitations to attend and
participate in community functions (e.g.memorial service,
commissioning, open house, or social gattiering) where
members of ottier faiths ore also represented or involved?
Christians should feel free to attend and participate in
community functions where memtaers of other religions are
represented or involved. These functions serve to foster
community cohesion, which Christians as citizens should
support and be involved in.
Though many ports of community functions are primarily
cultural In nature, there may be some religious elements.
Where a community event includes acts ofworship or rituals
practised by other religions, the Christian in attendance
should politely decline participation, or ask to be excused
from that portion of the event.
Other aspects of community functions may relate to customs,
traditions and values generally held by the larger society
which are not incompatible with Christian practice. These,
the Christian may feel comfortable to attend and take part
In,However, there may be some practices such as gamt>ling,
which Christians should avoid.
Christians need to be able to Identify the different cultural
and religious elements so that they can confidently attend
thiese functions and interact cordially with oil those who are
also present.
Q2
In what circurrwtances can Christians give
or receive funds from other religious
organisations?
Christians can give to. or receive funds
from, other religious organisations, where
such gifts are clearly designated for sendees
that promote the general welfare of
humankind.God the Creator has provided
resources, including money, to be used to
bless His world. In Christian love and liberty,
we may use these resources to benefit
others.
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Christians, however, should not give to funds that directly
promote the cause ofother religions (e.g. building of temples
or places of worship).Th(s is because such giving is contrary
to the Great Commission which calls Christians to mal<e
disciples of ail nations (Matt 28: 19-20),
Thus, for example. Christiansmay contribute towards o fund
that assists poor families to send their children to school, but
not towards a fund to send those children to a religious
school.
Q3
fn wtvat ways can Christians co-operate with followers of
other faiths tor the good of the community?
Christians are citizens of the
nation. As citizens. Christians
can and should work with
others in effortswhich promote
the common good, and
which build up frie community
as a whole. Thus, since
Christians believe that every
human person Is created in
tiie image of God, they will
seek to core for all others,
regardless of race or religion.
in Singapore's multi religious context, where up to 85% of
the population are followers of one religion or another,
harmony among followers of religions Is Important and
necessary for society as a whole to flouri^. Christians should
work with others to achieve racial ond religious harmony
One thing they can do Is take part in the Inter Racial and
Religious Confidence Circles (IRCC) which have been
initiated and set up by the government.
Christians are also concerned for Justice and peace, and
in particular, that the vulnerable,weak and marginalised in
society are adequately cared for and protected. Thus,
Christians can work with others in services which benefit
these sectors of society
Christians may also initiate projects and work with followers
of other religions in such common concerns as caring for
the environment.
Q4 ^
In what ways can Christians dialogue and interact with
followers of other faiths in everyday lite?
The aim of diaksgue tDetween followers of different faittis is to
promote understarxiing of each ottier's faith and practices.
There are various forms of dialoguewhk:h can t^e carried out
by Christians. First, there are the daily interactons in school,
around the neighbourhood, in the market and at virork.Ttiese
interactions are opportunities for Christians to speak with
neighbours, friends and colleagues about their common
concems about life and family, as virell as about ttieir religious
practices. These daily interactions could also give rise to
opportunities for Christians to find outmore about the life and
religious cxactices of fotowers of other fciitt\sand to speak about
their practices. In these social interactions. Christians can find
opportunities to give a reason for the hope that they have (1
Peter 3:15-16).
Secondly, dialogue can also be conducted at an ofBciai or
organised level.Here, leaders of two faittts canmeet togettier
to seek iDetter understanding of each other's doctrine ond
practices. The aim of such dialogue is not conversion, nor
an attempt to synthesise religions,but mutual understanding.
At all times, both parties should maintain utmost respect for
each other.
Q5 ^
How should Chrisfiorw participate in inter-religious cfictiogwe?
Christians should be involved in inter-religious dialogue vi^en
Its basic purpose is to enable members of different faith-
communities to understand one another better.
Inter-religious dialogue, as iswith all social interaction, should
lead the conversation partners to better understand one
another as well as respect the differences between them.
For the Christian, such dialogue can be understood simply
as the conversation between people who hold different
religious beliefs. Thus, inter-religlous didlogue is part of the
larger context of social intercourse in a pluralistic society.
Inter-religious dkalogue con be conducted at different levels
and with different objectives and goals (see Q 4 above).
Even v/hen such dialogue is conducted at official levels with
more concrete goals in view, e.g. inter-faith collaboration
for nation building, they cannot detract from this basic
criterion of fostering understanding between the different
faith communities.
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How should Christians b& involved in Inter-Raciol ond
Religious Confidence Circles OBCC)'?
Christians should
be involved in
5uch plorforrns os
we!l OS ofr^er
i n t � r - f o i t h
d 1 o 1 o g u e
cxrhvities. tx>!h as
individuals and
as o church or o
denorr^ination,
IRCCs ana other
inter-reiigious
channels have
been set up to
promoie racial
and religious
narmony. They
achieve this arid
by bfinging
people of
aifferent rairhs
ond -c O' dto oue ano t ^ t
^ytt-tse ro* t<^>mnhe-c <
united Srates.
^1 Dwopic * t f n and bolef" ivp ide
O
"
V 'e or L, J fo u to ?OQC her
A
? 1 w c trer io a i m< ni^u and co evive
f>^Qft aatonswecar^e*omoferu mony
'esourve to a thi ^ tr e � Df< \, de
cppot* nte t*incsto i.f<=' -^isur e' noty and
j-c t r nof-^nlyofv own but lo ' m<:e of
other iOitr^s cis wei!
h 'tie p' vca
jrvo e'T^enl n uch n pxd e i n ot L.t
'-or^Tit"'^ CO Tir-uni y bsjiidng
*noseo' t < ^-^
WITH openness and respect, we can move fo -. , , ; . ,
T ? T ? T ^ - genui le u *ferent c
on shored hoDe.s ana vofues.
In who* circumstances can Christians allow their premises
to be used for meetings with followers of other falttis?
Christians may wish to Invrte followers of other faittif. to use
their focilities for common activitie,^ such as group games
Of dialogue. These events tr.oy be held in fields, meeting
rooms, or liolls owned by iha ch,jrch.Opening iheir doors
in This way is an act of hospitality White Chri8liar\'; moy
wish to invite followers of other faiths to their worship
services (see S 12 below), they should restrict the use
of their sanctuary or worship 'lails to Christion worship only
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How should evangelism be corried ouf in a multi-reiiglous
society?
Christians are
colled to
proclaim Jesus
Christ as the
Resurrection
and the Life. In
doing so. we
ore not to
denounce
other religions,
nor denigrate
iheir sacred
oDjects or practices.We are to witness by our lives, good
deeds, and the sharing of persona! testimony (1 Pet 2:12).
Those who belong to other faiths are also human beings
and like us are created in the image of God. Many are
sincere and are struggling to do good. Uke us, they are
sometimes lonely, disappointed, troubled or sick.
Christians need to live godly lives, displaying the fruit of the
Spirit.There oremany non-Christianswho have high standards
in their conduct and values. We must do better, to
demonstrate that we worship and serve o holy God who
has commanded us to live holy lives, indeed, a godly life
demonds that we show respect ond give honour where It
is due. be scrupulously honest in all transactions, and be
polite and gracious to one and oil.
People are generally responsive to gestures of love ond
friendship. We need to develop genuine friendships and
establish caring and loving relationships with neighbours,
friends and colleagues. Within this context, we can find
c rxx r unities to speak about Jesus Christ who is our Lord
and Saviour
It mould be noted that under the Maintenance of Religious
Harmony Act, the Government of Singapore is empowered
lu restrain leaders or members of religious groups and
instiTutions from creating "iil-wiir between religious groups
or carrying out subversive activities. Thus,when sharing the
gospel. Christians should always be respectful of
the beliefs of others, careful not to create or sow ill-will.
How should Christians respond when invited to take part in
inter-faith religious services?
Proponents of inter-faith religious services believe that the
deities of the different religions all point to the some ultimate
reolity However, the orthodox doctrines of many religions.
including Christianity, reject this.
For Christians, worship is an act of praise and adoration
directed to the God who has reveoled Himself in Jesus
Christ. Christian worship is directed to this God and no other.
Chrisfians nxiintain that God has revealed Himself specifically
first through His dealings with Israel, and then finally and
supremely in the person and work of Jesus Christ, the
incarrrate Word (Heb 1:1 - 2). Given these basic premises
of orthodox Christian foith. inter-falth or multi-foith worship
for the Christian poses serious theological problems because
the object of that worship is, of best, ambiguous. Christians
should, therefore, not participate in Inter-faith worship.
What Christians can do, hovirever, is encourage the organisers
of such events to conduct them as civic events with
opportunities given for those present to pray silently
according to each person's faith and tradition, At
such moments. Christiansmay also pray silently in their heart
knowing that God hears their unuttered proyers (cf.
Matthew 6:6).
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(110 ^
How should Chrisfians participate in a paWc civic memofial
or cer8fi>ony where there is public 'prayer' provided by
leaders of ttie other religions?
A civic or nnemorial ceremony organised by a religiously
neutral body In the wake of a tragedy {e.g. the Slkair jetliner
crash in 1997) is an act that fosters social solidarity as the
tragedy affects many peopte.Such ceremonies draw family
members, relatives, friends and citizens together to mourn
the deattis of the innocent victims.
The basis of such a gathering is human solidarity in a time
of crisis or in the wake of a tragic event. It is the recognition
that this crisis or tragedy has affected every member of
society, regardless of race and religious convictions. The
purpose of the gattiering is to reflect on what has happened.
to mourn with those who hove lost ttieir lives, and to express
sorrow, fcsifri and hope (through the use of religious language
and symbolic gestures). Christians may attend such events
because they are part of tti� larger society.
Such civic rituals, while they may not be inter-faith religious
sen>rtces as described in Q 9 above, usually involve prayer.
For Christians, corporate prayer Is seen as port of worship
liturgy toGod and as such they cannot offer prayers on the
some platform aswith members of ottier faith communities.
However, Christians join their feikjw citizens in such o time of
tragedy and at the appropriate time may pray silently
to God who hears these prayers (cf. Matthew 6:6).
Q// -^-^-..--^.^
What can Christians do when invited fo attend ond take
fKjrt in religious services at temples or mosques?
Sometimes,Christiansmay be invited to visit places ofworstip
of those of other faiths.Some Christians may politely cleclir>e
such Invitations for their own valid reasons and this should
be respected. Others may wish to visit those ploces when
there are no worship or religious activities going on in order
to better understand the other religion and so build
relationships with the other communities and persons in it.
When acts ofwor^ip are being carried out in that temple
or mosque, Christians should bear in mind the following:
� Christians should fire
out more about the
other faith community
prior fo attending ts
worship activity.
Ctvistlans attend such
octivities as visitors
and not ai
participants. This
means that they
should not take port in any ritucls or religious activities
performed during these worship events,
� When Christians attend the worship activrtles of other
faith communities, they must learn atxjut and observe
any restrictions that may be proctised in that place of
worship, This includes appropriate behaviour relating to
attire, food and drink, gestures, gender roles as well os
postures.
0.12 -
Inwhotways can WkJwets ot other faiths b� invited to altsnd
and participate in Sunday worship services In church?
Although the Sunday worship service is primarily on activity
for Christians, people of other faiths should be allowed to
ottend If they wish to. Through the work of the IRCC, some
churches have hosted people from other faiths In their
worship services. While Christians should welcome followers
of other faiths to the Sunday vstorship, it is important to note
the following;
� Visitors should not be compelled to pxsrticipate in the
worship service if ttiey do not wish to do so. e.g. they
should not be compelled to give during the offertory If
they ore comfortable with parttcipoting in the acts of
worship (e.g., sing, stand, kneel etc), they should be
informed before the service that they are welcome to
do so.
� Throughout the worship service, visitors should be
accompanied by o mature Christian who can explain
clearly the meaning of the actions, rituals and liturgicol
materials,
� When the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper is celebrated,
it is important that the ritual is clearly explained to visitors,
It would not be appropriate for them to participate in
this sacrament.
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APPENDIX T
Christian response to Some Chinese Traditional Practices
(Jerry Goh, Singapore: The People's Bible Church)
Very often when we become Christian, we do not know how to respond to some of the
Chinese traditional practices at wakes and Funeral, wedding ceremony or during Lunar
New Year celebration.
Should we bow or knee down before the living parents, ancestor's or deceased picture?
What rites or rituals can we take part or avoid? How do we decide it is cultural or
religious? How can we participate meaningfully and be better witnesses in such
circumstances?
This is a special two-Sunday seminar classes by our retuming pastor. Rev. Jerry. Goh
Dates: Sundays, 25 Oct and 1 Nov 2010
Time: 7.30pm - 10.30 - 12 noon
Venue: TPBC, MPH 3
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APPENDIX U
THE BURNING BUSH
Volume 9 Number 2, July 2003
FILIAL PIETY AND BURIAL CUSTOMS
Tan Eng Boo
Statement of Problem
Chinese Christians in a non-Christian home often face the dilemma ofwhat they should
do on occasions of death and burial in the family. The situation can be so complicated at
times. As such, it is needful for this matter to be handled with extreme care and
sensitivity. Dr. Poh Boon Seng says,
Many Christians are so blissfully ignorant of the significance of various rites carried out during a
Chinese fiineral. When a death occurs in the family, he is caught off guard and does not know
what to do. There are also times when he has to attend a fiineral of a friend or a relative. Then
there is the annual All Souls Day when he is faced with the various rites carried out by the
family.'
This article seeks to address these issues so that Christians can be aware ofwhat they
should do, and be a good witness and testimony for Jesus Christ. The Christian is to be
the sah and light of the earth (Matt 5:13-14). This paper also seeks to provide altematives
as to how the church and her members can provide the necessary help and comfort to the
bereaved person.
The non-Christian Chinese, many ofwhom are Buddhists, Confucianists or Taoists, are
steeped in filial piety. The loyalty and devotion of younger members of the family to their
elders is seen especially during the event of death. Every family member is expected to
perform a certain ritual for the deceased. Not to do so is seen as a mark of disrespect, and
causes one to be looked upon as an unfilial son or daughter. It brings shame and disgrace
to the family. This is expressed in The Classic ofFilial Piety: "The service of love and
reverence to parents when alive, and those ofgrief and sorrow to them when dead. These
completely discharged the fundamental duty of living men."^
The non-Christian Chinese also see the performing of these rites as their final farewell
and obligation to the deceased. They wish for the deceased to have a happy life in the
next world, and hence, they will perform the rites. The ceremony, therefore, is very
important to them.
The Chinese Christian had better have a correct understanding of Chinese rituals and
their significance so that they can deal with these issues wisely from a biblical standpoint.
Oftentimes, Chinese Christians compromise their faith by participating in the funeral rites.
One of the reasons could be a lack ofbiblical instmction on this matter. Others may
compromise because they do not think that participation in these rituals is wrong for a
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Christian. There are others who are pressurized to perform the rituals by their family and
relatives.
The loss of a loved one is a very emotional experience. We have to be prepared for it and
even be prepared to counsel church members before the event. Not to do so would be
detrimental to our Christian faith and testimony. We are to do all things to the glory of
God (1 Cor. 10:31).
The Significance ofFilial Piety and Burial Customs
Filial piety is one of the virtues ofman. Chinese culture places a great deal of emphasis
on this matter. To the Chinese, filial piety is a religious or quasi-religious practice, h is
said, "The Chinese family is the crux of society, so the family is the orbit around which
religion revolves, ancestor veneration is the center of that family religion."^ Even in death, the
ancestors' spirits are regularly acknowledged by the living. Family members will show their respect to the dead by
"performing rituals and other spoken tributes, leaving gifts or sending them off by buming paper and other materials.
Ancestors, if not worshipped, are at least highly revered."''
It has been said that there are three ways in which a son can show his filial piety to his
parents:
Feed them while they live, moum for them when they die, and offer sacrifice to them after they die.
In feeding, the important thing is obedience; in mouming, it is the sadness; and in sacrifice, the
respect. When one has done these three, one can rightly be called a filial son.'
Failure to perform these rituals only constitutes a lack of respect for the deceased. One of
Confucius' followers, Hsun Tzu, explained that such
rites are the expression ofman's will, emotion, remembrance, and love. They represent the height
of loyalty, faithfulness, love, and respect.... With sorrow and reverence, one serves the dead as he
serves the living, and serves the departed as he serves those present. What is served has neither
appearance nor shadow, and yet the social order is completed in this way.*
Why is this act so important to the Chinese? It is important because it is a fulfillment of
human relationship. Confiicius said, "To serve those now dead as if they were living, and
those departed as if they were still with us: this is the highest achievement of true filial
piety."'
These rituals have always been an important feature in Chinese culture because they are a
show ofwhat it means to be a filial person to the deceased. As Chinese Christians, we
must always be mindful of this aspect. However, we must not compromise our Christian
testimony by performing these rituals with them (Matt. 5:14). For us Christians, we also
beheve that the deceased has either gone to heaven or hell after death (Heb. 9:27; Lukel6:
22-23).
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The Rituals and their Religious Significance
The traditional Chinese believe that the soul of the deceased must make its way to the
"Westem Heaven" after death. Many rituals are conducted by family members to assist
the deceased in this joumey. According to Chinese belief, all souls, good or bad have to
be present at the purgatory Yamen at the time of death. The good ones may go directly to
the Westem heaven after a tour of purgatory. In Taoist belief, "The deceased person must
go down to hell and be judged according to the way he lived in this world, whether he did
good or evil. He must go through ten halls and receive ten different judgments."^ Naturally,children do not wish for their departed parents to suffer too much in hell or remain there for too long. So they arrangefor an elaborate religious riUial and ceremony so as to appease the gods and persuade them to be lenient to their
ancestors.
While there are many rituals in the Chinese funeral, we will only look at some common
ones. These are religious in nature and tainted with superstitions. Let the Christian stay
out of these rituals (2 Cor. 6:16).
Washing and Clothing the Deceased
The sons of the deceased perform this ritual by symbolically wiping the body of the
deceased three times with water. This ritual is important because according to Chinese
belief, "a person with an unclean body will be despised and punished in Hell." After the
washing, the deceased is dressed. Some personal belongings are also placed in the coffin
for use in the afterlife. A pearl (today it is usually a coin to bribe the official of the next
world or a grain of rice to ensure that the dead would never grow hungry) is placed in the
mouth of the deceased to ensure a smooth joumey. Coins are put in the person's left hand
for paying the guardian spirit. Shoes are put on the person's feet to prepare for the long
joumey.
Christians should notparticipate in these superstitious rituals. We believe that the dead
at death enters heaven if the person is a believer (2 Cor. 5:8). God shall comfort the
Christian for the afterlife is a life with God in heaven (Luke 16:25; 2 Cor. 5:1).
Presentation of Food and Paper Money
Although these rituals are elaborate in varying degrees, the basic items are rice, some
meat dishes, incense and paper money. The Chinese believe that, "the offering of food
and joss paper signifies the continuing interdependence between the living descendants
and the dead relative."' it is believed that "paper-money is often offered today as an attempt to "bribe" the
spirits (i.e., the hungry ghosts, so that they would not harm us and also to win merit for our ancestors; and our ancestors,
so that they would bless us)."'" A dual purpose is seen here as the living also seek to be protected from such spirits, but
more so, the offering is done for the deceased as it is "offered to make the joumey easier for the departed soul. Paper
money is scattered on the road to buy the goodwill ofmalicious, wandering spirits, that they may not molest the wrath
of the deceased on its way to the grave.""
Christians should not get involved in this matter ofofferingpaper money to the
deceased. The dead and the living do not have any contact (2 Sam. 12:23). The spirits
of the departed cannot retum to harm us (Heb. 9:27). We need not fear any evil spirit
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(Rom 8:31). Christians should also abstain from folding paper money etc. (1 Thess. 5:22).
This is not their job. Other forms ofhelp can be rendered instead.
Religious Service
The religious service is an elaborate one. The ceremony is usually conducted by Buddhist
or Taoist monks and all the mourners are expected to participate. This is a religious rite
"during which the soul of the deceased is supposed to be led through its joumey into the
spirit-world."'^ The eldest son must carry the um of joss sticks (or lantern) and follow the priest to represent the
dead, being guided to "heaven" by the priest. The son plays an important role in performing this required ritual.
Confucius taught that male heirs could only perform the funeral rites:
For this reason, the Chinese consider it most unfilial not to produce sons. The absence ofmale
heirs will mean the end of the worship of the whole line of ancestors, which will be disastrous. As
a resuh, non-Christian parents adamantly opposed to their sons, especially their eldest sons, being
baptised. Baptism will mean the end of ancestral worship. It would be the same as not having sons
and is therefore considered most unfilial.'^
Ifyou are the eldest son in a non-Christian family, you may face a severe opposition to
your faith, especially when it comes to your baptism. Be preparedfor it.
During such religious services, prayers are also chanted to appease any spirit that may
seek to hinder the deceased on his joumey. Prayers and incantations are also made to
enable the deceased to cross the bridges. Incense must be lit to the bridge god at every
bridge for permission to cross the bridge. Permission must be sought from the god of the
earth for burial.
As Christians, we should never get involved in any of these religious rituals. We must
stay out ofanything that has to do with the monk leading the way. This is no time to he
emotional Ifwe follow the monk, we are saying that we agree with him in all that he is
doing. There is no agreement between the temple ofGod with idols (2 Cor. 6:16).
Holding a Funeral Wake
This is done so as to allow for relatives and friends to visit the family and pay then last
respects to the deceased. The wake may last from three to seven days. During this period,
many rituals are performed.
One of the most significant rituals during the wake is for people to come before the altar
of the deceased and pay then respects. Most people would bow before the altar or photo
of the deceased. They would do so with a lighted joss stick and they would bow three
times. Some people bow without any joss stick. This is a form ofworship of the dead!
The Rev Dr. Timothy Tow says, "to bow to the dead is a form ofworship, like bowing
to ancestral tablets andfamily idols. " Let me also quote what Dr. Poh Boon Sing has to
say about this matter:
In the Bible, bowing involves kneeling or prostrating oneself to the ground, and not just stooping
the head while standing. A progression from the Old Testament to the New Testament may be
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noticed, in which bowing becomes increasingly associated with worship. (Matt 4:9, Mark 15:19).
In the Bible, the number of occasions of bowing to God and the Lord Jesus Christ is far more than
the cases of bowing to creatures. Godly individuals always forbade others to bow down to them
(Esther 3:1-5, Acts 10:25-26, Rev 19:9-10, 22:8-9). From this we conclude that worship is due
only to God, and Christians must not bow to any persons.'"
Ifwe want to show our respect, we can always standfor a minute before the altar.
There is no needfor us to bow before the altar orphoto ofthe deceased.
It is always good for a Christian's testimony if he were to go straight to the altar to show
respect for the deceased when attending a wake. Let us not follow the non-Christian
during such time when "joss-sticks are burned to worship the dead and to make contact
with the soul of the deceased. "'' "The people who follow this custom know that this practice has this
meaning." Christians must not use joss-sticks at all. This is not a matter of custom or culture but is religious in nature.
We are not to worship a person.
Band in a Funeral Procession
The funeral procession is normally headed by a band ofmusicians. The music is meant to
frighten away malicious spirits lurking around the funeral site. They are also meant to
announce the arrival of the deceased to the spirit world and to bid him into their midst.
Such bands should not be employed in Christian funerals. Christians should not adopt
non-Christian rituals.
Some Related Superstitions
Visitors to the wake as well as to the funeral are usually given a strand of red thread or
small red packets containing two coins to ensure that they get rid of any bad luck.
There are also several common items served during such occasions because they are
deemed to bring good luck to everyone: "Sweets are served to remove the bitterness
(bitter taste in the mouth) of the loss. Groundnuts and melon seeds (commonly used to
signify fertility) is served so that the living might have more children to help "replace"
the loss.""
Apart from the red thread, many people today do not know the meaning and significance
of the groundnuts, sweets and melon seeds used at the wake. For most people, these
edibles are simply for consumption only. As Christians we do not need to take the red
threads or redpackets offered to us because we are not superstitious. We can politely
refuse these things. If they are left on the table, we need not take them.
What about the edible items? Should they be eaten? This should not pose a problem if
they have not been offered to the idols. Eat them, but do notforget to give thanks to God
first (1 Tim. 4:4-5).
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Biblical Principles of Filial Piety
For not participating in idolatrous or superstitious rituals, the Christian is often criticized
for being unfilial. Many unbelieving Chinese are against the fact that the Bible forbids
ancestor worship. Many take this as a great offense against Chinese culture. They cite
verses like Matt 10:37, "He that loveth father or mother more than me is not worthy of
me," as proof text of their charge."
Such an accusation is both unfair and untrue. Filial piety is indeed taught in the Bible. In
the days ofMoses, God commanded His people to honour then parents (Ex. 20:12). The
New Testament also emphasizes this teaching in Eph. 6:1-3, "Children, obey your parents
in the Lord: for this is right. Honour thy father and mother; (which is the first
commandment with promise;) That is may be well with thee, and thou mayest live long
on the earth." Filial piety is not something new to Christianity, h has been taught since
the days of the patriarchs in the Old Testament.
It must also be made clear that filial piety must be seen in the light of children showing
their love and care for the elderly, their parents etc. while they are still alive. This is the
best way to prove our filial piety to our loved ones. In a famous essay by On Yang Shieu,
a noted scholar and statesmen in the Sung Dynasty, he said,
It is more important to provide respectfully and affectionately for the needs of the parents when
they are alive, rather than worship them by buming paper money and spreading a feast before
ancestral tablets which are mere superstitious practices."
I remember conducting a funeral for a Christian lady in June 1995 and encountering
opposition from her eldest son, who was not a Christian. He wanted to put some food for
his deceased mother, and offer paper money to her. I found out that this "filial son" was
never filial to his mother when she was alive. Now that she was gone, he wanted to put
on a show of filial piety to impress his friends and relatives. There may have also been a
sense of guilt that caused him to act in this manner.
How can a Christian show his filial piety to his parents? A Chrisfian shows filial piety
while his parents are still alive. "A son honoureth his father" (Mai. 1:6). Jesus said,
"Honour thy father and mother: and, He that curseth father or mother, let him die the
death" (Matt 15:4). "My son, keep thy father's commandment, and forsake not the law of
thy mother" (Prov. 6:20). The Bible pronounced a curse on those who dishonour their
parents. God was very serious about this matter (Ex. 21:15, 17; Lev 20:9; Prov 20:20,
30: 17). Disrespect for parents will bring punishment from God. "And he that smiteth his
father, or his mother, shall be surely put to death. And he that curseth his father, or his
mother, shall surely be put to death" (Ex. 21:15, 17). "The eye that mocketh at his father,
and despiseth to obey his mother, the ravens of the valley shall pick it out, and the young
eagles shall eat it (Prov. 30:17).
Reverencing our parents is an act ofpiety towards God for parents fiinction as God's
representatives to children on earth.^" while our parents are still alive and are able to enjoy our relationship
with them, we should take full advantage of this. They are the ones who brought us into this world, nurtured and fed us
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and gave us good things in Hfe. How could we not honour them in retum? "We honour them by being obedient to them
as far as possible, by caring for them and by consulting them when making any major decisions. When such warm
relationship exists, there will be ample opporUinity to witness to them about Jesus Christ. Too many Christians, though
concemed for the salvation of their parents, fail to cultivate this warmth. As a consequence, they find it so difficult and
awkward to discuss spiritual things with them."^'
There are a number ofways to showfilialpiety. When our parents are still alive, give
them due honour. Do not humiliate them. Obey and honour them: "Whoso keepth the law
is a wise son: but he that is a companion of riotous men shameth his father" (Prov. 28:7).
Do not abuse them physically: "He that wasteth his father, and chaseth away his mother,
is a son that causeth shame, and bringeth reproach" (Prov. 19:26). The Bible says that the
arrogant and rebellious perform such disgraceful and shameful acts: "There is a
generation that curseth their father, and doth not bless their mother. There is a generation
that is pure in their own eyes, and yet is not washed from their filthiness. There is a
generation, O how lofty are their eyes! and their eyelids are lifted up. There is a
generation, whose teeth are as swords, and their jaw teeth as knives, to devour the poor
from off the earth, and the needy from among men" (Prov. 30:1 1-14).
When ourparents are still alive, it is the responsibility ofchildren to feed and support
them. Confucius especially pointed out that "in feeding one's parents, the important thing
is not the richness of the food, but the pleasure and happiness of the parents. "^^
Jesus set for us a good example. While on the cross, He entrusted His earthly mother to
the care ofHis disciple, John (John 19:26-27). In the OT, we find Joseph taking care of
his father for 17 years when he was Prime Minister ofEgypt. When his father died, he
personally brought his body back to Canaan for burial. Joseph "served his father with
respect when he lived, and burled him with respect when he died."^'
When our parents are still alive, we must exhort them gently. They are not sinless! Do
not rebuke them openly before others. "If a believer has unbelieving parents, he not only
needs to honour them, feed them, and not to disgrace them, but he must also admonish
them and lead them to the Lord. Helping one's parents to walk in the true way is one of
the filial pious deeds. "^^
When parents are still alive, be thankfulfor them. The saddest thing is that when we
want to express our thankfulness to our parents, they may not be alive to receive it. Do it
now when they are still with us. Bring them out for lunch or dinner. We do not have to
wait until Father's Day or Mother's Day to do so. Dr. John Davis said, "My grandmother
used to say with some emphasis, 'Don't buy flowers and vish me when I'm dead, do h
when I'm alive so I can enjoy it.'""
When they are gone, we remember them. Filial piety is not measured by the pomp of the
funeral or the luxury of the gravesite sacrifice, but by the honour, glory, feeding,
admonishing, and thanksgiving one had been offering to parents while they were still
alive. After they die, we can only remember them, not worship them.
Ho>v should we remember ourparents or ancestors? Be like Joseph in Genesis 50, by
giving our loved ones an honourable funeral. We do not need to overspend, but we need
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to give our loved ones a decent burial. We can also remember the anniversary of their
death. Publish a word of remembrance of the person in the newspapers. Visit the grave to
clean it, and to place flowers as a token of our love. This may be done in the spring
festival ofQing Ming (All Souls' Day). This is an important occasion for the Chinese.
This occasion reinforces the ethic of filial piety. It is a major Chinese fesfival.
Before embarking on this trip to the gravesite, Chrisfians ought to talk to then loved ones
to inform them that they would want to do things like cleaning the gravesite, preparing
food and drinks for those who are going etc., but not perform any of the religious rites.
They must show their relatives that they love their ancestors and do miss them too, but
are not willing to compromise their faith by going through the religious rites. Such gentle
reminders show our sincerity and sensitivity. When Christians display such faith and love,
unbelieving family members may be more sympathetic to the gospel message.
Necromancy: A False Filial Piety
Respect and honour to the living is biblical, but communicating with the dead is not.
Necromancy is forbidden in the Scriptures. God commands in Deut. 18:9-14,
When thou art come into the land which the LORD thy God giveth thee, thou shall not leam to do
after the abominations of those nations. There shall not be found among you any one that maketh
his son or his daughter to pass through the fire, or that useth divination, or an observer of times, or
an enchanter, or a witch. Or a charmer, or a consulter with familiar spirits, or a wizard, or a
necromancer. For all that do these things are an abomination unto the LORD: and because of these
abominations the LORD thy God doth drive them out from before thee. Thou shalt be perfect with
the LORD thy God. For these nations, which thou shalt possess, hearkened unto observers of
times, and unto diviners: but as for thee, the LORD thy God hath not suffered thee so to do.
Necromancy contains two ideas: "One involves the worship ofancestors and the other
is that the deadmay be consultedforpurposes ofdetermining the future. "^^ This is done
through a medium.
Zhong Yuan Jie, which is popularly known as the Festival of the Hungry Ghost, falls
around August. Similar to Qing Ming, this festival is a time to think of the dead. "For the
Buddhist, this festival emphasizes filial piety. To the Taoist, this festival includes prayers
to the wandering souls throughout the world. "^' it is said that,
the Taoist believe that the graves of hell are opened on the first day of the seventh month, allowing
unbom souls to wander the world for food and other necessities. Throughout the month, food and
joss papers are offered to these hungry ghosts.^*
Most Chinese observe this occasion by offeringprayers, food, andpaper money to the
deceased. "The underlying theme for such a festival is filial piety. It is a remembrance of
one's loved ones and even friends."^' The matter of necromancy comes in when the living have communion
and contact with the dead. Lest the deceased reUim with vengeance, the Chinese believe that they must be in touch with
the dead. Vengeful ghosts are said to "have been abandoned by their living families."
Necromancy is also the act of contacting the dead for purposes of divination. "Such
divination presupposes that the dead are part of the family who has gone beyond death
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into the spiritual realm. With spiritual realities, they become eyes of the living to guidethose who have not yet reach the other side."^' -in other situations, necromancy employs dreams and
visions, a common form through which the dead communicate their wishes.""
The basic belief of the Chinese is that the soul never dies and there is a continual
relationship between the living and the dead. This belief has led to ancestral worship and
necromancy. When a person dies, he is regarded by his family as a "god" and is believed
to be able to look after the welfare of the family.
Oftentimes, the family uses a medium to communicate with the deceased to find out if
he is happy, wellfed and well housed in Hades. "Mediums are often called in to help
send offerings to the deceased or even make special arrangements for their comfort."" "At
other times the wishes of the dead are apparent only after evil has occurred and when a diviner interprets the cause of
the misfortune as dissatisfaction of the dead with the living."^"
The Bible forbids any contact with the dead. As Christians, we must not have anything
to do with necromancy. At the moment of death, the dead goes to either heaven or hell
(Luke 16:22-23). There can be no communication between the living and the dead (Luke
16:27-31). The dead cannot come back to the world of the living, even in a spirit form.
If it is impossible to communicate with the deceased, then with whom are the mediums
communicating? "Usually when a medium calls up someone from the dead, it is a
demonic deception: that is a demon impersonating someone who is dead will begin to
speak through the medium."^' Demons know the past history of the deceased. The devil is a master of
deception.
When a Christian is asked to participate in a seance, he should explain to his loved ones
the danger and deception involved. If need be, the pastor or a mature Christian could be
invited to wam them of the dangers of such meetings through a study of the Scriptures
(Lev. 19:31, 20:6, Deut. 18:10-14, Isa. 8:19).
While we want to be sensitive to our loved ones and show our filial piety, we must never
compromise our beliefs. It is far better to communicate with the living now, than to wait
until they are gone and then seek to speak to them.
Conclusion
Chinese culture is steeped in filialpiety which often involves idolatry. Chinese
Christians are often seen to compromise their faith by participating in the many rittials.
They need to be instmcted. It is imperative that they understand the requhements
ofGod,
and seek to observe biblical principles in their lives. IfChinese customs and culture
infringe on biblical standards, we must, at aU cost, seek to honour God (1
Sam. 2:30), and
to obey His Word. We must also seek to explain to our loved ones the reasons
for our
actions so that they would not think that we are in any way unfilial.
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